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Cover Picture 
* 

This is the green frog, Rana clamitans, one of the wide-ranging frogs 

in North America. It is common in parts of eastern Texas, but it is infre¬ 

quently seen because of its retiring habits and predilection for situations pro¬ 

viding an abundance of concealing vegetation. Its presence, however, may 

be revealed by the call, which resembles the "bung” produced by the pluck¬ 

ing of an elastic cord stretched over an empty box. The common name is 

not too appropriate for Texas specimens, which are more often brown, rather 

than green. The cover specimen is a male from Newton County, Texas. 

Photo by John S. Mecham. 

See Mecham’s "Geographic Variation in the Green Frog, Rana clamitans 

Latreille,” in this issue of the journal. 
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GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN THE GREEN FROG, 

RAN A CLAM1TANS LATREILLE* 

JOHN S. MECHAM 
The University of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

The green frog, Rana clamitans, is one of the most common and widely 

distributed amphibians in North America. It is, therefore, somewhat sur¬ 

prising that the fact has so long escaped the attention of specialists that 

this species is divisible into two distinct geographic races. The name "green 

frog” is a very inept one when applied to Rana clamitans in the south. The 

typical form is usually described as one of our largest frogs, a green species 

with a yellow throat in the male. However, the frog of the south is only 

of moderate size, is brown in color rather than green, and the yellow throat 

color of the male may be completely absent. Nor does the green frog of the 

most northern portion of the range conform to the textbook description. 

The primary objective of this paper is a taxonomic one: to describe the 

geographic variation in this species and to define the geographic races in¬ 

volved. However, it is hoped that this study will have a broader application 

than a mere exercise in taxonomy. There has been little detailed work on 

geographic variation in wide ranging in North American frogs, but already 

interesting parallels in body proportions which change with latitude are 

coming to light. This study demonstrates more conclusively the existence 

of such variation. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 

For the loan of preserved material I am indebted to the following 

individuals and to their respective institutions: Dr. Doris M. Cochran, 

United States National Museum; Mrs. Bessie Matalas Hecht, American 

Museum of Natural History; Dr. C. F. Walker and Mr. James A. Peters, 

Museum of Zoology, University of Michigan; Mr. Arthur Loveridge, Mu¬ 

seum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard College; Dr. Edward H. Taylor, 

University of Kansas; Mr. Robert L. Humphries, University of Georgia; 

Dr. W. B. Davis, Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas; Mr. Wil¬ 

fred T. Neill, Ross Allen’s Reptile Institute; Dr. Fred R. Cagle, Tulane 

University; Mr. M. Graham Netting, Carnegie Museum; Mr. E. B. Logier, 

Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology; Dr. W. Frank Blair, University of 

Texas. Dr. James A. Oliver of the New York Zoological Society has kindly 

furnished me with living material from the state of New Jersey, and Mr. 

Philip W. Smith of the Illinois State Natural History Survey has sent me 

two live specimens from southern Illinois. I would like to thank Mr. Richard 

J. Baldaup of Texas A. and M. College for his consideration in giving up 

a similar study on the same species. I am especially indebted to Dr. Coleman 

J. Goin under whose direction this project was undertaken and who has 

contributed many helpful criticisms and suggestions. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In the course of this study some 3000 preserved Rana clamitans, ex¬ 

clusive of tadpoles, have been available to me for study. The collections 

represented are listed under the section on acknowledgments. For the lo¬ 

calities represented refer to Fig. 7. A few live frogs have been examined 

from the states of New Jersey, Ohio, Maryland, Tennessee, Kentucky, Vir¬ 

ginia, South Carolina, Mississippi, and Illinois, in addition to a large number 

of living Texas and Florida specimens. 

From the standpoint of numbers of preserved specimens in collections, 

the green frog might appear to be a species admirably suited for study. It 

is probably safe to say that no other North American Ranid, with the pos¬ 

sible exceptions of Rana pipiens and Rana catesbeiana, is so plentifully rep¬ 

resented. Unfortunately, however, a large proportion of specimens, particu¬ 

larly in the older collections, have proved to be almost valueless. Characters 

such as nature of skin tuberculation and body proportions suffer to a greater 

or lesser extent depending upon the conditions of preservation and degree 

of distortion; and original color, which is of considerable importance as 

evidence of raciation in Amphibia, is impossible to detect regardless of the 

condition of the specimen. Furthermore, frogs do not possess the meristic 

characters which survive the rigors of time and poor preservation, and 

which are of such utility in other groups of cold blooded vertebraes. Never¬ 

theless, it has been necessary to base this study almost entirely on preserved 

material, as the fresh specimens available have been too few for any ex¬ 

haustive analysis. 

It is often customary to list by museum numbers all specimens utilized 

in a taxonomic study. Such a procedure is advantageous in that the exact 

material which forms the basis for conclusions reached in the paper is 

given. However, a listing in this paper of all specimens examined, particu¬ 

larly with reference to any particular character, is out of the question be¬ 

cause of the very large amount of material. For this reason individual speci¬ 

mens have been cited only in specific instances. 

Measurements. All body measurements were made by means of vernier 

calipers and were taken to the nearest tenth of a millimeter. Measurements 

were taken as follows: 

A. Total length—from the tip of the snout to the most posterior pro¬ 

jection of the urostyle, care being taken that the back was straightened 

in order to obtain maximum length without applying undue pressure. I 

regard this as a more accurate measurement in the case of preserved ma¬ 

terial than snout-vent length, as the bony vertebral column is less subject 

to shrinkage. 

B. Tibia length—from the heel to the pfoximal end of the tibia at 

the knee, the tibio-fibula being appressed against the femur and the foot 

being appressed against the tibia. 

C. Head length—from the tip of the snout to the posterior angle 

of the lower jaw. 

D. Tympanum diameter—taken from anterior to posterior, and in¬ 

cluding the ridge usually found on the circumference of the tympanum. 

Body length was obtained by subtracting head length from total 

length. Femur length, foot length, and head width were also recorded at 

first, but these measurements subsequently proved to be so inaccurate in 

preserved material as to be useless. 
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NOMENCLATORIAL HISTORY 

The green frog was first described under the name of Rana clamitans 

in Sonnini and Latreille’s Natural History of Reptiles in 1802, on the basis 

of material sent by Bose from South Carolina, the type locality being 

Charleston. Daudin (1802), in his Natural History of Reptiles, gave him¬ 

self credit for the name in Latreille’s work, giving it as Rana clamata, a 

spelling which was commonly used up to about 1890, although Le Conte 

(18 5 5) proposed that clamator be substituted for clamata, stating that 

clamator was the name originally suggested by Bose. Rafinesque (1820) de¬ 

scribed a dark frog, undoubtedly a green frog, from Lake George and Lake 

Champlain as Ranaria melanota, and Le Conte in 182 5 proposed the name 

Rana fontinalis for the green frog of the "northern states.” Harlan, in the 

same year, introduced a new synonym when he described Rana flaviviridis 

as a new species of the "middle states,” the description being one of the 

best up to that time of Rana clamitans. Holbrook, in his North American 

Herpetology (1842), described a dark, supposedly new form under the 

name of Rana horiconensis; the type locality was Lake George, the same as 

that of Rafinesque’s melanota. Agassiz ( 1850) described another dark 

spotted frog from the Lake Superior region as Rana nigricans (misread 

by Le Conte in 18 5 5 as Rana nigrescens). 

Rhodes (1895) advanced the idea that there were two races of green 

frog, a medium-sized green Carolinian form and a large dark Canadian 

form which he called respectively Rana clamitans clamitans and Rana clami¬ 

tans melanota; the nigricans of Agassiz and the horiconensis of Holbrook 

were relegated to the synonomy of the latter. However, Cope (1889) dis¬ 

carded the idea of a far northern form on the basis that the variation was 

not constant, citing a dark Louisiana specimen as an example, and subse¬ 

quent writers have been content to regard Rana clamitans as a monotypic 

species. 

NATURE OF THE GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION 

The fact that the green frog of the southern coastal plain shows a 

number of differences from the better known animal of the more northern 

portions of the country has been overlooked by the majority of workers. 

Holbrook (1842) seems to have recognized the distinctiveness of the south¬ 

ern form when he assigned the frog of "Carolina and Georgia” to Rana 

clamitans, describing it as slender, reddish brown above, darker behind, 

silvery white beneath, upper jaw green. The green frog of the northern and 

middle states he called Rana fontinalis Le Conte, and did not regard it as 

occurring south of Virginia (De Kay, 1842, p. 62). Among more recent 

writers, Wright (1932) called attention to the fact that in specimens 

from the Okefinokee Swamp region, both adult and transformation sizes 

are smaller; in addition the venter is not so immaculate, and the young are 

more spotted ventrally than in the north. 

It soon became obvious in the course of this study that Rana clamitans 

undergoes a break in a number of characters in an area which roughly ap¬ 

proximates the line of demarcation (i.e., the fall line) between the coastal 

lowland and the interior upland of the southern states. The lowland form 

appears to exhibit little variation of consequence from east to west, and 

Texas and Florida specimens are similar in most respects. Material from the 

upland areas of Alabama, Georgia, and the Carolinas is very similar to that 
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PLATE I. 1-4, Rana clamitans clamitans; 5-8, Rana clamitans melanota. 1, female, 
2, male, Alachua County, Florida; 3, female, 4, male, Newton County, Texas; 5, fe¬ 
male, Union County, Illinois; 6, male, Frederick County, Maryland; 7 and 8, males, 
Giles County, Virginia. 
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which comes from any of the more northern states within the range of 

the species, with the possible exceptions of northern New York, portions 

of Vermont, Maine, and New Hampshire, and northern Michigan. The 

differences which crop up in specimens from the latter portion of the range 

have received some attention in the literature, and I have reserved discus¬ 

sion of them for a special section in this paper. The nature of the differences 

involved between the green frog of the southern uplands and the northern 

and middle states, and the frog of the southern coastal plain are discussed 

below. 

Dorsal Spotting. One of the more outstanding characteristics of adult 

green frogs from the southern coastal plain is the absence of any sort of 

spotting between the dorsolateral folds. Dorsal spotting has not been found 

in any adult examined from the southern coastal plain. A tendency toward 

an indistinct marbling or mottling has been observed in a few Louisiana, 

Texas, and Florida specimens, but the condition is rare, and almost all 

specimens are a monochrome dorsally. 

Northern specimens, on the other hand, usually show at least some 

dorsal spotting in the adults, although there is a great amount of individual 

variation in this respect. The spots may be numerous or few, large or very 

small, and there is often a tendency for them to be concentrated and larger 

toward the posterior portion of the back. Often they are very distinct and 

contrast boldly with the ground color; sometimes they are enlarged to 

form very striking irregular blotches. In some specimens the spotting is 

less distinctly delimited, or may be evident only as a weak to strong mot¬ 

tling. In a few specimens there may be no trace of spotting whatever. 

In order to give an indication of the frequency of spotting in northern 

populations, the number of specimens which definitely show dorsal spotting 

in those series available at the time of writing from a number of northern 

states are listed in Table I. All specimens are over 45 mm. snout-urostyle 

length. 

The separation has necessarily been somewhat arbitrary in some cases; 

some specimens are so dark that it is difficult to tell if spotting is present 

or not, and a heavy mottling may grade into a spotted condition. Never¬ 

theless the widespread and frequent occurrence of some sort of dorsal spot¬ 

ting in green frogs in the northern states is clearly indicated, and is in 

marked contrast to the dorsal monochrome of all adult southern coastal 

plain specimens examined. There seems to be some indication of a gradual 

TABLE I 

Number of % showing definite 
State speciments dorsal spotting 

Wisconsin 
Northern Michigan 

83 83.1 

(northern peninsula) 
Southern Michigan 

44 90.9 

(southern peninsula) 195 87.2 
Northern Illinois 39 69.2 
Indiana 55 72.7 
New York 94 81.9 
Massachusetts 97 79.4 
New Jersey 
Alabama, Georgia, and South 

51 62.7 

Carolina, all above fall line 23 39.1 
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decrease in the percentage of spotted individuals as one progresses south, 
but whether an actual cline or merely a zone of intergradation is indicated 
by the low incidence of dorsal spotting in the Alabama, Georgia, and South 
Carolina samples from above the fall line is impossible to say without large 
series of specimens from intermediate areas. 

Recently metamorphosed green frogs from any part of the range usu¬ 
ally show a number of small dark dorsal spots, but these juvenile spots 
are rapidly obscured and lost on the southern coastal plain. All of 20 newly 
metamorphosed young collected by the writer in Alachua County, Florida, 
for example, exhibited this character. The largest Florida specimen exam¬ 
ined which still carried spots measured 43.3 mm. snout-vent, and most 
specimens lose them at a much smaller size. For Texas material, 42.7 mm. 
was the largest size recorded for a specimen in which the juvenile dorsal 
spotting was still visible. 

Skin Characters. I have been unable to devise a quantitative method 
for describing variation in skin characteristics. Differences are nonetheless 
apparent, and can be described in general terms. 

Upon close examination any green frog will be seen to be covered on 
the back with very fine and small tuberculations or mammillations, the 
apices of which, under slight magnification, are visible as light points. His¬ 
tological examination revealed that these points are formed by the local¬ 
ized thickening or swelling of the more superficial layers of the epidermis. 
The corium is not involved, and there does not seem to be any relationship 
between this thickening and the glands of the stratum spongiosum. 

In specimens from the southern coastal plain the surface of the back 
is relatively smooth and even except for these fine white tuberculations, and 
the general appearance might be compared to sandpaper. This condition 
holds true for all green frogs examined from the coastal lowlands from 
Texas to Florida. The only obvious exceptions encountered were two frogs 
from southeastern Louisiana (out of 81 adults from the state). 

In northern material, however, a rugose condition of the back is often 
encountered. This is caused by enlarged rounded elevations of the skin sur¬ 
face, each elevation usually centered under one of the above mentioned 
mammillations, but often carrying several. When these elevations are well 
developed, the back is quite rough and irregular in appearance. As the de¬ 
gree of rugosity is very variable, and may be weakly developed or absent, 
many northern individuals are indistinguishable from the southern frogs 
on this basis. However, a representative series from any area in the north 
usually reveals the presence of this condition. 

The skin on the sides, below the dorsolateral folds, is a more reliable 
index than that on the back. The surface of the skin here is again covered 
with fine light points like those on the back. In the southern frog, these 
are superimposed upon a surface of rather sparsely scattered, wart-like, 
pointed elevations, one of the points always forming the apex of the ele¬ 
vation. Northern specimens usually differ in that there is an increase in 
the number of these elevations, which are in general lower, broader, more 
rounded, and not pointed. In some individuals, the elevations are so large 
and numerous that they juxtapose and the lines of contact between them 
are marked by creases or cracks, resulting, with corresponding flattening 
of the elevations, in an almost subreticulate creasing effect. 

Ventral Marking. Ventral marking is extremely variable in the green 
frog, but some general statements concerning it may be made. Adult north- 
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ern green frogs are immaculate beneath with the exceptions of the throat, 

lower lips, anterior pectoral region, and under surface of the hind legs, all 

of which may or may not carry some marking. Even when this marking 

is very dark, as it is on rare occasions, the belly is almost always immacu¬ 

late. In adults from the southeastern coastal plain (Georgia, Florida) the 

belly again is often plain, but in many specimens a dusky vermiculation is 

evident. In some cases, usually subadults, this belly marking may be dark 

to black. This condition has been noted by Wright (1932) in specimens 

from southeastern Georgia. 

Ventral marking is much more vivid in very young than in older 

frogs, fading rapidly with age, although, as pointed out, adults may some¬ 

times be encountered in which the ventral markings are still dark and con¬ 

trasting. Examination of newly metamorphosed specimens therefore would 

be expected to reveal more conclusively if any significant geographic varia¬ 

tion in ventral marking exists. Such proves to be the case. All newly meta¬ 

morphosed or very young specimens examined from Florida and southern 

Georgia are very heavily marked on the venter and particularly on the 

belly. In the aforementioned series of twenty newly metamorphosed young 

collected by the writer in Alachua County, Florida, every specimen pos¬ 

sesses a heavy vermiculate spotting on the venter which varies in intensity 

from brown to black, and is particularly pronounced in the region of the 

belly. In northern green frogs at a comparable state of growth there may 

be considerable dark marking upon the venter, but it is usually thinner, is 

almost always limited to the lips, throat, pectoral region, and undersurface 

of the hind limbs, and is completely absent or very reduced in the region 

of the belly. There are rare exceptions to this statement, but in general 

it holds true in all the specimens available. 

Ventral marking in the western part of the southern coastal plain 

appears to agree closely with that in the northern portions of the range. 

Belly marking in the younger specimens examined from Texas and Louisi¬ 

ana has been thin or absent, suggesting strongly that increase in ventral 

marking, particularly in the region of the belly, is restricted to the more 

eastern part of the southern coastal plain. 

An exceptional instance of belly marking in more northern frogs 

was noted and should be mentioned. In a series of six specimens from Alex¬ 

ander County, Illinois (Chicago Natural Flistory Museum, 216 (2), 2161, 

2173, 2206, 2208), five showed a strikingly heavy dusky to black mottling 

or vermiculation on the belly as well as the pectoral region and throat. 

Such marking must be a local condition, however, as specimens examined 

from nearby counties in Illinois and Missouri exhibit typically unmarked 

bellies. 

Color. It may not be justifiable to place much emphasis upon geo¬ 

graphic variation in color in this paper as the live material necessary for 

a complete analysis has not been available. However, on the basis of the 

few live frogs examined it is possible to arrive at some tentative conclusions. 

Color in the northern green frog is variable. Typically the adult animal 

is green to greenish brown above, sometimes tending toward olive posterior¬ 

ly. On rare occasions much darker individuals are encountered. The back is 

plain to spotted, with a bright green to yellow green mask extending for¬ 

ward from the tympanum along the jaw. The underparts are white with 

a varying amount of dark marking of varying intensity on the lower lip, 

pectoral region, sides, undersurface of the hind legs, and throat, the last 
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more often being heavily marked in females (although males may often 

exhibit some degree of throat marking). The throat in the sexually mature 

male is a brilliant yellow, with a yellow suffusion sometimes extending back 

over the pectoral region and up over the lips. The center of the tympanum 

in the male is a raised yellow to yellow green spot. 

Detailed descriptions of northern frogs are unnecessary here, since 

Wright (1949), Breckenridge (1944), Dickerson (1906), and others give 

good descriptions of the green frog of the northern states, and together 

give a fairly complete picture of the range of variation involved. 

As previously stated, the only live frogs obtained from the southern 

coastal plain have been from Florida, Mississippi, and Texas. With the ex¬ 

ception of one specimen, all were collected by the writer. Of the Florida 

frogs (roughly 230), all came from Alachua County with the exception 

of one adult from Jackson County. Two specimens were collected in Ffan- 

cock County, Mississippi. Texas specimens obtained were five subadults 

from Leon County, four adults and 30 juveniles from Nacogdoches County, 

one adult and two subadults from Shelby County, and eight adults from 

Newton County. 

The Florida green frog is very rarely green at all. The adult animal 

is brown above, with or without the light green along the upper lips. The 

face is bronze, which merges into the brown of the back, and the brilliant 

green coloring of the head or anterior portion of the body which is so 

typical of specimens of more northern areas is not exhibited. 

The following description is based on three adult females from Alachua 

County, Florida. The face is bronze, merging into an olive brown or brown 

upon the back, changing to lighter beneath the eye and beneath the ear¬ 

drum becoming a yellow gold stripe which extends onto the body above 

the leg. In one of the specimens this stripe is considerably darkened. The 

sides (below the dorsolateral ridge) are grayer and somewhat lighter. There 

is a narrow dark stripe above and behind the eardrum, following the ridge. 

The belly and underside of the hind legs are quite vermiculate in the dark¬ 

est of the three specimens, faintly in the other two. There is a dark spot 

in the center of the eardrum of all three. The underside of the throat is 

very faintly tinged with yellowish bronze. 

With few limitations this description is typical for Florida specimens. 

The coloration of the male is very similiar to that of the female with the 

exception of a light spot in the center of the tympanum and sometimes 

more yellow on the throat. The yellow throat color is much reduced in 

comparison with northern males, however, and in many specimen? examined 

was completely absent. 

The coloration of fresh Texas material agrees in most respects with 

that of the Florida specimens. In general, Texas frogs exhibit a brown 

rather than green dorsal coloration with a corresponding reduction of yellow 

throat pigment in the male. The description of four adults (three females 

and one male) collected in Nacogdoches County on November 9, 1952, 

are as follows. Three specimens are a light brown above, and fourth speci¬ 

men a darker brown, with a lighter, more bronze head. The lighter color 

of the head is intensified toward the margin of the upper lip, and forms 

a yellow-gold stripe below the tympanum, the stripe extending onto the 

body a very short distance above the foreleg. The sides are slightly lighter 

than the back, and become paler toward the belly. The venter is white, 

with a varying amount of dusky vermiculate marking upon the pectoral 
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region, lateral margins of the belly, and femur. There is some marking 

upon the throat of two of the females, and the throat of the male is a 

light dusky hue without the faintest trace of yellow pigment. 

Out of six adult males collected in Newton County, Texas, in April 

of 1952 and 1953, four had no yellow pigment whatsoever upon the throat, 

while the other two exhibited only a small bit of yellow on either side 

of this region. In addition I was able to examine a series of freshly pre¬ 

served specimens in the collection of the University of Texas. These frogs, 

included among which were 17 adult males, were collected in Newton 

and Harrison Counties, Texas, June 9-20, 1952, and were examined by 

the writer on July 19, 1952. None of the males exhibited any traces of 

yellow throat pigmentation, and it seems very unlikely that all the color 

would have been lost in so short a time. 

A single male (approximately 50 mm. snout-vent) collected in Han¬ 

cock County, Mississippi, in April of 1952, possessed the brown dorsum of 

Texas and Florida material, and also lacked the yellow throat color. It might 

not be wise, however, to place too much reliance on the throat color of any 

but a fully adult specimen. 

We can conclude with a fair degree of certainty that the absence or 

reduction of yellow throat color in adult males is characteristic of Texas 

as well as Florida males, and it seems very likely that material along the 

whole of the southern coastal plain forms a fairly homogeneous unit as far 

as coloration is concerned. Certainly Texas and Florida populations seem 

to agree closely in this respect; and although the evidence from intermedi¬ 

ate localities is incomplete, the preserved material is very similar in ap¬ 

pearance. 

It would seem that frogs above the fall line in the states of Georgia, 

Alabama, and South Carolina, for the most part agree in color with those 

from farther north. An adult male and female collected by the writer in 

Jefferson and Sevier counties, Tennessee, respectively, certainly bear out 

this contention as they were typically northern in coloration and agreed 

very well with live material examined from Kentucky, Ohio, New Jersey, 

Maryland, and Virginia. An adult male collected in Fairfield County, 

South Carolina, was green with the yellow throat and immaculate white 

belly of the northern form. 

Mr. Philip W. Smith has informed me that green frogs on the Mis¬ 

sissippi floodplain of Alexander and Union counties in Illinois are darker, 

and do not have the green jaw and yellow throat of northern and eastern 

males. This indicates that the coloration of the coastal plain race may extend 

as far up the valley of the Mississippi River as extreme southern Illinois. 

Hurter (1911) has remarked on the dark color of Rana clamitans collected 

in a cypress swamp in Dunklin County, Missouri. 

The typical green of northern specimens presumably is due to the 

combination of yellow pigment with a structural blue. This simple ex¬ 

planation is strongly substantiated by the presence in the literature of de¬ 

scriptions of “blue” green frogs (Wright, 1949; Vogel, 1942). The blue 

color of these specimens can be explained very simply as being due to the 

absence of yellow pigment. In keeping with this explanation, it can be 

postulated that the brown color of the dorsum in southern coastal plain 

specimens is due to a general reduction in yellow pigment (possibly cor¬ 

related with some increase in melanins), and that this general reduction is 

reflected in an absence of yellow on the throat in adult males. 
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FIG. 1. Histograms are plotted showing the number of specimens in each sample 
which fall into the indicated size groups. The difference in maximum size between 
northern and southern material is clearly indicated. 

It should be noted that Rana clamitans seems to be capable of at least 

a small degree of color change in life. Some coastal plain specimens have 

been observed to change from a very dark brown with very vivid ventral 

markings, to a relatively pale brown with almost indistinguishable ventral 

markings in a matter of minutes. 
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Size. The Ran a clamitans of the southern coastal plain is a smaller 

animal than the form of the north. This is seen to be true if the accompany¬ 

ing histograms are inspected (Fig. 1). These include measurements of series 

available from the indicated states, the lower limit of 5 5 mm. being en¬ 

tirely arbitrary. By inspection it may be seen that the maximum size limits 

of the Texas, Florida, and Louisiana samples are comparable, as are those 

of New York, Indiana, and Michigan. When the respective northern and 

southern values are lumped and compared directly, the discrepancy between 

the two is very apparent. Only a very few of the southern specimens ex¬ 

amined exceeded 75 mm. snout-urostyle, while a goodly number of the 

northern ones exceeded 8 5 mm. This amounts to a difference in size ex¬ 

pressed as body length of roughly 15 % of the maximum size obtained by 

the species. 

As would be expected, the tadpole also is smaller in the south than 

in the north. Table II is a comparison of total length in two series of rep¬ 

resentative larvae. The northern specimens are from Ocean County, New 

Jersey, while the southern material was collected in Alachua County, Florida. 

All of the specimens are at a comparable stage of development, having 

well developed hind limbs but not externally evident from front ones. 

Only perfect individuals with complete tails were selected. 

TABLE II 

Size of New Jersey and Florida 
larvae 

Number of Mean total 
specimens length (mm.) Range <r 

New Jersey 14 64.3 ± .79 58.2-69.7 2.95 

Florida 10 57.4 ± .90 51.7-60.5 2.83 

BODY PROPORTIONS 

A number of statistically significant differences in body proportions 

can be demonstrated between green frogs from various parts of the range. 

These differences are of biological interest, but it is doubtful if any of 

them can be utilized as a key character because of the small magnitude of 

the dissimilarities and the wide range of individual variation (although 

variation would undoubtedly be reduced if fresh material were available). 

A further complication here is the smaller size of southern coastal plains 

specimens. This difference in size tends to minimize differences in body pro¬ 

portions between northern and southern frogs when a comparison is made 

between specimens of the same body size. 

All measurements have been expressed as ratios so as to emphasize 

differences in relative size rather than actual size. The ratios which have 

been found to be of value in this study are: (a) head length over body 

length, (b) tibia length over body length, (c) tympanum diameter over 

head length. A ratio which might well be of use with fresh material is 

head width over head length, but the results obtained with preserved ma¬ 

terial are too variable to form the basis for any definite conclusions. 

Only frogs with a snout-urostyle length of 45 mm. or over were 

measured. The initial intention was to lump these specimens into one or 

a few size groups for statistical comparison. However, it was found that 
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HEAD LENGTH/ BODY LENGTH 
hi O) 

FIG. 2. Best fit lines as calculated by the method of least squares are given for 
head length divided by body length plotted against body length for the indicated 
samples. One standard error of the estimate (narrow vertical line) and two standard 
errors of the mean of regression Y (heavy vertical line) are given on either side of 
the mean of Y. 
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differences between the samples were of such a low level that they were 

completely obscured by ontogenetic changes where size groups big enough 

to include samples large enough for analysis were used. I have therefore 

interpreted the measurements for head length and tibia length in terms 

of rectilinear regression, a procedure which is permissible for a segment 

of the total growth line. 

No indications of sexual dimorphism in the relative length of the tibia 

or head were found in either the northern or southern material. There is, 

of course, a marked dimorphism in tympanum size, and there is evidence 

of a relatively greater head width in the male, although the effect is greatly 

exaggerated by the presence of. prominent skin folds. The female attains 

a body length several millimeters in excess of the male. 

Samples from northern Florida, southeastern Louisiana, Texas, New 

York, northern Indiana, and Michigan were selected for analysis. These are 

areas from which the best series of measurable frogs were available, and 

represent the eastern and western extremes of both the northern and south¬ 

ern portions of the range. No differences of any consequence could be dem¬ 

onstrated for body proportions between specimens from northern and south¬ 

ern peninsular Michigan, and the Michigan and northern Indiana samples 

agreed closely. All Michigan and northern Indiana material has therefore 

been lumped for the sake of simplicity. The Louisiana sample has been 

restricted to material from St. Charles, St. Landry, Jefferson, Assumption, 

Lafayette, Washington, St. Tammany, Orleans, and Iberia parishes, as ma¬ 

terial in the more northern and western portions of the state is closer to 

Texas material in body proportions. The number of specimens in each 

sample is as follows: Florida, 47; Louisiana, 39; Texas, 42; Michigan + 

Indiana, 89; New York, 61. 

Head Lenth verms Body Length. The best fit lines for the indicated 

samples (body length 26-48 mm.) as calculated by the method of the 

least squares are given in Fig. 2 for head length divided by body length 

plotted against body length. The standard error of the estimate and the 

standard error of the mean of regression Y* have also been indicated 

graphically for each sample. 

As can be seen by inspection, both the Texas and Florida lines fall 

well above that of the Louisiana sample; in other words, the head tends to 

be longer at a given body length in both Texas and Florida material. The 

Florida specimens seem to have slightly shorter heads than the Texas frogs, 

but the difference is not significant. 

The fact that the Texas and southeastern Louisiana green frogs are 

different for head length is surprising in view of the fact that the states 

are adjacent and both are upon the southern coastal plain. However, this 

distinction is highly significant, as is shown by the scatter diagram, Fig. 3. 

A line plotted as the distance midway between the best fit lines of the two 

populations separates 66.7% of the Louisiana material from 76.2% of the 

Texas sample, a separation which approaches a level usually accepted as 

* The standard error of the mean of regression Y ( = Sy/ VN ) can be used for an 
approximation of the significance of difference between the samples. This is done 
by moving the bars representing standard errors of the two samples to be compared 
toward each other along their respective regression lines to a position in the same 
vertical line. This seems to the writer to be justified where the slope of the lines is 
similar for different samples, and the loci of the means of Y are close together on the 
X axis. 
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FIG. 3. Ratios of head length divided by body length are plotted against body 
length for Texas (solid circles) and southeastern Louisiana specimens (hollow circles). 
A line plotted as the distance midway between best fit lines of the two samples sep¬ 
arates 76.2% of the Texas material from 66.7% of the Louisiana material. 

sufficient for the recognition of subspecies. When tested in terms of chi 

square (adjusted formula) utilizing a fourfold table, this is found to be 

highly significant (x2 = 13.7, P less than .01). 

The Michigan + Indiana and New York lines agree closely and fall well 

below those of the Texas and Florida samples for the greater part of their 

length. However, the slope for both of the northern samples is considerably 

less than that of the three coastal plain series, making it difficult to com¬ 

pare northern and southern material statistically, as the degree of diverg- 
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TIBIA LENGTH / BODY LENGTH 
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FIG. 4. Best fit lines as calculated by the method of least squares are given for 
tibia length divided by body length plotted against body length for the indicated 
samples. One standard error of the estimate (narrow vertical line) and two standard 
errors of the mean of regression Y (heavy vertical line) are given on either side of 
the mean of Y. 

ence becomes much less at a larger body size (regression coefficients are: 

Florida, -.54; Louisiana, -.63; Texas, -.51; New York, -.3 3; Michigan + 

Indiana, —.40). The different slope can be explained as the result of a slower 

rate of increase in body length relative to head length in northern frogs 
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FIG. 5. Ratios of tibia length divided by body length are plotted against body 
length for southeastern Louisiana (solid circles) and Florida specimens (hollow cir¬ 
cles). A line plotted as the distance midway between best fit lines of the two samples 
separates 69.2% of the Louisiana material from 61.7% of the Florida material. 

as compared with southern frogs, or, as is more likely, as representing a 

different section of the growth line. The northern animal attains a larger 

maximum size, and specimens of the same body length as southern coastal 

plain specimens‘probably represent an earlier stage of growth. 

Tibia Length versus Body Length. The best fit lines for the same 

samples as given in Fig. 2 have been plotted in Fig. 4 for tibia length divided 

by body length plotted against body length. The standard error of the es¬ 

timate and the standard error of the mean of regression Y have been indi¬ 

cated graphically. 
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TYMPANUM/HEAD LENGTH 

FIG. 6. Mean ratios of tympanum diameter divided by head length are plotted 
against head length for coasttal plain (Texas, Louisiana, Florida) and northern (New 
York, Michigan, Indiana) material. Specimens have been lumped into 2.5 mm. 
groups; the number of specimens determining each locus is given.. 

The variation in tibia length tends to be greater than in head length, 

particularly in the Florida sample. Louisiana and Texas populations agree 

closely, and both fall a significant distance below the Florida material, show¬ 

ing that the tibia is slightly longer proportionately in the latter. The 
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Florida and Louisiana specimens have been plotted on the scatter diagram, 

Fig. 5, and a line of separation representing the distance midway between 

the best fit lines of the two samples has been drawn. This line separates 

69.2% of the Louisiana material from 61.7% of the Florida material 

(x2 = 7.0, P less than 0.01), a separation which again approaches that of 

a magnitude large enough for subspecific recognition. 

As in head length, the slope of the line for the Michigan + Indiana 

and Mew York samples is less than that of the coastal plain material, mak¬ 

ing direct comparison between northern and southern frogs difficult ..(re¬ 

gression coefficients are: Florida, -.60; Louisiana, -JO; Texas, -.58; New 

York, -.30; Michigan + Indiana, -.30). A small difference in tibia length 

between east and west in the north is indicated, but when placed on a 

scatter diagram only 5 5.7% of the Mew York frogs could be separated 

from 5 8.4% of the Michigan + Indiana specimens. 

Tympanum Diameter versus Head Length. Adult green frogs may be 

assigned to the correct sex at a glance because of the strikingly larger 

tympanum of the male. However, sexual dimorphism in this structure be¬ 

comes evident only with age, and the sexes cannot be distinguished from 

each other on this basis during the early stages of growth. 

In this connection it is interesting to note that sexual dimorphism in 

tympanum size becomes evident at a much smaller head length in southern 

specimens than in northern ones. This is obvious in the accompanying graph 

(Fig. 6) in which specimens have been lumped into northern and southern 

groups (done for the sake of convenience as the Texas, Florida, and Louisi¬ 

ana samples agr£e closely, as do those from Indiana, Michigan, and NetV 

York). Actually this is exactly what would be expected in view of the 

evidence previously presented which showed that the southern frog is 

a smaller animal than the northern one, and the appearance of the tym¬ 

panum dimorphism at a smaller head size (and therefore body size) in 

southern material simply confirms this fact. 

The discrepancy between the two lines representing the ratios of tym¬ 

panum to head length in the males is so great in the lower size range that 

there is a possibility that the ratio may be used as a key value for the iden¬ 

tification of a population. For example, if males with a head length of 

20.0-22.5 mm. are selected from the material used in the graph (13 coastal 

plain specimens, 20 northern), a tympanum to head length ratio of .32 5 

separates 10 coastal plain specimens from 15 of the northern ones, or 77.0 

and 75,0% respectively. 

THE QUESTION OF NORTH TO SOUTH CLINES IN BODY PROPORTIONS 

Schmidt (1938) has pointed out the possibility that a geographic 

gradient, somewhat analogous to the Bergman and Allen rules for warm 

blooded animals, exists in North American frogs for length of the hind 

leg relative to the body. According to- Schmidt, the relative length of the 

hind leg becomes progressively less with increase in latitude. Assuming tibia 

length to be an index of the total leg length, he presented evidence based 

on Rana sylvatica, Rana pipiens, Pseudacris nigrita, Hyla versicolor, and 

the Chinese species Rana nigromaculata, which indeed seems to support his 

contention that the tibia is proportionately smaller relative to body length 

in the more northern portions of the range. Unfortunately, however, the 
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samples used are small, and no statistical evaluation is given. Moreover the 

size range among the specimens in some of the samples is so large that onto¬ 

genetic changes enter into the picture. 

Moore (1944) has made a detailed study of the geographic variation 

in Rana pipiens, and Daugherty (unpublished thesis) has done work on 

the same animal. These two workers found that both the head and the tibia 

tend to be relatively longer in southern specimens of the species; data on 

Rana pipiens therefore substantiate Schmidt as far as the tibia is concerned. 

Smith and Smith (1952) have analyzed tibia length in two races of the 

chorus frog, Pseudacris nigrita. They found a relatively smaller tibia in 

triseriata, the more northern of the two races studied, although reduced 

tibia length was not indicated in the northern extension of the southern 

race, feriarum, east of the Appalachian Mountains. 

Aside from these three papers, I know of no comprehensive study of 

a wide-ranging North American frog which includes an analysis of body 

proportions. In view of the scarcity of evidence in this matter, a com¬ 

parison of the results obtained in Rana clamitans with that which would 

be expected on the basis of Schmidt’s paper is of considerable interest. 

At first glance the evidence in Rana clamitans would seem to be in¬ 

conclusive. This is because we are comparing northern and southern frogs 

of the same body length. Such a comparison is useful as far as determining 

whether a key character based on body proportions exists; it is fallaci¬ 

ous, however, from the biological standpoint, because the green frog is 

much smaller on the southern coastal plain than it is in the north. There¬ 

fore, although we are comparing frogs of the same body length, we are 

not comparing frogs of the same stage of growth. 

The maximum size for northern and southern specimens respectively 

(Fig. 1), as well as the head size at which tympanum dimorphism be¬ 

comes evident (Fig. 6), indicate convincingly that the northern adult is 

at least ten mm. larger than the southern adult. If the lines on the graphs 

(Figs. 2 and 4) representing ratios of the coastal plain specimens are moved 

ten millimeters to the right so as to compensate for the size difference, it 

becomes apparent that both tibia and head length are longer relative to the 

body in all three samples from the coastal plain in comparison with the 

northern series. In other words, at the same stage of growth, southern 

green frogs tend to have a longer head and tibia relative to the body. 

Viewed in this light, the data on body proportions in Rana clamitans 
supports the contention that tibia length (and consequently length of 

hind leg) in frogs tends to be proportionately shorter in the more north¬ 

ern portion of the range. Moreover the fact that the head length in both 

Rana pipiens and Rana clamitans is shorter relative to the body in northern 

specimens indicates that the shorter head is correlated with the shorter tibia. 

VARIATION IN THE MOST NORTHERN PORTION OF THE RANGE 

Many workers have remarked on the unusual appearance of green 

frogs in the most northern portion of the range. As pointed out in the 

nomenclatorial history, no less than three synonyms in the literature are 

based on material from northern areas. The name Ranaria melanota was 

proposed by Rafinesque (1820) for green frogs of the region of Lake 

Champlain and Lake George, New York. The description reads as follows: 

"Back olivaceous black, a yellow streak on the sides of the head; chin. 
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throat and inside of legs whitish, with black spots; belly white without 

spots.—Vulgar name Black Frog.” Holbrook (1842) proposed the name 

Rana horiconensis for a dark, olive brown, spotted frog in the same region. 

Agassiz (1850) described his Rana nigricans of the Lake Superior region as 

"blackish brown or dark brown, more or less distinctly spotted with 

darker.” 

Logier (1928) has remarked on the unusually dark coloration of green 

frogs from the Lake Nipigon region, Ontario, and Wright (1939) men¬ 

tions heavy spotting and dark color in Adirondack Mountains specimens. 

Fowler and Cole (1938) and Oliver and Bailey (1939) remark on the usu¬ 

ally heavy marking and darkening in frogs from Vermont and New 

Hampshire respectively. Trapido (1940) describes green frogs from north¬ 

ern Vermont which have black blotches and greenish black coloration simi¬ 

lar to that of Rana septentrionalis. 
Grant (1941) states that most of the green frogs in northern Pontiac 

County, Quebec, are very dark with large black spots in some individuals, 

and Trapido and Clausen (1938) mention heavy spotting in specimens 

from the valley of the Little Cascapedia River, Quebec. 

It is obvious from this evidence in the literature that unusually heavy 

markings and darkening may be expected to occur at least sporadically in 

some of the northernmost portions of the United States, such as the Lake 

Superior region, the Adirondacks. of New York, and parts of Vermont, 

New Hampshire and Maine, in addition to areas in Canada. This is borne 

out by the preserved material available. 

Little Canadian material, aside from 3 0 adults from the collection of 

the Royal Ontario Museum of Zoology, was examined. A large series, how¬ 

ever, was available from Michigan, and the following characteristics were 

noted in material from the eastern upper peninsular and northern lower 

peninsular portions of the state, particularly Alpena, Montmorency, Che¬ 

boygan, Crawford, Oscoda, Roscommon, Chippewa, Luce, Mackinac, and 

Schoolcraft Counties: (a) There is a strong tendency to exhibit dorsal 

darkening. In many cases this is so pronounced that the dorsal spots are 

completely obscured, (b) There is a frequent intensification and darken¬ 

ing of markings; this produces, in many cases, greater contrast of these 

markings, and may possibly be correlated with a general increase in the 

amount of dark pigment. Spotting, anastomosing, or blotching on the sides 

may be increased. Similarly, marking on the lips, particularly the lower, 

is much more evident, being darker (black in most cases) and contrasting; 

in the case of throat and pectoral marking, when such is present, the pig¬ 

mentation is often quite dark to black, contrasting sharply with the white 

ground color, (c) The most striking feature of many specimens is a ver- 

miculate or anastomosing dorsal pattern resulting from an increase in the 

irregularity and number or size of spots on the back. When this marking 

is black on a lighter ground color, the effect is quite unusual and striking. 

The spotting or blotching may be superimposed upon a dirty mottled back¬ 

ground, and sometimes is margined by lighter areas in a fashion reminiscent 

of Rana septentrionalis. 
Variation of exactly the same nature as that described above has been 

observed in specimens from St. Lawrence, Franklin, Essex, Herkimer, and 

Hamilton Counties in northern New York State. Frogs from this area show 

a high percentage of dark individuals with the corresponding intensifica¬ 

tion and increased contrast of the ventral and lateral markings. Spotting 
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is heavier and there is the same tendency toward a striking dorsal anasto¬ 

mosing as described in the Michigan material. Scattered examples available 

from Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine exhibit the same character¬ 

istics in varying degree, as do several specimens from Lake Nipigon, Ontario. 

It should be emphasized that this variation is by no means constant. 

Its occurrence can best be described as sporadic. Often it is very difficult 

to detect, and a large number of specimens from the areas mentioned can¬ 

not be distinguished from those further south. Furthermore, no other sup¬ 

porting characters have been found which serve to distinguish this animal 

as a separate form. It is therefore the opinion of the writer that, in the 

absence of further evidence to the contrary, this far northern variation 

is not worthy of subspecific distinction, although the possibility still exists 

that if more material from the extreme northern limit of the range were 

available, a good subspecies might be found. 

The region where the above described variation is apt to occur cor¬ 

responds surprisingly well with the range of the mink frog, Rana septen- 
trionalis, a species which these northern variants frequently resemble very 

closely. Moore (1952) has discussed at length the similarity between Rana 
clamitans and Rana septentrionalis in areas where both species occur. He 

points out that gene exchange between the two species is impossible due to 

their inability to produce viable hybrids, and postulates that the similarity 

is therefore the result of natural selection favoring the evolution of similar 

pigment patterns in the same environment. Another possibility which must 

be considered is that the dark northern variation in Rana clamitans is eco- 

phenotypic in nature; low temperatures may cause an excessive production 

of dark pigment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is clear from the evidence presented in the foregoing pages that 

the green frog can be divided into at least two recognizable and well de¬ 

fined geographic races. The first of these occupies the southern coastal plain 

from Texas to South Carolina. The other is found in the remainder of the 

range, extending into Canada. There is a possibility that a third subspecies 

in the most northern portion of the range can be defined, but the differ¬ 

ences encountered are sporadic, and the evidence at hand is too inadequate 

for any conclusion to be drawn as to the validity of such a race. 

The type locality of Rana clamitans is Charleston, South Carolina. 

Although no topotypes have been examined, Charleston is undoubtedly 

within the range of the southern subspecies which should therefore be desig¬ 

nated as Rana clamitans clamitans Latrielle. The first name available for the 

northern race is Rafinesque’s Ranaria melanota, the type locality being the 

region of Lake Champlain and Lake George. This name is very inappropri¬ 

ate, but as a far northern race is not recognizable, the green frog in the 

remainder of the range must be designated as Rana clamitans melanota 
(Rafinesque). The two forms may be briefly characterized as follows: 

Rana clamitans clamitans Latreille 

1. There is a complete absence of dorsal spotting in the adult and the 

back is a monochrome. 

2. This is a smaller form than the northern subspecies. Adults rarely 

exceed 75 mm. snout-urostyle length. Because of this smaller size, 
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FIG. 7. Spot map of the distribution of the two subspecies of Rana clamitans, 
based on counties from which specimens have been examined. No literature records 
have been included. Rana clamitans clamitans represented by solid symbols, Rana 
clamatans melanota represented by hollow symbols, and probable intergrades by half¬ 
solid symbols. The boundary of the coastal plain is represented by a broken line. 

sexual dimorphism in size of tympanum becomes evident at a 

smaller head size. 

3. The skin of the back is never rugose. Elevations on the sides are 

sparse and pointed. 

4. Dorsal color is more brown than green. The face is usually bronze, 

and the yellow on the throat of the male is reduced or absent. 
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The range approximates the southern coastal plain, an area which in¬ 

cludes .southern and eastern South Carolina, Florida, southern Georgia and 

Alabama, most of Mississippi, Louisiana, southeastern Arkansas, and eastern 

Texas. 

Rana clamitans melanota (Rafinesque) 

1. A large percentage of specimens show at least some dorsal spot¬ 

ting. Dorsal marking is unusually heavy in some areas at the north¬ 

ern extreme of the range. 

2. This is a larger form than the southern subspecies. Adults frequently 

exceed 8 5 mm. snout-urostyle length. Because of the larger size, 

sexual dimorphism in size of tympanum does not become evident 

at as small a head size as it does in the southern race. 

3. A rugose condition of the back is often encountered. Elevations 

on the sides tend to be larger, more numerous, and more flattened 

and rounded. 

4. The predominant dorsal color is green, although darker individuals 

are sometimes encountered, particularly in the far north. There is 

usually a bright green to yellow green mask extending forward 

along the jaw from the tympanum, and the throat of the male is a 

brilliant yellow. 

The range includes those areas not occupied by the southern subspecies. 

For a more accurate idea of the distribution of the two races, refer to the 

map, Fig. 7. 

It should also be mentioned that head and tibia length are less, rela¬ 

tive to body length, in adult frogs of the northern race. However, direct 

comparison of northern and southern specimens of the same body length 

obscures this difference, because of the larger size of Rana clamitans 
melanota. 

Differences were shown to exist in body proportions from east to west 

along the southern coastal plain. In Florida material the tibia length is 

significantly longer relative to body length than it is in either Texas or 

Louisiana material. On the other hand, although Texas and Florida frogs 

agree well on the basis of head length relative to body, southeastern Louisi¬ 

ana frogs have a significantly shorter head. In other words, all three samples 

are separable on the basis of mean ratios of head and tibia length relative 

to body taken together. These differences are not great enough in them¬ 

selves for subspecific recognition, although the distinctiveness of the south¬ 

eastern population is supported to some extent by ventral marking. As 

pointed out, however, the latter character is a variable one and is difficult 

to evaluate; it therefore seems best to regard these differences simply as 

evidence of incipient subspeciation in the southern race. 

Little difference was found between eastern and western specimens of 

the northern race. There is an indication of a slightly longer tibia in the 

New York material, but New York frogs agree closely with Indiana and 

Michigan specimens in head length relative to body length. 

SUMMARY 

A detailed study was made of geographic variation in the green frog, 

Rana clamitans. Characters found to be subject to geographic variation 

include dorsal spotting, size, nature of the skin surface, ventral marking, 

color, and body proportions. 
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The evidence advanced shows the green frog to be divisible into two 
well-marked geographic races. The more northern of these is designated as 
Rana clamitans melanota (Rafinesque). The southern, coastal plain sub¬ 
species should be called Rana clamitans clamitans Latreille. The possibility 
that a far northern Canadian race may prove to be recognizable is brought 
to attention. An evaluation is made of the evidence supporting the existence 
of body proportion gradients with change in latitude in North American 
frogs, and it is suggested that shorter head length is correlated with shorter 
tibia length. 
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SOME SELECTED ASPECTS OF JUDICIAL COMMITMENTS OF 

THE MENTALLY ILL IN TEXAS 
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INTRODUCTION 

Legal procedures for the commitment of mentally ill persons to state 

hospitals have undergone considerable change in the United States dur¬ 

ing the past century, and much of this change has involved the growth 

and decline in importance of the jury trial as a method of commitment. 

In the latter part of the last century many states adopted this method for 

the avowed purpose of protecting the rights of citizens, for preventing their 

wrongful commitments to mental institutions under lax legal safeguards, 

but within the past few decades the tendency has been to abandon the 

jury trial as detrimental to the person’s mental health and to seek legal 

safeguards for his rights in other directions. 

Despite this trend, the jury trial is still the most important legal pro¬ 

cedure for committing a mentally person to a state hospital in Texas, 

where the law specifies that no person shall be indefinitely committed to 

a state hospital without first having been duly judged insane by a jury. 

The only significant modification of Texas’ legal machinery for the com¬ 

mitment of the mentally ill has been the addition of the non-jury, ninety- 

day commitment. Together these two methods are the principal legal routes 

by which the vast majority of the insane find their way into state hospitals. 

These procedures, particularly the jury trial method, have been widely dis¬ 

cussed in terms of their legal, psychiatric, and therapeutic implications, 

but little attention has been addressed to their sociological aspects. It is the 

object of this paper to repair a part of this deficiency by reporting the find¬ 

ings of a study designed to provide tentative answers to two questions: 

(1) Are there important differences in selected characteristics of persons 

committed to mental institutions by jury trial and ninety-day procedures?"' 

(2) What social factors are related to such aspects of jury trial proceed¬ 

ings as pre-hearing detention of respondents, relationships of petitioner 

and respondent, sources and nature of testimony, etc.? 

METHOD AND LIMITATIONS 

The principal focus of our research was centered on 200 cases of 

indefinite (i.e., jury) commitments to state hospitals from Dallas County 

which occurred during a period of slightly over one year. Additional data 

were gathered for comparative purposes for 100 cases of ninety-day com¬ 

mitments to state and federal hospitals, these occurring in a period of ap¬ 

proximately six months. In all instances the data referred to in this paper 

were extracted from court records of Dallas County. 

# Jury trial commitments are often referred to as "indefinite” or even "perman¬ 
ent” commitments, and the ninety-day commitments are sometimes referred to as 
"temporary.” 

26 
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The fact that this research rests upon data procured from public 

records is an indication of its limitations. Such records are not best known 

for their completeness or uniformity on subjects of a sociological nature. 

For example, certain information which is always a part of the record in 

jury hearings is not always required in ninety-day hearings. Again, it is 

not worthwhile to analyze evidence presented in hearings of the latter 

type, since it amounts to nothing more than a legal form signed by the 

proper persons; on the other hand, in jury hearings the evidence is, as will 

be shown later, of several kinds and from several sources. Finally, we would 

hesitate before generalizing from our data to other counties or to the state 

as a whole because Dallas is one of the state’s most highly urbanized coun¬ 

ties, and the degree to which our findings are valid for other localities is 

an open question. 

DIFFERENCES IN SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF PERSONS COMMITTED 

BY JURY TRIAL AND BY NINETY-DAY PROCEEDINGS 

Our data show differences in sex, age, race, and marital status of per¬ 

sons committed to mental institutions by jury and by ninety-day proceed¬ 

ings (see Table I). Specifically, slightly more than one-half of the persons 

committed by jury hearings were female, but in the ninety-day com¬ 

mitments only one-third were females. The mean age of persons "perma¬ 

nently” committed was roughly ten years above that of persons "tempo¬ 

rarily” committed. Negroes were committed with considerably greater fre¬ 

quency by jury hearings than by ninety-day hearings. A larger percentage 

of persons committed by ninety-day hearings were married, and a much 

smaller percentage were widowed. Single and divorced marital statuses do 

not appear to vary significantly in the two groups. 

Our data do not permit a definitive explanation of the sources of these 

differences. However, it can be said with confidence that the patterns of 

marital status are undoubtedly a function of the difference in the age dis¬ 

tribution of the two groups. It can also be said with confidence that vet¬ 

eran status appears to be crucial with respect to the age and sex differences. 

Relatively few veterans appear to be committed by jury hearings to state 

TABLE I 

Selected Characteristics of Persons Committed by Jury Trial 
and by Ninety-day Proceedings 

Characteristics* Jury Trial Ninety-day 
Sex (percent) 

Male 45.5 66.0 
Female 54.5 34.0 

Mean Age (years) 
Males 48.4 38.7 
Females 50.6 42.4 

Race (percent) 
White 83.5 94.0 
Negro 16.5 6.0 

Marital status (percent) 
Single 24.5 25.7 
Married 34.7 55.7 
Widowed 23.5 5.7 
Divorced 12.2 12.9 
Separated 5.1 0.0 

* Unknowns are assumed to have same distribution as known cases. 
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hospitals. In Dallas County at least the usual practice in cases involving 

veterans appears to be ninety-day commitment to a Veterans Administration 

hospital with any subsequent action being taken by such hospitals. Since 

the majority of veterans are still relatively young males, this practice would 

appear to account largely for observed age and sex differences in the two 

classes of commitments and indirectly therefore for observed differences 

in marital status. In passing it should be observed that if this hypothesis 

is correct, it casts grave doubt on the utility of generalizing about mental 

illness from state hospital populations to the general population of the state 

and on the utility of comparing the two populations except for very limited 

purposes. 

Our data do not show the importance of the factor of veteran status 

with reference to the observed racial composition of the two groups under 

discussion. Whatever may eventually be shown in this regard, there are 

two alternative, or perhaps supplementary, hypotheses which may be men¬ 

tioned. First, although only gross data on economic status are available in 

the court records, we have good reason to believe that the ninety-day hear¬ 

ing is more often utilized by persons of high than of low economic status 

when veteran status is not a factor. This, coupled with known differences 

in the distribution of income to Whites and Negroes, strongly suggests 

that the observed difference is at least in part of an economic character. 

Second, the possible role of community racial attitud.s cannot be ignored, 

although it should be obvious that data based on court records are not ade¬ 

quate for testing this hypothesis. 

One other important difference between the two types of hearings 

may be mentioned briefly. There is no doubt that the ninety-day hearing 

is by far the more expeditious of the two. The period between the filing of 

a petition for a hearing and the actual hearing was two days or less in 54% 

of the ninety-day hearings, and 84% of these hearings occurred within 

one week of filing. On the other hand, only 5,5 % of the permanent hear¬ 

ings occurred within one week after filing of the petition, and in approxi¬ 

mately one-third of these cases the hearing did not occur until more than 

two weeks after filing. Insofar as an expeditious commitment process may 

be of value to the mentally ill person, the advantage of the ninety-day 

procedure is obvious. Furthermore, it seems probable that this, plus the 

relative freedom of the ninety-day hearing from unwanted publicity, abase¬ 

ment, or social stigma characteristic of the jury trial hearing, probably 

accounts in no little part for the apparently greater use of it by persons 

of high economic status. It seems likely that these advantages are pointed 

out to members of the families of mentally ill persons by doctors and by 

lawyers who are familiar with both types of hearings. 

PRE-HEARING CUSTODY AND TREATMENT 

The significance of a short time interval between petition and hear¬ 

ing becomes more obvious if we consider the custody and/or treatment 

of the mentally ill person prior to the hearing. Of the 200 persons involved 

in our jury trial cases, 54 were in a state hospital on ninety-day commit¬ 

ments at the time of their hearings for indefinite commitment. Of the re¬ 

maining 146, 33% were or had been detained in jail immediately prior to 

their hearings, 25% were detained in the city-county hospital, 25% had 
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been in both hospital and jail, 11% were in private sanitariums or rest 

homes, and the remaining 6% were kept at home by members of their re¬ 

spective families. 

This distribution raises obvious questions regarding the causes or 

considerations which determine whether a given person will be kept in one 

rather than another of these places. Reasoning from conventional opinions 

held about the nature of insanity, nothing may seem more natural than 

the practice of keeping mentally ill persons in jail until they can be placed 

safely in special institutions. However, our data suggest that jail or other 

types of pre-hearing custody is strongly influenced by social considerations. 

Specifically, it appears that social status and social attitudes combine with 

considerations of expediency to determine where most mentally ill persons 

are kept before their hearings. We have already indicated that there is 

reason to believe that economic status is important in accounting for the 

54 persons who were in a state hospital on ninety-day commitments at 

the time of their indefinite commitments. As might be expected, our data 

show conclusively that economic status was also crucial for those kept in 

private sanitariums or rest homes. Conversely, no person who possessed 

property beyond a moderate amount was jailed. Community racial atti¬ 

tudes appear to affect the probability of confinement in jail, for there was 

a noticeably higher proportion of Negroes than of Whites who were so 

confined. The role of community attitudes upon pre-hearing custody is also 

reflected in the fact that almost twice as many males as females were kept 

in jail. That attitudes toward particular symptoms of mental illness are 

also factors in this situation is suggested by the fact that only one person 

exhibiting symptoms of depression, as indicated in trial testimony, was 

incarcerated. However, it should be pointed out that symptoms of aggres¬ 

sion on the other hand did not necessarily lead to jailing. 

THE PETITIONERS 

From both a sociological and a legal standpoint the petitioner is one 

of the most important persons involved in commitment procedures, since 

it is the action initiated by him that determines whether or not the men¬ 

tally ill person is ever brought before a court, adjudged insane, and com¬ 

mitted to a hospital. A petitioner may be any interested person, public of¬ 

ficial, or kinsman who files a formal complaint in which another person 

is alleged to be of unsound mind. In practice, the petitioner is usually some 

fairly close relative of the mentally ill person. Our data show that a close 

relative (i.e., parent, spouse, child or sibling of the respondent) was the 

petitioner in approximately 83% of the 200 jury trial cases. If other rela¬ 

tives who were petitioners are added to these, then petitioners were related 

to respondents in 94% of the cases. 

Children of respondents appeared as petitioners most frequently 

(24.5%), followed by spouses (22.0%), parents (21.0%), and siblings 

(15.0%). The frequency with which children appear as petitioners is ap¬ 

parently a function of the high proportion of all permanent commitments 

who are aged persons. Further evidence to support this contention is found 

in the fact that children were petitioners in 27.5% of the cases involving 

Whites but only 9.1% of the cases involving Negroes. This difference de¬ 

rives significance from the fact that the mean age of Whites who were 

respondents was 11.5 years above that of Negroes. As would be expected, 
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children appeared as petitioners in more than half of the cases involving 

respondents who were widowed. The frequencies with which spouses and 

parents appeared as petitioners need no special comment. 

The percentages given in the foregoing paragraph must not be taken 

as indicative of the frequency with which persons "discover5’ symptoms of 

mental illness in members of their families. Judges and other court func¬ 

tionaries usually try to make sure that a petition is signed by a close rela¬ 

tive, if one is available, whether that person has had immediate knowledge 

of the respondent’s behavior or not. On the one hand, this helps in estab¬ 

lishing legal liability for support of the mentally ill person; and on the 

other, it assures the acquiescence and cooperation of the family in the com¬ 

mitment process. As we shall emphasize in the remainder of this paper, 

demonstration of this acquiescence appears to be the chief function, apart 

from the legal questions involved, of the jury trial procedure. 

In an attempt to find some measure of the extent to which petitioners 

could be assumed to have had fairly extensive knowledge of the condition 

of respondents, we determined the number of petitioners and defendants 

who lives either at the same or at differe nt addresses and found that they 

had the same residence in approximately 67% of the cases. That this cri¬ 

terion has some validity is indicated by the fact that siblings and other 

relatives (i.e., those most likely to have been asked by officials or others 

to sign a petition) were petitioners in slightly less than 19% of the cases 

where petitioner and respondent lived at the same address, but were pe¬ 

titioners in approximately 44% of the cases where petitioner and respondent 

lived at different addresses. 

SOURCES AND NATURE OF EVIDENCE 

When a man is brought before a jury in a sanity hearing, there is 

theoretically a presumption of doubt as to the status of his sanity, a doubt 

to be decided from the weight of the evidence produced in court. In 

practice, as everyone knows, there is seldom any such doubt, and only 

rarely is a serious defense offered. Nevertheless, the state, having placed 

the judgment of sanity within the framework of a legal ritual, is obliged 

to furnish "evidence” to support the contention that the defendant is of 

unsound mind. 

The most common source of such evidence was the oral testimony of 

witnesses. In most cases only one or at most two witnesses testified; and 

generally speaking, their testimony consisted of statements of observed pe¬ 

culiarities in the defendant’s behavior combined with the opinion, usually 

explicitly asked for by the state, that he was mentally unbalanced. Wit¬ 

nesses furnishing oral testimony may be conveniently divided into three 

groups. The first and most prevalent group of witnesses was composed 

of the defendant’s immediate family and other relatives, and these were 

usually the same persons who petitioned for the hearings. This type of 

witness testified in 87% of the total number of cases, and was the only 

type present in half of the cases. The second group of witnesses partici¬ 

pated in approximately one-third of the hearings, and was made up of 

persons acting in a professional capacity such as city and county medical 

personnel, physicians, and psychiatrists, but in all but 10 cases oral testi¬ 

mony from such sources was combined with that from family sources. 

Usually the role of professional witness was filled by the county health 
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officer. The third group of witnesses, and least important numerically, 

was a miscellaneous assortment of neighbors, police officers, clergymen, etc., 

who appeared at 12% of the hearings. There were only three hearings in 

which this was the only type of witness present. 

Written evidence played a much less important role in these hearings 

than did the testimony of witnesses. If we eliminate the 54 cases of persons 

in state hospitals on ninety-day commitments, for each of whom there was 

a written statement to the effect that the person was not sufficiently re¬ 

covered to be released, written testimony was introduced in less than hT.f 

of the remaining cases. Such testimony was invariably from psychiatrists 

and physicians, but in practically every case it was offered in addition to 

oral testimony from the sources mentioned above. In 52 of the 54 c^s's 

of persons in state hospitals, and despite the fact that written test rn ny 

by members of the hospital staff was presented for each case, witnesses, 

usually family members, testified. 

Since the person’s sanity was seldom in doubt in these hearings and 

since, if it were, the most important type of witness, members of the de¬ 

fendant’s immediate family and other relatives, were not professionally 

qualified to judge his sanity, it is obvious that the explanation for their 

appearance lies elsewhere. To be sure, they are convenient persons through 

whom the legal ritual involved may be completed, but it would seem that 

their major function is simply to assure the jury that the defendant is not 

being committed to a mental institution against the wishes of his family, 

and indeed, is being committed with their active cooperation. 

Customarily, and for reasons which should now be obvious, no de¬ 

fense is offered in these proceedings. The defendant testified in less than 

one of every five cases, and in these his testimony was usually limited to 

the claim that he did not think he was "crazy” and that he should not be 

committed. Whether the court so intended it or not, the nature of his 

testimony was usually such as to convince the jury of the necessity of 

commitment. A serious defense occurred in only one of the 200 cases, and 

as might be expected it not only involved more witnesses (seventeen) but 

also a larger estate than any other. 

The most common behavior cited by witnesses as cause or reason for 

their opinion of the defendant’s alleged insanity was the aggressive or 

threatening character of his actions. The second most frequently mentioned 

behavior pattern was annoying, irksome, or irresponsible actions by the 

defendant. From what we have gathered in analyzing the testimony, it 

seems that both to the family and the community the defendant was 

viewed either as a potential source of harm or as a nuisance. These two 

patterns are plainly indicated by the frequencies with which they were 

mentioned by witnesses to describe the defendant’s actions: 

1. Aggressive actions 

a. Threatens or attacks others (50) 

b. Dangerous or violent (29) 

2. Annoying, irksome or irresponsible actions 

a. Runs off or wanders about aimlessly (26) 

b. Neglectful of person and unable or unwilling 

to hold job (2 5) 

c. Forgetful, confused, irresponsible (18) 
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It is possible, of course, that these frequencies are simply an index to 

the behavior of all mentally ill persons in the community. However, the 

emphasis on aggressive behavior suggests two alternative hypotheses: first, 

that the persons committed to state hospitals are in no little part selected 

by virtue of their aggressive behavior; second, that the testimony on ag¬ 

gressiveness reflects the prevailing community attitude that mentally ill 

persons are dangerous. Data from court records are obviously not sufficient 

to test either of these hypotheses, but there is a hint of support for the 

latter in the fact that professional witnesses did not appear to emphasize 

aggressive behavior as much as did lay witnesses. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In summary, our data indicate that there are important differences in 

selected characteristics of persons committed to mental institutions by 

ninety-day and by jury trial procedures. These differences appear largely 

to be functions of veteran status and economic status. Our data also indi¬ 

cate that social attitudes and status are important factors in determining 

the pre-hearing custody of persons committed by jury trial. Finally, it 

appears that sociologically the jury trial functions primarily as a means 

of insuring family acquiescence and cooperation in the commitment process. 



THE MAMMALS OF TWO AREAS IN THE BIG BEND REGION 

OF TRANS-PECOS TEXAS 
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INTRODUCTION 

This report is based on a survey of the mammalian fauna of two lo¬ 

calities in southern Trans-Pecos Texas (see Fig. 1). This survey was made 

in an attempt to determine the mammalian species found in these two lo¬ 

calities and to learn their ecological distribution. A survey of this nature 

has never been made in these two areas, although previous work in the 

Chihuahuan biotic province in Trans-Pecos Texas has been done in the 

Davis Mountains by Blair (1940), in the Big Bend Park area by Porell 

and Bryant (1942), in Culberson County by Davis and Robertson (1944), 

in the Sierra Vieja region by Blair and Miller (1949), and on the Stockton 

Plateau of northeastern Terrell County by Herrmann (1950). The mam¬ 

malian fauna of the Guadalupe Mountains was investigated by Davis 

(1940). Bailey (1905) did some work in the Trans-Pecos region in his 

biological survey of Texas. With the exception of the work done by 

Herrmann (op. cit.), previous investigations, as well as this survey, have 

been mostly limited to the mountainous regions of Trans-Pecos Texas. 

The present report is concerned with work done in the Black Gap area, 

Brewster County, and the La Mota Mountain area, Presidio County, Texas. 

The Black Gap area is a state wildlife management area located 50 airline 

miles southeast of Marathon, Texas. The La Mota Mountain area is 53 air¬ 

line miles south of Marfa, Texas. 

The phase of the survey concerning the distribution of the mammals 

of the La Mota Mountain area is based on field work done from June 3 

to July 4, 1952, by W. W. Milstead and myself. Milstead (in press) studied 

the ecological distribution of the lizards of the area. 

The investigation of the Black Gap area was made from June 7 to 

July 12, 1951, by the author and 13 advanced zoology and geology stu¬ 

dents of the University of Texas under the supervision of Dr. W. Frank 

Blair. Additional collections in the area were made from December 28 to 

December 31, 19 51 by W. L. Thompson and T. E. Kennedy. The work 

reported here represents one phase of an ecological distribution study of 

the vertebrates of the Black Gap area. The vegetation of the area and the 

ecological distribution of the summer birds were studied by Thompson 

( 1953 ). The ecological distribution of the reptiles and amphibians was 

investigated by Ralph Axtell (unpublished), J. P. Brand, and Richard 

Newman. H. S. Al-Uthman (1952) investigated geographic variation of 

Perognathus merriami in this and other localities. W. W. Milstead did a 

comprehensive study of the lizard genus Cnemidophorm in the Black Gap 

area, in the La Mota Mountain area, and in the Sierra Vieja region. Small 

mammal collections were made by E. T. Ashworth, J. W. Raine, J. R. 

Barker, Gilbert Magee, T. J. Cordray, J. W. Broughton, and myself. Louis 
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Follansbee completed a brief census and home range study of the small 

mammal populations. William Hightower, an entomologist from the Texas 

State Department of Health, collected the ectoparasites found on the mam¬ 

mal specimens collected. 

PHYSICAL FEATURES 

The Black Gap area of Brewster County, Texas, is located seven miles 

northeast of Big Bend National Park. A former ranch comprising 46,000 

acres, the Black Gap area occupies a large basin approximately 2,000 feet 

above sea level. On the southwest the basin is bounded by Stairway Moun¬ 

tain, which is 5,000 feet at its highest point. On the north it is bounded by 

the Cretaceous high which separates the folded Mesozoic strata of the Black 

Gap area from the folded Paleozoic strata of the Marathon Basin. On the 

south the area is bounded by the Sierra del Carmen Range of Mexico; and 

on the east it is bounded by the relatively undisturbed Cretaceous strata 

of the western margin of the Edwards Plateau. 

Within the Black Gap basin the geologic structure is quite complex, 

and the topography is very uneven. High Cretaceous peaks and buttes, 

mostly capped by basaltic Tertiary lava, interrupt rolling hills surfaced 

by limestone fragments. All limestone strata are of Cretaceous age, while 

the lavas are of Tertiary age. Wilson (1951) found the limestones to be 

of both the Comanche and Gulf series, extending from Glen Rose age in 

the Comanche to Boquillas and Terlingua age in the Gulf series. The most 

complete Cretaceous section of the area is found in the eastern front of 

Stairway Mountain. East of Stairway Mountain the low hills are capped 

by several distinct basaltic lava flows; and approaching the Rio Grande, 

the hills are dissected by deep canyons, forming soft limestone terraced slopes 

above steep resistant limestone cliffs. 

Several dry stream courses follow the canyon and valley floors; and 

Maravillas Creek, the largest of these, forms the northeastern boundary 

of the area. In general, older rocks are encountered southward from Mara¬ 

villas Creek toward the Rio Grande. 

The headquarters of La Mota Rancho are located in Presidio County, 

Texas, and are situated in a shallow basin between La Mota Mountain and 

the Tascotal Mesa. The ranch covers 3 8,400 acres and is subdivided into 

several pastures, the largest of which are Alamo Seco, Ocotillo, Javalin, 

Escondido, and Los Fresnos. The latter is the pasture in which the ranch 

headquarters are located. Alameda pasture is the large pasture to the west 

of Los Fresnos pasture, and Torneros Creek, the principal drainage of the 

area, follows the Tascotal Mesa fault through this pasture. Alamo Seco 

and Ocotillo pastures are located toward the north on the Tascotal Mesa. 

Javalin and Escondido pastures encompass the low rolling hills and rock 

bluffs adjacent to the mesa. 

La Mota Mountain is approximately three miles south of the ranch 

headquarters, and the south fence of the ranch passes over the summit of 

the mountain. The Tascotal Mesa has an altitude of 5,180 feet at its high¬ 

est point, and La Mota Mountain reaches an altitude of 5,046 feet. The 

ranch headquarters are at an elevation of 3,900 feet. The elevation varies 

from 3,700 feet to 4,400 feet in the area between La Mota Mountain and 

the Tascotal Mesa. The geology of the area has been studied by Erickson 

(1951). 
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Fig. 1. Map of the Big Bend region, with the principal mountain ranges and 
the two areas studied, the Black Gap area and the La Mota Mountain area. 

The two formations that comprise most of the surface rock of the 

La Mota area are the Tascotal tuff and the Rawls basalt, both members of 

the Tertiary Buck Hills volcanic series. The Tascotal tuff is very light in 

color and consists of three types of rock: a rhyolitic tuff, sandstone and 

conglomerate, and conglomerate and fresh-water limestone. The Rawls 

basalt is very dark in color and consists of four types of rock: volcanic 
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breccia, trachybasalt porphyry, basalt, and trachyandesite porphyry. In 

some localities the Tascotal tuff is extensively exposed, but generally it is 

covered by Rawls basalt, which covers most of the area. 

The topography of the area, marked by buttes, peaks, and many can¬ 

yons, is due to the weathering of the dense nonporphyritic flows to thin, 

slabby pieces which generally form gentle slopes, while the fine-grained 

porphyritic flows of the Rawls basalt weather to steep slopes and irregular 

scarps. According to Erickson (op. cit.), the rugged topography is pro¬ 

duced by the alternation of the porphyritic and nonporphyritic flows. 

Climatologically, Brewster and Presidio Counties are included in 

Thornwaite’s (1948) arid zone with a moisture index of -60 to -40 (mois¬ 

ture deficiency between 40 and 60). The areas studied are located in a rain¬ 

fall belt of 12 to 14 inches a year (Yearbook of Agriculture, 1941). Most 

of the rain falls in June, July, and August, and the average annual rainfall, 

as measured at Presidio in Presidio County, is 10.23 inches. During our 

stay in June, 1952, rain fell on seven days at the La Mota Rancho head¬ 

quarters. 

At Presidio, temperatures range from a maximum of 112° F to a 

minimum of 11° F. The maximum temperature at Black Gap during our 

stay was 114° F. The average daily temperature at Fa Mota Rancho head¬ 

quarters in June, 1952, was 8 5.69° F, with an average maximum of 96.52° 

F and an average minimum of 72.75° F. The highest temperature recorded 

during our stay at La Mota was 106° F and the lowest recorded was 68° 

F. The average daily temperature range was 24.10° F. The preceding sta¬ 

tistics were taken from Milstead (in press). 

ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS 

Following the ecological classification of Weaver and Clements (193 8), 

Brewster and Presidio Counties fall in the desert grassland climax. Tharp 

(1939) placed the Black Gap and La Mota Mountain areas in his Sotol- 

Lechuguilla and Inter-Mountain .Valley division of the Fcothills and Mesa 

Region westward from the Pecos River. These two areas are included in 

the Chihuahuan biotic province as defined by Dice (1943) and Blair 

(1950). Floral and faunal .considerations were the basis for the formula¬ 

tion of the biotic provinces in Texas. The Chihuahuan biotic province 

embraces all of Trans-Pecos except the Guadalupe Mountains of northern 

Culberson County and has its northern limit in southern New Mexico and 

extends southward into the Mexican states of Coahuila and Chihuahua. 

In working with animal distribution, a mode of classification based 

on habitat is a useful and necessary instrument when dealing with a group 

of species within a given area. A certain species in a locality may be re¬ 

stricted to a particular habitat or may be found in two or more micro¬ 

habitats, e.g., Pero gnat bus nelsoni, which occurs on the lava rock and rock 

bluffs of the La Mota Mountain area (see Table I), and PerognatJous mer- 
riami, which is found in a variety of habitats at Black Gap (see Table II). 

In a region as physiographically diversified as the Trans-Pecos, a multi¬ 

formity of microhabitats may be found in a very limited area. One micro¬ 

habitat may possess a distinctive characteristic environment, i.e., a soil 

type, altitude, or be described by the presence of an index plant or plants. 

These habitats may be limited and often discontinuous, but, with the ani¬ 

mals that occur in them, may be grouped by basic similarities into an "as¬ 

sociation,” i.e., the plants and animals that occur together in a relatively 
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stable environment. The ecological associations of the Black Gap and La 

Mota areas are defined by vegetation, topographic regularities, and soil type 

features common to a given locality or localities. 

In the past the terminology applied to an association has been based 

on the dominant vegetation found in that association. With the exception 

of two associations, the rock bluff association of La Mota and the rocky 

canyons and cliffs association of Black Gap, the terminology applied to 

the associations of the two areas under consideration is determined by the 

dominant vegetation of the association. However, this terminology is some¬ 

what arbitrary and may be derived from physiographic or topographic fea¬ 

tures of the association. The mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood associa¬ 

tion of the La Mota area may be correctly termed a ''stream bank” or 

"stream bed” association. Likewise, the mesquite-creosote bush association 

of that area would be tantamount to "flood plain” association. 

TABLE I 

Number of mammal specimens collected, sight records or other evidence (x), where 
specimens were not collected, in seven ecological associations on La Mota Rancho, 
Presidio County, Texas. 

O 
O 
p£ 
a 

o 
U 

Species of Mammals 

<3 
SH 
£0 

5 

3 
6/j 
P 

J3 

P 
U' 
OO 

Pipistrellus hesperus X X 3 
Antrozous pallidus X X 4 
Lepus californicus X X X X X 

Sylvilagus auduboni X 1 X 

Citellus variegatus X 

Citellus interpres X 2 1 
Citellus spilosoma 1 3 4 
Thomomys sp. X X X 

Cratogeomys castanops 1 X 

Perognathus merriami 3 11 1 
Perognathus nelsoni 1 11 
Perognathus penicillatus 2 4 24 8 

Dipodomys merriami 6 5 14 
Peromyscus eremicus 4 3 
Peromyscus pectoralis 1 2 

Neotoma albigula 2 

Urocyon cinereoargenteus X X 

Bassariscus astutus X 

Conepatus mesoleucus X 

Felis rufus X 

Odocoileus hemionus X X X X 
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ECOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE BLACK GAP WILDLIFE 

MANAGEMENT AREA 

Thompson ( 195 3 ) collected 54 families of plants represented by a 

total of 169 species from the Black Gap area. The vegetation is primarily 

xeric, but moisture-loving forms such as walnut, buckeye, Mexican per¬ 

simmon, and mesquite grow abundantly along stream beds and around 

stock tanks. Various cacti are profuse throughout the area. The rocky lime¬ 

stone hills support a sparse vegetation of such woody plants as creosote 

bush, catclaw, lechuguilla, and sotol. A dense vegetation of forbs, grasses, 

sotol, and yucca is found on the lava hills and slopes. The information re¬ 

lating to the ecological associations occuring in the Black Gap area is pri¬ 

marily from Thompson (op: cit.). 

PERSIMMON-WALNUT ASSOCIATION 

This association is characteristic of stream banks, and the most dense 

vegetation of the area is found in the persimmon-walnut association. The 

Mexican persimmon (Brayodendron texanum) is quite abaundant, and often 

the walnut (Juglans rupestris) supplements it along the larger stream beds. 

The prickly hackberry (Momisia pallida), bee brush (Aloysia ligustrina), 
milkwort (Polygala alba), Eysenhardtia amorphoides, Convolulus incanus, 
Berberis trifoliolata, allthorn (Koeberlinia spinosa), butterfly bush (Budd- 
leia marrubii folia), redberry (Schaeferria cunei folia), and the desert willow 

(Chilopsis linearis) are found with the persimmon in this association. 

The most common small mammals were the rock pocket-mouse (Perog- 

nathus nelsoni) and the Merriam pocket-mouse (Perognathus merriami), 

these being the only species of mammals which were found in all the as¬ 

sociations of the area (see Table II). All but four of the canyon bats 

(Pipistrellus hesperus) collected were shot over tanks or ponds in this as¬ 

sociation. The hog-nosed skunk (Conepatus mesoleucus) is largely restricted 

to the stream beds and creek bottoms of the area. In this association were 

seen mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), the javelina (Tayassu tajacu), the 

little spotted skunk (Spilogale gracilis), and tracks of the bobcat (Feiis 
rufus). 

MESQUITE-HUISACHE ASSOCIATION 

The plants of this association grow in the deep sand and gravel of flood 

plains and on the edges of artificial ponds. The mesquite (Prosopis glandu- 
losa) and several acacias, principally Acacia vernicosa, comprise the domi¬ 

nant vegetation. Other plants found growing on the flood plain are all¬ 

thorn, prickly hackberry, lotewood (Zizyphus lyciodes), condalia (Condalia 
spathulata), Parthenium incanum, Solanum elaegnifolium, Ambrosia psilo- 
stachya, false grama (Cathestecum erectum), three awn (Aristida wrighti), 
and Triodia elongata. Woody plants bordering the tanks are mesquite, acaci¬ 

as, tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca), and Baccharis sp. Common on the 

banks are Phyla nodiflora, Nicotiana trigonophylla, Solanum elaegni folium, 
paperflower (Psilostrophe gnaphaodes), grama grass (BotUeloua trifida) , and 

Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon). 

Most of the four-toed kangaroo rats (Dipodomys merriami) and the 

Merriam pocket mouse (Perognathus merriami) collected at Black Gap 

were from this association. Other species were somewhat scarce, and the 

least number of Perognathus nelsoni collected in any one association was 
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in this association. The only specimen of the hooded skunk (Mephitis 
macroura) taken in the area was collected in this association, but this wide- 

ranging species probably occurs in other associations. The mounds of the 

mountain pocket gopher (Thomomys sp.) were occassionally seen. More 

specimens (23.9 per cent) were collected in this association than in any 

other association of the Black Gap area. 

ROCKY CANYONS AND CLIFFS ASSOCIATION 

The hills of the Black Gap area are dissected by many streams which 

form rocky canyons bounded by steep limestone cliffs. Other small can¬ 

yons descending from the top of the mesa, of which the rim rock is largely 

in the form of high cliffs, carry water runoff to the valley floor below. 

Triodia pilosa, T. elongata, muhly grass (Muhlenber gia p or ten), Indian 

TABLE II 

Number of mammal specimens collected, sight records or other evidence (x), where 
specimens were not collected, in seven ecological associations of the Black Gap Wild¬ 
life Management Area, Brewster County, Texas. 

a 
o >. 
c 

U 

d 
bt] 
d 

-c 

Species of Mammals 
3 

>H 
<D 1 

u 
O 

Ph 

d 

X 
o 

CO 

cd 4-4 
0 

Pipistrellus hesperus 16 2 1 X 1 

Plecotus rafinesqui X 16 
Tadarida mexicana 1 

Lepus californicus 1 X X X 

Sylvilagus auduboni 1 X 

Citelus variegatus X X 

Citellus interpres X X 1 9 X 

Citellus mexicanus 1 1 
Citellus spilosoma X 

Thomomys sp. X X 

Cratogeomys castanops 2 2 

Perognathus merriami 38 12 92 9 27 17 14 
Perognathus nelsoni 41 10 7 10 11 75 96 
Perognathus penicillatus 3 4 4 
Dipodomys merriami 3 31 1 

Peromyscus eremicus 7 3 2 3 7 1 
Peromyscus pectoralis 2 3 
Neotoma albigula 1 2 2 16 
Bassariscus astutus 2 

Mephitis macroura 1 
Spilogale gracilis X 

Conepatus mesoleucus 1 

Felis rufus X 
Felis concolor X 
Tayassu tajacu X 

Odocoileus hemionus X X X X X 
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paint brush (Castilleja latebracteata), Tecoma stans, Karwinskia humbolt- 
iana, and Parosela wrighti are shrubs and herbaceous plants found in this 

association. 

All of the specimens of the long-eared bat (Plecotus rafinesqui) and 

the single Mexican freetail bat (T ad arid a mexicana) were obtained from 

a limestone cave in this association. Other specimens included the canyon 

bat (Pipistrellus hesperus), Neotoma albigula, Perognathus nelsoni, Perog- 
nathus penicillatus, Peromyscus eremicus, and Perognathus merriami. Dur¬ 

ing our stay at Black Gap, a mountain lion (Felis concolor) killed a goat 

at the entrance to a limestone cave. Antelope squirrels (Citellus inter pres) 
were often seen scampering over rock cliffs and canyon faces. 

HUISACHE-CREOSOTE BUSH ASSOCIATION 

This association is found on the rolling hills and basins in very rocky 

limestone and is the most extensive association in the Black Gap area. The 

dominant vegetation is the huisache (Acacia vernicosa) and the creosote 

bush (Larrea trident at a). Croton neomexicanus, Triodia elongata, sand 

dropseed (Sporobolus cryptandrus), and Mozinna spathulata were also com¬ 

mon in this association, as were various cacti. 

The Merriam pocket-mouse (Perognathus merriami) was the most 

abundant mammal, but Perognathus penicillatus, Perognathus nelsoni, 
Neotoma albigula, and Citellus interpres were present in smaller numbers. 

The rock squirrel (Citellus variegatus) was seen only once in this associa¬ 

tion. Jackrabbits (Lepus californicus) were common in this association as 

well as in the mesquite-huisache and the sotol-lechuguilla association. The 

specimens of mammals collected here comprised 7.3 per cent of the total 

number of specimens taken in the area. 

SOTOL-LECHUGUILLA ASSOCIATION 

Sotol (Dasylirion leiophyllum) and lechuguilla (Agave lechuguilla) 
are the dominant plants on the lower edges of lava talus slopes and on the 

upper slopes of the limestone hills. Commonly found with the dominant 

plants are Triodia elongata, muhly grass, Yucca sp., Mozinna spathulata, 
red berry, and various cacti. 

The abundance of lechuguilla in this association afforded excellent 

food for the mountain pocket gopher (Thomomys sp.). Perognathus nelsoni 
was the most abundant mammal both in this and in the grama-prickly pear 

association. The antelope squirrel (Citellus interpres) and the white-throated 

packrat (Neotoma albigula), with 16 records, were largely restricted to 

this association. Peromyscus pectoralis was found only in the mesquite- 

huisache association. Peromyscus eremicus, with seven records, was more 

abundant in this association and in the yucca terrace association than in 

the other four associations in which it was found. Of the 612 specimens 

collected, 21.1 per cent came from this association. 

GRAMA-PRICKLY PEAR ASSOCIATION 

This association is found on the upper talus slopes and the lava peaks 

of the area. Thompson ( 195 3 ) recorded a particularly long list of plants 

from this association. A much heavier growth of grass was found on the 

lava peaks and upper talus slopes than on the limestone slopes. Because 

the limestone is much more readily dissolved by weathering, the soil derived 
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from the lava appears to be deeper than that derived from the limestone. 

Three grama grasses {Bouteloua trifida, B. uni folia, B. breviseta) were es¬ 

pecially abundant. Ocotillo (Fouquiera splendens), yucca, and lechuguilla 

were also present in this association. 

The most abundant small mammal in the lava areas was Perognathus 
nelsoni. The ringtail (Bassariscus astutus) was restricted to this rocky as¬ 

sociation, and the cactus mouse (Peromyscus eremicus) and the desert 

pocket-mouse (Perognathus penicillatus) were somewhat scarce. Only 18.6 

per cent of the 612 specimens collected were from this association. 

YUCCA TERRACE ASSOCIATION 

This association is rather limited in the Black Gap area. It reaches 

its maximum development at the base and proximal slopes of the northern 

extremities of Stairway Mountain, where the yucca is most abundant. It is 

found on a terrace overlooking Javelina Creek on the east and on a few 

isolated terraces overlooking canyons and creek bottoms. Sotol, lechuguilla, 

various cacti (Opuntia phaeacantha, Opuntia rufida, Opuntia leptocaulis), 

and a sparse population of catclaw (Acacia greggi), mesquite, creosote bush, 

and some grama grass are found growing with the dominant plant. 

Sight records were obtained for the mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) 

and the spotted ground squirrel (Citellus spilosoma). The cactus mouse 

(Peromyscus eremicus), the white-throated packrat (Neotoma albigula), 

and the four-toed kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami) were scarce, but 

Merriam’s pocket-mouse (Perognathus merriami) was abundant. 

ECOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS OF THE LA MOTA MOUNTAIN AREA 

The distribution of plants at La Mota corresponds to that at Black 

Gap with few exceptions. The limited limestone areas support a dense 

growth of creosote bush, mesquite, and catclaw. A sparse vegetation of 

grasses, yucca, sotol, lechuguilla, and beargrass is found on the lava hills 

and on La Mota Mountain. Along the stream banks, on dry creek beds, 

and at the numerous springs of the area, an extremely dense underbrush 

of mesquite and catclaw is interrupted by towering cottonwood (Popuhis 
deltcides) and large mountain ash (Fraxinus velutina) trees. In many places 

along Torneros Creek and on adjoining alluvial fans, the desert willow forms 

an impenetrable thicket. As at Black Gap, various cacti are found in all 

associations. 

LECHUGUILLA-BEARGRASS ASSOCIATION 

This association has a limited extent on La Mota Mountain where it 

covers the entire summit. The most abundant plants are the lechuguilla 

{Agave lechuguilla) and the beargrass {Nolina erumpens), which are scat¬ 

tered in clumps over the summit. The stand of lechuguilla is broken only 

by large basaltic rocks and other minor plants which are widely scattered 

throughout this association. Other vegetation includes yucca {Yucca sp.), 

sotol (Dasylirion leiophyllum), ocotillo {Fouquiera splendens), and grama 

grass {Bouteloua breviseta). Plants of lesser importance include catclaw 

{Acacia greggi), ephedra {Ephedra trifurcata), blackbrush {Condalia 

mexicana), mesquite {Prosopis glandulosa), sumac {Rhus virens), golden¬ 

eye {Viguiera stenoloba), salt brush {Atriplex canescens), and whitebrush 

{Aloysia wrighti). The soil and rocks of this association are of Rawls basalt. 
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This association was trapped from June 20 through June 22, 1952. The 

fauna of this ascociation was very sparse, and only one encinal mouse 

(Peromyscus pector alls) was taken. The mountain pocket gopher (Tho- 
momys sp.) is probably the most common small mammal of this ascocia¬ 

tion. 

ROCK BLUFF ASSOCIATION 

This is a discontinuously distributed association which is found on 

La Mota Mountain and on the steep canyon walls throughout La Mota 

Rancho. The surface rocks, cliff faces, and soil of this association are of 

the Rawls basalt and the Tascotal tuff. The latter is somewhat limited in 

areas occupied by this association. The former is found on the upper reaches 

of La Mota Mountain and throughout the ranch overlooking creek beds and 

numerous gullies and valleys. Mot included in this association are the small 

rock outcrops and ridges found throughout the area, and they are treated 

as part of the association in which they occur. 

The vegetation on the rock bluff is sparse or absent, for the plants 

grow only where dirt or soil has collected in the cracks of the rock. Cat- 

claw, blackbrush, ephedra, beargrass, and grama grass are found at the 

base of the rim-rock on La Mota Mountain. The rock bluff, in most cases, 

is not a continuous sheet of rock but possesses many outcrops and breaks. 

Sotol, yucca, ocotillo, beargrass, ephedra, lechuguilla, leather weed (J aim pa 
spathulata), and the hop tree (V tele a sp.) grow on the rock bluff of La 

Mota Mountain. On the light-colored, Tascotal rock bluff little vegetation 

is present. At the base are found blackbrush, creosote bush, catclaw, and, 

at various places, ocotillo, sotol, and yucca. 

The rock bluff of La Mota Mountain was trapped from June 19 

through June 22, 1952. The light-colored rock bluff was trapped from 

June 11 through June 14, 1952. The mammals taken from this association 

constituted a small percentage (4.1 per cent) of the total number of speci¬ 

mens collected. The rock pocket-mouse (Pemgnatbus nelsoni), the encinal 

mouse (Peromyscus pector alls), the cactus mouse (Peromyscus eremicus), 

and the antelope squirrel (Citellus inter pres) were the only mammals col¬ 

lected in this association, and they were quite scarce. 

SOTOL-YUCCA-BEARGRASS ASSOCIATION 

This association is found on the steeper rocky slopes of La Mota Moun¬ 

tain. The dominant plant is sotol, with yucca and beargrass scattered over 

the slopes of the mountain. Present on the lower slopes are catclaw, creosote 

bush, ocotillo, lechuguilla, and blackbrush, with blackbrush the least 

abundant and sotol and yucca the most abundant. On the higher slopes 

near the rock bluff, the creosote bush, catclaw, and ocotillo are replaced 

by ephedra, which is quite dense at the base of the rim rock. The soil, 

rocks, and boulders are of Rawls basalt. This association was trapped from 

June 19 through June 22, 1952. 

No specimens were collected in this association. The jackrabbit (Lepus 
calif ornicus), the desert cottontail (Sylvilagus auduboni), the mule deer 

(Odocoileus hemiomis), and the antelope squirrel (Citellus inter pres) were 

seen. A large number of mounds indicated that the mountain pocket gopher 

(Thomomys sp.) was the most abundant mammal. 
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OCOTILLO-CATCLAW ASSOCIATION 

This association occupies the rough and broken country between La 

Mota Mountain and the Tascotal Mesa where there is a high percentage of 

rock cover. It is found around the base of La Mota Mountain and is the 

dominant association of the area. It occurs on the tops and slopes of the 

low hills of La Mota Rancho and is characterized by the presence of rock 

outcrops, large boulders, and much loose rock. The surface rocks are prin¬ 

cipally Rawls basalt, but in a few places the Tascotal tuff is exposed. This 

association appears to be limited to the dark, rocky soil and occurs on the 

Tascotal Mesa where the terrain is least hilly and most gently rolling. 

The dominant vegetation is made up of ocotillo, which occurs through¬ 

out the association except on the rock outcrops, and catclaw, which has 

a distribution comparable to the ocotillo. Other plants of the association 

are creosote bush, sotol, yucca, beargrass, allthorn (Koeberlinia spinosa), and 

senna (Cassia lindheimeriana). 

This association was trapped from June 4 to June 8, and from June 

11 to June 14, 1952. Thirty specimens, which represent 24.6 per cent 

of the total prepared, were collected from this association. All but one 

specimen of the rock pocket-mouse (Pero gnat bus nelsoni) taken in the area 

was from this association. The rock-loving white-throated packrat (Neotoma 
albigula) appears to be limited to this association. The desert cottontail 

(Sylvilagus auduboni), although found in other habitats, was collected only 

from this association. Antelope squirrels (Citellus inter pres), desert pocket- 

mice (Perognatbus penicillatus), four-toed kangaroo rats (Dipodomys mer- 
riami), and cactus mice (Peromyscus eremicus) were collected but were 

scarce. A bobcat (Felis rufus) was killed in this association by one of the 

ranch hands prior to our arrival at La Mota Rancho. Sight records were 

obtained for the jackrabbit (Lepus califbrnicus), the mule deer (Odocoileus 
hemionus), and the canyon bat (Pipistrellus hesperus). 

CREOSOTE BUSH-OCOTILLO ASSOCIATION 

This association is less extensive than the other associations and is 

found on the gentle slopes, very low rolling hills, and on terraces above the 

flood plain between La Mota Mountain and the Tascotal Mesa. However, it 

is the most extensive association on the Tascotal Mesa, where lechuguilla is 

as abundant as the creosote bush and ocotillo. There is very little rock cover, 

and the soil is gravelly and reddish-brown in color. This association is found 

on both the Rawls basalt and the Tascotal tuff. 

The vegetation is very sparse, and in many places the creosote bush 

and the ocotillo comprise the only vegetation. Other plants are mesquite, 

huisache (Acacia constrict a), catclaw, blackbrush, sotol, yucca and all¬ 

thorn. 

This association was trapped from June 11 to June 14, 1952. The 

Merriam pocket-mouse (Pero gnat bus merriami) appeared to be largely re¬ 

stricted to this association. The single plains pocket-gopher (Cratogeomys 
castaops) obtained in the area was from this association, and the mounds 

of this gopher were frequently seen in this association as well as in the 

mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood association. Specimens of the spotted 

ground squirrel (Citellus spilosoma), the desert pocket-mouse (Pero gnat bus 
penicillatus), the cactus mouse (Peromyscus eremicus), and the four-toed 

kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami) were also obtained. The mounds of the 
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mountain pocket gopher (Thomomys sp.) were occasionally seen. The 

jack-rabbit (Lepus californicus), and the mule deer (Odocoileus bemionus) 
were seen on numerous occasions in this association. 

MESQUITE-CREOSOTE BUSH ASSOCIATION 

This association is a flood plain association, for it is found on the 

Tascotal Mesa and in the area between the Mesa and La Mota Mountain 

only on fairly level stretches of land adjoining stream beds. It is often 

broken by the mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood association, the distri¬ 

bution of which follows the stream beds. 

The soil is gravelly and usually light colored, but this association is 

occasionally found on the dark soil washed down from higher elevations 

to the stream beds and draws. The gravel is derived from both the Tascotal 

tuff and the Rawls basalt. * 

Mesquite and the creosote bush are the most abundant plants, and 

their distribution is co-extensive. The vegetation of this association is dense 

and bushy. Other plants are catclaw, huisache, blackbrush, allthorn, lote- 

wood, senna, and the desert willow. 

This association was trapped from June 7 to June 11, and from June 

23 to June 26, 1952. More specimens were collected in this association than 

in any other association of the area, and the 42 specimens collected com¬ 

prised 34.4 per cent of the total prepared. The desert pocket-mouse (Perog- 
nathus penicillatus) was the most abundant species in this association and 

the most abundant small mammal in the area. Fourteen of the 2 5 kangaroo 

rats (Dipodomys merriami) were collected in this association. The spotted 

ground squirrel (Citellus spilosoma) was seen and heard frequently in this 

association. Tracks of the ringtail (Bassariscus astutus) were seen by Mil- 

stead at a small spring near the ranch headquarters. Small bats which ap¬ 

peared to be canyon bats (Pipistrellus hesperus) were seen feeding at dusk 

over this association and over the mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood as¬ 

sociation. A skull of the gray fox (Urocyon cinereoar gen tens) was found 

in a mesquite bush by Milstead. 

MESQUITE-MOUNTAIN ASH-COTTONWOOD ASSOCIATION 

This association is found extensively throughout La Mota Rancho 

where stream beds and springs occur. The soil is very fine and quite sandy. 

It is light in color except where derived from the darker slopes or hills. 

In many places there is bare rock which is usually Rawls basalt, sometimes 

Tascotal tuff, and occasionally a light-colored sandstone. 

The dominant plant is mesquite, but at the springs and on the more 

permanent stream beds there are towering mountain ash and large cotton¬ 

wood trees. At Colmano Spring, which is east of Los Fresnos in Caballo 

pasture, the cottonwood tree is second in importance, as it is along Torneros 

Creek, which runs through Alameda pasture. Here the creek banks are 

dense with cottonwoods, some a hundred feet in height, mountain ash, large 

mesquite trees, desert willows, and other minor plants that contribute to 

the underbrush. 

At Los Fresnos, the ranch headquarters, and other springs, the moun¬ 

tain ash is second in importance. Along the dry creek beds are found mes¬ 

quite, blackbrush, and small mountain ash trees. The thorny hackberry 

was the fourth most abundant tree at Colmano Spring and at Los Fresnos. 
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Other plants, in order of their abundance, are the desert willow, button 

willow (Cephalanthus Occident alls), catclaw, creosote bush, allthorn, senna, 

white brush (Aloysia wrighti and A. ligustrina), huisache, lotewood, and 

salt brush. 

This association at Colmano Spring was trapped from June 17 to June 

18, at Los Fresnos from June 26 to June 27, 1952. The bats taken in 

this association were the only bats collected in the area. Four pallid bats 

(Antrozous pallidus) were taken at night from the tool shed, and three 

canyon bats (Pipistrellus hesperns) were collected by Milstead over a small 

pond near the ranch headquarters at dusk. The spotted ground squirrel 

(Citellus spilosoma) and the desert pocket-mouse (Perognathus penicillatus) 
were the other mammals taken in this association. The skull of a gray fox 

(Urocyon cinereoargenteus) was found near the ranch headquarters, and 

two skulls of the hog-nosed skunk (Conepatus mesoleucus) were also found 

in this association. The single record of the rock squirrel (Citellus varie- 
gatus) from the area was obtained by Mr. A. I. Mills in the association along 

Torneros Creek in Alameda pasture. Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) were 

often seen crossing dry creek beds or watering at various springs. 

SUMAC-OAK ASSOCIATION 

This small association was discovered by Milstead on his return to La 

Mota Rancho the week of July 29 to August 4, 1952. It is found about 

half-way up a small canyon on the north side of La Mota Mountain. The 

canyon floor is covered with humus and many boulders of Rawls basalt. 

The dominant vegetation includes sumac, Arizona oak (Quercus arizonicus), 

Emory’s oak (Quercus emoryi), cherry plum (Primus havardi), and moun¬ 

tain ash. This association was not trapped. 

Cactus was not found in this association, but six species of cacti were 

found to have about equal abundance in all the other associations. These six 

species are pitaya (Echinocereus stamineus), tasajillo (Opuntia leptocaulis), 

cholla (Opuntia imbricata), prickly pear (Opuntia engelmanni), purple 

tinge prickly pear (Opuntia macrocentra), and blind prickly pear (Opuntia 
rufida). 

ANNOTATED LIST OF MAMMAL SPECIES 

A total of 122 specimens representing 13 species were collected in the 

La Mota Mountain area, while 612 specimens of 18 species were collected 

in the Black Gap area. The small mammals were obtained by the use of 

small metal traps as described by Blair (1941). The larger mammals were 

taken with steel traps or by shooting. The information given by A. I. Mills 

of La Mota Rancho, Fred Moore of the Black Gap Wildlife Management 

Area, and other residents of the area is, in my opinion, valid. I have in¬ 

cluded information from Bailey (1905) concerning species which we did 

not collect but which have been recorded from these or proximal areas. 

The nomenclature, with subsequent revisions, is that of Miller (1924). 

The taxonomic classification of the mammals is that of Simpson (1945). 

All of the specimens collected are in the Texas Natural History Collection 

at the University of Texas. 

Pipistrellus hes perns maximus Hatfield. Canyon Bat. 

Bats of this species were seen flying as late as 7:30 a.m. and were active 

as early as 7:30 p.m. in the Black Gap area. The twenty specimens col¬ 

lected were for the most part taken over tanks or near water. Sixteen were 
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collected over the Dell tank at the camp site in the persimmon-walnut as¬ 

sociation, and two were collected over the mesquite-huisache association. 

One was shot over a cliff association, and one was taken over the grama- 

prickly pear association. J. R. Barker discovered one of these small bats 

under a rock in the sotol-lechuguilla association. Dr. Blair informed me 

that it is not uncommon in western Texas to find these bats under rocks 

during the day time. This bat was the most common bat in the two areas 

studied and was the first to appear in the evening. 

In the La Mota Mountain area, three canyon bats were collected in 

the mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood association but were also seen over 

the mesquite-creosote bush association and the ocotillo-catclaw association. 

A. I. Mills reported that there were no bat caves on the ranch, but the 

extreme abundance of this species indicates the presence of caves in the 

region. 

Bailey (1905) stated that this bat is usually the most common species 

where it occurs. This was found to be true in the Big Bend Park area by 

Borell and Bryant (1942), in the Sierra Vieja region by Blair and Miller 

(1949), and on the Stockton Plateau of Terrell County by Herrmann 

(1950). 

Vlecotus rafinesqui pallescens (Miller). Long-eared Bat. 

Sixteen were taken from a cave in a limestone bluff east of Black Gap 

and one-half mile from the Maravillas Creek road. All were females, and 

most of these were carrying young on the ventral surface of the body. The 

absence of males and the presence of young indicates that this female colony 

was a nesting colony. Several bats were knocked down while in flight by 

the use of sticks. No bats of this species were taken by shooting. Large 

bats were sometimes seen flying with the small canyon bats over tanks, 

but darkness prevented their collection. This bat was not found at La 

Mota Rancho. 

Borell and Bryant (1942) found these bats in the numerous caves and 

abandoned mine shafts of the Big Bend Park area. 

Antrozous pallidus pallidus (Le Conte). Pallid Bat. 

Although not infrequently seen at La Mota, this bat was not as 

common as the canyon bat. Four specimens were taken with an insect net 

from the ranch tool shed, where they roosted at night, in the mesquite- 

mountain ash-cottonwood association. Individuals of this species were seen 

at dusk feeding over a tank in this association and were also observed over 

the mesquite-creosote bush association. One was seen in an abandoned mine 

shaft on the ranch. This large bat was not seen in the Black Gap area. 

Bailey (1905) reported this species from various localities in south¬ 

western Texas. Five specimens were collected in the Big Bend Park area 

by Borell and Bryant (1942), but this bat was scarce in that area. 

T ad arid a mexicana (Saussure). Mexican Freetail Bat. 

One Mexican freetail bat was found in the limestone bat cave from 

which all the long-eared bats were taken. Ralph Axtell informed me that 

in the same limestone canyon he found a small cave in which approximately 

2 5 freetail bats were clinging from crevices in the ceiling of the cave. No 

freetail bats were collected at La Mota Rancho. 

Bailey (1905) found this bat to be one of the most common bats in 

western Texas. These bats were abundant along the river and foothills of 
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the Big Bend Park area. Borell and Bryant (1942) found a colony of ap¬ 

proximately 3,000 on October 19, 1937, in a limestone cave high on the 

southeast slope of Mariscal Mountain. 

Lepus californicus texianus Waterhouse. Jack-rabbit. 

Although the jackrabbit was one of the most common large mammals 

at La Mota Rancho, no specimens of this species were prepared. Two were 

shot in the ocotillo-catclaw association and were used for bait in trapping 

the carnivorous mammals. This species was seen in five of the seven asso¬ 

ciations found at La Mota Rancho and was abundant in each of these as¬ 

sociations. It was not seen in the lechuguilla-beargrass association on the 

summit of La Mota Mountain or in the rock bluff association. 

In the Black Gap area, the jack-rabbit was fairly abundant and was 

seen in the mesquite-huisache, huisache-creosote, and sotol-lechuguilla as¬ 

sociations. One was taken in the persimmon-walnut association on June 30, 

1951, by T. J. Cordray. 

Borell and Bryant (1942) saw the jack-rabbit most frequently in brushy 

areas between 2,000 and 3,500 feet elevation in the Big Bend Park area. 

Sylvilagus auduboni minor (Mearns). Desert Cottontail. 

The single specimen obtained in the Black Gap area was trapped by 

Louis Follansbee in a steel trap set in an apparently abandoned badger 

burrow in the mesquite-huisache association. Several were seen in the sotol- 

lechuguilla and the grama-prickly pear associations but additional specimens 

were not collected. 

At La Mota Rancho, this species was fairly common in the mesquite- 

creosote bush and the ocotillo-catclaw associations. On June 18, 1952, a 

specimen was collected by Milstead in the ocotillo-catclaw association. One 

was seen by Milstead on June 19, 1952, in the sotol-yucca-beargrass asso¬ 

ciation at the base of La Mota Mountain. 

Bailey (1905) found this animal to be the common cottontail of west¬ 

ern Texas. Borell and Bryant (1942) found the desert cottontail to be com¬ 

mon in thickets of mesquite-catclaw, cactus, and creosote bush in the Big 

Bend Park area. 

Citellus variegatus couchi (Baird). Rock Squirrel. 

The rock squirrel was not collected in the La Mota Mountain area. 

On June 3, 1952, Milstead and I saw one on a limestone bluff at the west¬ 

ern edge of the Tascotal Mesa. On June 26, 1952, Mr. A. I. Mills saw a 

rock squirrel cross Torneros Creek in Alameda pasture. Both of these squirrels 

were seen during the hottest part of the day. This animal is apparently rare 

in this area. 

One was seen on June 16, 1951, by Louis Follansbee on a lava slope 

in the Black Gap area. This individual had a black head and mantle extend¬ 

ing back as far as the shoulder region. Dr. Blair saw an entirely black rock 

squirrel on a ridge of basalt near Black Gap. Selection for dark color may be 

operating in the same or similar manner with this squirrel as with the white- 

throated packrat (Neotoma albigula). 

This species of squirrel was found to be one of the most conspicuous 

animals in the Davis Mountains by Blair (1940) and in the Sierra Vieja 

region by Blair and Miller (1949). In the Big Bend Park area, Borell and 

Bryant (1942) observed the rock squirrel about cliffs and rocky outcrops 

along the Rio Grande but found them to be far more abundant in rocky 

places among the pinons and junipers of the Chisos Mountains. 
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Citellus interpret, (Merriam). Antelope Squirrel. 

At La Mot a Rancho these squirrels are most common in the rock bluff 

association and in the ocotillo-catclaw association. Milstead reported seeing 

one in the sotol-yucca-beargrass association on La Mota Mountain. I saw 

one scamper approximately 20 feet up the dark rock bluff of La Mota Moun¬ 

tain. Three specimens of the antelope squirrel were collected by shooting. 

Two specimens were taken from the rock bluff association and one speci¬ 

men from the ocotillo-catclaw association. Several were discovered dead in 

live traps in the ocotillo-catclaw association when the traps were baited in 

the late afternoon. At La Mota Rancho they are active from mid-morning 

during the hottest part of the day to late afternoon. However, Herrmann 

(195 0) observed these squirrels to be active as early as 7:00 a.m. to as late 

as 7:00 p.m. In the ocotillo-catclaw association they are most common 

around the large boulders and rock outcrops. In the rock bluff association 

they range from the base to the top of the bluffs and are found on both the 

light and dark-colored rocks. 

Eleven specimens of the antelope squirrel were collected at Black Gap. 

These were taken from rocky or nearly level terrain but were most fre¬ 

quently seen on lava talus slopes. One was collected from a lava ridge. 

Nine were taken from the sotol-lechuguilla association in rocky areas. An 

adult female was collected by T. E. Kennedy on December 29, 1951, in 

the grama-prickly pear association. They were frequently seen in the mes- 

quite-huisache association. 

The specimens collected in the two areas are similar to specimens col¬ 

lected in Presidio County and Terrell County, Texas, and Pima County, 

Arizona. 

Blair (1940) had no record of this squirrel from the Davis Mountains. 

Borell and Bryant (1942) saw the antelope squirrel most frequently in the 

higher canyons of the Big Bend Park area. 

Citellus mexicanus parvidens (Mearns). Mexican Ground Squirrel. 

No specimens of this ground squirrel were collected at La Mota Rancho. 

At the Black Gap Wildlife Management Area two specimens were taken in 

large wire traps. One was taken near a tank in the mesquite-huisache as¬ 

sociation. The other specimen was trapped in the persimmon-walnut asso¬ 

ciation. J. P. Brand and Louis Follansbee saw one among large lava boulders 

in the sotol-lechuguilla association. 

This species was not found in the Sierra Vieja region by Blair and Miller 

(1949). Borell and Bryant (1942) have no record of this species in the Big 

Bend Park area. Taylor and Davis (1947) gave the distribution of this 

squirrel as southern and western Texas from the Balcones Escarpment, San 

Antonio, and Brownsville westward at least to the Davis Mountains. 

Citellus spilosoma marginatus Bailey. Spotted Ground Squirrel. 

This small, slender ground squirrel was the most abundant squirrel in 

the La Mota area. Eight specimens were collected by trapping with small 

live traps. Four specimens were taken from the mesquite-mountain ash- 

cottonwood association where the species was most abundant. Three speci¬ 

mens were taken from the mesquite-creosote bush association, and one was 

trapped in the creosote bush-ocotillo association, where they were less numer¬ 

ous. On several occasions this squirrel was found dead in small live traps, 

having perished from the heat during the day. In most instances they were 
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seldom seen far from their burrows, which had as many as five entrances, 

usually at the base of a bushy shrub such as mesquite, catclaw, or creosote 

bush. More than one squirrel may occupy the same system of burrows, for 

as many as three squirrels were seen in the proximity of the same hole at 

one time. Like the antelope squirrel (Citellus inter pres), these wary squirrels 

are quite active during the hotter periods of the day. On warm days they 

were seen and heard from sunrise to sunset, and their presence was indicated 

by a high-pitched, shrill whistle which probably served as a warning device 

to other spotted ground squirrels. 

This squirrel was not collected at Black Gap. Individuals were seen 

crossing the road ahead of the truck on several occasions. Attempts to trap 

them and dig them out of their burrows proved futile. Burrows were most 

frequently seen in gravelly soil in open or bare areas interspersed with creo¬ 

sote bush or huisache. One was seen by Dr. Blair in the yucca terrace asso¬ 

ciation. 

The specimens collected from the La Mota Mountain area are somewhat 

dark, and the dorsal spotting is less distinct than in specimens from Dawson 

County and Hutchinson County, Texas, and Otero County, New Mexico. 

This animal was not found in the Sierra Vieja region by Blair and 

Miller (1949) or on the Stockton Plateau by Herrmann (1950). In the Big 

Bend Park area, Borell and Bryant (1942) found it to be limited almost 

entirely to the desert flats between 2,200 and 4,000 feet elevation. 

Thomomys sp. Mountain Pocket Gopher. 

Attempts to trap this pocket gopher in the Black Gap area were fruit¬ 

less. Burrows and mounds were easily located in thin soils at the lower edge 

of the limestone talus slopes in the lechuguilla-sotol association. The burrows 

and mounds are usually small, probably because the soil is extremely hard 

and rocky. Burrows could be located by looking for dead lechuguilla plants, 

but they were difficult to open sufficiently to set traps. Most burrows were 

firmly packed with earth which contained a high proportion of gopher 

droppings. An estimated 50-60 trap nights yielded not a single specimen. 

No specimens of this genus were collected at La Mota. Numerous work¬ 

ings of this little gopher were seen in the sotol-yucca-beargrass and lechu- 

guilla-beargrass associations. A few mounds were seen in the creosote bush- 

ocotillo association, but in this association the mounds of the plains pocket 

gopher (Cratogeomys cast an ops) were far more numerous. In the lechu- 

guilla-beargrass association on the summit of La Mota Mountain, mounds 

of this gopher were numerous in clumps of lechuguilla. In the sotol-yucca- 

beargrass association at the base and on the lower slopes of La Mota Moun¬ 

tain, their mounds were usually associated with sotol and yucca plants. This 

species was not recorded from the stream bed association (mesquite-moun- 

tain ash-cottonwood association), to which association Blair (1940) found 

this gopher restricted in the Davis Mountains. 

In the Big Bend Park area, Borell and Bryant (1942) found these 

gophers to be widely distributed on the dry, rocky flats and lower slopes 

of the mountains. 

Cratogeomys castanops lacrimalis Nelson and Goldman. Plains Pocket 

Gopher. 

In the La Mota Mountain area, the plains pocket gopher is restricted 

to the creosote bush-ocotillo and the mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood 

associations. In both associations numerous mounds were seen at the base 
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of creosote and catclaw bushes. One specimen was collected from the cre¬ 

osote bush-ocotillo association. The mounds of the mountain pocket gopher 

(Thomomys sp.) were also seen in the creosote bush-ocotillo association, 

but the mounds of this gopher were usually seen at the base of sotol or 

yucca plants. Mounds of the plains pocket gopher were quite common around 

the ranch house in the mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood association. On 

the Stockton Plateau of Terrell County, Texas, Herrmann (1950) found 

that this gopher prefers leaves and stems of woody plants, while the moun¬ 

tain pocket gopher (Thomomys sp.) lives primarily on roots. 

This large pocket gopher could be found fairly easily in the deeper 

soils of the flood plains, terraces, and alluvial fans of the Black Gap area. 

In the region of the Dell tank this gopher was seen feeding in daylight on 

the roots and leaves of Bermuda grass growing on the downhill slope of 

the dam. A total of four specimens was prepared. Two were collected in 

gravel soil on the lower side toward the base of the tank. Two were taken 

from gravel soil in the mesquite-huisache association. 

Borell and Bryant (1942) found the plains pocket gopher common 

along the Rio Grande in the sandy-loam river botton soil, and in only a few 

places in the Big Bend Park area did the ranges of the plains pocket gopher 

and the mountain pocket gopher overlap. 

Perognathm merriami gilvus Osgood. Merriam Pocket-mouse. 

This little pocket-mouse was taken in three associations in the La Mota 

Mountain area. Fifteen specimens of this species were prepared. Eleven of 

these were taken from the creosote-bush-ocotillo association, and three were 

trapped in the ocotillo-catclaw association. One was taken in the mesquite- 

creosote bush association. Two were found dead in live traps, and none 

were seen foraging at night. These fifteen specimens comprise 12.3 per cent 

of the 122 specimens collected. 

At Black Gap, Perognafhtis merriami is common on the more upland 

slopes, and a total of 209 specimens was collected. These represent 34.1 per 

cent of the total collected in the area. Thirty-eight were trapped in the 

yucca terrace association. Twelve were taken in the persimmon-walnut as¬ 

sociation. Most (92) were found on the flood plains of the mesquite-huisache 

association. The rocky canyons and cliffs association yielded only nine speci¬ 

mens. Twenty-seven were trapped in the huisache-creosote bush association. 

Seventeen were taken from the sotol-lechuguilla association, and 14 were 

trapped in the grama-prickly pear association. 

Although a high percentage was taken from areas with much lava 

rock, there does not seem to be any intensification of color on the lava. 

Al-Uthman (1952) found that there was no significant difference in pelage 

color between three samples of Perognathm merriami taken from the yucca 

terrace, mesquite flood plain, and lava rock of the Black Gap area. One 

population was living on the dark colored basalt of a lava flow, and the 

others were living on pale limestone soils. This failure of pelage color to 

correlate with the color of the basalt lava flow may be accounted for by 

the migration of lighter colored individuals from the limestone into the 

basalt lava areas, preventing the development of a dark-colored race on this 

lava. In his study of the Perognathus merriami occurring in three biotic 

provinces, Al-Uthman (op. cit.) found the Chihuahuan mice to be moderate 

sized, long tailed, and generally paler than those in the Kansan and the 

Tamauplipan biotic provinces. 
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Only four specimens of the Merriam pocket-mouse were taken in the 

Big Bend Park area by Borell and Bryant (1942). These four were taken 

from a sandy flat at the north end of Mariscal Mountain. 

Perognathus nelsoni collis Blair. Rock Pocket-mouse. 

This species of pocket-mouse was most common in rocky, rough ter¬ 

rain in the Black Gap area. However, on flood plains and gentle slopes, this 

species and Perognathus merriami occurred together. Examination of speci¬ 

mens failed to show a significant difference in coloration between specimens 

from the limestone and specimens from the lava. Several individuals showed 

distinct moult lines and some appeared to lack even a single guard hair, thus 

presenting a rather curious appearance. 

This pocket-mouse was probably the most abundant mammal in the 

Black Gap area, and a total of 2 50 (42.6 per cent of the total number of 

specimens obtained) was collected. These were recorded from all associations 

of the area (see Table II). They were quite abundant in the yucca terrace 

association, where 41 were trapped, and in the sotol-lechuguilla association, 

where 75 were taken. The grama-prickly pear association afforded the best 

habitat for this saxicolous form, and 96 specimens were obtained there. 

At La Mota Rancho this pocket-mouse was relatively scarce. The 12 

specimens taken in two associations comprised 9.8 per cent of the 122 speci¬ 

mens collected. Eleven were trapped in the ocotillo-catclaw association, and 

one was caught in the rock bluff association. 

Evidently there is much fluctuation of population size in natural popu¬ 

lations of Perognathus nelsoni. The high population encountered at Black 

Gap and the high incidence of young and juveniles indicated that the popu¬ 

lation was at its peak. At La Mota juveniles or young of this species were not 

collected, but the low population encountered may have been a normal popu¬ 

lation in that area during the summer of 1952. 

The rock pocket-mouse was not numerous but was taken by Borell 

and Bryant (1942) in several localities about the base of the Chisos Moun¬ 

tains from 2,300 and 4,800 feet elevations. Herrmann (1950) reported that 

only two specimens of this species were taken on the Stockton Plateau, 

and Blair and Miller (1949) found this species rather rare in the life belts 

of the Sierra Vieja region. 

Perognathus penicillatus eremicus Mearns. Desert Pocket-mouse. 

This species was found on low, sandy areas and flood plains in the two 

areas investigated. At Black Gap, this sparsely distributed species was repre¬ 

sented by 11 specimens. All but four of these were collected from flood 

plains in the yucca terrace association and the mesquite-huisache association. 

Additional specimens were obtained, but the delicate skins were ruined dur¬ 

ing the preparation by inexperienced students. 

At La Mota this species is largely restricted to the mesquite-creosote 

bush association. Of the 122 specimens obtained, 31.1 per cent were speci¬ 

mens of this species, which was the most abundant of the 18 species col¬ 

lected. Eight were collected in the mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood as¬ 

sociation, and six specimens were obtained in the ocotillo-catclaw and the 

creosote bush-ocotillo associations (see Table I). 

In the Big Bend Park area and in the Sierra Vieja region, Borell and 

Bryant (1942) and Blair and Miller (1949) found this species to be limited 

to sandy soils and to be most abundant along the Rio Grande. Blair (1940) 
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did not collect this species in the Davis Mountains, and Herrmann (1950) 

reported its absence from the Stockton Plateau of Terrell County, Texas. 

Dipodomys merriami ambiguus Merriam. Four-toed Kangaroo Rat. 

This was the second most common mammal in all the associations de¬ 

fined at La Mota, where it was exceeded in number only by Perognathus 
penicillatus. Twenty-five specimens of this small mammal were taken, and 

these specimens constituted 20.5 per cent of the 122 specimens taken. These 

rodents were most common in the mesquite-creosote bush association, where 

14 specimens were collected. Five specimens were taken in the creosote bush- 

ocotillo association, and six specimens were trapped in the ocotillo-catclaw 

association. 

Thirty-five specimens were collected in the Black Gap area. This was 

the only kangaroo rat found on the management area, and they were found 

on flood plains and more gentle slopes where the soil was sufficiently devel¬ 

oped to permit burrowing. One burrow was opened June 14, 1951, by Louis 

Follansbee, William Hightower, and Dr. Blair. This burrow was located on 

a mesquite flood plain at the base of a tasajillo bush. The depth of the tunnel 

floor beneath the surface varied from a few inches at the entrance to 16 

inches at its greatest depth. The main tunnel was approximately four feet 

in length. There were two subsidiary branches from the main tunnel, one 

of which was a short, blind tunnel about one foot from the entrance, and 

the other was approximately three feet in length. Both the main tunnel and 

the large subsidiary tunnel terminated a few inches from the surface of the 

ground. The only evidence of Dipodomys merriami was the presence of re¬ 

cent droppings and fragments of vegetation along the floor of the tunnel. 

Two specimens of Cnemidophorus tigris were driven from the burrow dur¬ 

ing the excavation. 

At Black Gap, 3 1 specimens were collected on flood plains in the mes- 

quite-huisache association. Three were found on a yucca flood plain in the 

yucca terrace association, and one was taken from the sotol-lechuguilla as¬ 

sociation. 

Specimens of Dipodomys merriami merriami in the Texas Natural His¬ 

tory Collection from areas near Valentine, Texas, were examined, and on 

comparison with specimens from La Mota and Black Gap were found to be 

much darker. Only four specimens, three from Black Gap and one from 

La Mota, approached the dull, dark coloration of the Valentine specimens. 

Likewise, specimens from the two areas were compared with specimens of 

Dipodomys merriami ambiguus from the Rio Grande Basin near Porvenir, 

Texas. Our specimens exhibit the same pale, bright coloration and are there¬ 

fore referred to the subspecies ambiguus as recognized by Blair (1949). 

In the Big Bend Park area, Borell and Bryant (1942) found the kanga¬ 

roo rat common in the river bottom of the Rio Grande and in sandy areas 

up to 3,500 feet elevation. 

Peromyscus eremicus eremicus (Baird). Cactus Mouse. 

At Black Gap, the cactus mouse was taken in rocky situations with 

Perognathus nelsoni and Neoioma albigula. However, three were taken from 

a creosote bush flood plain in the mesquite-huisache association. This species 

seems to be rather sparsely distributed over the area (see Table II). 

The cactus mouse was also rare at La Mota, and only seven specimens 

were obtained, all from rocky areas. Three were taken in the creosote bush- 

ocotillo association, and four were collected in the ocotillo-catclaw assoccia- 
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tion. During our stay at La Mota Rancho, two were trapped in the ranch 

house by Mrs. A. I. Mills. 

Blair and Miller (1949) found this mouse in the Sierra Vieja region, 

and Borell and Bryant (1942) found it to be the most common species of 

this genus in the Big Bend Park area. Herrmann (1950) did not find the 

cactus mouse on the Stockton Plateau, and only four specimens were col¬ 

lected by Blair (1940) in the Davis Mountains. 

Peromyscus pectoralis laceianus Bailey. Encinal Mouse. 

A total of eight specimens was collected in the two areas worked, and 

this species was the rarest of the small mammals in both localities. It can 

be distinguished from the similar Peromyscus eremicus by the small tail 

scales, the white tarsal joint without markings, and the lack of accessory 

cusps or enamel loops on the outer angles of the first and second molars. 

Three were collected in the sotol-lechuguilla association and two in 

the mesquite-huisache association at Black Gap. One was collected in the 

lechuguilla-beargrass association and two in the rock bluff association at 

La Mota. This was the only mammal taken from any of the associations of 

La Mota Mountain. 

This mouse has been collected by Blair (1940) in the Davis Mountains, 

by Herrmann (1950) on the Stockton Plateau of Terrell County, and by 

Borell and Bryant (1942) in the Big Bend Park area. However, as is the 

situation at La Mota and Black Gap, it was quite rare in these three areas. 

Blair and Miller (1949) found it to be the most common small mammal 

in the Roughland Belt of the Sierra Vieja region of Trans-Pecos Texas. 

Neotoma albigula robtista Blair. White-throated Packrat. 

This species of packrat is rare in the associations of the La Mota Moun¬ 

tain area, and only two were collected during the period spent there. These 

were young specimens trapped in small live traps in the ocotillo-catclaw as¬ 

sociation. The animals probably entered the traps during the day, for their 

dehydrated condition indicated that they had perished from the extreme 

heat. Old packrat signs were seen in the ocotillo-catclaw association, where 

rock outcrops and prickly pear cactus were plentiful. 

Dr. Blair discovered nests of this species in cactus on lava slopes of 

the Black Gap area. Some specimens obtained from the lava were very dark, 

almost blue-black, in contrast to the gray pelage of those taken from the 

limestone. From the number of apparently abandoned nests, it would seem 

to indicate that the population was much higher in the immediate past. 

However, one specimen was obtained from a rather deep burrow which ap¬ 

peared quite old. 

A total of 21 specimens was obtained in the Black Gap area, eight of 

which were of the light coloration. The first specimen was taken from the 

face of a limestone cliff one-half mile north of the camp site. Two were 

collected from rocky limestone, and the skin of one specimen was not saved. 

Two specimens were collected from the huisache-creosote bush association. 

One was collected from the yucca terrace association, and 16 were taken 

from the sotol-lechuguilla association. This unusual variability of coloration 

in Neotoma albigula will be discussed elsewhere in a paper by Dr. W. Frank 

Blair. 
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A specimen of Neotoma albigula melas collected four miles west of 

Carrizozo, Lincoln County, New Mexico, exhibits a melanistic pelage similar 

to the Neotoma albigula taken from the lava of the Black Gap area. Other 

specimens in the Texas Natural History Collection from Randall, Lubbock, 

Cottle, and Armstrong counties, Texas, and from Otero and Lincoln coun¬ 

ties, New Mexico, have a lighter pelage coloration not unlike the specimens 

of the pale Neotoma albigula from Black Gap. 

Bailey (1905) reported this species living side by side with Neotoma 
micropus in Presidio County. Four specimens were obtained by Borell and 

Bryant (1942) in the Chisos Mountains between 5,000 and 5,300 feet ele¬ 

vation. 

Erethizon epixanthum Brandt. Yellow-haired Porcupine. 

No specimens of this species were collected at La Mota Rancho or at 

the Black Gap Wildlife Management Area. However, A. I. Mills informed 

me that two porcupines were seen on La Mota Rancho in 1950. 

Taylor and Davis (1947) reported that porcupines have been observed 

in Brewster and Jeff Davis Counties, but that they are seldom seen even 

where common. This animal was not found in the Big Bend Park area by 

Borell and Bryant (1942) or on the Stockton Plateau of Terrell County, 

Texas, by Herrmann (1950). 

Canis latrans texensis Bailey. Coyote. 

No coyotes were seen in the La Mota Mountain area. A. I. Mills in¬ 

formed me that coyotes have been seen on the ranch, but these animals have 

been kept under control because of their menace to sheep. On the Rawls 

Ranch, which adjoins La Mota Rancho to the north and to the east, a 

coyote was seen the week of July 1, 1952. 

Fred Moore trapped 18 coyotes during 1949-1950 at Black Gap but 

reports that coyotes are rare there at present. None was seen or taken by 

our field party. 

Borell and Bryant (1942) found the coyote to be fairly common from 

the river bottom up to 5,000 feet elevation in the Chisos Mountains. 

Vulpes macrotis neomexicanus Merraim. New Mexico Desert Fox. 

Fred Moore informed us that this fox was more abundant in previous 

years than at present at Black Gap but that an occasional "big-eared” fox 

is seen near the refuge headquarters. None were taken by our field party. 

Bailey (1905) found this fox to be uncommon in Trans-Pecos Texas. 

However, the ranchers may have never distinguished it from the common 

and much larger, darker-colored fox of the genus Urocyon. There is no 

record of this animal from La Mota Rancho, and it was not found by Blair 

(1940) in the Davis Mountains or by Blair and Miller (1949) in the Sierra 

Vieja region. Borell and Bryant (1942) had no record of this species from 

the Big Bend Park area. 

Urocyon cinereoargenteus scottii Mearns. Gray Fox. 

Fred Moore reported the gray fox to be rather scarce on the Black Gap 

Wildlife Management Area. Like the big-eared fox, its population appears 

to have decreased in the last few years. This animal was not seen by any 

of our field party. The gray fox was uncommon at La Mota Rancho. One 

skull was found in the mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood association, and 

another was found in the mesquite-creosote bush association. 
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Borell and Bryant (1942) found the gray fox scarce in the Big Bend 

Park area. 

Ursus americanus amblyceps Baird. Black Bear. 

Fred Moore reports bear signs are seen infrequently in the Black Gap 

area. A geology graduate student saw a young black bear south of Mara¬ 

thon, Texas, during the summer of 1950. As this bear was viewed at close 

range, there was no mistaken identification. There are no records of this 

animal from La Mota Rancho. 

Bailey (1905) recorded this bear from Onion Creek, 30 miles south 

of Marfa, and found it common in the Davis Mountains. Borell and Bryant 

(1942) found the black bear to be fairly common in the higher parts of 

the Chisos Mountains. 

Bassariscus as tutus flavus Rhoads. Ringtail. 

In the Black Gap area, two specimens of the ringtail were obtained 

by using steel traps set in the lava rimrock. Scats seen at the base of lime¬ 

stone cliffs were tentatively identified by Louis Follansbee as those of this 

animal. Only one specimen of this species was prepared. 

During our stay at La Mota Rancho, ringtails were not seen, but A. I. 

Mills informed me that he has seen the animals and their tracks on a 

floodplain north of the air strip in the mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood 

association. Milstead saw several tracks at a small spring one-fourth mile 

west of the ranch headquarters in the mesquite-creosote bush association. 

Mrs. A. I. Mills told me that for a number of years after the ranch house 

was first occupied ringtails inhabited the attic and raised their kits there. 

Borell and Bryant (1942) found the ringtail to be the most abundant 

fur bearer in the Big Bend Park area. 

Taxidea taxus berlandieri Baird. Badger. 

No badgers were taken by our field party at Black Gap. Burrows sup¬ 

posedly made by badgers were seen occasionally in the deeper alluvial soils. 

Fred Moore reported that his dogs have chased badgers into their burrows 

and that an occasional badger is seen in the day time near the headquarters 

of the management area. 

No badgers were seen in the La Mota Mountain area. A. I. Mills saw 

an animal of this description on the eastern slopes of La Mota Mountain 

but said that it has not been seen in recent years. 

The occurrence of the badger has been recorded from various locali¬ 

ties in Trans-Pecos Texas. Borell and Bryant (1942) found the badger to 

be widely distributed in the Big Bend Park area but not common. 

Mephitis macrotira milleri Mearns. Flooded Skunk. 

The only specimen of this species obtained in the Black Gap area was 

an adult female taken from an abandoned adobe hut in the mesquite-huisache 

association by T. E. Kennerly on December 3 0, 195 1. A. I. Mills has not 

seen this species in the La Mota Mountain area, and none were seen by us 

in that area during the summer of 1952. 

Blair (1940) collected one specimen of this species near Mount Liver¬ 

more in the Davis Mountains, and Blair and Miller (1949) found it to be 

the rarest skunk of the Sierra Vieja region. It was not collected by Borell and 

Bryant (1942) in the Big Bend Park area or by Herrmann (1950) on the 

Stockton Plateau of Terrell County, Texas. 
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Spilogale gracilis leucoparia Merriam. Little Spotted Skunk. 

In the Black Gap area, a spotted skunk was collected at night as it 

crossed a stream bed in the persimmon-walnut association. It was placed 

in a wooden box with a window-screen cover. At noon the following day it 

was observed for several minutes. Sometime in the early mid-afternoon it 

escaped by prying the screen cover loose. Fred Moore informed us that this 

species is seen quite frequently on the flood plain near the headquarters of 

the area. This skunk was not recorded from the La Mota Mountain area. 

Borell and Bryant (1942) have reports of the spotted skunk from vari¬ 

ous localities between the Rio Grande and the highest parts of the Chisos 

Mountains, but at the time of writing it was apparently rare. 

Conepatus mesoleucus mearnsi Merriam. Hog-nosed Skunk. 

No specimens of the hog-nosed skunk were collected in the La Mota 

Mountain area. Two skulls were found in the mesquite-mountain ash-cotton¬ 

wood association. One was found a short distance south of the ranch head¬ 

quarters. The other was found near the spring at Colmano. A. I. Mills in¬ 

formed us that "civet-cats” and skunks have been quite common on the 

ranch in the past. In many places their presence was indicated by small ex¬ 

cavations near the bases of brushy trees, sotol, and lechuguilla. On the night 

of June 16, 1952, Milstead and I saw a skunk of this species on the Presidio 

highway just before entering the ranch road. 

One hog-nosed skunk was collected by Dr. Blair on July 10, 1951, at 

the crossing of Javalina Creek northeast of our camp site in the Black Gap 

area. Fred Moore informed us that on occasional hog-nosed skunk is seen 

at night near the headquarters of the area. 

Borell and Bryant (1942) found the diggings of hog-nosed skunks in 

grassy areas and along the banks of the Rio Grande in the Chisos Moun¬ 

tains area. 

Felis rufiis baileyi (Merriam). Bobcat. 

The week before our arrival at La Mota Rancho a bobcat was killed 

in the ocotillo-catclaw association by one of the ranch hands. A. I. Mills 

has occasionally killed a bobcat on the ranch in the last few years. The 

mountain lion (Felis concolor) and the bobcat have been kept effectively 

under control by the sheep ranchers of the region. However, on the ad¬ 

joining ranch, the Rawls Ranch, twelve bobcats had been killed during the 

first few months of 1952. 

At Black Gap occasional signs were seen along creek bottoms. Signs 

consisted primarily of scats and tracks. None was collected or seen by our 

field party. 

Bailey (1905) had a record of this animal from the head of Onion 

Creek, Presidio County, Texas. Borell and Bryant (1942) found the bob¬ 

cat to be fairly common and widely distributed from the Rio Grande up 

to at least 5,500 feet elevation in the Big Bend Park area. 

Felis concolor stanleyana Goldman. Mountain Lion. 

Due to control measures, this species at present does not occur on La 

Mota Rancho. The last record of a mountain lion in the area was one killed 

on Torneros Creek in 1946 by A. I. Mills. However, from 1941 to 1946, 

according to Mr. Mills, 14 mountain lions were killed, and seven of those 

were killed in Panther Canyon, a small canyon four miles west of the 

ranch headquarters. No specimens of this species were collected. 
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Fred Moore informed us that an occasional transient mountain lion is 

killed on the Black Gap Wildlife Management Area. Signs were seen in a 

limestone canyon on June 19, 1951, by members of the field party, and 

Fred Moore discovered a freshly killed domestic goat at the entrance to 

the large limestone bat cave. 

In spite of control measures, the mountain lion is still present in many 

Trans-Pecos localities. Borell and Bryant (1942) found mountain lions to 

be fairly numerous in the higher parts of the Chisos Mountains and to 

range occasionally through the adjoining hills and onto the inter-mountain 

flats of the Big Bend Park area. Their continued presence in these areas can 

be explained by the proximity of the mountainous area of Mexico, where 

they are still common today. 

T ay asm tajacu (Linnaeus). Javelina. 

Although this species was not seen at La Mota Rancho, A. I. Mills 

reported that the javelina is not uncommon. Possibly due to the absence of 

the coyote, the javelina has extended its range into the La Mota Mountain 

area in recent years. Ranchers in this area find that if one species is present 

in an area, the other is absent. 

There was ample evidence of the presence of the javelina in the Black 

Gap area. However, these animals were not easily located. Members of the 

field trip came upon a group of eight (five sows, two pigs, and one boar) 

on Maravillas Creek. Fred Moore had two skulls of this species at the man¬ 

agement headquarters. 

Bailey (1905) did not find this species in Presidio County. Herrmann 

(1950) reported that two specimens were collected with steel traps on the 

Stockton Plateau of Terrell County. Blair and Miller (1949) reported that 

individuals were seen in the Sierra Vieja region. Borell and Bryant (1942) 

found the javalina confined to a comparatively small portion of the Big Bend 

Park area, mainly the flats and slopes surrounding the northern end of 

the Chisos Mountains. 

Odocoileus hemionus crooki (Mearns). Mule Deer. 

Mule deer are not uncommon at La Mota Rancho. On June 3, 1952, 

two mule deer were seen on the southwest slope of La Mota Mountain in 

the sotol-yucca-beargrass association. They were also seen in the ocotillo- 

catclaw, creosote bush-ocotillo, and mesquite-mountain ash-cottonwood as¬ 

sociations. One complete skeleton and parts of skeletons were seen in various 

associations throughout the ranch. A. I. Mills informed us that the extended 

drought has resulted in the death of many mule deer. In his study of the 

mule deer of the Sierra Vieja region, Anderson (1949) states that surface 

or free water apparently is not required by mule deer. However, on June 5, 

1952, a young mule deer was seen drinking with several sheep at a small 

spring southeast of the ranch headquarters, and Mrs. A. I. Mills said that 

it is not uncommon in the winter months to see several deer come for water 

in the late afternoon at the small spring back of the ranch house. 

Mule deer are native to the Black Gap area, but their numbers had so 

declined due to hunting and overgrazing by sheep, goats, and cattle, that 

the Texas Game and Fish Commission had recently released over 600 ani¬ 

mals in the area. Two were found dead, and singles and groups of as many 

as five were seen by members of the field party. Mule deer were seen in five 

of the seven associations of the area. 
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Bailey (1905) found the mule deer to be more or less common in the 

barren foothills and out-lying desert ranges at long distances from any 

known source of water in the Trans-Pecos Texas area. Borell and Bryant 

(1942) found the main population of the mule deer in the lower foothills 

of the Chisos Mountains. This is the most important game animal in Trans- 

Pecos Texas. 

FAUNAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE TWO AREAS INVESTIGATED 

The Black Gap Wildlife Management Area and the La Mota Moun¬ 

tain area lie in the southern part of the Chihuahuan biotic province of 

Texas, and the mammalian fauna encountered indicates that these two areas 

are typical of this biotic province. Blair (1950) stated that 83 species of 

mammals have been recorded in recent times from the Chihuahuan biotic 

province. Thirty-two species were recorded from the two areas under con¬ 

sideration. The 18 species characteristic of the Chihuahuan biotic province 

that are recorded from the Black Gap and La Mota areas comprise 56.3 per 

cent of the total number of species. 

The mammalian faunas of the Black Gap area and of the La Mota 

Mountain area are not unlike the faunas of other Trans-Pecos areas that 

have been studied. Although both areas are geographically close to the Big 

Bend Park area, the variety of habitats, the differences in vegetation, and the 

heavier rainfall allow for a greater diversity in the fauna of the Park area. 

Of the 5 5 species recorded from that area, 30 (54.5 per cent) were found 

in the Black Gap and La Mota areas. Only three species, Mephitis macroura, 
Vulpes macrotis, and Citellus mexicanus, were not recorded from the Park 

by Borell and Bryant (1942) that were recorded from the two areas under 

consideration. 

Thirty-one (66.1 per cent) of the species recorded from the Black 

Gap and La Mota areas were ones that had been reported from the Rough- 

land and Plains Life Belts of the Sierra Vieja region by Blair and Miller 

(1949). Two species, Citellus spilosoma and Citellus mexicanus, which have 

not been reported from that area, were found in the Black Gap and La Mota 

areas. 

Twenty-eight (50.9 per cent) of the 55 species recorded in the Davis 

Mountains by Blair (1940) were present at Black Gap and La Mota. Plecotus 
rafinesqui, Vulpes macrotis, and Tayassu tajacu were not recorded from the 

Davis Mountains. 

In comparing the fauna of the two areas studied, six species (18.8 per 

cent of the total recorded from both areas) found at Black Gap were not 

found in the La Mota Mountain area. These six species were: Plecotus rafin¬ 
esqui, Tadarida mexicana, Spilogale gracilis, Mephitis macroura, Citellus 
mexicanus, and Tayassu tajacu. Two (6.3 per cent) of the species collected 

at La Mota were not obtained in the Black Gap area. These species were 

Antrozous pallidus and Urocyon cinereorgenteus. In both areas there was an 

abundance of small mammals and a scarcity of the larger predatory mam¬ 

mals. Previous to our stay at La Mota, an extended drought had reduced 

the abundance of food-producing vegetation, and this may explain the 

scarcity of such species as Perognathus merriami and Perognathus nelsoni, 
both of which were abundant in the Black Gap area the previous summer. 

However, as populations of small mammals are subject to abrupt popula¬ 

tion changes, these two species may have been more abundant in previous 
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years, and likewise the population of these species at Black Gap during the 

summer of 1952 may have been much less than that recorded in the summer 

of 1951. Perognathus nelsoni and Neotoma albigula, both saxicolous forms, 

were abundant in the rocky areas of Black Gap during the summer of 

1951; and the scarcity of Neotoma albigula in the La Mota Mountain area, 

which affords ample rock rabitats and Opuntia in which to nest, might be 

explained by a decline in the normal population or by the resistance of the 

animal to trapping methods employed. 

Perognathus penicillatus, which was the most abundant mammal in the 

La Mota Mountain area, was scarce at Black Gap during the summer of 

1951. Competition between this species and Perognathus nelsoni may have 

caused its relative scarcity in the area. However, the number of specimens 

of Perognathus penicillatus recorded from Black Gap is not an accurate 

representation of the sampling of the population present, for numerous 

skins of this species were destroyed during preparation. 

Antrozous pallidus, which was found only at La Mota, was not col¬ 

lected at Black Gap but may have been in that area. Likewise, Plecotus 
rafinesqui and Tad arid a mexicana were not recorded from La Mota. Large 

bats were often seen in both areas, and these and other species might have 

been taken if collecting had been intensified. 

In both areas the small rodent population was extremely high, while 

populations of the predator species, on the other hand, were low. The cause 

of this unbalanced condition was not determined. At La Mota only signs 

and remains of the carnivorous mammals indicated their presence. At Black 

Gap few sight records were obtained for the predator species. Felis rufus was 

quite abundant in areas proximal to La Mota, but only one record for this 

species was obtained at Black Gap. Tayassu ta)acu was recorded only from 

Black Gap, but the period of drought, heavy grazing by livestock, and 

competition for food with other large mammals may account for its ab¬ 

sence at La Mota. 

The major ecological difference between the Black Gap and La Mota 

areas and the Davis and Chisos Mountains is in elevation. The maximum 

elevation in the Davis Mountains is 8,3 82 feet, and the Chisos Mountains 

have a maximum elevation of 7,83 5 feet. The highest point in the Black 

Gap area is 5,000 feet, and La Mota Mountain reaches a height of 5,046 

feet. Because of the absence of favorable climatic conditions and of several 

resultant ecological associations, many species of vertebrates found in the 

higher mountains are not found at Black Gap or La Mota. A comparable 

situation holds for the Sierra Vieja region, where the highest elevation is 

6,467 feet, the rainfall less, and the mountains warmer than those of the 

higher elevations of the Davis or Chisos Mountains. 

SUMMARY 

The ecological distribution of the mammals of the Black Gap Wild¬ 

life Management Area, Brewster County, Texas, was studied from June 

7 to July 12, and from December 28 to December 31, 1951. The mammals 

of the La Mota Mountain area, Presidio County, Texas, were studied from 

June 3 to July 4, 1952. The mammalian fauna of each of these two areas 

is characteristic of low or moderate elevations in the Chihuahuan biotic 

province. 
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In the La Mota Mountain area, eight ecological associations were de¬ 

scribed. Seven ecological associations were described in the Black Gap Wild¬ 

life Management Area. 

A total of 122 specimens representing 13 species was collected in the 

La Mota Mountain area, and 612 specimens representing 18 species were 

collected in the Black Gap area. 

Comparison of the mammalian fauna of the Black Gap and La Mota 

Mountain areas with that of the Davis Mountains, as described by Blair 

(1940), and the Chisos Mountains, as described by Borell and Bryant 

(1942), indicate that the mammalian fauna of the areas studied is small 

because of the absence of species normally restricted to life belts at higher 

elevations in the mountains of Trans-Pecos Texas. 
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COMPARATIVE NOTES ON SOUTHWESTERN INDIAN 

MEDICAL PRACTICES* 

CHARLES H. LANGE 

The University of Texas 

In his paper, "On the Collecting of Data Concerning Primitive Medi¬ 

cine,” Ackerknecht (1945: 427-430) reviewed the fluctuations of anthro¬ 

pological interests in the study of primitive medicine. In brief, he noted 

that observations of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries were devoted 

to learning the "tricks” of these non-Europeans. Since the treatments in¬ 

volved overt magico-religious elements and included such common pro¬ 

cedures as bloodletting, purges, emetics, and plant or animal drugs, there 

was no reason to notice, let alone emphasize, any basic differences between 

their own practices and principles and those of the primitives. He further 

noted that late in the nineteenth century, with the development of chemi¬ 

cals and later synthetic drugs, Western medicine reevaluated the medical 

practices of primitives as quackery. This belief was perhaps strengthened, 

Ackerknecht indicated, by the fact that anthropological leaders of that 

period had, in several instances (A. Bastian, P. Ehrenreich, W. Matthews, 

et al.), experienced medical training themselves. 

In conjunction with the overall improvement of ethnographic tech¬ 

niques during the last twenty-five years, Ackerknecht noted a similar im¬ 

provement in the study of primitive medicine. His observations, comparing 

not only primitive medicine but aspects of our own practices as well, will 

not be recapitulated at any greater length here. Certain of his remarks have 

been taken as a base from which to briefly survey various aspects of medi¬ 

cal practices among the Indian tribes of the American Southwest. 

In examining the literature on these tribes, it is readily apparent that 

medicine men, shamans, or "witch doctors,” whatever their popular desig¬ 

nation may be, generally occupy positions of honor and high prestige within 

their own cultures. Occasionally they are regarded with equally high esteem 

and/or awe among people of neighboring cultures (see White, 1942: 320). 

An attempt will be made to indicate how warranted the prestige accorded 

these medicine men and the faith placed in their knowledge and abilities 

actually are. 

Among the Southwestern tribes, shamans of the Yuman and Uto- 

Aztecan speaking desert tribes perform as individuals (Bennett and Zingg, 

193 5: 252-267; Joseph, Spicer, and Chesky, 1949: 72-80; Spier, 1933: 280- 

290). The same pattern is typical of the Upland Yumans (Gifford, 1936: 

307-317; McKennan, 193 5: 185-188; Spier, 1928: 275-285) and of the 

Apache (Bourke, 1892; Opler, 1941: 216-315) and Navaho (Wyman, 

193 6). While several practitioners may occasionally combine their knowl¬ 

edge and skill in a particular case, there are no organized medicine societies 

such as those found in the various Pueblo tribes (Cushing, 1920: 133; 

* Excerpts from this paper were presented at the 1933 annual meeting of the Texas 
Academy of Science, Galveston, Texas, December 3-5, 1953. 
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Parsons, 1925; Parsons, 1939; Stevenson, 1890, 1904; White, 1942; and 

others). Of the Pueblo societies, those of the Keresans are the most highly 

developed (White, 1930: 604-619). 

With a future career either as an individual or as a member of a so¬ 

ciety, a recruit may be placed in an apprentice status during which time 

he learns the proper medicines and procedures from someone who is already 

a practicing medicine man. Among the Tarahumara, it was reported, "They 

must be taught. No amount of desire or dreaming can make a doctor. Some 

existing shaman must assume the responsibility of passing on his learn¬ 

ing . . .” (Bennett and Zingg, 193 5: 25 5). 

Such apprenticeships, depending upon the tribe, may be entered into 

voluntarily or involuntarily as the result of a dream, vision, or some other 

sign interpreted as a supernatural directive. Among the Walapai (McKennan, 

1935: 186), medicine men simply began to practice as a consequence of a 

dream or vision in which one or more cures might be revealed to them. 

Spier reported (1933: 236-239) that the Maricopa shamans acquired their 

powers of curing by involuntarily acquired dreams. Elsewhere (p. 280), 

Spier commented as follows: 

The shaman’s part in curing was that of one who had the power to draw 
out the particular illness, because a revelation had been made in his dreams. 
During the course of the cure he was not possessed, nor did he so much as 
call on the familiar for aid. . . . 

In other instances, as at Santa Ana Pueblo (White, 1942: 320), it 

becomes mandatory that a person who is cured must become a doctor him¬ 

self. This is more typical of the Pueblo societies than it is of cures indi¬ 

vidually accomplished. Such a provision serves the purpose of recruiting 

members and also tends to keep the particular procedures obscured from all 

non-members. The chief exception to this rule of mandatory affiliation is 

in the case of women who may be barred from the practice of medicine. 

Even in such instances, women often assist the medicine men (White, 1930: 

611). In other cultures, as among the Tarahumara (Bennett and Zingg, 

1935: 255), it is a relatively rare occurrence for women to become shamans, 

although they are free to do so if they choose. Opler (1941: 201) pointed 

out that while women are not commonly shamans among the Apache, they 

are often equally effective. 

In addition to these significant cultural distinctions between individual 

and group medical practices, the procedures used in the several tribes can 

be analyzed from other viewpoints—-those of the actual diagnostic procedures 

and the associated treatments. Many overlaps and similarities as well as 

numerous differences are to be found among the tribes. The following cate¬ 

gories may be said to characterize the general perception of ailments by the 

Southwestern tribes: skeletal, mental or psychological, and somatological, 

with this last-named category including the muscular system, the circulatory 

system, and the remainder of the body. While this conceptual framework 

does not parallel the more precise specialties of modern medical practice, it 

adequately indicates the categories of knowledge most commonly envisaged 

by the medicine men. 

Among the Havasupai, Spier (1928: 284-285) noted the following: 

"Besides the shamanistic performances, there is some matter of fact knowl¬ 

edge of curing.” After briefly noting the treatment of wounds, boils, blis¬ 

ters, bites, and fractures, Spier stated, "A few medicinal plants are known, 
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but, on the whole, internal medication does not appeal to them.” Opler 

(1941: 216) offered the following comments on Apache treatment of ail¬ 

ments: 
Though it is true that most of the ceremonies deal with ill-health, it does 

not necessarily follow that all sickness must be treated ceremonially. An 
individual may become sick through surfeit or through want; he may weaken 
himself by overexertion; he may suffer injury because of carelessness or need¬ 
less daring. Advancing years bring their infirmities; old age "can kill you.” 
"There are several ailments you can get by not taking care of yourself, by 
foolishness—such things as tuberculosis and venereal diseases.” Of course, in 
any particular case, the reasoning may be reversed, and a malevolent person 
or force may be blamed finally for the trouble. 

Opler (p. 217) also cited the use of various remedies, such as blood¬ 

letting, by ordinary, though skilled, persons. He added (p. 220) that plants 

are used in a majority of cases, whether the treatment is ceremonial or secu¬ 

lar. 

In their practice of medicine, many tribes hold that the shamans, them¬ 

selves, do not actually perform the diagnoses or cures; instead, it is the 

animal helpers of the medicine men who, working through the persons of 

the medicine men, accomplish these deeds. Among the Keresans and other 

Pueblos, it is Bear who is considered the great doctor; medicine men wear 

bear paws and decorate themselves with bear claw necklaces and bracelets. 

Among these same tribes, Eagle is also an important assistant to the medi¬ 

cine man. In contrast, Opler (1941: 224-231) reported that among the 

Apache, Bear, along with Coyote, Snake, Owl, and others, is considered a 

comon source of sickness. Spier (1933: 238) reported that among the Mari¬ 

copa, Coyote and Buzzard give the power to cure. Elsewhere (p. 2 50), 

Horned Owl is added to the list, with an additional comment that the Eagle 

is omitted in the shaman’s dreams and songs pertaining to curing. 

As a prerequisite to understanding medical diagnosis and treatment, 

it is necessary to know the prevailing theories relating to the causes of dis¬ 

ease, as Wyman (1936: 241) has indicated. Many ailments and injuries, 

such as skin eruptions, fevers, chills, aches, sprains, and bone fractures, are 

recognized as situations possibly calling for the aid of a medicine man, 

especially if the case is severe. Otherwise, home remedies are commonly em¬ 

ployed. In this regard, an interesting study could be made of the relation¬ 

ships between the Spanish curanderos and the Indian medicine men. Also 

worth considering are the innumerable members of families who comonly 

treat and cure their relatives although never assuming a professional status. 

Opler (1935: 67) points out that among the Chiricahua and Mescalero 

Apache every adult is a potential recipient of at least one specific form 

of cure. 

It would also be of interest to learn the amount and nature of infor¬ 

mation exchanges among these groups. During field work at Cochiti Pueblo, 

New Mexico, it has been noticed that a considerable number of plants used 

by the Indians as medicines or remedies have Spanish names but no Indian 

names—the implication being that the medical application is of Spanish 

origin. The procedures followed by the curandem, or medicine man, or non¬ 

professional family member in testing unknown plants for various treat¬ 

ments constitute still another worthwhile, though undoubtedly very diffi¬ 

cult, topic for field investigation. 

The basic causes of the above-named ailments as well as innumerable 

other less obvious ills, including those of the mind, are frequently ascribed 
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to supernatural intervention. Such may occur when a person falls out of 

favor with specific deities or supernatural forces in general because of 

tabu violations and similar sacrilegious acts. Other instances of disease may 

be caused by shamans practicing "black magic” either voluntarily or at the 

instigation of some other person, normally considered a "witch.” Among 

the Papago, medicine men are recognized as "good,” or "bad,” depending 

upon whose side they take (Joseph, Spicer, and Chesky, 1949: 80). Other 

tribes ascribe illness and other misfortunes to "bad” medicine men or to 

witches who need not necessarily be medicine men. 

The efficacy of such witchery or supernaturally inspired disease or 

affliction is enhanced by the widely accepted belief that cause and effect 

need not follow in immediate sequence. Wyman (1936: 241) cites a Navaho 

case of an unfortunate prenatal experience serving to explain to the satis¬ 

faction of all concerned a malignancy suffered at the age of sixty years. 

While this is undoubtedly an extreme case of delayed action, there are in¬ 

numerable examples of intervals of several years of lapse between the cause 

and the related illness. Another belief that lends support to such theses is 

that essentially no occurrence ever "just happens.” In other words, every 

phenomenon must have an explanation; if the cause is obvious or known, 

well and good—if not, an explanation is sooner or later derived from the 

realms of witchery or supernatural intervention. Coupled with these beliefs 

is the long-standing and widespread ignorance of such basic concepts of 

modern medicine as germs or viruses and the entire disciplines of micro¬ 

biology and micropathology. The very ignorance of these unseen phenomena 

has catered to and perpetuated supernatural explanations of ailments, just 

as the supernatural has been resorted to as an explanation of other unknowns 

throughout the existence of mankind. Also unknown to primitives are the 

.concepts of contagion, epidemics, and natural or artificial immunity. 

Hrdlicka (1908: 181) cited the prevalence of intestinal diseases among the 

Zuni and also commented on the frequency of epidemics, often including 

numerous fatalities. The well-known ravages of smallpox were cited as 

having caused two hundred and fifty deaths at Zuni Pueblo in one winter 

(1898-99). Influenza and intestinal diseases were noted as causing an un¬ 

usually high number of deaths, a considerable proportion of which could 

be attributed to failure to isolate those who had already contracted the 

disease. 

Aside from those individuals who have received education in the mod¬ 

ern concepts of health, sanitation, and medicine, of whom there are con¬ 

stantly increasing numbers, faith in the knowledge and abilities of their 

traditional medicine men persists in the minds of many tribal members. The 

following situation was pointed out among the Papago (Joseph, Spicer, and 

Chesky, 1949: 80): 
Very few Papago do not believe in the witchcraft of the "bad” medicine 

man. Even a good Presbyterian who feels a sudden pain in his shoulder will 
suspect that he has been "shot” and hurry to the "good” medicine man for 
treatment. If he does not go soon, he thinks he will surely die. 

Thus, the Desert People depend upon their "good” medicine men not only 
to cure sickness but also (and here the white doctor is no help) to counter¬ 
act the many misfortunes which come from the hostile world of the super¬ 
natural or from persons possessed of evil. . . . 

In recounting the case of a Santa Ana Pueblo man who died from 

a rattlesnake bite, White (1942: 320-321) commented as follows: 
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This case is significant because it reveals the strength and tenacity of 
native ideas in the face of an encroaching culture. Dan Otero was a young 
man and is said to .have been well educated. He spoke English fluently and 
had associated a great deal with white people. He could have been taken to 
American doctors and hospitals in Albuquerque in less time than was needed 
to take him to San Felipe. Yet he permitted himself, if he did not order it, 
to be taken to the aboriginal Snake doctors of a neighboring Indian pueblo 
rather than patronize scientific medicine. 
A most revealing essay on the proper place and function of the medi¬ 

cine men in the post-World War II world of the Navaho was published 

in the tribal monthly newspaper in 1948. Because of the relatively limited 

circulation of this newspaper, a translation of the entire article, by Max 

Hanley, a Navaho from Tuba City, Arizona, is included here (Hanley, 

1948: 3,6). 
The illiterate, unacculturated people are those that rely most on native 

medicine men. When one of them gets sick, day or night, he goes to a medi¬ 
cine man. The medicine man makes his medicine from plants and roots. 
Some make fresh medicine, while others carry it around in prepared form. 
And then this medicine is applied to the painful area, and the patient gets 
well. But one thing they do not know is the safeguarding of medicine in order 
to keep it free from dirt and contamination. They don’t understand that. 
The medicine man doesn’t keep clean the little bowl he carries to mix 
medicine. 

When the medicine man comes to serve a patient, there are always many 
people who gather for fun. The patients call the medicine man to aid them 
in getting well, while the visitors come only to eat. Some raise a rumpus at 
the ceremony, and some medicine men only pretend. Some are in a hurry to 
be gone to some other ceremony, while the people who hire the medicine 
man expect good, honest service for their money. This complaint against 
medicine men is becoming more and more common now, and many of the 
younger generation are frequent offenders in raising a rumpus at the cere¬ 
monies. People are going to get after the medicine men and refuse to let 
them practice if they are dishonest. At gatherings, some people speak of 
these things to the people. One hears of fights at some Squaw Dance [held 
the last night of certain curing ceremonies, C. H. L.]—fist fights and knife 
fights. We hear of people beating their wives. People like these ruin cere¬ 
monies. In most places the medicine men are not to blame, but the people 
who come from outside [i.e., non-relatives, C. H. L.]. They bring whiskey 
to the ceremonies 

I often wonder why medicine men do not have a meeting to talk over 
these things. White doctors are reported in newspapers as getting together 
for meetings. They discuss appropriate medicines, and surgical procedures 
and methods. Our medicine men do not get together. If the medicine men 
would get together in their own communities to discuss things relating to 
their profession it would be better. Due to lack of inter-collaboration among 
the medicine men, they each have their own way of performing ceremonies. 
The result is that one says of another that the latter doesn’t perform the 
ceremony correctly. Thus they wrangle among themselves, saying, "I’m right, 
you’re wrong,” etc. For this reason the younger generation laughs at native 
medicine. That’s why they have lost faith and respect for it. Perhaps we 
should get the very best medicine man we know and put his way in writing, 
so that later on it will not undergo change. Perhaps that is the only way to 
bring back all the divergent methods of performing ceremonies back to a 
single way. And he should keep his medicine pouch and mixing bowl clean. 

You have all seen cases where medicine men come to perform a cere¬ 
mony. Before he starts he has to go outside to urinate or something. Then 
he returns, handles and mixes the medicine, all without washing his hands. 
Then he samples it, after which he takes the medicine and gives it to the 
patient. The sick person may even get worse after that. Some people realize 
that, and talk about it We wish the medicine could be prepared and handled 
in a sanitary manner. 
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You people in different areas who read this written Navaho, think over 
what I have said, and discuss it with your local medicine men. You can 
help them this way. No one ever teaches them about these things. In many 
cases medicine men want to get through the ceremony as fast as they can, and 
they never think of sanitation. 

In the above quotation, it is interesting to note that as of as late a date 

as 1948 the stress was placed upon the improvement of sanitary procedures 

and the sharing of special knowledge among the medicine men. No sug¬ 

gestion was even implied that native medicine should be abandoned in favor 

of a superior white medicine; no proposal was voiced to transfer Navaho 

patronage to the white doctors and hospitals. 

Once the native theories on the causes of disease, injury, and similar 

misfortunes are realized, the commonly practiced procedures of diagnosis 

are not surprising. For example, Wyman (1936: 236-246) listed three 

methods of diagnosis for the Navaho: motion-in-the-hand (or as it is also 

known, hand trembling), star gazing (including sun and moon gazing), and 

listening. Wyman observed that medicine men were- reputed to begin their 

diagnosis of a case with no preliminaries, simply depending upon their super- 

naturally derived powers of detection. However, he noted that he had 

watched diagnosticians casually gleaning pertinent information from family 

members and other bystanders who might have relevant knowledge before 

the time they actually began the diagnosis. Wyman found that some indi¬ 

viduals were experts in only one of the three methods, some in two, and a 

few had command of all three diagnostic procedures. Diagnosticians may 

or may not be actual medical practitioners. Normally, the professional diag¬ 

nosis precedes the treatment, but occasionally this process is omitted until 

the treatment is seen to be ineffective. In such cases or in cases of rediag¬ 

nosis, often done by another individual, new findings result in the calling 

in of a new medicine man—-one who is recognized as more skilled in the 

treatments which are deemed necessary. 

It is also recognized that diagnosis and treatment may be accurately 

made and yet, due to further complications or incomplete diagnosis, the 

patient does not have a full recovery. In such instances, additional diagnosis 

is called for and quite frequently another practitioner. 

In general, skeletal knowledge is most complete and accurate in regard 

to the long bones; skull fractures and those of the vertebral column are 

likely to be permanently crippling, if not fatal; the fractures of most joints 

are poorly comprehended. Even with long-bone fractures, the lack of scien¬ 

tifically designed splints and traction devices leads to imperfect mending of 

the bones and subsequent deformities. Spier (1928: 284) commented that 

among the Havasupai, amputations are unheard of measures; the same com¬ 

ment would undoubtedly apply to most tribes insofar as intentional proced¬ 

ures are concerned. 

For dental troubles, various remedies are employed. For the Tarahumara, 

the gum around an aching tooth is rubbed with the ashes of a particular 

lizard (Bennett and Zingg, 1935: 263) or in severe cases, human feces are 

rubbed on the gum (p. 264). Spier (193 3: 290) noted that the Maricopa 

treat a toothache by smoking, biting on mesquite bark, or holding a mouth¬ 

ful of either hot or cold water. In case the toothache is severe, a sucking 

shaman is called. Opler (1941: 217, 222) reported the Apache heat an awl 

that is used for sewing moccasins and insert the hot tip in the cavity; in 
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other cases, unspecified herbs and also prayers are employed as effective 

measures for toothache. At Isleta Pueblo, Parsons (1932: 241) described 

the following treatment of a toothache: 
For toothache you might "feed the scalps” which are kept in the round¬ 

houses [kivas, C. H. L.], and even before you have sprinkled the pollen or 
meal your toothache is gone. A story was told of a man who had tried some¬ 
thing without success for his toothache. "Go and feed the scalps,” he was 
told. He asked his brother to go with him. His brother was afraid, but he 
said he would go and stay outside. The man himself was so afraid that 
when he was halfway down the ladder he merely threw the meal down and 
ran back to his brother, telling him that the toothache was gone. "Perhaps 
because he was so afraid,” was the shrewd and yet not at all skeptical com¬ 
ment . . . another method of treating toothache, offering a candle to a 
deceased townsman who had great power. . . . 

Gifford (1936: 308) points out that the Northeastern Yavapai use 

medicines for coughs, colds, headaches, stomach-aches, and rheumatism. 

These are prepared by the sick person himself, or by relatives if the patient 

is unable to do so. If these home remedies fail, a shaman is called in. Part 

of the shaman’s performance consists of singing, playing a four-holed flageo¬ 

let, rattling, and sucking. This last procedure is accomplished after first 

making an incision at the point of pain (p. 316). In addition, Gifford 

mentioned various medicinal plants, some used externally and some internally. 

Few sources record the practice of surgery among the Southwestern 

tribes, although Stevenson (1904) reported several cases during her stay at 

Zuni in 1879. One involved the successful removal of a part of the maxillary 

after an injury sustained in a fall from a wagon (p. 391). In a discussion 

of pregnancy (p. 297), Stevenson commented that "Milk leg is very rare, 

but abscess in the breasts is not uncommon. When the doctoresses [midwives, 

C. H. L.J fail to bring relief, the surgeon [Zuni medicine man, C.H.L.J is 

called in.” One case was cited: 
The only case of operation on the breast observed by the writer was 

performed by Nai’uchi, who administered a native narcotic (Datura stra¬ 
monium) before using the lancet. After making the incision he squeezed 
out the pus, and then, without having previously washed his hands, inserted 
his index finger and pulled out the remaining pus. A powdered medicine was 
sprinkled sparingly over the wound, and a soiled cloth was afterward bound 
over it. The patient returned to consciousness in much the same manner as 
one gradually arousing from a natural sleep. She afterward told the writer 
that she knew nothing of the operation, but had beautiful dreams. The 
powdered medicine was applied for several days, and in a week the breast 
was entirely healed. 

An ever-increasing volume of literature confirms the frequently astute 

analysis of a patient’s personality and disturbances of a psychological nature 

and the eventually effective treatment of a considerable range of mental 

disorders by the medicine men. To these, the field of psychosomatic medical 

treatment is an ancient and time-proven reality. In a recent paper, "The 

Use of Music in the Treatment of the Sick by American Indians,” Densmore 

(1953: 446) cites numerous cases of curing songs among such Southwestern 

tribes as the Navaho, Santo Domingo, Acoma, Papago, Yuma, and Cocopa. 

Among her comments are the following statements: 
Indian doctors were primitive psychologists. They studied their patients 

and did not always consider it necessary to give medicine. In Santo Domingo 
Pueblo it was believed that personal jealousy might cause illness. . . . 
The wide variety of medicines actually administered to patients con¬ 

stitutes still another phase of ethnological research which has been only 

partially investigated. While many of such medicines are in the province 
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of "hokus-pokus,” or can be said to at least do no harm, it is becoming in¬ 

creasingly evident that some are scientifically sound. 

A Cochiti mother, according to tribal tradition, should not drink any 

liquid other than a tea made from boiled juniper leaves for four months 

following the birth of a child. Formerly, when this rule was observed more 

rigidly, the mothers’ health was reputed to have been better than it is today. 

Some point out that visiting nurses of the Indian Service have more than 

made up for this failure to follow the old ways, but the oldsters insist upon 

the merits of this four months (four being a sacred, or ritually compulsive, 

number) period ofjuniper tea. Whether the juniper has real medicinal value 

is unknown; the fact that the tea water is boiled eliminates a number of 

major sources of sickness common in this region. While diseases might easily 

be picked up in other ways, the four months of boiled tea would at least 

eliminate many illnesses carried by contaminated water. 

Again at Cochiti, a common remedy during the growing season is the 

application of fresh juice from the sunflower stem to any open cut or wound. 

Washing the wound with ordinary ditch or well water, the sunflower juice 

is next smeared over the open wound; the wound is then bandaged with a 

supposedly "clean” cloth. All informants have insisted that they have never 

heard of an infection in a wound treated in this way. While one explanation 

for this success might be the sealing of the cut from dirt and other sources 

of infection, it must be remembered that the wound was washed with 

"clean,” but not sterile, water, and it was wrapped in bandages of the same 

type, "clean” but not sterile. Thus, one is forced to wonder if this sunflower 

juice may have as yet unrealized medicinal properties over and beyond its 

value as an adhesive seal. 

The ethnographic accounts of the Southwestern tribes and the associated 

studies in ethnobotany and primitive medicine contain may suggestions 

similar to those cited here. Few anthropologists possess the technical knowl¬ 

edge to investigate this subject to the degree to which it merits probing. 

Medical personnel of the various Indian Service hospitals of the area are 

too involved in routine duties to study adequately the vast range of poten¬ 

tialities. What is needed is the c.ombined forces of medical, including pharma¬ 

ceutic, and ethnographic research in the field of primitive medicine. 

Hrdlicka (1908: 175) commented several decades ago on the wide¬ 

spread distrust by the Indians of the white man and the general shyness, 

especially on the part of the women, in the presence of whites. While this 

situation has greatly improved in the intervening years, it is still a prob¬ 

lem. With a sympathetic approach, real progress and benefits to all con¬ 

cerned can be realized. With only rare exceptions, the medicine men, im¬ 

portant leaders in their native cultures, have been ignored, ridiculed, or 

otherwise discredited by the whites. To be sure, the ethnographies contain 

innumerable accounts of diagnosis, procedures of treatment, and medicines 

which can be appraised as nothing more than ceremonial. However, the 

psychological effects of these practices should not be underestimated. Still 

other practices can be evaluated as having effects on the patient which are 

at best not harmful. Finally, there are those which can only be considered 

as having scientific validity for the purpose for which they are employed. 

Not only in psychosomatic cases does the medicine man effect actual cures. 

While many of his practices and remedies can be duplicated or excelled by 

modern medicine, there is no doubt that certain of these primitive contri- 
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butions deserve cognizance. While few could justifiably become incorporated 

in modern medical procedures in most areas, considerable utilization or 

tolerance might well be made in hospitals and practices provided on or near 

the various reservations. 

Several examples of applying knowledge of primitive medical practices 

in modern Indian Service hospitals and medical services are in the literature 

on the various Southwestern tribes. One of these studies is that of the Leigh¬ 

tons’ The Navaho Door (1945). Suggestions were made that the hospitals 

receive the blessings of the medicine men as a part of the dedication cere¬ 

monies. This act served as an implicit endorsement of the white man’s ways. 

It was further suggested that cases of a psychosomatic nature be referred 

back to the medicine men in return for which other patients, such as those 

suffering from tuberculosis or appendicitis, would be sent by the shamans 

to the hospitals. The writing of prescriptions was revised whenever possible 

to conform to units and patterns of four, since this number played an im¬ 

portant role in native ceremonial curing. Careful explanations were made 

to patients and their families as to the need for such procedures as the 

liquid diet and the momentary isolation of the patient since such practices 

were alien to native medical custom. Where possible, it was recommended 

that fumigants and massages be employed since these were familiar to native 

procedures. 

Along similar lines, as a part of a discussion on the Hopi Indians, 

Thompson (1950: 54-55) has pointed out that the failure of the govern¬ 

ment doctors and hospitals to recognize and tolerate certain Hopi customs 

had alienated the support or patronage of these services and institutions by 

the Hopi. Rather small and medically inconsequential changes would cre¬ 

ate a far more congenial atmosphere for the Hopi; in this way, the avowed 

purpose of the Indian Service health program could be realized to a far 

greater extent. One example cited by Thompson was the insistence of the 

hospital staff on including meat and salt in the diet of new mothers, whereas 

at home the Hopi mother carefully observes a four day meat and salt tabu. 

By taking cognizance of this custom and eliminating these items during the 

first four days, or even providing dietary equivalents, the standards of the 

hospital would be neither lowered nor overtaxed, and many Hopi women 

currently bearing children at home would willingly enter these hospitals 

and enjoy the improved sanitary conditions and superior medical care. 

The need for additional research in primitive medical practices is ap¬ 

parent. Certain aspects of the study would simply add to our knowledge 

and understanding of these different ways of life. While this is of value 

in the present world’s striving for greater tolerance and ultimate peace, it 

may be discounted by certain individuals as non-utilitarian "knowledge for 

the sake of knowledge.” Here again, however, the expanding patronage and 

increasing confidence in hospitals and medical services would be of practical 

benefit to all concerned if there should be judicious application made of such 

knowledge. Other primitive peoples have contributed such well-known and 

significant items as quinine and cocaine to modern medicine. While such 

dramatic results can hardly be anticipated, it is not unreasonable to expect 

that detailed research by the combined forces of medicine, pharmacy, and 

anthropology might well reveal distinctly significant contributions to modern 

medicine from the Indian cultures of the American Southwest. 
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THE MATING CALL AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE IN THE 

COLORADO RIVER TOAD (BUFO ALVARIUS GIRARD) 

W. FRANK BLAIR AND DAVID PETTUS 

The University of Texas 

The presence or absence of a call in Bufo alvarius has been a subject 

of speculation for many years. Mearns (1907) reported that a Lieutenant 

Gaillard heard a large chorus of these toads near Buenos Ayres, Arizona, in 

1893. Acording to Gaillard’s observation, "these large toads then filled the 

air with their loud cries, which increased until a deafening roar was pro¬ 

duced.” Ruthven (1907) quoted Thornber as saying allegedly in reference 

to B. alvarius, "I assure you there was no lack of noise that day or night.” 

Kauffeld (1943) reported hearing a chorus of B. alvarius near the Sells- 

Robles road southwest of Tucson, Arizona, on July 13, 1941. Stebbins 

(1931) probably analyzed the reports of Gaillard and Thornber correctly 

when he suggested that perhaps they had, "confused choruses of Scaphiopus 
or some other form with this species.” 

Recent field observations show conclusively that B. alvarius does have 

a call, but they also suggest that the call plays little if any role in repro¬ 

ductive behavior in this species. 
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OBSERVATIONS 

A breeding aggregation of roughly 200 individuals was observed 

in a large stock tank about 20 miles north-northeast of Scottsdale, Mari¬ 

copa County, Arizona, on the evening of July 22, 1953. Previous experiences 

of Pettus had shown that this tank was regularly used as a breeding site by 

large numbers of B. alvarius. Our principal objective in visiting the tank 

was to make tape recordings of the calls of any amphibians that might be 

breeding there. 

The local physical conditions at the time of the observations are of 

interest. The moon was approximately full. There was no evidence of recent 

rain, although rains about a week earlier in the general area may have 

fallen on the area of the tank. The large tank was well filled with water 

and another one down slope from it also contained some water. Cumulo- 
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nimbus clouds on the horizon and distant lightning indicated probable rain¬ 

fall many miles away. Locally, the air was clear except for wisps of cumu¬ 

lus clouds that occasionally drifted across the face of the moon. The air 

temperature was 31° C., and the water temperature in the shallows of the 

big tank was 28° C. 

The predominant sound, when we first approached the tank shortly 

after dark, was the almost incessant warning "cluck” of male B. alvarius, 
coming from all parts of the tank and tank margin. This sound, which is 

produced by the clasped toad when one male clasps another, has been ac¬ 

curately described by Wright and Wright (1949) as sounding much like 

the clucking of contented chickens. Shortly after our arrival, two or pos¬ 

sibly three B. alvarius males started to call at irregular intervals. While one 

cannot be sure under such conditions, we are doubtful that more than these 

two or three males of this species called during about three hours that we 

spent at the tank. Males of B. punctatus soon began calling from the tank, 

and additional toads of this species arrived in increasingly greater num¬ 

bers until an enormous chorus of this species virtually drowned out other 

noises in the area. Many amplecant pairs of B. punctatis were presently 

found in the water or on the banks. A few Bufo cognatus were calling from 

the tank, and one Scaphiopus couchi was calling from the lower tank. There 

can be little doubt that the congresses of B. alvarius and B. punctatis rep¬ 

resented major breeding aggregations, and the night the observations were 

made possibly represented the peak of the breeding season for both species. 

This is supported by the fact that no tadpoles were seen. Judging from past 

experience of the junior author, it is known that no special search is nec¬ 

essary to reveal the presence of B. alvarius larvae. In the first week of Oc¬ 

tober, 1952, the tadpoles of this species were so numerous at this tank that 

they occupied virtually every square inch of water surface in a yard-wide 

band at the water’s edge. This leads us to believe that the conditions which 

we observed on this particular night were not the result of a few males 

remaining after the bulk of the breeding had been completed. 

Many of the B. alvarius were swimming about in the water; others 

were at the edge of the water; numerous others were under the small mes- 

quites which grew around the tank. The most striking thing about the be¬ 

havior of these toads was that a male rarely remained long in one place. 

These toads appeared to be in a high state of sexual excitement, for each 

male attempted to clasp any amphibian that approached it or any that it 

became aware of in its own movements about the area. The loud din of 

clucks, accompanied by loud splashing of water, resulted from one male 

clasping another. When this happened, the clasped male emitted the warning 

cluck and struggled to free itself from the clasp of the other male. The 

male toads seemed to respond to almost any stimulus. One oriented and 

swam toward a light held by one of us, and another attempted to clasp the 

leg of one of us. In one case a large male was seen chasing a B. punctatus 
in the water; the smaller toad was able to turn in a tight circle and thus 

escape the larger one. It might be added that, conversely, an immature fe¬ 

male B. alvarius was found clasped by two B. punctatus males arranged in 

tandem fashion on her back. 

Several clasped pairs of B. alvarius were found late in the evening. 

Some of these were in the water, while others were out under the mesquites 

at distances up to 50 feet from the edge of the water. 
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The call of the few B. alvarius that made any sound other than the 

warning cluck was very weak and very difficult to hear above other noises 

after the choruses of B. punctatus had reached full proportions. Satisfactory 

recordings were made only after one of the males that had been calling in 

the tank was removed to a distant water hole. 

A visual representation of the call of B. alvarius was obtained by play¬ 

ing the recorded calls into an instrument called the "Sona-Graph.” In the 

operation of this instrument the sound to be analyzed is recorded on a mag¬ 

netic disc and then played back repeatedly into a scanning filter, the pass 

band of which is moved slowly across the frequency spectrum from 0 to 

8000 cycles. The output of the analyzing filter is recorded through a stylus 

on electrically sensitive paper that is fixed to a drum which rotates synchro¬ 

nously with the magnetic disc. The resultant "sonagram” provides a graphic 

representation of the call in respect to time, frequency and intensity. With 

FIG. 1.—Sonagram (upper left) and section (upper right) of complete call of 
Bufo alvarius; sonagram (lower left) and section (lower right) of initial part of call 
of B. punctatus. Sonagrams show frequency on vertical axis versus time on horizontal 
axis. Note harmonic structure of both calls (B. punctatus has a fourth harmonic above 
8,000 cps and not shown in present analysis). Note brevity of B. alvarius call, and 
note greater intensity of low-frequency vibration, possibly due to pouch resonance, in 
B. punctatus. Sections show frequency on vertical axis versus amplitude on horizontal 
axis. 
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this instrument it is also possible to analyze a section of a call; a section 

shows, at any selected place in the call, amplitude on the horizontal axis 

versus frequency on the vertical axis. 

A sonagram and section of the call of B. alvarius and comparable rep¬ 

resentations of the call of B. punctatus from the same locality are shown 

in Fig. 1. Qualitatively, the call of B. alvarius consists of the fundamental, 

which is highly accentuated, and three progressively weaker harmonics. As 

calculated from the frequency of the fourth harmonic, which is 43 84 

cycles per second, the fundamental frequency is 1096 cps when 15 calls 

by the same toad are averaged. The general pattern of the call differs only 

slightly from the higher pitched call of B. punctatus, in which the funda¬ 

mental frequency is about 2400 cps with three higher formants in harmonic 

relation to it. There is one notable difference at the start of the call in the 

two species of toads. In B. punctatus there is an initial, sharp climb in fre¬ 

quency; in B. alvarius there is virtually no detectable change in frequency. 

One of the most striking features of the call of B. alvarius is its ex¬ 

treme brevity. Fifteen calls by the individual ranged from 0.6 to 0.8 second 

and averaged 0.7 second in length. In 20 calls of a B. punctatus used for 

comparison the length ranged from 2.9 to 7.0 seconds and averaged 3.8 sec¬ 

onds. Another striking characteristic of the call of B. alvarius mentioned 

earlier is its extreme weakness, although this could not be measured by the 

equipment available. To the human ear the beginning of the call sounds 

as though the toad was having difficulty producing any sound at all; as 

may be seen in F’ig. 1, this part of the call consists only of the fundamental. 

The call of B. alvarius sounds very unlike a toad call to the human ear. 

DISCUSSION 

The very weak call of B. alvarius, and the scarcity of calls from an 

obviously excited aggregation of males strongly suggest that the call has 

little or no function in attracting a female to a male at the breeding time. 

The fact that the sexually excited males are in almost constant movement 

in apparent search for a female supports this conclusion. While males of 

species with normally developed calls may call from one spot throughout 

a night if no female appears, the male B. alvarius roam about the breeding 

pool and its environs in apparent search for the females. The weak call of 

the few males that were heard to call may be appropriately regarded as a 

vestigial call, for it is probably without function in the pattern of repro¬ 

ductive behavior in this species. 

The anatomical evidence also indicates that the call of B. alvarius is 

probably evolving out of existence. The 12 males and two females that 

were collected for specimens were dissected to determine the condition of 

their vocal sacs. It was found that the vocal pouches of all of the 12 males 

were more or less vestigial. In one individual no evidence of a cavity was 

found within the membranes which ordinarily enclose the resonating cham¬ 

ber. The 11 remaining males varied in degree of development. In some the 

opening in the pouch ran down to, or almost to, the inner surface of the 

throat skin. In others the pouch was partially occluded ventrally by coa¬ 

lescence of the anterior and posterior membranes comprising the pouch. 

In none of the specimens examined did the anterior membrane approach 

the distensibility found in specimens of B. woodhousei, which were used for 

comparison. As pointed out by numerous previous workers, there is no dis- 
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coloration of the throat skin or underlying tissues as is usually the case in 

male toads, and the throat skin is thick and non-elastic. It is of interest 

to note that in the two females the vocal pouches were in practically the 

same state of development as in the average males. 

We can only theorize as to why the mating call is being lost in this 

species of toad. One reasonable possibility is that this loss is correlated with 

the desert habitat. Breeding pools are scarce and usually of small size in 

the desert, and local populations are evidently concentrated in the vicinity 

of the scattered water holes. If only one breeding pool is available to a local 

population, if this pool is of limited size, and if, as must be the case, both 

males and females resident in the vicinity are in the habit of using this 

pool, then a breeding call can serve little useful purpose. Such would not 

be the case in a region of higher rainfall and more numerous bodies of sur¬ 

face water; in this case the mating call serves as a mechanism for concen¬ 

trating the local population in a particular one of several potential breed¬ 

ing pools. For example, in marked populations of B. valliceps in central 

Texas, choruses will start one night in different pools no more than 200 

yards apart, but by the second night one chorus will have disappeared, and 

many of the marked toads will have joined the other chorus. 

One obvious criticism of the theory that B. alvarius is losing the call 

because it is of little use under conditions of restricted breeding sites in 

the desert is that other desert-inhabiting anurans have well-developed mat¬ 

ing calls. It may be significant in this connection that B. alvarius is the only 

anuran that is completely restricted to the Sonoran Desert. All other anurans 

that occur in the Sonoran Desert also range extensively out of this region, 

where natural selection would presumably favor retention of the mating call. 

The well-developed warning cluck is an obviously useful mechanism 

of sex recognition in the restricted breeding pools, where many males are 

constantly moving about and attempting to clasp any object of remotely 

proper size. The possibility exists that the warning clucks of the first males 

to arrive in the breeding pool serve as a stimulus to other toads, both males 

and females, to join the aggregation. On the other hand, no such stimulus 

would be required if both males and females began their movement to the 

breeding pool in response to the same physical stimuli. Reproductive activity 

is usually initiated by summer rains (Stebbins, 1951). 

SUMMARY 

Observations of a breeding aggregation of Bufo alvarius were made on 

July 22, 195 3, near Scottsdale, Maricopa County, Arizona. A few males 

were heard to produce a short, weak call. This call was recorded on tape 

and analyzed on a Sona-Graph. The behavior of the males in constantly 

moving about the breeding site, the rarity and weakness of the call and 

the vestigial nature of the vocal pouches in these toads suggest that the 

call plays little if any role in the reproductive behavior in this species. A 

warning cluck that is-emitted when one male clasps another is well developed 

and frequently used in a sexually excited congress of these toads. It is sug¬ 

gested that the vestigial nature of the call of B. alvarius may be related to 

their desert habitat where populations are concentrated around the few 

available breeding pools. 
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NOTES ON A POPULATION OF SCELOPORUS MERR1AMI 

MERRIAM1 STEJNEGER 

ALLAN H. CHANEY AND ROBERT E. GORDON 

Tulane University 

Few observations have been made on the natural history of Merriam’s 

Canyon lizard. Participation in the Tulane University 1952 Summer Field 

Expedition afforded the authors a chance to observe and sample a popula¬ 

tion of Sceloporus in. merriami on June 5 and 6 in northern Crockett 

County, Texas. We are indebted to Dr. Fred R. Cagle for the opportunity 

presented by the expedition and for pertinent suggestions concerning this 

paper. 

A total of ninety-nine specimens, deposited in the collection of Tulane 

University (Tulane 14467 and 14473), form the basis of this report. 

HABITAT AND ASSOCIATED SPECIES 

The majority of the lizards were collected along the base of a series 

of cliffs, or on large boulders adjacent to them, forming the eastern face of 

the Pecos River Canyon. A few specimens were collected along the rimrock. 

Approximately four man hours were utilized in actual collecting, and a 

horizontal distance of 2.5 miles above and below the confluence of the 

Pecos River and Independence Creek was traversed. The vegetation was pre¬ 

dominantly persimmon-shin oak. Other reptiles taken at the base of the 

cliffs include Scelopoms u. consobrinus, Sceloporus poinsetti, Holbrookia 
texana x t. scitula, Eumeces brevilineattus, Urosaurus o. ornatus, Cnemi- 
dophorus grahami, Masticophis t. ornatus, Agkistrodon m. pictigaster, and 

Crotalus l. lepidus. 
Milstead, Mecham and McClintock ( 1950) collecting in the same area 

found Sceloporus in. merriami to be "one of the more common lizards of 

the rimrock, being second in abundance only to Urosaurus ornatus .” Our 

collections reveal Sceloporus m. merriami to be the dominant lizard of the 

canyon wall and base, where it is much more abundant than on the rim¬ 

rock. We encountered two Urosaurus and approximately ninety Sceloporus 
at the base of the canyon. 

HABITS 

The dispersion of male Sceloporus m. merriami suggests territoriality. 

Two males were found together only once. Males were spaced along a sheer 

cliff approximately five to seven feet apart. Their exact vertical range on 

the cliff is not known. Individuals were taken from two to twenty feet from 

the base of the cliff, and in no case was one male found directly above an¬ 

other. Social groups consisted predominantly of a male and a female; in 

seven instances, a male and two females; in three instances, a male, female 

and juvenile; and in one instance, two males and a female. 

Attempts to escape were made either into a crevice, or to the shelter 

of vegetation growing close to the cliff, or by moving vertically out of the 

collector’s reach. The distance moved, when first disturbed, was generally 

shorter than that moved on repeated disturbance. 
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A bobbing pattern exists, but was not observed a sufficient number of 

times to yield to analysis. Wright and Wright (1927) report the movements 

as similar to Holbrookia. 

SIZE AND SCALATION 

Smith (1939) records the maximum snout-vent measurement to be 

about 5 8 mm. Forty-two mature males average 52.1 mm, extremes 43 to 

58, while thirty-nine mature females average 48.9 and vary in snout-vent 

length from 45 to 5 5 mm. The range of variability characteristic of the 

abstract sub-species population is in reality a summation of the variability 

of its concrete breeding units, the local populations. Thus it is interesting 

to note the variability of this population with respect to four characters. 

Counts of the dorsal scales, ventral scales, and number of femoral pores 

were made, and the frontal scale was examined for longitudinal division. 

Ninety-nine dorsal scale counts average 63.5, varying from 5 8 to 69 scales. 

The ventral scales in ninety-eight specimens average 83.1, extremes 75 to 

91. Ninety-eight femoral pore counts average 27.8, extremes 24 to 31 

pores, for the right thigh; and 28.3, extremes 23 to 31, for the left thigh. 

The frontal scale was found to be completely divided in two individuals, 

partially divided in two others, and intact in ninety-five specimens. 

These figures do not deviate significantly from those cited by Smith 

(1939 for a series of specimens from various parts of the range. There is 

no significant difference between the sexes for the above characters. 

SEXUAL MATURITY AND EGG DEPOSITION 

The ovaries and accessory ducts of fifty-one females were examined 

macroscopically. Counts of the oviducal eggs, follicles enlarged with yolk, 

and corpora lutea were made. The greatest diameter of the oviducal eggs 

and ovarian follicles was measured with an ocular micrometer. If no follicle 

was enlarged conspicuously more than others in the ovary, the largest fol¬ 

licle or ovocyte was measured. A yellow color in the ovocytes was taken 

as an indication of the presence of yolk material. 

Five individuals, containing oviducal eggs (dotted squares, Fig. 1), 

Snout-v en(,mm. 

FIG. 1—Ovarian condition correlated with body length. Open squares indicate 
no enlarged follicles, oviducts little swollen. Squares with diagonals, enlarged follicles 
and swollen oviducts. Squares with crossed diagonals, no enlarged follicles and oviducts 
swollen. Dotted squares, oviducal eggs present. Shaded square, corpora lutea present, 
no oviducal eggs or enlarged follicles. Each square represents a single individual. 
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are sexually mature (see Cagle, 1948). The two smaller females (48 and 

50 mm snout-vent) contain three oviducal eggs each; the remaining three, 

having a snout-vent langth of 50, 5 5 and 52 mm, contain four, four, and 

five eggs respectively. The nineteen eggs vary in maximum length from 

10.0 to 12.0, mean 10.8 mm. The largest ovarian follicles present in these 

specimens vary from 1.3 to 1.8 mm, mean 1.6 mm. Corpora lutea, equal 

in number to the number of oviducal eggs, were present in four of the five 

individuals. The fifth specimen, possessing four oviducal eggs, had only two 

visible corpora lutea. The presence of corpora lutea and the absence of ovi¬ 

ducal eggs indicates that egg deposition has occurred. A single individual 

(shaded square, Fig. 1) had four corpora lutea and no oviducal eggs; the 

oviducts were swollen and flaccid. The maximum diameters of the largest 

ovocytes present in this specimen are 1.8 and 2.2 mm. 

Twenty-two specimens in the size range 45 to 5 3 mm have ovarian 

follicles ranging in average maximum diameter from 3.0 to 7.7 mm, mean 

5.1 (squares with diagonals, Fig. 1). These presumably represent eggs which 

would have been deposited during the 1952 breeding season. No corpora 

lutea were seen. 

The largest ovarian follicles of ten specimens in the size range 49 to 

53 mm have an average maximum diameter of 2.0 mm, extremes 1.3 to 2.3 

(squares with crossed lines, Fig. 1). No corpora lutea are present, and the 

oviducts are similar in appearance to those of the preceding group (i.e., 

swollen). These specimens might have deposited eggs later in the summer, 

thus making the egg laying season an extended one. 

Since no individuals containing oviducal eggs or corpora lutea also 

have follicles enlarged with yolk, it is probable that only one clutch of 

eggs per female is laid each breeding season. However, the ovocytes of the 

single individual, known to have laid already, are as large as those indi¬ 

viduals which would have laid later in the season. Thus the possibility of 

two clutches per season cannot be excluded. Additional samples in July and 

August are needed to resolve this question. 

The oviducts of specimens less than 45 mm body length are little 

swollen (open squares, Fig. 1). No enlarged follicles occur, the maximum 

average size of the ovocytes being 1.3 mm, extremes 0.5 to 2.1 mm. These 

specimens are considered to be sexually immature. 

There is no significant correlation between size (snout-vent length) 

and number of enlarged follicles or oviducal eggs. The average number per 

female (twenty-seven individuals) is 3.7. The distribution is: four contained 

5 follicles or eggs, thirteen contained 4, nine contained 3 and one con¬ 

tained 2. There is no difference in the number of eggs or follicles in the 

right organ as opposed to the left. 

The ovoid, pear-shaped testes and the vasa deferentia were examined 

in forty-seven specimens. The maximum length of the testes was measured 

with an ocular micrometer, and a small section of the left vas deferens was 

removed, smeared, and examined for the presence of sperm. These ducts 

are not pigmented. The right testis is slightly larger than the left and is 

situated more anteriorly. 

Sexual maturity in males is based on the presence of sperm in the vas 

deferens. Sperm was present in all specimens in the size range 43 to 5 8 mm 

except two (squares with diagonals, Fig. 2). The testes of forty-three in¬ 

dividuals in this group averages 5.0 mm in greatest length, extremes 3.5 
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FIG. 2—Condition of the testes correlated with body length. Dotted squares 
represent individuals with small testes and no sperm in the vas deferens. Squares with 
diagonals, swollen testes and no sperm in the vas deferens. Open squares, swollen 
testes and sperm in the vas deferens. Each square represents a single individual. 

to 6.3 mm. Four specimens, average size 3 8.9 mm, have no sperm in the 

vas deferens and the greatest average length of the testes is 2.7 mm (dotted 

squares, Fig. 2). 

FOOD 

The stomach contents of thirty-seven individuals collected on the 

morning of June 5 were examined qualitatively. Hymenoptera appear to be 

the predominant food. Approximately 113 3 ants were found in thirty-four 

of the stomachs examined. Lepidoptera, next in order of abundance, were 

found in nineteen stomachs, Coleoptera in twenty-four, Diptera in twelve, 

Neuroptera in three, Orthoptera in two, Homoptera in one, and Collembola 

in one stomach. Portions of shed skin were found in six stomachs. 

Hymenoptera constituted the greatest volume in twenty-seven stom¬ 

achs, Lepidoptera in ten, Coleoptera in two, and Arachnoidea in two stom¬ 

achs. A single stomach was empty. 

SUMMARY 

Observations were made on a population of Sceloporus m. merriami in 

northern Crockett County, Texas. The behavior and spacing of individual 

lizards was noted and a sample consisting of ninety-nine specimens was 

collected. 

The variation in body length, number of dorsal scales, ventral scales, 

and femoral pores, as well as longitudinal division of the frontal scale, has 

been studied. No significant deviation from figures published by Smith 

(1939) was found. 

Examination of the gonads and accessory ducts in both sexes indicates 

that individuals of approximately 45 mm or more in body length are sexu¬ 

ally mature. While it is probable that only one clutch of eggs is laid per 

season, additional samples throughout the reproductive season should be 

examined. 
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The stomach contents of thirty-seven individuals indicate that Hymen- 

op tera (Formicidae) is predominant in the diet during early summer. Repre¬ 

sentatives of seven other orders of insects were present. 
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A REVISION OF THE TOADS OF THE BUFO DEB1LIS COMPLEX 

JAY M. SAVAGE 

Natural History Museum, Stanford University 

In a collection of amphibians obtained for the Natural History Mu¬ 

seum of Stanford University in Sonora, Mexico, during the summer of 1950, 

was a series of toads immediately recognizable in the field as representatives 

of an undescribed form related to Bufo debilis Girard, 18 54. Because of the 

confusion existing on the status of the various populations within the 

debilis group, it seemed essential to review the complex in order to determ¬ 

ine the phylogenetic position of the new toad. The present report is the 

result of this analysis. 

Shortly before this study of the debilis complex was completed, it was 

discovered that Mr. Ottys Sanders and Dr. Hobart M. Smith had placed in 

press a paper describing the new Sonoran toad from a single specimen col¬ 

lected in Arizona. Their paper (Sanders and Smith, 1951) has since ap¬ 

peared, and in addition to describing the new form, they have included a 

review of the debilis complex. Their conclusions are in basic agreement with 

mine and our work overlaps on a number of points. However, as my results 

differ from theirs in several significant ways, particularly with regard to 

the status of Bufo kelloggi, and as my report considers in detail the char¬ 

acteristics and evolution of each population and provides a description of 

all the forms, it seemed worth while to present the revision as originally 

planned, with appropriate references to the contribution of Sanders and 

Smith. Through the courtesy of Dr. Smith I have been able to examine the 

holotype of the new toad and include data on it in this account. 

METHODS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Data presented in this discussion were obtained from the examination 

of 537 specimens. Measurements of these amphibians were taken as follows: 

standard length, distance between tip of snout and anus; head length, dis¬ 

tance from tip of snout to posterior margin of ear opening; head width, 

distance between ear openings; diameter of eye, distance between preorbital 

and postorbital crests; snout length, distance from tip of snout to preorbital 

crest; interorbital width, least distance between eyes as measured from top 

of supraorbital crests; length of third finger as measured from base of sec¬ 

ond finger; length of leg, distance from anus to tip of longest toe; length 

of fourth toe as measured from base of third toe. All other measurements 

are self-explanatory. 

Except for the standard length which is given in millimeters, all meas¬ 

urements are presented in percentages of standard length. When a notation 

such as 24.0-26.0-28.0 is given as the measurement or proportion, the first 

figure represents the lower limit of the range, the second the arithmetic 

mean, and the last the maximum. Since I had available only seven examples 

of Bufo kelloggi, the measurements given by Taylor (193 8, p. 512) in the 

original description have been combined with mine. In order to facilitate 

comparison, and because several measurements taken by me were not em- 
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ployed by Taylor, an integer included in parenthesis has been added to each 

notation to indicate the number of specimens from which data were ob¬ 

tained. While no proportion in the several forms of the Bufo debilis complex 

seems subject to marked sexual dimorphism, the sexes are considered sepa¬ 

rately. 

For the loan of specimens and other courtesies, I wish to thank Mr. 

Bryce C. Brown, Baylor University; Drs. Doris M. Cochran and Waldo 

Schmitt, United States National Museum; Drs. Norman Hartweg and James 

A. Peters (now of Brown University), University of Michigan; Mrs. Bessie 

Matalas Hecht, American Museum of Natural History; Dr. Clark Hubbs, 

University of Texas; Dr. Arthur I. Ortenburger, University of Oklahoma; 

Dr. Hobart M. Smith, University of Illinois; Mr. Joseph R. Slevin, Cali¬ 

fornia Academy of Sciences; and Dr. Edward H. Taylor, University of 

Kansas. 

Especially appreciated has been the help of Mr. Charles M. Bogert of 

the American Museum of Natural History and Dr. George S. Myers of 

Stanford University, both of whom read over the manuscript and offered 

many valuable suggestions. 

The following abbreviations are used throughout the paper to denote 

catalogued material: American Museum of Natural History (A.M.N.H.); 

Mr. Bryce C. Brown, collection at Baylor University (B.C.B.); Strecker 

Museum, Baylor University (B.U.); California Academy of Sciences 

(C.A.S.); Drs. Edward H. Taylor and Hobart M. Smith, now at Univer¬ 

sity of Kansas (E.H.T.-H.M.S); Natural History Museum, Stanford Uni¬ 

versity (S.U.); University of Illinois, Museum of Natural History (U.I.); 

University of Michigan, Museum of Zoology (U.M.) ; University of Okla¬ 

homa, Museum of Zoology (U.O.); United States National Museum 

(U.S.N.M.); Univerity of Texas (U.T.). 

HISTORICAL 

The Bufo debilis group has been known since 18 54 when Charles 

Girard described both Bufo debilis (p. 87) and Bufo insidior (p. 88), the 

former from along the Rio Grande in Tamaulipas, Mexico, the latter from 

somewhere in Chihuahua, Mexico. Baird ( 1859, pp. 26-27) followed Girard 

in recognizing the two forms but Boulenger (1882, p. 289) placed both in 

a single species for which he retained the name debilis. Cope (1889, p. 264), 

Dickerson (1906, p. 112), Nieden (1923, p. 109), Kellogg (1932, p. 50), 

Wright and Wright (1933, p. 62) and the early editions of the checklist by 

Stejneger and Barbour (1917; 1923, p. 25; 193 3, p. 28) accepted Boulen- 

ger’s conception of the species. 

Taylor (1938, p. 510), upon describing a distinct new member of the 

group, Bufo kelloggi, from near Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico, revived the long 

neglected name insidior for those toads from Kansas, New Mexico and 

Texas in this country, and from Coahuila, Chihuahua, Durango and Zaca¬ 

tecas in Mexico, which had previously been referred to B. debilis. He re- 

tricted the name Bufo debilis to the little green toad of eastern Texas and 

Tamaulipas, Mexico. Following Taylor the most recent editions of the check¬ 

list (Stejneger and Barbour 1939, p. 32, 33; 1943, p. 41, 42) and Wright 

and Wright (1942, p. 80, 84 1949, p. 172, 184) have recognized the two 

as separate species. 
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Bogert and Oliver (1945, p. 409), apparently suspicious of the char¬ 

acters utilized by Taylor in separating B. debilis and B. insidior and cogni¬ 

zant of the obvious close relationship between the two forms, suggest that 

further investigations would reduce insidior to subspecific status. These 

authors also note that their material does not fit the ranges outlined by 

Taylor for these forms. They recognize the distinctive Bufo kelloggi as 

valid and report specimens from Nayarit that extend the known range of 

the species southward. Smith and Taylor (1948, p. 42) maintain the two 

toads as distinct species separating them on almost the identical bases used 

by Taylor in 193 8, although admitting that the two might be conspecific. 

Brown (1950, p. 46, 47), while considering the two forms separate species, 

demonstrated for the first time that the range of debilis extended much 

farther north and west than had been indicated by Taylor (1938). Smith 

(1950, p. 74) reduced insidior to subspecific status, although he presented 

no evidence for this change. 

While the status of debilis and insidior was being discussed as a direct 

result of Taylor’s 193 8 study, only a few new records of the debilis complex 

were forthcoming. Bragg (1941, p. 51) added the group to the Oklahoma 

fauna on the basis of large numbers of specimens from southern and west¬ 

ern Oklahoma. He referred all his toads to B. insidior but, as is shown below, 

the majority of his records are based on typical debilis. Kauffeld (1943, p. 

343) definitely established the occurrence of insidior in Arizona, but the 

record of Campbell (1934, p. 3) under debilis was based on immature speci¬ 

mens of Bufo woodhousei. 
Sanders and Smith (1951) described a new subspecies of this group, 

B. debilis retiformis, from near Ajo in southern Arizona, verified Brown’s 

(1950) concept of the limits of debilis and insidior and made kelloggi and 

insidior subspecies of debilis. 
My study was initiated by the independent discovery in Sonora, Mexico, 

of the new toad described by Sanders and Smith. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE Bufo debilis GROUP 

The secretive toads of the Bufo debilis complex have a wide distribution 

over the great central North American highland. With the possible exception 

of Bufo kelloggi, members of the group are restricted to rather arid areas, 

emerging from the ground to breed during a short rainy season. The small 

size, head structure, including the reduction of the cranial crests, and the 

nature of the palmar and metatarsal tubercles are indicative of the fossorial 

habits of the species. Because of their retiring habits and limited period of 

activity above the surface, the toads of this group are relatively uncommon 

in collections and this perhaps explains why their systematics have been 

confused. 

All members of the group are relatively stout-bodied toads with a 

broad head, truncate snout, large but inconspicuous parotoid glands, which 

are covered with warts, reduced cranial crests and a distinct tympanum. The 

underside of the body, particularly the pectoral region, is covered with 

small pointed tubercles. There are no webs between the fingers; inner palmar 

tubercle (thenar) reduced or absent, outer larger; toes not fully webbed; 

metatarsal tubercles large, raised at distal end, not covered by a horny 

black material; subarticular tubercles on both fingers and toes reduced. The 

tongue is elongate, villous, rounded posteriorly; free posterior edge of pala- 
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tine bone recurved, rugose, projecting under eye to form an elongate edge. 

There is a characteristic black bar or blotch running transversely across 

the upper eyelid. The males have a single, median vocal pouch that is round 

when inflated. 

The eggs and larvae of the toads in this group are not known. Smith’s 

(1934, p. 444) description of supposed B. debilis larvae cannot definitely be 

allocated to that species. Upon transformation these toads are about 20 mm. 

in standard length and adults may attain a length of 5 5 mm. 

It should be noted that, in the descriptions of these toads, reference to 

cranial crests and ridges concerns the epidermal modifications associated 

with the underlying bony crest and not the bony structure itself. Detailed 

discussion of this point is presented in the section on intrasubspecific varia¬ 

tion under B. d. retiformis. 

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE TOADS OF THE Bllfo debilis GROUP 

Bufo kelloggi Taylor, 193 8. 

Little Mexican Toad. 

holotype: A female, 43 mm. in standard length, E.H.T.-H.M.S., 

No. 21, at present in the Museum of Natural History, University of Kansas. 

type locality: Two miles east of Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico. 
illustrations: Taylor (193 8, p. 5 3 3, figs. 1-3), dorsal views of type 

and two paratypes (photograph). 

diagnosis: A member of the Bufo debilis complex readily distinguished 

from related forms by its extreme spinosity and unique coloration. Bufo 
kelloggi is the only member of the group exhibiting the following combina¬ 

tion of characteristics: (1) warts on parotoid glands diffuse but with dark 

points; (2) cranial crests (supraorbital, preorbital, postorbital, suborbital and 

labial) surmounted by high, erect, dark-tipped warts forming continuous 

ridges; (3) suborbital crest reaching no further forward than below pre¬ 

orbital crest; (4) majority of warts on upper eyelid with definite dark 

points; (5) thenar tubercle usually but little larger than subarticular tuber¬ 

cles; (6) dorsal pattern of large dark (black in life) blotches on a yellowish- 

brown ground color with a suggestion of an indistinct light line from paro¬ 

toid to groin. This species may be further differentiated from the other 

three forms in the complex (B. d. debilis, B. d. insidior and B. d. retiformis) 

by its shorter and broader head, smaller upper eyelid, shorter and wider 

parotoid glands, longer foot and shorter leg. 

general characteristics: An extremely spinose and warty toad. 

Head, viewed from above, wedge-shaped, broader than long, about one-half 

as broad as body. Snout short, truncate. Canthus rostralis surmounted by a 

series of more or less pointed warts in a continuous series; shorter than 

width of interorbital. Median portion of snout depressed, roughly V-shaped 

with open end posteriorly. A small clump of high, dark-tipped warts at angle 

of contact between canthal and supraorbital crests. Supraorbital crest also of 

high, dark-tipped warts; meeting canthal and preorbital crests at about the 

mid-point of upper eyelid; extending in a gentle semicircle backwards to 

point of contact with postorbital margin of upper eyelid. A mound of well 

developed warts separates postorbital and supraorbital crests, where they 

meet, from the parotoid gland. Area between supraorbital crests concave, 

studded with pointed warts; distance between crests (interorbital width) 

less than one-third width of head. A faint occipital groove demarcates the 
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posterior margin of skull. Upper eyelids much longer than wide; length 

about one-fourth width of head, less than interorbital width; warts on eye¬ 

lid broad but pointed. 

In profile, the top of the snout slopes forward anterior to the eye, 

rounds downward abruptly at the nostrils, and backward to the upper lip, 

which is on the vertical of the nostril; the tip of the snout projecting 

somewhat beyond mouth. Tip of snout covered with numerous minute, 

dark-tipped warts. Nostrils located almost at tip of snout, in a fleshy raised 

area, elliptical; directed obliquely backwards, rather large with a free flap 

of tissue along upper margin; separated from each other by a distance equal 

to about one-half eye diameter. Orbit longer than high; greatest diameter 

about one-third width of head. Eye protected above by a warty upper eye¬ 

lid to which is attached, underneath, a delicate membrane (the true eye¬ 

lid). Lower eyelid a smooth membrane which meets upper eye membrane, 

when closed, to form a horizontal slit. Membranes almost transparent, low¬ 

er one covering two-thirds of eye when closed. Pupil horizontically ellipti¬ 

cal. Distance from eye to tip of snout less than diameter of eye. Tympanum 

smooth, higher than broad, ovate, smaller than orbit or upper eyelid; height 

two-thirds length of snout; quite distinct. Mouth originating just below 

anterior margin of tympanum. Upper jaw slightly incised at symphysis, 

almost straight. Lower jaw inferior with a slight median protuberance. Cran¬ 

ial crests on sides of head relatively prominent, composed of continuous 

ridges of large erect dark-tipped warts arranged as follows: (a) a preorbital 

crest extending to, or a little below center of eye and lying just anterior 

to it; (b) a postorbital crest running from lower posterior edge of upper 

eyelid to terminus of supraorbital crest along anterior margin of tympanum, 

separating tympanum from orbit; usually separated by two or three distinct 

spinous warts from the end of the supraorbital crest; (c) a suborbital ridge 

paralleling lower margin of orbit and about halfway between it and mar¬ 

gin of upper lip, extending forward no further than level of preorbital 

crest; (d) a series of low dark warts running anteriorly from angle of jaws 

along edge of upper lip to the snout where they lose their identity in a 

confusion of small irregularly arranged warts; this ridge may be called the 

labial crest. A few scattered warts lie anterior to the suborbital crest below 

the nostril. Warts, particularly on labial crests, somewhat reduced in the 

smallest specimens. 

Throat covered with small, pointed granules in females. Males with a 

well-developed median vocal pouch of smooth, nearly transparent skin, dark 

when not distended; a few scattered granules on chin. 

Paratoid glands large but inconspicuous, usually less than twice as long 

as width of interorbital; approximately equal in area to side of head; roughly 

cordate in form, widest anteriorly; extending from posterior upper corner 

of typmanum backwards to a point just above axilla, which they usually 

overhang. Paratoids separated from the tympanum below by a series of his¬ 

pid warts; usually longer than broad, encroaching on back to a point level 

with supraorbital crests; separated from each other anteriorly by a distance 

equal to or a little greater than their length, posteriorly by a distance less 

than width of head; covered with diffuse, pointed warts which have dark 

tips. 

Dorsum covered with numerous large, dark-tipped warts, closely adja¬ 

cent to each other at bases; largest mid-dorsally and decreasing in size an¬ 

teriorly and posteriorly. Warts on sides large with several dark points; smaller 
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than dorsal warts, sharply contrasting with granular ventrum. A faint mid¬ 

dorsal groove usually apparent. Anus terminal, surrounded by granular 

skin; anal fold surmounted by three to five spiny warts. 

Anterior limbs short, about half as long as standard length, covered 

with spiny warts except on posterior and ventral surfaces of upper arm. 

Warts on upper arm largest. Fingers four in number, one and two almost 

equal in length, one usually a little shorter than two, both shorter than third 

or fourth fingers; third longest, its length greater than width of inter¬ 

orbital. All fingers covered with small warts above, larger ones below, mar¬ 

gined laterally with distinct spiny fimbriations. No apparent web between 

fingers. Thenar tubercle (inner palmar tubercle), if present, much smaller 

than outer which is ovate, large, somewhat cuneiform anteriorly. Subarticular 

tubercles small, only a little smaller than thenar tubercle. Hind limbs fairly 

short, a little longer than standard length; tibio-tarsal articulation not, or 

but barely reaching axilla when limb brought forward along body; when legs 

are folded at right angles to body, heels are narrowly separated; upper sur- 

fac cvered with spiny warts more or less uniform in size; on inner and 

outer surfaces and below only a few warts on granular skin. Femur shorter 

than tibia or foot. Foot covered below with hispid warts; two large meta¬ 

tarsal tubercles raised, inner largest. Upper surfaces of foot and toes rela¬ 

tively smooth. Toes less than half webbed, in order of increasing size, 

1-2-5-3-4; length of fourth toe equal to least distance between paratoids. 

Ventral surface covered with spinose warts, most noticeable in pectoral 

region, disappearing toward pelvic area. 

Choanae large, ovoid, opening into mouth at a point parallel to lower 

edge of preorbital crest, partially concealed by premaxillary, separated by a 

distance a little greater than that which separates nostrils. Free posterior 

margin of palatine recurved, rugose, projecting backwards under the eye to 

form an elongate edge; ridge located just inside maxillary, which conceals 

the outer tip at level of anterior corner of eye, and extends to a point level 

with outer third of choana. Tongue elongate, not notched, attached at front, 

covered with closely packed villi which give it a smooth appearance mac- 

roscopically. 

measurements: These data are based upon the 15 known specimens 

of the species with a standard length of 22.5-3 6.8-44 mm. The males of this 

species are apparently smaller than the females, the standard length in the 

former is (4) 36-37.0-38, in the latter (9) 29-39.8-44. 

Males: head length (4) 24-26.0-28; head width, (4) 3 5-39.4-43; 

tympanum, (1) 5.3; diameter of eye, (4) 13.0; snout length, (4) 7.6- 

8.1-8.4; interorbital width, (4) 8.1-8.1-9-7; length of upper eyelid, (4) 

7.8-8.3-8.9; length of parotoid, (1) 18.0; greatest width of parotoid, 

(1) 20.0; least distance between parotoids (1) 17.0; greatest distance be¬ 

tween parotoids, (1) 26.0; length of arm, (4) 47-51.7-56; length of third 

finger, (1) 14.0; length of leg, (4) 100-106.2-111; length of tibia, (4) 

32-34.6-36; length of foot, (4) 49-51.8-5 5; length of longest toe (the 

fourth), (1) 16. 

Females: head length, (9) 22-25.6-31; head width, (9) 34-36.2-38; 

vertical tympanum, (4) 4.3-6.1-8.5; diameter of eye, (9) 12-12.5-14; 

snout length, (9) 6-7.8-9; interorbital width, (8) 8-9.8-12; length of eye¬ 

lid, (8) 7.6-9.1-14; length of parotoid, (4) 13-18.2-21; width of parotoid, 

(4) 16-17.9-21; least distance between parotoids, (4) 17-19.3-21; great¬ 

est distance between parotoids, (4) 26-30.4-3 8; length of arm (8) 45.2- 
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49-60; length of third finger, (4) 10-14.5-17; length of leg, (8) 105- 

108-9-112; length of tibia, (8) 24-32.5-36; length of foot, (8) 47-50.2-54; 

length of fourth toe, (4) 19-20.3-21. 

Two immature examples, 22.5 and 23.0 mm in standard length, are 

not included in the above tabulation. 

coloration: Ground color of head, back and upper surfaces of limbs 

yellowish-brown (in preservation and life). Snout, from preorbital crest to 

tip, marked by a distinct dark band on each side. Side of head generally 

light with a few dark spots. Lower eyelid opaque with numerous dark punc- 

tations, free (upper) margin marked with a dark line as is the opposing edge 

of upper eyelid. Tympanum dark. Top of head covered with irregular dark 

blotches particularly in the interorbital area. Upper eyelids with the charac¬ 

teristic median dark band of the debilis group; in addition usually marked 

with a small dark spot at anterior and posterior corners. Parotoid glands and 

back light with large, meandering, dark blotches; an indistinct light stripe 

bordered above and below by dark blotches extends from the parotoid along 

the side to groin. Upper forelimbs with dark, parallel, longitudinal bands or 

elongate spots; forearms covered above with dark spots. Hindlimbs definitely 

barred with dark blotches; a dark line more or less evident along lower 

surface of tarsal region. Each dark blotch on upper surface of limb with 

an inconspicuous light center. An irregular, dark line along posterior sur¬ 

face of femur sharply separating dorsal from ventral coloration. Warts on 

head, limbs and sides usually with dark brown or black tips. 

Below yellowish (white in life) with prominent pectoral, dark blotches. 

Males with dusky vocal pouch. 

distribution: Known only from the coastal lowlands of southern 

Sinaloa and northern Nayarit, Mexico. Definite records from near Mazatlan, 

Sinaloa and Acaponeta, Nayarit. 

material examined: Mexico—sinaloa: Mazatlan (E.H.T.—H.M.S. 

Nos. 24, 3 5 and 41, U.S.N.M. No 25 1 53 ); nayarit: Acaponeta (AM.N.H. 

Nos. 43 877-78 and U.S.N.M. No. 47865). Eight additional specimens in¬ 

cluding the holotype of the species, were taken near Mazatlan but have 

not been seen by me. 

discussion: Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 156) have chosen to regard 

this form as a subspecies of B. debilis. While no evidence points to intergra¬ 

dation between kelloggi and the geographically adjacent form, B. d. insidior, 
these authors struck by the apparent similarities between the Mexican species 

and typical B. d. debilis feel that such intergradation exists and merely awaits 

discovery. Superficially kelloggi and debilis bear some resemblances to each 

other. Both forms have a reduced thenar tubercle, continuous cranial crests 

and when compared directly with specimens of B. d. insidior and B. d. reti- 
formis appear much more rugose. An examination of the diagnostic features 

of the forms of the complex show that in those characters of fundamental 

significance within the group kelloggi most closely resembles B. d. insidior. 
The two forms agree in having pointed warts on parotoids, orbital crests 

and eyelids, and in having the suborbital crest short, extending forward to 

a point just below the preorbital ridge. Sanders and Smith have considered 

the suborbital crest of B. kelloggi to be long, extending well past the pre¬ 

orbital crest, as in B. d. debilis. Apparently they regard the warts more or 

less randomly scattered over the side of the loreal region as constituting a 

forward extension of the suborbital crest. In my material of debilis the sub¬ 

orbital crest extends continuously forward almost to the nostril. In all 
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other members of the group any warts or ridges anterior to the postorbital 

crest are disjunct and irregularly arranged, if present. Both kelloggi and 

debilis have continuous orbital ridges but the structure of the crests in the 

two forms is very different. In the west Mexican species the crests are com¬ 

posed of high, erect, black-tipped warts while debilis possess a low-lying 

series of smooth cranial crests. Thus the only significant point common to 

these two supposed subspecies remains the reduced thenar tubercle. 

Bufo kelloggi is distinguished from its closest relative, B. d. insidior, by 

its extreme spinosity, coloration and small thenar tubercle. As yet the two 

forms are separated by a gap of approximately HO miles between their 

known ranges. The interposition of the high Sierra Madre Occidental between 

these ranges, and the structural differences between the two, strongly sug¬ 

gest that the two populations represent different species. Possibly kelloggi 
may prove to intergrade with retiformis to the north but until more definite 

evidence of a genetic flow between the subpopulations of Bufo debilis and 

Bufo kelloggi is presented it would seem best to maintain them as distinct 

species. 

In sveral characteristics kelloggi and retiformis show some similarity. 

In both forms the parotoid glands are wider and approach each other more 

closely than in either debilis or insidior, the snout is shorter than in eastern 

subspecies and the interorbital is slightly narrower. These two forms are 

quite distinct from each other, kelloggi being the smallest and most warty 

member of the complex while retiformis is the largest and least warty. To¬ 

gether with the differences in the cranial crests, coloration, and the nature 

of the thenar tubercle (small in kelloggi, large in retiformis), these char¬ 

acters strongly suggest complete separation of the two populations. The 

lack of known examples of this group from the approximately 600 miles 

intervening between the known ranges of Bufo kelloggi and B. d. retiformis 
would seem to support the idea that they are different species. 

Bufo debilis debilis Girard, 18 54 

Eastern Little Green Toad 

syntypes: U.S.N.M. No. 2621, eight newly metamorphosed toadlets. 

type locality: Matamoros, Tamaulipas, Mexico. 

illustrations: Taylor ( 193 8, p. 5 3 5, figs. 4-6), dorsal views of three 

specimens from Atascosa County, Texas (photographs); Wright and Wright 

(1949, p. 175, figs. 1-6), dorsal, lateral and ventral aspects of live toads 

(photographs); Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 144), dorsal view of two 

examples from Texas and northern Mexico (photograph). 

diagnosis: A little green toad with relatively smooth and low warts, 

distinctive within the group in: (1) warts on parotoids very broad, low, 

smooth; (2) cranial crests smooth, continuous; (3) suborbital crest reach¬ 

ing well in advance of preorbital ridge, extending almost to nostril; (4) 

warts on upper eyelids usually smooth, flattened; (5) thenar tubercle usually 

but little larger than subarticular tubercles or absent; (6) dorsal pattern 

of large, widely separated black spots on a green (brown in preservative) 

ground color; no suggestion of a lateral light stripe. 

general characteristics: The smoothest member of the group with 

flattened and rounded warts and the characteristic wedge-shaped head and 

truncate snout. Head broader than long, one-half to one-third as broad as 

body. Canthus rostralis a distinct continuous ridge usually without, but 

sometimes with, a few definite warts. Median portion of snout only slightly 
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depressed; a few smooth warts bordering this depression at point of contact 

between canthus and supraorbital ridge. Supraorbital crest formed of an al¬ 

most continuous, low-lying, smooth ridge which meets canthal and pre¬ 

orbital ridges at anterior corner of upper eyelid. Supraorbital ridge runs 

backward from this point in a tight semi-circle until it is lost in a clump 

of several large warts just anterior to parotoid gland, above tympanum and 

about level with mid-point of orbit. Region between supraorbital ridges 

flat, not concave; between one-fourth and one-third as wide as head; sur¬ 

mounted by several smooth warts. Occipital groove barely discernible. Upper 

eyelids much longer than wide; length about one-third of head width, usu¬ 

ally a little less than width of interorbital space; covered with smooth 

pustules. 

Head, when viewed from side, flat, sloping from halfway between 

nostril and preorbital ridge at a sharp angle toward nasal opening; from this 

aperture it angles gently back toward the mouth giving the toad an almost 

triangular profile with nostrils at apex. Nostrils elongate, oblique, in a 

raised fleshy area; upper margin a free flap. Nostrils closely adjacent to each 

other, separated by a distance less than the diameter of orbit. Tip of snout 

covered with flattened, smooth warts. Orbit longer than high, diameter 

somewhat less than one-third width of head. Eye covered by two delicate 

membranes. Upper membrane (true eyelid) covers about one-third of eye 

and meets lower eyelid to form an elongate, horizontal slit when eye closed. 

Pupil horizontally elliptical. Membranes opaque. Distance from eye to tip 

of snout less than diameter of orbit. Tympanum distinct, smooth, oval, 

considerably smaller than orbit or upper eyelid, only a little taller than 

broad, height about three-fourths length of snout. Mouth begins below an¬ 

terior margin of tympanum, straight, almost parallel to top of head. Upper 

jaw incised medially, lower jaw with a protuberance which fits into incision 

when mouth closed. Cranial crests on side of head similar in structrue to 

supraorbital in being composed of continuous ridges with little evidence of 

separate warts. Preorbital usually extends to below middle of eye, almost 

continuous with supraorbital ridge, curving slightly backward to follow rim 

of orbit. Postorbital crest low, indistinct, running along anterior edge of 

tympanum and disappearing into a cluster of warts above tympanum. Sub¬ 

orbital ridge prominent, smooth, raised, running from below posterior edge 

of eye along margin of orbit to anterior corner of eye where it swings up¬ 

ward toward the preorbital crest and then forward again usually reaching 

to below nostril. Sometimes a distinct ramification of suborbital extends 

upward toward preorbital ridge. Occasionally the suborbital ridge is broken 

near anterior rim of orbit for a brief interval but then continues on toward 

nostril. Labial ridge low, almost completely lacking; it exists as a faint in¬ 

dication of smooth warts along margin of upper lip. Region between pre¬ 

orbital ridge and nostril smooth, somewhat depressed. 

Gular area granular in females, covered with small warts which are 

usually pointed. Males with a smooth opaque, single, vocal pouch. A few 

warts on chin in the latter. 

Parotoid glands large but not conspicuous, kidney-shaped, with greatest 

width in anterior fourth of length but not at anterior edge; length approxi¬ 

mately one-half interorbital width; total area exceeding area of side of head; 

extending from a point usually posterior to axilla but sometimes a little 

anterior to it, forward to upper posterior corner of tympanum from which 

it is separated by a number of large, smooth warts; a little longer than 
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broad, at widest point not level with supraorbital crest. Glands separated 

from each other anteriorly by a distance smaller than their length, poster¬ 

iorly by a distance nearly as great as head width. The parotoids are covered 

by smooth, diffuse warts with broad divergent bases. There are no dark- 

tipped warts on the glands. 

Back covered with low, widely separated warts, more or less equal in 

size, relatively smooth and disappearing on the sides where they are replaced 

by granular, abdominal skin. Lateral warts smaller than dorsal ones, in more 

southern examples spinose with several dark tips on each wart. Mid-dorsal 

groove not prominent. Anal warts small, bluntly pointed. 

Length of anterior limbs approximately half the standard length. Fore 

arm and upperarm covered with pointed warts except on undersides; warts 

smallest and sharpest on anterior surface of forearm. Fingers four, covered 

above and below with pointed warts, not webbed, but margined with sharp 

fimbriations. Second toe generally longer than first, third longest (usually 

equal in length to width of interorbital), fourth longer than first or second. 

Thenar tubercle hardly distinguishable from palmar warts, barely larger 

than subarticular tubercles, often completely absent; palmar tubercle large, 

tapering toward anterior margin. Legs relatively long, usually longer than 

standard length; when tibio-tarsal articulation brought forward along body 

it reaches axilla or beyond; if legs are folded at right angles to body, heels 

touch or overlap; limbs covered with spiny warts on all but posterior and 

ventral surfaces. Warts on anterior surfaces small, spiny, those on upper 

surfaces larger. A few large adults have minute spines on ventral surfaces 

of limb. Foot covered with spiny tubercles except below. Metatarsal tubercles 

large, inner largest, both elevated at free margin, ovate; outer smaller, elon¬ 

gate, almost pointed. Femur inclosed by body skin for at least two-thirds 

of its length, shorter than tibia or foot. Toes half-webbed; webs and toes 

spinosely margined. Toes in order of decreasing length, 4-3-5-2-1; length of 

fourth toe about equal to least distance between parotoids. 

Ventrum covered with small spinous granules, most obvious on chest, 

scattered on belly and lower surfaces of femur (in some examples). 

Choanae large, elongate laterally, opening into mouth anterior to a 

line level with preorbital crests; separated by a distance greater than that 

separating nostrils. The rugose edges along posterior margin of palatines level 

with anterior corner of orbit, hardly reaching level of maxillary laterally. 

Tongue elongate, rounded behind, attached in front; covered with close-set, 

villiform papillae. 

measurements: Information concerning the measurable characteristics 

of this form are based on a sample of 48 specimens from Texas and Okla¬ 

homa, 20-33.5-48 mm. in standard length. The 14 males are 30-34.5-42 mm. 

in standard length, the females 28-39.4-48 mm. in standard length. Seven 

juveniles of between 20 and 2 5 mm. in standard length and of indeterminate 

sex were not included in calculating the proportions. 

Males: head length, 24-27.3-33; head width, 30-33.4-39; vertical tym¬ 

panum, 4.8-6.4-8.6; diameter of orbit, 11-12.1-15; snout, 7.6-8.9-12; in¬ 

terorbital width, 11-12.6-15; length of eyelids, 8.4-11.8-14; length of paro- 

toid gland, 19-22.4-31; greatest width of parotoid, 13-15.6-20; least dis¬ 

tance between parotoids, 17-20.2-23; greatest distance between parotoids, 

2 5-34.5-41; length of arm, 39-51.3-61; length of third finger, 8.8-12.6-16; 

length of leg, 92-100.9-127; length of tibia, 21-29.3-30; length of foot, 

39-46.3-5 5; length of longest toe, 17-21.3-27. 
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Females: head length, 23-27.0-32; head width, 30-34.6-38; vertical 

tympanum, 4.3-6.2-8.9; diameter of orbit, 8.3-11.7-14; snout length, 

6.2-8.8-10; interorbital width, 10-12.2-16; length of upper eyelid, 9.4-11.6- 

16; length of parotoid, 21-23.0-28; width of parotoid, 12-15.2-19; least 

distance between parotoids, 17-18.2-23; greatest distance between parotoids, 

30-36.0-51 ; length of arm, 44-50.0-59; length of third finger, 9.7-13.0-16; 

length of leg, 95-109.8-133; tibial length, 22-26.9-31; length of foot, 

39-47.6-53; length of fourth toe, 17-20.8-28. 

coloration: The basic ground color of head, back and limbs is green 

(brown in preservative). Over this background are scattered numerous dark 

(black in life) irregular spots, rather small in interorbital region, larger on 

dorsum. Side of head punctated with black; a dark spot around each nostril. 

Lower eyelid with black punctations; borders of both membranes dark 

edged. Upper eyelid with a narrow black cross-band across middle. Spots on 

back much larger than those on head; many warts light yellow in color, ap¬ 

pearing as small light spots in gross aspect. Upper arm marked with two 

longitudinal bars, fore arm with one to several transverse black bands. 

Femur and tibia usually heavily barred with black; these bars with promi¬ 

nent light (green in life) centers. Overall appearance of dorsal pattern punc¬ 

tate, never lineolate. 

Belly and undersurfaces of limbs light with a few pectoral dark spots 

in most examples. Throat yellow in females. Vocal pouch of males dusky or 

black. 

intrasubspecific variation: The population of the typical subspecies 

seems to form a rather homogeneous unit with the range of individual and 

geographic variation being restricted within narrow limits. The most strik¬ 

ing geographical trend is in the degree of wartiness on the body, with north¬ 

ern examples of debilis somewhat less warty than toads from southeastern 

Texas and northern Mexico. These southern toads are much more densely 

warty, have the skin more rugose than do toads from the north and west 

and spines are present on many of the lateral warts in a manner reminiscent 

of Bufo kelloggi. This apparent similarity between the west Mexico species 

and B. d. debilis has caused Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 152) to postulate 

a close relationship between the two species. For a detailed account of this 

suggestion and reasons for rejecting it, see the discussion under Bufo kelloggi. 
Another north-south trend exhibited by this form is the increasing size 

of the females. Southern females attain a standard length up to 50 mm. in 

Mexico (data from Sanders and Smith) and to 48 mm. in the San Antonio 

region of Texas. More northerly females reach a standard length of about 

40 mm. Surprisingly the largest males are from the north in the Waco area 

of Texas and from Jackson County, Oklahoma. Large males also occur in 

the vicinity of San Antonio and the apparent large size of Oklahoma males 

may be due to insidior influences in the populations from western portions 

of that state. 

Green toads from the vicinity of Wichita Falls, Wichita County, Texas 

(A.M.N.H. Nos. 498 82, 4988 5 and B.U. No. 4063), while well within 

debilis territory, show certain characteristics of the subspecies insidior. The 

American Museum examples from Archer County, Texas, have the spots 

reduced and some of them united to form lines. A.M.N.H. No. 49882 is 

typically debilis in other features but A.M.N.H. No. 4988 5 has the parotoid 

warts pointed and the cranial crests broken up as in insidior. The Baylor 

University specimen shows signs of disruption of the cranial crests into 
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discrete warts, the warts on the eyelid show indications of points, and the 

spots are reduced and some lines are present in the dorsal coloration. These 

few specimens are widely separated from insidior territory and material from 

immediately to the west is of typical debilis. 
intergradation: There do not appear to be any long range dines of 

variation running through the populations of B. d. debilis in the direction 

of B. d. insidior. The break between the two forms in the United States is 

abrupt and the area of intergradation appears to be quite narrow. In Mexico 

the picture is not clear. The southerly populations of B. d. insidior show 

considerable B. d. debilis influence and this suggests that intergradation be¬ 

tween the two forms will prove to be broader in the southern parts of their 

ranges than in the United States. Detailed consideration of this aspect is 

given under the description of B. d. insidior. 
In material from northwestern Texas and southwestern Oklahoma ten¬ 

dencies toward B. d. insidior are discernible. A large collection from near 

Lamesa, Dawson County, Texas (U.T. 17229-173 59), indicates intergrada¬ 

tion between the typical subspecies and its western counterpart. Although 

insidior characters predominate in this series, almost every possible combi¬ 

nation of insidior and debilis features is represented by examples in the 

sample. A few specimens agree in all significant points wit^ either debilis 
or insidior, except that the suborbital crest is consistently of the insidior 
type, being discontinuous and not extending forward past the level of the 

preorbital crest. In the toads from Lamesa the warts on the parotoids range 

from smooth to spinose; the cranial crests may be smooth and continuous 

or formed of discrete warts, and one crest may be of the former kind and 

another of the latter in the same individual; the warting on the eyelid is 

extremely variable and may be typically insidior or debilis or intermediate; 

the thenar tubercle may be large, reduced or absent; the coloration exhibits 

all the patterns found in debilis and its subspecies (see fig. 1) but none of 

the specimens have the retiform coloration as well-developed as in B. d. reti- 
formis. The wide variety of color patterns appears to be an excellent indi¬ 

cation of intergradation between these two subspecies as the coloration is 

rather stable except in areas where there is interbreeding between the two 

forms. The variety of color patterns present in southern Mexican insidior 
is for this reason thought to be due to a considerable debilis influence. 

Another series from Hutchinson County, Texas (U.T. 11124, 11231- 

32, 11361-62, 11364-65, 11378), from approximately 200 miles north of 

the Dawson County locality are best referred to B. d. insidior although the 

cranial crests, warting and coloration show definite B. d. debilis tendencies. 

The suborbital crest in this suite is of the insidior type. The color pattern 

shows the characteristic variability found in areas where debilis trends in¬ 

fluence essentially insidior populations. The majority of the Hutchinson 

County material has the coloration of insidior although modified to some ex¬ 

tent by debilis tendencies. 

In toads from Duke County, Oklahoma (U.O. 21495-99), there is 

further evidence of intergradation. Two specimens in this series (U.O. Nos. 

21495, 21499) resemble insidior in having the suborbital crest reduced an¬ 

teriorly. Another specimen (U.O. No. 21498) from this locale has the 

dorsal pattern disrupted with several spots joined together to form dark lines 

similar to those found in the western subspecies. Two toads (S.U. Nos. 

8430-3 1) from Altus, Jackson County, Oklahoma, show insidior charac¬ 

teristics, particularly in the lineolate type of dorsal coloration but also in 
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the breaking up of several of the cranial crests. An example (U.O. No. 

2 5986) from near Hollis, Harmon County, Oklahoma, has some of the 

warts on the eyelids pointed and dark-tipped and the suborbital crest broken 

anteriorly. In all other respects these toads are typical debilis. 
Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 146) have described intergrading material 

from Post, Garza County, Texas. Examples (B.U. Nos. 5 899, 5900, 5902) 

from Tom Green County, Texas, also exhibit some tendencies toward B. d. 
insidior in the lineolate dorsal pattern. 

A single specimen (U.S.N.M. No. 2624) from Delaware Creek, Cul¬ 

berson County, Texas is typical of B. d. debilis except that the posterior 

portion of the dorsal coloration is as in insidior. Nearest records for B. d. 
insidior are from Van Horn, Culberson County, approximately 75 miles to 

the southwest. This record may indicate that the line of intergradation be¬ 

tween the eastern and western forms in this area lies along the eastern foot¬ 

hill region of the Sacramento and Davis Mountains. 

Thus intergradation between this form and insidior would appear to 

occur in the central Panhandle of Oklahoma and the Staked Plains region 

of western Texas. Interbreeding between the two forms will probably be 

demonstrated to the south in the western portion of the Pecos Valley of 

Texas and along the eastern foothills of the mountains of Coahuila, Nuevo 

Leon and Tamaulipas, Mexico. 

distribution: Known to inhabit the area from southern Oklahoma 

southward, west of the 97th meridian and east of the Oklahoma and Texas 

panhandles and trans-Pecos Texas, into Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas, Mex¬ 

ico. Possibly found in south-central Kansas and extreme northern Vera Cruz, 

Mexico. 

material examined: United States—Oklahoma: Beckham County, 

4 miles southeast of Erick (U.O. No. 23 8 57); Garvin County, Maysville 

(U.O. No. 10477); Harmon County, 6 miles south of Hollis (U.O. No. 

2 5986); Jackson County, Altus (S.U. Nos. 843 0-31), Duke (U.O. Nos. 

21488-89, 21495-99); Texas: Archer County, Dundee (A.M.N.H. Nos. 

498 82, 49885); Atascosa County, 7 miles southeast of Lytle (U.T. Nos. 

5308, 5725, 7269), Pleasanton (B.U. No. 5203 ); Bexar County, San An¬ 

tonio (B.U. Nos. 300, 1900, 3866; U.S.N.M. No. 22389); Bosque County, 

Clifton (B.U. No. 3818); Brown County, Brownwood (A.M.N.H. No. 

52832); Burnet County, 13 miles north of Bertram (U.T. Nos. 2461-62), 

5 miles north northwest of Joppa (U.T. No. 13403); Caldwell County, 6 

miles north of Luling (U.T. No. 14617); Cameron County, Harlingen 

(B.U. No. 302); Cooke County, no definite locality (U.S.N.M. No. 1 5 565); 

Cottle County, 13 miles north of Paducah (U.T. No. 1044) Culberson 

County, Delaware Creek (U.S.N.M. No. 2624); Duval County, San Diego 

(U.S.N.M. No. 45814); Erath County, 0.25 miles south of Thurber (U;T. 

No. 13320); Eastland County, 9 miles south of Ranger (U.T. No. 7291- 

7295); Gillespie County, 5 miles southeast of Fredericksburg (U.T. Nos. 

2508-2 519); Hays County, 15 miles west northwest of San Marcos (U.T. 

No. 13402); McLennan County, no definite locale (U.S.N.M. Nos. 57882- 

85), Waco (A.M.N.H. Nos. 486, 3092; C.A.S. Nos. 13 1 5 5-56); Palo Pinto 

County, northwest of Strawn (U.T. Nos. 13321-13332), 10 miles south 

of Mineral Wells (U.T. No. 13404); San Saba County, 20 miles north 

northwest of San Saba (U.T. Nos. 9702-05, 11879-11894); Tarrant County, 

Haslet (B.U. Nos. 4600-01); Tom Green County, Christoval (B.U. Nos. 

5899, 5900, 5902); A.M.N.H. Nos 52566), 2 miles south of San Angelo 
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(U.T. Nos. 12298-12301); Uvalde County, 3 miles north of Sabinal (U.T. 

No. 4905); Wilbarger County, Vernon (B.U. No. 4063); Zavala County, 

10 miles south of Batesville (U.T. No. 14617). 

Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 143) have listed additional records for 

this subspecies. 

Bufo debilis insidior Girard, 18 54. 

Western Little Green Toad. 

syntypes: U.S.N.M. No. 2622, two specimens. 

TYPE locality: State of Chihuahua, Mexico. 

illustrations: Baird (18 59, pi. 41, figs. 13-18), dorsal and ventral 

aspects of head, underside of forefoot and hindfoot; Cope (1889, p. 264, 

fig. 61), lateral view of head, underside of feet and open mouth; Kellogg 

(1932, p. 5 0, fig. 10), lateral and dorsal views of head; Taylor (193 8, p. 

53 5, fig. 7-9), dorsal views of three specimens from Zacatecas, Mexico 

(photographs); Wright and Wright (1949, p. 183), lateral, dorsal and 

ventral views of live animals (photographs); Smith (1950, p. 75, fig. 43), 

dorsal view (photograph, poor reproduction); Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 

144), dorsal views of two specimens from Arizona and Zacatecas (photo¬ 

graph); Stebbins (1951, p. 401) painting of example from New Mexico 

(color). 

diagnosis: The widest ranging member of the complex, separated 

from its nearest allies by: (1) warts on parotoids with narrow bases and dis¬ 

tinct black-tipped points; (2) cranial crests reduced, surmounted by a dis¬ 

continuous series of black-tipped warts; (3) suborbital ridge extending no 

further forward than to just below preorbital ridge; (4) warts on upper 

eyelid with definite black points; (5) thenar tubercle much larger than sub- 

articular tubercles; (6) dorsal coloration usually composed of irregular, 

black lines and dots scattered upon a gray or brown (green in life) ground 

color, often spotted or reticulate in Mexican examples, no lateral light stripes. 

general characteristics: Head broader than long, width a little 

less than one-half that of body; viewed from above wedge-shaped, sharply 

truncate at tip. Median portion of snout slightly depressed, in some indi¬ 

viduals, or flat; bordered on each side by scattered, low-lying warts with 

dark tips which form the canthal ridges. Canthus not so prominent as in 

B. d. debilis or B. kelloggi; shorter than width of interorbital space. Supra¬ 

orbital ridge low, composed of separate, low, dark-tipped warts; curving 

backwards then outwards from the anterior corner of eyelid along orbital 

margin to upper edge of tympanum where it is more or less continuous with 

the postorbital ridge. A few low warts separate these ridges from the paro- 

toid gland. Interorbital space slightly concave, its width about one-third 

that of head; usually studded with a few smooth, dark-tipped warts. A faint 

occipital depression marks the posterior extent of skull. Upper eyelids covered 

with dark-tipped warts; their length about one-third of head width, a little 

longer than width of interorbital space. 

From the side, head almost flat, canthus sloping gently toward nostril. 

Upper lip slants downward and backward from tip of snout to mouth, the 

anterior extent of which lies just below nostril. Tip of snout covered with 

numerous, dark-tipped warts. Nostrils large, situated posterior to tip of 

snout, elliptical, directed almost backward; arising from a fleshy protuber¬ 

ance with a free upper margin. Nostrils separated by a distance almost equal 

to half the greatest diameter of the eye. Orbit longer than high, a little 
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longer than one-third width of head; protected above by an eyebrow-like 

upper eyelid to which is attached below and internally a delicate opaque 

membrane (true eyelid). The true upper eyelid meets the lower eyelid (a 

similar membrane) above center of eye. The two membranes form a hori¬ 

zontal slit which when opened reveals the horizontally, elliptical pupil. Dis¬ 

tance from anterior orbital rim (preorbital ridge) to tip of snout shorter 

than length of upper eyelid. Tympanum rather small, more ovate than 

elongate, somewhat higher than broad; raised slightly at anterior edge. 

Height of tympanum a little more than half length of snout. Mouth origi¬ 

nates below middle of tympanum, straight, nearly paralleling top of head. 

Upper jaw slightly notched medially, a corresponding projection at symphysis 

of lower jaw fits into this notch when mouth closed. Side of head marked 

by several distinct cranial ridges: a short, backward-sloping preorbital which 

extends only to middle of orbit; a postorbital following the anterior edge 

of tympanum and meeting hindmost end of supraorbital crest near lower 

limit of upper eyelid; a suborbital beginning below posterior margin of eye 

and ending near anterior rim of orbit; and a labial ridge of distinct warts 

running from angle of jaw to below nostril. All ridges of distinctly dark- 

tipped warts. A number of scattered warts between nostril and orbit and 

below preorbital (loreal) region which is smooth. 

Throat covered with tiny, dark-tipped granules in females. A smooth, 

membranous, vocal pouch present in males, with a few pointed warts on 

labial areas. 

Parotoid glands large, elongate but not conspicuous; covered with 

small, dark-tipped warts. These glands about twice as long as width of inter¬ 

orbital space; greatest width in anterior third of gland but back from an¬ 

terior margin. Parotoids separated from each other anteriorly by a distance 

equal to head width; extending onto back to a point not quite level with 

supraorbital crests and separated from these crests anteriorly by a few large 

warts. Glands overhanging tympanum above but separated from it below by 

a patch of spiny warts; bordered below by several large, spinose, black- 

tipped warts which separate gland from angle of jaw. 

Back covered with small, hispid, dark-tipped warts which are usually 

widely separated and more or less evenly distributed over back and sides with 

no essential differences in relative size of warts. Lateral warts with com¬ 

pound, dark tips, several to a wart. No prominent mid-dorsal groove evi¬ 

dent. Anal fold with dark-tipped warts, anus usually bordered below by 

smooth skin, sometimes by a few dark-tipped warts. 

Anterior limbs short, a little more than half the standard length; 

covered with dark-tipped warts except on ventral surfaces. These warts 

largest on anterior surface of upper arm and posterior surface of fore arm. 

Fingers four, first two nearly equal, first may be slightly longer than sec¬ 

ond, third and fourth much longer than other two, length of third about 

equal to interorbital width, fourth shorter. All fingers covered below with 

warts, smooth above, margins fimbriated but without trace of webs. Palmar 

tubercle large, ovate, rather large. Thenar tubercle smaller than palmar but 

much larger than subarticular tubercles. Legs moderately longer than stand¬ 

ard length; when tibio-tarsal articulation is brought forward along body 

the joint reaches to the axilla or beyond; heels overlapping when legs are 

folded at right angles to body. Femur involved in abdominal skin for at 

least two-thirds of its length, shorter than tibia or foot; studded with spiny 

warts except below. Tibia shorter than foot. Toes five, a little less than half 
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webbed, spinose below with regular hispid marginations on toes and webs. 

Inner metatarsal tubercle darkened, greatly elevated, large, elongate; outer 

tubercle smaller, rounded. Fourth toe longest, about equal to least distance 

between parotoids; other toes in order of increasing length, 1-2-5-3. 

Belly relatively smooth but with minute tipped granules evident. 

These pustules most concentrated in pectoral region and absent posteriorly. 

In cases of poor preservation these points are not visible. 

Choanae partially concealed laterally by upper mandible at level a little 

anterior to preorbital crest; oval, large, separated by a distance a little 

greater than that which separates external nares. Palatine rugosities large, 

several toothlike; palatine projecting under eye. Tongue elongate, rounded 

posteriorly, attached anteriorly, villiform but appearing smooth superficially. 

measurements: The data for proportions are based upon 28 males and 

41 females of this subspecies. Eight juveniles between 19 and 24 mm. of in¬ 

determinate sex have not been used in calculating the proportions. The 

sample of males is 32-3 3.1-42 mm. in standard length, the females 28-36.5- 

51.5 mm. 

Males: head length, 25-28.5-32; head width, 29-33.5-36; vertical 

tympanum, 3.3-6.3-8.6; diameter of orbit, 9.5-12.1-14; length of snout, 

7.5-10.0-12; interorbital width, 9.4-11.0-15; length of upper eyelid, 

10-12.4-15; length of parotoid, 17-22.4-28; width of parotoid, 5.7-12.5-17; 

least distance between parotoids, 19-22.0-26; greatest distance between 

parotoids, 2 5-33.5-39; length of arm, 37-53.2-64; length of third finger, 

10-13.7-17; length of leg, 101-116.6-147; length of tibia, 23-28.4-35; 

length of foot, 36-48.7-54; length of fourth toe, 17-21.9-26. 

Females: length of head, 25-28.5-32; head wi,dth, 23-33.1-42; vertical 

tympanum, 3-5.4-7.7; diameter of orbit, 10-12.0-17; length of snout, 

6.7-9.9-13; interorbital width, 9.5-11.6-14; length of upper eyelid, 9-4- 

11.4- 14; length of parotoid 1 1-20.5-25; width of parotoid, 8.4-11.8-14; 

least distance between parotoids, 18-21.2-26; greatest distance between 

parotoids, 20-3 3.9-43; length of arm, 48-52.8-69; length of third finger, 

9.4- 13.2-16; length of leg, 103-116.6-129; tibial length, 24-28.3-33; length 

of foot, 36-48.0-54; length of fourth toe, 18-20.4-26. 

coloration: Ground color grayish above (green in life) in United 

States and northwest Mexico material, brownish in examples from further 

east and south from the Mexican states of Coahuila, Durango and Zacatecas. 

All specimens seen by me, except a series (U.S.N.M. Nos. 19417-26) from 

along the Mexican boundary (probably from Coahuila), have the head, 

parotoids, back and upper surfaces of the limbs marked with long, mean¬ 

dering, black lines and occasional black spots. The Mexican boundary speci¬ 

mens agree with material reported from Coahuila, Durango and Zacatecas 

by Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 153) in having nearly half of the examples 

lacking the lineolate pattern typical of northern insidior. The non-lineolate 

specimens have a dorsal coloration similar to that found in B. d. debilis. The 

amount of area occupied by the dark spots and lines and the size of these 

markings tends to increase from north to south. 

Head almost solid green above with only a few dark markings. The 

black bar running across the upper eyelid characteristic of this group is 

present but rather narrow. Nasal region black; upper lip usually light. Optic 

membranes nearly transparent, lower punctated with dark dots, both mem¬ 

branes with free margin dark. Iris in one male (U.M. No. 78320) black 

with light yellowish flecks. Tympanum dark. Back as described above with 
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a number of dark-tipped warts which are light at their bases. Parotoids 
colored as rest of body with no pronounced cross bars. Upper surfaces of 
arms marked with lines, two longitudinal ones on upper arm, one to several 
transverse bands on lower arm. Femur and tibia marked with dark cross¬ 
bands which have light (green in life) centers. These centers greatly ex¬ 
panded so that dark bars are represented by narrow dark lines encircling 
light areas. Tips of fingers, toes and palmar, metatarsal and subarticular 
tubercles usually dark or dusky. 

Light yellow beneath. Throat yellow in females. Males with a light 
lower lip and a dusky vocal membrane. 

intrasubspecific variation: The most striking geographic tendency 

in this subspecies is apparent in the coloration. Material from Kansas, Okla¬ 

homa, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Sonora and northern Chihuahua has a 

lineolate pattern superimposed upon a gray (in preservative) ground color. 

In this population segment the dorsal dark lines are distinct and seldom 

connected with each other. The dark lines are also fairly narrow although 

there is a tendency for them to increase in breadth and number from north 

to south and west to east. In insidior from Coahuila, Durango and Zacatecas 

(these remarks based mainly upon the data of Sanders and Smith, 1951, 

and the illustrations of Taylor, 193 8) many show the typical lined pattern 

but a large number of individuals exhibit other variations in dorsal colora¬ 

tion. Most examples from these regions would fall into three basic groups: 

(a) lineolate pattern but lines very broad, often connected to each other 

by thin lines and with numerous large spots, (b) all lines more or less 

connected to form a net-like pattern somewhat similar to that of B. d. reti- 

f or mis but with the dark lines much narrower, (c) back covered with dis¬ 

tinct spots, few lines, very close to the coloration of B. d. debilis. All of 

these patterns are randomly distributed in southeastern Mexican series. The 

Mexican boundary toads (U.S.N.M. Nos. 19417-26), mentioned above, and 

Taylor’s (1938, p. 535, figs. 7-9) figures show all three color types. Inter¬ 

estingly, one specimen (A.M.N.H. No. 52491) from Cimarron County, 

Oklahoma, has a pattern of type (b); all pattern types occur in intergrades 

between debilis and insidior from near Lamesa, Dawson County, Texas. This 

may be due to the result of debilis influences on insidior in the panhandles 

of Oklahoma and Texas. The ground color in southern Mexican insidior is 

usually brown in preservative. 

It is evident that the southeastern segment of the B. d. insidior popu¬ 

lation can readily be distinguished from northern examples of the sub¬ 

species on the basis of the dorsal pattern (lines always much thicker and 

usually connected or dorsal pattern of spots in the south, narrow and sel¬ 

dom connected and with few spots in the north) and the ground color in 

preservative (gray in northern examples, brown in southern specimens). 

The data of Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 152) suggest that a slightly 

greater size is attained by adults of the southern population. My inadequate 

sample of Mexican insidior precludes any attempt to partition the subspecies, 

although it appears likely that B. d. insidior as here understood may com¬ 

prise two distinct forms. If additional work should validate the color differ¬ 

ences between the populations with other characteristics, the name insidior 

would apply to northern and western populations. The type locality of the 

subspecies is in Chihuahua, Mexico, and material from that state appears 

to be of the northern type with gray ground color and consistently lineo¬ 

late pattern. The lines are much thicker in Chihuahua specimens than in 
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other northern examples but they are here referred to the same subspecific 

population. The southern segment of the population is somewhat intermedi¬ 

ate between northern insidior and typical debilis in coloration. 

No east-to-west gradients of significance appear in insidior of the United 

States. The break between this form and B. d. debilis is abrupt in coloration 

and structure. The anatomical characteristics of the two races are very 

similar. 

intergradation: The relationships of this subspecies to B. d. debilh 
are considered in the section on intergradation under the latter form and in 

the phylogenetic section at the end of this paper. It should be pointed out 

that the change from northern insidior to debilis is abrupt and the zone of 

intergradation narrow. The Coahuilan, Durangan and Zacatecan populations 

of insidior do not appear to be so sharply isolated from debilis influences, 

which are particularly noticeable in the dorsal color pattern. The area of 

interbreeding between southern debilis and insidior seems much broader 

than the intergrading zone between them to the north. This condition sug¬ 

gests that the gene flow between populations in the United States is due 

to secondary contact between the two forms, while that in Mexico is due 

to primary intergradation. For a fuller analysis of this possibility see the 

portion of this study dealing with the phylogeny of the Bufo debilis complex. 

While B. d. retiformis is here regarded as a subspecies, no specimens in¬ 

dicating actual intergradation between the western form and B. d. insidior 
have been found. The close structural similarity between the two forms and 

the fact that the retiformis color pattern seems to have been derived from 

that of insidior lead me to regard the two as.conspecific. Intergrades between 

B. d. insidior and B. d. retiformis are to be expected to the east of Tucson 

in southern Arizona and between Santa Ana and the foothills of the Sierra 

Madre Occidental in northern Sonora, Mexico. 

distribution: From western Kansas and southeastern Colorado south 

through Oklahoma, Texas, Chihuahua, Coahuila and Durango to southern 

Zacatecas, westward through New Mexico, except the northwestern por¬ 

tions, into southeastern Arizona and northern Sonora. Probably occurs in 

most of the area of central Mexico lying east of the continental divide, west 

of the Sierra Madre Oriental, and north of Jalisco, Guanajuato and southern 

San Luis Potosi. 

material examined: United States—Oklahoma: Cimarron County, 

Kenton (A.M.N.H. No. 52491), 20 miles west northwest of Boise City 

(U.O. No. 24028); Texas: Culberson County, Van Horn (B.C.B. Nos. 

5316-18); Hutchinson County, 9 miles east of Stinnett (U.T. Nos. 11124, 

1 1231-32, 1 1361-62, 11364-65, 11378); Presidio County, 11 miles west 

southwest of Valentine (U.T. Nos. 2901-3053, 33 53, 371 1-3732, 3750-51, 

3 868); new Mexico: Dona Ana County, Jornada Experimental Station 

(U.S.N.M. No. 10085), 1 mile north of Jornada Experimental Station head¬ 

quarters (U.S.N.M. No. 102237); Grant County, Hachet Ranch (U.S.N.M. 

No. 45917); Gaudalupe County, Cuervo (U.S.N.M. No. 45839); Arizona: 

Cochise County, near Pearse (U.M. No. 78320), 30 miles south of Cochise 

(A.M.N.H. No. 50914). 

Mexico—-chihuahua: 1 mile south of Ahumada (U.S.N.M. Nos. 

105102-08), Rio Santa Maria, near Progress© (U.S.N.M. Nos. 105109-56); 

coahuila: Mexican boundary, no definite locality but probably from this 

state (U.S.N.M. Nos. 18417-26); durango: Durango (U.T. uncatalogued); 

sonora: between Agua Prieta and Fronteras (U.M. No. 102325). 
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Inter grades with Bufo debilis debilis—Texas: Dawson County, 10 miles 

east of Lamesa (U.T. Nos. 17229-173 59). 

Previous records of this subspecies have been reviewed by Sanders and 

Smith (1951, p. 145). Stebbins (1951, pp. 2 59-61) mentions additional 

records of this form from 26 miles south southwest of Bingham Post Office, 

Socorro County, and 9 miles east of Ft. Sumner, De Baca County, in New 

Mexico and 10.5 miles north northeast of Douglas, Cochise County, and 

16 miles northwest of Pima, Graham County, in Arizona. 

Bufo debilis retiformis Sanders and Smith, 1951. 

Little Sonoran Toad 

holotype: U.I. No. 5 847. Contrary to the statement in the original 

description (p. 153) this specimen is not a female. The type is an adult male 

with a fully developed vocal pouch. 

type locality: Fourteen and four-tenths miles south of Ajo, Jima 

County, Arizona. 

illustration: Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 154), dorsal view of holo- 

type (photograph). 

diagnosis: This form differs from the other members of the group in 

the smallness of the warts on head, parotoids and back and limbs, in the 

reduction of the cranial crests both in size and extent and in the peculiar 

coloration. Summarized, the salient characteristics of the subspecies are: (1) 

warts on parotoids greatly reduced, each tipped with a distinct black point; 

(2) cranial crests reduced or absent; supraorbital and preorbital crests rep¬ 

resented by a series of discontinuous, small black-tipped warts, the post¬ 

orbital, suborbital and labial crests consisting of a few scattered, dark- 

tipped warts; (3) suborbital crest almost completely absent except for a 

few disjunct warts; (4) warts on upper eyelid pointed, with black points 

(5) thenar tubercle much larger than subarticular tubercles; (6) dorsal 

color pattern appears as a series of large green (whitish in preservative), 

ovate blotches surrounded by black. Within the group this form reaches 

the highest average size in both sexes. Although none of the specimens 

utilized in this study are as large as the largest B. d. insidior seen, it appears 

probable that retiformis will prove to be a larger toad. Average adult stand¬ 

ard length in male insidior is 3 5.1 mm. (43.8 mm. in retiformis) in female 

insidior 36.5 mm. (47.0 mm. in retiformis). 

general characteristics: Head from above with typical wedge shape 

and truncate snout of the debilis group; broader than long, width more than 

half that of body. Canthus rostralis prominent, sharp, topped with a scat¬ 

tered line of black points; shorter than width of interorbital space. Space 

between canthal ridges concave but not markedly depressed. A triangular 

group of low, sharp, pointed, black warts at posterior end of canthus and 

adjacent to upper eyelid. Supraorbital ridge disjunct, composed of a series 

of distinct, small, dark-tipped warts. Supraorbital crest not evident anter¬ 

iorly at end of canthal and preorbital ridges; originating somewhat back of a 

point level with anterior margin of upper eyelid and curving back along 

upper rim of orbit; broken near posterior inner edge of orbital rim but 

reappearing as a series of several warts near anterior tip of parotoid. Inter¬ 

orbital region flat, almost smooth, with only a few dark-tipped warts; a 

little less than a third as broad as head. Occipital groove barely discernible. 

Upper eyelids much longer than wide, studded with large black-tipped warts; 
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length less than a third width of head, greater than distance between supra¬ 

orbital ridges. 

From side, head rather flat, sloping from between eye and nostril for¬ 

ward; nostril to lip almost a straight line, only slightly declining posteriorly. 

Nostrils large, elongate, directed backwards at a slight angle downward; 

visible when viewed from above, projecting; almost at tip of snout, sepa¬ 

rated by a distance less than diameter of eye; arising from a fleshy hump 

the upper margin of which is free and the lower projecting outward. Orbit 

longer than high; greatest diameter a little less than one-third width of 

head. Eye covered above by a warty upper eyelid which supports from its 

inner edge an opaque membrane (the true eyelid). This membrane covers 

the upper third of eye when it is closed. Lower eyelid membranous, opaque, 

meeting upper eyelid to form a slit parallel to mouth. Pupil horizontally 

elliptical. Tympanum distinct, smooth, inconspicuous, oval; a little higher 

than broad, smaller than upper eyelid or orbit; height three-fourths length 

of snout. Anterior edge of tympanum elevated. Mouth almost parallel to 

top of head, beginning below anterior rim of tympanum. Upper jaw with 

a notch at symphysis, lower jaw with a slight protuberance which fits into 

median notch of upper jaw when mouth closed. Cranial crests on side of 

head greatly reduced, preorbital a distinct ridge usually extending to middle 

of orbit, capped by a few scattered warts; postorbital crest represented by 

a few dark-tipped warts along rim of orbit and above tympanum and an 

occasional dark wart on anterior margin of tympanum; suborbital ridge 

absent, although there are a few dark-tipped warts between lower rim of 

orbit and lip; labial crest reduced to a series of widely separated dark warts 

on the lip which are not on a raised ridge. A few black pustules on snout. 

Loreal region smooth. 

Throat covered with smooth granules in females; a median vocal pouch 

in males. Males also possess a slightly granular lower lip. 

Parotoid glands large but not conspicuous; twice as long as width of 

interorbital space; slightly exceeding in area the area of side of head; kidney¬ 

shaped; widest at point level with anterior surface of forelimb which lies in 

anterior third of gland but not at its anterior edge. Parotoids extending 

backwards from above tympanum, below to a level with lower rim of eye, 

above to level of supraorbital crest, behind to the axilla or a little before it; 

separated from each other by a distance greater than their length anteriorly, 

posteriorly by a space equal to length of head. The glands are covered with 

numerous, small, black-tipped warts; mucous pores are often evident and 

dark colored. 

Back covered with low, pointed, black-tipped warts; lateral warts 

larger than those dorsally, often with several small dark points. Warts below 

parotoids separating them from tympanum large, closely set together, his¬ 

pid. Anal fold with several rugosities, some pointed. Skin around anus 

smooth. 

Arms short, about half as long as standard length, covered with black- 

tipped warts except below and on the posterior surfaces of upper arm and 

the anterior surface of lower arm. Hand smooth above, spiny below with 

a large roughly rectangular palmar tubercle and a smaller thenar tubercle. 

Thenar tubercle much larger than subarticular tubercles. Fingers four, in 

order of greatest length 3-4-2-1; third finger almost twice as long as width 

of interorbital space. Some subarticular tubercles enlarged in a few examples. 

Leg long, exceeding standard length; tibio-tarsal articulation at axilla or a 
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little beyond when leg is brought forward along body; when legs are folded 

at right angles to body axis, the heels touch or overlap. Legs covered, except 

ventrally and along anterior surface of tibia, by small, dark-tipped warts. 

Foot longer than tibia or femur, the latter enclosed by abdominal skin for 

two-thirds of its length; tibia also longer than femur. Foot smooth on an¬ 

terior surface, covered with dark-tipped warts beneath. Inner metatarsal 

tubercle elongate, raised at posterior end, dark; outer metatarsal tubercle 

ovate with raised distal end. Toes five, half-webbed, fourth longest, about 

equal in length to least distance between parotoids; toes 4-3-5-2-1 in order 

of decreasing length. Webs and toes sharply marginated with thin skin. 

Ventrally covered by small, dark-tipped granules, most conspicuous in 

pectoral region, disappearing near pelvic area. Some large untipped granules 

on some examples on lower surface of femur and rarely in pelvic region. 

Choanae elongate laterally, large, partially hidden under upper man¬ 

dible; separated by a distance greater than that which separates external 

nares; situated at level of preorbital ridge. Posterior margin of palatines 

recurved, projecting a short distance under eye, rugose, not concealed by 

maxillary. Tongue elongate, covered with villi but smooth in gross aspect, 

attached in front, rounded posteriorly. 

measurements: The following measurements are derived from an 

analysis of the holotype of this subspecies from southwestern Arizona and 

11 specimens from northern Sonora, 20.0-42.6-49.0 mm. in standard length. 

Standard length of the three females is 45.0-47.0-49.0 mm., of the eight 

males 40.0-43.8-47.0 mm. One juvenile, 20 mm. in standard length, was 

not included when calculating the proportions. 

Males: head length, 24-27.7-30; head width, 29-32.0-3 5; vertical 

tympanum, 5.5-6.4-7.8; diameter of orbit, 11-12.3-13; snout, 6.4-8.7-10; 

interorbital width, 8.8-10.3-11; length of upper eyelid, 11-12.4-13; length 

of parotoid gland, 22-24.0-26; greatest width of parotoid, 13-15.7-18; least 

distance between parotoids, 15-17.7-20; greatest distance between paro¬ 

toids, 28-32.0-37; length of arms, 47-51.2-56; length of third finger, 13- 

14.1- 16; length of leg, 103-110.6-119; length of tibia, 22-25.0-30; length 

of foot, 39-41.8-48; length of fourth toe, 17-18.4-21. 

Females: head length, 24-26.2-29; head width, 28-30.5-32; vertical 

tympanum, 5.1-5.7-6.4; diameter of orbit, 10-12.1-13; snout length, 

8.1- 8.5-8.8; interorbital width, 10-10.6-12; length of upper eyelid, 11- 

11.7-13; length of parotoid, 19-20.9-26; greatest width of parotoid, 12- 

14.2-15; least distance between parotoids, 17-17.4-18; greatest distance be¬ 

tween parotoids, 29-29.8-31; length of arm, 48-50.3-5 1 ; length of third 

finger, 14-14.5-15; length of leg, 104-106.4-111; length of tibia, 23- 

25.9-28; length of foot, 41-43.3-47; length of longest toe, 18-19.1-20. 

coloration: Upper surfaces of head, body and limbs with a whitish 

(green in life) ground color. Superimposed upon this basic color is a bold, 

black, reticulate pattern. Superficially, the pattern appears to consist of 

light blotches on a black background, but, if patterns of related forms are 

considered, it becomes evident that the light "spots” are really the ground 

color. Intercanthal region light; characteristic black band across upper eyelid 

broad. Snout and nasal and loreal regions marked with black. Lower eyelid 

darkly punctated, upper margin with a black line as is present along the 

lower margin of upper membrane. Tympanum dark. Upper lip light. Paro¬ 

toids crossed by several dark lines but not contrastingly barred. Large blotches 

on dorsum whitish, ovate medially, elongate posteriorly, reduced to small 
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spots on sides. In life each green blotch edged with a thin yellow line which 

separates it from the black reticulation. Arms with black-enclosed, light 

blotches. Legs blotched with light; dark portions of femoral and tibial bars 

connected to form a dark reticulum or bars distinct, without light centers. 

All digits with dark tips. Most warts and palmar, thenar, metatarsal and sub- 

articular tubercles tipped with black. 

Belly white in life as is the throat in females. A dark, grayish, vocal 

pouch in males, preceded by a white lower-lip area. 

intrasubspecific variation: Since this form is known from only 

three localities it is impossible to attempt to trace any variational tendencies 

within the subspecies. However, certain obvious differences exist between 

the type from Arizona and the Sonoran series, and these may prove to be 

of significance when larger samples from the two areas are obtained. The 

coloration of the type of B. d. retiformis is similar to that of the Sonoran 

examples in most respects, but differs in having the dark lines on the back 

thinner and not so broadly connected to one another (very broad and ex¬ 

tensively connected in the La Playa toads); ground color (in preservative) 

grayish yellow (white in Sonoran examples); dark markings on limbs faint 

(southern retiformis boldly marked with black on limbs). In addition to 

these differences, which may be the result of different techniques of preser¬ 

vation, the type has the points of the warts much smoother than in other 

specimens. The Mexican series has the sub-parotoid, femoral and tibial warts 

with prominent points while these points are reduced in the Arizona speci¬ 

men. In proportional characteristics the type has the lowest proportion in 

three features (head width, length of foreleg and tibial length) and the 

highest in one (greatest distance between parotoids) of any retiformis. Most 

of these features, more prominent warting, head width, length of foreleg, 

and greatest distance between parotoids in the Sonoran series show a closer 

approach to western B. d. insidior than the same characteristics in the type. 

This would seem to be in line with the hypothesis previously expounded 

(see section on intergradation under insidior) that retiformis-insidior inter¬ 

grades are to be expected from the region east of a line drawn from Tucson, 

to Santa Ana, Sonora. 

Sanders and Smith (1951, p. 153) described the holotype of this sub¬ 

species as having the supraorbital crests continuous and smooth as in B. d. 
debilis, and I state here that the cranial crests in this form are similar to 

the discontinuous ridges of B. d. insidior. In all members of this complex 

(and in most other Bufo) there are more or less developed bony ridges 

formed about the orbital area on the skull. In the debilis toads these ridges 

tend to be only faintly evident externally as slight elevations lifting up the 

skin. On these external epidermal ridges, epidermal modifications in the 

form of warts are located; and in this paper these structures are considered 

the significant feature of the crests. In Bufo kelloggi the supraorbital crest 

is surmounted by a series of large, erect, spiny warts following approxi¬ 

mately the outline of the underlying bony ridge. In B. d. debilis the warts 

forming the crest are flattened, smooth and continuous with one another 

so as to form a smooth, elevated epidermal ridge. B. d. insidior and B. d. 
retiformis have the crest warts reduced in size and widely separated from 

one another. The confusion regarding the holotype of the western subspecies 

stems from the fact that the bony, skull ridge is abnormally developed (pos¬ 

sibly the result of shrinking of the head skin in preservation) and projects 

as a continuous dermal ridge. The warts in this specimen are arranged on 
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the crest precisely in the same manner as in typical insidior and retiformis 
from Sonora, being reduced in size and number and widely separated from 

one another although mounted on the ridge-like elevation of the skin. If 

this crested condition should prove to be typical of all retiformis from Ari¬ 

zona and not an anomaly as considered here, it may be expedient at some 

later date to give nomenclatural recognition to the Sonoral populations 

retaining retiformis for the Arizona form. 

intergradation: For a discussion of relationship with B. d. insidior, 
refer to that form. The possibility of intergradation between retiformis and 

B. kelloggi has been treated under the latter species. 

distribution: At present known only from the Ajo region of south¬ 

ern Arizona and the valley of the Rio Concepcion in northern Sonora, 

Mexico. Probably ranging from southern Arizona southward along the So¬ 

noran coastal plain at least to the Rio Yaqui. 

material examined: United States—Arizona: Pima County, 14.4 

miles south of Ajo (holotype, U.I. No. 5 847). 

Mexico—sonora: 16 miles west of La Playa (A.M.N.H. Nos. 5 53 5 1- 

52; S.U. Nos. 10239-44, 10247-48); 1.5 miles west of Altar (S.U. No. 

10249). 

field notes: La Playa is located approximately halfway between Santa 

Ana and Altar, Sonora, in the flat, sandy desert of the valley of the Rio 

Concepcion. The toads collected at this locality were taken around a tem¬ 

porary pool formed by summer rains at about 9:00 P.M. on the last day 

of July, 1950. It was a clear evening, although it had rained earlier that 

day. The males were in breeding chorus, with about 50 individuals seen 

around a series of adjoining pools. The call is a rising crescendo of a single 

drawn-out note, not unlike the buzzer on an electric alarm clock, with a 

slight trill giving the effect of a vibrating police whistle. The call lasts 

about five seconds, dropping off in tone and intensity near the end. This 

description is close to that given by Stebbins (1951, p. 261) for the call 

of the related B. d. insidior. In adjacent pools, but not in the same ones 

where retiformis was calling, Pternohyla fodiens was also calling. 

This form was taken at but one other place on the flat, sandy desert 

floor just west of Altar. One juvenile example (S.U. No. 10249) 20 mm. 

in standard length, and apparently recently transformed, was obtained as 

it was hopping over the hot sands on August 13, 1950. The time of day 

was 10:00 A.M., and the air temperature was over 100° F. Other species 

found at the same time and place were Dipsosaurus dorsalis, Crotaphytus 
wislizeni and Cnemidophorus tigris. 

The habits of other members of this group and the rarity of this form 

in northern Sonora lead me to the conclusion that B. d. retiformis emerges 

only during the rainy season to breed. The rate of development in this toad 

appears to be extremely rapid, a characteristic of desert amphibians, for no 

tadpoles of any member of the complex have ever been taken. On the basis 

of breeding time and the discovery of the recently transformed specimen, 

the period of larval development may be predicated to be between two 

and three weeks in duration. 

RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE Bllfo debilis GROUP 

The phylogenetic history of the forms within the debilis complex is 

relatively easy to analyze. Apparently the basal stock of the group arose 

from a somewhat generalized toad allied to the present day Bufo valliceps 
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FIG. 1—Diagrammatic representations of typical dorsal color patterns of toads in 
the Bufo debilis complex. A. Bufo d. debilis. B. Bufo d. insidior, coloration of northern 
and western examples of the subspecies. C. Bufo d. retiformis. D. Bufo kelloggi. E. 
Pattern frequently occurring in Mexican (southern) Bufo d. insidior from which 
coloration of Bufo d. retiformis may have been derived. F. Bufo d. insidior pattern 
characteristic of (Mexican) segment of population. Pattern of northern and western 
insidior and typical debilis probably evolved from this last color phase. 
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group. This postulated ancestor either originated in, or invaded shortly after 

its origin, the southern portion of the Mexican plateau in the region of the 

modern states of San Luis Potosi and Zacatecas. Evolution from the basal 

stock seems to have been produced by migration northward throughout the 

plateau, with occasional side branches invading adjacent coastal areas, and 

through modification and adaptation for life in an arid environment. 

Of existing forms, Bufo kelloggi appears to resemble most closely any 

possible progenitor of the complex. The moderate cranial crests, marked war¬ 

iness and spinosity, and the small paratoid glands, are primitive within the 

group. In addition, the large-blotched color pattern of this species seems to 

represent the mode from which the coloration of the rest of the debilis group 

was derived. It would seem that the prototype of the complex was a kelloggi- 
like toad which occurred along the southern margin of the plateau. During 

the course of its history the primitive form migrated northward on the 

plateau and one segment of the population must have reached the coastal 

region of the states of Nayarit and Sinaloa. This coastal population appar¬ 

ently became isolated from the central stock rather shortly after its west¬ 

ward migration either through climatic changes or by uplifting of the 

Sierra Madre Occidental. Once isolated, the Pacific coastal form became 

somewhat specialized, being advanced in the reduction of the thenar tubercle 

and decreased size of the leg. The retention of the primitive features in 

kelloggi probably is due to its occupancy of an environment not greatly 

different from the habitat of the forerunner of the group, and the lack of 

stringent ecological factors that made necessary the adaptations for arid 

conditions found in other members of the complex. 

Some time after the isolation of the Pacific coastal population, and 

probably correlated with the general drying up of the Mexican plateau region 

subsequent to the last glacial retreat, the main stock of the complex seems 

to have undergone marked change in structure and coloration. These changes 

were apparently in response to arid conditions and seem to have produced 

a toad very similar to B. d. insidior with reduced cranial crests, a decreased 

number of warts and with relatively large parotoid glands. At this same 

time the coloration of the highland toads appears to have become modified 

by the breaking up of the blotched pattern of kelloggi into a number of 

narrow lines and spots. The resultant coloration is represented by the basic 

color pattern of Mexican insidior (Fig. 1, F). Also appearing in the popu¬ 

lations were modifications of this pattern, producing a net-like reticulum 

superimposed on the ground color (Fig. 1, E) and a pattern of spots similar 

to the coloration of B. d. debilis (Fig. 1, A). This postulated form may be 

considered as the direct ancestor of B. d. insidior, and B. d. debilis and B. d. 
retiformis were derived either from it or insidior. 

After these changes in structure and coloration had been initiated, but 

before complete reduction of the cranial crests had been accomplished, the 

coastal region of southern Tamaulipas seems to have been invaded by a 

population of these toads. Apparently enough ecological difference existed 

between the coastal lowlands and the uplands to allow this coastal popula¬ 

tion to become differentiated into a form identical with or ancestral to B. d. 
debilis with reduced thenar tubercle, smooth warts and the lineolate color 

pattern broken up into a series of irregular spots. The smooth but continu¬ 

ous cranial crests of present-day debilis are here regarded as a retention of a 

primitive feature and represent the approximate level of degeneration of 
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the crests at the time debilis became separated from the highland population. 

Further ecologic segregation may have resulted from the uplifting of the 

Sierra Madre Oriental in Mexico. 

While the changes that eventually resulted in the formation of the two 

distinct forms insidior and debilis were reaching their culmination, both the 

highland subspecies and its coastal counterpart continued to migrate north¬ 

ward. Since the two were separated by only minor differences in ecologic 

requirements where they met along the eastern foothills, a gene flow be¬ 

tween them continued to persist. As long as the two were in direct con¬ 

trast, the area of intergradation remained rather broad and advanced north¬ 

ward as the two forms invaded new geographic areas. The occurrence of 

debilis tendencies throughout the range of southern insidior, particularly in 

coloration, further suggests that the two subspecies have not been geographi¬ 

cally isolated in this region for any great length of time and that the areas 

of contact between them have been produced by primary intergradation. 

The intergrading zone between southern debilis and insidior probably ex¬ 

tends from San Luis Potosi northward to southern Texas and northern 

Coahuila, although it may be interrupted by the Sierra Madre Oriental in 

several places. 

Apparently as the two forms continued their parallel northward migra¬ 

tions the Edwards Plateau of southern Texas presented a barrier. Insidior 
seems to have been forced to swing westward around this obstacle and 

during the course of this detour became changed slightly into a form typical 

of the almost strictly lineolate toads of this species from Chihuahua, Sonora, 

Arizona, New Mexico, Trans-Pecos Texas, the Oklahoma Panhandle, Colo¬ 

rado, and Kansas. As has been pointed out above these northern and western 

insidior have a lined pattern (Fig. 1, B) resulting from a decrease in the 

breadth of lines in the coloration of Mexican insidior (Fig. 1, F). 

Mexican B. d. debilis continued its northern invasion, skirting the east¬ 

ern margin of the Balconian region and coming in contact with the northern 

insidior populations only when both forms reached western Texas. The dif¬ 

ferences that had been established in the two subspecies since their separation 

in Mexico have produced a rather narrow belt of gene interchange, and 

contact from Trans-Pecos Texas northward appears to have resulted in 

secondary intergradation. Since the original northern migration of debilis, 
some of these toads have entered the Edwards Plateau from the east, ac¬ 

counting for the apparent ecologic discrepancy pointed out by Smith and 

Sanders (1951, p. 152). Quite possibly the Sierra Madre Oriental has been 

uplifted since most of these events transpired and now may form a formid¬ 

able barrier between debilis and insidior in some parts of their range. 

Bufo d. retiformis seems to be the most recently evolved subspecies. 

The major differences between it and its most likely progenitor, B. d. insidior, 
appear to be further extensions of trends already initiated in that form. The 

reduced cranial crests and net-like color pattern seemingly derived from the 

pattern (Fig. 3, E) occasionally occurring in northern insidior and common 

in Mexican examples apparently are continued modifications of tendencies 

present in the ancestral type. This subspecies probably is involved in primary 

intergradation with insidior to the east of Tucson, Arizona, and occupies 

the most arid portion of the group’s range. B. d. retiformis has apparently 

migrated westward and southward in Sonora and may prove to be found 

as far south as the Rio Yaqui. 
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FIG. 2—Phylogenetic diagram illustrating 
postulated phylogeny of the Bufo debilis 
complex. A. Bufo kelloggi, B. Bufo debilis 
retiformis. C. Bufo debilis insidior. D. Bufo 
debilis debilis. 

In summary, the Bufo debilis complex arose from a Bufo valliceps-like 

ancestor as a modification for arid environment. The species nearest this 

primitive toad is Bufo kelloggi, which must have been evolved early in the 

history of the group and became isolated along the Pacific coast of Mexico. 

After the separation of kelloggi the major stock of the group became in¬ 

creasingly developed for life in arid regions and began a northward migra¬ 

tion across the Mexican plateau. Fairly early in this radiation an east coast 

derivative of the central population was evolved and eventually became 

modified into B. d. debilis. Both debilis and the plateau population, which 

was by now essentially modern insidior, continued to move northward and 

maintained direct contact with each other along the margin of their ranges 

in northeastern Mexico. This contact was broken by the Edwards Plateau 

during the northward migration of both forms as they seemed to have swung 

around this area. Subseqeuntly insidior moved westward and northward into 

the plateau areas of western United States and only recently again came in 

contact with debilis, which had proceeded on a northern and western migra¬ 

tion. The two subspecies now intergrade at two points, a) in northeastern 

Mexico, a region of primary intergradation and b) western Texas and Okla¬ 

homa, an area of secondary intergradation. Some of the margins of contact 

in Mexico may now be broken by the recently uplifted Sierra Madre Orien¬ 

tal. Bufo d. retiformis is here regarded as a recent derivative of insidior and 

occupies the westernmost range within the group. 

A diagram of the suggested phylogeny of the group is presented in 

Fig. 2. 

KEY TO THE TOADS OF THE Bufo debilis COMPLEX 

la. Cranial crests surmounted by a continuous series of high, pointed warts 

-____ Bufo kelloggi 
lb. Cranial crests not surmounted by a continuous series of high, erect 

warts; warts on crests either flattened and smoothly continuous or pointed 

and widely separated. 
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FIG. 3—Map of southwestern United States and northern Mexico, showing 
distribution of members of the Bufo debilis group. Circles indicate records in the 
literature; dots represent localities from which specimens have been examined. 

2a. Warts on crests smooth, flattened, fused to form continuous ridges; 

suborbital crest reaching well in advance of preorbital ridge, extending al¬ 

most to nostril; warts on eyelids and parotoids flattened, usually smooth; 

thenar tubercle usually but little larger than subarticular tubercles or ab¬ 

sent_Bufo debilis debilis 
2b. Warts on crests pointed and widely separated; suborbital crest not ex¬ 

tending forward past level of preorbital crest; warts on eyelid and parotoids 

with definite dark points; thenar tubercle much larger than subarticular 

tubercles. 
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3a. Suborbital crest present, prominent; dorsal coloration composed of a 

series of dark spots or narrow lines on a light ground color, lines rarely fus¬ 

ing into a retiform pattern but in this case dark areas narrow and obviously 

composed of fused lines___Bufo debilis insidior 
3 b. Suborbital crest completely absent or represented by a few disjunct 

warts; dorsal pattern appears as a series of large light spots on dark ground 

color, actually formed by the overlying of light color by a thick net-work 

of connected dark lines_1__- Bufo debilis retiformis 
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FIRST RECORD OF THE CYPRESS MINNOW 

(.HYBOGNATHUS HAYl JORDAN) IN TEXAS 

ROBERT J. KEMP, JR. 

Texas Game and Fish Commission 

and 

CLARK HUBBS 

The University of Texas 

Hybognatbus bayi, the cypress minnow, was described by Jordan 

(1884). He based the description on specimens collected from Memphis, 

Tennessee, and from Vicksburg, Edwards, Vaughans, Grenada, and the 

Pearl River at Jackson, Mississippi, by O. P. Hay. Subsequently, this species 

has been recorded only from the Tennessee River system by Kuhne (1939) 

and in the standard compilations such as Jordan and Evermann (1896). 

(The Oklahoma records listed in Ortenburger and Hubbs, 1926: 132, were 

reidentilled as Hybognatbus nuchalis (Agassiz) by Hubbs and Ortenburger, 

1929: 91.) Despite this lack of published record, Hybognatbus bayi has 

been collected frequently from the lowlands along the Mississippi River in 

Arkansas (John D. Black, personal communication, 1953) and Louisiana 

(Royal D. Suttkus, personal communication, 1953). Neither Jurgens and 

Hubbs (1953) nor Knapp (1953) record the cypress minnow from Texas. 

Moore (1952) did not record it from Oklahoma, although the following 

records are from three northeastern Texas counties, one of which, Bowie, 

has a common boundary with Oklahoma. 

Four records for Hybognatbus bayi are now available from Red River 

tributaries in Harrison and Marion counties in northeast Texas, as a result 

of collections by the senior author. These are: (1) Caddo Lake, Harrison 

County, September 9, 1950; (2) Black Cypress Bayou, 3 miles northeast 

of Jefferson, July 13, 1953; (3) same locality, September 18, 1953; and 

(4) Black Cypress Bayou, 1.5 miles north of Jefferson, September 18, 1953. 

George A. Moore (personal communication, 1953) reports one additional 

specimen from Barkman’s Creek, 5 miles north of Wamba, Bowie County, 

Texas. 

The cypress minnow appears to prefer quiet water over soft bottom. 

The largest sample (3) is from a roadside ditch directly connected to Black 

Cypress Bayou. John D. Black (personal communication, 1953) stated that 

he found this fish most common in similar habitats during his fish survey 

of Arkansas. The absence of H. bayi in many other collections from flowing 

water in the same regions indicates that it is nearly limited to quiet water. 
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SCIENCE ACTIVITIES IN TEXAS 

During the past three months The Texas Academy of Science, in co¬ 

operation with The Texas Chemical Council and Station KPRC-TV of 

Houston, has sponsored a series of television programs entitled "Science at 

Work.” These programs were broadcast at 12 noon on Sundays on Channel 

Two, Houston. Many Academy members in southeastern Texas were able 

to see these programs. Titles of the various programs did not reach the 

editorial office of the JOURNAL in time for publication in the December 

issue. Programs from December 27 to March 14 are listed below. 

December 27, "Natural Resources.” Columbia Southern Chemicals 

Corporation. 

January 3, "Atomic Energy for Peace.” Union Carbide and Carbon 

Chemical Company. 

January 17, "Plastics from Natural Gas.” Dow Chemical Company. 

January 24, "Chemicals and the Rice Farmer—Partners in Production.” 

Shell Chemical Corporation. 

January 31, "Chemicals Around the Home.” Monsanto Chemical Com¬ 

pany. 

February 14, "Locating a Texas Chemical Plant.” Aluminum Company 

of America. 

February 21, "Chemical Industries’ Use of Modern Instruments.” 

Du Pont. 

February 28, "Science and Safety.” Celanese Corporation of America. 

March 14, "Waste Control.” Monsanto Chemical Company. 

The Northeast Texas Regional Meting of The Texas Academy of 

Science will be held at A. & M. College of Texas, College Station, April 2-3. 

This meeting will be held in conjunction with the Annual High School 

Science Teachers Conference. 

The three divisions of the Academy, Senior, Collegiate, and Junior, will 

take part in the meeting. The Senior Division, composed of graduate students, 

teachers, and research workers, will hold sessions for reports on research. 

The program chairmen are as follows: Dr. Morris J. Garber, Department of 

Genetics, A. & M. College, College Station, Texas; Physical and Earth 

Sciences: Dr. Travis Parker, Department of Geology, A. & M. College, 

College Station, Texas; Social Sciences and Conservation: Professor L. S. 

Paine, Texas Engineering Experiment Station, A. & M. College, College 

Station, Texas. 

The Collegiate and Junior Divisions, composed respectively of college 

undergraduates and high school students, will have their own programs. 

Dr. Charles LaMotte, Department of Biology, A. & M. College of Texas, 

College Station, is in charge of the Collegiate Division program; and Mrs. 

Dorothy Goodman, 811 East 27th Street, Bryan, Texas, is in charge of the 

Junior Division program. 

Dr. C. C. Doak, Program Coordinator, Box BFE, College Station, will 

be glad to answer questions and distribute literature concerning the various 

programs. Inquiries concerning the Annual High School Science Teachers 

Conference may be addressed to Dr. J. G. Potter, Department of Physics, 

A. & M. College of Texas, College Station. 
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The Texas Academy of Science lost a valued member in the death of 

Dr. Arne Arthur Jakkula, Executive Director of the Texas A. & M. Re¬ 

search Foundation, at the end of May, 195 3. 

Dr. Jakkula ended his labors when less than fifty years old, but in that 

time he accomplished much that will last beyond our time. Born in Hancock, 

Michigan, in 1904, in the colony of Netherlanders from which a number of 

leaders have appeared, he tood advanced degrees at the University of Michi¬ 

gan and the University of Minnesota. He taught at the University of Michi¬ 

gan and worked with the Texas Highway Department before going to 

A. & M. College of Texas in 1937. 

While in Texas Dr. Jakkula demonstrated an unusual combination of 

interests and abilities as a teacher, a practical engineer, and a scientific 

prophet. He developed and published work on the design of bridges, with 

particular interest in suspension bridges. His advice was sought on a national 

scale. 

He was largely responsible for the development of the Research Foun¬ 

dation of the A. & M. College of Texas and pointed its efforts toward 

oceanography as an important future for Texas and the world generally. 

This has culminated in naming the vessel, recently acquired for Gulf ocean¬ 

ographic studies, the A. A. Jakkula. He also tried as part of a group of 

Academy members and Galveston citizens to establish an aquarium on the 

Pleasure Pier in Galveston. Structural limitations prevented this project 

from being carried out. 

Dr. Jakkula was kindly, considerate, and possessed of penetrating judg¬ 

ment both in his teaching and in his administrative work. His influence 

will continue well beyond his time. Biographical data appear in all leading 

directories. (D. A. Wray and J. G. Sinclair) 

The Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies reports that its traveling 

exhibit (in co-operation with the National University Extension Associa¬ 

tion) was viewed by 1 50,905 persons in six states last year. In Texas the 

exhibit was booked in Waco, San Antonio, Corpus Christi, Houston, and 

Beaumont, and was visited by 70,000 people. 

The North Texas Biological Society will hold its annual meeting at 

Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, on Saturday, April 10. 

A Geology Foundation has been established at The University of Texas. 

Its objectives are funds for research, study, and travel by teachers; fellow¬ 

ships and scholarships to train industrial research personnel and teachers; 

post-doctoral fellowships to obtain specialists for particular research projects; 

new research equipment; library improvement; and endowed teaching chairs 

and lectureships. 

Dr. Willis G. Hewatt of Texas Christian University will continue his 

oyster research at the Virginia Fisheries Faboratory this summer. The annual 

Texas Christian University Summer Field Course in Geology will be under 

the direction of Mr. Dan Jarvis. This course will be held during the first six 

weeks of the summer in the Marathon area of the Trans-Pecos. Dr. Edward 

E. Dale of the Biology Department at Texas Christian University will serve 

as Ranger Naturalist at Platt National Park this summer. 
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The Texas Herpetological Society is scheduled to hold its annual Field 

Meet in the Albany-Abilene area of Texas on May 7-8-9. Anyone desiring 

information should write to Mr. Richard Baldauf, Secretary, at the A. & M. 

College of Texas, College Station. 

;[-• * 

On April 12-13, the fourth annual Conference on Disease Transmissible 

from Animal to Man will be held at College Station, Texas. This confer¬ 

ence is sponsored by the A. & M. College of Texas, The University of Texas, 

and the Texas State Health Department. It serves to coordinate the efforts 

of physicians, public health officials, and veterinaries. 

;> :f- 

Dr. Ignacio Bernal, Chairman of the Department of Anthropology at 

Mexico City College, will serve as Visiting Professor of Anthropology at 

The University of Texas, March 1 5 to June 1. Dr. Bernal will give a course 

entitled "Ancient Civilizations of Mexico.” His visit is sponsored by the 

Institute of Latin-American Studies of The University of Texas and the 

Educational Exchange Service of the Department of State, Washington, D. C. 

Dr. Charles M. Pomerat, Director of the Tissue Culture Laboratory 

at The University Medical Branch at Galveston, will direct a special course 

sponsored by the Tissue Culture Association in Cooperstown, New York, 

in July, 1954. 

A device for measuring the salinity of sea water has been developed 

by Dr. K. E. Harwell of the Department of Oceanography of the A. & M. 

College of Texas. This instrument is called a salinimeter, and it measures 

not only the precise amount of salt present but also minute changes in sa¬ 

linity caused by temperature variation. This device will be of special value 

in the operation of submarines. 
* 

In the Chemistry Department at Baylor University, Dr. V. L. Tweedie 

is conducting research in hydrogenolysis and in the mechanism of catalyzed 

hydrolysis of certain compounds, using radioactive tracer techniques. Dr. 

T. J. Bone is conducting research in biochemistry on the effects of cancer- 

causing compounds on the chemistry of cellular metabolism and possible 

interrelationship of essential nutrilities, using micro-organisms as test agents. 

Dr. W. R. Stephens is conducting research in physical chemistry involving 

the effect of very high frequency electromagnetic waves on the kinetics of 

certain reations. 

In the Physics Department at Baylor University, Dr. Robert G. Packard 

has recently worked with Dr. Robert V. Elliot, Flight Surgeon at James 

Connaly Air Force Base, on an accelerometer for use in ballisto-cardiography. 

Mr. Arthur W. Smith has completed the M.A. degree in physics at Vander¬ 

bilt University and has been employed at the Oak Ridge Laboratory for 

summer-time work as a consultant. 

* * * * 

On May 20, Dr. David H. Morgan will be formally inaugurated as 

president of the A. & M. College of Texas. After serving as Dean of the 

College for one year, Dr. Morgan assumed the presidency on September 1, 

1953. 
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A native of Virginia, Dr. Morgan received his education in California. 

He took the A. B. in mathematics at Occidental College in 1932 and the 

M. A. in mathematics at the University of California in 1933. After shifting 

to the field of educational administration, Dr. Morgan took his Ph. D. at 

the latter institution in 193 8. He served as Dean of the Colorado A. & M. 

College before going to College Station in 1952. 

Miss Edith Clarke, an industrial engineer who "retired” to teaching at 

The University of Texas, received the Society of Women Engineers 1954 

Award on March 6, in Washington, D. C. This award is for outstanding 

contributions to engineering over a period of years. Miss Clark, who has 

spent most of her career in New York and Maryland, is an authority on 

electric power systems and aided in the designing and building of several 

large dams in the western United States. She is the author of a two-volume 

reference work on power systems. A graduate of Vassar College and Massa¬ 

chusetts Institute of Technology, she was the first woman elected a fellow 

of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. 

* i'r 

Dr. Sidney O. Brown, Professor of Zoology, and Mr. D. H. Enlow, 

Research Associate, both of the A. & M. College of Texas, have received a 

National Science Foundation grant of $2,650. Their research problem is a 

comparative study of microscopic and submicroscopic structure of the bone 

tissue of fossil and living vertebrates. They have perfected a new "peel” 

technique for obtaining extremely thin slices of bone for microscopic study. 

The peels are used to study the microscopic structural differences in the 

bones of fossil and modern fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. 

The technique involves application of a clear plastic to a polished, etched 

surface of bone. Definite patterns of bone structure have been obtained 

during two years of work by Brown and Enlow and more than 1,000 slides 

have been prepared. 

Dr. Douglas Guthrie, distinguished medical historian of the University 

of Edinburgh, gave two lectures at The University of Texas Medical Branch 

in Galveston, March 19. One lecture was on the history of the microscope 

and the second dealt with ancient drugs and herbals. Dr. Guthrie has been 

visiting medical centers in Australia, New Zealand, and the United States. 

In December nineteen representatives from nine Middle Eastern coun¬ 

tries studied water-spreading and range management techniques at the A. 

& M. College of Texas. Participating in the group study were three repre¬ 

sentatives from Egypt, one from Iran, two from Jordan, one from Lebanon, 

two from Libya, two from Pakistan, one from Saudi Arabia, one from Iraq, 

and six from Turkey. After a five-day session at College Station, the group 

made an eight-day tour of western and southern Texas, visiting Alpine, 

Balmorrhea, Eagle Pass, Laredo, Uvalde, and San Antonio. 

s!* si- :I- 

Professor H. A. Hodges, Vice President of Pan American College, 

Edinburg, Texas, has been awarded a Ford Foundation grant for the study 

of adult education. 
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A Study Commission on Marine Sciences in the southwestern Gulf 

states met on the campus of A. & M. College of Texas, January 13 and 14. 

This commission was organized by the Southern Regional Education Board 

Committee on Marine Sciences. It includes the southwestern members of that 

committee and other recognized authorities on marine sciences. The pur¬ 

pose of the study was to review the importance of the marine sciences to 

the southwestern Gulf states, to evaluate existing programs, to recommend 

any needed sub-regional organization, to recommend means of financial sup¬ 

port and cooperation, and to suggest means of developing relationships be¬ 

tween the sub-regional program and that of the region as a whole, as well 

as other areas and programs. The group was invited to make the study by 

A. & M. College of Texas, The University of Texas, Louisiana State Uni¬ 

versity, and the Mississippi State Board of Education. 

Members of the study commission were Dr. Harry J. Bennett, Director 

of the Louisiana State University Marine Laboratory, Grand Isle, Louisiana; 

Dr. Richard H. Lleming, Chairman of the Department of Oceanography, 

University of Washington; Dr. George Gant, Associate Director of the 

Southern Regional Education Board; Dr. Gordon Gunter, Acting Director, 

The Institute of Marine Science, The University of Texas, Port Aransas; Dr. 

Dale L. Leipper, Head of the Department of Oceanography, A. & M. Col¬ 

lege of Texas; Dr. Nelson Marshall, Associate Director, The Oceanographic 

Institute, Llorida State University; Dr. A. C. Redfield, Associate Director, 

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts; and 

Dr. A. L. Spilhaus, Dean, Institute of Technology, University of Minnesota. 

Dr. Walter Prescott Webb, University of Texas historian, in a book 

entitled More Water for Texas, warns that a "gigantic disaster is slowly 

creeping upon the people of Texas.” The book, bristling with maps and 

charts, explains a U. S. Bureau of Reclamation plan that is based upon more 

than three years of study. The plan calls for a billion-dollar canal running 

parallel to the Gulf Coast some 60 miles inland and intercepting the 10 

Texas rivers that empty into the Gulf of Mexico. This inter-river canal 

would draw off surplus water now being lost to the Gulf and carry it to 

the fertile but arid portion of South Texas. 

Dr. Webb’s book surveys the water situation in four major sections 

of Texas—the High Plains area, the Pecos Valley—Trans-Pecos area, the 

Central area, and the Gulf Coast area. According to Dr. Webb, "Rivers 

constitute the lifelines and the nervous system of the economy of the 

state, and the future of that economy depends more on what we do with 

the contents of these rivers than it does on oil or cattle or any other one 

commodity. There is not a city in Texas that can hope to attract many 

of the most important classes of heavy industry unless water in vast quan¬ 

tities is assured. This means that many towns and some cities in Texas have 

already approached very close to their industrial limits. The unhappy fact 

is that in some of the areas the situation is such that neither engineering 

skill nor reasonable expenditures of money can make any fundamental 

change. In these sections man must continue to adapt his life and institutions 

to a scarcity rather than an abundance of water. It can be said with cer¬ 

tainty that by taking thought the situation can be improved to some 

extent in each section, and in at least one section a complete revolution is 

within the realm of possibility.” Dr. Webb’s book is a definite contribution 

to the No. 1 problem of Texas—water. 
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The 5 th Houston Engineering Symposium will be held on Friday, April 

2, at the Auditorium of the Prudential Insurance Company of America in 

Houston. The subject of this symposium, which is being sponsored by the 

Engineers’ Council of Houston, is "Man-made Materials by Fusion.” Papers 

will be presented on the following topics: porcelain-enamelled and ceramic 

coatings, powder metallurgy, the manufacture of modern abrasives, refrac¬ 

tories utilizing man-made minerals and ceramic science. A film, "Explora¬ 

tion with the High Temperature Microscope,” will be shown. 

The preceding issue of THE TEXAS JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, Vol. V, 

No. 4, December, 1953, was mailed from San Marcos, Texas, on January 12, 1954. 
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C. H. Broussard, Vice President of 

Independent, started out as a helper 

for IX 151/2 years ago after attend¬ 

ing LSU and Georgia Tech. He has 

progressed through every job in the 

exploration field including computer, 
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Cover Picture 

For study of oyster mortalities in the lower York River, Virginia, 

the cat walks were constructed at the end of the pier of the Virginia 

Fisheries Laboratory, Gloucester Point, Virginia. About 36 trays of oysters 

are suspended, approximately one foot from the bottom, from the three 

platforms. Each tray contains about 200 oysters. The trays are raised with 

the aid of the davit at frequent intervals to determine the mortalities 

among the oysters which have been transplanted from various sources. 

Postmortems are performed on the retrieved gaping oysters to determine 

the cause of death. Examining the oysters are Dr. Andrews, Oyster Biol¬ 

ogist, Virginia Fisheries Laboratory; Dr. Hewatt and assistant, John High¬ 

tower of Texas Christian University. 

Photo by Robert W. Bailey, Director of Education, Virginia Fisheries 

Laboratory. See article by Willis G. Hewatt and Jay D. Andrews in this 

issue of the JOURNAL. 
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OYSTER MORTALITY STUDIES IN VIRGINIA. I. MORTALITIES OF 

OYSTERS IN TRAYS AT GLOUCESTER POINT, YORK RIVER1 

WILLIS G. HEWATT 

Texas Christian University 

and 

JAY D. ANDREWS 

Virginia Fisheries Laboratory 
Gloucester Point, Virginia 

INTRODUCTION 

Despite an extensive literature, mortalities of oysters have seldom been 

explained satisfactorily. This is particularly true of sudden and widespread 

losses of an epizootic character. One of the chief difficulties has been the 

tardy discovery of losses, followed by ineffective postmortems over empty 

shells. Even more important is the lack of knowledge of the time and ex¬ 

tent of mortalities during normal seasons. Without such information, it is 

difficult to understand and assess epizootics and other unusual losses. Over 

a period of three and a half years, detailed records have been kept on oysters 

in trays at the pier of the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory. The purpose has 

been to detect the annual and seasonal rates and fluctuations of mortalities. 

Such knowledge is essential to any study of the causes of mortalities. 

In Chesapeake Bay, certain causes of mortalities are widely recognized. 

The oyster drills (Urosalpinx and Eupleura) are serious and widespread 

predators in waters exceeding 12-15 parts per thousand of salinity. At the 

heads of the various tributaries and of the Bay, fresh water takes a toll, 

particularly in wet years (Beaven, 1946; Engle, 1946). 

Other reputed causes of high mortalities are not so well established. 

Sale and Skinner (1917) attributed the heavy losses of 1912 in several tribu¬ 

taries of Chesapeake Bay to deficiencies of oxygen. Prytherch (1931) as¬ 

signed the same cause to the reported winter losses of 1929-30 in Mobjack 

Bay and York River. In a later report ( 1938), Prytherch associated the 

sporozoan parasite, Nematopsis, with the winter mortality and with other 

alleged heavy mortalities along the northern Gulf of Mexico. Galtsoff et al. 

(1947) found no evidence that Nematopsis was responsible for the poor 

quality of York River oysters and reported no mortality even among heavily 

infected oysters. While oxygen deficiencies and Nematopsis may have been 

contributing causes, these mortalities remain among those unsatisfactorily 

explained. Galtsoff et al. attributed the poor condition of oysters in the 

upper York River to the toxic effects of pulp-mill effluent. Shell pests, such 

as Polydora and Cliona, are also suspected of being contributing factors in 

Chesapeake Bay mortalities, but their significance has not been determined. 

Oyster farming methods in Chesapeake Bay make the assessment of 

mortalities difficult. Oysters are usually handled only twice, to plant and 

to harvest. The more careful planters make counts of samples of each load 

of seed oysters. At the time of harvesting, samples of the catch are sorted 

1 Contributions from the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory, No. 49. 
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into piles of live oysters and shells to determine the quantity of live oysters 

in the load. During the two to three years allowed for growth, only casual 

and infrequent examinations are made of the oysters on the beds. Under 

these conditions, only vague estimates of total or annual mortality can be 

obtained. 

Most published mortality records are generalizations based upon highly 

questionable methods. A common but unsatisfactory method of estimating 

mortalities is to count boxes, that is, empty shells which remain hinged. 

The persistence of boxes probably depends upon many factors, including 

size, location, amount of handling, and the activity of fouling or boring 

organisms. On natural grounds, it is almost impossible to relate the occur¬ 

rence of boxes to a period of time. Hence, a count of boxes gives a mini¬ 

mum estimate of mortality over an indefinite period of time. Hopkins and 

Menzel ( 1952) have also emphasized the inaccuracies of this procedure. 

The culture of oysters in trays was first attempted on a commercial 

scale in this country by the Chesapeake Corporation of Virginia, some 15 

years ago (Evans, 1943). This method offers certain advantages in studying 

mortalities and their causes. Using trays, known numbers of the same oysters 

can be observed over definite periods of time. Accurate records of the oc¬ 

currence and rate of mortalities can be obtained in this manner. By examin¬ 

ing trays at frequent intervals, gaping oysters still retaining meats can be 

found in sufficient numbers to permit detailed studies of the causes of 

death. The protection afforded by the trays eliminates certain causes of mor¬ 

tality such as predation, smothering, and other factors related to the type 

of bottom. Therefore, relatively unknown causes such as disease, parasitism, 

and adverse water conditions may be suspected when oysters die in trays. 

The records of tray mortalities may be useful in analyzing certain wide¬ 

spread losses which are not caused by bottom conditions. 

Some of the disadvantages of tray culture are the great amount of care 

necessary, the relatively small numbers of oysters which can be observed, 

and the inability to duplicate bottom conditions. 

Description and Handling of Trays. Sea-Rac trays purchased from the 

Chesapeake Corporation were used for the studies at Gloucester Point. The 

tray consists of an asphalt-coated wire meshwork 40 inches long, 18 inches 

wide, and 4 inches deep, with one-inch openings (Fig. 1), and a capacity of 

about 150 three-inch marketable oysters. The tops of the trays were cov¬ 

ered with one-inch galvanized chicken wire. The trays containing oysters 

were suspended from the Laboratory pier, about one foot off the bottom. 

Oysters were stacked in the trays with bills up and wooden stops were used 

to retain them in this position. Trays were cleaned or changed when foul¬ 

ing tended to inhibit water circulation. It was necessary to remove sea squirts 

and sponges from the oysters occasionally. During warm weather, when 

mortalities were high, trays were examined daily; in cool weather, at inter¬ 

vals of ten days to two weeks. Oysters were handled individually a number 

of times each year for cleaning, weighing, measuring and restacking. Boxes 

and gapers (dead oysters with the meats intact) were removed when found, 

and frequent counts made of the remaining live oysters to insure that oysters 

were not being lost accidentally. In short, extremely detailed records were 

kept on a few trays of oysters at one place. 

Early in 195 3, expansion of the tray experiments was facilitated by 

building three catwalks extending from the main pier (Fig. 2). Trays of 
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Fig. 1 Sea-Rac Tray Used in Mortality Observations. 

Fig. 2. Examining Trays of Oysters at the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory. 
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oysters are suspended from both sides of the platforms. Trays are lifted to 

the platforms by a davit with a pulley and a hook which catches in the 

crotch of four ropes attached to the corners of the trays. The depth of 

water at mean low tide is about four feet. 

HYDROGRAPHIC CONDITIONS 

Salinity. Since 1940, the salinity of the York River in the Yorktown- 

Gloucester Point area has ranged from 9 to 2 5 parts per thousand, although 

deviations from a range of 13 to 23 parts per thousand are rare. Low salini¬ 

ties tend to occur in winter and spring, and high salinities in late summer 

and fall, but high and low extremes have occurred at almost every season 

of the year. These figures indicate that salinities are suitable for oyster cul¬ 

ture throughout the year and that fresh water kills are not to be expected. 

Surface salinities at the end of the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory pier for 19 51 

and 1952 are given in Figure 3. 

Temperature. During the past 12 years, surface water temperatures at York- 

town and Gloucester Point have varied from 0° to 32° C. The usual range 

of minimal winter temperatures is 3° to 6° C, and summer temperatures 

nearly always exceed 28° C. Since the trays are suspended in water only 

three feet below the surface at mean low water, temperatures at the Labora¬ 

tory pier show slightly greater fluctuation and extremes than would be ex¬ 

pected on most natural oyster beds in deeper waters. This is not believed 

to be a significant factor in the tray mortalities. 

Figure 4 shows that temperatures reach 20° C late in May and fall back 

below this reading about the middle of October. Spawning of oysters begins 

during the last half of June when temperatures have reached about 25° C 

(Andrews, 1951). 

At Gloucester Point, Virginia, the tidal range is about 30 inches and 

currents are moderate. Further data on hydrographic conditions in the York 

River are given by Galtsoff et al. (1947) and for Chesapeake Bay by Pritch¬ 

ard (1952). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Seasonal Distribution and Kate of Mortality. The average daily mortality 

rates, calculated for periods of 7 to 10 days, are shown in Figure 5. Deaths 

began increasing in June, reaching a peak in August and September, and de¬ 

clined to the winter level again about the first of November. The peak 

rate of death, as found in trays 1 to 3 and 6 to 10 combined, was about 

0.3 0 per cent or six oysters per two thousand per day. From November to 

May the daily mortality rate seldom exceeded 0.0 5 per cent or one oyster 

per two thousand. In each tray this pattern was repeated, provided the oysters 

were at least two years old and had been acclimated about six months in the 

Gloucester Point area. Individual trays, containing as few as 100 oysters, 

showed the same pattern of high summer and low winter mortality as the 

combined groups of trays. Intensity as well as time distribution of losses 

was similar in each of the trays. The data for trays 1 to 3, 6 to 9, and 

10 have been grouped and combined because of similarity in size and age of 

oysters and because the numbers in individual trays were small. 

Table I further illustrates the seasonal character of mortalities and the 

effects of age of oysters and time of transplanting. Mortality for the "warm” 

months is the fraction of those present on June 1 which died by the end 
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Fig. 3. Daily Surface Salinities for 1951 and 1952 at Gloucester Point, York 
River, Virginia. 

of October, and the "cold” period mortality is the fraction of oysters pres¬ 

ent on November 1 which died by May 31 of the following year. Annual 

mortality is based on a period beginning June 1 of one year and ending on 

May 3 1 of the succeeding year. The trays of oysters have been arranged in 

groups according to age and the period of acclimatization. The first group 

includes oysters that were over two years old and had been acclimated six 

months or more at Gloucester Point, prior to the warm season indicated in 

the table. In this group an average of 26.6 per cent of the oysters died 
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Fig. 4. Daily Surface Temperatures for 1951 and 1952 at Gloucester Point, 
York River, Virginia.. 
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Fig. 5. Mortalities of Oysters in Trays at Gloucester Point, Virginia, in Per 
Cent Per Day. 

during the five warm months, and only 3.5 per cent died during the re¬ 

maining seven cold months. In the peak mortality months of August and 

September for the years 1952 and 195 3, trays 1-3 and 6-10, combined, had 

an average monthly mortality of about 9 per cent. The rate for the low 

mortality months of February and March was 0.3 per cent. 

Relation of Mortality to History and Age of Oysters. In Virginia most 

seed oysters are obtained from low salinity areas. When such oysters were 
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TABLE I 

Relation of Mortality to Season, Acclimatization Period, and Age of Oysters 

Percentage Mortality 

History Tray Period Warm months Cold months Annual 
of num¬ begin¬ (June to Oct. (Nov. to May mortal¬ 

group ber ning 5 months) 7 months) ity 

Acclimatized 1-3 1 Nov 1950 — 3.5 — 

ljun 1951 20.7 4.6 24.3 

oysters; inch ljun 1952 22.0 3.5 24.8 
1Jun 1953 36.2 — — 

over two 6-9 1 Nov 1951 — 3.2 — 

inch ljun 1952 15.0 2.3 17.2 
ljun 1953 29.3 — — 

years of age 10 15 Nov 1951 — 4.0 — 

ljun 1952 26.6 3.3 29.0 
ljun 1953 37.2 — — 

Averages 26.7 3.5 — 

Recently trans¬ 13 ljun 1952 7.1 2.2 9.1 

planted; over 
two years of age 14 10 Jun 1952 3.8 0.6 4.4 

Young; under 4 ljun 1952 7.1 6.3 12.8 

two years of age 11 lOJul 1952 3.5 3.7 7.1 
12 19 Jun 1952 2.2 0.4 2.6 

transplanted to Gloucester Point during or just prior to the warm season, 

summer mortalities were delayed and much reduced. Trays 13 and 14 (Table 

I), transplanted in March and June respectively, had much lower summer 

losses than acclimated oysters of the same age. Trays 1 to 3 also had a low 

death rate in 1950 (transplanted in July, 1950). Oysters transplanted in 

the fall (trays 6 to 9 in September, 1951) showed a reduced death rate the 

first succeeding summer (1952) when compared to fully acclimated oysters. 

It appears that the mortalities of large seed oysters from low salinity areas 

remain at a low level for a period of 6 to 12 months after being transferred 

to salty waters. 

The oysters in tray 10 were also transplanted in the fall of 1951 but 

came from an area of moderately high salinities and were stored out of water 

for 10 days before being placed in trays. All other oysters were returned to 

the water as promptly as possible after being taken from their native beds. 

A brief history of each tray is given in Table II. 

Young oysters showed low summer losses even after a year of acclimati¬ 

zation. Trays 4, 11, and 12, all containing oysters one year old in the sum¬ 

mer of 1952, had less than half the mortality of older oysters. Tray 4 con¬ 

tained spat transplanted from South Carolina in July, 1951, when only one 

month old. During the first summer (1951) and again in the following 

spring, mortality was rather high, which was not unexpected among spat 

because their small size increases the probability of injury, smothering, and 

predation. Oysters obviously killed by injuries and other accidental factors 

were not counted in the mortality records, but such injuries are more diffi¬ 

cult to detect in spat. By March of 1952, these spat, still under one year of 

age, averaged two inches in length. It is improbable that unrecognized in- 
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TABLE II 

Histories of Tray Oysters at Gloucester Point, Virginia 

Tray 
num¬ Source Salinity % Year 

Date 
trans¬ Original 

ber at source class planted count 

1 James River 
Brown Shoals 6-22 1948 27 Jun 1950 105 

2 James River 
Deep Water Shoal 0-12 1948 28 Jun 1950 114 

3 Rappahannock River, 
Hoghouse Bar 10-17 1948 14 Jul 1950 124 

4 We Creek, So. Car. 1951 lljul 1951 220 
5 Seaside, 

Hog Island Bay 28-30 
1950 
1951 1 Sep 1951 174 

6* James River, 
Wreck Shoal 5-18 1950 28 Sep 1950 121 

7 James River, 
Wreck Shoal 5-18 1949 28 Sep 1951 292 

8 James River, 
Wreck Shoal 5-18 1949 28 Sep 1951 305 

9 James River, 
Wreck Shoal 5-18 1948 28 Sep 1951 73 

10 Rappahannock River, 
Hoghouse Area 10-17 1950 15 Nov 1951 305 

11 James River, 
Wreck Shoal 5-18 1951 30 Nov 1951 247 

12 Corrotoman River, 
Island Bar 5-16 1951 30 Oct 1951 238 

13 York River, Va. 4-19 1948 19 Mar 1952 100 
14 Rappahannock River, 

Ross Rock 0-11 1949 10 Jun 1952 160 

* Trays 6-9 contained oysters of the following sizes respectively: 30-40; 40-50; 
50-60; 60-75 mm. 

juries and predation were responsible for many of the deaths the first winter 

and spring. During the second summer, the death rate of these South Caro¬ 

lina oysters declined to less than one per two thousand per day. These oysters 

were approximately 15 months old on the first of September, 1952, when 

the rate of mortality of older oysters was at a maximum. During the second 

winter the mortality rate remained low in tray 4 with 5.8 per cent dying 

from November, 1952 to June, 1953. 

In the summer of 195 3, at the age of two years, trays 11 and 12 had 

"warm” period mortalities of 24.5 and 17.0 per cent respectively, approach¬ 

ing the level of older acclimatized oysters. The oysters from South Carolina, 

with a "warm” period loss of 9.3 per cent in 195 3, showed continued re¬ 

sistance to the summer mortality factors through the second year. 

Size does not appear to be as important as age in relation to summer 

mortalities. Some oysters in tray 4 were over three inches long and well-shaped 

at an age of 12 months, yet the "warm” season mortality was low in this 

tray. 

Comparison with Mortalities in the Gulf of Mexico. The delay in the ap¬ 

pearance of summer mortalities in recently transplanted oysters, and the 
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resistance of young oysters to summer deaths suggest that biological agents 

are involved in warm season mortalities. A disease caused by the fungus 

Dermocystidium marinum Mackin, Collier and Owen, which was first re¬ 

ported in the Gulf of Mexico (Mackin et al., 1930), is now known to be 

widely distributed in Chesapeake Bay in waters of high salinity. There is 

evidence that the fungus is involved in the summer mortalities in this area. 

Therefore, a comparison of our data with similar warm-month mortalities 

reported by Mackin (1951a, 1951b) for Barataria Bay, Louisiana, is perti¬ 

nent. Mackin’s records also were obtained largely by tray culture. 

In Barataria Bay, mortalities accelerated rapidly in May and June, 

reached a peak in mid-summer, followed by a decline to the end of the 

study in mid-September. Our data for Virginia waters show that the rapid 

increase does not begin until July, after which August and September are 

the peak months of mortality. There is no evidence in our data that the 

mortality rate declines until after temperatures begin to drop in the fall. 

While Mackin’s experiments ran 14 months, it is obvious that his oysters 

were essentially exposed to one period of high mortality, since deaths were 

few the first summer and fall following transplantation from an area of low 

salinity. Therefore, his mortality figures probably can be compared directly 

with ours. On this basis mortalities were approximately three times as fre¬ 

quent in Barataria Bay (about 75 per cent in 14 months) as at Gloucester 

Point. 

The Mobjack. Bay Mortality of 1929-30. Prytherch (1931) reported a severe 

winter mortality in Mobjack Bay in 1929-30, but presented no evidence to 

prove that the deaths actually occurred in winter. Since he did not begin 

his investigations until May, 1930, the validity of his conclusion is doubtful. 

Summer losses usually are not discovered until the oystering season begins 

in early fall. It is, therefore,- possible that the alleged winter mortality oc¬ 

curred in the summer of 1929. 

The present study offers a possible explanation of Prytherch’s failure 

to detect serious summer mortalities in tray oyster experiments in 193 0. He 

placed oysters from low salinity waters of the James River in trays in Mob¬ 

jack Bay and the York River about the middle of May, 1930. These oysters 

were held for eight months without significant losses. Our experience with 

similar transplants indicates that serious losses would not be expected until 

the second summer. 

Effect of Tray Culture on Mortality. The question arises, to what extent 

are tray mortalities representative of those on natural bottoms? Control 

oysters resting on natural bottom were not kept because of the difficulty of 

recovering the same oysters regularly. 

Certain factors tend to reduce mortality in trays as compared to natural 

bottoms. Suspending the trays off the bottom and covering them with wire 

mesh eliminates nearly all predation. This also prevents smothering by shift¬ 

ing sand and soft mud. Mechanical obstructions and injuries attending the 

operations of planting and harvesting are avoided. All of these are constitu¬ 

ents of the complex of natural mortality. 

On the other hand, several spurious sources of mortality may arise 

from tray culture of oysters. Trays at Gloucester Point were handled fre¬ 

quently, and during the summer were lifted out of the water once a day. 

Care was taken to prevent long exposures and sudden temperature changes. 

No sudden losses were experienced and there was no evidence suggesting ad¬ 

verse effects from handling and exposure. 
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The possibility of depletion of food supply by overcrowding is often 

discussed by oystermen. Prytherch (1931), evidently suspecting the effects 

of crowding, placed oysters in trays at concentrations of 1, *4, l/4, and /$ 
bushels per square yard but found no apparent influence on growth or mor¬ 

tality. When a new supply of water is available almost constantly, it seems 

unlikely that the number of oysters in a tray or several contiguous trays 

can deplete the food supply seriously. It is probable that local water cur¬ 

rents and the total plankton feeding population in a body of water are of 

more importance in determining the food supply than the proximity of oy¬ 

sters or small groups of oysters. By local standards, growth is excellent in 

the tray oysters at Gloucester Point. 

One effect of crowding, which may be important but has not been 

measured, is that pest or disease organisms may be spread by contact or con¬ 

tagion. Any disease transmitted by direct contact with the discharges or 

disintegration of infected oysters might cause increased mortality in oysters 

in trays. 

Oysters in trays at Gloucester Point reach a marketable size much 

quicker than those on most natural bottoms. Possibly this indicates more 

efficient use of food because the oysters are raised out of the silt-laden bot¬ 

tom layer. It may also reflect increased filtration of water, again as a result 

of reduced work in sorting food. If there is an increase in the amount of 

water pumped, water-borne diseases (Mackin, 1951a) such as Dermocystidi- 

um marinum may be substantially augmented in trays. 

Finally, when a factor is isolated for study under experimental con¬ 

ditions, there is danger of overestimating the real contribution of this source 

of mortality under natural conditions. On natural oyster beds all causes of 

mortality interact but in trays certain important sources of death are elimi¬ 

nated, allowing the remaining factors full play. Since tray culture helps 

to isolate individual factors for study, it is a desirable method of investi¬ 

gation, provided the effects of interaction with other causes of mortality 

are considered in interpreting the results. 

There are reasons to believe that natural mortalities exceed those en¬ 

countered in trays, even among old oysters where drill predation is not im¬ 

portant. This belief is not based on a measurement of natural mortalities 

but on analysis of yields and the prevalence of certain diseases in oysters 

grown both in trays and on natural bottom. 

Applications to Commercial Oyster Planting. The scarcity of dying oysters 

and the rapid disintegration of boxes lulls oystermen into believing that 

their annual losses are not very great. Not until oysters are harvested and 

low yields obtained do oystermen realize that unusual losses have occurred. 

Oysters grown in trays at Gloucester Point have an annual mortality of 

about 2 5 per cent. By using figures believed to be typical for lower Chesa¬ 

peake Bay, it is possible to check this rate by an analysis of the yield from 

natural grounds. Assuming 900 seed oysters per bushel, a yield of one bushel 

of market oysters for each bushel of seed oysters planted, a three year 

interval between planting and harvesting, and 300 market oysters per bushel, 

then the total mortality for three years is 66.7 per cent. From Ricker’s 

(1948) table, this corresponds to an instantaneous rate of 1.10 for the 

three year period, or annual instantaneous mortality rate of 0.3 66. This is 

equivalent to an annual mortality of 3 0 per cent on the natural grounds. 

The count of 900 seed oysters per bushel does not include current year spat, 

most of which are probably killed by drills in the lower Bay. 
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Owen (1953) uses another method for checking natural mortality on 

planted grounds based on the length of the oysters at planting and harvest¬ 

ing. According to his figures (Table IV, page 48), if the yield is one for 

one and 5 0 millimeter seed are held until a size of 8 5 millimeters is reached, 

80.6 per cent of the oysters will have died. These lengths probably approxi¬ 

mate the average for seed and harvest oysters in lower Chesapeake Bay. A 

mortality of 80.6 per cent in three years is equivalent to an average annual 

mortality of 42.3 per cent. 

In areas where such death rates exist, fast growth and the earliest pos¬ 

sible harvesting are essentials. Young oysters appear to be less susceptible to 

the high summer losses. The advantage which might be gained by the use 

of young oysters is offset by the fact that in order to obtain seed with rela¬ 

tively large, thick shells which will withstand predation by drills, oystermen 

in the lower Chesapeake Bay area are compelled to leave oysters on the seed 

grounds for two or three years. Unfortunately, growth is poor on the seed 

grounds. 

If, in high salinity areas, the annual mortality on Virginia oyster 

grounds is 3 0 per cent or more, losses are greater than most oystermen think. 

Oysters which have been on the growing ground for as long as two or three 

years seldom show more than about 20 per cent boxes. If records of tray 

culture are reliable indices of mortalities on natural grounds, counts of boxes 

are extremely misleading. 

SUMMARY 

Oyster mortality studies have been conducted over a period of three 

and one-half years at the Virginia Fisheries Laboratory, York River, Vir¬ 

ginia. Records have been obtained on approximately 2600 oysters, in groups 

of 100-300 of various ages from several sources, suspended in trays from 

the laboratory pier. 

The annual mortality rate in 1952 ranged from 17 to 29 per cent for 

oysters which had been acclimated to the area for six months or more. The 

death rate was high during warm months and low during cold months. The 

mean monthly mortality for August and September was 9 per cent, but only 

0.3 per cent per month during February and March. Average daily mortality 

rates are given for periods of 7-10 days. 

Oysters under two years of age, and those which were transplanted 

from low salinity areas near the beginning of the summer period, did not 

show the pattern of high summer mortalities revealed in older acclimated 

oysters. The death rate of oysters transplanted from low salinity waters to 

Gloucester Point was found to be low for six to twelve months after they 

were moved. There appears to be a relation between the time of transplant¬ 

ing and the development of the mortality pattern of the locality to which 

the oysters are transferred. 

There is evidence that the disease caused by the fungus Deririocystidium 
marinum is related to the high summer mortalities. 

It is probable that mortalities on Virginia oyster grounds may be much 

higher than the estimates commonly made by commercial planters. 
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RESUME OF THOUGHT CONCERNING ORIGIN OF 

GULF OF MEXICO 

S. A. LYNCH 

Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

The lower Gulf Coast and/or the inner Continental Shelf of the Gulf 

of Mexico are the sites of oil fields in Vera Cruz, Tamaulipas, Texas, Louisi¬ 

ana, and Florida. Therefore, hundreds of geologists, geophysicists, and en¬ 

gineers are engaged in investigations of the structure, geologic history, and 

sedimentology of the fringe of the Gulf of Mexico. Due to the economic 

necessity for research to discover new trends and new provinces of petroleum 

accumulation and to the many data continuously being furnished by the 

drill and geophysics, great strides have been made in the knowledge of the 

continental shelf and the adjacent Coastal Plain of the United States. Even 

though these economic studies were of the coastal area and continental shelf, 

they have encouraged thought concerning the origin and geologic history of 

the Gulf of Mexico. 

A modern study of the Gulf Stream was initiated by the United States 

Coast Survey in 1846, and some work in the Gulf of Mexico was started 

soon thereafter. During the last century many capable students of geology 

have studied the geological history of the Gulf of Mexico, but there is still 

much diversity of opinion concerning its origin and manner of development. 

EARLY CONCEPTS 

Early European writers initiated the idea of North and South America 

being tied together by a continuous mountain system, and this century-old 

concept is still popular in Europe. Suess ( 1 88 5, pp. 2 83-8 5 ) described the 

Gulf of Mexico bottom as an elevated "plate” and considered this "plate” 

the foreland of the Antillean chain. The higher "parts of the Bahamas and 

the whole girdle of the Antilles” were considered isolated fragments of this 

great "plate.” He believed that the present deep Gulf did not exist in Paleo¬ 

zoic time but that an old metamorphosed and deformed basement formed a 

somewhat flat platform that continued southward the low-lying central 

area of the United States. The present Gulf of Mexico was formed by the 

collapse of the "plate” during Cretaceous and later time, and the general 

outline of the Gulf was "not influenced by the course of the mountainfolds 

unless perhaps in the west by the approach of the Mexican ranges to the 

coast of Vera Cruz (1885, p. 551). The "plate” of Suess has influenced 

geologic thought concerning the origin of the Gulf for the past three score 

years. 

McGee ( 1892, p. 192) discussed the Gulf of Mexico and isostasy as 

follows: 

Referring now to the direct and indirect measures of isostasy afforded 
by the Gulf of Mexico in its present and past history, it may be confidently 
concluded: (1) that the direct data of modern times indicate that deposition 
and isostatic subsidence are not only related sequentially but under favorable 

134 
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conditions they are quantitatively equal or sub-equal; . . . and (3) that the 
indirect data afforded by the Gulf of Mexico indicate that isostatic (or 
consequent) ) movement alone is incompetent to explain the general con¬ 
tinental oscillations recorded in Mesozoic deposits. Thus the Gulf of Mexico 
yields both the maximum and minimum measures of isostasy. 
Spencer ( 1895, pp. 103-40) not only believed that the whole tract of 

the Caribbean Sea, the Antilles, and the Gulf of Mexico constituted an 

ancient continental region, but he attempted to restore the topography of 

the submerged continent. Using available soundings, Spencer found drowned 

valleys which he considered of prime importance in establishing the existence 

of a continental region which ever since the Miocene had executed vertical 

fluctuations of an amplitude of many thousands of meters. In discussing 

the area, he stated that "the Gulf of Mexico appears to have been a plain, 

with the fjords and embayments reaching nearly to its greatest depths” 

(1895, p. 119). Thus Spencer agreed with Suess, at least in part, and postu¬ 

lated a Gulf floor ever 12,000 feet above its present deepest position. 

Hill (1898, pp. 3-5) believed the Gulf of Mexico is more closely related 

to North America than to Central or South America. He declined to con¬ 

sider most of the Antilles as other than true oceanic formations and refused 

to believe that there is any connection between the northern Antilles and 

Barbados-Trinidad, the latter being by him assigned to the South American 

mainland. He saw that the Gulf is nearly surrounded by low plains composed 

of nearly horizontal, unconsolidated sediments deposited in an enlarged 

Gulf of Mexico. This border of plains is in direct contrast to the Caribbean 

and its mountainous periphery. 

Willis (1929, p. 328) held that basins are permanent, and he did not 

believe that the Gulf of Mexico was ever an area of shallow seas over a flat 

"plate.” This is shown by his statement that 
. . . the isostatic equilibrium of the Gulf is inconsistent with the conditions 
that should result if a continental mass had sunk ... I, myself, regard 
the Gulf as representing a mass of basalt which was erupted in Pre-Cambrian 
time, either before or soon after the eruptions of the granitic nuclei of 
North America. If so, it has been a basin ever since. . . . The Caribbean, 
Yucatan Deep, and the Gulf of Mexico are from the point of view of 
actual isostatic equilibrium all of the same nature. They are, I think, all 
of them basins of great antiquity. 

Willis, in discussing continental genesis, defined an asthenolith as "a 

body of magma formed in consequence of a rise of temperature in the 

asthenosphere because of concentration of heat energy.” It is a lenticular 

molten mass beneath the outer layers of the earth, usually at depths ex¬ 

ceeding 30 miles. He believed that asthenoliths having dimensions of 100 

to 300 miles by several hundred miles could exist without obviously dis¬ 

turbing the stability of the surface and "even greater diameters appear 

possible, and we pass with confidence to such deeps as the Cabibbean, the 

Gulf of Mexico . . . and the component hollows that make up the depressed 

areas of ocean basins” (op. cit., p. 328). 

Van der Gracht (1931, p. 121) discussed the origin of the Gulf of 

Mexico and the downbreaking of Llanoria. He believed that the coastal 

plain "represents a sunken basin over old central chains” and that both the 

Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico were part of a great geosyncline and 

a "very complicated system of anticlinoria, ridges and chains, . . . must 

now fill the original geosyncline, generated by its late-Paleozoic compres¬ 

sion stage. Since then, complete abrasion and renewed sedimentation . . . 

have obscured the original structure.” 
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Fifty years after Suess, Schuchert ( 193 5, p. 340) confirmed the con¬ 

clusion of Suess as to the Gulf of Mexico "plate” and described it as ex¬ 

tending from Tabasco northward so as to include part of Texas, Arkansas, 

the southern tip of Illinois, Alabama, the peninsula of Florida, and the north¬ 

ern Bahama Banks, as well as other Mississippi embayment states. 

The Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean were separated, according to 

Schuchert, by a Central American-Antillean anticlinorium until Jurassic 

time. By mid-Cretaceous, the Gulf of Mexico area responded to crustal 

movements in Mexico and the Antillean geanticline and began to subside; 

this downward movement continued until great depths were reached. Thus 

the Gulf of Mexico was a shallow sea probably from Proterozoic to mid- 

Mesozoic time, and by late Cenozoic time the depth had changed from 

possibly less than 1000 feet to over 12,000 feet. Schuchert believed that 

the cause of the inbreaking of the "plate” and the subsequent subsidence 

was related to "the geologic structures of the Central American-Antillean 

region, those of northern South America, and those of the present Caribbean 

sea bottom” and that all were "due to subcrustal flowage, to the rising of 

plutonic masses into the various arches, and to the subsequent cooling of 

these masses.” Fie also believed that the 

. . . present depth of 12,000 feet was surely exceeded during Cenozoic 
time, since in the course of this era sediments thought to be many thousands 
of feet thick accumulated upon it. . . . In the latitude of South Louisiana, 
the ancient Gulf bottom has subsided over 25,000 feet, about twice the 
depth of the present Mexican Basin (Sigsbee Deep). Therefore we may 
say that the greater part of the Gulf of Mexico has sunk since Middle 
Cretaceous time at least 20,000 feet. These are striking facts, indicating 
slow, but in the end enormous, loading and isostatic adjustment, accom¬ 
panied by sub-crustal movements and rock flowage toward the rising 
geanticlines of Mexico and the Central American-Antillean arch, a move¬ 
ment that is not yet completed. 

GULF COAST GEOSYNCLINE 

Barton, Ritz, and Flickey ( 1933, pp. 1446-58) were among the first 

to publish concerning the Gulf Coast geosyncline, and they presented both 

stratigraphic and geophysical evidence for the existence of a geosyncline in 

the Gulf Coast of Texas and Louisiana. They showed geophysical calcula¬ 

tions to indicate a horizontal increase in density of the basement rocks from 

the Sabine uplift to near the middle of the Gulf of Mexico, and they con¬ 

cluded that a geosyncline must occur in the basement surface with its trough 

axes slightly landward from the present coast line (op. cit., p. 1456). They 

also showed the great thickening of the Upper Cretaceous and Tertiary beds 

as they dip Gulfward, with the Tertiary beds reaching a stratigraphic thick¬ 

ness of over 2 5,000 feet near the coast. Knowing that the deepest part of 

the Gulf of Mexico is 12,500 feet and assuming that the thickness of the 

Upper Cretaceous-Tertiary sedimentary deposits in the great depths of the 

Gulf are ten per cent or less of their thickness in the Gulf Coast, it was 

concluded that "the basement of the Upper Cretaceous-Tertiary beds must 

be down-warped 6,000 to 16,000 feet in reference to depth of that basement 

under the Sigsbee Deep.” 

The geosynclinal trough is a well marked feature but its westward 

limit is not definitely known, although some thinning of formations is noted 

in the longitude of Matagorda County, Texas. It is further complicated by 

transverse structures such as the Rio Grande syncline, the San Marcos arch, 

the Houston syncline, the Sabine uplift, and the Mississippi River syncline. 
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Barton, Ritz, and Hickey (op. citp. 1457) discussed the problem of 

isostasy involved in the Gulf Coast geosyncline and noted that while the 

Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast may have had short periods of positive move¬ 

ment, there has been 
. . . continuing progressive subsidence. . . . Ecstatically., the Gulf Coast 
geosyncline must be . . . negatively out of equilibrium. The movement, 
therefore, has been the reverse of what would be expected from the theory 
of isostasy. 

The rate of sedimentation and the rate of subsidence seems to have main¬ 
tained essential equality through a long period of geologic time. . . . The 
subsidence . . . seems more probably to be the effect of the sedimentation 
and to have tended to compensate it. But the subsidence can not be the 
effect of a movement toward isostatic equilibrium under the effect of the 
extra load of sediments. Superficial yielding of the basement under the 
weight of the extra load of the sediments seemingly must have taken place 
without regard to the isostatic relations. 

Howe (193 6, p. 82) called attention to the great sinking in the region 

of the Mississippi Delta, which he believed amounted to about 3 0,000 feet 

since the beginning of the Tertiary. He believed that the Gulf Coast is an 

active geosyncline resulting from the weight of the sediments brought 

down by the Mississippi River. Evidence of the sinking of the Mississippi 

Delta was also presented by Russell (1936, pp. 167-69) in his study of the 

physiography of the region. Russell and Fisk (1942, pp. 56-9) questioned 

the “strength” of the earth’s crust and concluded that the crust appeared 

"weak” as it yielded and subsided “at essentially the same rate that the de¬ 

posits thickened.” 

Meyer (1939, p. 206) did not subscribe to the sedimentary-load theory 

and among various objections stated that the “epochs of reversal of move¬ 

ment in the geosyncline, indicated by unconformities, shore-line migrations, 

entrenched streams, submarine canyons, and the elevated beach at Corpus 

Christi, are opposed to the basic tenets of the sedimentary-load theory.” 

Meyer also used the argument that the ocean deeps, which are structural 

troughs, could not have been caused by the weight of accumulating sedi¬ 

ments. He suggested (op. cit., p. 206) that the Mexican Basin and the Gulf 

Coast geosyncline may be related structures and that the Gulf Coast geo¬ 

syncline was 
... a similar structural and topographic basin in early Tertiary time when 
the strand-line was far inland. After this basin had come into existence, it 
offered an opportunity for the accumulation of thousands of feet of sedi¬ 
ments. The weight of the first several thousand feet of Tertiary deposits 
may have been sufficient to overcome the inherent strength of the crust 
and to cause further sinking. 

Storm (1945, p. 1330) believed the Gulf Coast geosyncline indicated 

considerable subsidence. He believed that, if subsidence continued at a fixed 

position and if sediment filled this trough and passed over it, there should 

be some sign of sinking inland and drainage should have caused deposition 

over the axis of the syncline. Such indications were lacking, and he therefore 

believed that the shape of the trough was a composite of past and present. 

He showed that sediments are accumulating principally on the seaward flank 

of the trough which pushes the bottom of the flank downward while the 

landward flank rises slightly. Thus the trough tends to move seaward with 

continued sedimentation. 

Glaessner and Teichert (1947, p. 5 86) thoroughly reviewed the sub¬ 

ject of geosynclines and concluded that the origin of geosynclines is still 

unknown. Observed facts are too often overshadowed by an author’s 
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. . . attitude to one or the other of the current and mutually exclusive 
hypotheses of mountain building and of the origin of continents on which 
no finality has yet been reached. Concerning the actual mechanism of the 
formation of geosynclines it would seem that the school of Gulf Coast geol¬ 
ogists has produced such weighty arguments in favor of subsidence under 
load that the operation of the factor can no longer be doubted. On the other 
hand there is evidence for 'antonomous’ uplift and subsidence of parts of 
the crust which would make it possible for sedimentary accumulations to 
be formed as a result of active subsidence and uplift rather than of passive 
depression under the load of shifting products of erosion. 

Bornhauser (1947, pp. 706-11) observed that, since the Tertiary trans¬ 

gressions aflfected the whole northern border of the Gulf of Mexico, 

diastrophic movements must have been the primary cause of the trans¬ 

gressions. He agreed that the subsidence of the Mississippi embayment and 

the Gulf Coast geosyncline caused the Tertiary transgressions of those areas, 

and the subsidence was due to diastrophic movements. Bornhauser "has not 

found clear evidence to support the idea that the weight of the sedimentary 

column is the deciding factor for subsidence. On the contrary, all facts and 

evidences seem to point toward the conclusion that the formation of the 

Mississippi embayment is a tectonic incident closely related to the structural 

history of the Gulf of Mexico, which underwent considerable epeirogenic 

movements during the Tertiary.” 

The idea of a Gulf of Mexico neutral plate was introduced by Suess 

and substantiated by Schuchert, who considered it to be the foreland of the 

Antilles. Bornhauser accepted this neutral plate and suggested that the 

northern border of the plate may have formed the submarine plateau of 

southeast Mississippi, at least during earlier Tertiary. Deeper synclines sepa¬ 

rated this plateau from the land masses on the northwest and north, par¬ 

ticularly during Midway-Wilcox time. 

Bornhauser (op. cit., p. 709) stated 

... in order to explain the progressive enlargement of the southeast 
Mississippi plateau and the corresponding shifting toward the north and 
northwest of its frontal synclinal zones during the Eocene, the theory 
is advanced that this plateau, together with the Gulf of Mexico 'plate> 
drifted in successive stages to the north as a result of Tertiary orogenic 
movements in the Antilles. A maximum penetration of the plateau into 
the Mississippi embayment was reached at the close of the Eocene and 
early Oligocene periods, when it touched the northern land masses. A 
breakdown of the southern part of this plateau and a large part of the Gulf 
of Mexico followed during the Oligocene and Miocene, forming the present 
Gulf of Mexico. This breakdown in connection with the emergence of 
the embayment, probably caused a change in direction of the Gulf Coast 
geosyncline in south Louisiana. During the Eocene, the axis of this syn¬ 
cline followed a southwest-northeast trend, with the Mississippi embayment 
syncline forming its northeastern extension.. With the formation of the 
present Gulf of Mexico during Oligocene and Miocene time, this axis was 
diverted to an west-east trend. 

Trask, Phleger, and Stetson (1947, pp. 460-61) obtained sediments 

from the northwestern part of the Gulf of Mexico during the 1946 expedi¬ 

tion of the Atlantis. In the central part of the Gulf, where the depth of 

water exceeds 11,000 feet, two distinctly different layers of sediment were 

found. A thin top zone of globigerina was underlain, in most cores, abruptly, 

by alternating clay and very fine, well-sorted silt containing a cold-water 

fauna. In other cores, from the same depth, ripple marks and crossbedding 

were found. Such conditions suggest shallow-water deposition; and, to get 
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such conditions, it is necessary to assume either a rather recent great de¬ 

pressing of the Gulf floor or an equally great lowering of sea level. The 

other alternate is to assume sufficient currents at depths to cause sorting, 

ripple marks, and crossbedding. 

Lowman (1949, pp. 1986-93) believed that the central part of the 

Gulf of Mexico might have been epicontinental in character during Eocene 

time. The evidence cited includes the wide extent of the Eocene into the 

transverse embayments, the gentle depositional slopes, the dominance of con¬ 

tinental shelf faunas, and the character of the sediments of the southeast 

Mississippi platform. In contrast to the Eocene, the Upper Tertiary is absent 

from the transverse embayments and has continental-slope facies on rela¬ 

tively steep depositional slopes. Therefore, the Upper Tertiary supports a 

deep hole in the central part of the Gulf of Mexico, like it is today, though 

not necessarily in the same location. 

Lowman did not believe the stratigraphic evidence was conclusive that 

the Mississippi River syncline subsided in response to load. He believed some 

workers have used facies criteria instead of planes of stratification in the 

isopach maps which find "maxima under the delta in the Quaternary and the 

Pliocene-Miocene” (op. cit., p. 1991). 

Weaver (1950, p. 359) studied the continental shelves of the Gulf of 

Mexico and decided that a significant tectonic zone is at the outer edge of 

the continental shelf. He concluded that the topographic contours of the 

continental slope are really structural contours and that they exist in suf¬ 

ficient number to indicate active tectonic regional features. He proposed 

"the theory that the Gulf of Mexico as a deep sea is young, and that its 

present central great depth is due to down-faulting.” The most intense 

faulting is indicated along the outer margin of the continental shelf west 

of Florida and near Yucatan, but even the more gentle continental slopes 

are considered fault zones. No definite time of faulting was given by 

Weaver. 

Moody (1950) favored a single salt mass as the source of the Gulf 

Coast and Mexican domes and suggested that it may extend across the Gulf 

of Mexico into the Isthmus of Tehauntepec. If this be true, the Gulf of 

Mexico was shallow enough to allow salt deposition beyond the present 

continent during the time of the deposition of the Eagle Mills salt, which 

is Jurassic in the opinion of Moody, although some writers place it is the 

Triassic or Permian. He believed that the Gulf of Mexico had some down¬ 

warping during Upper Cretaceous; that it began to take shape at the end 

of the Laramide Revolution; and that it subsided, and maybe formed the 

Mexican Basin, in post-Reynosa (Pliocene) diastrophic movements. The 

findings of Reynosa gravels in Florida at an elevation of 360 feet suggests 

a great change in sea level to allow these gravels to be transported there. 

This means a great post-Reynosa diastrophic movement, during which the 

West Florida shelf scarp and possibly the Mexican Basin came into existence. 

Eardley (1951b, p. 223 6) stated that "the Gulf of Mexico came into 

existence after the Appalachian orogeny by subsidence.” Much of the Gulf 

is surrounded by the belt of late Paleozoic orogeny, and sediments dating 

back to at least the Permian are found in its marginal areas. Eardley be¬ 

lieved that the margins of the Gulf have had a near balance between sub¬ 

sidence and deposition while subsidence has exceeded deposition in the cen¬ 

tral Mexican Basin. 
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King (1951, p. 175) stated his belief that the origin of the Gulf 

Coast geosyncline was uncertain, but he believed "that the geosyncline rep¬ 

resents an independent tectonic feature and perhaps a new mobile belt in 

early stage of development.” 

The theory of Weaver that fault scarps bound the present central great 

deep of the Gulf received additional support by Jordan (1951, p. 1991), 

who described the escarpment off the panhandle of Florida. This escarp¬ 

ment occurs in 700-900 fathoms of water, and the sea floor is offset 6000 

feet or more in some places. Comments on Jordan’s paper by Stetson (1951, 

p. 1993) confirmed the findings of Jordan and noted that the escarpment 

maintains about the same height and slope southward along the west Florida 

shelf. Stetson further commented that "from the over-all picture of the 

whole area, one gets the impression that the bottom of the Gulf has flound¬ 

ered and that at least this continental slope is due to a normal fault” 

(idem.). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Gulf of Mexico, with a surface area of 615,000 square miles, offers 

many rewards for research in geology, biology, and oceanography. To date 

little exploration in the Gulf of Mexico has had as its objective the de¬ 

termination of major tectonic features. Continued drilling at the extreme 

margins of the Gulf may produce new local data as greater depths are 

reached by the drill, but much of the search must be made far from shore. 

To date, most of the geophysical prospecting has been in the very shoal 

areas where present methods of petroleum exploration may apply. The use of 

geophysics to study the tectonics of the Gulf lies largely in the future. 

Therefore, it seems that present aid in solving the many problems of the 

Gulf of Mexico must come from the oceanographer, who can give other 

scientists new data from soundings, bottom samples, and the physical char¬ 

acteristics of the water. 
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THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ARMADILLO 

IN THE UNITED STATES 

G. D. BUCHANAN and ROY V. TALMAGE 

The Rice Institute 

The nine-banded armadillo, Dasypus novemcinctus mexicanus Peters, 

the only edentate occcuring in the United States, is undoubtedly one of the 

most interesting members of the North American fauna. The Dasypodidae 

are the only mammals which have bony scales (Beddard, 1909, reports bony 

scale remnants in some whales). D. novemcinctus and D. hybridus are the 

only vertebrates known to exhibit specific polyembryony. The reproductive 

cycle of the North American form includes a period of delayed implanta¬ 

tion of the blastocyst, a phenomenon thought to occur in only twelve other 

mammals (Hamlett, 193 5 ). These and other aspects of the life history and 

habits of the armadillo are reviewed by Talmage and Buchanan (1954). 

One of the most interesting phenomena concerning the armadillo, how¬ 

ever, is the speed with which it is extending its North American range. 

Hamlett, in 1939, noted that "Dasypus novemcinctus has the widest distri¬ 

bution of any armadillo, ranging from northern Argentina, north through 

all the countries east of the Andes, reaching the Pacific Ocean in Ecuador, 

occurring in parts of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama and 

Florida, and is still spreading.” While recent range reports have been made 

for several states (Tex. Game and Fish Com., 1945; Hardburger, 1950; 

Newman, 1949), the only work dealing with the entire U.S. range of the 

armadillo is that of Fitch et al (1952). Most of their data, however, is a 

compilation of that of other authors, and due to recent expansions and 

regressions of the armadillo range is not complete for the present time. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This work was undertaken to determine as accurately as possible the 

complete U. S. range of the armadillo. It was felt that local game wardens 

would be the persons most likely to have an intimate knowledge of the 

distribution of animals in their localities. One-page questionnaires and map 

sketches of the counties in question were therefore sent to game wardens 

in Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Albama and Florida. The map 

included in this report is based on their replies, and we are deeply indebted 

to these men for their aid in answering our requests. That this method is 

one of the most accurate that can be used for such a study covering a 

major portion of the country is substantiated by the remarkable correlation 

in the reports from adjoining counties which were often in different states. 

This correlation was particularly noteworthy in counties only partially in¬ 

habited by the armadillo, since no significant discrepancies were found in 

reports from adjoining areas. 

The earliest reference to the armadillo in the United States is by Audu¬ 

bon and Bachman (1854) in which they describe the armadillo as occurring 

in the "southern portion of Texas . . . along the lower shores of the Rio 

142 
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Grande.” Works by Baird for the same period (1857, 1859) gave essentially 

the same range. Cope, twenty years later, indicated a somewhat larger 

range (1880). (See Fig. 1). In the ensuing 70 years it has spread naturally 

throughout a large part of Texas, Louisiana, and a fair part of Oklahoma 

and Arkansas; and has been aided by man in becoming established in Florida 

and Alabama. The entire range, as determined in conjunction with game 

warden’s reports is given in the map in Figure 1. A brief history of the 

distribution in the various states is considered individually. 

THE ARMADILLO RANGE BY STATES 

Texas. The earliest range map for Texas is that by Bailey (1905). This 

map is remarkable because it indicated that, at that time, the armadillo had 

ascended the Pecos valley and entered the southeastern tip of New Mexico. 

All succeeding maps (for references see Talmage and Buchanan, 1954) 

show a progressive northward and eastward advance of the animal but main¬ 

tain the westward portion of the range almost intact. The latest of these 

maps by the Texas Fish, Game and Oyster Commission (1945) is indicated 

in Fig. 1, as is Bailey’s 1905 map. 

The results of our range surveys are shown in Fig. 1. The western 

boundary of the current range of the nine-banded armadillo runs in an arc 

from Langtry, Val Verde County, to Wichita Falls, Wichita County, with 

several finger-like projections which follow small stream lines. The animal 

occurs all the way north in the State to the Red River, except for a narrow 

strip on the Texas side of the river from Clay County westward. The curi¬ 

ous absence of the animal from a small area in northeast Texas in Lamar 

and Red River counties is unexplainable. It seems to be a valid limit, how¬ 

ever, since a matching non-populated area occurs across the Red River in 

Oklahoma. 

It was quite surprising to note that the armadillo no longer occurs in 

the Pecos Valley. At first it was thought that a range regression had occurred 

since the last map was published eight years ago (Tex. Game and Oyster 

Com., 1945), possibly due to the recent droughts. However, replies to our 

questionnaires indicate that the armadillo has been absent from this area for 

many years. In this regard, there is an unpublished report by Lehmann 

(1934) which gave the Texas range of the armadillo for the years 1914 and 

1920 (see Fig. 1 for Lehmann’s 1914 range). Lehmann’s map excludes the 

Pecos valley and much of the northern extension seen on Bailey’s map 

(1905), while his eastern limits for the armadillo in 1914 and 1920 are in 

good agreement with subsequent reports for the armadillo range. The possi¬ 

bility exists, therefore, that the armadillo may have disappeared from these 

portions of western Texas in the decade following Bailey’s survey. 

New Mexico. Bailey (1931) listed the armadillo as a rare resident of New 

Mexico and stated that it occurred in the southeastern corner of the state 

as an extension of the Pecos Valley part of his 190 5 range. Game rangers 

in New Mexico report no armadillos in that state now. Their reports do 

mention, however, that the older residents of the region confirm the fact 

that armadillos occupied the area at one time but have not been seen for 

about twenty years. In addition, armadillo shells are still to be found around 

San Simon Sink in Lea County, New Mexico, indicating that the animal did 

actually occur in that area at one time. 
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-V. Lehman, 1914 
□ □□□□□□□ Tex. Game, Fish and Oyster Comm., 1945 
-- Buchanan and Talmage, 1954 

1-B. Eastern portion of range showing the separation between the Western and 
Florida colonies with the small isolated Alabama colony between. 

A. Western Section—Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana. 

-Present range of the armadillo (1953) 
□ □□□□□□a Range listed by the Texas Game and Fish Commission for 1945. 
—--- Range listed by Lehman for 1914. 
. Range listed by Bailey for 1905. 

Range indicated by Cope for 1880. 

Circles north of present range indicate sites where the capture of armadillos has 
been reported. 

B. Eastern Cection—Florida, Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana. 
-Present range of the armadillo (1953) 
. Range listed by Newman for 1949. 
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Louisiana. Strecker (1926) reported that the armadillo entered Louisiana 

some time prior to 1925. In 1928, he reported it at Ruston in Lincoln 

Parish. The reports of Lowery (1936) indicate that by that time the arma¬ 

dillo occurred generally in all parts of the state west of the Mississippi River, 

fn 1943, Lowery reported that it was found in Louisiana east of the 

Mississippi River. Hardburger (1950) and Fitch (1952) both include essen¬ 

tially the entire state in the range of the armadillo. Due to this recent data 

a new survey was not made in this state. However, surveys were made in 

the three bordering states which confirm the general distribution of the 

armadillo throughout the state of Louisiana. 

Mississippi. Hardburger (1950) and Fitch et al (1952) reported the ar¬ 

madillo to be in western Mississippi. The state Game and Fish Commission of 

Mississippi, however, informs us that they are not convinced that the arma¬ 

dillo is established in that state and suggested that the individuals captured 

in the counties bordering Louisiana are escaped animals brought in by travel¬ 

ers. However, the fact that the armadillo is established east of the Mississippi 

River in Louisiana leaves no barrier to exclude it from western Mississippi. 

The armadillo range therefore must include western Mississippi in the im¬ 

mediate future and it is very probable that breeding colonies are established 

there already. 

Oklahoma. There are few records of armadillos in Oklahoma and no map 

has been published to show its range there. According to Blair (193 6), the 

armadillo turned north along the Canadian-Arkansas-Red River systems and 

moved into Oklahoma via Arkansas. This would account for its presence in 

the state for some time before the Texas population had advanced north 

to the Red River. It also accounts for the presence of the animal on the 

north side of the river at the western limit of its range in Oklahoma, while 

being absent on the south bank in Texas. Blair (1936) reported armadillos 

near Tulsa. Kalmbach (1943), Gardner (1948), and Fitch et al (1952) 

cited further instances of armadillos being found in Oklahoma. 

Our survey shows the armadillo to be found in southern Oklahoma 

in the areas indicated on the map (Fig. 1). It appears to be firmly en¬ 

trenched in the southern part of the state, with an isolated colony in north 

central Oklahoma. The success of this colony may help to determine if the 

animal can permanently remain so far north. The several small areas in 

Oklohama and Arkansas indicate places from which armadillos have been 

recently taken. However, it is not certain that these animals are established 

in these places. 

Arkansas. The work of Dellinger and Black (1940) and of Black (1944) 

record the armadillo as having been found near the northern border of the 

state as early as 1921, and to be fairly well established along the western 

side and in the southwestern corner by 1940. As in the case of Oklahoma, 

however, no map of the armadillo’s range in Arkansas has as yet been pub¬ 

lished. As indicated on the map (Fig. 1), the armadillo presently occurs 

in southern Arkansas in an area extending approximately 100 miles north 

of the Arkansas-Louisiana line. 

Alabama. Taber (1939) records the finding of the first armadillo in 

Alabama from near Auburn in Lee County. A colony was later reported to 

have become established in the vicinity of Foley in Baldwin County (Fitch 
et al, 1952). Since both these localities are well rmoved from the Mississippi- 

Louisiana state line, it is logical to assume that they were transported into 
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the state by human agency. Our own records confirm the presence of the 

colony around Foley and the map (Fig. 1) indicates its extent. In addition 

to these, armadillos have also been found in Washington and Clark counties 

along the Mobile River. It is likely that new breeding colonies will become 

established in this area. 

Florida. While it can only be assumed that the Alabama colonies were 

started as a result of human transport, the introduction of armadillos into 

Florida can definitely be traced to at least three different incidents involving 

their transport by man. As a result of these, three distinct breeding colonies 

were established along the east coast of Florida, two of which have fused to 

form the presently expanding range of the animal in the state. According to 

Bailey (1924), a Marine brought a pair from Texas during the First World 

War. These animals escaped and established a breeding colony near Hialeah. 

Sherman (1936) reported that armadillos were killed occasionally near Cocoa, 

Brevard County. The animals appeared to have been bred from some ani¬ 

mals which escaped from the Cocoa Zoo when it was destroyed in a storm 

in 1924. The third colony was established near Titusville, Brevard County, in 

193 6, when several animals escaped from a circus truck which overturned 

(Hardburger, 1950). 

These colonies of animals have spread along the east coast of Florida 

and toward the west, except for the colony near Miami (Hialeah) which 

has disappeared. The records of Sherman (1943), Moore (1946), and Pour- 

nelle (1950) indicate the spread of the animal in Florida. The only range 

map for Florida is that of Newman (1949). This map was also used by Fitch 

et al (1952). Our range data indicates a gradual movement of the range 

north and west since Newman’s study was made, but little or no move¬ 

ment to the south (See Fig. 1). 

Other States. There are several scattered records of the armadillo in Kan¬ 

sas (Hibbard, 1943; Hall, 1944; and Lutz, 1950), Missouri (Mo. Cons., 

1947) and Georgia (Fitch et al, 19 52). 

DISCUSSION 

The data given above have reviewed the advances in range that the 

armadillo has made during most of the past century and indicate strongly 

that it is at present continuing to invade new territory. In this connection 

the opinion has frequently been expressed that this extension of range began 

during the latter part of the 19th century (see Talmage and Buchanan, 

1954). The encroachment of civilization into Texas and the parallel deci¬ 

mation of the ranks of the larger carnivores has been cited as a possible 

cause for the initiation of the northern extension of range. While this is 

certainly a plasible theory, there are two arguments that could be used 

against it. In the first place, we have little proof that the armadillo’s range 

was ever fixed and that it has not been advancing upward from South 

America in a continuous progression over many centuries and that its north¬ 

ward movement was first noted coincidentally with the southward push of 

civilization. The best evidence to indicate that the nine-banded armadillo 

had a stable range prior to the latter part of the 19th century is the work 

of Strecker (1926). He consulted old journals of early life in Texas and 

found that armadillos were reported then only in the extreme southern part 

of Texas as a Mexican animal which sometimes found its way north of the 

Rio Grande. 
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The other argument is the lack of proof that the armadillo was ever 

particularly bothered by large predators. The armadillo is a remarkably speedy 

animal, and due to its armor is able to penetrate thick underbrush at a rate 

which the normal large predator is unable to follow. The small amount of 

armadillo remains found in the stomach content of such animals as wolves 

and coyotes seems to bear this out (Sperry, 1941; Kalmback, 1943). Ob¬ 

servations of the armadillo in its natural habitat show that it performs its 

daily rounds with the same fearless oblivion as the skunk and the porcupine, 

with little apparent concern for safety. One might almost wonder if the 

armadillo did not succeed in extending its range in spite of the encroach¬ 

ment of civilization. 

Another reason given for the recent advance through Texas is that set 

forth by Price and Gunter (1943). They discuss certain topographical 

changes occurring in South Texas late in the last century and correlate these 

changes with range changes of the chapparral brush, the coati mundi, and 

the armadillo. They suggest that some fundamental climatic change, occur¬ 

ring in the late 1800s, triggered the march north of these several species of 

plants and animals. 

It is interesting to note that the armadillo has incorporated in its nor¬ 

mal reproductive cycle a phenomenon which, while of little apparent value 

to it in its original South American habitat, has permitted its extension into 

temperate regions. This is the phenomenon of delayed implantation of the 

blastocyst without which the young would be born at the beginning of 

winter instead of early spring, with therefore little chance of survival dur¬ 

ing cold weather (see Talmage and Buchanan, 1934). 

Another problem of some interest concerns those factors which will 

some day stop the animal’s advance. 

The armadillo has imperfect temperature control (see Talmage and 

Buchanan, 19 34) and since it does not hibernate, this factor cannot but 

force the animal to avoid those regions which have prolonged freezing spells. 

This intolerance of cold has been long noted and on two occasions authors 

have placed final limits on the northern range of the armadillo. Both times 

these limits have been exceeded. Bailey ( 1903) postulated the Lower Sonoran 

region as the animal’s upper limit, and Newman (1913) suggested 33° N. 

Latitude. The armadillo is at present entrenched close to the 3 3 th parallel, 

and the scattered records of armadillos in Kansas and Missouri make It in¬ 

cautious to predict another boundary at this time. 

Although omnivorous in captivity, the feral armadillo is primarily in¬ 

sectivorous. Arid conditions limit the armadillo by limiting its supply of 

food. This factor seems already to have set a definite western limit to the 

animal’s range. 

Probably no animal has a constant range, since this is basically a dynamic 

phenomenon and as such held in a delicate balance. Hall (1944) described 

the limits of an animal’s range as fluctuating like the tides; moving up during 

favorable periods and regressing during less favorable periods. It would 

appear on the basis of the evidence collected by us that the armadillos re¬ 

corded from northern Oklahoma and Arkansas by Blair (1936) and Dellinger 

and Black (1940) represent ^he crest of a wave of advance which has since 

ebbed. Likewise there must have been a period of favorable conditions in 

western Texas which allowed the armadillo to ascend the Pecos Valley tem¬ 

porarily. It is likely that such conditions will recur and allow the armadillo 
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to forge ahead once more, but the limiting factors of climate and food 

supply have probably precluded the permanent residence of the animal in 

these areas. However, there is no reason to suppose that there will not be a 

link-up between the colonies in Florida and Alabama with the main popu¬ 

lation now in Louisiana at some future time. Unless conditions change drasti¬ 

cally, some of us may expect to see in our lifetime the states of Mississippi, 

Alabama, Florida and Georgia, as well as parts of South and North Carolina 

and Tennessee completely populated by the nine-banded armadillo. 

SUMMARY 

The present range of the armadillo, Dasypus novemcinctus mexicanus, 
in the United States has been shown to have as its western limits an arc 

running from Langtry, Texas, on the Mexican border to Lawton, Okla¬ 

homa. Its present northern limits vary between the 3 5 th Latitude in central 

Oklahoma and the 34th Latitude in eastern Arkansas. The eastern limits of 

the main population is the Mississippi River, except for southern Louisiana 

where it has become established east of the river. The frequency of the re¬ 

ports of these animals in western Mississippi make it problematical as to 

whether that area should be included in its range. 

In addition to this main population, smaller but expanding colonies 

have become established in Baldwin County, east of Mobile, Alabama, and in 

Florida. In the latter state, armadillos now range in the eastern seabord 

from Jacksonville south almost to Palm Springs, and have pushed westward 

across the state to within thirty miles of Tampa. While further northern 

advance cannot be predicted, it is expected that the armadillo will eventually 

include parts of all the southeastern states in its range. 
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HIGHER EDUCATION IN TEXAS: 

COORDINATION FOR WHAT? 

SAM B. BARTON 

North Texas State College 

This is a time of crisis for all of our colleges, private as well as public. 

For the public controlled colleges, a major crisis involves what has come to 

be called the problem of "lack of coordination” in higher education. This 

term was adopted by' the Texas Legislative Council three years ago to char¬ 

acterize a situation which had arisen out of a lack of centralized planning. 

To some of us it seemed that the Council employed "coordination” as a 

euphemism for economy and interpreted economy narrowly to mean spend¬ 

ing less money. Currently we have a Council on Higher Education attack¬ 

ing the same problem. 

Two basic premises are involved in this paper: (1) that real economy 

can be attained only through high level efficiency, not through penny pinch¬ 

ing; (2) that the attainment of maximum efficiency in institutions of high¬ 

er education is an immensely complex, technical problem. Assuming that our 

first point is axiomatic, and turning our attention to the second, let us con¬ 

sider some of the difficult questions to which correct answers must be found 

before intelligent coordinative action may be taken. 

1. What is the optimum (or most efficient) size of a college, a de¬ 

partment, or a class? 

2. Assuming that we have correctly defined the function, or role, of 

a particular institution, what peripheral (or service) offerings must 

be included (even at high unit cost) in order to effectuate the re¬ 

alization of the central role? 

3. In view of its important historical role in the creation of our col¬ 

leges, what weight should be given to geographical convenience of 

location, in coordination planning? 

4. Under what conditions may the correction of historical mistakes, 

as to location of institutions, etc., be more expensive than their 

continuance? 

5. To what extent should an institution be deaf, or impotent, in the 

face of local demands for curriculum offerings? 

6. How may we insure coordinative economy without stifling the 

change and growth necessary to the vitality of any living institu¬ 

tion? 

7. What can the coordinators do to end the prevailing cut-throat de¬ 

terioration of academic standards fostered by the present system of 

per capita allotment of appropriations? 

These are some examples of the types of questions which may be ignored 

or overlooked only at great cost to the colleges and the youth of Texas. 

The remainder of this paper will be addressed only to the first of our 

seven questions. It does not even pretend to answer that, but rather to 

demonstrate the complexity and the difficulty of solving, from currently 

available statistics, the problem of size in relationship to cost and efficiency. 
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All of us know that a college, an academic department, or a class can 

be too small, or too large, for economical operation. But it does not follow, 

as some appear to assume, that the largest college, department, or class is 

necessarily the most economical or efficient. Students of industry have long 

been concerned with the question of optimum (or most efficient) size, 

meaning a unit large enough to attain the best possible balance between the 

advantages of bigness and the advantages of smallness. What is the optimum 

size for a liberal arts college? A history department? A sophomore course 

in economics? Does anyone know the answers? Are all the lay people charged 

with finding a solution to the problem of coordination even fully aware of 

the complexity of such questions? 

TABLE I 

ENROLLMENT AND COST DATA FOR STATE CONTROLLED 

COLLEGES OF TEXAS, LONG SESSION 1950-51* 

Institutional Cost per Credit Hour 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Enrollment, 
Student Full Students Adminis¬ Instruc¬ All 

Time Equiva¬ Per Staff tration tion Costs 
lent, Long Member 

Session 

Large1 6,708 12.9 $2.00 $11.04 $15.40 
Middle2 1,715 15.2 2.03 9.7 6 15.09 
Small3 1,115 13.1 2.31 10.39 15.67 
Maximum 11,575 L 19.6 M 2.96 L 14.30 S 20.63 S 
Minimum 748 S 7.7 M 1.39 L 6.11 M 9.32 M 

(6) (7) (8) 
Average Cost % Classes Student 
per Student 1-10 Class 
(Full-time) Students Ratio 

Large1 $558.95 20.13 2.83 
Middle2 578.53 23.30 2.71 
Small3 586.66 36.87 2.54 
Maximum 786.93 S 59.04 S 3.83 L 
Minimum 375.46 M 12.04 M 1.95 M 

* Computed from Texas Education Agency report 1950-51. Group averages 
are unweighted. 

1 U. of Texas, A. & M., Texas Tech., North Texas. 
2 East Texas, Prairie View, Texas Western, T.S.C.W., Sam Houston, Arts and 

Industries, Southwest Texas. 
3 Texas Southern U., Stephen F. Austin, Arlington State College, Sul Ross, 

Tarleton State College. 

The statistical materials in Tables I and II are based on official data 

covering the sixteen state-controlled colleges of Texas. For purposes of 

comparison, these institutions are arranged into three groups, designated as 

large, middle-sized, and small institutions, in terms of their "full-time 

student equivalent long session enrollment” (column 1). This should not 

be confused with the cruder measure "long session enrollment” by which 

the University of Texas, for example, had 15,984 rather than 1 1,527 full¬ 

time student equivalents. 
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Among the popular assumptions of some economy-minded persons is 

the belief that large institutions are more economical because fewer teachers 

are required to staff a given number of students. This relationship is custo¬ 

marily measured in terms of students per staff member. The importance at¬ 

tached to this measure is indicated by the current statutory requirement of 

an eighteen to one ratio. In column 2 these relationships are shown for the 

three groups of institutions. The average figure for the large institutions is 

slightly lower than that for the small institutions, and the middle group 

shows the highest average ratio of the three. Yet the middle group contains 

the lowest as well as the highest ratio in the system. Obviously the low 

figure for the big schools is due, in part, to advanced and graduate classes. 

But the large variations within each group indicate that factors other than 

size are controlling in determining the ratio between faculty and student 

body. What are these factors? 

Another equally prevalent belief is that small schools are more costly 

than large schools. Columns 3, 4, and 5 relate to institutional cost per credit 

hour. In average administrative cost (column 3) the big colleges are seen 

to be slightly less costly than the other two groups, but this group contains 

the highest as well as the lowest administrative cost in the entire system. 

With respect to instructional cost per credit hour, the middle group averages 

lowest and the large institutions average highest. Yet the small institutions 

group contains the institution with the highest costs. Again, factors other 

than size are controlling in determining economy of operation. In the case 

of "all costs,” the differences among the three groups are too small to be 

significant. 

For another approach to cost, we may turn to average cost per full¬ 

time student as shown in column 6. Thus measured, cost does appear to vary 

inversely with size but the variation in average costs among the groups is 

too slight to be very significant. The middle group again contains the lowest 

cost institution and, except for one, the highest cost instiution in the system. 

In per cent of small classes (column 7) we find, for the first time, a 

marked and consistent relationship between size of institution and our vari¬ 

able. In this case the big institutions on the average have the lowest per¬ 

centage of small (1-10 students) classes and the small institutions the high¬ 

est percentages, nearly twice as high. Although variations within the groups 

are still large, the tendencies for percentage of small classes to vary in¬ 

versely with size of the institution is consistent enough to justify the as¬ 

sumption that size of institution is a major controlling factor in this case. 

The reader may wonder how it is possible for the smaller institutions, 

with small classes, to maintain low instructional costs. The answer lies in 

lower salaries and heavier hour loads, than prevail in the larger institutions. 

Additional light may be thrown on relative class size by dividing en¬ 

rollment by total number of classes in an institution.1 The group averages 

vary consistently, indicating again that the large institutions tend to have 

larger classes and the small institutions smaller classes. But again the range 

within the middle group is almost as large as that of the entire system. The 

large variation within groups indicates that factors other than institutional 

size are of major influence in determining size of classes. 

1 The figures so obtained should be multiplied by five (since a full time student 
takes five classes) in order to approximate the average size of classes. 
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TABLE II 

INSTRUCTIONAL COST PER CREDIT HOUR FOR SELECTED SUBJECTS, 

STATE SUPPORTED COLLEGES OF TEXAS, LONG SESSION 1950-51.* 

Laboratory Courses Basic Non-Lab Courses 

Biology Chemistry Physics English History Math 

Large $ 9.98 $ 9.53 $12.27 $ 8.25 $ 6.49 $ 9.20 

Medium 8.64 11.65 13.32 6.94 5.36 7.56 

Small 7.20 11.09 11.57 7.13 6.74 8.63 

Minimum 5.58 S 5.56 M 4.63 M 4.30 M 2.21 M 2.53 M 

Maximum 11.79 L 15.27 M 26.65 M 9.18 L 11.13 S 12.81 L 

Professional Courses 

Home Econ. Journalism Music 

Large 

Medium 

Small 

Minimum 

Maximum 

$14.21 

15.50 

19.05 

10.44 L 

27.86 M 

$16.01 

21.30 

24.24 

8.13 S 

48.54 S 

$22.46 

18.31 

20.38 

10.70 M 

30.61 L 

* Computed from Texas Education Agency report. Group averages are unweighted. 

Many people assume that larger institutions are necessarily more eco¬ 

nomical because they have larger departments which can more efficiently 

utilize equipment and personnel. In Table II we compare three subject mat¬ 

ter fields and include three academic subjects in each field. In our first group, 

laboratory courses, biology exhibits the inverse of our assumed pattern, the 

larger colleges having the highest average cost per credit hour and the small 

colleges having the lowest average cost. In chemistry the medium-sized in¬ 

stitutions ^how the highest cost and the large institutions the lowest cost. 

In physics the small colleges have the lowest cost and the middle group the 

highest average cost. 

In the case of basic non-laboratory courses the pattern is similarly 

inconsistent, except that the middle-sized institutions consistently show lower 

average cost per credit hour in all three subjects (English, FListory, and 

Mathematics). The big institutions have the highest average costs in English 

and Mathematics, and the small colleges show the highest cost in History. 

In our professional group, two subjects, Home Economics and Journal¬ 

ism, exhibit average instructional costs per credit hour which fulfill the 

prevailing assumption by varying inversely with the size of the institutions. 

But in the case of Music the big schools show the highest average cost. Fur¬ 

thermore, the variations within groups in each of the nine subjects listed are 

so wide that we are forced to recognize that other factors are of equal if 

not superior importance to size In determining costs. 

Such illustrations might be multiplied endlessly but to little profit. 

Our point was to demonstrate that widely held assumptions regarding such 

a basic characteristic as size of institution in relation to cost are lacking in 

validity. Equally important is the demonstration of the Inadequacy of avail¬ 

able statistics (or perhaps of any statistics) to determine the controlling fac¬ 

tors in determining the relative efficiency of educational institutions. To 

what extent do the statistical differences shown above measure differences in 
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qualitative standards? Where are the data that measure differences in quali¬ 

tative standards? They are certainly less available than statistics on costs, 

enrollments, and size of classes. Why? It is true that they are harder to 

come by, but in large part the relative abundance of cost statistics as con¬ 

trasted with the relative scarcity of qualitative statistics appears to reflect 

the preoccupation of those who finance our colleges. For example, they 

record the number of undersized classes, an economy concern, but not the 

number of oversized classes, a problem of instructional efficiency. 

Large institutions may point out with justification that their costs, 

when high, may reflect superior instruction at advanced levels, more speciali¬ 

zation, more graduate work, etc. Small institutions may point out, with 

equal justification, that their costs, when high, result from more individual¬ 

ized instruction, more experienced instruction at freshman and sophomore 

levels, more attention to local needs, etc. Thus high costs in either case 

may mean low efficiency or high quality of instruction. Low costs may 

mean high efficiency or low standards of instruction. Cost data, taken 

alone, have little meaning and are subject to the grossest sort of misinterpre¬ 

tation. 

Intelligent coordinative planning calls for types of statistical informa¬ 

tion not now available and requires a more critical evaluation of current 

cost data. In the end, the meaning of cost figures must be sought through 

detailed study of the individual institutions. Cost figures acquire meaning 

only in the complex context of the total institutional situation. 



THE FIRST TEXAS TORNADO WARNING CONFERENCE 

ARCHIE M. KAHAN 

The Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas 

The first Texas tornado warning conference was held on 24 June 195 3 

at Texas A & M College, but it had its real beginning four minutes before 

the tornado struck downtown Waco, Texas, on May 11. A student assistant 

in the Department of Oceanography was operating the modified SO-7N 10 

cm. radar set in the Electrical Engineering Building as part of a records 

project to investigate the application of radar information to synoptic 

weather analysis. Neither he nor any of the meteorologists on the staff of 

the department was aware on that afternoon in May that a "black area” 

alert had been posted to give extra significance to the isolated echo that he 

picked up at 3:00. At 16:32 Central Standard Time, four minutes before 

the tornado struck downtown Waco, he took a routine photograph of the 

PPI scope which by this time displayed five large echoes. A comma-shaped 

echo on the 80 mile marker attracted no particular attention. When the 

evening newscasts began to carry word that a tornado had struck Waco, the 

personnel of the project began an all night vigil at the radar set. By the 

next day it was clear that, with a reasonable amount of coordination between 

existing weather agencies, the means for preventing a large portion of the 

loss of life in the Waco disaster was at hand but had gone unused. If the 

meteorologist at Texas A & M had been aware that a black area alert was 

in effect, and if a warning plan had been made, the existence of the large 

echoes on the radar scope would have offered the basis for notifying com¬ 

munities in the vicinity of the echoes of the impending danger. This hind¬ 

sight examination of the events of that evening in May led to consideration 

of a storm warning plan which would coordinate existing services into 

an effective system for anticipating tornado strikes. The first approach con¬ 

sidered was a letter to the governor in which the existing facilities would 

be outlined and an offer made to assist the governor’s representatives in 

establishing a radar warning system. This letter was drafted and was work¬ 

ing its way through the channels of the college system when Captain H. T. 

Orville’s boundless enthusiasm caught up with it. At his suggestion a con¬ 

ference to bring together interested agencies was conceived, planned and 

conducted in near-record time. 

Invitations to take part in the conference were issued to all agencies 

and persons with an interest in the problems of "severe weather warning.” 

The U. S. Weather Bureau, Headquarters Air Weather Service of the Air 

Force, the U. S. Navy, Dow Chemical Company, Copano Research Institute, 

Central Power and Light Company, Oklahoma A & M, The University of 

Texas, The Severe Storm Warning Center of the Air Force, Headquarters 

16th Weather Squadron, Headquarters 24th Weather Squadron, Naval Air 

Station at Corpus Christi, the Texas Department of Public Safety, The 

Texas Civil Defense Office, as well as the Departments of Oceanography 

and Electrical Engineering at Texas A & M were all invited to send repre- 
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sentatives to the conference. In addition, Mr. Jeff Davis, a newspaper pub¬ 

lisher of Crockett, Texas, and Captain Orville, of Bendix Aviation Corpora¬ 

tion, were invited as speakers. 

Considering that less than a week transpired between issuance of the 

invitations and the holding of the conference, it is remarkable that only 

four of the 18 agencies invited were unable to send representatives. 

The primary purpose of the conference was to examine existing facili¬ 

ties to see if coordination could weld them into an effective warning service. 

The agenda for the conference listed the following subjects for discussion: 

1) existing tornado warning facilities, 

2) observations of tornadoes and tornado situations, 

3) survey of existing communication and radar facilities, 

4) optimum utilization of existing facilities, 

5) proposed warning systems, proposed research, and 

6) the appointment of a working committee. 

Following a brief address of welcome by Dean David H. Morgan (now 

President of Texas A & M College), the conference was addressed by Cap¬ 

tain Orville who traced the history of the Navy’s participation in hurricane 

warning networks. Mr. Robert Simpson, Mr. E. L. Hardy, and Mr. L. F. 

Jones outlined the Weather Bureau’s role in tornado warning. Mr. Joe S. 

Fletcher of the Department of Public Safety described the activities of that 

department during the San Angelo and Waco tornadoes, and Dr. J. C. 

Freeman, Jr., reviewed existing radar facilities. Each agency present at the 

conference was given an opportunity to describe what facilities and what 

procedures it had available for contribution to a general comprehensive warn¬ 

ing system. 

During the discussion attending these addresses it was brought out that 

an immediate improvement in warning efficiency could be gained by im¬ 

provement of communications between the Weather Bureau and the Depart¬ 

ment of Public Safety. Representatives of these agencies reached an agree¬ 

ment during the conference to install a direct line between the Department 

of Safety offices in Austin and the Weather Bureau Office which would pre¬ 

vent the reoccurrence of a situation wherein the Department of Safety was 

unable to learn the exact nature of the storm threat. A second development 

which took place during the conference was the disclosure by Mr. Simpson, 

representative of the Washington office of the U. S. Weather Bureau, that 

the Weather Bureau had in its possession approximately 100 APS-2 radar 

sets which were to be converted for storm protection purposes, but that the 

Weather Bureau was unable to make the modifications at a rapid rate. The 

suggestion was made that if individual cities could support the conversion 

it would be possible to place a modified radar set in each First Order Weather 

Bureau station throughout the state. This would result in a radar network 

capable of completely Governing the state of Texas. 

Considerable discussion arose concerning the question of when and 

how to warn the public about tornado danger. The need for avoidance of 

panic, the danger of crying "wolf” too often, and methods of educating the 

public to take intelligent action were discussed. 

The conference closed with the appointment of a working committee 

whose function it is to implement the recommendations of the conference. 

This committee was composed of Dr. John C. Freeman, of the Department 

of Oceanography as chairman; Lt. Col. A. Payton, 16th Weather Squadron, 
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Conley AFT3, Waco, Texas; Mr. Jeff Davis, Editor and owner of the Crockett 
Democrat, Crockett, Texas; Mr. E. L. Hardy, Regional Director, Region 

2 of the U. S. Weather Bureau, Fort Worth, Texas; and Mr. Joe S. Fletcher, 

Assistant Director, Texas Department of Public Safety, Austin, Texas. 

This committee has met twice since the conference. At its first meeting 

in Waco on 9 July 1953, the committee discussed the problems of com¬ 

munications between the Department of Public Safety and the Weather 

Bureau, the operation of radar sets in the proposed Weather Bureau network, 

the problem of educating the public to intelligent action on the issuance of 

a tornado alert and a method by which the facilities of the Department of 

Public Safety could be enlisted to examine the actual storminess associated 

with an intense echo. The second meeting of the committee was held at Fort 

Worth, Texas, on 20 August 1953. At this time it was disclosed that ar¬ 

rangements for improved communications between the Department of Pub¬ 

lic Safety and the Weather Bureau had progressed to the point that a direct 

line had been installed between the Austin Weather Bureau Station and the 

Austin Office of the Department of Public Safety. In addition each First 

Order Weather Bureau station in Texas had been furnished with the address 

of the appropriate Department of Public Safety Official to contact in the 

event of severe weather. 

The mechanics of dispatching highway patrol cars to investigate intense 

echoes was further discussed, and a procedure was outlined, and a future 

meeting between Weather Bureau officials and Safety Department captains 

was set up at which time the plan would be further worked out. The problem 

of educating the public to proper action on receipt of a tornado alert was 

discussed at length. It was decided that Mr. Davis, as chairman of a sub¬ 

committee, would undertake a program of writing for public education 

purposes. An article on the subject is being written for publication in The 
Saturday Evening Post and should be widely disseminated. 

The Texas radar tornado warning network, an outgrowth of the first 

conference, has been furthered considerably. A contract has been entered 

into between the Texas A & M Research Foundation and the U. S. Weather 

Bureau to provide for the modification of the necessary radar sets as funds 

are available. A series of meetings with interested cities has been held. At 

the time of the writing of this summary, meetings with Houston, Galveston, 

and Fort Worth"' have already indicated that support will be forthcoming for 

modification of radar sets. The spirit of the conference was best summarized 

by an editorial in The Houston Chronicle of June 28, which said in part, 

"The Meteorological Department of Texas A & M College sponsored a con¬ 

ference to lay groundwork for such a (tornado warning) system. A com¬ 

mittee has been appointed to set up the warning service. The latest scientific 

devices including radar will be employed. Because of the rapidity of modern 

communications an hour or two of warning to a tornado threatened com¬ 

munity will save lives and greatly reduce property damage. The system to 

be inaugurated may prove one of the most worth while projects Texas could 

have.” 

*Note to Editor: As of this date, May 20, 1954, we have sets installed 
in Houston, Galveston, Fort Worth, Abilene, and Lake Charles, Louisiana. 
In addition we have contracts to modify sets for San Angelo, Midland, Lub¬ 
bock, San Antonio and Austin. 



THE ECONOMICS OF LIVABILITY COOLING 

AND HEATING IN HOT CLIMATES 

W. R. WOOLRICH 

The University of Texas 

Mr. Sydney F. Markham of Great Britain, in his Climate and the Energy 
of Nations, propounds the doctrine of the superiority in energy and leader¬ 

ship of people who live in a cool climate and then proceeds to cite the dis¬ 

tinctive leadership of the people of northern Europe and the northern United 

States as evidence of this superiority. 

Dr. Clarence Mills, in his Climate Makes the Man, is not as dogmatic 

in his generalizations, but he does leave many inferences that obviously 

support the theories expounded by Markham. 

The excellent research reports of Drs. L. P. Herrington and C. E. A. 

Winslow on the calorimetric reactions of the human being under different 

temperature conditions are valuable contributions on the physiological effects 

of temperature upon the human being, but there does seem room for further 

investigations as to what would happen to these same individuals if tested 

under actual climatic environments over prolonged periods when they have 

adjusted themselves to both hot climates and tropical diet. Conclusive cal¬ 

orimetric testing of the individual reactions to hot conditions should in¬ 

clude long-term diet adjustment. Biochemists point out that human metab¬ 

olism is actually more closely regulated and controlled by the individual ap¬ 

petite than is even the body temperature, which is maintained at 98.6° F 

by its intricate thermal control system. 

There are many reasons to believe that the animal we call man was 

created within the zones of this earth that had the benefit of tropical heat. 

Either the Hebrew historical announcement of creation or the anthropologi¬ 

cal explanation of the origin of man establishes the place within sustained 

warm surroundings. Even the failure of nature to provide the human being 

with a protecting coat of fur or feathers, as was quite generally supplied 

other forms of animal life found in cold climates, is indicative that until 

man obtained reasoning power sufficient to cause him to design a protective 

covering of his own, he was an inhabitant of the hot climates. 

Man is still more content in a warm atmosphere than cold. He is most 

appreciative of temperature conditions between 70° F and 80° F, and when 

he is exposed to an ambient air condition of ten degrees less than 70° F or 

ten degrees more than 80° F, he exhibits his disapproval. 

The discovery of fire and the inventive creation of different forms of 

shelter and clothing made it possible for tropical man to migrate in the 

direction of more temperate or cooler climates. The rewards for his migra¬ 

tion toward the cooler zones were that he found that he was required to 

endure fewer forms of tropical diseases, insects and vermin, combat a lesser 

number of man-eating and predatory animals, throw away, on account of 

spoilage, less of his meats and produce for lack of ample cool storage, and 

withstand less crowding, pilfering and human slaughter by unfriendly tribes 

and clans. 
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For these acquired conservation and protective rewards, man in, the 

colder climates had to pay by devoting more hours to provide an adequate 

fuel supply, spend more time and effort to build a structure to protect the 

family and livestock against cold weather, create new types and give more 

labor to provide essential clothing to preserve life, and learn to produce 

more cultivated foodstuffs in the restricted summer period for use during 

the long winter season of no production. 

The human being was entirely successful in this transplantation as is 

evidenced by such successful civilizations as the Scandinavian, British, Ger¬ 

man and French. In fact, the very nature of their developed way of living 

encouraged a more closely knit family life free of normadic dispersion, and 

this advanced the factory system of group endeavor and gave a new accent 

on reading, writing and the fine arts in homes, communities and the re¬ 

sultant schools. 

European and North American cold-climate people were so successful 

in building a high-level civilization that in their enthusiasm many writers 

of the past few decades from these northern areas boastfully expound the 

theory that cold or cool temperature climate induce high energy in the in¬ 

dividual human being and that this same high energy is essential to world 

leadership. With this as a basis, some have predicted that world leadership 

shall in the future be confined to zones where prolonged hot periods do not 

prevail. 

Today millions of people with fair complexions are living south of the 

3 5 th parallel in the United States under either hot-humid or hot-arid cli¬ 

matic conditions. Remarkably high energy levels are displayed by a large 

portion of these people. Census reports indicate that the fear of the hot 

areas of the United States is apparently diminishing and that the trends to 

go northward in the United States have been reversed. Within this southern 

area of the United States more blonde-race peoples are living today than have 

in the history of the world lived this near the Tropic of Cancer. 

Unfortunately, much of the building design made available to large 

numbers of those people who must live in the South originated in the 

northern zones, and whether it was for the hot-dry or the hot-humid 

areas of the southern regions, buildings were designed and constructed by 

the hundreds of thousands that by their very origin featured only methods 

of keeping warm. 

There need be no fear but what the peoples of the hot-dry areas of 

the world can maintain their high energy position in comparison with 

other peoples of like origin from more northerly parts of North America, 

Europe or Asia if hot climate diseases are kept under control. Diurnal 

temperature changes are sufficient to restore the physical man under such 

climatic conditions. Much can be done to improve his productive ability 

in hot weather, however. 

In the hot-humid climates there is an enervating effect upon many 

people. For these groups there is greater need to develop economical meth¬ 

ods of cooling the home and working spaces. Usually it will be found that 

increased productivity of the individual can well justify some form of 

space cooling. 

In the hot-dry and hot-humid areas of the world economic considera¬ 

tions will force designers and architects to de-emphasize heating and direct 

more of the initial investment in homes and buildings to the livability 

cooling of the space designed. 
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There are thousands of homes, commercial establishments and gov¬ 

ernment buildings of the hot-climate areas where ninety to one hundred 

per cent of the investment on the conditioning of air has been spent on 

heating of the building. Yet the people of these climates are refugees from 

heat far more days per year than they are greatly affected by cold. 

For the hot-climate areas of the United States there should be less 

use of the expensive heating systems designed for cold climates and a 

purposeful development of low-cost heating systems that can economically 

and adequately provide one, two or three months of needed heating in 

well-constructed houses. 

Cheap house construction is just as great a liability in warm climates 

as cold. The house that is poorly built and therefore requires excessive 

heating capacity is just as great a problem in obtaining satisfactory cool¬ 

ing. For either heating comfort or cooling livability, careful and ingenious 

design and construction are equally important. A poorly constructed 

house is as bad an investment in hot climates as in colder zones. 

Livability cooling should carry with it the connotation of the mini¬ 

mum essential cooling, either natural or mechanical, that during the hot 

season will keep the productive working people of that area at an econom¬ 

ical level of health and normal activity not appreciably different from 

that of other seasons of the year. Such a standard of cooling complements 

our commonly accepted level of essential livability heating to which, in 

general, the public, government officials and scientific people subscribe, 

not only for human beings, but for all forms of domesticated animal life. 

In areas such as the southern part of the United States, the mandated 

Pacific Islands, and a very large portion of the free world, there are more 

months of each year in which the residents can economically use some form 

of livability cooling than they need heating, if they would maintain high 

productive activity. Much of this cooling may be made possible through 

the ingenuity of the architect and the engineer in the design of the houses 

or buildings in which these people live and work. Proven procedures can 

obtain many ventilation benefits and improve livability by judicious selec¬ 

tion and location of windows, doors, and ventilators. The building materials 

used also may have a marked effect in accomplishing summer livability. 

The major portion of the human beings in the hot-dry and hot-humid 

areas of the world will ever be dependent upon architectural designs and 

simple devices to keep the habitats of the natives livable. For this great 

stratum of inhabitants of this earth a much more usable catalogue of methods 

proven effective to make houses livable is urgently needed, especially as this 

nation expands its program of assisting other countries that possess less 

affluence than is prevalent within the United States. 

Where cooling mechanisms must be employed, the ventilating fan with 

or without evaporative cooling is the least expensive to install and operate. 

Up to the present time most of the fan technology of the world has been 

directed toward improving the heating facilities for individuals, houses and 

buildings and only a meager amount of scientific knowledge of the use of 

fans for cooling is available or even given useful application. 

A large portion of the fans sold for ventilation and cooling in hot 

climates are sold to meet a specification of the number of air changes per 

hour. In cooling the individual air changes mean very little, and fan tech- 
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nology directed to the human cooling function must be developed to where 

there is a much greater effectiveness of actual air impingement upon the 

body of the individual. 

In most hot-humid areas of the world the delivery of an ample amount 

of air across the human body is an effective method of cooling. When air 

motion stops in these hot-humid zones, the individual grows restive and his 

productivity drops. There is an extensive field of investigation that needs 

pursuing on the technology of more effective fan cooling of the individual 

in hot-humid areas. Little has been done to date. 

In hot-dry zones the dry-bulb usually soars much higher than it does 

in neighboring hot-humid areas. However, in the hot-dry zones the wet-bulb 

is relatively low and evaporating cooling is effective in modifying the tem¬ 

perature of the individual. 

Since most hot-dry areas do have a decided drop in temperature after 

sundown, fan installations that will either force or induce large quantities 

of outside air through the house or working structure throughout the night 

are desirable. By this procedure the entire building structure is lowered in 

temperature to approximately that of the outside night coolness, and this 

stored-up cold is most helpful during the subsequent day to provide a form 

of radiant cooling from the walls, ceiling and floor to those within the 

structure. 

The attic fan has been most helpful in keeping houses in hot-humid 

climates cool throughout the day. In hot-dry climates it is more useful at 

night when it cools the entire structure by its induced circulation of lower 

temperature air. 

For the sleeping rooms the design should be directed toward quick cool¬ 

ing of the sleeping space in order to more nearly approach outside condi¬ 

tions. This would indicate that this portion of the house should have walls 

that can be quickly night cooled by fan or naturally circulated air. Instead 

of a low U-value for these walls in summer, a U-value approaching infinity 

is recommended. This might well be a screened in space, for wire screening 

nearly approaches the U-value of infinity. 

Since wire screening does not provide either privacy for individuals or 

protection from the elements, light mass walls designed with fan circulated 

night outside air between the studding have been found very satisfactory. 

By insulating such walls with reflective insulation of little mass, and ar¬ 

ranging the air inlets so that they can be closed in winter if desired, a 

wall structure of very high U-value for summer and very low U-value for 

winter is accomplished. 

For those who are financially able to purchase machine refrigeration, 

the design is only the initial factor that should receive serious consideration. 

Air conditioning machinery guarantees are no better than the integrity of 

the local dealer who sells the equipment. 

Air conditioning machine equipment should not be installed where there 

can be no positive assurance that competent and helpful maintenance service 

will be available for the normal life of the machine. Guaranteed machine 

service by the responsible dealer in any area requiring refrigerated cooled air 

is far more important than the trade name on the machine installed. 

For installations where machine refrigeration is used, the walls for both 

the living rooms and sleeping rooms can be economically insulated to a 

point of a very low U-value. However, there are many people in hot-dry 
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areas enjoying large diurnal changes of temperature who find it more satis¬ 

factory to use machine cooling in well-insulated working and living rooms, 

then use night air-cooled sleeping quarters with very high U-value walls and 

ample fan distribution of air to approximate outside night temperature con¬ 

ditions during the hot summer months. 

In the hot-humid climates, machine cooling does offer its greatest ad¬ 

vantage, since the drying out of the air by the cooling coils can be most 

effective. Even with this advantage, however, the integrity of the distributor 

who provides the performance guarantee is paramount to the type of machine 

purchased. 

In the very dry climates the possibilities of stage evaporative cooling 

should be developed to a much greater state of perfection in preference to 

machine cooling. Since it is theoretically possible to secure air temperatures 

near to the dew point and considerably below the wet-bulb temperature of 

the outside air, both air cooling for livability and air chilling for food pres¬ 

ervation are practical and economical by the evaporative process. For ex¬ 

ample, in an area where mid-day dry-bulb temperatures soar to 110° F 

but the wet-bulb remains rather constant at 68° F, it is theoretically pos¬ 

sible to obtain chilling temperatures of 40° by stage evaporative cooling. 

Installations are successfully operating by indirect evaporating cooling 

in which the great mass of air is cooled, either through a commercial air 

washer or in a regular type of evaporative cooler, to a temperature approach¬ 

ing the wet-bulb temperature of the outside air. Then this cooled air is 

passed through a heat exchanger in counterflow to a stream of outside dry 

air. The dry air stream on the other side of the metal plates then approaches 

a sensible heat cooling to the temperature of the wet-bulb but with no 

moisture added. 

A subsequent second cycle is now workable with air entering the evap¬ 

orative cooler at the low temperature acquired in the first cycle, and this air 

becomes saturated at a lower saturation temperature than before. When this 

air is passed through a second heat exchanger, a smaller fraction of outside 

air than previously treated experiences a sensible heat cooling to the lower 

saturated air temperature without moisture being added to the fraction 

cooled. The limit of such a process is the original dew point of the outside 

air, which for 110° F dry-bulb and 68° F wet-bulb outside air would be 

40° F. 

In the applications of the several forms of livability cooling within the 

United States, each type and class can expect to have a healthy growth 

with a resultant increase in the productive capacity and the human comfort 

of the population. With public officials and industrial managers it will be 

the increase in productive capacity that will continue to be the controlling 

motive in air cooling in working and living space. 

The United States affords the world’s finest demonstration of what can 

be done in acclimating millions of blonde-race peoples to high energy levels 

in hot-humid and hot-arid climates. In such a laboratory this nation can pro¬ 

vide natural facilities to gain much knowledge on the relation of man to sus¬ 

tained hot atmospheric conditions. In the words of one prominent British 

official, "the population of the Southern and Southwestern areas of the 

United States have accomplished complete mastery over semi-tropical cli¬ 

matic conditions and are demonstrating some of the highest energy charac¬ 

teristics to be found in the world. They owe it to the other nations of the 
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world of similar racial characteristics to report on how it has been done, 

for we have vast underdeveloped areas that possess similar climatic and 

geographical characteristics.” 
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THE MANAGEMENT OF CHRONIC PAIN: 

A FACTOR IN HUMAN CONSERVATION * * 

LOUIS W. LEWIS** and F. A. DUNCAN ALEXANDER 

Veterans Administration Hospital, McKinney, Texas 

From the dimmest dawn of humankind man has sought assuage from 

pain. In primitive cultures pain was shrouded in darkness, superstition, 

and mysticism. Charms and amulets were worn to frighten away the pain 

demons, and the body was tattooed to keep the pain outside. Incantations 

and rituals, the tribal magic, undoubtedly had a psychological effect—even 

a therapeutic effect——on primitive sufferers. Early attempts at physical medi¬ 

cine can be speculated upon in the use of massage, cold water, and later 

heat applied to the painful part. 

As a concept of religion developed, pain was interpreted as punishment 

from a deity, and the priest—servant of the gods—replaced the medicine 

man. Sacrifices were offered at shrines and, occasionally, the gods saw fit 

to grant relief and thus pardon the offense so punished by pain. 

With the advent of Christianity, the doctrine of healing the sick and 

banishing pain by the "laying on of hands” came into vogue. A personal 

relationship between patient and healer was established—a relationship in¬ 

volving faith, transference, and a great deal of suggestion, factors all of 

modern psychiatric importance. 

Natural remedies consisting of herbs, clays, and animal products were 

also used from very early times. The Ebers Papyrus of about 1 5 50 B.C. 

includes a pharmacopoeia containing many prescriptions using opium, one 

of which was said to be of divine origin prescribed for Ra’s headache by 

Isis. The original B.C. headache powder. 

Primitive surgical attempts, like trephining the skull for headache, are 

of interest but probably of doubtful therapeutic benefit. Also of interest 

are the primitive practices of acupuncture—an Oriental art in which needles 

are introduced into the afflicted part; and certain voodoo rites where pins 

are introduced into an image of the subject, either to cure or to cause afflic¬ 

tion of the pierced part. Here may be seen the primordial counterparts of 

our contemporary neurosurgeon with his modern psychosurgical procedure; 

and our modern anesthesiologist with his recent principles and practices 

of nerve blocking to relieve pain. 

From earliest times we have seen attempts to relieve pain by suggestion, 

physical methods, drugs, surgery, and needle puncture. The methods were 

crude, of limited value, but demonstrate a fight against pain as old as man¬ 

kind. 

* Presented before the Texas Academy of Science meeting, Galveston, Texas, 
December, 1953, by the senior author. Reviewed in the Veterans Administration and 
published with the approval of the Chief Medical Director. The statements and 
conclusions published are the authors’, are the result of their own study, and do 
not necessarily reflect the opinion or policy of the Veterans Administration. 

* * Present address: University Hospital, Ann Arbor, Michigan. 
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But what is pain? We have all experienced subjectively that which we 

call pain, but to many the definition of Dunglison, in 18 57, that "pain is a 

disagreeable sensation which scarcely admits of definition,” would be about 

as close as we could come. 

The current thinking about pain divides the pain experience into two 

parts—the perception of pain, and the reaction to pain. 

The mechanism of pain perception has been quite well investigated and 

elaborated by anatomists, physiologists, and neurophysiologists. It is known 

that pain is received by an end-organ, transmitted via peripheral nerves to 

a cell body in the dorsal roots of the cord, and thence may ascend in the 

spino-thalamic tract on the opposite side to the thalamus. There, connector 

neurones synapse and form a thalamocortical radiation, mostly concentrated 

in the post-central gyrus but sending projections to appropriate parts of 

the cortex. This, then, is the mechanism of pain perception, and it is quite 

similar in all individuals. As for pain reaction, there is great individual varia¬ 

tion. Some individuals are described as stoic—tolerate pain quite well. Others 

are "torn to pieces” by seemingly insignificant discomforts. This is the un¬ 

known variable in patients with pain—and the factor, at we shall see, 

which frequently determines the ultimate therapeutic result. 

Let us now consider some of the effects of chronic pain. By specifying 

chronic pain, we automatically eliminate the usually temporary painful states, 

such as acute injuries, and the immediate postoperative state. In these situa¬ 

tions there is indeed pain, but it is of decreasing intensity, of relatively short 

duration, and the patient has every expectation of recovery. 

Such chronically painful diseases as terminal malignancy, causalgias, 

neuralgias, shoulder-hand syndrome, multiple sclerosis, tic doloreux, and 

angina pectoris are the types of pain with w*<ich we are concerned. These 

patients have continuous and unrelenting pain, usually from a progressive 

disease from which there is little expectation of remission. It is true that 

patients with tic and angina have only occasionally episodes of pain, but 

they live in constant dread of an attack. 

It is with this type of patient that pain becomes the chief problem. 

If not relieved, severe mental, emotional, and physical depletion may occur. 

Prolonged, persistent, and intense pain may dominate the sensorium, inter¬ 

fere with thought processes, and undermine morale. 

Weir Mitchell, the great American neurologist of the 19th century, 

wrote thus of persistent and intense pain, "Perhaps few persons who are not 

physicians can realize the influence which long-continued and unendurable 

pain may have upon both body and mind. The older books are full of cases 

in which, after lancet wounds, the most terrible pain and local spasm re¬ 

sulted. When these had lasted for days or weeks, the whole surface became 

hyperesthetic, and the senses grew to be only avenues for fresh and increas¬ 

ing tortures, until every vibration, every change of light, and . . . even the 

effort to read brought on new agony. Under such torments the temper 

changes, the most amiable grow irritable, the soldier becomes a coward, and 

the strongest man is scarcely less nervous than the most hysterical girl.” 

I am quite certain that most physicians have seen cases in which the 

constant, persistent, and increasing pains of trigeminal neuralgia, causalgia, 

and cancer have completely exhausted the patient, decreased his appetite, 

and disturbed his sleep-—producing a state of marked debility. In most of 

these cases apprehension, fear, worry, and mental anxiety—all mental effects 
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of pain-—seem to have much to do with the physical deterioration of the 

patient. Thus, while the pain may not necessarily produce any apparent 

physical disturbance the mental disturbances, manifested by irritability of 

temper, neurasthenia, or even psychoneurosis, are manifold and remain long 

after a prolonged painful syndrome has entirely and permanently disappeared. 

This emphasizes the importance of early relief of pain. 

The pain need not be of an overwhelming or intolerable degree to 

have such mental and physical effects. An apparently moderate degree of 

pain, if persistently unabating and prolonged, may so affect the mentation 

of the individual as even to cause the patient to inflict self-destruction. 

Pain may cause physical changes and become severely incapacitating. 

One needs only to see a patient with shoulder-hand syndrome, causalgia of 

the hand, or even severe bursitis to note the guarding of the extremity, the 

protection from contact even with clothing, to note the eventual limitation 

of motion and wasting of muscles, even formation of contractures-—to re¬ 

alize how severely incapacitated is that individual. 

Even the emotional reaction to pain may initiate psychophysiologic 

reactions such as occlusion of the nasal passages, changes in the stomach and 

colon (at times leading to ulceration), arrhythmias of the heart, and eleva¬ 

tion of blood pressure. Thus the mental effects of pain may precipitate or 

aid in perpetuating a biologically harmful or eventually even destructive 

process. 

In addition to the direct effects of pain must sometimes be added the 

effects of drugs used to relieve the pain, in making invalids of these pa¬ 

tients. Narcotics, especially when relied upon over long periods, decrease 

appetite, and the patient may lose weight even more rapidly than the normal 

progress of the disease dictates. The patient’s sensorium may become clouded 

or he may become addicted to the drug. 

What must be done about these pain problems? Everything possible is 

the answer; and the methods will be directed toward prohibiting pain per¬ 

ception, modifying pain reaction, or both. 

First, we shall consider systemic drugs which are still the practitioner’s 

greatest and most reliable ally to relieve pain. These drugs act centrally to 

(1) raise threshold perception, (2) modify reaction, or both—or influence 

the abnormal phenomena which cause pain—for example, nitroglycerine in 

relief of angina pectoris, tolserol to relieve muscle spasm, or ergotamine to 

constrict over-distended arteries and relieve migraine headaches. 

Then there are the analgesics, such as aspirin, which raise the pain 

threshold and thereby diminish pain perception; the hypnotics such as bar¬ 

biturates and bromides which promote sleep and tend to modify reaction to 

pain; and the narcotics which affect both perception and reaction. These 

last are potent drugs and frequently have undesirable side efferts. There are 

many narcotic drugs now available; but for any one patient one drug is 

better than the others; therefore, an attempt should be made to find the 

best drug for each individual. Finally, there are placebos, drugs without a 

specific effect on pain but which seem to modify both perception and re¬ 

action, probably by suggestion. 

The neurosurgeon considers interruption of the pain pathways by a 

knife, while the anesthetist, with a needle and syringe, practically reproduces 

the neurosurgeon’s operations by placing an anesthetic solution about the 

pain pathway at whatever level is indicated. This is sometimes done as. a. 
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diagnostic procedure before the neurosurgeon operates, and is done certainly 

by the anesthesiologist with short-acting drugs as a diagnostic procedure 

before injection of the therapeutic agent. 

Recent advances in nerve-blocking procedures have rendered the use 

of agents such as 6% phenol or absolute alcohol safe and accurate. These 

agents cause destruction of the nerve and must be injected with great care 

and accuracy. The use of x-rays and diodrast to show the spread of the 

agent is a recent significant advance made at the Veterans Administration 

Hospital, McKinney, Texas.1 This tends to eliminate the inherent "blind¬ 

ness” from the procedure and prevents serious complications. 

Since many of the patients suffering from chronic pain are in the 

terminal stages of malignancy, they are not good risks for neurosurgical 

procedures, and nerve block offers the only practical method for inter¬ 

rupting their pain pathways. The patient’s mentality is not dulled, appetite 

is not lost, and the patient is able to function to his maximum capacity. 

However, in patients with long-standing pain, psychiatric consultation is 

frequently essential. 

SUMMARY 

Anyone attempting to treat these most difficult problems must thor¬ 

oughly know and understand his patient. Management consists of inter¬ 

ruption of the pain pathways by neurosurgical or nerve block techniques 

if possible; modification of the patient’s reaction to pain with drugs as 

needed; psychiatric assistance for the patient’s emotional problems; and what¬ 

ever supportive medical measures are indicated for treatment of the patient’s 

primary disease. 

Satisfactory management of one of these problems is indeed a work 

of conservation. An otherwise completely incapacitated individual is freed 

of his major burden and can frequently resume a normal, productive pur¬ 

suit. In cases of terminal malignancy, the suffering patient ceases to suffer, 

and it is our impression that life is actually prolonged following pain relief. 

1 Alexander, F. A. Duncan, and B. K. Lovell, Roentgenological Control of Nerve 
Blocks: Use of Iodopyracet Injection, March 15, 1952, Vol. 148, pp. 885 
and 886. 



A REPORT ON THE PROFESSIONAL STATUS OF 

TEXAS HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE TEACHERS * 
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North Texas State College 

and 

OREN C. WHITEHEAD 

William Jewell College 

For the past few years there has been an increasing concern over the 

prospects for an adequate supply of qualified young people entering careers 

in science. There are undeniable indications from various sources that the 

supply of scientifically trained personnel is already inadequate and that the 

trend is downward. Undoubtedly there are several contributing factors. 

The case would need no supporting evidence that the high school science 

teacher of today stands in a pivotal position with respect to this problem. 

It is he who has the opportunity to identify those youngsters having scientific 

aptitudes, to encourage and cultivate those aptitudes, and to make possible 

the early development of scientific potential to the highest possible level dur¬ 

ing the secondary school years. We must logically become concerned with 

who it is that teaches the science today. Inept and poorly qualified teachers 

in our science classrooms probably make little use of their opportunities to 

find and develop scientific potential. Such a condition may spotlight one 

reason for the mounting shortage of scientifically trained personnel. 

Ray C. Maul, Assistant Director of the National Education Association 

Research Division, in his 195 3 edition of the annual national teacher supply 

and demand report, furnishes us with some uncomfortable facts (Maul, 

1953 ). He shows that in the three years since 1950, the total number of 

college graduates has dropped 30.8%, the total number qualified for high 

school teaching has fallen 36.2%, the total number prepared to teach mathe¬ 

matics has fallen 41.3%, and the number prepared to teach science has 

dropped 48.7%. Whatever incidental factors may be causing these disturb¬ 

ing figures, the fact remains that qualified teachers of science and mathe¬ 

matics are becoming scarcer rather than more plentiful. The future does 

not promise improvement. But what of today? 

The question we hoped to answer, in part, in the investigation of Texas 

science teachers, was just what sort of persons are teaching the science In 

Texas high schools now? 

The data were obtained from 596 science teachers. Although we do 

not know precisely how many high school science teachers there are in 

Texas, this figure probably represents approximately one-third of them. 

Therefore, we feel that the sample is a reliable one. 

* Adapted from Whitehead, Oren W., An Investigation of Selected Factors 
Related to the Professional Status of the Science Teachers in the Four-Year Accredited 
High Schools of Texas for the School Year 1952-1953, unpublished Master’s Thesis, 
North Texas State College, 1953. 
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As we expected, most of the science teachers in Texas have college 

degrees. Over one-half of them have graduate degrees. Using semester hours 

credit in professional education courses as a criterion, apparently most of 

them are well prepared professionally, since 48.9% of the bachelor-degree 

science teachers and 82.8% of the graduate-degree teachers have more than 

twenty-four semester hours credit in education. A little less than 5 % of 

all of them have less than the equivalent of a minor in professional educa¬ 

tion. It is also noteworthy that 8 5 % of the science teachers hold permanent 

teaching certificates in Texas. 

But what about their preparation in the subject matter field in which 

they teach? For purposes of comparison, an arbitrary standard was set to 

determine whether or not a teacher had a major or minor in the subject he 

was teaching. A major was considered to be twenty-four or more semester 

hours, and a minor was considered to be twelve through twenty-three se¬ 

mester hours. On that basis, approximately one-fdurth of the biology teach¬ 

ers, one-fourth of the chemistry teachers, and one-half of the physics teach¬ 

ers of Texas do not have as much as a minor in the subjects they are teach¬ 

ing. Since Texas certification laws do not certify a teacher to teach in a 

subject-matter area, certification cannot be used as a control on this sort 

of situation. Accreditation standards, however, are supposedly a control. Ap¬ 

parently they are not too effective, for according to the Texas Education 

Agency accreditation standards the persons noted above do not have the 

minimum number of hours credit required to teach their courses. 

Of those persons teaching biology, 27.6% have the equivalent of a 

minor and 47.6% have the equivalent of a major in biology. Of those per¬ 

sons teaching chemistry, 3 5.5% have the equivalent of a minor and 28.6% 

have the equivalent of a major in chemistry. Of those persons teaching 

physics, 24% have the equivalent of a minor and 24.9% have the equivalent 

of a major in physics. 

The general science teachers in Texas have more preparation in biology 

than in chemistry and more in chemistry than in physics. Of those persons 

teaching general science, 44.1% of them have less than the equivalent of a 

minor in biology, 56% have less than the equivalent of a minor in chemistry, 

and 83% have less than the equivalent of a minor in physics. This relative 

deficiency in training in the physical sciences is inconsistent with the rela¬ 

tive emphasis made on the physical sciences in the average general science 

course. 

There are other factors, in addition to academic preparation, that may 

be indicative of the quality of the persons teaching science. In any profes¬ 

sion, experience is assumed to be very important. Also, it is a reasonable 

assumption that tenure is important if a teacher’s effectiveness and efficiency 

are to be at a maximum. It was discovered, however, that nearly three-fifths 

of the Texas science teachers have had three or fewer years teaching experi¬ 

ence and more than two-thirds of them have been in their present positions 

three or fewer years. If our previous assumptions are valid, the obviously rapid 

turnover of science teachers is not indicative of the highest quality instruc¬ 

tion in our science classrooms. 

It may also be assumed that another means of evaluating professional 

interest and competence is through membership in professional organizations. 

Most of the Texas science teachers belong to the Texas State Teachers As¬ 

sociation. We may presume that to be an indication of their interest in the 
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teaching profession. However, only about one-tenth of them belong to the 

Texas Academy of Science and less than one-fifth of them belong to any 

of the science teachers organizations. Again our science teachers fail to 

measure up to an acceptable standard. 

Admittedly, this study has many limitations. It has been narrow in 

its scope, since many factors that do affect the quality of science teaching 

have not been investigated. Other college courses and experiences, in-service, 

training, travel, publications and journals read, hobbies pursued, and many 

other influences may have operated to improve the teacher’s effectiveness. 

On the other hand, teaching load, number of preparations, salary, extra¬ 

curricular assignments, inadequate facilities and equipment, and many other 

influences may have operated to decrease the teacher’s effectiveness. 

In spite of these limitations, however, the indications are that Texas 

youth are not getting the best in science instruction. The deficiencies pointed 

out in this study are those that can be corrected. It is possible to be more 

careful in teaching assignments, to adhere to accreditation standards, to 

encourage long tenure, to meet competition from industry for scientifically 

trained persons, to promote participation in professional organizations, and 

to train science teachers with a broader science background. It is sincerely 

hoped that those persons and agencies who have jurisdiction or influence 

over any of these factors will recognize their obligations and take measures 

to correct those deficiencies which come within their purview. 
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FOOD COMPETITION AMONG FOUR SYMPATRIC SPECIES OF 

GARTER SNAKES, GENUS THAMNOPHIS 

M. J. FOUQUETTE, JR. 

The University of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

The factors which permit several closely related species of animals to 

co-exist in the same area and remain distinct have been expounded by many 

workers in ecology and genetics. Isolating mechanisms are discussed in con¬ 

siderable detail by such workers as Allee, et al (1949), Dobzhansky (1951), 

Emerson (1943), Gause (1934), Fluxley (1942), Mayr (1942 and 1948), 

Muller (1942), and Patterson (1942). One of the most fundamental of 

these factors agreed upon by most workers is ecological isolation. Animals 

of different species make use of the available environment in different ways, 

i.e., each species fits into a different ecological niche. One of the differences 

between the ecological niches of closely related species lies in the difference 

in foods utilized by the various species concerned. Often it may be found 

that two species exist in the same general area and utilize different foods 

from the available environment; thus they can live side by side without 

competing for food. In contrast, it may be found that two species living 

in the same general area may share a common type of food to a large ex¬ 

tent, but they are able to co-exist in the area because of a difference in 

habitat preference. This latter case may occur only when the food is com¬ 

mon to the habitat of both species to a considerable degree. 

If a species is wide-ranging, there will obviously be differences in the 

food of animals from populations in different parts of the range. This is 

due to the difference of availability of various food species in different 

areas. However, as will be pointed out, there is often a general type of food 

preferred by a given species, although the specific type of food may vary 

widely between populations. 

This study represents an attempt to determine food competition among 

four species of garter snakes, which occur more or less sympatrically in 

Texas. The four species involved in the problem are the brown garter snake 

(Thamnophis cyrtopsis), Marcy’s garter snake (X*. marcianus), the com¬ 

mon garter snake (T. sirtalis), and the ribbon snake (T. sauritus). Although 

these species occur over a considerable area outside of Texas, only specimens 

from Texas localities were used in this study. 

The brown garter snake occurs from central Texas west through Ari¬ 

zona and south into Mexico. In Texas this species is restricted to the Edwards 

Plateau, corresponding approximately to the Balconian biotic province of 

Blair. Two sub-species, as defined by Milstead ( 1953 ), occur in the state. 

T. cyrtopsis cyrtopsis occurs in the Trans-Pecos region, while T. cyrtopsis 
ocellata is found on the Edwards Plateau. Specimens of both subspecies, and 

several specimens considered to be intergrades by Milstead, were examined 

for food. 

Marcy’s garter snake ranges throughout most of Texas, avoiding only 

the Austroriparian biotic province as delimited by Dice (1943) and Blair 
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(1950). It also ranges north to Kansas, west to California, and south into 

Mexico. Mittleman (1949) defines two subspecies of this snake. In Texas, 

T. marcianus marcianus occurs in the southern and central parts of the 

state, while T. marcianus nigrolateris is found in the Trans-Pecos and Pan¬ 

handle regions. Specimens of both races were used in the present study. 

The common garter snake is the most wide ranging of any of the species 

concerned in the present study. It probably occurs in every state in the 

United States, and it is also found throughout much of southern Canada. 

Thus is should be expected that this snake will have considerable differences 

in its food in different parts of its range. Two subspecies occur in Texas. The 

range of neither is well known. In his description of T. sir tails annectens, 
Brown (1950) defines the Texas distribution of that race as the central and 

north-central parts of the state. The other race is T. sirtalis parie tails. Brown 

gives the Texas distribution of this race as "probably the Panhandle and 

Trans-Pecos regions.” Although this snake is usually regarded as common 

throughout most of its range, it is apparently scarce in most of Texas. Cer¬ 

tainly it is quite rare in the Austin region. Most of the specimens examined 

for this study, in fact all of those which contained food, were from a single 

locality in the Panhandle. These specimens are probably intergrades between 

the two races, although the taxonomic status on the subspecies level is not 

pertinent to this study. 

The ribbon snake ranges throughout most of the eastern half of the 

United States and adjacent Canada and Mexico. In Texas it is found through¬ 

out the state except in most of the Trans-Pecos region. Only one subspecies 

is recognized at present in Texas, this being T. sauritus proximus. 

In Texas these four species, like all garter snakes, are never found far 

from water. However, marcianus and cyrtopsis tend to be considerably more 

xeric than sirtalis and sauritus, which are quite hygric. The ribbon snake is 

always found associated with permanent or semi-permanent creeks, rivers, 

lakes, stock tanks, etc. It is nearly always found in the water or on the 

bank near the water. The common garter snake does not always stay as 

close to water as the ribbon snake, but it is most frequently found under 

logs in the vicinity of more or less permanent creeks. 

The brown garter snake, on the other hand, is not so restricted to per¬ 

manent water. It is often found around temporary rain pools in the arid 

parts of Texas. Likewise, Marcy’s garter snake tends to be rather inde¬ 

pendent of permanent water, being found frequently in roadside ditches 

and flooded fields after a hard rain. 

All four of these species occur within the city limits of Austin. In this 

sense they might all be said to be sympatric. However, although the ranges 

of two of the species meet at Austin, they apparently do not overlap any¬ 

where. T. sirtalis reaches Austin from the east and T. cyrtopsis from the 

west. So in the sense of Mayr (1942), these two species are allopatric. How¬ 

ever, each of these two species is sympatric with both of the other two 

species. 

As pointed out by Carpenter (1952), there have been very few spe¬ 

cific studies of food competition or food habits of garter snakes. Of course 

most of the general works and local studies mention the foods of each 

species, but these are quite general and are usually taken from previous 

literature. Such works do not contain much information pertinent to the 

study and are too numerous to mention. There is also a multitude of short 
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papers which cite a case of a certain snake eating a certain type of food. 

These are often exceptional cases and are again too numerous to list. 

However, there have been a few papers which have gone into consider¬ 

able detail on the food of a few specie0 of garter snakes. The most out¬ 

standing work of this type so far published is that of Carpenter (1952). 

He studied the food habits of three sympatric species of garter snakes in 

natural populations in Michigan for a period of three years. Two of the 

species studied by Carpenter were also studied in the present work. These 

are T. sirtalis and T. sauritm. The third species was a small northeastern 

form called Butler’s garter snake (T. butleri). 

Other studies of the food habits of one or more of the species concerned 

in this problem include those by Barbour (1950), Fitch (1941), Hamilton 

(1951), Lagler and Salyer (1945), and LJhler, Cottam, and Clarke (1939). 

Fox (1952) and Tanner (1949) have made similar studies of other species 

of garter snakes. 

This study was carried out under the direction of Dr. W. F. Blair, and 

the resulting work submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for 

the degree of Master of Arts at the University of Texas. I am indebted to 

Dr. Blair for suggesting the problem and for his counsel and encouragement. 

I am also grateful to Dr. Clark Hubbs for his help in identifying some of 

the fishes, and to Dr. D. B. Casteel for identification of certain beetles. I 

also wish to thank many friends for their advice and criticisms. 

METHODS 

The chief method used in determining the food taken by the four species 

of garter snakes consisted of examining the stomachs of preserved museum 

specimens and determining what type of food, if any, was present. If the 

phylum to which the food species belonged could be determined, it was 

classed as identifiable food. A total of 484 specimens of garter snakes in 

the Texas Natural History Collection was examined for food. Of these, 

114 (23.6%) contained identifiable food. Of the 484 specimens, 149 were 

T. cyrtopsis, 40 (26.8%) of which contained identifiable food; 59 were 

marcianuSy 12 (20.4%) of which contained identifiable food; 74 were sirtalis, 

13 (17.6%) of which contained identifiable food; and 202 were sauritus 

49 (24.4%) of which contained identifiable food. The two chief reasons 

for the low percentage of specimens containing food are probably: first, the 

snakes which are most likely to be caught are those which are out foraging 

for food and hence probably have nothing in their stomachs; secondly, many 

of the specimens placed in the Texas collection are allowed to remain alive 

in the laboratory for several days before being killed and preserved, and 

thus they are able to digest what food they may have had in their stomachs. 

Even so, these figures agree closely with those of Carpenter (1952), who 

found food in 24% of the snakes examined in the field at the time of capture. 

And these figures are higher than those obtained by Fitch (1941), who found 

only about 13% of over 3 500 museum specimens contained food. However, 

the figures obtained in the present study are considerably lower than the 

figures obtained by Hamilton (1951), who found 63% of his specimens 

contained identifiable food. All the snakes studied by Hamilton were killed 

and preserved immediately upon capture. 

In most cases the procedure followed in the present study was as fol¬ 

lows. The body wall of a snake was opened by a ventral incision. The stom¬ 

ach was located and was similarly opened by another incision. If there were 
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any fragments of food apparent, the entire stomach was removed by clipping 

the esophagus about one or two inches anterior to the stomach and clipping 

the intestine a short distance posterior to the gall bladder. The stomach 

was placed in a small bottle and labeled appropriately. If no food fragments 

could be found the stomach was not removed. The collection of stomachs 

was then checked and the food identified as precisely as was possible. Some¬ 

times the animals eaten by a snake were relatively undigested and could be 

immediately identified, but more often there were only small undigested 

fragments remaining, such as legs or toes of frogs. With the aid of a dis¬ 

secting microscope it was frequently possible to identify the food material 

even when only a toe was present. In the case of anurans the fragments 

could usually be allocated to a family, and quite often they could be classi¬ 

fied as to genus or species. The remainder of the digestive tract was checked 

in a few cases, but it was found that ordinarily when food left the stomach 

it was already digested beyond identifiable condition, so that if the food 

could not be identified from material in the stomach, it would be impossible, 

in most cases, to identify anything in the intestine. 

In addition to the examination of museum specimens, a few field ob¬ 

servations were made. Also, some feeding tests were made to determine what 

the species would eat in the laboratory. 

The importance of the various food items in the diet of each species 

was estimated by the frequency of occurrence in the stomachs of the speci¬ 

mens examined. Other authors have done volumetric analyses as well, but 

since one often finds the foot of a frog in one stomach and a dozen tadpoles 

in another, the actual volume measured would not necessarily be an indi¬ 

cation of the relative sizes of the original meals of the two snakes. 

In the discussions to follow, the percentages given represent the frac¬ 

tion of these specimens which contained a certain type of food, i.e., the 

frequency with which the food occurs in stomachs of each species. In some 

cases one snake may eat two different animals, so there may be some overlap 

in frequencies. They are not intended to total 100%. It may be interesting 

to note that in only one case did any snake examined in this study contain 

more than two types of food, and in the majority of cases only one type 

of food was present in a single stomach. As a matter of fact, less than 

10% of all snakes containing identifiable food had more than one type 

present. 

Occasional specimens of all four species contained plant fragments. 

These were regarded as taken accidentally or indirectly, and thus are not 

recorded as food. 

FOOD OF THAMNOPHIS CYRTOPSIS 
Of the 40 specimens of T. cyrtopsis which contained identifiable food, 

39 (97%) had eaten amphibians and one (3%) had eaten a lizard (Lygo- 
soma laterale). Of the 39 which had eaten amphibians, 14 (36%) had eaten 

adult anurans, 24 (61%) had eaten tadpoles, two (5%) had eaten sala¬ 

manders {Piet hod on ghitinosus), and one (3%) had eaten an unidentifiable 

amphibian. In two cases a snake contained both a tadpole and a young frog. 

For a graphic representation of these data, see Figure 1. 

Of the stomachs containing tadpoles, 13 (54%) had Hyla arenicolor, 
eight (33%) had Microhyla olivacea, two (8%) had Rana pipiens, and four 

(17%) had unidentifiable tadpoles. 

Of the stomachs containing metamorphosed anurans, four (29%) had 

Rana pipiens, three (22%) had Bnfo punctatus,' one (7%) had Bufo com- 
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pactilis, one (7%) had Scaphiopus hammondi, one (7%) had Hyla areni¬ 
color, one (7%) had Syrrhophus marnocki, and three (22%) contained un¬ 

identifiable anurans. 

If these data are analyzed seasonally by localities, the picture is altered 

considerably. Of the 40 specimens, 28 were taken near Valentine, Texas, in 

Presidio County. These belong to the subspecies cyrtopsis. They were col¬ 

lected in the summer of 1948, during the months of June, July, and August. 

With the exception of a specimen containing Rana pipiens tadpoles, which 

was collected in July, and the specimen containing Scaphiopus hammondi, 
which was collected in August, all the cyrtopsis from this area were collected 

in June. All of the tadpoles known to be eaten by members of this species 

were found in specimens from this collection. None of the stomachs con¬ 

tained any foods except anurans. Tadpoles were found in 24 (86%) of 

these stomachs and adults in six (21%). Of the stomachs containing adults, 

three had Rana pipiens, one had Hyla arenicolor, one had Scaphiopus ham¬ 
mondi, and one had an unidentifiable adult anuran. 

Jameson and Flury (1949) found many of the brown garter snakes of 

the Presidio County population feeding on Hyla arenicolor tadpoles, which 

they reported to be common in pools in the area. They also found one in¬ 

dividual eating a large Rana pipiens. J. S. Mecham informs me that in an¬ 

other Trans-Pecos locality—the Guadalupe Mountains in Culberson County 

—in the month of August, he collected a large cyrtopsis which had eaten 

an average-sized adult Rana pipiens. The specimen was found near a stock 

tank in which these frogs were abundant. 

Six of the specimens came from localities in Brewster and Terrell Coun¬ 

ties, and are intergrades between the two subspecies cyrtopsis and ocellata. 
All of these contained adult anurans. Three of these had Bufo punctatus, one 

had Bufo com pactilis, one had Rana pipiens, and one had an unidentifiable 

anuran. The five containing Bufo and Rana were collected in the month of 

June, while the one with an unidentifiable anuran was collected in August. 

R. W. Axtell, who collected many of the specimens examined from Brewster 

County, informs me that nearly all of the cyrtopsis collected were found 

near pools in which tadpoles and metamorphosing young of Bufo punctatus 
were abundant. He did not observe any feeding by these snakes. He also 

reports that the snakes were usually kept alive for one to three days before 

preservation, so that they probably were able to digest such soft-bodied 

prey as tadpoles before they were preserved. 

The remaining six specimens were collected on the western edge of 

the Edwards Plateau, in or near Austin. These snakes belong to the subspecies 

ocellata. Of these, one collected in March contained an unidentifiable frog, 

one collected in September contained an unidentifiable amphibian, one col¬ 

lected in October contained a salamander (Plethodon glutinosus), and of 

two collected in November, one contained a salamander (P. glutinosus) and 

the other contained a lizard (Lygosoma la terale). The date of collection of 

the remaining Austin specimen is unknown, but the stomach of this snake 

contained an average-sized adult Syrrhophus marnocki. The stomach of an¬ 

other specimen from the Austin region was filled with a large amount of 

cedar bark which was probably eaten by accident. 

Only one record of feeding by this species in the field was observed by 

the author. A large specimen collected on the Edwards Plateau, near Austin, 

regurgitated a freshly-swallowed adult Bufo punctatus of average size. 
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FIGURE 1 

Relative frequency of types of food of 114 garter snakes, as determined by 
stomach analysis of specimens in the Texas Natural History Colection. The numbers 
in parenthesis indicate the number of specimens of that species which contained food. 

Jameson (1952) found Syrrhophus marnocki in six individuals of T. 
cyrtopsis taken on the Edwards Plateau near Austin. The only other refer¬ 

ence to the food of this species which was found by the author is that of 

Schmidt and Davis (1941), who found one cyrtopsis with a tree frog in its 

mouth and a toad in its stomach. The locality was not given. 

Two specimens of T. cyrtopsis collected on the Edwards Plateau, near 

Austin, were kept alive in separate cages in the laboratory. Various types of 

food were introduced and usually allowed to remain several days or until 

eaten. The results of these feeding tests are summarized in Table 1. The 

results were about the same for both individuals (although the smaller speci¬ 

men was not offered as many species of amphibians and fishes as the larger 

one), except in the case of earthworms. When a violently wriggling earth¬ 

worm was dropped into the cage with the larger cyrtopsis, the snake immedi¬ 

ately seized and swallowed it. However, it seemed that the worm was not 

swallowed as vigorously as strips of raw horse-meat which were offered to 

this specimen. When another earthworm, crawling but not wriggling, was 

then placed in the cage, the snake investigated it with its tongue and then 

turned away, refusing to accept it. Earthworms were subsequently offered 

from time to time but were always refused. This snake was an exceptionally 

good feeder, and I strongly believe that it would have readily seized and 

eaten the worms if they were a natural food. The smaller specimen con¬ 

sistently refused earthworms, although it would investigate them with its 

tongue. These observations, together with the fact that no earthworms 

were found in the stomachs examined, led me to conclude that earthworms 

rarely, if ever, make up a part of the natural diet of this species. 

Other results of the feeding tests conducted with this species in the 

laboratory indicate that cyrtopsis will accept any larval or adult amphibian 

of proper size, as well as any small fish. They refused all small lizards, mice, 

crickets, beetles, and caterpillars which were offered to them. 
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From the preceding information it is logical to conclude that the chief 

natural food of T. cyrtopsis consists of any amphibians of proper size which 

occur in the same habitat as the snakes. In the summer, when tadpoles are 

abundant in pools, they are easy prey for the brown garter snakes and form 

a large part of the diet. When the tadpoles are not abundant, adult am¬ 

phibians are eaten. In cases where small fishes are trapped in drying-up pools, 

individuals of cyrtopsis may find it easy to include these in their diet. Oc¬ 

casionally, a hungry cyrtopsis may take a small lizard or even an earthworm. 

The fact that a captive cyrtopsis readily fed on strips of raw horse-meat, 

even though the meat was not in motion, leads me to suspect that in hard 

times these snakes may also feed to some extent on carrion. 

FOOD OF THAMNOPHIS MARCIANUS 

Of the 12 specimens of marcianus which contained identifiable food, 

eight (67%) had eaten amphibians, three (25%) had eaten earthworms, 

and one (8%) had eaten a lizard (Holbrookia texana) (Fig. 1). 

Four of the specimens were collected in or near Austin, in the Texan 

biotic province of Blair (1950). Two of these, collected in March, contained 

amphibians. One of these amphibians was a large adult salamander (Amby¬ 
stoma tcxanum) and the other was a small adult frog (Rana pipiens). The 

other two Austin snakes, one collected in May and the other without data, 

contained earthworms. 

J. S. Mecham reports observing a large marcianus eating a dead Bufo 
ivoodhousei which had been crushed on a highway near Austin, in the fall 

of 1952. A large individual collected in April by H. L. Lindsay, Jr., and 

W. A. Thornton from a roadside ditch in Austin regurgitated several large 

earthworms. Several Pseudacris clarki were calling from the ditch. R. W. 

Reiss collected a smaller marcianus from a similar ditch several nights later, 

and it regurgitated an adult Microbyla olivacea. H. L. Lindsay, Jr., and I 

collected two medium-sized specimens in May, at another roadside ditch 

near Austin. One regurgitated an adult Microbyla olivacea and the other one 

regurgitated two large earthworms. 

Four of the 12 specimens containing food were collected in Presidio 

County in June and July, from the same locality at which the cyrtopsis 
previously discussed were collected. Three of these contained amphibians 

(anurans) and one contained a lizard (Holbrookia texana). Of those con¬ 

taining amphibians, one had eaten four adult Bufo debilis, one had eaten a 

very small adult Scaphiopus couchi, and the other one had eaten over 40 

young tadpoles of Rana pipiens. Jameson and Flury (1949) collected a 

marcianus at this locality which regurgitated a partly digested specimen of 

Holbrookia maculata. 

Three of the specimens containing food were collected in June and July 

in Hutchinson County, near Stinnett, in the Kansan biotic province of Dice 

(1943) and Blair (1959). Two of these contained small unidentifiable adult 

anurans and the third contained a small unidentifiable amphibian. One speci¬ 

men collected at this locality by F. E. Potter, Jr., regurgitated an average¬ 

sized adult Scaphiopus bombifrons. 

The remaining specimen was collected in July near Uvalde, in the 

Tamaulipan biotic province of Blair (1950). This specimen had eaten several 

earthworms. 
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There has been very little reliable information published on the food 

habits of marcianus. Ditmars (1946) records captive specimens eating frogs, 

toads, fishes, and earthworms. Woodin (1950) notes that captive specimens 

from Arizona have eaten dead lizards. 

Two specimens of T. marcianus collected in Austin were kept alive in 

separate cages in the laboratory, and various types of food were introduced 

as in the case of cyrtopsis. The results of these feeding tests are summarized 

in Table I. Again, the results were about the same for both individuals (al¬ 

though the smaller specimen was not offered as many species of amphibians 

as the larger one), except in the case of fishes. The small specimen would 

readily seize and devour all fishes offered. The large specimen, on the other 

hand, would usually seize any fishes that were offered, but it immediately 

released them and refused to eat them. I have kept many specimens of 

marcianus in captivity in the past, and none ever failed to eat fishes except 

this one. 

Other results of the feeding tests conducted with this species in the 

laboratory indicated that marcianus would accept any larval or adult am¬ 

phibian of proper size. They also readily accepted earthworms. Both speci¬ 

mens ate strips of horse-meat, even though the meat was not in motion. The 

smaller snake ate a small lizard (Gerrhonotus liocephalus) but they both 

refused all other lizards offered. They also refused mice, crickets, beetles, 

and caterpillars which were offered to them. 

From the preceding information it is probably safe to conclude that the 

natural food of T. marcianus consists primarily of amphibians and secon¬ 

darily of earthworms. Lizards may be frequently eaten when amphibians 

and earthworms become scarce in the arid parts of the state. It is doubtful 

that marcianus utilizes fishes as a natural food except in rare cases, since in¬ 

dividuals of this species do not usually frequent permanent water where 

fishes are to be found. The fact that captive specimens fed on raw horse- 

meat in the laboratory leads me to suspect that in hard times these snakes 

may also feed to some extent on carrion. 

food of THAMNOPHIS SIRTALIS 

Of the 13 specimens of T. sirtalis which contained identifiable food, 

eight (62%) had eaten earthworms, three (23%) had eaten amphibians, 

one (8%) had eaten a bird, and one (8%) had eaten an unidentifiable ver¬ 

tebrate (Fig. 1). All 13 of these snakes were collected in June and July in 

Hutchinson County, from the same locality where the previously discussed 

marcianus were collected. 

Of the three specimens which had eaten amphibians, one contained 

an average-sized adult Bufo woodbousei, one contained a smaller specimen 

of Bufo woodbousei and a medium-sized Rana pipiens, and one contained 

an unidentifiable adult anuran. 

The bird was represented in the snake’s stomach by several unworn 

primary feathers, which are probably referable to one of the various 

ground-nesting sparrows common in the area. 

One other specimen collected at this locality contained a considerable 

amount of grass in its stomach, but this was probably eaten by accident. 

F. E. Potter, Jr., collected a sirtalis at this locality which regurgitated 

a quail egg. 
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TABLE I 

Food of Thamnophis cyrtopsis, T. marcianus, T. sirtalis, and T. 
sauritus in the field, as determined by stomach analysis and observation, 

and in the laboratory, as indicated by feeding tests. The symbol X indicates 

that the food was eaten. The symbol O indicates that the food was re¬ 

fused in the laboratory. Where no symbol appears, the food was not re¬ 

corded from the field or was not tested in the laboratory. 

FOOD cyrtopsis marcianus sirtalis sauritus 

Field Lab Field Lab Field Lab Field Lab 
Adult Anurans 

Scaphiopus bombifrons X X 

Scaphiopus couchi 
Scaphiopus hammondi X 

X X 

Scaphiopus hurteri X X X 

Bufo compactilis 
Bufo debilis 

X 

X 

X X 

Bufo punctatus X X X 

Bufo valliceps X X X X 

Bufo woodhousei X X X X X 

Acris crepitans 
Hyla arenicolor X 

X X X X 

Hyla cinerea 
Hyla crucifer 

X X X 

X 

Hyla versicolor X X X 

Pseudacris clarki X X X 

Pseudacris. nigrita X 

Pseudacris streckeri X X X X 

Rana catesbeiana X X X X 

Rana clamitans X 

Rana pipiens X X X X X X 

Microphlya olivacea 

Tadpoles 

X 

Scaphiopus hurteri 
Acris crepitans 
Hyla arenicolor X 

X X 

X 

X 

Pseudacris clarki X 

Pseudacris streckeri 
Rana pipiens X 

X 

X X 

X 

Microhyla olivacea X X 

Salamanders 

Ambystoma texanum X X 

Fishes 

Gambusia affinis X xf X X X 

Lepomis megalotis 
Lepomis spp. X xf 

X 

X 

Astayanyx mexicanus 
Herichtys cyanoguttatus 

X 

X . 

Lizards 

Holbrookia maculata X 

Holbrookia texana 0 X 0 0 xt 
Cnemidophorus sacki 0 0 

Lygosoma laterale X 0 0 0 0 

Gerrhonotus liocephalus 

Birds 

X 

Unidentified sparrows (?) X 0 
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FOOD 

Mammals 

Mus musculus (albino) 

Earthworms 

Lumbricus spp. 

Insects 

Caterpillars 
Water beetles 
Other beetles 
Crickets 

Raw horse meat 

(TABLE 1, CONTINUED) 

cyrtopsis marcianus sirtalis sauritus 

Field Lab Field Lab Field Lab Field Lab 

0 0 0 0 

0* x xxx 0 

0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

X X 

0 
x 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

# One eaten; see discussion of this species, 

t One individual refused fishes; see discussion. 

fProbably taken by accident; see discussion. 

Several papers have been published which deal with the food habits 

of T. sirtalis. Fitch (1941) analyzed the stomach contents of 48 snakes 

of this species in California. Lie found that toads (Bnfo and Scaphiopus) 
made up 3 0% of the food eaten, earthworms 24%, Hyla 21%, tadpoles 

10%, Rana 7%, leeches 4%, fishes 3%, and slugs 1%. In the field he ob¬ 

served that sirtalis often ate fishes which were trapped in pools that were 

drying up. Fie also observed this snake eating salamanders. 

Fiebard (1951) concluded that in the Puget Sound region of Wash¬ 

ington, sirtalis feeds almost entirely on aquatic animals, particularly 

on frogs and salamanders. His conclusions were based on stomach analyses 

and field observations. He also found the remains of a young bird in one 

stomach. He found that captive specimens would eat todpoles, salamander 

larvae, and Hyla. 
Smith (1950) listed earthworms, tadpoles, toads, and frogs as making 

up the bulk of food for this snake in Kansas. He reported that presum¬ 

ably fish are also eaten, but that they are not an important part of the 

diet. He said further that small birds and mammals are sometimes eaten, 

and that carrion presumably is also taken. 

Barbour (1950) analyzed the stomach contents of 13 speciments of this 

species from the Big Black Mountains of Kentucky. Of these, 3 8% contained 

earthworms, 30% contained salamanders (15% Desmognathm fuscus, 
15% Pletbodon glutinosus), 8% contained Rana, and 38% contained 

unidentifiable material or only ants and orthopterans which I interpret 

as being previously eaten by an amphibian which the snake ate. 

Uhler, Cottam, and Clarke (1939) analyzed the stomach contents 

of 24 sirtalis in Virginia. Nine of these (38%) contained earthworms; 

eight (33%) contained salamanders; six (25%) contained toads; one 

(4%) contained an unidentified snake; and one (4%) contained hairs of 

a microtine rodent. Insects were found in several stomachs, but again I 

believe these were not eaten directly. 

Carpenter (1952) obtained 178 feeding records for sirtalis in the 

field. Of these, 80% were earthworms, 15% amphibians, and 5% mammals 

(Microtns), birds (goldfinch and song sparrow), fishes {Umbra), cater- 
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pillars, and leeches. The amphibians Were chiefly frogs (Kana, Hyla, 
Pseudacris, Acris) although toads (Bufo), salamanders, and tadpoles 

were also found. He also tested feeding habits of captive snakes in the 

laboratory. Two items, voles and caterpillars, were recorded for specimens 

in the field but were refused by captive specimens. A few species of am¬ 

phibians and fishes were taken in the laboratory which were not recorded 

from the field. 

Lagler and Salyer (1945) compared the food habits of sirtalis collected 

at fish-rearing stations in Michigan with the food habits of those collected 

along the banks of natural waters. Of those collected along natural waters, 

3 5 contained food. Of these, 46% contained earthworms, 43% contained 

adult anurans, and 11 % contained fishes. Of the sirtalis collected from near 

fish-rearing stations, 116 contained food. Of these, 46% contained fishes, 

34% contained earthworms, and 25% contained anurans. Insects were 

listed as food in both collections, but again I believe these were taken in¬ 

directly. This paper gives direct evidence for the idea that garter snakes 

do not show a particular preference for any of their major natural foods, 

but that availability is the factor that determines which types of food 

will make up the largest percentages of the garter snake’s diet at any 

given time in a given locality. Carpenter ( 1952) also found that individuals 

showed no apparent preferences, but had eaten different foods on different 

occasions. 

Weber (1928), working in the Adirondack Mountains of New York, 

concluded that Bufo americanus was a favorite food of the common garter 

snake. His conclusions were based on examination of the stomachs of several 

specimens, as well as field observations He also noted that two specimens 

from the edge of a lake contained fishes. 

Hamilton (1951) examined the digestive tracts of 3 82 sirtalis collected 

from central and western New York. He found identifiable food in 241 

(63%) of these, a far better percentage than any other worker known to 

me. Of the 241 snakes, 60% contained earthworms and 28% contained 

amphibians. Other foods, each present in less than 5 % of the specimens, 

included insects, mammals, molluscs, fishes, crustaceans, snakes, and birds. 

Hamilton gives evidence that some of the insects listed were eaten directly 

by the snakes; however, I remain skeptical about the majority of reports 

of insectivorous habits in any Tbamnophis. The snakes which were eaten 

by sirtalis were one case of a young individual having eaten another one 

of the same size, and two cases of adults eating small Storeria dekayi. 
This suggests the possibility that, in the first case, both individuals may 

have been eating the same item of food and one snake swallowed the other 

as a result. This has often been observed among captive garter snakes. A 

similar thing may have happened in the second case, since Storeria is fond 

of earthworms, as is sirtalis. ____ 

One specimen of T. sirtalis collected in Austin was kept alive in the 

laboratory, and various types of food introduced, as in the case of the 

preceding species. The results of these feeding tests are summarized in 

Table I. This snake readily accepted all earthworms, frogs, toads, and fishes 

which were offered. It refused all lizards, insects, and warm-blooded prey 

which were offered. It also refused strips of raw horse meat. 

From the preceding information we may conclude that the natural 

food of the common garter snake is made up chiefly of earthworms and am¬ 

phibians, with earthworms probably ranking first in most localities. Varying 
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with availability, snakes of this species may sometimes take fishes, small 

mammals and birds. A few other foods, such as insects may also be eaten 

occasionally, but they are not important parts of the diet, at least in Texas. 

food of THAMNOPHIS SAURITUS 

Of the 49 specimens of T. sauritus which contained food, 40 (82%) 

had eaten amphibians, seven (14%) had eaten fishes, two (4%) had eaten 

water beetles, and two (4%) had eaten unidentifiable vertebrates. Of the 

40 which had eaten amphibians, 31 (78%) had eaten adult anurans, six 

(15%) had eaten tadpoles, two (5%) had eaten salamanders, and three 

(8%) had eaten unidentifiable amphibians (Fig. 1). 

Of the 31 stomachs containing metamorphosed anurans, ten (32%) 

had Acris crepitans, eight (26%) had Rana spp., four (13%) had Hyla 
spp., three (10%) had Bufo spp., two (6%) had Psendacris spp., one 

(3%) had Scapbiopus bombifrans, and four (13%) had unidentifiable 

adult anurans. 

Of the six containing tadpoles, one had Microhyla olivacea, one had 

Acris crepitans, one had Rana pipiens, and the remaining three contained 

unidentifiable tadpoles. 

Of the two containing salamanders, one had a larval Ambystoma sp., 

and the other had an unidentifiable salamander. 

Of the seven stomachs containing fishes, two had Gambtisia affinis, 
one had Lepomis megalotis, one had Herichthys cyanoguttatus, and three 

had unidentifiable fishes. 

Each of the two snakes containing water beetles had a single large 

beetle of the family Hydrophyllidae. These beetles are much too large to 

have been swallowed by a frog that was eaten by the snake. This is the 

only certain case of insect-eating in garter snakes I have ever recorded. 

Remains of small insects were found in many stomachs, but I interpret 

these as taken indirectly by the snake, which merely ate the amphibian 

that had first eaten the insects. Carpenter (1952) shares the belief that 

insects are exceptional in the diet of any garter snake in Michigan. I am 

aware of no authentic case of any garter snake directly observed feeding 

on insects in the field, or of any garter snake eating insects in captivity. 

The localities from which the sauritus containing food were collected 

are scattered throughout the state. In only one case was there a sufficient 

number of specimens taken to merit analysis by particular locality. Therefore, 

the localities are grouped here by biotic provinces, following the lines 

defined by Blair (1950). Inasmuch as there are so few specimens in each 

grouping, seasonal differences will not be noted within each of these. If 

the seasonal differences are considered separately, the only significant differ¬ 

ence that shows up is an increase in the frequency of tadpoles eaten during 

the summer. 

From the Kansan biotic province, 18 of the specimens examined con¬ 

tained food. Seventeen of these were collected at the Hutchinson County 

locality from which the sirtalis and some of the marcianus previously dis¬ 

cussed were taken, and the other specimen came from Wilbarger County. 

Of these, ten (56%) had eaten adult anurans, three (17%) had eaten 

fishes, two (11%) had eaten water beetles (Hydrophyllidae), two (11%) 

had eaten unidentifiable amphibians, and one (6%) had eaten a larval 

salamander (Ambystoma sp.). Of the ten containing adult anurans, four 
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had eaten Rana catesbeiana, two had eaten Bufo (one contained a B. wood- 
housei, the other contained a Bufo of undeterminable species), one had 

eaten a Scaphiopus bombifrans, one had eaten Acris crepitans, and two 

had eaten unidentifiable anurans. 

Only two specimens from the Chihuahuan biotic province contained 

identifiable food. These were collected at the same locality in Terrell 

County from which some of the specimens of cyrtopsis already discussed 

were taken. One of these contained an adult Acris crepitans and the other 

contained a tadpole of unidentifiable species. 

Seven specimens collected from the Balconian biotic province con¬ 

tained identifiable food. The collecting localities were in Bandera, Bexar, 

Comal, Hays, and Llano Counties. All of these contained amphibians, and 

one also contained a fish. Three contained tadpoles (these in one stomach 

were Rana pipiens larvae, those in the other two stomachs were unidenti¬ 

fiable), three contained adult Acris crepitans, one contained a small adult 

Rana pipiens, and one contained a very small sunfish (Lepomis megalot is). 

I collected one small ribbon snake from Edwards Plateau, near Austin, 

which regurgitated a large adult Pseudacris streckeri. H. L. Lindsay, Jr., also 

collected a specimen from the Edwards Plateau, near Austin, in a creek 

containing tadpoles of Pseudacris streckeri. The snake regurgitated several 

of these tadpoles. 

Five specimens collected from the Tamaulipan biotic province con¬ 

tained identifiable food. The collecting localities were in Bee, Hidalgo, 

Uvalde, and Zavala Counties. Two of these contained tadpoles. In one case, 

the tadpoles were Microhyla olivacea and the snake also contained an adult 

Hyla sp. In the other case, the tadpoles were Acris crepitans and the snake 

also contained a very recently metamorphosed Acris and a very small fish 

(Herichthys cyanoguttatus). Another sauritus from this biotic province 

contained an unidentifiable fish. The two remaining specimens contained 

frogs, in one case an adult Acris crepitans, and in the other a rather large 

adult Rana sp. 

Eight specimens collected from the Texan biotic province contained 

identifiable food. The collecting localities were in Caldwell, Eastland, 

Erath, Gonzales, and Travis Counties. Seven of these contained amphibians, 

and the other one contained several small fishes (Gambusia affinis). Of those 

containing amphibians, two contained adult Acris crepitans, one contained 

several young adult Pseud acris streckeri, one contained an adult Hyla 
versicolor, one contained an adult Bufo sp., and one contained an unidenti¬ 

fiable amphibian. 

Nine specimens collected from the Austroriparian biotic province 

contained identifiable food. The collecting localities were in Cherokee, 

Hardin, Harris, Nacogdoches, and Walker Counties. Of these, one contained 

a small adult Rana catesbeiana, one contained a young adult Rana clamitans 
and a large female Hyla crucifer, one contained an average-sized adult 

Hyla versicolor, one contained an adult Pseudacris nigrita, one contained 

an unidentifiable adult anuran, and two contained unidentifiable verte¬ 

brate scraps. 

H. L. Lindsay, Jr., collected an average-sized adult ribbon snake near 

Bryan, Brazos County, Texas, in May, 1953. The snake’s stomach was 

opened in the field and was found to contain eight adult Pseudacris clarki, 
one adult P. nigrita, and a young adult Ambystoma texanum. 
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The only other study of the food habits of this species which I have 

seen is that of Carpenter (1952). Of 93 ribbon snakes containing food, 

90% contained amphibians, 2% contained fishes (Umbra limi), and 2% 

contained soft-bodied caterpillars which Carpenter believes were eaten 

directly by the snakes. Of the amphibians, the smaller snakes seemed to 

eat primarily Hyla crucifer, tadpoles, and Pseudacris nigrita, in that order, 

and the larger snakes seemed to eat chiefly Rana pipiens, Rana clamitans, 

Rana sylvatica, Hyla crucifer, and tadpoles, in that order. This showed a 

correlation between the size of the predator and the size of the prey. In 

the laboratory, a few species of amphibians and fishes not recorded from 

the field were taken by captive specimens. Only one item (caterpillar) found 

in the field was refused in the laboratory. 

Several specimens of T. sauritus collected from various localities in 

Texas were kept alive in the laboratory and various types of food introduced 

as in the case of the preceding species. The results of these feeding tests 

are summarized in Table I. Ribbon snakes readily accepted any larval or 

adult amphibians offered. They also readily accepted all fishes offered. 

Earthworms were always refused. One sauritus was tricked into seizing an 

earthworm by tossing it in front of the snake while the snake was stalking 

a small frog. However, it immediately dropped the worm and rubbed the 

sides of its jaws on the floor and walls of the cage, as if to wipe the slime 

from its mouth. I am convinced that sauritus never eats earthworms, at 

least in Texas. Carpenter ( 1952) is equally convinced that sauritus in 

Michiagn never eats earthworms. One lizard (Holbrookia texana), which 

shared a cage with several ribbon snakes, was eaten by one of the snakes 

when several Acris were introduced into the cage. This was very likely 

a case of mistaken identity, since the snake had eaten one frog, and the 

lizard happened to run across the floor of the cage in front of the snake. 

All other attempt to get ribbon snakes to accept lizards were futile. Mice, 

insects, and strips of raw horse-meat were also refused. 

From the preceding information we may conclude that the chief 

natural food of T. sauritus is amphibians of proper size which occur in 

the same habitat of the snakes. Chiefly adult anurans are eaten, but in 

the summer when tadpoles are abundant they compose a significant part 

of the diet. Fishes are probably eaten by this snake more often than by any 

of the other species studied, since the ribbon snake is more often found 

in or near permanent water and also since it is apparently a better swimmer 

than any of the others, as reflected in its relatively slender proportions. 

Salamanders and water beetles may also be eaten when encountered, al¬ 

though the latter are probably taken only rarely. Such other foods as earth¬ 

worms, lizards, mice, and insects other than water beetles are probably 

never eaten by the ribbon snake in nature. 

FOOD COMPETITION 

It has been shown that T. cyrtopsis and T. sirtalis probably do not 

compete for food in Texas. As previously noted, their ranges apparently do 

not overlap, although they have been collected within a few miles of each 

other at Austin, Texas. However, the two could co-exist with very little 

competition for food, provided that earthworms were abundant, since 

cyrtopsis apparently does not feed on earthworms, which form the major 

part of the diet of sirtalis in Texas. Both forms feed upon amphibians to 
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a great degree, and it is quite possible' that the scarcity of earthworms 

in the arid areas inhabited by cyrtopsis would force sir talk to compete with 

cyrtopsis for amphibians, if sirtalis should occur there. 

There is considerable overlap in the food habits of T. cyrtopsis and 

T. marcianus; however, earthworms, which composed a significant part of 

the diet of marcianus, are probably not eaten by cyrtopsis. In Presidio 

County, although there were very few specimens of marcianus, we might 

infer from the data that in summer cyrtopsis feeds chiefly on tadpoles 

and secondarily on adult anurans, while the reverse is probably true for 

marcianus. The data also suggest that when tadpcles are not available, 

cyrtopsis probably feeds chiefly on Ram, Bufo, and Syrrhophus, while 

marcianus may feed mainly on Ran a, Bufo, Microhyla, and earthworms. 

Jameson and Flury (1949) found that these two species were well sepa¬ 

rated in habitat preference at this locality, and presumably this separation 

would hold for other localities. 

Amphibians make up the great bulk of the diet of both T, cyrtopsis 

and T. sauritus. In this case, the differences in food habits are present but 

are not obviously manifest. Both species probably feed chiefly on tadpoles 

during the summer, when these are abundant, and on adult anurans in the 

fall and early spring. However, due to a considerable difference in habitat 

preference, the two species of snakes, in general, prey upon different species 

of amphibians. None of the cyrtopsis examined had eaten Acris crepitans. 

This snake readily eats Acris in captivity and would presumably eat it in 

the field if given the opportunity. On the other hand, Acris makes up 

the largest percentage of any amphibian eaten by sauritus. In general, then, 

sauritus feeds mainly upon frogs found around permanent water (Acris, 

Hyla, Rana), and cyrtopsis feeds chiefly upon frogs which are more terres¬ 

trial (Bufo, Syrrhophus). The salamanders taken by these two snakes also 

reflect a habitat difference. The only salamanders found in a cyrtopsis 

stomachs were Plethodon glutinosus, a rather terrestrial species, while the 

only identifiable salamander found in sauritus stomachs was Amhystoma 

texanum, which is mainly aquatic. Milstead, Mecham, and McClintock 

( 1950) also found that these two snakes are probably well separated in 

habitat preference in Terrell County, although the data were not con¬ 

clusive due to the small number of specimens. 

There is considerable1 overlap in the food habits of T. marcianus and 

T. sirtalis in Texas. From the data assembled in this study it seems probable 

that marcianus feeds primarily on amphibians and secondarily on earth¬ 

worms, while the reverse is probably true for sirtalis. There does not seem 

to be a very manifest habitat difference where these two species occur 

sympatrically, although sirtalis is usually found associated with permanent 

or semi-permanent water more often than is marcianus. In Hutchinson 

County, the data indicate that sirtalis does not compete with marcianus 

for amphibians to a very great degree, but eats mainly earthworms, while 

marcianus feeds almost entirely on anurans. 

T. marcianus and T. sauritus are apparently rather well separated in 

food habits. Although amphibians are the major item in the diet of both 

species, marcianus feeds secondarily on earthworms, while sauritus probably 

never eats earthworms. Fishes are eaten to a considerable extent by sauritus, 

but marcianus probably only occasionally eats fishes. Again, these differences 

are a reflection of a difference in habitat preference. T. sauritus tends to 
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remain in the immediate vicinity of permanent or semi-permanent water 
and therefore feeds mainly on aquatic species (Acris, Hyla, Ran a. fishes). 
T. marcianus is more often found in fields or meadows away from per¬ 
manent water, and thus feeds chiefly on more terrestrial species (Bufo, 
Micmhyla, Scaphiopus, earthworms). 

T. sirtalis and T. sauritm are well separated in food habits in Texas. 
T\ sauritm predominantly eats amphibians, while sirtalis eats primarily 
earthworms and secondarily amphibians. Furthermore, the amphibians 
eaten by sauritm are the more aquatic ones (Acris, Flan a), while those 
eaten by sirtalis are more the terrestrial (Bufo), again reflecting a habitat 
separation. Also, sauritm generally seems to prefer small meals, as evidenced 
by the predominance of Acris, young Rana, tadpoles, and small fishes. On 
the otherhand, sirtalis takes rather large meals, as shown by the rather 
large Bufo's and the bird eaten by this species. Reports on the ecological 
relationships at the Hutchinson County locality are still in preparation, but 
the preliminary data indicate that there is a fairly good separation in the 
habitat preference of these two species. 

For the most part, the four species of garter snakes studied are well 
separated in habitat. The differences in their diets are apparently due chiefly 
to the relative availability of prey species in the respective habitats of these 
snakes. However, there are a few foods which are eaten by one species 
but not by another, even when they are equally available to both, as in 
the case of the earthworm. 

SUMMARY 

This study represents an attempt to determine food competition among 
four sympatric species of garter snakes in Texas. The species studied are 
Thamnophis cyrtopsis, T. marcianus, T. sirtalis, and T. sauritm. The 
stomachs of 484 museum specimens were examined, of which 114 yielded 
identifiable food. Some field observations were made, and feeding tests were 
carried out in the laboratory. 

It was found that differences existed in the food habits of the four 
species studied. This is interpreted as a reflection of the difference in habitats 
which exists among these four garter snakes. 
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THE ECOLOGICAL DELINEATION OF A PLANNING AREA 

WALTER FIREY 

The University of Texas 

The subject of this paper is a regional planning agency in Texas, the 

High Plains Underground Water Conservation District. The operations 

of this agency point up some of the principles involved in fitting a con¬ 

servation plan to geographic realities on the one hand and to adminis¬ 

trative necessities on the other. It thus affords some comparative insight 

into planning organizations as a type, particularly those which operate 

on an ecological basis. 

The High Plains Underground Water Conservation District represents 

an experiment at resource management on the local, regional scale. As such 

it bears some sociological affinity to other localized planning agencies like 

the T. V. A., the Lower Colorado River Authority, soil conservation dis¬ 

tricts and voluntary grazing districts. Common to such agencies is their 

recourse to ad hoc boundaries which are mapped out in terms of whatever 

special functions they have been designed to meet (Odum and Moore, 1938, 

pp. 52-3, 247-9, 263-5; Ciriacy-Wantrup, 1952, pp. 290, 302, 376-8). 

Every planning agency which operates with physical resources con¬ 

fronts a basic organizational problem. It must somehow adapt to two quite 

different kinds of conditioning factors: (1) the geographic and (2) the 

administrative. In some fashion it must work out an ecological modus 
vivendi between the mapping of resources in terms of geographic realities 

and the mapping of resources in terms of administrative requirements. 

The geographic factors generally have spatial outlines which are indifferent 

to civil divisions, frequently varying considerably within any one state 

or national political unit and often traversing state and national juris¬ 

dictions (Hawley, 1950, chap. 6). The administrative factors, for their 

part, are historical and legal artifacts, often of long duration, but having 

spatial outlines which bear little or no relationship to geographic realities 

(Hawley, 1950, pp. 258-9; Bowman, 1934, pp. 174-6). 

Let us consider then these two kinds of conditioning factors as they 

confront the High Plains water district, beginning with some observations 

on the physical setting in which this agency operates. 

The outstanding fact about the southern High Plains of Texas is 

the area’s hydrological distinctiveness and homogeneity, which together 

make it an easily defined geographic unit. Underlying its surface are water¬ 

bearing sands known as the Ogallala formation. These porous sands, averag¬ 

ing around 300 feet in thickness, serve as a reservoir for the ground-water 

which supplies the area’s irrigated farms. As a result of surface stream 

erosion the Ogallala formation has become hydrologically isolated from 

surrounding formations, so that percolation of groundwater between it 

and adjoining regions is impossible. Consequently withdrawal and natural 

recharge of groundwater in the southern High Plains is a wholly autoch¬ 

thonous process (White, Broadhurst, and Lang, 1946, pp. 3 8 5-6: Barnes 

et al, 1949, pp. 12-13). 

189 
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Within this natural geographic area there have arisen some water 

management problems which are distinct to the southern High Plains and 

which are today the raison d’etre of the High Plains water district as a 

planning agency. Irrigation development, based almost wholly on local 

groundwater resources, has proceeded at a rapid pace since World War II 

and has been accelerated by drought conditions during the last three years 

(Barnes et al., 1949, pp. 28-9; Southwestern Crop and Stock, July, 195 3, 

pp. 11 ff.). Accompanying this increased dependency of the regional econ¬ 

omy upon irrigation, there has been a decline in groundwater levels. Natural 

recharge from precipitation is only a fraction of the groundwater with¬ 

drawal over most of the southern High Plains (Barnes et al., 1949, pp. 

31-6, 46). It is this situation which lies behind the numerous proposals 

that have been advanced for conservation of groundwater resources in 

the area. 

Such is the physical setting in which the High Plains water district 

operates. Viewed as an ecological system, the water district’s present 

boundaries represent something of an approximation to the natural boun¬ 

daries of a hydrological formation. 

Equally important in shaping the spatial organization of the High Plains 

water district have been certain administrative factors. These have a legal 

basis in the statutes and in the constitution of Texas. The administrative 

factors have given rise to criteria of boundary mapping which do not at 

every point accord with the natural geographic bounds of the southern 

High Plains. Hence the actual spatial structure of the water district as 

a planning agency, as will presently be noted, may be viewed as an accom¬ 

modation to two quite different kinds of conditioning factors. 

The statutory basis for the district stems from the 1949 Underground 

Water Conservation District Law enacted by the Fifty-first legislature 

and from the more fundamental 192 5 act which authorizes Water Control 

and Improvement Districts (Woodruff and Williams, 1952). Under¬ 

lying both acts is the 1917 constitutional amendment (Article 16, Section 

59) which provides for formation of conservation and reclamation dis¬ 

tricts and defines such districts as governmental agencies of a corporate 

nature. 

In terms of these provisions certain administrative necessities have 

arisen which materially affect the spatial organization of the High Plains 

water district. The district was established under the 1949 law following 

elections on September 29, 1951, in which a majority of resident, property- 

owning, taxpaying voters in thirteen counties approved of it (Southwestern 
Crop and Stock, October, 1951, pp. 6, 91; November, 1951, pp. 73-4). 

The district has jurisdiction only within these thirteen counties. By law 

the component units out of which an underground water conservation 

district may be organized must be counties or portions of counties. Further, 

the outer perimeter of the district must be coterminous with the under¬ 

ground water reservoir or with some subdivision thereof- (Woodruff and 

Williams, 1952). These political requirements have given rise to an im¬ 

perfect correspondence in the southern High Plains between administrative 

boundaries and geographic boundaries. It is the type of correspondence 

which the geographer James has defined as "in-situ correspondence,” as 

distinct from "coincidence” (James, 1952). 
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By virtue of this imperfect correspondence between two orders of 

reality there has emerged an anomalous ecological patterning of conser¬ 

vation attitudes and activities over the area. Thus, the area originally des¬ 

ignated by the Texas Board of Water Engineers as comprising a developed 

hydrological unit in the southern High Plains covered all or parts of 

twenty-one counties. In the 1951 elections by which the High Plains 

water district was established, eight affected counties chose not to affiliate 

with the district {Southwestern Crop and Stock, October, 1951, pp. 6, 

91; November, 1951, pp. 73-4). Two of these counties lie inside the bounds 

of the constituted district. The result has been a checkerboard effect, in 

which one county, wherein water conservation plans are being developed, 

adjoins another county that is wholly exempt from such plans. The inequities 

of a boundary arrangement by which farmers in one county utilize ground- 

water in conformity to a comprehensive plan while farmers in an adjoining 

county exploit water from the same common reservoir with no regard to 

such a plan are clearly apparent. 

At present the thirteen counties which comprise the High Plains 

water district are participating in a number of conservation activities. 

Among these are: the granting of permits for new wells; well spacing; 

conservation education through publicity, lectures, and farmers’ meetings; 

and experimental recharging of the groundwater reservoir. These activities 

are being financed through the district’s statutory tax powers. In the 

meantime non-participating counties are wholly removed from such con¬ 

servation activities. 

Along with this county-to-county variation in conservation planning 

there is an apparent variation in landowners’ attitudes toward water con¬ 

servation. In a comparative study of Floyd and Hale counties, the former 

belonging to the water district and the latter lying outside of it, Graves 

( 1953 ) found a statistically significant variation in landowners’ awareness 

of the need for water conservation. Graves interviewed a five per cent random 

sample of individuals who owned ten or more acres of land in Floyd and 

Hale counties. The following differences between the two counties were 

revealed by the interviews: 

Individuals Whose Statements Indicated: Floyd Hale 
A belief that groundwater is being depleted 70 7 

A belief that groundwater is not being depleted 15 59 

X2 = 76.52, P < .001 

An adequate knowledge of the real source 

of the groundwater 32 5 

An inadequate knowledge of the real source 

of the groundwater 53 61 

X2 = 18.11, P < .001 

Source: Graves ( 1953 ) 

These differences suggest some of the consequences of an "in-situ corres¬ 

pondence” between geographic reality and administrative facts. Where geo¬ 

graphic boundaries and administrative boundaries do not match there is 

bound to be an anomalous spatial distribution of conservation attitudes 

vis-a-vis the objective need for them. 

This problem is of course by no means unique to localized conservation 

agencies such as the High Plains water district. Rather it is inherent in the 

very fact that administrative areas of any kind do not generally match the 
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boundaries of natural geographic regions (cf. Hawley, 1950, p. 259). Since 

conservation planning must be implemented through some form of adminis¬ 

trative unit, there is bound to be a certain degree of anomaly in the spatial 

correspondence of any kind, of planning with respect to geographic factors. 

The localized, regional type of planning agency represented by the High 

Plains water district is premised upon the idea that a greater degree of co¬ 

incidence between geographic and administrative boundaries can be achieved 

through delineating ad hoc territorial units of administration rather than 

by relying upon established governmental units whose boundaries may be 

wholly irrelevant to geographic facts. At the same time legal considerations 

dictate that even ad hoc territorial units must articulate with established 

governmental units, for purposes of elections, taxation, and administration. 

Thus the 1949 Underground Water Conservation District Law specifies 

counties or parts of counties as the component units out of which ground- 

water conservation districts are to be formed. Yet thereby the way is laid 

open to anomalies of the sort confronted in the southern High Plains, where 

certain counties may reject participation with contiguous counties which 

have joined together as a water district. 

It is possible to formalize these observations through some postulates 

which will subsume the particularities of the case at hand into a more 

general theory. Let G denote a set of geographically bounded resource units, 

say irrigable acres. Let A denote a set of administratively bounded resource 

units, again irrigable acres. If all the resource units which fall within G 

likewise fall within A, and all the resource units which fall within A like¬ 

wise fall within G, the situation is one of perfect "coincidence” between 

geographic and administrative areas. Algebraically then the "logical product” 

G'A would be equal to the "logical sum” G + A (See Cohen and Nagel, 

1934, pp. 121-6). Hence the equation 

G-A = G + A (1) 

may be regarded as a definition of "coincidence” between geographic and 

administrative boundaries. With reference to this limiting case it is possible 

to state, as an empirical hypothesis, that the actual extent of "in-situ cor¬ 

respondence” between G and A—the logical product G'A—is a proper sub¬ 

set of the combined sets G and A—of the logical sum G + A. Hence the 

equation 

G-A < G + A (2) 

may be advanced as an empirically testable postulate which describes the 

actual relationship between geographic areas and administrative areas. Equa¬ 

tion (2) may be alternatively stated in the form 

(G + A) - (G-A) > O. (3) 

With this it is possible to define a set function 

f[(G + A) - (G-A)] (4) 

which will denote the set of ecological anomalies which are present in the 

distribution of planning activities whenever a difference exists between 

G + A and G'A. 

Equations (2)-(4) are propositions which admit of empirically possible 

refutation. Hence their truth or falsity is a matter of empirical rather than 

of tautological validation. The case presented in this paper is a conforming 

instance; a single nonconforming instance would invalidate the postulates. 
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With these postulates, and the theorems which are logically derivable from 

them, a greater generality is imparted to the facts of the High Plains water 

district. 

There are other anomalies in the patterning of conservation activities 

over the southern High Plains, though these are attributable to boundary 

discrepancies of a different sort. Thus, the Texas-New Mexico boundary 

cuts an arbitrary north-south line through the southern High Plains. On 

the New Mexico side irrigation development has been governed by state¬ 

wide statutory controls, whereas on the Texas side it now varies from county 

to county. This discrepancy in irrigation controls has figured in recent water 

discussions between officials of the two states. A further anomaly, again of 

a still different sort, is manifested in urban-rural controversies that have 

arisen out of cities’ acquisition of water wells in rural areas. Mounting mu¬ 

nicipal water requirements have forced towns and cities to drill water wells 

in agricultural areas that have already become concerned with the future 

of their groundwater supplies. The part which urban interests will eventually 

occupy in groundwater conservation activities is as yet an uncertain one 

(Johnson, 1952). 

In summary, the hypothesis has been advanced that conservation plan¬ 

ning confronts an inherent dilemma in adapting to both geographic and 

administrative exigencies. The course of policy can only be that of mitigat¬ 

ing the consequences of such a dilemma. 
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE RESPIRATION OF NORMAL 

AND TUMOR STRAINS OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER * 

DOMENIC A. VAVALA 

USAF School of Aviation Medicine 
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the complex medical and biological problems of our modern 

era is that of cancer and other tumors. Research into the causes, develop¬ 

ment and control of this increasingly common phenomenon is progressing 

through numerous channels. The subject matter of this investigation deals 

with a single facet of the physiology of tumors, i.e., respiration. Oncology, 

the study of tumors, is not a science in itself, but draws from the vast 

resources of various sciences: surgery, pathology, physiology, clinical medi¬ 

cine, radiation physics, genetics, immunology, endocrinology, and biochem¬ 

istry. Oncology employs these scientific disciplines by directing their usage 

toward the elucidation and control of the neoplastic transformation. 

Investigation into the production and growth of tumors in Drosophila 
melanogaster has proceeded from various angles. Investigators have been 

trying to find the cause of the development of tumors in Drosophila. Whether 

the causative agent is a genetic, environmental, dietary or metabolic factor, 

or a combination of any or all of these factors, is still not known. 

Hartung (1947) investigated the effect of temperature on tumor inci¬ 

dence in D. melanogaster. Although he showed that temperature did affect 

tumor incidence, the results were inconclusive and further work is required 

before definite conclusions can be obtained. Hartung is also investigating the 

effect of diet on tumor incidence in Drosophila. The results are still incom¬ 

plete. The present investigation attacks the problem by measuring the respi¬ 

ratory rate (oxygen consumption) of developing eggs of normal and tumor 

strains of Drosophila melanogaster, employing the Cartesian diver ultra- 

microrespirometer. This respirometer was devised to measure the respiration 

of minute pieces of tissue. This fact, together with its great sensitivity, made 

it very suitable to employ in this research. 

Some of the material required for the Cartesian diver manometric pro¬ 

cedure is of micro dimensions. Patience is necessary and a certain amount of 

skill must be acquired for the successful manipulation of this equipment. 

Basic techniques must be mastered before the work can progress satisfac¬ 

torily. 

Various investigators have utilized the Cartesian diver manometric pro¬ 

cedure. Linderstrom-Lang (1937) suggested the use of the Cartesian diver 

in the study of gasometric procedures and used the diver technique at the 

Carlsberg Laboratory in Copenhagen. Boell, Koch and Needham (1939) 

conducted morphogenetic and metabolic studies with the Cartesian diver 

technique. Boell, Needham and Rogers (1939) used the Cartesian diver 

* This paper is part of a thesis originally submitted to the University of Rhode 
Island in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Master of Science Degree. 
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method on similar studies. Boell and Poulson (1939) studied the respiratory 

metabolism of normal and genetically deficient eggs of Drosophila melano- 
gaster with the Cartesian diver method. Zeuthen (1947) stated that the main 

difficulty in experimental cell physiology was to obtain a reliable measure 

of the biological activity under investigation. He selected the Cartesian 

diver technique because it enabled him to measure the biological activity 

of small living organisms without damaging the tissues in the procedure. 

Hoi ter (1950) employed the Cartesian diver procedure on metabolic studies 

of Chaos chaos. 

The sensitivity of the Cartesian driver method can readily be appre¬ 

ciated when compared with other micromanometric procedures. Table I 

TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF THE SENSITIVITY OF VARIOUS MANOMETRIC METHODS 

Methods K 

Standard Warburg (Dixon 1934) 20 

Small Warburg, as used for metabolism of tissue 
cultures (Laser, 1932; Meier, 1931) 3-7 

Micromanometers of Fenn (1928), Schmitt (1933) 
and Duryee (1936) 3-4 

Capillary micromanometers of Gerard and 
Hartline (1934) and Victor (1935) 1.8-2.3 

Micro-Krogh manometer (adapted from 
Bodine and Orr, 1925) 1.6 

Separate chamber micromanometer with mica mirrors op¬ 
tically read (Heatley, Berenblum and Chain, 1938) 0.08-0.04 

Very fine capillary micromanometer of 
Stefanelli (1937 a, b, c) 0.06-0.12 

Cartesian diver manometer, as here described 0.008-0.022 

K equals gas changes per cm. on the manometer scale. Actually the 
sensitivity of the divers is circa one-fifth of the value shown in the table. 
Since it is possible to read to 2 mm. of water pressure, it is also possible 
to measure 0.001 A, or one-millionth part of a cc. (Boell, Needham and 
Rogers, 1939). 

shows such a comparison (Boell, Needham and Rogers, 1939). Boell and 

Poulson (1939) studied the respiratory metabolism of normal and genetically 

deficient eggs of D. melanogaster utilizing the Cartesian diver ultramicro- 

respirometer. Their results indicated that in normal, wild-type eggs the 

oxygen consumption increased slightly with age up to the first twelve hours. 

The rate of oxygen uptake averaged 0.026 cu. mm. per egg per hour. Eggs 

lacking the X-chromosome, at the beginning, had a respiration similar to 

that of normal eggs. However, several hours after laying the oxygen con¬ 

sumption of the X-chromosome deficient eggs declined to a final value which 

was one-fifth that of normal eggs. The authors noted that the initiation of 

respiratory decline coincided in time with developmental failure. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Strains. Five different strains of Drosophila melanogaster were used in this 

investigation. Their genetic makeup is shown in Table II. 
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TABLE II 

Strains of D. melanogaster 

Strain #1 _+Burl 

Strain #2 _+King 

Strain #3 _ vg 

Strain #4_ bw 

Strain #5 _bw tu vg 

First, the respiratory rate of the two wild strains, + Burl and + King, 

was measured to determine whether any significant difference existed between 

the respiration of the two wild strains. These two strains which are native 

to different localities may be regarded as "normal” and are used as the con¬ 

trols. Strain pp 1 is native to Burlington, Vermont, while strain pp2 is native 

to Kingston, Rhode Island. Strain pp} shows a gene mutation on chromo¬ 

some pp2 governing vestigial wings. This strain was selected to observe the 

physiological manifestations, if any, of the vg mutation. Strain pp4, a brown 

eyed strain, was chosen to determine the physiologic manifestations, if any, 

of the brown eyed mutation. Strain pp 5 is a strain having a tumor incidence 

of approximately 90%. 

The + Burl and bw tu vg strains have all been inbred for many gen¬ 

erations and may be considered isogenic. The vg, + King and bw strains 

have not been inbred. All strains have been under laboratory culture for 

many years. 

The different strains were supplied by Dr. Herbert C. Knutson and Dr. 

Ernest W. Hartung, Department of Zoology, University of Rhode Island, 

Kingston, Rhode Island. 

Procedure For Obtaining Eggs. The flies, taken from stock bottles, were 

placed in half-pint bottles whose paper caps held on their inner surfaces 

blocks of molasses agar generously sprinkled with yeast pellets. The bottles 

were then inverted and kept in this position to enable the flies to feed on 

the yeast and deposit their eggs on the readily removable agar blocks. When 

the caps were removed, the agar blocks were transferred to a Petri dish con¬ 

taining distilled water for a few minutes. The agar blocks were next put into 

another Petri dish containing 95% alcohol for fifteen minutes. The eggs 

were then gently scraped off the agar blocks into the alcohol and pipetted 

with a medicine dropper onto a paper towel placed under a microscope. With 

the aid of the microscope the extremely small eggs were transferred to the 

divers with a bacteriological wire loop which had been hammered to paper 

thinness. The tip of the wire loop was bent slightly to hold the eggs. 

Since the female Drosophila is known to retain her eggs, the agar caps 

were changed every hour on the hour for three consecutive hours in order 

that the female might oviposit any eggs it was retaining. The eggs deposited 

on the agar cap of the fourth hour were used in the experiments. It was 

assumed that the eggs deposited on the fourth agar cap had not been retained 

within the female but were freshly laid. The age of the eggs when their 

respiration was actually being measured was approximately eighteen hours. 

Procedure. 1.5 /xl of physiological medium was pipetted into the bottom of 

each diver with a micro pipette waxed on the outside. Care was taken not 

to wet the sides of the diver and not to allow air bubbles to form when 
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pipetting the solution. Next one egg was picked up with the wire loop and 

placed in the physiological medium (Table III) in the bottom of the diver 

bulb. The egg was not allowed to touch the sides of the diver because, being 

TABLE III 

COMPOSITION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL MEDIUM (BELAR’S SOLUTION) 

Distilled Water _100 ml. 

Sodium Chloride_0.9 grams 

Potassium Chloride_0.02 grams 

Glucose _0.25-0.5 grams 

Sodium Bicarbonate _0.02 grams 

wet, the egg would adhere to the neck of the diver, necessitating the elimi¬ 

nation of that diver from the day’s experiment. The eggs had previously 

been washed in distilled water to remove any adhering yeast and then washed 

in 95% alcohol to remove any contamination. This treatment did not injure 

the eggs. The divers were then placed singly in the diver filling apparatus. 

First, 0.5 fi\ of a 0.2N NaOH solution was pipetted into the neck of each 

diver with an alkali micro pipette. 1.0 /x 1 of a 50-50 mixture of kerosene 

and mineral oil was pipetted above the alkali layer by an oil micro pipette. 

The neck of each diver was sealed with a drop of flotation medium (satu¬ 

rated ammonium sulphate solution). The flotation tubes were filled with 

the flotation medium. The divers were then placed in the flotation medium 

and their time of descent noted. If the time of descent was shorter or 

greater than ten seconds, it was regulated by either withdrawing or adding 

air into the air space between the oil seal and drop of flotation medium. A 

pipette waxed on both the inside and outside was used for this operation. 

The divers were finally lowered into the individual flotation tubes and the 

latter were securely attached to the manifold. The contents of the flotation 

tubes were allowed to equilibrate with the water bath temperature (2 5° C) 

and with atmospheric pressure for fifteen minutes. At the end of this period 

of time the experiment was ready to proceed with the measurement of the 

oxygen consumption of the eggs in the divers. 

Instructions and information regarding the procedure for making the 

divers, their calibration, and adjustment of diver buoyancy may be obtained 

from Boell, Needham and Rogers (1939). 

f 
RESULTS 

For any one experiment measurements of oxygen consumption were 

taken at fifteen minute intervals for one hour. The mean oxygen consump¬ 

tion for each strain was then calculated. In Table IV are presented the 

mean oxygen uptake values in /xl/egg/hour for the different strains. Each 

value represents a mean. The various strains do not all have the same num¬ 

ber of mean values because uncontrollable circumstances would cause elimi¬ 

nation of a certain strain from a day’s experimentation. The + King and bw 

strains both have twelve mean values, vg and bw tu vg are next with ten 

mean values per strain, while T Burl has nine mean values. 

In Table V is presented a summary of the experimental data for each 

strain. The two control strains, + King and + Burl, have a difference in 
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TABLE IV 

MEAN OXYGEN UPTAKE VALUES IN gl/egg/hour 

FOR FIVE STRAINS OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 

+King -j-Burl bw bw tu vg vg 

21.4 17.0 25.5 24.0 17.0 
26.0 22.8 33.5 25.9 21.8 
27.5 22.8 34.0 27.5 30.5 
29.8 24.1 35.6 29.6 35.0 
32.0 26.0 36.6 31.1 35.5 
33.0 26.2 37.8 39.4 37.7 
37.5 35.9 46.8 41.9 38.0 
37.7 36.5 47.5 46.2 42.2 
38.0 43.2 50.9 50.7 43.0 
41.1 54.6 64.8 44.9 
41.1 55.9 
44.5 57.0 

range limits of 23.1 /xl and 26.2 /A respectively. The differences in range 

limits for bw, bw tu vg and vg are 31.5, 40.8 and 27.9 /xl respectively. 

Numerically, the latter three strains have greater oxygen uptake range limit 

differences. Whether these differences are significantly different will be shown 

by statistical analysis. Of the two control strains, bw has the largest mean 

oxygen uptake value (44.5), while + King has the smallest mean oxygen 

TABLE V 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Strain 
Grand 

Mean±S.D. 2x 2x2 
No. of 
Values 

Range 
Limits 

-4-King 34.10± 6.71 409.6 14521.46 12 21.4-44.5 
4-Burl 28.27± 7.91 254.5 7759.23 9 17.0-43.2 

bw 42.97± 9.98 515.7 23356.53 12 25.5-57.0 
bw tu vg 38.10±12.39 381.1 16058.37 10 24.0-64.8 

vg 34.60± 8.64 345.6 12690.88 10 17.0-44.9 

S. D. represents standard deviation 
2x represents sum of mean values for each strain in Table IV. 
2x2 represents the sum of each mean value squared. 

uptake value (17.0). The bw tu vg strain has a standard deviation of 

±12.39, which is larger than any of the other standard deviations. "t” 

test comparisons were made between the means of the "normal” and each 

tumor strain of D. melanogaster. The results are presented in Table VI. The 

first "t” test was performed between the control strains. There was no sig¬ 

nificant difference in the oxygen consumption between these two strains as 

evidenced by a P value greater than 0.5. Likewise, "t” test comparisons be¬ 

tween the controls and tumor strains showed no significant differences in 

oxygen uptake. None of the probability values even approached a P value 

of 0.0 5 which is the level at which differences become significant. 
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TABLE VI 

"t” COMPARISONS BETWEEN CONTROLS AND TUMOR STRAINS 

OF D. MELANOGASTER WITH P VALUES 

Strains n "t” P 

4-King vs +Burl 19 0.5622 0.5 
-j-King vs vg 20 0.0457 0.9 
4-King vs bw 22 0.0416 0.9 
-j-King vs bw tu vg 20 0.2839 0.9 
-j-Burl vs vg 17 0.5404 0.5 
-j-Burl vs bw 19 1.1503 0.1 
-j-Buri vs bw tu vg 17 0.6689 0.5 

DISCUSSION 

With reference to the range limits of oxygen consumption of the dif¬ 

ferent strains, + Burl and vg both have a lower limit mean value of 17.0 

/xl, + King has a lower limit mean value of 21.4 /x, bw tu vg 24.0 /x and bw 

2 5.5 /xl. The eggs used in the measurement of oxygen uptake were selected 

on the basis of age and not mass. Since the eggs were assumed to be ap¬ 

proximately the same age, the difference in the initial oxygen uptake values 

are probably due to difference in total mass of the eggs. This appears to be 

the'case, since strains with low initial oxygen uptake values have lower final 

oxygen consumption values than those strains with initially higher oxygen 

consumption values. 

Since there was no significant difference in oxygen uptake between the 

two control strains, + King and + Burl, the mean oxygen consumption 

values for both strains were pooled, giving a grand mean and a standard 

deviation of 31.6 /xl ±7.5 for the controls. This value is lower than the 

grand mean of the other strains, except + Burl, but not significantly differ¬ 

ent. 

Since there were no significant differences demonstrated between the 

controls and the tumor strains, a grand mean for the entire population of 

3 5.96 fA/egg/hour was obtained by adding the mean values of all the strains 

together and dividing by 53, the total number of cases. Boell and Poulson 

(1939) reported that the respiration of wild type eggs for the first twelve 

hours averaged about 26 /xl/egg/hour. Since the rate of respiration increases 

with increase in the amount of protoplasm, the grand mean value obtained 

for the entire population appears logical and seems to agree with the value 

stated by Boell and Poulson relative to oxygen uptake. A comparison of 

the grand mean value of 31.6 /xl/egg/hour of the combined controls, + King 

and + Burl, with the value stated by Boell and Poulson reveals an even 

greater agreement relative to the age of the eggs. 
' 

SUMMARY 

1. A study comparing the respiration (oxygen uptake) of normal and 

tumor strains of Drosophila melanogaster utilizing the Cartesian driver ultra- 

microrespirometer is presented. 

2. The experimental set-up used is a modification of that employed by 

Boell, Needham and Rogers (1939). 
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3. Two wild strains regarded as "normal” were used as controls. The 

oxygen consumption of the controls was compared with that of three other 

strains having gene mutations and tumor incidence. 

4. There were no statistically significant differences in oxygen consump¬ 

tion between the controls and the tumor strains of Drosophila melanogaster. 

5. With respect to the age of the eggs, the mean oxygen uptake value 

of 31.6 /xl/egg/hour for approximately 18 hours old eggs of the "normal” 

wild strains (controls) agrees closely with the value reported by Boell and 

Poulson of 26 /xl/egg/hour for 12 hours old wild type eggs. 
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TESTS FOR DISCRIMINATION BETWEEN FOUR SUBSPECIES 

OF DEER-MICE (PEROMYSCUS MANICULATUS) 

W. FRANK BLAIR 

The University of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

Precise information about how reproductive isolation mechanisms may 

originate in animals is very scarce, although much theorizing has been done 

in regard to this important step in speciation. Most students of speciation 

in sexually reproducing animals regard geographic isolation as usually (if 

not always) the initial stage in speciation of these animals, and as Stebbins 

(1950) points out, "the available factual evidence points toward the rarity 

of speciation without previous geographic isolation” in plants. The term 

geographic isolation has been applied loosely to situations varying from 

simple isolation by distance in continuously distributed populations to those 

in which there is complete suppression of gene exchange because of spatial 

discontinuity. There is little concrete evidence as to how much disruption 

of gene exchange is necessary for the development of reproductive isolation 

mechanisms. The old Darwinian concept of each subspecies (geographic 

race) being an incipient species is still widely accepted; other workers hold 

spatial discontinuity to be an essential step in speciation. Some workers, par¬ 

ticularly Thorpe (1945), hold that the invasion of a new environment pro¬ 

vides sufficient discontinuity for the initiation of speciation. 

The widely variable deer-mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) provides 

excellent material for testing for incipient reproductive isolation between 

morphologically dissimilar geographic races, living in very different environ¬ 

ments and isolated from one another by distance. The present report deals 

with the results of tests between 4 subspecies of deer-mice. These results 

should afford evidence either for or against the thesis that reproductive iso¬ 

lation mechanisms do develop under conditions of geographic and ecologic 

isolation short of actual, spatial discontinuity. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Four stocks of deer-mice consisting of field-caught animals and their 

first-generation laboratory descendants were used in the experiments. These 

stocks represented 4 subspecies and were obtained from the following locali¬ 

ties: 

P. m. ozarkiarum—From Garnett, Rogers County, Oklahoma, 

collected by W. F. Blair. 

P. m. pallescens—From 2 miles south of Taylor, Williamson 

County, Texas, collected by A. G. Flury. 

P. m. blandus—From about 11 miles west of Valentine, Presidio 

County, Texas, collected by W. F. Blair. 

P. m. rufinus—From vicinity of Cloudcroft, Otero County, 

New Mexico, collected by J. A. Herrmann. 
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Tests for discrimination between the 4 kinds of deer-mice were made 

in the laboratory using the method devised by Blair and Howard (1944). 

In these tests a male and female of each of 2 stocks being tested against one 

another were p1 iced in a 4-compartment population cage in which the 

compartments were connected by tunnels. Daily records of the distribution 

of the mice in the 4 compartments were made by myself or by H. W. 
Phillips, who acted as laboratory assistant. These records have been anaylzed 

statistically. In addition, observations were made of fighting and other be¬ 

havior that might have a bearing on discrimination. Each experiment was 

usually continued until a litter was produced, an animal was killed, or until 

3 0 days had elapsed. 

The scores of the mice in the population cages are indicative of whether 

or not the mice discriminate between the 2 kinds of mice being tested (see 

Blair and Howard, 1944; Blair 195 3a). Fifteen combinations of the mice in 

the population cage are possible. The 3 possible scores involving the pairing 

of a male and female of the same stock to the exclusion of the individuals 

of the other stock are indicative of discrimination, and, conversely, the 3 

possible scores involving pairing of a male and female of different stocks 

provide evidence against discrimination. The scores in which one male domi¬ 

nates the other and associates with the 2 females to the exclusion of the 

dominated male are also believed to indicate lack of discrimination between 

the 2 stocks. 

pallescens with blandus 
Nineteen experiments were run in which a male and female pallescens 

were tested against a male and female blandus. The size discrepancy is greater 

here than between any of the other subspecies tested, for blandus is the larg¬ 

est form tested and pallescens is the smallest (see Osgood, 1909). The 2 

subspecies differ considerably in their ecology; pallescens is a small, dark- 

colored, short-tailed, small-eared inhabitant of tail-grass prairies, while 

blandus is a robust, relatively pale, moderate-tailed, moderate-eared inhabit 

tant of intermontane basins and semi- desert habitats in the Chihuahuan 

Desert. The 2 stocks came from localities about 450 miles apart (Fig. 1), 

but there appears to be no direct gene exchange between the 2 subspecies in 

nature. As previously noted (Blair, 1953b), an apparent hiatus in range 

prevents direct east-west gene flow between populations of blandus in Trans- 

Pecos Texas and populations of pallescens in central Texas. Gene exchange 

between the 2 populations may be possible through a circuitous route of 

some 750 miles and involving southern Oklahoma and northwestern Texas 

populations, or the route may be even more remote and involve the sub¬ 

species rufinus. At any rate, the minimum distance through which gene 

exchange between the populations at the 2 localities could occur appears 

to be at least 750 miles. 

Fighting was common in the mixed societies of pallescens and blandus. 

The male pallescens was killed in 4 of the 19 experiments, and the male 

blandus was killed in one. In 2 experiments the male pallescens was regularly 

bitten, and in both of these the male blandus was regularly in the same com¬ 

partment with both females (Table I). In one experiment, both the male 

and female pallescens were killed, and in 2 others the female pallescens was 

killed. 

The scores of the pallescens-blandus experiments are summarized in 

Table I. The combination of all 4 mice in the same compartment occurred 

much more frequently than would be expected on the basis of chance, and 
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Fig. 1. Places of origin of 4 stocks of deer-mice (Peromyscus mani- 
culatus) tested for discrimination between subspecies. Solid line indicates 
approximate southern limits of range of this species in Texas as now known. 

this accounts for the significant excess of scores listed as "other combina¬ 

tions.” This kind of behavior seems to be related to the failure of the mice 

to show reproductive behavior in the population cage, and it is difficult to 

say whether or not it has any significance in respect to discrimination. The 

pooled data are obviously biased in favor of such scores by the technique 

of allowing experiments in which there were no deaths or no births to run 

for the arbitrary period of 30 days. 

The 3 classes of scores involving pairing of mice of the same stock and 

the 3 classes involving cross pairing occurred significantly less than would 

be expected by chance. Nevertheless, a comparison of pooled pair scores 
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with pooled cross-pair scores should give some indication of whether or not 

there was discrimination. Pair scores occurred a total of 25 times, while 

cross-pair scores occurred 18 times. The difference is not significant, for the 

chi-square test for the fit to the expected 1:1 ratio of pair and cross-pair 

scores gives a value of only 1.14, which is not significant. This would indi¬ 

cate, then, that there was no selection of a mate of the same subspecies 

when the mice paired by sexes. 

The combination of one male with the 2 females to the exclusion of 

the second male occurred 69 times, which is significantly more than the ex¬ 

pected 37.5 times, for the chi-square is 26.3 5, which is highly significant. 

These scores indicate behavior similar to that found by Blair and Howard 

(1944) in a pure society of blandus under similar experimental conditions. 

All of the evidence, high frequency of fighting, dominance of one male over 

the other, and lack of significant difference between pair and cross-pair 

scores, points toward the lack of any discrimination between the 2 subspecies. 

The higher proportion of deaths in the present experiment than in the 

blandus society studied by Blair and Howard (op. cit.) is possibly due to 

the considerable size discrepancy between blandus and pallescens males. 

Death of one combatant might be expected more often in combats between 

males of different sizes than in those between males of similar size, as in 

the case of the blandus males. 

ozarkiarum with blandus 

Six experiments were run in which a male and female ozarkiarum were 

tested against a male and female blandus. The size discrepancy between these 

2 forms is somewhat less than that between pallescens and blandus, for mice 

of the subspecies ozarkiarum are slightly larger than those of the subspecies 

pallescens. Ecologically and in general proportions, the ozarkiarum mice are 

close to the pallescens mice. The station from which the ozarkiarum mice 

originated is about 650 miles from the place where the blandus stock was 

collected. This is the shortest possible route of gene exchange between the 

2 stations, and, as in the case of the pallescens, direct exchange between 

ozarkiarum and blandus has not been proved, and gene exchange may be 

through a more circuitous route involving the subspecies rufinus. 
Fighting was common in the ozarkiarum - blandus cages, and the ozarki¬ 

arum male was killed in 3 of the 6 experiments (Table II). The ozarkiarum 
male was badly bitten in another of the experimental societies. The combi¬ 

nation of all 4 mice together occurred more frequently than would be ex¬ 

pected by chance. Because 3 experiments were terminated early by the 

death of a male ozarkiarum in each, the scores for the combinations having 

a bearing on discrimination are too low to provide very reliable evidence for 

or against discrimination. The pooled scores for pair combinations (5) did 

not differ significantly from the cross-pair scores (8). 

The 10 times that one male was with the 2 females to the exclusion 

of the other male did not significantly exceed the expected frequency of 

9.0 times. As in the case of the pallescens-blandus tests, the high frequency 

of fighting is taken to indicate lack of discrimination between the 2 kinds 

of mice, and as in that case the smaller males were the ones killed or se¬ 

verely bitten. 

pallescens with rufinus 

Eight experiments were run in which a male and female pallescens were 

tested against a male and female rufinus. The distance between the points 
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of origin of the 2 stocks is about 500 miles, but the shortest route of possible 

gene exchange is about 650 miles because of the hiatus in the range of the 

deer-mouse in western Texas. The 2 subspecies differ more ecologically and 

in general characters than do any other of the subspecies pairs that were 

tested. Mice of the subspecies rufinus are long-tailed, large-footed, large¬ 

eared, dark-colored inhabitants of coniferous, montane forests, and they 

are somewhat larger than the pallescens mice (see Osgood, 1909; Blair, 

1950). 

Fighting was more common in this group of experiments than in the 

others (Table III). The male pallescens was killed in 6 of the 8 experiments, 

and in 4 of these the killing took place on the first night. In one other ex¬ 

periment the male pallescens was badly chewed but huddled regularly in a 

corner of the compartment in which the male rufinus lived with 2 females. 

The early termination of 6 of the experiments because of the death of a 

male resulted in low scores for all combinations having a bearing on dis¬ 

crimination. The combination of one male in a compartment with the 2 

females to the exclusion of the other male occurred more frequently than 

would be expected by chance, for the chi-square value is 4.06, which is 

significantly beyond the 5-percent level of probability. In the one set in 

which there was no fighting, there was a tendency for pairing by subspecies 

(Table III), but the occurrence in only the one experiment could hardly be 

considered significant of discrimination. As in the case of the 2 combina¬ 

tions of subspecies discussed earlier, the smaller male was the one dominated 

or killed. 

blandus with rufinus 

Only one test was run with rufinus against blandus because of limita¬ 

tions of material. These stocks came from stations less than 150 miles apart, 

but they are of interest because Dice (1930, 1942) has presented evidence 

to show that there is only limited gene exchange between the blandus popu¬ 

lations of the basins and the rufinus populations of the high, montane forests. 

In the one experiment, the male blandus was dead from wounds on the 

first morning of observation, and the male rufinus was in a compartment 

with the 2 females. This behavior is consistent with that found in the tests 

involving other combinations of stocks. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the experiments with different subspecies of deer-mice in 

the population cages need comparison with the results obtained by Blair 

and Howard (1944) in tests of a pure society of the subspecies blandus and 

in tests between representatives of 2 allopatric species of the maniculatus 
group. Comparison with results obtained by Blair (1953a) in tests be¬ 

tween 2 sympatric species of the P. truei group is also pertinent. 

The behavior in the various experimental societies involving 2 sub¬ 

species was of the same general nature as that found by Blair and Howard 

(op. cit.) in a pure blandus society. In both sets of experiments the out¬ 

standing phenomenon was fighting between males, domination of one male 

over the other, and association of the dominant male with the 2 females 

to the exclusion of the dominated male. The principal difference was that 

deaths occurred more frequently in the experiments involving different sub¬ 

species than in the pure society, presumably because of the considerable size 

differential between individuals of the 2 subspecies. The actual factors on 
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which species discrimination is based (i.e., the reproductive isolation mechan¬ 

isms) in Peromyscus are unknown. Whatever these mechanisms may be, 

however, the results of the inter-subspecies tests suggest that no intrinsic iso¬ 

lation mechanisms have been developed to prevent interbreeding of these 

markedly differentiated, partially isolated geographic races. 

The behavior of the mice in the inter-subspecies tests was very differ¬ 

ent from that reported by Blair and Howard (op. cit.) in tests between the 

allopatric species P. maniculatus and P. polionotus and that reported by 

Blair (op. cit.) between the sympatric species P. truei and P. nasutus. In 

the tests between species, pairing by kinds was the usual type of behavior, 

and in all of these tests the evidence indicated that the mice do discrimi¬ 

nate between the 2 kinds (species) of mice being tested. In the present 

tests of subspecies against subspecies, possibly significant evidence of pair¬ 

ing was found in only one of the 34 experiments, and all other pertinent 

evidence points to failure of the mice to discriminate between the different 

subspecies. 

Remarkably few attempts have been made to determine the amount of 

limitation of gene exchange required for reproductive isolation mechanisms 

to develop, as pointed out by Mayr (1947), although a fairly voluminous 

literature has been produced by proponents of various theories regarding the 

origin of isolation mechanisms. Some evidence (summarized by Dobzhansky, 

1951) indicates that in Drosophila weak isolation may exist between differ¬ 

ent geographic strains of the same species, although "races and strains of 

the same species show, as a rule, no sexual isolation.” It is of interest that 

Patterson, McDanald and Stone (1947) could detect no sexual isolation be¬ 

tween strains of Drosophila virilis from localities as far apart as China and 

California, although in 18 intraspecific combinations tested in this species 

and in D. texana and D. montana there were differences in the frequency 

of homogamic and heterogamic inseminations in multiple-choice experiments 

due to differences in sexual vigor of the tested strains. 

The relationships of the 4 subspecies of Peromyscus maniculatus in re¬ 

spect to potential gene exchange in nature are probably about average for 

contiguous subspecies of this widely distributed species. The natural popula¬ 

tions represented by the 4 stocks are isolated from one another by distance 

of 150 to 750 miles. Mosaic distribution of the mice in favorable habitats 

and the consequent subdivision into numerous partially isolated sub-popula¬ 

tions probably acts to retard gene exchange in this species (see Blair, 1953b). 

In addition, a selectional barrier to gene exchange exists between all of the 

populations tested if it is true that natural selection is acting to maintain 

adaptive genotypes in each of the habitats occupied by the species. The fail¬ 

ure to find any detectable evidence of incipient reproductive isolation be¬ 

tween the subspecies tested would tend to indicate that even the presum¬ 

ably limited gene exchange between the subspecies populations has been 

sufficient to prevent the origin of incipient reproductive isolation. Even more 

severe cases of restricted gene exchange exist between geographic races of 

this species, and it seems important that these cases also be tested for the 

presence of incipient reproductive isolation. 

SUMMARY 

Tests for discrimination between subspecies of deer-mice (Peromyscus 
maniculatus) were made by placing a male and female of each of the 2 

kinds being tested in a 4-compartment population cage. Representatives of 
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4 subspecies, each of which evidently has limited gene exchange with the 
others in nature, were tested. The behavior of the mice in the experimental 
cages was essentially similar to that of a pure population of one subspecies, 
and it was very different from the behavior when 2 species of Peromyscus 
are tested. The results show no evidence of any reproductive isolation be¬ 
tween these subspecies of deer-mice. 
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HANDEDNESS: RESULT OF HEREDITARY AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN CEREBRAL DOMINANCE 

CLAUDE L. ADAMSON 

Trinity University 

The concept of cerebral localization, and its corollary, cerebral dom¬ 

inance, is based upon observations made after 1800. Gall of Vienna pointed 

out some relationships between cephalic configuration and mental activity, 

for he observed that fellow students with prominent eyes and baggy lower 

eyelids frequently vanquished him in debate. Later, in 183 6, Mark Dax 

observed that aphasia occurred frequently with right-sided, very rarely 

with left-sided hemiplegias. Bouilland in 182 5 contended that the "faculty 

of language” was a function of the frontal cerebral lobe, but made no 

attempt to lateralize this activity. In 1861 Broca presented evidence that 

the speech center was located at the base of the third left frontal con¬ 

volution—Broca’s convolution, which is the island of Reil—and this 

is true of right-handed individuals. An English neurologist, Moxon, pointed 

out that left-handed cerebral centers controlled the right side of the body 

and conversely that the right-sided cerebral centers controlled the left 

side of the body. Anatomically this crossing of nerve fibers from the left 

cerebral cortex to the right side of the body, and from the right cerebral 

cortex to the left side of the body, occurs in the medulla at the decus¬ 

sation of the pyramidal tracts. The frontal lobe of the cerebral cortex is 

separated from the parietal lobe by the central sulcus, or fissure of Rolando; 

anterior to this is the pre-central gyrus of the frontal lobe; posterior to 

this is the post-central gyrus of the parietal lobes. The precentral gyrus is 

motor; the post-central gyrus is sensory. Not only is neurological control 

contra-lateral but anatomical control within the gyrus is inverted—the 

head is controlled by cells situated in the inferior portion of the gyrus, 

the feet by cells of the superior portion. All other parts of the body are 

similarly controlled from inverted sites in the cortex (5). 

Handedness is noted at the time a baby starts reaching for a toy; he 

uses his dominant hand. In the larger realm of cerebral dominance we 

see a correlation in centers of sight, speech, and handedness. Orton and 

Monroe made a study of the problem; and of fifteen cases of squint, four 

found reading difficult. They were left-handed and two were mirror- 

writers or wrote upside down and backwards. They were found to have 

a cross dominance of the eye and the hand. In cases of squint, mirror¬ 

writing is more apt to occur than in a normal person (4). Having been 

a mirror writer myself, the problem of handedness in cerebral dominance 

is most interesting to me. 

In the popular mind, inferiority, awkwardness, and unfavorableness 

are associated with left-handedness; the derivation of the word sinister, 

meaning left, emphasized this concept. True, the percentage of left-handed¬ 

ness is higher in abnormal persons, defectives, and the insane; but on the 

other hand, left-handed persons may possess extraordinary intelligence 

and capability (3). 
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The Jewish people at one time were predominantly left-handed, and 

yet Yiddish printing and writing is from right to left. Our civilization 

is now predominantly right-handed; thus habit or custom may be a large 

factor in determination of handedness. 

Left-handedness is frequently associated with mirror-writing. Leon¬ 

ardo da Vinci, though held in awe by his peers, was considered disreputable 

by the uneducated people of his day because of his left-handed mirror¬ 

writing. This so-called mirror-writing varies from a simple reversal of single 

letters to a reversal of all words. It is a part of a larger tendency to re¬ 

produce forms without heed to the position they occupy in space (3). 

When left-handed persons are taught to write with the right hand, 

stress may result in defective neuro-muscular control and may lead to 

stammering or other emotional disturbances. 

Horton emphasizes three levels in the central nervous system: 

(1) visual awareness, 

(2) objective memory which stores visual impressions of objects 

which have been seen, and 

(3) a symbolic level. 

The first two levels work in unison; the third level, however, is unilateral 

and one of the cerebral hemispheres is dominant. Certain movements, such 

as the movement of a limb in swimming, are learned as a unit and not as 

the various components of these movements. A right-handed person can 

produce mirror-writing with his left hand if his left hand is allowed to 

move naturally as he volitionally writes with his right hand. When a left 

handed person writes with his hand upside down, he does so because his 

kinaesthetic sense is more normal in this position ( 5 ). 

Our society is a right-handed society. Dr. Abram Blau (2) says that 

children in our right-handed civilization should be taught to be right- 

handed. The new-born infant is bilateral with no development of handed¬ 

ness. He has a fifty-fifty chance of being either left- or right-handed; 

therefore, he could be taught to use his right hand. Dr. Blau gives three 

reasons for the use of the left hand: 

1) It is necessary to use the left hand when the right hand is 

lost, or perhaps mental deficiency may hamper a person 

from normal right-handedness. 

3) Faulty education can make the use of the left hand necessary, 

as the child imitates left-handed parents, or if teachers in 

school do not change the child because the change can cause 

emotional disturbances. 

3) Emotional negativism or active emotional contrariness in 

early childhood can cause the use of the left hand. 

Dr. Blau bases his statements on environment entirely. The most logical 

explanation of the problem should be based not only on environment but 

also on heredity. The answer to the problem will be much different if it 

is considered in the light of these two factors. 

There is a positive correlation between the handedness of parents 

and children. If both parents are left-handed, one-half of their children 

will be left-handed; if one parent is left-handed, one sixth of their children 

will be left-handed; if both parents are right-handed, one-sixteenth of 

their children will be left-handed (7). Such statistical truths are not, of 
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course, demonstrable in small samples as in the case of both parents 

are right-handed. Two female children are both left-handed thus showing 

error of inadequate sampling. 

The handwriting of identical twins is sometimes a mirror imaging. 

They possess the same genes; any difference in the members must be due to 

non-genetic factors. Several investigators pooled their surveys, which showed 

that in 78% both identical twins were right-handed; 20% were "mirror 

images” of each other; 2% both identical twins were left-handed. So 12% 

of the whole number of identical twins tested were left-handed. Newman 

explained this phenomenon by saying that mirror imaging depends on the 

time in fetal development that twinning occurs. If twinning occurs early 

in development, there will be no "mirror imaging;” but if later, the mirror 

image can be present, since cell specialization has started (7). 

This seems to be an adequate explanation, but there is no correlation 

between other traits in respect to mirror imaging; the hair whorl, for 

example, may be alike in the twins and the handedness of twins be different. 

Correlation between handedness and configuration or ridges of the 

palms of the hands suggests the hypothesis which explains inheritance of 

handedness and gives a genetic basis for the fact that some identical twins 

show intrapair differences. Ridges are established during the first four 

months of fetal development and do not change. Any correlation between 

handedness and these ridges would establish proof that handedness has an 

early anatomical basis. Patterns of these ridges occur in different frequencies 

among right- and left-handed individuals. The associations between hand 

patterns and handedness show that handedness is not due solely to post¬ 

natal environmental circumstances. 

A single pair of genes lacking dominance provides a genetic basis 

for handedness. In identical twins: 

RR—right handed; both right 

Rr—ambidextrous; mirror images 

rr—Left handed; both left 

So there is a pair of genes lacking dominance, and in the shifting of a 

person from left- to right-handedness, ambidextrous persons can be shifted 

easily whereas true left-handed or right-handed persons cannot be easily 

shifted (7). 

It is a known fact that 13% of the population is left-handed. Yet, 

the frequency of left-handed baseball pitchers is 27.7%, as was calculated 

from the major league pitchers of 19 52. A baseball pitcher should have 

extraordinary neuro-muscular control. If true or fixed handedness is due 

to early ontogenetic neurologic fixation, cerebral dominance would be 

fixed in the pre-natal period, and this could favor such control. When 

cerebral dominance occurs later or postnatally, environmental factors may 

play a dominant part. Certain skills, such as baseball pitching, which require 

an unusual neuro-muscular coordination, might be expected to be better 

developed in those central nervous systems that develop precociously as 

in the "true” left-handed individual. Likewise, perhaps in the "true” right- 

handed individual precocious development of the central nervous system 

would suggest unusual neuro-muscular control; but since through custom 

we are right-handed, this latter group would be difficult to isolate from 

those right-handed persons whose handedness might be dependent upon 
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environmental rather than genetic influences. Thus, in the case of baseball 

pitchers, handedness may result from early neurologic development which 

gives the pitcher the control he must have (1). 

The degree to which one’s handedness may be influenced by environ¬ 

ment depends on his heredity. Thus we see that handedness is a result of 

both heredity and environmental factors in cerebral dominance. 
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HANDEDNESS AND THE CORPUS STRIATUM 

JOHN G. SINCLAIR and NICK HIGHTOWER 

The University of Texas Medical Branch 
Galveston, Texas 

The study of handedness has attracted the attention of many psychoT 

ogists, anthropologists and some neuroanatomists, but the published 

results of the latter indicate minute differences in weight between the 

hemispheres of normal brains. The differences acording to Tilney and 

Riley (1921) are 4-5 g. and not consistently related to handedness. Broca 

originally located the correlation center for speech (hand, eye, mouth) in 

the region of the cranial border of the insula. Rudinger (see Ciba) noted 

greater development of the third frontal convolution on the left for right- 

handed individuals and on the right for left-handed people. Early editions 

of the Morris Anatomy stated that early work (probably by Reil) showed 

a greater cortical surface on the right insula (island of Reil). Later editions 

have dropped the statement. 

In 1944, while engaged in reconstructing a model of the corpus 

stiatum from the brain of a six-year-old girl, who died from causes 

unconnected with the brain, we noted an asymmetry. The study was ac¬ 

cepted by a national journal at the time but was lost in the editorial office. 

We feel that it may be of interest now. 

The brain fixed in formalin weighed 806.7 g., somewhat less than 

the average for this age and sex. Dehydration may be responsible for some 

of the loss in weight. We carefully bisected the whole brain and brain-stem. 

The left hemisphere weighed 403.8 g. and displaced 400 cc. of water. 

The right weighed 402.9 and displaced 402 cc. The differences are insig¬ 

nificant. 

The brain was sliced into 5 mm. sections by machine. The gray masses 

were separated by a needle along their borders and weighed. The outlines were 

used to construct a model four times the original in size. The midbrain 

halves were perfectly symmetrical without difference. The thalami were 

not symmetrical in form, but weighed 11 and 10.9 g., showing insignificant 

differences in weight. The caudate and lentiform nuclei weighed 13.6 g. 

on the right and 11.9 on the left. This 10% difference stands out in con¬ 

trast with the closely balanced weights of all other parts. 

Evans and Blackman (1942) have suggested, on the basis of psychol¬ 

ogical tests, that striate functions are educable. These bodies are made 

up of cell masses which occupy possibly two per cent of the total volume, 

while most of their remainder is neurophil or synaptic material. If these 

centers are educable, the change consists in extension of synapses. If they 

are important in strong habitual or associated automatic movement, and 

handedness is likewise determined by paths of least resistance or maximum 

success, they may be the agency of this dominance. This would still leave 

open the question whether the educability of the striatum could expand 

the synaptic system sufficiently to overcome inherited differences. The 

insula is the cortex overlying the lenticular nucleus, and both it and the 

lenticular nucleus may partake of the expansion noted. 
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A study of one brain can do no more than suggest a possible answer 

to the century old problem of handedness. 
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A STUDY OF FACTORS INFLUENCING THE OIL CONTENT OF 

THE SEEDS OF TORI A (BRASSICA COMPESTR1S, L. var. Toria D & F.) 

SULTAN AHMAD TREMAZI 

Agricultural College and Research Institute 
Lyallpur, Pakistan 

INTRODUCTION 

The percentage of oil in the seeds of any variety of an oilseed crop 

has been shown by a number of workers to have wide variation. This may 

be due to a number of factors, each of which may be responsible for in¬ 

fluencing the formation of oil in the crop to a greater or lesser extent. 

Among them may be mentioned the influence of weather conditions pre¬ 

vailing in a particular year, the composition of the soil upon which the 

crop is grown, the total amount of water and frequency of irrigations, 

cultural and manurial practices, etc. Gamer, Allard, and Foubert (1914) 

and Stark (1927) found that by partial defoliation of soyabean plants, 

the number and size of the beans produced was decreased, whereas the 

percentage of oil was somewhat increased. Again, they found that the 

general climatic conditions during the growing season had a more marked 

effect on the oil content than even the length of the season. Stark (1927) 

found that the application of lime and organic matter to the soil decreased 

the percentage of oil in the soyabean and that the addition of rock phos¬ 

phate to the above fertilizer further decreased the oil content of the seed. 

He observed that by varying the soil conditions, greater differences could 

be obtained in the variety than generally exist between most varieties. 

Kayser (1925) showed that the application of commercial fertilizers to 

flax may influence the quantity as well as the quality of the oil. 

Ivanov (1927-30) studied the effect of climate upon the composition 

of vegetable fats over a considerable period of years with particular reference 

to the drying class. McNair (1929) showed that drying and semi-drying 

oils are of more frequent occurrence in plants of temperate climate, while 

the non-drying class predominates in the plants met within the tropical 

regions. Johnson (1932) considered that the date of planting would influence 

tho oil content of flax seed in some seasons but not in others. Tottingham 

(1932) noted that a consistent increase in the lipoid content of various 

plants occurred when they were grown under vita glass. 

It will thus be realized that a detailed study of such factors should 

lead to a basic knowledge which is an essential preliminary to a thorough 

understanding of the influence of these factors which govern oil formation 

and the relative quality of the oil found in a plant. It should be particularly 

noted that the yield obtained from a unit area is the primary criterion 

usually employed for judging the relative merits of different varieties. 

Of late, considerable advance has been made in our scientific knowledge, 

and the quality of the produce obtained under different environmental 

conditions based on certain chemical estimations is also simultaneously 

taken into due account. It is recognized today that the merits of a certain 
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variety are judged by the cash value of the return it brings to a grower, 

and this will depend partly on the yield and partly on the market price 

of the produce. In the case of oilseeds, the percentage of oil in the seeds 

is as important as the total yield. In the case of grains, particularly wheat, 

the influence of environment on the quality of the grain has been exten¬ 

sively investigated in so far as it relates to protein, carbohydrate, and ash 

contents, but very little information is available for oleaginous crops. 

There are on record, however, numerous analyses of oleaginous seeds grown 

in different regions, which indicate marked differences in oil content, pre¬ 

sumably due, at least in part, to the varying conditions under which the 

seeds were produced. Some of our important crop plants are of value, pri¬ 

marily, for the oil content in the seed, and it is a matter of practical im¬ 

portance to ascertain as far as possible the most favourable conditions for 

obtaining maximum yield of oil. Data regarding the relative effects of the 

various factors that influence the percentage of oil in toria, which is one 

of the most important oilseed crops in Pakistan, are extremely meager. 

Experiments to this end have been in progress since the year 1936-37 under 

the Oilseeds Research Scheme, which was partly financed by the Imperial 

Council of Agricultural Research and partly by the Punjab Government. 

The results obtained so far are presented in this paper. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Effect of time of sowing on the oil content of toria seed. In order 

to appraise the effect of the time of sowing on the oil content of the 

seeds, the crop was sown at three different times—early, mid-season or 

optimum and late, the early and late sowings respectively preceding and 

following by 15 days the optimum sowing time, the third week of Septem¬ 

ber. The experiment utilized a randomized block system with five repli¬ 

cations and a sub-plot size of 1 /160 acre. Composite seed samples were 

taken at harvest time and analysed for their oil content. The average per¬ 

centage of oil for the period of two years during which the experiment was 

in progress is given in Table I below: 

TABLE I 

THE EFFECTS OF SOWING DATE TREATMENTS ON THE OIL CONTENT 

OF TORIA SEEDS DURING THE YEARS 1936-37 AND 1937-38 

Treatment Average percentage of oil in seeds on dry basis 

1936-37 1937-38 
Early sowing 43.19 41.32 
Mid-season sowing 42.38 42.51 
Late sowing 42.22 41.01 

It will be seen from the above figures that time of sowing has had 

no appreciable effect on the oil content of seeds. 

Effect of partial removal of young pods and branches on the oil content 
of toria seeds. In a number of crops the transfer of food material from 

the stem and branches does not take place until the crop has made full 

vegetative growth, after which period the plant energy is directed towards 

the production of reproductive organs. In the case of oleiferous Brassica 
these two life periods can be easily distinguished. It has already ben proved 
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that a considerable fall in the carbohydrate content occurs between 20-40 

days after flowering (Muhammad and Ahmad, 1943). In order to study the 

effects of the removal of certain green portions of the plant on the final 

deposition of oil in the ripened seeds, the young seed pods and branches were 

partially removed in certain plots. The effect of these treatments on the 

percentage of oil for the two years 1936-37 and 1937-38 in the seeds is 

recorded in Tables II and III below, respectively: 

TABLE II 

SHOWING THE EFFECT OF PARTIAL REMOVAL OF YOUNG PODS ON THE 

OIL CONTENT OF TORIA DURING 1936-37 AND 1937-38 

Treatment 

25 percent pods retained 
50 per cent pods retained 
75 per cent pods retained 
No pods removed 

Percentage of oil on dry basis 

1936-37 
44.79 
43.83 
44.62 
41.84 

1937-38 
44.49 
44.28 
43.27 
41.90 

TABLE III 

SHOWING THE EFFECT OF PARTIAL REMOVAL OF BRANCHES ON THE 

OIL CONTENT OF TORIA DURING 1936-37 AND 1937-38 

Treatment Percentage of oil on dry basis 

1936-37 1937-38 
Only main shoot left 40.71 38.82 
Main shoot and one upper branch kept 42.24 39.63 
Main shoot and two upper branches kept 41.65 40.64 
Main shoot and three upper branches kept 42.67 41.27 
Main shoot and four upper branches kept 41.03' 41.08 
Control 44.74 42.74 

It will be seen from the above tables that the percentage of oil in the 

seeds obtained from the plot from which no pods were removed was the 

lowest. It seems likely that the higher percentage of oil obtained from the 

plot in which some pods were removed was due to the fact that the smaller 

number of pods could get better nourishment, which otherwise would 

have been distributed amongst all the pods during growth. The effect of 

the partial removal of branches is not very conspicuous. Although the 

differences between the various treatments are not very sharp, yet the 

conclusion that the removal of branches tends to decrease the percentage 

of oil stands out prominently. 

Effect of varying number of irrigations on the oil content of toria. 
Water has been known to play a very important part in influencing crop 

yields. In order to see the effect of increased supply of irrigation water on 

the oil content of the toria crop, this experiment was laid out with five 

replications and sub-plot size of 1/160 acre. The results of this investigation 

are given in Table IV below: 
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TABLE IV 

SHOWING THE OIL CONTENT OF TORIA AS AFFECTED BY VARYING 

NUMBER OF IRRIGATIONS DURING 1936-37 AND 1937-38 

Treatment Average percentage of oil in the seeds on dry basis 

1936-37 1937-38 

One irrigation 42.57 42.96 

Two irrigations 43.39 42.52 

Three irrigations 43.01 43.95 

Four irrigations 43.7 6 43.39 

The above figures show no marked differences in the oil content of 

the produce obtained. Normally two irrigations (excepting raoni) are given 

to the toria crop, and increase beyond this number does not ssrve any 

useful purpose so far as oil percentage is concerned. 

Effect of fertilizers on the oil content of toria. Toria is a crop of 

comparatively short duration and occupies the land for only about 4 /z 
months, during which period uptake of plant minerals from the soil is 

at a greater rate as compared with other crops. It was thought that by 

increasing the crop nutrition in the soil, the crop should profit compara¬ 

tively more than other crops. Preliminary work on the effects of certain 

manures was done during the season of 1936-37, followed by additional 

work in 1937-3 8. Manures tried were farm yard manure, toria cake, am¬ 

monium sulphate, superphosphate and lime. The experiment was carried 

out on a randomized block system with three replications, the size of each 

sub-plot being 1/160 acre. The results are given in Table V below: 

TABLE V 

SHOWING THE OIL CONTENT OF TORIA AS AFFECTED BY THE APPLI¬ 

CATION OF DIFFERENT FERTILIZERS DURING 1936-37 AND 1937-38 

Treatment Percentage of oil on dry basis 

1936-37 1937-38 
Control 41.74 41.52 
Farm yard manure, 84 mds. per acre 42.98 41.08 
Toria cake, 6 mds. per acre 44.18 42.56 
Ammonium sulphate, 1V2 mds. per acre 41.58 41.06 
Superphosphate, 1V2 mds. per acre. 41.29 41.05 
Lime, 6 mds. per acre 42.52 41.63 

As a result of this experiment, it appeared that toria cake increased 

the percentage of oil over other treatments. However, this conclusion 

was thought to be premature, and a more elaborate investigation involving 

a comparison of toria cake and ammonium sulphate and combinations 

thereof in varying doses was undertaken during the subsequent season and 

repeated without modifications for another two years. The result of all 

three years (average of six replications for each treatment) are shown in 

Table VI below: 
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TABLE VI 

SHOWING THE EFFECT OF AMMONIUM SULPHATE AND TORIA CAKE 

IN DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS ON THE OIL CONTENT AND YIELD 

DURING THE SEASONS 1938-38, 1939-40 AND 1940-41 

Treatment 
Number 

1938-39 
Average Oil per- 
yield in centage 
lbs. per on dry 

acre basis 

1939-40 
Average Oil per- 
yield in centage 
lbs. per on dry 

acre basis 

1940-41 
Average Oil per- 
yield in centage 
lbs. per on dry 

acre basis 

1. Control (no manure) 592.3 45.90 981.2 46.42 525.1 46.25 
2. Ammonium sulphate 

(20-lbs N) at sowing 764.4 45.42 1231.4 45.05 465.0 45.12 

3. Ammonium sulphate 
(40-lbs N) at sowing 859.5 44.27 1374.2 45.75 574.0 44.81 

4. Ammounium sulphate 
(20-lbs N) 
at flowering 682.2 45.62 1139.1 46.35 571.4 44.56 

5. Ammonium sulphate 
(40-lbs N) 
at flowering 794.0 43.02 1319.1 43.63 799.2 42.91 

6. A. S. (10-lbs N) 
at flowering and 
A. S. (10-lbs N) 
at sowing 769.6 44.38 1129.6 45.90 487.3 44.75 

7. A. S. (20-lbs N) 
at flowering and 
A. S. (20-lbs N) 
at sowing 980.07 48.07 1394.0 45.73 733.5 43.16 

8. Toria cake (20-lbs 
N) before sowing 794.0 44.13 1068.8 46.25 465.9 44.37 

9. Toria cake (40-lbs 
N) before sowing 865.9 43.75 1256.9 45.23 629.3 43.28 

10. T. C. (10-lbs N) 
at sowing and A. S. 
(10-lbs N) at sowing 808.1 44.52 1231.4 45.15 480.1 44.98 

11. T. C. (20-lbs N) 
at sowing and A. S. 
(20-lbs N) at sowing 940.5 44.38 1275.3 45.06 564.9 43.12 

12. T. C. (10-lbs N) 
at sowing and A. S. 
(10-lbs N) 
at flowering 737.5 45.25 1084.4 44.52 599.7 45.19 

13. T. C. (20-lbs N) 
at sowing and A. S. 
(20-lbs N) 
at flowering 882.6 42.88 1307.8 44.88 706.3 45.61 

It will be seen that none of the manures applied produced an increase 

in the percentage of oil in the seeds. On the other hand, it appeared that 

the manurial treatments, particularly those with heavy doses, lowered 

the oil content in most cases. Considering the data of yield and oil content 

obtained from differently treated plots, it is apparent that the heavy doses 

of manure have given enhanced yield of seed per acre but have resulted in 
somewhat low oil content of seeds. 
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Effect of locality and soil on the oil content of seeds. The three factors 

of primary importance which influence crop production are inheritance, 

environment and soil. In a study which aims at distinguishing the effects 

of these factors it is necessary that the effect of any two factors must be 

eliminated. For instance, if it is desired to compare different varieties, 

the soil chosen for the trial should essentially be almost the same and the 

varieties should be grown under the same weather conditions for a number 

of years, so as to average out the results for comparative purposes. Like¬ 

wise, if it is desired to study the effects of weather, the same variety should 

be grown for a number of seasons on different types of soils obtained from 

various places, but located at one place, so as to average out the results over 

different soil types. In these experiments it was possible to collect bulk 

soil samples from various places. In order to widen the scope of this inquiry, 

however, a number of varieties of Brassica species were included. The purest 

seed of these strains was used at all the agricultural stations. This arrange¬ 

ment permitted certain comparisons that have an important bearing on 

the problem under investigation. Since the experiments were repeated 

for three consecutive seasons, viz., 1941-42, 1942-43, and 1943-44, a 

certain amount of information is available even on the effects of weather. 

Representative soil samples from the various places were also obtained; but 

since the amount of variation in the analytical data of these soil samples 

is not very great, only such information of general type is given as is 

warranted from a consideration of the figures. For instance, the water- 

soluble salt contents are within limits of toleration. The mechanical com¬ 

position of the soils also does not show much variation, all soils being classi¬ 

fied as loam to clay loams, with the exception of Ambala Farm, which is 

very heavy, and requires careful manipulation for giving good results. The 

nitrogen percentage varied betwen 0.04 to 0.0 5. On the whole, the soils 

are normal and do not vary much in fertility, and hence the variation in 

oil content cannot be ascribed to variation in the nature of soil but to 

other factors. The results obtained for oil content of all the varieties are 

shown in Table VII. It will be seen from the figures in this table that the 

variation met with in the results is considerable. The differences due to 

seasons in the case of different varieties are self evident. For instance, in 

1942-43, the percentage of oil in toria A at Lyallpur Agricultural Farm 

and Karnal was depressed from 7 to 13%; on the other hand, at Multan 

and Sargodha Farms there was an increase of 3 to 5%, as compared with 

1941-42. Similar differences can be found in the other data presented. 

The localities have themselves differed considerably from each other; and 

although on the basis of soil analysis it is not possible to offer any explan¬ 

ation of these differences, it is very likely that seasonal differences between 

any two stations (the stations are widely distributed throughout the Pro¬ 

vince) may have been responsible for this wide variation. Meteorological 

data were also collected for these stations. As no definite correlation between 

the meteorological factors and oil content can be established on the basis 

of present results, no effort is made to present this voluminous data here. 

However, one fact is worth noting. An increase in rainfall during the 

growth period of these crops, particularly when the crop is nearing maturity, 

is conducive to the attack of fungal diseases, which is ultimately responsible 

for a lowered oil content and poor quality of the produce concerned. 
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SUMMARY 

(1) Investigation of the oil content of toria as affected by various 

cultural and manurial treatments has been made. It has been found that 

time of sowing and increased number of irrigations have no effect on 

the oil content. 

(2) Removal of immature pods increases the oil content to a slight 

extent in the retained pods, but removal of branches on the other hand 

has a depressing effect on the oil content. 

(3) Heavy doses of nitrogenous manures have given an enhanced 

yield of seed per acre but have resulted in somwhat low oil content of seeds. 

(4) The differences in the oil content in the case of a number of 

Brassica species grown in different localities are very pronounced, which 

may be due to the climatic factors. 
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SCIENCE ACTIVITIES IN TEXAS 

Professor Victor J. Smith of Sul Ross College, Alpine, a long-time 

member of The Texas Academy of Science, sends us a description of his lat¬ 

est invention. It is called "The Little Efficient Speaker Timer.” Professor 

Smith’s description, which sounds like something that might have been 

written by Mark Twain, is here published in full: 

"At a recent national convention of one of the many 'learned socie¬ 

ties,” a series of symposium speakers was followed by discussions related to 

the subjects presented. The second speakers were eminently qualified to con¬ 

duct such a critique. One of these discussants particularly attracted my at¬ 

tention because of the fact that he spoke interestingly and concisely on his 

assigned subject. The astonishing thing, however, about this able report lies 

in the fact that he spoke within the time limits assigned and then sat down. 

This was unusual, for literally thousands of convention chairmen engage in 

periodic battles with zealous speakers eager to present matters of utmost 

interest to themselves and even sometimes to their audiences. Professor N. 

Bryllion Fagin, in the January, 1954, issue of The Atlantic Monthly, has 

ably presented his point of view under the title of 'Pity the Chairman.’ 

"In view of the grave national problem created by the long-winded 

speakers of America, I wish to make the following announcement of in¬ 

terest to all presiding officers, chairmen, acting chairmen, and section chair¬ 

men for all time to come. No patent, copyright, or royalties will be taken 

upon my recent invention appropriately called 'The Little Efficient Speaker 

Timer,’ described as a compact instrument which will do much to preserve 

the nerves of all future presiding officers. This helpful device looks like a 

small portable radio. There is but one dial. This may be quickly adjusted by 

the program chairman to the number of minutes allotted the speaker. He 

may then rest at ease and enjoy the program without any attention what¬ 

ever to his own timepiece. Three speaker horns project from the top of the 

cabinet. They range in size: small, medium, and large, not unlike the house¬ 

hold equipment of the three bears in the Goldilocks story. 

"Here is what happens, once the chairman presses the starter button: 

A. At precisely two minutes before the end of the speaker’s allotted 

time, the smallest of the three horns emits a very subdued, polite, and musi¬ 

cal note. This sound is kindly in tone, but it definitely notifies the speaker 

that it is high time to summarize. It is then too late to wish that a lot of 

fill-in material had been discarded in favor of the real meat of the report. 

The speaker may vaguely wish that he had timed himself at least once; or, 

in a fleeting moment, envy President Eisenhower his ability to compress 

15,000 words down to a mere 7,000. But the warning has been sounded and 

time for but a few sentences remain. IF he is able to conclude his remarks 

on time, which is not likely, nothing whatever happens except the well- 

merited applause of the audience. The chairman then sets the dial to the 

time available for the next speaker. But if the orator does not heed the warn¬ 

ing, the gadget continues its relentless vigil. 

B. At the end of the allotted time a series of additional musical notes 

sound, this time not quite so kindly, but still polite. They indicate accurately 

the end of the speaking period, beyond which he will be definitely encroach- 
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ing upon the time set aside for the next speaker. The mechanism inside the 

box ticks on its deadly way, gathering itself for a last supreme effort in case 

the previous warnings have gone unheeded. The next sound to greet our ears 

(from the box, not the speaker)' is described by teen-agers as a Tazzberry.5 

This irritating tone is from the largest of the three projecting horns. It is 

insistent. The chairman looks pleased, for he knows what will happen if the 

speaker persists in his overtime gab. 

C. After another minute, if the warning is still unheeded, the public 

address system is switched off automatically at the rostrum, and all three 

horns join in a raucous intermixture of squalls, barks, yowls, bleats, static, 

brays, catcalls, and other unpleasant sound combinations guaranteed to re¬ 

move the most persistent overtime speaker from the rostrum. The audience 

applauds as he retires, but it is difficult to determine whether the approval 

goes to the speaker or to the gadget. Now this speaker is a man of educa¬ 

tion. In the moment of applause he reflects: (a) he was advised of his time 

limit weeks before the program; (b) the time limit was plainly printed on 

the program; and (c) the chairman made an eloquent, nay urgent, appeal 

to all speakers to follow the time schedule. 

"May I hasten to add that this invention has been the result of many 

conventions and dozens of observations. I should also add that the gadget 

need not be used at evening banquets where there is but one speaker and no 

others to follow. Only those occupying the strategic seats nearest the door 

may stealthily and politely get away. The rest must take it.” 

Dr. J. P. Harris, President of The Texas Academy of Science, has an¬ 

nounced that the Academy will hold its 1954 annual meeting in San Antonio, 

December 9-11. 

Dr. Oliver C. Carmichael, President of the University of Alabama, de¬ 

livered the address at the formal inauguration of Dr. David H. Morgan as 

the thirteenth president of The A & M College of Texas on May 20. 

Dr. J. T. Patterson, Distinguished Professor of Zoology at The Univer¬ 

sity of Texas, is the new president of the Genetics Society of America. He 

is a member of the National Academy of Sciences and is holder of that 

academy's 1951 Elliot Gold Medal for outstanding research in zoology. 

Sj- sgi 

Mr. A. M. Kahan has been named Director of the Texas A & M Re¬ 

search Foundation. Ele will succeed Dean H. W. Barlow, who has been serv¬ 

ing as Acting Director of the foundation since the death of Dr. A. A. 

Jakkula. Mr. Kahan joined the staff of the Department of Oceanography at 

The A & M College of Texas in January, 1953. Prior to that time he served 

as Chief of the Hydrology Unit of the Hydrometeorological Section of the 

U. S. Weather Bureau and as Director of Engineering Research for the 

American Institute of Aerological Research. 

The Texas A & M Research Foundation, which Mr. Kahan will head, 

is a non-profit corporation which conducts research for private industry 

and public agencies, using the staff and facilities of The A & M College 

of Texas. 
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The Bureau of Economic Geology at The University of Texas announces 

the publication of four additional numbers in its series of Reports of Investi¬ 
gations. These are: Stratigraphy and Petrology of the Tascotal Mesa Quad¬ 
rangle, Texas, by Ralph L. Erickson; Paleontology of the Rustler Formation, 
Culberson County, Texas, by J. C. Walter, Jr.; Cretaceous of Llano Estacado 
of Texas, by John P. Brand; and Phosphorite in Eastern Llano Uplift of 
Central Texas, by Virgil E. Barnes. 

* * * 

A new and developing activity of The A & M College of Texas is the 

weather station operated by the Department of Oceanography as a part of 

its meteorology training program. 

The station is equipped with the basic weather instruments and facili¬ 

ties. Indoors are the apparatus which measures and continuously records at¬ 

mospheric pressure, a panel indicating continuously the wind speed and di¬ 

rection which the combination anemometer-wind vane on the roof gives, 

the weather teletype, and numerous devices for working up weather reports. 

Standard outdoor equipment on the ground consists of a rain gage and 

instrument shelter. The shelter houses the hygro-thermograph which continu¬ 

ously records temperature and relative humidity, maximum and minimum 

thermometers, and a wet-and-dry-bulb psychrometer for measuring tempera¬ 

ture and humidity more accurately. 

There are facilities for measuring winds from the surface upward by 

the "pilot balloon method.” A balloon is filled with helium (or any gas 

lighter than air) to the point that its force exerted upward corresponds to 

the desired rate of ascent. After the balloon is released, it is followed by 

means of a theodolite—a modification of the engineer’s transit—and its 

azimuth angle and angle of elevation above the horizon are read at one- 

minute intervals. At night a small dry-cell lamp or Japanese lantern with 

candle is attached to the balloon. From the data so obtained the position of 

the balloon at each reading is determined, and thus the wind direction and 

speed at each level are computed. 

On demonstration in the weather station is the complete radiosonde rig 

which is sent aloft to measure pressure, temperature, and humidity. This 

consists of a large balloon, parachute, and radiosonde. The radiosonde, a 

small radio transmitter powered by a dry-cell battery, sends signals which 

a radio receiver-recorder at the ground picks up. Nearly 100 stations over 

the United States and adjacent areas make such observations on a regular 

basis. The weather station at College Station is not equipped to make these 

observations now, but it may well be in the near future. A radar set for 

tracking such violent phenomena as tornadoes and thunderstorms is planned 

also as part of the facilities. 

The teletype receives the basic weather reports in code from all the 

United States, bordering land areas, and ships at sea. The machine operates 

24 hours a day, seven days a week. Reports consist of weather observations 

made every six hours at all first-order weather bureau stations, pilot-balloon 

wind reports every six hours, radiosonde reports every 12 hours, and weather 

summaries and forecasts. The forecasts are those broadcast to the public, 

as well as detailed and specific ones for aviation. Weather maps are pre¬ 

pared daily from the observations received. 

A number of weather charts are received regularly by mail from the 

central office of the Weather Bureau in Washington, D. C. These include 
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the actual weather maps for the entire northern hemisphere, five-day fore¬ 

cast maps for that area, monthly forecast maps, and the Daily Weather Map 

for the United States. This file is supplemented by the recently acquired 

set of daily Historical Weather Maps, which extend from the year 1899 to 

the present. 
*!* 'r »!* 

Although it is maintained as a laboratory and center of the meteorology 

instruction program, the weather station is open to students and staff of the 

college and to the public. It is housed in the Veterinary Medicine Building. 

* * * 

Dr. Fred M. Bullard, University of Texas volcano specialist, left on 

April 19 for a month-long tour as Distinguished Lecturer for the American 

Association of Petroleum Geologists. The oil industry is interested in vol¬ 

canoes because they provide a means of studying fundamental geological 

problems. The American Association of Petroleum Geologists selects three 

or four men each year as distinguished lecturers. This tour was Dr. Bullard’s 

third tour for the Association. He traveled 12,000 miles in sixteen states 

and two Canadian provinces to speak on his studies of Italian volcanoes. Dr. 

Bullard spent most of 1952 in Italy and other parts of the eastern Mediter¬ 

ranean area on a Fulbright fellowship, investigating the famous volcanoes 

there. 

Dr. William Boyd Cook of Baylor University has received a grant of 

$7,700 from the Geschichter Fund for Medical Research for the purpose of 

investigating the physiologically active component (possibly an alkaloid) in 

piule seeds. These seeds were used by Mexican Indians in sacrificial cere¬ 

monies. They have received little attention from pharmacologists. 

A system for providing rural residents with 500 gallons of purified 

water daily has been devised by Professors J. H. Sorrels and P. J. Alwin 

Zeller of the Texas Engineering Experiment Station, The A & M College of 

Texas. The process involves the use of ultra-violet light to kill all harmful 

bacteria in pond or well water. 

Dr. Ernest F. Haden of The University of Texas is putting basic lin¬ 

guistic materials into motion picture form, something which has not been 

attempted before. The training films will be used by the U. S. Air Force 

and by the University of Texas to help foreigners improve their command 

of English. The pictures will illustrate the essential elements of spoken 

language: pitch, stress, and juncture. Pitch is shown on a "light board” 

by lights on different levels, indicating the melody of phrases and sentences. 

Stress is indicated at the same time by using four symbols of different shapes, 

representing the four degrees of stress used in American English. A new 

application of television will be used in producing these linguistic films. 

Television cameras will be placed on the stage. The telecast will be picked 

up by a special TV receiver which has an ultra-violet screen, rather than 

the conventional fluorescent screen. Facing the ultra-violet screen will be 

unexposed film, which will become the motion picture. This is known as 

"kinetoscope recording.” 
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In February and March Mr. D. W. Williams and Dr. F. C. Bolton of 

The A & M College of Texas visited Pakistan to explore the possibility of 

technical cooperation in agriculture and engineering between The A & M 

College of Texas and the University of Dacca in Pakistan. This trip was 

made at the request of the Foreign Operations Administration. Mr. Williams 

is Vice Chancellor for Agriculture and Dr. Bolton is President Emeritus of 

The A & M College of Texas. 

* 

Dr. Byron E. Short of The University of Texas has received an out¬ 

standing service award from the South Texas Section of the American So¬ 

ciety of Mechanical Engineers. The award cites Dr. Short’s many contribu¬ 

tions as an engineering educator, industrial consultant, and leader in ASME 

projects. Dr. Short has done extensive research on air conditioning and on 

heat effects in industry. 

s'. s:- 

Dr. Wayne H. Holtzman, Assistant Director of the Hogg Foundation 

for Mental Hygiene at The University of Texas, has been awarded a three- 

year research fellowship by the Social Science Research Council. He will 

begin research in September on quantitative measures of personality. 

Professor J. W. Amyx of The A & M College of Texas has received a 

$400 award from the American Association of Oil Well Drilling Contractors. 

He is one of three college professors so honored this year. The award was 

made for outstanding work of college staff members in interesting petroleum 

engineering students in the possibilities of careers as oil well drilling con¬ 

tractors. 

ERRATUM 

In the paper by Allan H. Chaney and Robert E. Gordon, "Notes on a 

Population of Sceloporus merriami merriami Stejneger,” which appeared in 

the preceding issue of THE TEXAS JOURNAL OF SCIENCE (Vol. VI, 

No. 1, March, 19 54, pp. 78-82), the cuts for Figures 1 and 2 were reversed. 

The cut as printed in Figure 2, page 81, should appear in place of Figure 1, 

page 79, and vice versa. 

The preceding issue of THE TEXAS JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, 

Vol. VI, No. 1, March, 19 54, was mailed from San Marcos, Texas, on 

April 8, 1954. 
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This 120-foot, three-masted schooner, THE A. A. JAKKULA, is now 

owned by the Texas A. & M. Research Foundation and operated by the De¬ 

partment of Oceanography of the A. & M. College of Texas. It was de¬ 

signed as a private yacht by the Gielow Company of New York and was 

built by the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Company in 1923. In 1931 it was pur¬ 

chased by the Uihlein Brothers of Milwaukee, who named it the MOBY 

DICK. During World War II it was commissioned by the U. S. Coast Guard 

as the BLANCO. It was used on submarine detection runs between New 

Orleans and Trinidad and was credited with assists in two submarine kills. 

In 1948 the ship was returned to the Uihleins, who refitted it as the yacht 

ATLANTIC. In 195 3 it was given to Texas A. & M. Research Foundation 

for use as a research and oceanography classroom vessel. 

THE A. A. JAKKULA is named for Dr. A. A. Jakkula, who served 

as Executive Director of the Texas A. & M. Research Foundation from its 

inception until his death on May 30, 195 3. It will be based in Galveston. 

With the support of the Office of Naval Research, more than $100,000 

worth of technical equipment has been installed. This includes a fathometer 

for checking water depths by reflected sound waves, Loran for aid in navi¬ 

gation, a geomagneticelectrokinetograph for measurement of ocean currents, 

and an assortment of winches, cables and devices for sampling, dredging, and 

coring the Gulf of Mexico and its bottom for study. 
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MAMMALS OF THE MESQUITE PLAINS BIOTIC DISTRICT 

IN TEXAS AND OKLAHOMA, AND SPECIATION 

IN THE CENTRAL GRASSLANDS 

W. FRANK BLAIR 

The University of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

This study was undertaken to provide information about mammal dis¬ 

tribution in a little-studied part of Texas and Oklahoma and to provide 

information about speciation of mammals in the central grasslands of North 

America. The field work which forms the basis for this report (see Fig. 1) 

was done mostly in,. or along the western boundary of, the Mesquite Plains 

biotic district of Blair and Hubbell (1938) and of Blair (1930a). 

In his report on the mammals of Texas, Bailey (1905) had less infor¬ 

mation about the Mesquite Plains district than he had for any other part of 

the state. This situation has remained virtually unchanged to the time of 

the present work. My first collections of mammals in the Mesquite Plains 

district were made in Oklahoma in 1938. Most of the materials on which 

this report is based were obtained over a period of five years, from 1947 

to 1952. 
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Fig. 1. Boundaries of Mesquite Plains biotic district and adjacent parts of Short- 
grass plains and Mixed-grass Plains districts, showing localities at which field work 
was done. Solid dots indicate “major collecting localities; open circles show minor 
localities. Drawn by Grace Gross. 

COLLECTING STATIONS 

Collecting was done for 3 or more nights at 9 stations in or near the 

Mesquite Plains district. Collecting for one or two nights was done at 6 

additional stations. All stations are in Texas unless otherwise indicated. 
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MAJOR STATIONS 

Hermleigh. On Keystone Ranch, about 10 miles east of Hermleigh, in 

Fisher County. Trapped 5 nights by myself and D. G. Walker, June 14 to 

18, 1947, mostly in mesquite—grama association. 

Lamesa. On Dean Ranch, about 10 miles east of Lamesa, Dawson 

County. Fourteen days of field work, June 24 to July 7, 1952, by myself 

and 9 field-course students. 

Olustee. North bank of Red River, about 14 miles south of Olustee, 

Jackson County, Oklahoma. Trapped 5 nights, June 3 to 7, 193 8, in mes- 

quite—buffalo-grass, rock bluff, salt-cedar—-groundsel tree, and three-awn—- 

fingergrass associations. 

Paducah, On Marts Ranch, about 12 miles north of Paducah, Cottle 

County. Trapped 5 nights by myself and D. G. Walker, June 2 5 to 29, 

1947, in mesquite—-grama, rock bluff, and sage-—mesquite-—cedar associa¬ 

tions. Trapped 4 nights, August 30 to September 2, 1948, in same associa¬ 

tions. 

Ranger. On Wier Ranch, about 9 miles south of Ranger, Eastland 

County. Trapped 3 nights, August 22 to 24, 1948, by D. L. Jameson and 

myself, in broomweed—-three-awn and rock bluff associations. 

Stinnett. On Bugbee Ranch, about 9 miles east of Stinnett, Hutchinson 

County. Thirty-seven days of field work, June 6 to July 12, 1950, by 

myself, W. A. Thornton, and 27 field-course students. 

Throckmorton. On Lambshead Ranch, about 20 miles southwest of 

Throckmorton, Throckmorton County. Trapped 5 nights by myself and 

D. G. Walker, June 7 to 11, 1947, in mesquite-—grama, rock bluff, hack- 

berry—chinaberry and smilax associations. Trapped 3 nights, August 25 

to 27, 1948, in same associations. 

Vernon. Waggoner Ranch, about 15 miles south of Vernon, Wilbarger 

County. Trapped 4 nights, June 20 to 23, 1947, by myself and D. G. 

Walker, in mesquite—grama association. 

Washburn. On Christian Ranch at Palo Duro Canyon, about 17 miles 

southeast of Washburn, Armstrong County. Trapped 5 nights, July 8 to 

12, 1947, by D. G. Walker and myself, in rock bluff, mesquite—buffalo- 

grass and fallow field associations. 

MINOR STATIONS 

Buck Creek. At Buck Creek, a tributary of Red River, in extreme 

southwestern corner of Harmon County, Oklahoma. Trapped one night, 

June 9, 193 8, in sand sage, cottonwood, and mesquite—buffalo grass asso¬ 

ciations. 

Crosby ton. White River Canyon, about 10 miles north of Crosby ton, 

Crosby County. Trapped one night, July 3, 1947, in mesquite—grama and 

rock bluff associations. 

Guthrie. On Pitchforks Ranch, about 14 miles west of Guthrie, in 

Dickens County. Trapped one night, June 30, 1947, by myself and D. G. 

Walker, in mesquite—three-awn association. 

Slaton. Double Mountain Fork Canyon, about 3 miles north of Slaton, 

Lubbock County. Trapped one night, July 6, 1947, by myself and D. G. 

Walker, in rock bluff association. 
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Temple. North Bank of Red River about 12 miles south of Temple, 

Cotton County, Oklahoma. Trapped 2 nights, June 9 to 10, 1938, in plum— 

sage and cottonwood associations. 

Waggoner Farm. On Waggoner Ranch Farm, about one mile north of 

Vernon, Wilbarger County. Trapped one night, June 21, 1947, by D. G. 

Walker and myself, in alfalfa field on sandy soil. 

ECOLOGICAL ASSOCIATIONS1 

The Mesquite Plains biotic district coincides largely with the Rolling 

Plains geographic division of Carter (1931) or the Osage Plains geographic 

province of Sellards and Baker (193 5). The Permian is exposed over much 

of the area. Non-marine Triassic (Dockum group) is exposed in the west¬ 

ern part of the area, and the Pennsylvanian is exposed in the eastern part. 

Some Comanchean Cretaceous erosional remnants remain in the south- 

central part. Extensive Quaternary deposits (Seymour formation) occur 

from Jones County north to Red River. 

Three major groups of upland soils are recognized by Carter (1931). 

Dark-colored soils occur extensively on the smooth, nearly flat areas of the 

southeastern part of the rolling plains. Red and brownish-red are, however, 

the predominant soils over most of the area of the Mesquite Plains district. 

Wide strips of alluvial soils occur along some of the streams. Much of this 

alluvial soil is sandy and subject to wind action. 

The predominant and characteristic plant association of the district is 

an open mesquite savanna, which we will call the mesquite—grama asso¬ 

ciation. Steep-walled canyons and rock bluffs support various species of 

woody plants and several species of saxicolous mammals. Sandy soils are oc¬ 

cupied by characteristic associations of arenicolous plants and mammals. 

These and other minor associations in which work was done will be dis¬ 

cussed below. 

MESQUITE-GRAMA ASSOCIATION 

This association occurs in nearly all parts of the district, and it occurs 

on virtually all soil types except the deep sands. It occupies a much greater 

area than all of the other associations combined. Work was done in this 

association at 6 localities. The vegetative aspect is remarkably similar 

throughout the district. The principal change in going from east to west 

is in the amount of herbaceous cover. With increased aridity toward the 

west, the cover of grasses and forbs decreases. Mesquite (Prosopis juliflora), 

grama grass {Bouteloua), three-awn {Aristida), and broomweed (Gutierre- 

zia) were found at all localities. 

The Throckmorton station is representative of the eastern aspect of 

the association. There is an open stand of mesquite in which there are 

scattered individuals of such woody plants as catclaw (Acacia sp.), sumac 

{Schmaltzia trilobata), lotibush (Zizypious lycioides),’and Mexican buck¬ 

eye (XJngnadia speciosa). There is a thick cover of grasses, principally hairy 

grama (Boutelotia hirsuta), side-oats grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), an¬ 

other grama {Bouteloua trifida), purple three-awn {Aristida purpurea), and 

hairy triodia (Triodia pilosa). The principal forbs include gaillardia {Gail- 

lardia pule Bella), milk-weed {Asclepiodora decumbens), broomweed {Gutier- 

1 As used here the term association refers to any relatively stable community 
without regard to climax. 
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rezia sphaerocephala), sage (Salvia far inace a), senna (Cassia romeriana), 

Xanthisma texana, and Melampodium sp. The soil is dark-colored, and 

there are numerous flat limestone fragments scattered over the surface. 

The Paducah and Guthrie stations are representative of the western 

aspect of the mesquite—grama association. The principal woody plant 

other than the predominant mesquite is the lotibush. The herbaceous cover 

is more open and less luxuriant than in the eastern area. At the Paducah 

station, hairy grama and an unidentified three-awn are the principal grasses. 

The most common forb is broomweed. At the Guthrie station, the most 

abundant grasses are Bouteloua barbata, Aristida longiseta, and Trichachne 
califbrnica, and the principal forbs are broomweed, Hoffmannsegia densiflora, 
and Nama species. 

Three species comprise the bulk of the small mammal population in 

this association and recur in it throughout the Mesquite Plains district. 

These include: the plains pocket-mouse (Perognathus hispidus), MerrianTs 

pocket-mouse (Perognathus merriami), and the jackrabbit (Lepus calif orni- 
cus). The prairie-dog (Cynomys ludovicianus) probably once had a similar 

distribution, but it has been extirpated from much of the area. Among the 

carnivores, the coyote (Canis latrans) is common and occurs in this asso¬ 

ciation and others throughout the district, and the striped skunk (Mephitis 
mephitis) probably is similarly distributed. 

The wood-mouse (Peromyscus leucopus), canyon mouse (Peromyscus 
boy lei), and plains packrat (Neotoma micropus), found in this association 

at some stations, occur mostly in other associations. There is some change 

in mammal species from east to west in this association. A kangaroo rat 

(Dipodomys elator) occurs only in the eastern part of the district. The 

Mexican ground-squirrel (Citellus mexicanus) apparently occurs only in the 

western part of the district. The eastern cottontail (Sylvilagus floridanus) is 

the cottontail of the eastern part of the district and overlaps the range of 

the desert cottontail (Sylvilagus auduboni), which replaces it in the western 

part. 

MESQUITE-BUFFALO-GRASS ASSOCIATION 

Mesquite occurs with buffalo-grass (Buchloe dactyloides) as the prin¬ 

cipal herbaceous cover in some parts of the district. Collecting was done in 

this association at one locality in Texas and at two in Oklahoma. Eight 

species of mammals were recorded from this association, but small mammals 

were generally scarce here. Inferior food and cover probably were principally 

responsible for this scarcity of mammals. 

ASSOCIATIONS ON ROCK BLUFFS AND RAVINES 

Trees of various species occur on most rock bluffs and in steep-walled 

ravines in the Mesquite Plains district, but the vegetational aspect varies in 

different parts of the district. Prominent bluffs cut from marine limestones 

in the eastern part of the area have forests of broad-leaved trees growing 

from their bases and from the upper parts of their talus slopes. Bluffs along 

the Clear Fork of the Brazos at the Throckmorton station are representative 

of this vegetational type. The principal dominants are hackberry (Celtis retic¬ 
ulata) and gum elastic (Bumelia lanuginosa), and the most abundant shrub 

is sumac (Schmaltzia trilob at a.) 
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Cedar (Juniperns sp.) is the principal dominant of bluffs and ravines 

in the western part of the district. The ravines and slopes along the escarp¬ 

ment of the high plains and similar features in red-beds areas are covered 

in many places by a fairly dense forest of cedar. The Paducah station in 

Texas and the Olustee station in Oklahoma are representative of this vege¬ 

tation type. Gypsum bluffs and steep-walled ravines and other dissected areas 

near the South Pease River at the Paducah station have a cover of cedar 

with which is intermixed the same species of herbs that occur in the mes- 

quite—grama association at the same station. Gypsum bluffs and dissected 

slopes north of Red River at the Olustee station have cedar as the principal 

dominant. Other woody plants include: sumac, mesquite, ephedra (Ephedra 
antisiphilitica) and currant (Kibes sp.). Scattered cacti include: Opuntia 
arborescens, Opuntia imbricata, and Echinocereus reichenbachii. The princi¬ 

pal grasses are buffalo-grass, hairy triodia and fingergrass (Chloris cucullata). 

The principal forbs include Aplopappus spinulosus, Gutierrezia sarothrae, 
Dale a enneandra, Verbena bipinnatifida, Oxytropis lamberti and Krameria 
secundiflora. 

At the Crosbyton and Slaton stations along the escarpment of the high 

plains, there is a scanty woody cover of sumac, lotibush, Condalia and 

scrubby hackberry. The herbs are mostly those characteristic of the mes¬ 

quite—grama association. At the Ranger station in the eastern part of the 

district the woody vegetation has been cut from the low sandy limestone 

bluffs along the Leon River. 

The most characteristic mammals of the ravines and bluffs in the Mes¬ 

quite Plains district are: the encinal mouse (Peromyscus pectoralls') and 

plains packrat (Neotoma micropus) in the eastern and central parts, and 

the brush mouse (Peromyscus boylei), Palo Duro mouse (Peromyscus co- 
manche) and white-throated packrat (Neotoma albigula) in the western 

part. 

ASSOCIATIONS ON SAND 

Areas of wind-blown sands occur commonly throughout the western 

part of the Mesquite Plains district. Such areas were studied at the Stinnett 

and the Paducah stations. The former is representative of the usual associa¬ 

tion of plants found on sand in the district; the latter has a remarkable 

assemblage of plants. 

More or less stabilized dunes at the Stinnett station have a cover of sand 

sage (Artemisia) and various herbaceous species, of which the principal 

grasses are Panicum, Chloris and some Andropogon. Characteristic mammals 

are Dipodomys ordi, Pero gnat bus flavescens, Onychomys leucogaster, Geomys 
bursarius and Scaloptis aquaticus. 

A sage—mesquite—cedar association is found near the South Pease 

River at the Paducah station. There is a dense cover of cedar (Juniperus), 

sand sage (Artemisia fill folia) and mesquite. The most conspicuous forb at 

the time of work was Gaillardia pulchella, and the most common grass was 

an Aristida. Characteristic mammals are Scalopus aquaticus, Geomys bursar¬ 
ius, Dipodomys ordi, Perognathus merriami and P. hispidus. 

MINOR ASSOCIATIONS 

Various associations of minor geographic extent, but of considerable 

importance to mammalian distribution, occur in the Mesquite Plains dis¬ 

trict. The most important of these is the cottonwood association, which oc- 
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curs on the floodplains and terraces of streams. The cottonwood (Populus 
deltoides) is the characteristic woody plant of this association. This asso¬ 

ciation provides an important avenue for westward distribution of forest- 

adapted mammals in the plains. The most characteristic mammals are the 

wood-mouse (Peromyscus leucopus) and the fox squirrel (Scturns niger). 
Another interesting minor association is the tule pond, which was 

studied at the Stinnett station. This occurs in "pot-holes” on floodplains of 

the major streams. The dominant plant is the tule (Typha latifolia). Char¬ 

acteristic mammals are the muskrat (Ondatra zihethica) and cotton rat 

(Sigmodon hispidiis). 

ANNOTATED LIST OF SPECIES 

Sixty species of mammals, including one introduced species, have been 

recorded from the Mesquite Plains district. Ecological and distributional rec¬ 

ords for these species are given in the following account. Comments are 

made on the taxonomy of some of these species. 

The systematic arrangement follows Simpson (1945). 

Didelpbis marsupialis virginiana Kerr. Common Opossum. This species 

probably follows stream systems over the entire Mesquite Plains district in 

Texas. A female with young was caught at the Stinnett station and re¬ 

leased alive. Bailey (1905) recorded the opossum from Vernon, and Cock- 

rum (1952) recorded it from southwestern Kansas. 

Cryptotis parva parva (Say). Little Short-tailed Shrew. Five specimens 

of this shrew were taken at the Stinnett station. One was taken from the 

stomach of a small Texas diamondback (Crotalus atrox), and the other 4 

(one young adult male and 3 young adult females) were caught in a cotton¬ 

wood log on the floodplain of Bugbee Creek. The specimens from Stinnett 

represent the westernmost records of this species in the Kansan biotic 

province. Merriam (1895 ) recorded this species from Gainesville, Texas, 

at the eastern border of the province. Stickel and Stickel (1948) recorded 

three specimens from owl pellets near old Mobeetie in Wheeler County, 

Texas. The distribution of the little short-tailed shrew in the Kansan province 

probably follows the stream systems, for all of the records are from the 

vicinity of major streams, 

Notiosorex crawfordi crawfordi (Coues). Desert Shrew. Two speci¬ 

mens were obtained at the Stinnett station by tearing up cottonwood logs 

on the floodplain of Bugbee Creek, but one of these was lost when a flash 

flood hit our camp. Davis (1941a) has published records of this species 

from Tule Canyon, Briscoe County, Texas, and from Big Spring, Howard 

County, both near the western border of the Mesquite Plains district. 

Finley (19 54) has recorded it from southeastern Colorado. Although this 

species was formerly thought to be restricted to desert and semi-desert con¬ 

ditions, it has been recently taken in a mesic environment in eastern Okla¬ 

homa (Clark, 195 3 ) and in northwestern Arkansas (Sealander, 1952). As 

in other parts of its range, this species seems to be rare or difficult to col¬ 

lect by ordinary means. 

Scalopus aquaticus intermedins (Elliott). Eastern Mole. This eastern 

species extends into the northern part of the Mesquite Plains district along 

the major streams and their tributaries. This fossorial species is sharply lim¬ 

ited in this area to sandy soils, and it spreads away from the stream systems 

only where such soils are present. Moles were very numerous, and 6 speci- 
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mens were collected, in 1947, in a sage—mesquite-—cedar association along 

the South Pease River at the Paducah station. Moles were common, and 12 

were collected, in 1950, on the sandy floodplain of Bugbee Creek and on 

stabilized sand dunes at the Stinnett station. In 1938, the species was com¬ 

mon on sandy soils along the north bank of the Red River. One was taken 

in a sage association at the Buck Creek, Oklahoma, station. One was taken 

in a three-awn—fingergrass association at the Olustee, Oklahoma, station. 

Many burrows were seen in a plum—sage association and in a cottonwood 

association at the Temple, Oklahoma, station. Jackson (1915) recorded a 

specimen from Belknap, Texas, in the eastern part of the Mesquite Plains 

district. Stickel and Stickel (1948) recorded 3 skulls from owl pellets 

gathered near Old Mobeetie, Wheeler County, Texas. 

Myotis velifer incautus (Allen). Little Brown Bat. The entire Mesquite 

Plains district lies within the geographic range of this species, but this bat 

appears to be scarce there. The scarcity of caves probably accounts for the 

scarcity of this cave species in the district. David K. Jameson (personal 

communication) found this species in Panther Cave, which is about 10 miles 

southeast of Quanah, Hardeman County, and in Gregory Cave, about 8 

miles east of Panther Cave. I have examined one of the specimens from 

Panther Cave. Jameson found that this species made up most of the esti¬ 

mated population of about 3 50 bats when he visited Panther Cave in No¬ 

vember, 1951. 

Eptesicus fuscus pallidus Young. Big Brown Bat. This species was com¬ 

mon over cottonwood groves along Bugbee Creek at the Stinnett Station, 

where 9 specimens were collected. The distribution of this bat in the Mes¬ 

quite Plains district probably follows the wooded stream courses. 

Lasiurus borealis borealis (Muller). Red Bat. One specimen was shot 

over a cottonwood grove at the Stinnett station on July 11, 1950. Bailey 

(1905) recorded the species from Wichita Falls, Texas, in the northeastern 

part of the district. This tree bat is apparently rare in the Mesquite Plains 

district, and its distribution there probably follows the wooded stream 

courses. 

Plecotus rafinesquei pallescens (Miller). Lump-nosed Bat. The entire 

Mesquite Plains district lies within the geographic range of this species, 

but we have only one record from the district. One specimen in the Texas 

Natural History Collection was taken by David K. Jameson in Panther 

Cave, about 10 miles southeast of Quanah, Hardeman County, on Novem¬ 

ber 3, 1951. The lump-nosed bats occurred in Panther Cave with a much 

larger population of Myotis velifer (Jameson, personal communication.) The 

scarcity of caves probably accounts for the scarcity of this cave-preferring 

species in the Mesquite Plains district. 

Tadarida mexicana (Saussure). Mexican Freetail Bat. The range of this 

species includes all of the Mesquite Plains district, but, like other cave-pre¬ 

ferring bats, it appears to be scarce there. David K. Jameson (personal 

communication) found a single freetail hanging in a tree in Crosby ton, 

Crosby County, in April, 1952. 

Dasypus novemcinctus mexicanus Peters. Armadillo. The range of the 

armadillo extends into approximately the southern half of the Mesquite 

Plains district (see Taber, 1939). Old armadillo diggings were seen in 

1948 about nine miles south of Ranger, Eastland County. 
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Lepus calif ornicus Gray. Black-tailed Jackrabbit. This species, with a 

center of distribution in the western United States, extends eastward beyond 

the Kansan province. Jackrabbits varied greatly in abundance from time to 

time and from place to place in the Mesquite Plains district. They were 

exceptionally scarce in the eastern part of the district in the early summer 

of 1947. A diseased young adult was shot in the mesquite—grama association 

at the Throckmorton station, and another was collected at the Vernon sta¬ 

tion in a similar association. Jackrabbits were common at the Hermleigh 

station in June, 1947, and one was collected there in mesquite—grama as¬ 

sociation. 

Nelson (1909) recorded this species from several localities in the Kan¬ 

san province of Texas. Jackrabbits from the southwestern part of the Kansan 

province are referable to the pale, grayish race texianus, while those from 

other parts are referable to the darker, more buffy race melanotis. 

Sylvilagus floridanus llanensis Blair. Eastern Cottontail. From a center 

of distribution in the eastern deciduous forest, this species ranges across 

the Kansas province, apparently following the stream valleys. Its range over¬ 

laps geographically throughout most of the Mesquite Plains district with 

that of a western, desert species, Sylvilagus auduboni. There is a general 

ecological separation of the two species in the Mesquite Plains district, with 

auduboni occupying the uplands and floridanus generally restricted to the 

stream valleys, but the two do occur together in some places. 

One specimen of the eastern cottontail was taken in a mesquite—grama 

association at the Vernon station. Two were taken on a rocky slope with 

scattered cedars adjacent to the Red River at the Olustee, Oklahoma, sta¬ 

tion. The desert cottontail was taken in this same association at this station. 

Two eastern cottontails were collected in a mesquite—grama association on 

the floodplain of Wet Tobacco Creek at the Lamesa station, where they 

were fairly common. Desert cottontails were common in upland habitats at 

the Lamesa station, and they were sometimes seen in the association occupied 

by the eastern cottontail. Nelson (1909) recorded this species from two 

stations in the eastern edge of the Mesquite Plains district. 

Sylvilagus auduboni neomexicanus Nelson. Desert Cottontail. This 

species, with a center of distribution in the deserts of the Southwest, reaches 

its eastern limit at about the eastern boundary of the Kansan province, in 

which it overlaps the range of the eastern cottontail. One was taken in a 

mesquite—grama association at the Paducah station, and one was collected 

in a similar association at the Palo Duro station. One was collected at the 

Olustee, Oklahoma, station on a rocky slope with scattered cedars, where 

it was associated with the eastern cottontail. This species was fairly com¬ 

mon at the Stinnett and Lamesa stations, but no specimens were collected. 

Nelson (1909) recorded this species from three additional localities in the 

Mesquite Plains district. 

Sciurus niger rufiventer Geoffroy. Fox Squirrel. This species follows 

wooded stream valleys westward in the Mesquite Plains district and appar¬ 

ently occurs in such situations throughout the district (see Texas Game, 

Fish and Oyster Commission, 1945). One specimen was collected at the 

Stinnett station in a cottonwood grove on the floodplain of the South Ca¬ 

nadian River. This specimen best fits the description S. n. rufiventer which, 

as limited by Lowery and Davis (1942), is the subspecific name applied to 

the fox squirrels of Oklahoma. By comparison with a near topotype of S. n. 
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limitis from Val Verde County, Texas, this specimen differs in having the 

ventral tail hairs a deeper red and in having a slightly darker dorsum. The 

resemblance to the Oklahoma fox squirrels is what would be expected in 

view of the pattern of distribution of this species in the Kansan province. 

Any gene flow between the population at Stinnett and other populations of 

fox squirrels must follow the South Canadian River, which drains eastward 

in the forested part of Oklahoma, for the species is excluded from the tree¬ 

less uplands of the Kansan province. 

Cynomys ludovicianus ludovicianus Ord. Blacktail Prairie Dog. This is 

one of the most characteristic species of the Mesquite Plains district. Four 

specimens were collected from a large colony in mesquite—grama associa¬ 

tion at the Vernon station in 1947. One was taken the same year in mes¬ 

quite—grama association at the Hermleigh station. This animal was not in 

or near a colony when collected but appeared instead to be traveling. This 

individual differs markedly in color from the Vernon specimens. It is in 

fresh summer pelage except for the distal half of the tail. The tail has no 

conspicuous black tip. There are a few black hairs at the tip, but these are 

obscured by the overlying reddish hairs. The sides of the face and the 

region below the ears are colored like the top of the head and the dorsal 

surface instead of being paler as in the Vernon specimens. The upper sur¬ 

face is not as clear buff as in the Vernon specimens, but this might be due 

in part to age and differential wear. Two colonies were seen at the Stinnett 

station. One was a small colony near the mouth of Moore Creek. One speci¬ 

men was collected from a larger colony about one-half mile west of the 

little town of Plemons. 

Hollister (1916) recorded this species from several localities in the 

Kansan province of Texas. 

Citellus tridecemlineatus (Mitchill). Thirteen-lined Ground Squirrel. 

This species, with a center of distribution in the central grasslands of North 

America, ranges throughout the Mesquite Plains district. One was taken at 

the Stinnett station on deep sand with a vegetative covering of sand sage 

and grasses. Other specimens in the Texas Natural History Collection are 

from: Amarillo, Potter County; 8 miles northwest of Silverton, Briscoe 

County; and 4 miles northeast of Sand, Dawson County. Howell (193 8) 

has recorded this species from 11 localities that span the district from east 

to west. 

The two subspecies recognized by Howell (op. cit.) in this district are 

based on a general cline in shade of pelage color. The generally paler ani¬ 

mals of approximately the western one-half of the district and of the high 

plains to the west of it are called C. t. arenicola Howell, while the darker, 

more reddish animals of the eastern half of the district and of the tail-grass 

prairies to the east are called C. t. texensis (Merriam). Some local popula¬ 

tions in the western part of the district fail to conform to the cline. The 

specimens from Amarillo are as dark as, and one is darker than, specimens 

from Bryan County, Oklahoma, on the eastern border of the range of texen¬ 
sis. These Amarillo specimens are slightly paler, however, than a specimen 

from Barry County, Missouri, at the northeastern border of the range of 

texensis as delimited by Howell. Another case was reported by Howell (op. 
cit.) who stated that, "A single specimen from Dimmitt, Texas, seems re¬ 

ferable here (to texensis) although on geographical grounds it should be 

within the range of arenicola.” 
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Citellus mexicanus parvidens (Mearns). This species ranges from cen¬ 

tral Mexico northward through the western half of the Mesquite Plains dis¬ 

trict at least to Dickens County. Two specimens were collected in a mes¬ 

quite—grama association at the Hermleigh station. One was taken in a simi¬ 

lar association at the Guthrie station. Five were obtained at the Lamesa 

station in open mesquite on loamy soil above and below the escarpment, 

where they were fairly common. One additional specimen in the Texas 

Natural History Collection is from 7 miles northeast of Big Spring, Howard 

County, where it was taken on sandy soil. This species is tolerant of both 

loamy and sandy soils here, as in the Tamaulipan province (see Blair, 1952). 

All 9 of the specimens from the Mesquite Plains district are considerably 

paler than specimens from the vicinity of Austin at the eastern edge of the 

Edwards Plateau and specimens from the Tamaulipan province of southern 

Texas. 

Citellus spilosoma major (Merriam). Spotted Ground Squirrel. This 

species ranges through about the western half of the Mesquite Plains district, 

which is near the center of the present distribution of this ground squirrel. 

Three were taken at the Stinnett station on deep sand with a vegetative 

cover of sand sage and grass. Three were obtained at the Lamesa station on 

flat land with scattered mesquite, above the escarpment. One additional speci¬ 

men in the Texas Natural History Collection is from 4 miles northeast of 

Sand, Dawson County. Howell ( 1938) has recorded the species from 5 ad¬ 

ditional localities in the western half of the Mesquite Plains district. 

This species has two color phenotypes, a drab phase and a reddish or 

cinnamon phase. Howell (1938) has indicated that the drab phase is rare 

in the range of the subspecies major. Our specimens bear this out, for all of 

the 7 specimens are of the reddish type. The specimen from 4 miles north¬ 

east of Sand, in March pelage, is much more brightly red than are the others. 

Geomys bursarius major Davis. Prairie Pocket Gopher. This species fol¬ 

lows the distribution of sandy, easily worked soils in the Mesquite Plains 

district and is generally absent from the Short-grass Plains district, although 

it has been reported from two localities in the Pecos drainage of New Mexico 

(Davis, 1940). 

One was taken in a sandy field about one mile north of Vernon, Wil¬ 

barger County. Five were collected in a sage—mesquite—cedar association 

along the South Pease River at the Paducah station. Six were taken in a 

stream valley at the Hermleigh station. Twenty-one were taken at the 

Stinnett station on deep sands with Artemisia and grasses and on the sandy 

floodplain of Bugbee Creek. 

In Oklahoma in 1938, one was collected in a sage association at the 

Buck Creek station, and mounds were seen in a cottonwood association at 

this locality. Two were taken in three-awn—fingergrass association at the 

Olustee Station. One was taken in a cottonwood association at the Temple, 

Oklahoma, station. Two additional specimens are available from 12 miles 

northwest of Patricia, Dawson County. One is available from Brownfield, 

Terry County. Nine are available from 4 to 8 miles east of Big Spring, 

Howard County, collected by J. R. Tamsitt. 

Davis (1940) recorded this species from Childress, Vernon, Quitaque, 

Post, Chillicothe and Colorado City in the Kansan province of Texas. Stickel 

and Stickel (1948) recorded this species from owl pellets collected near 

Old Mobeetie, Wheeler County, Texas. 
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Cratogeomys castanops perplanus Nelson and Goldman. Plains Pocket 

Gopher. This species occurs widely in the Short-grass Plains district, but it 

is replaced by Geomys in the Mesquite Plains district. Specimens were col¬ 

lected at two localities along the escarpment that marks the boundary be¬ 

tween the two districts. Eight were taken at the Washburn station in a 

mesquite—buffalo-grass association just above the escarpment. Two were 

taken at the Lamesa station in a mesquite—grama association just below 

the escarpment. One is available from Littlefield, Lamb County. Nelson and 

Goldman (1934) have recorded specimens from Big Spring, Hale Center, 

Stanton and Tascosa in the Kansan province of Texas. 

Perognathus flavescens copei Rhoads. Sandhill Pocket Mouse. This was 

the most common species of pocket mouse at the Stinnett station, which was 

the only locality at which it was found. The status of P. copei Rhoads, de¬ 

scribed from a single, imperfect specimen from Mobeetie, Texas, and later 

referred to the synonymy of P. flavescens by Osgood (1900) has been long 

in doubt. Bailey (1905) treated copei as a subspecies of P. flavescens, and 

the present evidence confirms Bailey’s conclusions. The Stinnett specimens 

have been compared with specimens of P. flavescens from Buffalo, Cherry, 

Custer and Sheridan counties, Nebraska, from which they differ in paler, 

clearer-buff coloration. These color differences seem sufficient to justify 

recognition of the subspecies copei as distinct from the subspecies flavescens. 
Two other small pocket mice, P. merriami and P. flavus, occur with 

P. flavescens at the Stinnett station. The flavescens mice are easily distin¬ 

guished from flavus by their larger size, paler coloration and broad inter¬ 

parietal. The flavescens mice differ from merriami in having the first lower 

premolar distinctly smaller than the last lower molar in 18 of 19 skulls 

examined, while the premolar is equal to or larger than the last molar in 

10 of 11 merriami skulls, in paler, less reddish coloration, in paler, less 

blackish ears, in having less conspicuous postauricular patches, and in their 

larger size and longer tails. The length of the head and body averages 64.0 

mm. (60-67) in 7 fully adult flavescens and 60.8 mm. (57-67) in 6 fully 

adult merriami from the same station. The tail length averages 56.2 mm. 

(54-62) in 6 adult flavescens and 52.8 mm. (50-57) in 6 adult merriami. 
At the Stinnett station, flavescens is largely separated ecologically from 

the 2 other species of small pocket mice. The flavescens were taken mostly 

on deep sand of the floodplain or on dunes. Most of the flavus and merriami 
were taken on relatively tight soils, either on rocky, brushy slopes or in the 

buffalo-grass association above the rimrock. 

Perognathus merriami Allen. Merriam Pocket Mouse. This is one of 

the most common and generally distributed mammals of the Mesquite Plains 

district of the Kansan province in Texas. This species is generally found 

wherever the mesquite occurs in the Mesquite Plains district, and it occurs 

also in other local environments. 

One was taken in the mesquite—grama association at the Vernon sta¬ 

tion. Two were taken in the same association at the Guthrie station, and 6 

were collected in the same association at the Hermleigh station. Three were 

taken in a broomweed—three-awn association at the Ranger station. Four 

were taken in a mesquite—grama association at the Throckmorton station, 

and one was taken there in a field overgrown with Smilax. 
This species occurred in a variety of environments at the Paducah sta¬ 

tion, where one was taken in a mesquite—grama association, 2 in cedar— 

three-awn association, and 3 in sage—mesquite—cedar association. Thirteen 
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were taken at the Stinnett station, mostly in a buffalo-grass association above 

the rimrock and on jocky slopes, but one was taken in a sage—-grass associa¬ 

tion on deep sand. 

These mice were very common at the Lamesa station, where 13 8 were 

caught and 98 were prepared as specimens. As at the Paducah station, these 

pocket mice were generally distributed at the Lamesa station and occurred 

in all major terrestrial associations. Sixty-five were taken on talus slopes; 

41 were caught in the mesquite—-grama association on the floodplain and 

terraces of Wet Tobacco Creek; 24 were taken in a mesquite—grama asso¬ 

ciation on level ground above the rimrock; and 8 were taken on a densely 

grassed floodplain. 

A specimen from 1.5 mile south of Wilson, Ellsworth County, Kansas, 

and one from 4.5 miles northeast of Danville, Harper County, Kansas, were 

examined in the course of identifying the present material. Both are referable 

to P. merriami, which indicates that the range of this species extends north¬ 

ward into Kansas. This species has been previously known from the Kansan 

province from only the 4 specimens reported by Osgood (1900), who re¬ 

garded 2 specimens from Washburn as intermediate between the subspecies 

merriami and gilvus. The specimens from the Stinnett and Lamesa stations at 

the western border of the Mesquite Plains district are generally paler than 

those from more eastern stations. If there is any advantage to designating 

subspecies in these pocket mice, the populations along the western border of 

the Mesquite Plains district should probably be called gilvus and the popula¬ 

tions of the remainder of the district and the populations represented by the 

Kansas specimens should be referred to merriami. 

Perognathus flavus flavus Baird. Silky Pocket Mouse. This species is 

apparently rare in the Mesquite Plains district, where another small species 

of the same genus is one of the commonest mammals. Four specimens were 

taken at the Stinnett station. Three of these were caught on rocky ravine 

slopes, and the fourth was found under a board on the floodplain of Bugbee 

Creek. Four were taken in 193 8 at the Olustee, Oklahoma, station. One was 

in a three-awn—fingergrass association, and 3 were in a mesquite—buffalo- 

grass association. The records would indicate that this species occurs in the 

Mesquite Plains district only in the northwestern part. 

Perognathus kispidus Baird. Plains Pocket Mouse. This species ranges 

from the high plateau of central Mexico north through South Dakota and is 

widely distributed in the grasslands between the eastern front of the Rocky 

Mountains and the western border of the eastern deciduous forest. The 

Mesquite Plains district is near the center of the present distribution of this 

species. It consequently occurs throughout the district, where it is tolerant 

of various soil types. It occurs in vegetation types ranging from mesquite 

savanna to grasslands more or less devoid of woody vegetation, but it seems 

to prefer fairly dense cover of either woody or herbaceous vegetation. This 

species occurs more commonly in the mesquite savanna type than in any 

other in the district. Records of capture in the mesquite—grama association 

at the different stations are as follows: Throckmorton, 6; Vernon, 4; Herm- 

leigh, 9; Paducah, 9; Lamesa, 8. Records of capture in other ecological as¬ 

sociations are: Throckmorton in old field grown up in dense Smilax, 1; 

Paducah in a sage—mesquite—cedar association on deep sand, 5; and in a 

cedar—-three-awn association, 3; Stinnett on the sandy, grassy floodplain of 

Bugbee Creek, 2; and on rocky, grassy slopes, 3; Ranger in broomweed— 
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three-awn of cleared field, 1; Temple, Oklahoma, in plum—sage on deep 

sand near Red River, 3; Olustee, Oklahoma, among scattered cedars on 

rocky slope, 1. It seems apparent that this species is tolerant of various 

vegetative complexes and soil types so long as there is considerable vegeta¬ 

tive cover. Glass (1947) has recorded this species from 10 additional locali¬ 

ties in the Mesquite Plains district. Stickel and Stickel (1948) reported this 

as the most common species of mammal in owl pellets collected near Old 

Mobeetie, Wheeler County. 

Glass (1947) recognizes three subspecies in the United States, and, as 

delimited by Glass, all three of these meet at about where the eastern bound¬ 

ary of the Kansan biotic province crosses the Red River. These subspecies 

have their basis in a general size gradient from small in the south to large 

in the north and on an east-west color cline, from darker in the east to paler 

in the west. On the basis of the delimitation of the geographic races by 

Glass, the specimens from the Throckmorton and Ranger stations would be 

called P. b. hispidus Baird, and those from the Vernon station and the two 

Oklahoma stations would be called P. b. spilotus Merriam. The specimens 

from all of the remaining stations would be called P. b. paradoxus Merriam. 

Dipodomys elator Merriam. Mesquite Kangaroo Rat. Two specimens of 

this little-known species were taken in 1947 in the mesquite—grama associa¬ 

tion at the Vernon station (see Blair, 1949). Another specimen was col¬ 

lected by Hedeen (1953 ) about three miles west of Gatesville, Coryell 

County, Texas. I have not seen this specimen, which was given to the Fourth 

Army Laboratory, where it seems to have been lost, but a description given 

to me by the collector leaves no doubt that it was Dipodomys elator. The 

species was previously known from a point 10 miles southwest of Henrietta, 

Clay County, Texas, and from Chattanooga, Oklahoma (Bailey, 1905). The 

records now available indicate that it probably occurs throughout much of 

the eastern part of the Mesquite Plains district. 

The relationships of this little-known species have been obscure and 

remain so today. Grinnell (1921) placed this species with D. pbillipsi of the 

southern Mexican highlands to form the pbillipsi group. Davis (1942) argued 

that the relationships of elator appear to lie with spectabilis rather than with 

pbillipsi. Setzer (1949) included elator and pbillipsi in the merriami group, 

although he did not examine specimens of elator. Burt (1936) showed that 

characters of the baculum were useful in separating species groups of Dipo¬ 
domys, but he did not study either pbillipsi or elator. The baculum in the 

one male elator available to me is very similar to the baculum of merriami 
and it is quite unlike that of spectabilis. No baculum of pbillipsi is available 

to me at present. Insofar as the baculum can be taken to indicate relationship, 

therefore, elator appears to belong to the merriami group, which, as recog¬ 

nized by Setzer (op. cit.), includes pbillipsi. I am in agreement with Davis 

(op. cit.) that elator does resemble spectabilis in external appearance, but I 

am not in agreement with his argument that the distributional relationships 

of elator and pbillipsi afford evidence against their affinity. As will be pointed 

out in a later section, the present ranges of these two species have the very 

relationship that would be expected as the result of Pleistocene and post- 

Pleistocene distributional changes. 

Dipodomys ordi Woodhouse. Ord Kangaroo Rat. This species prefers 

sandy soils, and its distribution in the Mesquite Plains district is mostly 

limited by the distribution of such soils. One was collected in 1947 in a 

sage—mesquite—cedar association at the Paducah station, and another was 
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taken there in 1948. One was collected in 193 8 in a plum—-sage association 

at the Temple, Oklahoma, station, and this species was abundant the same 

year in a salt cedar—groundsel tree association at the Olustee, Oklahoma, 

station. Kangaroo rats were very numerous in 1950 at the Stinnett station, 

where 113 were collected on stable sand dunes with sand sage and grass and 

on the sandy floodplain of Bugbee Creek. This species was rare, possibly be¬ 

cause of the soil type, at the Lamesa station in 1952, and only 2 were ob¬ 

tained in a mesquite—grama association. Two are available from 8 miles 

north of Tokyo, Terry County. Stickel and Stickel (1948) reported this 

species as common in owl pellets collected near Old Mobeetie, Wheeler 

County. Setzer (1949) has recorded this species from 14 localities in the 

western half of the Mesquite Plains district. He recognizes two subspecies 

that range into this district. The Lamesa station is in the range of D. o. 
medins, and the remaining stations at which we have worked are in the range 

of D. o. ricbardsoni. 
Castor canadensis texensis. Beaver. Bailey (1905) reported this species 

from the Colorado River near Colorado City in the southern part of the 

Mesquite Plains district. 

Reithrodontomys montanus montanus (Baird). Plains Harvest Mouse. 

This species appears to be scarce and local in its distribution in the Mesquite 

Plains district. Only one specimen was taken during our work in the dis¬ 

trict. This animal was caught under a log on the floodplain of Bugbee Creek 

at the Stinnett station. This specimen (a skin without skull) is identified as 

R. montanus on the basis of its smaller size, decidedly smaller ear (12.1 com¬ 

pared with 15.2 mm. from notch), and relatively shorter tail than a speci¬ 

men of R. megalotis taken at the same locality, which is the only other 

species with which it could be confused. The color is paler than in megalotis, 
and there is a definite, although diffuse, mid-dorsal stripe, which is lacking 

in the other species. 

The subspecific name montanus is applied to our one specimen princi¬ 

pally because it is paler than specimens from the vicinity of Austin referable 

to the subspecies griseus. Hooper (1952) regarded specimens from Martin, 

Briscoe, Bailey and Hemphill counties, Texas, as intergrades between the 

two subspecies. 

Reithrodontomys megalotis dychei Allen. Desert Harvest Mouse. Speci¬ 

mens from 2 stations at the western border of the Mesquite Plains district 

constitute the first records of this species from Texas, exclusive of the Trans- 

Pecos, and bridge a gap between Trans-Pecos populations and populations of 

western Kansas. One of these was taken at the Stinnett station in a cotton¬ 

wood grove on the floodplain of Bugbee Creek. The other was taken at the 

Lamesa station in a broad valley just below the escarpment and where Yucca 
was common in an area of grama grass. The subspecies name dychei is ap¬ 

plied to both specimens because of their darker color than specimens of the 

subspecies megalotis from Trans-Pecos Texas. The tail is relatively longer 

in the Lamesa specimen (95% of head-body length) than in the Stinnett 

specimen (87%), in which character the Lamesa specimen trends toward 

megalotis of Trans-Pecos Texas. 

Peromyscus maniculatus (Wagner). Deer-mouse. This widely distributed 

and frequently common species is remarkably scarce in the Mesquite Plains 

district. The distribution seems to be largely dendritic, but even along the 

stream systems the populations apparently are sparse and unevenly distrib- 
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uted. A grasslands race of this species reaches large numbers in the tail-grass 

prairies to the east in Texas and Oklahoma, and a forest race becomes enor¬ 

mously abundant in the mountains of New Mexico to the west. 

One specimen was trapped in a rock bluff association at the Slaton sta¬ 

tion in 1947. A mummified individual was found on a packrat nest in a 

mesquite—grama association at the Hermleigh station in the same year. This 

individual was of the recessive gray color phase. One was taken in 1950 at 

the Stinnett station on the floodplain of Bugbee Creek, and another was 

taken there on stable sand dunes. J. A. Herrmann collected an adult about 

27 miles south of Amarillo in Palo Duro Canyon, and he took a juvenile in 

Palo Duro State Park. Deer-mice were taken at two stations along the Red 

River in Oklahoma in 193 8. One was caught at the Buck Creek station in 

a sand-sage association. At the Olustee station, 3 were taken in a salt cedar— 

groundsel tree association, 2 were obtained in a three-awn—fingergrass as¬ 

sociation, and one was taken in a mesquite—buffalo-grass association. 

Specimens from Washburn, Armstrong County, have been referred by 

Osgood (1909) to the geographic race now known as P. m. osgoodi, and 

our scanty material gives no indication of any reason for changing this treat¬ 

ment of the Mesquite Plains mice. Blair (1939) has applied this name to 

mice from the northwestern corner of the Oklahoma Panhandle and has used 

the name P. m. nebrascensis for the paler, more buffy mice of the western 

half of Oklahoma, including those from stations along the Red River. The 

mice from the Texas Panhandle all appear to be dominant buff in their 

phenotype, with the buff considerably obscured by gray modifiers. The one 

specimen from the Hermleigh station that is recessive gray in its phenotype 

is interesting in that it suggests gene exchange with southern New Mexico 

populations, in which the gray allele reaches high frequencies (see Blair, 

1947). 

Peromyscus leucopus (Rafinesque). Wood-mouse. This species has a 

dendritic distribution throughout the Mesquite Plains district. In the eastern 

part of the district the populations do spread away from the stream systems 

into the mesquite—grama association, but in the western part they are close¬ 

ly restricted to the stream valleys. Seven were taken in 1947, and 8 in 1948, 

in the mesquite—grama association at the Paducah station. Three were taken 

there among cedars on a rock bluff in 1947, and 3 were caught there in 

1948 in a sage—mesquite—cedar association on the floodplain of the South 

Pease River. One was caught at the Hermleigh station in a grove of wild 

chinaberry (Sapindus drummondi) and another was taken in a grove of 

hackberries (Celtis reticulata). At the Throckmorton station, one was taken 

in 1947, and 9 in 1948, in a fence-row of hackberries and wild chinaberries 

growing along an old stone fence in an area of mesquite—grama association. 

One was taken on a rock bluff with scattered woody vegetation at the 

Crosbyton station. Thirty-five were collected at the Stinnett station, at 

which station the pattern of distribution has been discussed by Thornton 

and Al-Uthman (1952). Most of the mice were collected in cottonwood 

groves on the floodplain of Bugbee Creek, but some were taken on rocky 

slopes with scattered woody vegetation, and 3 were taken at the margin of 

a tule marsh inhabited by cotton rats and muskrats. Thirteen were taken 

at the Lamesa station in dirt banks bordering Wet Tobacco Creek. At the 

Buck Creek, Oklahoma, station in 1938, 2 were taken in a mesquite-—grama 

association, and one was caught in a cottonwood grove. At the Olustee, 
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Oklahoma, station in 1938, 2 were trapped on a rocky slope with scattered 

cedar adjacent to the Red River. At the Temple, Oklahoma, station in 193 8, 

2 were caught in a plum-—sage association, and 5 were taken in a cotton¬ 

wood grove on the floodplain of the Red River. Additional specimens in the 

Texas Natural History Collection are from Ranger and from Palo Duro 

Canyon. Osgood (1909) recorded this species from four localities in the 

northern part of the Texas Panhandle. 

I am following Osgood (1909) in applying the subspecific name P. /. 

tornillo to the wood-mice of all except the eastern fringe of the Mesquite 

Plains district, and in applying the name texanus to the mice from the latter 

area. There is much variation in color, body size and tail length in the wood- 

mice of the Mesquite Plains district. This presumably results from the re¬ 

striction on gene exchange under the dendritic pattern of distribution and 

from genetic drift and local selection in small, more or less isolated popula¬ 

tions. The present material is not adequate, however, for any precise analysis 

of the geographic variation. There is a suggestion of an east-west size cline 

from smaller in the east to larger in the west, but there are very significant 

size differences between populations of different river systems in the western 

part of the district. The wood-mice of Palo Duro Canyon (Red River 

drainage), for example, have larger bodies and longer tails than those from 

Stinnett (Canadian River drainage). Herrmann (1952) has suggested that 

the smaller size of the latter is due to gene exchange by way of the Canadian 

River with the smaller race leucopus of eastern Oklahoma, but much addi¬ 

tional work would be necessary to substantiate this argument. 

Peromyscus boylei attwateri Allen. Brush Mouse. This species has a 

partially dendritic and somewhat discontinuous distribution in the Mesquite 

Plains district of Texas because of the close restriction of these mice to 

rocky situations. The greatest concentration of this species was found at 

the Lamesa station, where 3 5 individuals were trapped at crevices in the rim- 

rock and among scattered cedars on the adjacent talus slopes. Four were 

taken at the Paducah station at crevices in outcropping gypsum and among 

cedars on the steep talus slopes; 3 were taken at the same station in an 

abandoned farmhouse in the mesquite—grama association. One was taken 

east of the eastern border of the Mesquite Plains district, about 10 miles west 

of Mineral Wells, Palo Pinto County. Additional specimens available are: 

one from Lynn County (no specific locality); 5 from Briscoe County, 17 

miles northwest of Silverton, collected by J. A. Herrmann; one from Randall 

County, 27 miles southeast of Amarillo, collected by J. A. Herrmann; and 

one from Randall County, 21 miles south of Amarillo, collected by J. A. 

Herrmann. 

Peromyscus pectoralis laceianus Bailey. Encinal Mouse. This species, 

which fits an ecological niche very similar to that occupied by Peromyscus 
boylei and P. comanche, is known from the Kansan province only from its 

eastern part. Eleven were collected in low sandstone bluffs at the Ranger 

station. Fifteen were trapped in crevices of a steep, limestone bluff at the 

Throckmorton station. Considerable variation in population density was in¬ 

dicated at the latter station, for only 2 were taken there in 1947, while 13 

were trapped on the same bluff in 1948. 

Peromyscus comanche Blair. Palo Duro Mouse. This species is restricted 

to certain deep canyons and associated cedar forests along the boundary be¬ 

tween the Mesquite Plains and Short-grass Plains districts. The original de- 
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scription was based on specimens from Tule Canyon, Briscoe County, and 

Cooper’s Canyon, Garza County. Through the efforts of J. A. Herrmann, 

specimens are now available from 3 additional localities as follows: 5 from 

Briscoe County, 17 miles northwest of Silverton; 13 from Randall County, 

21 miles south of Amarillo; 6 from Randall County, 27 miles southeast of 

Amarillo. This species was scarce in 1947, when an intensive effort to secure 

specimens in Palo Duro Canyon at the Washburn station resulted in the cap¬ 

ture of only one individual. 

This species is closely related to Peromy setts nasutus of New Mexico, 

from which it is separated by about 100 miles of unfavorable environment, 

and from which it was possibly isolated as the result of post-Pleistocene cli¬ 

matic changes (see Blair, 1950). Hoffmeister (1951) has chosen to reject 

the "biological” evidence offered by Blair (1943) in attempting to determine 

the relationship of this population to P. nasutus, and on his own interpreta¬ 

tion of the morphological evidence has considered comanche to be a sub¬ 

species of nasutus. 
Onychomys leucogaster arcticeps Rhoads. Grasshopper Mouse. This 

species is discontinuously distributed through the western half of the Mesquite 

Plains district, where it is mostly restricted to sandy soils. At the Stinnett 

station, 10 were collected on stable dunes with sand sage and grass, and one 

was taken on a rocky slope. One was collected in 193 8 at the Olustee, Okla¬ 

homa, station in a salt-cedar—groundsel-tree association. Two specimens in 

the Texas Natural History Collection are from 8 miles north of Tokyo, 

Terry County, Texas. Hollister (1915) recorded this species from 8 locali¬ 

ties in the western half of the Mesquite Plains district and the high plains 

to the west of it. Stickel and Stickel (1948) recorded this as one of the 

common species of rodents in owl pellets from Old Mobeetie, Wheeler 

County. 

Sigmodon hispidus texianus (Audubon and Bachman). Cotton Rat. 

This species apparently is very discontinuously distributed throughout the 

Mesquite Plains district. One specimen was taken at the Paducah station in 

1948 in a sage—mesquite—cedar association. Fourteen skulls were found at 

the same station in 1947 in old owl pellets on a rocky prominence over¬ 

looking the South Pease River. Four specimens were collected in 1950 at 

the Stinnett station. Three of these were taken in a tule marsh, where musk¬ 

rats (Ondatra zibethica) were numerous. The other was taken on stable sand 

dunes with sand sage and bunch grasses, where kangaroo rats (Dipodomys 
ordi) and other arid-land mammals predominated. Stickel and Stickel (1948) 

reported this species as one of the most common in owl pellets collected 

near Old Mobeetie, Wheeler County. The owl-pellet records would indicate 

that this cyclic species reaches high population densities in favorable locali¬ 

ties in the Mesquite Plains district as in other parts of its range. 

Neotoma micropus Baird. Plains Packrat. This species is widely dis¬ 

tributed and locally abundant in the Mesquite Plains district in Texas. These 

rats show a remarkable amount of variation in their ecological preference 

in different parts of the district. At some stations they are found only on 

rock bluffs; at other stations they live on the level plains and away from 

rocks. 

Two were taken in a rock bluff association at the Vernon station, and 

3 were caught in a similar situation at the Throckmorton station. Two were 

taken in a similar association at the Ranger station. Sixteen were collected 

on rocky slopes and in crevices of the caprock at the Stinnett station. 
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Six were collected in the mesquite-—grama association at the Hermleigh 

station, where these rats were abundant. The rats were most numerous be¬ 

neath masses of tumbleweeds that had accumulated in depressions and gullies 

in the mesquite-—grama association. Four were collected at the Lamesa sta¬ 

tion, where these rats were common in the mesquite—grama association of 

floodplains and terraces below the caprock and were scarce in the mesquite 

-—grama association above the caprock. 

At the Paducah station, one was taken in a sage—mesquite-—cedar 

association, one was obtained in a rock bluff association, and one was caught 

in an abandoned farmhouse in the mesquite—grama association. Four were 

caught in a cedar association at the Olustee, Oklahoma, station. Additional 

specimens were available from: Dawson County, 12 miles northwest of 

Patricia (1); Terry County, 8 miles north of Tokyo (1). Stickel and 

Stickel (1948) found this species common in owl pellets collected near 

Old Mobeetie, Wheeler County, Texas. 

The specimens of this species from the Paducah station and from the 

eastern parts of the Mesquite Plains district are darker in color than those 

from the Hermleigh station and from the stations along the western border 

of the district. This fits fairly well the delimitation of the ranges of the 

subspecies micropus and canescens as mapped by Goldman (1910). The name 

canescens is applicable to the populations along the caprock and east to the 

Hermleigh station, and the subspecific name micropus is applicable to the 

populations of the eastern part of the district, west to the Paducah station. 

Neotoma albigtda robusta Blair. White-throated Packrat. This saxicolous 

species is common along the escarpment that marks the boundary between 

the Mesquite Plains and Short-grass Plains districts, and one specimen taken 

in a rocky box canyon at the Paducah station extends the known range 

eastward into the Mesquite Plains district. This species was very common 

along the caprock and among cedars of the adjacent talus slopes at the 

Lamesa station, where 34 were collected. The plains packrat (Neotoma 
micropus) was common at this station in the mesquite—grama association 

above the caprock and in the mesquite-—grama association of the stream 

floodplains and terraces below the caprock. Five specimens of the white- 

throated packrat were collected on the walls of the Palo Duro Canyon at 

the Washburn station. Three were taken on rocky slopes at the Slaton sta¬ 

tion, and one was taken in a similar situation at the Crosbyton station. 

Additional specimens are available from: Lynn County, caprock south¬ 

east of Tahoka (1); Randall County, Palo Duro State Park, collected by 

H. W. Phillips (2) ; Randall County, 27 miles southeast of Amarillo, col¬ 

lected by J. A. Herrmann (1). Goldman (1910) recorded this species from 

Stanton, Martin County. 

Ondatra zibethica cinnamomina (Hollister). Muskrat. Five specimens 

were collected at the Stinnett station, where there was a dense population of 

muskrats in a tule marsh at the junction of Moore and Bugbee Creeks. 

Hollister (1911) reported this species from Canadian and Lipscomb. The 

former locality is on the South Canadian River, and the latter is on Wolf 

Creek, which is a tributary of the North Canadian. The distribution of this 

species in the Mesquite Plains district is dendritic in pattern, with disconti¬ 

nuity and partial isolation of populations in favorable environments along the 

stream courses. 
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Mus muscuius Linnaeus. House Mouse. This introduced species is locally 

feral over the Mesquite Plains district. One was taken in the mesquite— 

grama association at the Thrqckmorton station. Three were caught in a 

salt-cedar—groundsel—three-awn association at the Olustee station. Two 

were taken in the cottonwood association at the Stinnett station. One was 

taken in a densely grassed valley at the Lamesa station. Additional specimens 

are available from 10 miles south of Lubbock, Lubbock County, where A. O. 

Wasserman found this species common in grassy situations and in old farm 

buildings and prepared 2 as specimens. Two other specimens were collected 

by G. C. Henderson about one-half mile south of San Angelo, Tom Green 

County. Stickel and Stickel (1948) reported this species from owl pellets 

collected near Old Mobeetie, Wheeler County. 

Erethizon dorsatum (Linnaeus). Porcupine. One was found dead in a 

cottonwood grove on the floodplain of the South Canadian River at the 

Stinnett station. Local residents have told me of other occurrences in the high 

plains to the west and northwest of the Mesquite Plains district, and Blair 

(1939) reported this species from the Cimarron River in extreme north¬ 

western Oklahoma. This species is apparently scarce and dendritic in distri¬ 

bution in the Mesquite Plains district, and the porcupines of this region are 

apparently peripheral to the populations in the southern Rocky Mountains. 

Our material is not adequate for reference of the Mesquite Plains porcupine 

to the one of the described subspecies. 

Canis latrans Say. Coyote. The coyote ranges over the entire Kansan 

province of Texas, where it is perhaps the most important predator in the 

region. A skull was collected at the Palo Duro station. Coyotes were heard 

calling at all of the major collecting stations. 

Bailey (1905) has referred coyotes from the Kansan province in Texas 

to the subspecies C. latrans nebrascensis Merriam. 

Canis lupus nubilus Say. Timber Wolf. This species has been extirpated 

in the Kansan province of Texas. Young and Goldman (1944) recorded 

specimens from Beaver Creek and Wichita Mountains, Oklahoma. 

Vulpes velox velox (Say). Kit Fox. Bailey (1905) reported specimens 

from Stanton and cited reports from Tascosa, Washburn and Midland. Pres¬ 

ent reports indicate that the kit fox is rather scarce in the Kansan province 

of Texas. 

Urocyon cinereoargenteus (Schreber). Gray Fox. No specimens were 

taken in the Mesquite Plains district. Two were seen on August 22 and 23, 

1948 by D. L. Jameson about 9 miles south of Ranger, Eastland County, 

where the species is said to be common. 

Ursus americanus Pallas. Black Bear. This species is extirpated in the 

Kansan province of Texas. Bailey (1905) cited reports of bears from Wash¬ 

burn and Mobeetie. 

Bassariscus astutus flavus Rhoads. Ringtail. This cliff and canyon in¬ 

habiting species has been recorded from the Mesquite Plains district only 

from the vicinity of Grady, Fisher County, Texas (Bailey, 1905). It will 

probably be found to occur in favorable habitats in other parts of the district. 

Procyon lotor (Linnaeus). Raccoon. No specimens of this species were 

collected, although signs were evident at most of the stations studied. Gold¬ 

man (1950) recorded a skull from Canadian and referred the raccoons of 
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the Texas Panhandle to the northern subspecies hirtus. He recorded skulls 

from Canyon and Grady and referred the raccoons of the remainder of the 

Kansan province in Texas to the southern subspecies fuscipes. 
Mustela frenata Lichtenstein. Long-tailed Weasel. The Kansan province 

lies entirely within the range of this widely distributed species, but only one 

specimen has been reported from the province in Texas. This individual was 

listed by Hall (1951) from Erath County at the eastern border of the 

province. Hall has drawn the line separating the subspecies neomexicanus 
and texensis to coincide roughly with the escarpment separating the Mesquite 

Plains and Short-grass Plains districts. 

Mustela nigripes (Audubon and Bachman). Black-footed Ferret. This 

species has been recorded from Seymour and Childress (Bailey, 1905), but it 

is very rare or extirpated in the Mesquite Plains district today. 

Taxidea taxus berlandieri Baird. Badger. This species ranges over the 

entire district, but is most common on sandy soils. One was found dead in 

an alfalfa field about one mile north of Vernon, Wilbarger County. One 

was collected at the Stinneut station on the floodplain of Bugbee Creek. 

Several were seen at the Lamesa station. Bailey (1905) recorded this species 

from Clyde and Henrietta. 

Mephitis mephitis varians Gray. Striped Skunk. This skunk is probably 

distributed over the entire Mesquite Plains district. One was seen in 1947 

in a mesquite—grama association at the Throckmorton station, and one 

was seen there in the same association in 1948. One was seen in a similar 

association at the Hermleigh station in 1947, and another was seen in a rock 

bluff association at the same station. One was collected in a broomweed— 

three-awn association at the Ranger station in 1948. The remains of one 

were found in a cedar—three-awn association at the Paducah station in 

1948. Three adults were collected on the floodplain of Bugbee Creek at the 

Stinnett station in 1950, and three half-grown young were taken there on 

a rocky bluff between June 22 and 30 of the same year. Sight records were 

obtained in Rock Canyon at the Lamesa station in 1952. Howell (1901) re¬ 

corded this species from Colorado City, in the southwestern part of the 

district. 

Spilogale putorius interrupt a (Rafinesque). Little Spotted Skunk. This 

appears to be rather rare in the Kansan province. One was collected dead on 

the road by Jack A. Herrmann, 7 miles south of Antelope, Jack County. 

Remains of one were seen on the highway in the outskirts of Breckenridge, 

Stephens County. Howell (1906) recorded specimens from just east of the 

Kansan province at Brazos and from Cooke County, Texas. 

Conepatus mesoleucus mearnsi Merriam. Hog-nosed Skunk. This species 

possibly occurs in the southern part of the Mesquite Plains district, as it 

has been taken at Mason, which is the type locality for the subspecies 

mearnsi. A specimen in the Texas Natural History Collection is from 21 

miles southeast of Mason. 

Felis concolor True. Mountain Lion. Bailey (1905) recorded this species 

from Memphis, Texas, in the northern part of the Mesquite Plains district. 

Felis rufus baileyi (Merriam). Bob-cat. Sight records of this species 

were obtained at the Stinnett station. One specimen was collected, and one 

sight record was obtained, at the Lamesa station. The sight record was ob¬ 

tained about an hour before dark, when the bob-cat was found circling a 

low mesquite in which a rattlesnake (Crotalus atrox) was rattling loudly 
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and continuously. The bob-cat ran away when approached, and the snake 

continued to buzz until captured. It seems apparent that the bob-cat was 

attempting to kill the snake for food. 

Odocoileus virginianus macrourus (Rafinesque). Whitetail Deer. This 

species is common in scattered localities over the Kansan province in Texas. 

Some populations represent remnants of native stock; others are the result 

of restocking (see Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, 1945). Sight 

records were obtained at the Throckmorton and Stinnett stations. 

Odocoileus hemionus crooki (Means). Mule Deer. Bailey (1905) re¬ 

ported this species from deep canyons (presumably Palo Duro Canyon) near 

Washburn. At the same place in 1947, I saw a part of an antler that had 

been picked up in Palo Duro Canyon by Mr. Terrell Christian, who said 

that there were several mule deer living in the canyon. 

Antilocapra americana americana (Ord). Pronghorn. This species once 

ranged over the entire Kansan province in Texas. After drastic reduction 

in numbers, restocking and protection have resulted in a marked increase 

of these game animals. Present populations are a mixture of native and 

restocked animals (see Texas Game, Fish and Oyster Commission, 1945). 

Bison bison bison (Linnaeus). Plains Bison. This species was once 

abundant throughout the Kansan province of Texas. It no longer exists 

there as a feral population. 

BIOGEOGRAPHIC SIGNIFICANCE OF THE KANSAN PROVINCE 

The area here considered in Texas and Oklahoma lies at the southern 

end of the Kansan biotic province as defined and mapped by Dice (1943) 

and subsequently modified by Blair (1950a). This province corresponds 

roughly to the southeastern part of the "mixed prairie association” of 

Clements and Shelford (1939, Fig. 54), which in turn is one of their sub¬ 

divisions of the great belt of grasslands that extends through the central 

United States. This belt extends from deep in Mexico north to central 

Alberta between the eastern front of the Rocky Mountain Chain and the 

western border of the eastern deciduous forest. 

The significance of the central grasslands in animal distribution on the 

North American Continent has received little attention from biogeographers 

in relation to its probable importance. These grasslands stand today as a 

major barrier to the east-west dispersal of forest-adapted animals that occur 

to the east and to the west of them. They also provide a northward avenue 

for dispersal of groups that are primarily adapted for desert and semi-desert 

conditions. They also provide an extensive area for the speciation of types 

adapted to conditions peculiar to the grasslands. 

DISTRIBUTIONAL CHANGES 

Grasslands have presumably occurred in the central United States since 

the Miocene (see Clements and Chaney, 1937), but enormous changes in the 

environment of this region must have occurred in the past, particularly in 

the Pleistocene as a result of the advance and retreat of the great conti¬ 

nental glaciers. Clements and Chaney (op. cit.) have cited relict white 

spruce in the higher parts of the Black Hills of South Dakota and relict 

aspen and paper-birch in northern Nebraska as evidence that the boreal forest 

moved southward over the Great Plains in front of the glaciers. There is a 

dearth of direct evidence (i.e., plant fossils) to indicate how far southward 
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the boreal forests moved in the plains. Various records of spruce and fir pol¬ 
len from bogs in the southeastern United States and macroscopic remains 
of boreal plants in Louisiana (summarized by Deevey, 1949) offer indisput¬ 
able evidence of the southern shift of the boreal forest in the eastern United 
States, but they are of little use in the central United States except to sup¬ 
port the inference that the grasslands were greatly reduced in extent. The 
efforts of Hibbard (1949) to reconstruct Pleistocene climatic conditions 
from small-mammal faunas in southwestern Kansas deposits have been par¬ 
ticularly valuable in showing that the present grasslands area of the central 
United States has been the scene of northward and southward movement 
of southern, warm-arid adapted and northern, cold-adapted faunas. 

The present distributional relationships of the mammals in the southern 
part of the Kansan province are largely consistent with what would be ex¬ 
pected in the way of northward movement of grassland-adapted species in 
post-glacial times. Sixty species of mammals are included in the present re¬ 
port as being present in the area of Kansan province studied in Texas or as 
having been extirpated there by the recent activities of man. Twenty of 
these are very widely distributed species, most of which range over a large 
part of the continent both to the east and to the west of the grasslands and 
are consequently of little use in the present discussion. One other species 
is introduced. 

Six species are widely distributed in the eastern deciduous forest to the 
east of the grasslands, and occur in the latter principally in association with 
postclimax, floodplain forests. These include: Did el phis marsupialis, Scalopus 
aquaticus, Cryptotis parva, Sylvilagus florid anus, Sciurus niger, and Spilogale 
putorius. From the ecological tolerance of these species, as indicated by their 
present distribution, it seems unlikely that any of them were present in the 
Kansan province in the Wisconsin glacial stage. It seems more probable that 
these species followed the stream systems westward as their populations spread 
northward in the deciduous forest from a southern refuge after the close 
of the Wisconsin. Only one of these 6 genera was listed by Hibbard (1949) 
from the Pleistocene of southwestern Kansas. The genus Spilogale was found 
in what Hibbard considered an interglacial fauna. Three of the 6 show 
present evidence of Pleistocene fragmentation of range that would suggest 
withdrawal of the populations into separate southeastern and southwestern 
refuges during glaciation. The opossum (Didelphis marsupialis) shows what 
appears to be secondary intergradation between a southwestern and an east¬ 
ern form, which were long considered separate species, in southern Texas 
(see Blair, 1952). The genus Spilogale is represented by an apparently distinct 
eastern and western species (putorius and gracilis) which approach one an¬ 
other in central Texas (see Davis, 1945). The cottontail (Sylvilagus flori- 
danus) is replaced in the west by a closely related species (S. nuttalii) which 
approaches but does not overlap its range in the western part of the grass¬ 
lands. 

The group of species which is principally adapted for life in the grass¬ 
lands and which is largely limited to such environments is particularly in¬ 
teresting. The now extirpated Bison bison ranged over the entire grasslands 
in historic times and even extended eastward and westward beyond the 
grasslands proper (see Allen, 1942), and this wide-ranging species conse¬ 
quently has little pertinence to the present discussion. The remaining grass- 
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lands species in the area under discussion are divisible into three groups: (1) 

a northern element, (2) a southern element, and (3) a southwestern ele¬ 

ment. 

Northern Grasslands Element. Six species comprise the so called northern 

element. These include: Vulpes velox, Mustela nigripes, Cynomys ludovici- 
anus, Citellus tridecemlineatus, Geomys hursarius, and Perognathus flavescens. 
These species have ranges that extend from western to northwestern Texas 

north to near or beyond the Canadian border. It seems possible that these 

species are representative of a group which suffered minimum displacement 

by the climatic changes that came with advance of the Wisconsin glacier 

and which may have retreated to a refuge as far north as northern Mexico 

or the Gulf Coast of Texas. The presence of an apparently relict species of 

Cynomys (C. mexicanus) in southeastern Coahuila is suggestive but not con¬ 

clusive in this respect. A relict population of Citellus tridecemlineatus lives 

today in a limited area of coastal prairie along the central Gulf Coast of 

Texas. This group would have been near the vanguard of northward-spread¬ 

ing grasslands forms as the Wisconsin glacier retreated northward. This inter¬ 

pretation is consistent with the composition of the "Jones Fauna” reported 

by Hibbard (1949) from southwestern Kansas and interpreted by him as a 

"fauna that may have lived in the region after the Wisconsin ice sheet had 

begun to shrink.” Four of the 6 genera are known from the Jones Fauna, 

and in 2 cases (Citellus tridecemlineatus and Cynomys ludovicianus) the 

species were identified as being the same as those living in the region today. 

In the other two genera, the identification could not be carried to the species 

level. Three of the species reported from the Jones Fauna have present-day 

ranges that are north of the region in question. Two (Sorex cinereus and 

Microtus pennsylvanicus) are widely distributed northward and range from 

Nebraska to Alaska. Their present-day ecological preferences indicate that 

these would logically have spread south with the boreal forest and retreated 

northward in post-glacial times. In fact, one of them (S. cinereus) was re¬ 

ported by Hibbard from the "Cudahy Fauna,” which he interpreted as hav¬ 

ing lived in southwestern Kansas during the closing phase of a glacial age. 

The third species (Citellus richardsoni) is a grasslands species that ranges 

today from central South Dakota into southern Canada. This form may have 

lived close to the forest—grassland border in the Wisconsin glacial stage, as 

it does today. 

The distribution of Geomys is particularly interesting. All of the 5 

currently recognized species living today are allopatric in distribution, which 

suggests geologically recent (probably late Pleistocene or possibly post-Wis¬ 

consin) fragmentation of a widely distributed species. All of the species are 

southern in distribution except G. bursarius. These others are distributed 

from southern New Mexico and southern Texas eastward, mostly on the 

coastal plain, to Florida and Georgia. A north-south transect through the 

grasslands in Texas cuts the range of 3 of these allopatric species, G. bur¬ 
sarius in northwestern Texas, G. breviceps in central Texas, and G. personatus 
in the brushlands of southern Texas. The situation is complicated by the fact 

that Geomys appears to have lived in the present area of the central grass¬ 

lands through much of the Pleistocene. Hibbard (1949) recorded this genus 

from all of 5 Pleistocene faunas studied in southwestern Kansas, including 2 

that were interpreted as having lived under cool climatic conditions. Schultz 

and Stout (1948) have also recorded the genus from Pleistocene faunas in 

Nebraska. 
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Southern Grasslands Element. The southern element includes 8 species, 

all of which have the southern limits of their present ranges between central 

and northern Mexico. This group includes: Citellus spilosoma, C. mexicanus, 
Cratogeomys castanops, Perognathus flavus, P. merriami, P. hispidus, Reith¬ 
rodontomys montanus, and Neotoma micropus. Two of these (P. hispidus 
and R. montanus) reach northern limits in South Dakota. One (P. flavus) 
has its northern limit in northeastern Wyoming, and one (C. spilosoma) 
ranges north to northern Nebraska. Two (P. merriami and N. micropus) 
range north to western Kansas, and one (C. castanops) reaches its northern 

limit in southeastern Colorado. One (C. mexicanus) ranges north only to 

northwestern Texas. These species are representative of a group that was 

possibly displaced rather far southward in Mexico during glacial-stage cli¬ 

mates in the plains. No member of this group was identified by Hibbard 

(1949) in the Jones Fauna of southwestern Kansas, which suggests later 

post-Pleistocene arrival, from a more southern refuge, than for the "north¬ 

ern element.” Present distributional relationships lend support to this inter¬ 

pretation. Three of the 4 known species of Cratogeomys are limited today to 

the southern part of the Mexican tableland, and C. castanops ranges south to 

San Luis Potosi (see Nelson and Goldman, 1934). A relict species, Citellus 
perotensis, which is related to C. spilosoma, occurs in Vera Cruz at the east¬ 

ern border of the Mexican tableland, while the species C. spilosoma ranges 

south to San Luis Potosi (see Howell, 193 8). In Citellus mexicanus, a popu¬ 

lation in central Mexico which was treated as the subspecies mexicanus by 

Howell (1938) is apparently disjunct from the range of the northern popu¬ 

lation treated as the subspecies parvidens, which ranges south to southern 

Tamaulipas but was not taken by Dalquest ( 195 3 ) in San Luis Potosi. A 

relict species, Reithrodontomys burti, related to R. montanus, lives today on 

the arid coastal plain of west-central Sonora, while R. montanus ranges 

south to northern Durango (see Hooper, 1952). 

Southwestern Element. The group which I am calling the southwestern 

element differs from the southern element in that its species range northward 

through the deserts west of the grasslands as well as through the latter. 

Two of these southwestern species range from northern Mexico to southern 

Saskatchewan. These are Onychomys leucogaster and An tilo capra americana. 
The other 4 range today from the southern part of the Mexican tableland 

northward. A kangaroo rat (Dipodomys ordi) ranges north to southern 

Saskatchewan. A jackrabbit (Lepus californicus) extends north to Washing- 

to in the west and to northwestern Nebraska in the plains. The desert cotton¬ 

tail (Sylvilagus auduboni) ranges north to central Montana. A harvest mouse 

(Reithrodontomys megalotis) ranges north to southern British Columbia in 

the west and to central North Dakota in the plains. Each of these is a 

highly euryceous species, when judged by its present distribution, and it is 

futile to speculate on the distribution of these animals in the Wisconsin. 

None has a known, relict relative in Mexico, which is the sort of relationship 

that would be expected if there had been a post-Wisconsin expansion north¬ 

ward through adaptive modification rather than a northward shifting of 

whole populations. Of this group, only Onychomys leucogaster was reported 

by Hibbard (1949) from the Jones Fauna of southwestern Kansas. 

A group of 10 species recorded from the Kansan province of Texas 

might be considered a southern, non-grasslands element. This designation 

is somewhat arbitrary, as some do occur in grasslands. None is restricted to 
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grasslands environments, however, and some have very specific preferences 

for non-grasslands habitats. Five of these are distributed at least as far south 

as Central America, and two (Dasypus novemcinctus and Conepatus meso- 
leucus) extend on into South America. The latter ranges north to south¬ 

eastern Colorado. The armadillo (Dasypus) is particularly interesting be¬ 

cause of its spread northward and eastward in the last 50 years (see Taber, 

1939), which may be a part of the general, post-Wisconsin, northward shift 

of southern species. This species now ranges north to the southern part of 

the Kansan province, where its further spread northward is probably blocked 

by temperature barriers due to its poor insulative covering. The 3 others in 

this group are a bat (Myotis velifer), which ranges north to northwestern 

Colorado; a cotton rat (Sigmodon hispidus), which ranges north through 

most of Kansas and east across the coastal plain; and Peromyscus boylei, 
which ranges north to northeastern Utah. The cotton rat is interesting be¬ 

cause it shows no evidence of Pleistocene east-west fragmentation of range, 

although the species is known from the Pleistocene of Florida (see Simpson, 

1929). Peromyscus boylei is unique among the mammals considered here, 

for there are disjunct populations at the northeastern extremity of the range. 

A population of this saxicolous and silvicolous species in the Ouachita and 

Ozark Mountains and another in the Wichita Mountains are isolated by 

ecological barriers from populations in northern and northwestern Texas. 

The possibility exists, of course, that these disjuncts represent pioneer popu¬ 

lations that somehow passed the present ecological barriers without becoming 

established in the intervening areas. It seems more likely, however, that this 

species moved north after retreat of the Wisconsin glacier to occupy a some¬ 

what wider range than at present. If such happened, the present disjuncts 

would be the logical consequence of the general post-Wisconsin warming, 

which is presumably still in progress. 

Two species of the southern non-grasslands element have their southern 

limits today in southern Mexico. A bat (Tadarida mexicana), ranges north 

to western Kansas. The ringtail (Bassariscus as tutus) ranges north to north¬ 

western Colorado and southwestern Oregon. The latter is a saxicolous species 

that does not range north of the Texas Panhandle in the plains. Two species 

have the southern limits of their present range in central Mexico. The saxi¬ 

colous Peromyscus pectoralis ranges into the southern part of the Kansan 

province. The saxicolous Neotoma albigula ranges north to northwestern 

Utah, but in the plains it reaches north only to southeastern Colorado. The 

desert shrew (Notiosorex crawfordi) has a known range from northern 

Mexico to southeastern Colorado (see Finley, 1954) and northwestern Ar¬ 

kansas (see Sealander, 1952). 

The southern non-grasslands group presumably has had a past distri¬ 

butional history similar to that of the southern grasslands element in that 

these species were probably displaced far southward during glaciation. The 

northward spread of the saxicolous and silvicolous members of this group in 

the plains is complicated and restricted by the absence or scarcity of suitable 

environments. Hibbard (1949) reported no member of this group from the 

Jones Fauna of southwestern Kansas. 

One species is endemic in the Mesquite Plains district of the Kansan 

province. This is a kangaroo rat, Dipodomys elator. The relationships of this 

species to other members of the genus are so poorly known that one can do 

little but speculate about its past history. If, as present evidence seems to 
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indicate, its nearest relative is D. phillipsi, there is a wide gap between the 

range of the former in northern Texas and that of the latter in central 

Mexico. It should be pointed out that this distribution is consistent with dis¬ 

tributional patterns in the southern grasslands group of mammals discussed 

earlier. One species, Peromyscus comanche, is endemic to the canyons along 

the escarpment of the high plains in northwestern Texas. This has been re¬ 

garded as a Pleistocene derivative of P. nasutus, a saxicolous and silvicolous 

species that lives today in the mountains of New Mexico (see Blair, 1943, 

1950b). 

SPECULATION IN THE GRASSLANDS 

Widespread speciation on the North American continent clearly occurred 

as the result of geographic discontinuities produced when climatic belts 

shifted southward under the influence of Pleistocene glacial-stage climates. 

Good evidence indicates that warmth-adapted species that were distributed 

widely in the southern United States were displaced southward to separate 

Pleistocene "refuges” in the southeastern United States and in Mexico. This 

east-west fragmentation of species populations was clearly recognized by 

Adams (1902). The accumulated evidence in support of it has been sum¬ 

marized by Deevey (1949) and Blair (1951). Such an explanation cannot 

apply, however, to the grasslands-adapted group of mammals, for there is 

no reason to believe that there was comparable splitting of populations by 

what might be thought of as a wedge of unfavorable environment. Instead, 

these grasslands species simply shifted their ranges northward and southward 

in central North America in response to the Pleistocene climatic shifts. This 

shifting of populations, in itself, can account for most of the speciation in 

groups primarily adapted for life in grasslands or desert. 

The shifting of ranges concurrent with climatic shifts provides the op¬ 

portunity for population fragments to be left behind in local, tolerable en¬ 

vironments. With 4 major glacial advances in the Pleistocene, there would 

be 8 major displacements of range thus providing at least 8 major opportuni¬ 

ties for this kind of isolation to occur. A species that existed through the 

Pleistocene would have, therefore, at least 8 major opportunities for specia¬ 

tion to be initiated by what we might call "isolation by abandonment.” 

The effects of the earlier Pleistocene shifts have evidently been lost or ob¬ 

scured, for the most part, through extinctions, through subsequent spread 

of range and fusion of populations before reproductive isolation was acquired, 

or through differentiation beyond satisfactory determination of affinities. 

The distributional relationships discussed earlier probably reflect mostly 

Wisconsin and post-Wisconsin changes. 

Among the species discussed earlier, some have left populations in Mex¬ 

ico which have differentiated morphologically to where they are regarded as 

distinct species by taxonomists. These include Cynomys ludovicianus, Citellus 
spilosoma, Keithrodontomys montanus, and if its affinities are correctly de¬ 

termined, Dipodomys elator. The initial separation of the closely related 

species of pocket mice, Perognathus flavescens of the "northern grasslands 

element” and P. merriami of the "southern grasslands element,” probably 

came about in a similar way. The allopatric species of Geomys, as mentioned 

earlier, show some north-south zonation in that 3 species replace one anothr 

from south to north. This speciation may be in part due to the same kind 

of "isolation by abandonment” that seems to have occurred in other grass¬ 

lands species. However, isolation of populations of these fossorial rodents by 
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edaphic factors may well have been an important factor in speciation in this 

genus. One additional interesting case, not previously discussed because the 

species do not occur in the region studied in northwestern Texas, is that of 

Microtus ochrogaster and the relict M. ludovicianus. The former ranges in 

the grasslands from north-central Oklahoma north to Saskatchewan and east 

to Ohio, and it would be included in my northern grasslands element. The 

latter is slightly differentiated morphologically and has a very limited range 

on the coastal prairie of southeastern Teaxs and southwestern Louisiana. 

Two grasslands species have southern disjuncts that have not differenti¬ 

ated to where they would be considered morphological species. The northern 

grasslands species, Citellus tridecemlineatus, has a disjunct population on the 

coastal prairie of Texas. The southern grasslands species, Citellus mexicanus, 
has an apparent disjunct, named as a subspecies, in central Mexico. 

East-west fluctuations in the forest-grasslands border have afforded 

opportunities for isolation similar to those provided by north-south shifts 

of environments in the grasslands. The post-Wisconsin shift of the eastern 

deciduous forest border eastward has left a few known relicts among the 

mammals along the southern part of this boundary. A disjunct population 

of Blarina brevicauda occurs on the middle Texas coast (see Davis, 1941b). 

A widely disjunct population of Pitymys pinetorum occurs on the Edwards 

Plateau of central Texas (see Bryant, 1941), and another occurs in the 

Wichita Mountains of Oklahoma (see Blair, 1939). In the western grass¬ 

lands, Peromyscus comanche is apparently the result of a similar isolation of 

a population of ancestral P. nasutus in the canyons of the high-plains escarp¬ 

ment as the forests retreated into the southern Rocky Mountains. The popu¬ 

lation of Neotoma albigula which is distributed along the escarpment of the 

plains in Texas is apparently disjunct from New Mexico populations. This 

kind of isolation easily could have accounted for the speciation of the sibling 

species Peromyscus boylei and P. pectoralis, which are now sympatric. 

SUMMARY 

Mammals were collected and ecological observations made at 15 stations 

in or near the Mesquite Plains biotic district in Texas and Oklahoma. This 

district is a southeastern subdivision of the Kansan biotic province. Sixty 

species of mammals have been recorded from the Mesquite Plains district. 

The most extensively distributed plant community in the district is a mes- 

quite—grama savanna. The more important of the edaphically controlled 

biotic communities are those that occur on deep sands, on rock bluffs and 

on floodplains of the major streams. 

The distributional relationships of the mammals in the area studied 

suggest that speciation in grasslands-adapted groups has been initiated 

through the isolation of fragments of populations as the species shifted 

northward and southward in response to Pleistocene and post-Pleistocene 

climatic changes. 
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ISOLATING MECHANISMS IN SYMPATRIC 

POPULATIONS OF SOUTHWESTERN ANURANS 

CHARLES H. LOWE, JR. 

University of Arizona 

INTRODUCTION 

While collecting amphibians and reptiles in south-central New Mexico 

throughout August, 1947, opportunity was afforded for an ecological study 

of populations of the toads (Scaphiopns hammondi, S. couchi, Bufo cognatus, 
and B. debilis insidior. Observations were made on the Jornada del Muerto 

in Socorro County, on the western alluvial fans of the Oscura and San An¬ 

dreas Mountains and in adjoining playas, with elevations ranging from 4800 

to 5200 feet. Climax vegetation in the area consists predominantly of 

grasses, with Larrea tridentata and Flourensia cernua local dominants on al¬ 

luvial slopes, Yucca data on more level and sandy soil, and Atriplex in basins. 

The first observed summer surface activity of anurans in this area was 

during mid-August. On August 16, at 2:00 a.m., a particularly heavy rain 

occurred over a large area of the Jornada. From before dawn until 11:00 

a.m., male Scaphioptis of both species were calling from temporary ponds 

formed by the rain, and a few pairs were observed in amplexus. Additional 

heavy showers occurred between August 17 and 27. During this period, 

adult Bufo cognatus, B. insidior, and Ambystoma tigrinum mavortium 
made their appearance at the same transient pools as the breeding Scaphio- 
pus. Adult (transformed) Ambystoma were seen both in the shallow water 

along the edges of the ponds and emerging upon the banks two to three 

hours after sunset on several nights following the rain of August 16. 

Population censuses for "peak-nights” at several ponds between August 

17 and 27 are given in Table L Counting was done with the aid of flash¬ 

lights and the headlights of a 4-wheel drive vehicle driven to. the edges of 

the ponds. Movements of the observers appeared to have a negligible effect 

upon the activities of the amphibians. 
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SC APHIOPU S 

To test the interspecific reactions of male and female Scaphiopus when 

close to one another and upon contact, two screen-wire, wood-frame cages, 

approximately 4' x V x 3', were partly submerged in one of the large ponds 

(No. 3, Table I) on the night of August 17, following the first heavy rain. 
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The population of the pond consisted of 152 S. hammondi and 29 S. c otic hi, 
most of which were single calling males. Several mated pairs of both species 

were present. Table II gives the sizes of adult males and females of both 

species. 

Effect of difference in size. Five average-sized adult male couchi were 

placed in cage No. 1, and five average-sized adult male hammondi in cage 

No. 2. All began calling in normal fashion a few minutes after being placed 

in the cages. 

Three mature female hammondi were introduced into cage No. 1 amidst 

the five calling male couchi. When the smaller females came near, or acci¬ 

dentally touched, the males in their exploratory movements for escape, the 

males immediately attempted to clasp them. The males were, however, unable 

to secure a proper grasp. Each of the larger five males eventually attempted 

to clasp each of the three females, but all without success. No amplexus 

occurred, although it was attempted for two to three hours, after which the 

attempts by the males ceased. Actions of the females did not appear to ac¬ 

count for inability of the males to attain the position of amplexus or a hold 

of any kind. It was apparent from the repeated motions made by the males 

TABLE I 

Numbers of individuals of four anurans appearing on "peak nights’' at ten ponds on 

the Jornada del Muerto, Socorro County, New Mexico, during August, 1947. 

Approximate S. hammondi C. Couchi B. cognatus B. , debilis 
Pond Pond Size Total Pairs in Total Pairs in Total Total 

(Feet) 2, 2 Amplexus $, $ Amplexus 3, 2 3, $ 
1 185 x 70 253 46 41 10 4 0 

2 180 x 60 111 37 33 7 6 1 

3 165 x 75 152 11 29 8 7 1 

4 135 x 90 92 10 7 1 3 0 

5 110 x 45 110 18 11 4 5 0 

6 100 x 80 16 14 3 0 0 0 

7 70 x 40 69 9 15 2 1 1 

8 45 x 25 50 2 10 0 0 1 

9 45 x 20 2 0 4 0 0 0 

10 40 x 20 13 1 1 0 0 0 

TOTAL 1034 168 154 32 26 4 

with their front legs in their unsuccessful grasping attempts that the small 

girth of the females blocked successful amplexus. The relatively small size 

of the hammondi females resulted in their "slipping away” from the male 

couchi. The males may also have been ultimately responding negatively to 

small girth. As a check (control) on the presence of normal clasping re¬ 

action in these males, females of their own species (couchi) were temporarily 

introduced into the same cage. Amplexus immediately occurred. It is con¬ 

cluded that small size of the female is of importance in isolating the two 

in this cross (couchi $ X hammondi 9 ). 
Noble and Farris (1929) found that the males of Rana sylvatica re¬ 

tain their grip on individuals having a certain girth and degree of firmness 

of body. Noble and Aronson (1929) found small girth and warning croak 
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to cause clasping male Rana pipiens to release. Blair (1947a) states the in¬ 

teresting laboratory condition in which "... Scaphiopus couchi, a member 

of a different anuran family, readily releases male Bufo when the clasped 

toad vibrates. Furthermore, male Bufo will not maintain a clasp on male 

TABLE II 

Mean snout-vent lengths of ten adult males and females of Scaphiopus 
hammondi and Scaphiopus couchi. 

Sex S. hammondi S. couchi 

$ 48.2 ± 3.97 69.7 ± 4.09 
2 46.4 ± 2.25 67.7 ± 1.78 

S. couchiThis condition involves warning vibrations of male toads and 

involves cases of actual grasp and release. Initial hold is not secured in 

$ couchi X $ hammondi, however, because the small size of the latter 

apparently precludes it. Thus, while being a case similar to that reported by 

Noble and Farris (op. cit.) and by Noble and Aronson (op. cit.), it is not 

a case such as those reported by Aronson (1944) and by Blair (1947a) for 

species differences in body vibrations of male toads. This latter condition 

seems confirmed by field data reported below for cross experiments between 

Scaphiopus couchi $ and Bufo cognatus $ . 

In cage No. 2, the reciprocal cross was attempted of the smaller ham¬ 
mondi males and the larger couchi females. The males made persistent at¬ 

tempts to clasp and were in some degree successful in getting hold of some 

part of a female’s body. Three hammondi males immediately attempted to 

clasp the first couchi female introduced. One of the males assumed (barely) 

a pelvic grasp. The other two seized her about the neck, one dorsally and 

one ventrally. She supported all three for more than an hour while con¬ 

tinually trying to dislodge them. Finally, she dislodged the two forward 

individuals and made continued attempts for the next hour to kick off the 

posterior male which was barely able to maintain its hold. During the first 

few minutes, two additional introduced females were each clasped about 

the pelvis by one of the other two males. All females made continued at¬ 

tempts to dislodge the smaller males and might have been successful had 

they not been caged. A pair ( $ hammondi X $ couchi), which were to¬ 

gether for over 30 minutes in the cage, was released on the ground and the 

female dislodged the male in approximately two minutes. Three pelvic 

amplexes continued in cage No. 2 until the following morning and in two 

pairs for sixty hours. No normal position of amplexus was attained by any 

of the males. The persistence of the males may have resulted from the re¬ 

sistance to compression offered by the larger females. Noble and Aronson 

(1942:141) state that in Rana pipiens f\ . . increased girth and loss of the 

warning croak are the major factors responsible for the male’s maintenance 

of amplexus . . .” 

It may be concluded from the two sets of experiments that species 

difference in gross body size is an important mechanical factor reducing 

gene exchange, and gene loss, between sympatric populations of S. hammondi 
and S. couchi. 

Eggs. Eggs were laid in the cages by both species during the first night. 

Most were laid upon the submerged vegetation placed in the cages, similar 
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to that outside. All of these eggs failed to develop while clusters which re¬ 

sulted from normal conspecific matings of both species just outside the 

cages, and which were laid under the same environmental conditions, de¬ 

veloped with characteristic rapidity. This may be indicative of an actual 

degree of physiological isolation, or a resultant of the effectiveness of the 

psychological and mechanical barriers to gene exchange observed even under 

the confined conditions. In female hammondi (cage No. 1), oviposition oc¬ 

curred in the absence of stimulus from a normally clasping male or arti¬ 

ficial pressure. 

Call. Blair (1947b) states that "... it has not been experimentally 

demonstrated that anurans respond preferentially to the calls of their own 

species.” On the other hand, field observation clearly indicates that they do. 

In view of the considerable body of such data and presence of no experi¬ 

mental evidence to the contrary, it would be of more interest to demon¬ 

strate, if possible, that anurans do not respond preferentially to the calls of 

their own species and that the probability indicated in such field data is 

therefore meaningless. 

Moreover, Goldsmith (1926) experimentally demonstrated that both 

sexes of Scaphiopus hammondi were stimulated by calls of the same species. 

Recently, Bogert (1947:23) concluded from a field study of Bufo t. terres- 
tris that "auditory cues offer the best explanation for the homing ability 

of toads released beyond territory familiar to them.” In a recent report on 

several years of field observation, Bragg (1945:54) states that "spadefoots 

of both sexes are greatly stimulated by the calls of their own species and 

tend to migrate towards places where others are calling.” Conclusions from 

observations on Scaphiopus in New Mexico, reported here, are in accord 

with the above and those of many others. 

Evans (1936:199) concluded that it is quite definitely established 

that "... the cochlea must bear a length ratio of 3:1 to the lagena before 

any amniote is capable of modifying its social behavior (particularly fight- 

and mating) by means of vocality.” He presents the data of Retzuis (1881) 

showing that the amphibia have an average ratio of 1.15:1 (15 genera, 

anurans with a higher ratio than urodeles). He observes, however, that al¬ 

though the vocality of the anura is not associated with an extensive cochlear 

development, this might be due to the fact that most anuran mating be¬ 

havior is carried on while the animals are partly submerged in water. In this 

case, "... no cochlea would be necessary for sound reception as in the case 

of fishes” (op. cit.y 192). Hence, detailed observation on the efficacy of 

the vocal emission of anurans while they are at the breeding site is desirable. 

The nature of certain spadefoot activity observed at the New Mexico breed¬ 

ing ponds is of interest here. Several nights were spent observing the breed¬ 

ing activity of Scaphiopus. It became apparent that the distinctly different 

calls of the males of the two species were correlated with specific female ac¬ 

tivity. While observing a calling mate couchi and two calling male hammondi 
close by, in shallow water at the edge of a relatively large pond, a female 

couchi hopped to the pond and entered the water. She moved slowly in the 

direction of the male couchi. The male stopped calling and clasped the fe¬ 

male as soon as she came close to him and may have brushed against him. 

The same procedure was observed on three occasions for couchi and once for 

hammondi among mixed calling groups and once for each species among 

relatively well segregated species groups. These observations indicate a high 
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probability that the markedly different voices of these sympatric species 

are important in directing females toward males of their own kind, thereby 

acting as an ethological (psychological) isolating mechanism during pre¬ 

liminary reproductive activity when at the breeding site. It is possible, of 

course, that a cue other than voice or coupled with it may have been re¬ 

sponsible for specific female activity observed. 

Ecological segregation. Blair (1947b) reported distinct species segrega¬ 

tion of S. hammondi and S. con chi along a ten mile stretch of road in Coa- 

huila, Mexico. This situation was not observed on the Jornada del Muerto 

where the majority of the breeding groups were observed to be mixtures 

of both species with S. hammondi predominating (Table I). It is significant 

that, among hundreds of toads seen, interspecific amplexus was never ob¬ 

served, even though the two species mated in the same ponds and on oc¬ 

casion within inches of each other. During this period of study, only two 

single species breeding groups were observed. One was of some ten to fifteen 

Bufo d. insidior at a pond in the old lava flow eight miles west of Oscura, 

Lincoln County, and one of forty to fifty S. couchi three miles west of 

Tularosa, Otero County, New Mexico. 

Characteristic ecological segregation of the majority of the two species 

at the same breeding ponds and ditch pools was observed. The larger S. 

couchi position themselves about the edges of ponds, sitting in the shallow 

water while calling. Others have called attention to this characteristic prefer¬ 

ence shown by couchi at the breeding site. S. hammondi was rarely found 

sitting in water at the pond banks. This form characteristically calls while 

floating prone at the surface of the water away from the shallow edges. 

This difference in site preference effectively separated 80 to 90 per cent 

of the two breeding units which utilized the same bodies of water. This eco¬ 

logical segregation is real and is an expression of one of the subtle inter¬ 

specific differences which combine to aid in apparently blocking all but intra¬ 

specific matings of these forms. 

Chemoreception. Differences in odor may be of significance in the pair¬ 

ing preferences of Scaphiopus. Secretion from hammondi is distinctly differ¬ 

ent in odor and, to me, more disagreeable than that of couchi. Others (Blair, 

1947b) find couchi more distressing in causing sneezing and discharge from 

the eyes and nostrils. S. holbrooki is also reported to cause irritation to mu¬ 

cous membranes (Blair, et al., 1940). 

SCAPHIOPUS X BUFO 

A small total of four Bufo cognatus appeared at the breeding ponds in 

the study area; only one male was seen, and none was heard calling. Al¬ 

though over parts of its range it breeds from April to September, it was 

not observed to do so here in August. On the Jornada del Muerto, it may 

be an earlier breeding unit which does not breed during the late summer 

rain season. 

During the experiment in cage No. 1 ( $ couchi X $ hammondi), a 

medium-sized adult male Bufo cognatus was placed in the cage. While it 

did not attempt to clasp either female hammondi or the male couchi, one of 

the male couchi grasped it in $ X $ amplexus. After a few minutes, the 

male couchi released. A second male Scaphiopus attempted amplexus with 

the Bufo and it almost immediately released, although it also had readily 

and easily assumed amplexus. It would appear that these observations are 
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field confirmation of the laboratory condition reported by Blair (1947a) 

wherein male Scaphiopus released male Bufo when the clasped toad began 

body vibrations characteristic of the species. 

The small toad, Bufo d. insidior, was breeding in the same water during 

these experiments. The total volume of this toad may be contained several 

times in the volumes of the larger B. cognatus and Scaphiopus. The very 

small size of B. debilis precludes amplexus with any of the sympatric 

anurans. 

CONCLUSION 

The isolating mechanisms discussed (mechanical, ethological, and eco¬ 

logical) may be viewed here as extrinsic barriers to reproduction insomuch 

as they tend to bar successful amplexus and any consequent possible gene 

exchange. There is nothing known of the possible production, viability, or 

sterility of hybrids between any of these sympatric species. No hybrids of 

these forms have ever been observed, although they may be occasionally pro¬ 

duced in nature. The economy of good extrinsic isolating mechanisms is a 

matter of particular importance to sympatric amphibians inhabiting a mark¬ 

edly arid region of Southwestern North America and entirely dependent 

upon temporary, and often inadequate, bodies of water for reproduction. 
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A BASIC SYSTEM OF GRADING IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

ACTIVITY COURSES* 

ELDON D. BRINLEY 

Texas College of Arts & Industries 

INTRODUCTION 

The problem of grading performance and ability is a difficult one at 

best. This is particularly true in the class situation where the teacher is 

constantly faced with determining grades. 

There is a great deal of controversy concerning marks. Some have even 

given up in despair, maintaining that grades have no value at all, even 

though this is a process that each individual constantly meets throughout 

his entire life—both from the graded and grader’s viewpoint. 

Instructors in many theory courses are not overly concerned about this 

problem, but for one reason or another, some of these same individuals do 

not feel that objective and accurate grades can be ascertained in physical 

education and similar activity courses. It is the thesis of this paper that 

workable criteria for grading in activities can be set up as well as in other 

traditional classroom situations. With slight modifications, this system can 

be adapted to most activity or laboratory situations. 

PURPOSE 

It is the purpose of this study to present a basic system of grading for 

activity courses. There are doubtless items in this procedure with which 

everyone will not agree, but it has been found by the writer to be a rather 

satisfactory and definite method of obtaining grades. It is offered as one 

way of doing the job. It can be used as a starting point, or it can be modi¬ 

fied to fit another particular situation. It is maintained, however, that there 

is no particular validity in the claim by some that progress by a student 

in a given activity can not be rated in a reliable and objective manner. 

This system has been developed experimentally during the past fifteen 

years through three main avenues of approach: (1) observation and compari¬ 

son of several grading methods, (2) analysis and selection of grading criteria, 

and (3) trial and error. 

BASIS FOR GRADING 

Before optimum grading can be achieved, there are several pertinent 

items which must be considered. These are: philosophy and meaning of 

grades, specific objectives, understanding and comprehension of a particular 

school environment with respect to grades, criteria, and a method of com¬ 

putation. 

Philosophy. A philosophy is a viewpoint. How does one look at grad¬ 

ing? What is the purpose of grades and what importance is attached to 

* Paper presented before the Social Science Section of the Texas Academy of 
Science, Friday, Dec. 4, 1953, Galveston, Texas. 
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them? These and other exacting questions must be answered satisfactorily 

by the grader. This writer may look at grades entirely different than would 

the reader, and to this extent the grades would differ in an identical situation. 

What is the meaning of failure, for instance? This has been the basis 

of continuous dispute. The point of view in this paper sees failure as a 

mark which pegs an individual at the very bottom of his group, and indi¬ 

cates that he has progressed such little distance that credit can not be given 

for the course which the student has supposed to have mastered, more or less. 

In a sense no person fails in that he learns something. A failing grade need 

not, therefore, totally discourage a student, but ought to indicate wherein 

he has not measured up to the rest of the group. It should rather help him 

to analyze his deficiencies with a view toward improving status and doing 

better in future work. 

Meaning of Grades. A grade should represent the place a person stands 

in his group. It is difficult to grade an individual alone or out of a group. 

Such results would have little meaning because there exists no basis for com¬ 

parison. Thus in an English class of twenty, a grade of "A” signifies that 

the highest rank in this group has been attained. The same individual in 

another English class might rate only a grade of "B” by doing the same 

quality and amount of work. It depends upon the competition in which one 

finds himself. Such reasoning assumes there is no grade of absolute perfec¬ 

tion. If all students get "A” in a given situation, the requirements have 

been set too low, which allows for little discrimination. 

An analogy might be taken of a basketball team. A certain school 

team has won its district title with no losses. It has a top rating in this par¬ 

ticular district because it is the best and has easily defeated all opposition. 

This same team goes to a higher meet and places last. In the first instance 

the team was rated "A” in its own circle (this is not the way they are 

rated), but in the second one the team has "failed” in a sense since it placed 

low, and thus would not be graded "A”. A player on this team, however, 

who was exceptional under both situations, might be rated "A” in either 

instance. 

In the final analysis, then, a course grade should be a comparison of 

the individual with the group. Grades may differ from instructor to in¬ 

structor and from school to school, but should be based upon a set of criteria 

which will bring as much unanimity and consistency as possible to a par¬ 

ticular school setting. 

Objectives. Before an evaluation can take place, the objectives must be 

set up as the goals to be reached. Physical Education accepts all the general 

objectives of education, and attempts to reach these through means of cer¬ 

tain specific objectives, which are: 

1. Development of physical fitness through the medium of exercise. 

2. Written or Oral Examinations or Quizzes. These are used to determine 

instruction and practice. 

3. Provision for recreation in present enjoyment, plus the acquisition 

of skills which can be used for the leisure time pursuits of the 

individual throughout life. 

4. Accumulation of new experiences found no other place in the school 

curriculum (e.g., learning to undress before other team mates, or 

taking a shower). 
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Criteria. Any grading system should be ascertained through a definite 

set of criteria, which may be revised from time to time. Under such a con¬ 

dition grades will be more reliable, valid, and objective. If a grade is de¬ 

termined upon one basis one time, and upon a different basis another time, 

there can be little stability in the method of grading. This will produce an 

undependable and varied result. Thus the grades lose their significance. 

The criteria used herein are four. If these criteria do not fit a particular 

situation, they can be modified or substituted. Also each criterion could be 

weighted differently. 

1. Attitude. Since there are few outside assignments in physical edu¬ 

cation activity courses, all of the instruction, experiences, and work 

must be done during the class period. Learning can take place most 

effectively only with the proper attitude. It becomes important, 

then, for a student to present himself with a desire to learn and 

participate. 

2. Written or Oral Examinations or Quizzes. These are used to determine 

knowledge and clearness of understanding. In big-muscle activity 

skill execution, the intellect must first comprehend what to do under 

a given situation before it can be translated into action through 

the neuro-muscular medium . 

3. Skills Improvement. Since one of the main functions of these courses 

is to teach skills and work for continuous improvement, this be¬ 

comes significant in evaluation. 

4. Physical Fitness. Modern physical education came into being as a 

therapeutic adjunct to medicine. In short, one of the basic objectives 

of physical activity is to provide exercise as a factor in dynamic 

healthful status. 

METHOD OF COMPUTATION 

Each of the four criteria has a value of 100 points, a record of which 

is kept as they are accumulated. At the end of the grading period the total 

points are added, then divided by four. This figure gives an arithmetic av¬ 

erage of the four criteria, and results in a number between zero and 100— 

one which is easy to handle and is traditionally understandable. 

This results in a tentative grade as follows: A—90-100, B—80-90, C— 

70-80, D—60-70, F—below 60. The final mark is determined from this 

grade after taking into consideration the absences. Each absence above three, 

not made up, deducts one full grade interval. For example, if a student 

earned a tentative grade of "B”, and had been absent four days, his final 

grade would be "C”. 

There should always be make-up periods provided so that individuals 

with bona fide absences are not unduly penalized. Students as a rule do not 

take advantage of make-up allowances. If such should happen, the make-up 

periods can be scheduled at times which require a little special effort to at¬ 

tend. Make-up work can be done at supervised periods or, with conscienti¬ 

ous students, the work can be done individually. The main thing here to 

remember is that, in so far as possible, the exact work missed is the same 

which is to be made up. A make-up form (Appendix II) is attached for 

consideration. This or a modification of it can be used advantageously. 

The passing grade is given percentagewise as above sixty. This level is 

also traditional as used in other subjects, which gives a similar basis for 

comparison with that of other subject-matter areas. Furthermore, the writer 
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over a long period of time has found that this limit compares favorably 

with the results obtained from grading on a strictly normal probability curve 

basis. In other words, on most tests in physical education, not more than 

three percent (3%) will score below sixty. Those who do, of course, will 

receive failing grades. In most instances the grades thus obtained will de¬ 

scribe a "rough curve.” If anything, it will give a student the benefit of the 

doubt and place him in a higher category than by following the curve 

strictly. Physical education classes are usually larger than their academic 

counterparts, and statistically larger numbers are desirable. It is a good 

practice to give a mid-term grade, which allows a student early to compare 

his own evaluation of himself with that of the instructor. A sample form 

(Appendix III) is provided. 

SUMMARY 

It has been maintained by some that valid grades can not be determined 

in physical education classes, but that this can be accomplished in so-called 

theory courses. The writer does not believe this to be the case after consid¬ 

erable experience in both theory and activity classes during the past twenty 

years, and experimentation with the problem during most of that time. 

It is felt that this method can be rather easily modified or adapted to 

fit any normal laboratory or activity situation. This might necessitate a 

change of objectives, criteria, or weighting values. 

Grading from this viewpoint is merely a rating of the individual of 

his standing in a particular group. A failing grade does not indicate com¬ 

plete failure, but only that the person is on the "bottom of the league.” A 

failing grade in one situation may be a passing one under another. 

Any grading system should be based upon a definite set of objectives and 

determined by a known set of criteria. Students should know what these ob¬ 

jectives and criteria are at the beginning of a course, and should understand 

how grades are to be computed. Above all, grading should be done objec¬ 

tively, which means that the personality and influence of the grader should 

not be determining factors, as expressed in the adage, "let the chips fall 

where they may.” 

The grading method should be analyzed and inspected periodically to 

insure that the student is being treated fairly, that he has a chance to per¬ 

form under optimum conditions, and that the results give him the benefits 

of the doubt. Whatever system is used, every individual should participate 

under the same conditions and be judged by the same rules. 
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APPENDIX I 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION COURSE NO_ 

STANDARDS OF GRADING 

Grading for this class will be on the basis of A, B, C, D, and F. A method of 
grading has been worked out which will be fairly objective and unbiased. By knowing 
how your grade is determined, you will have a better chance to work for the grade 
which you desire. The following plan is offered. 
1. Your tentative grade will be determined by a point system from 1 to 100. 
This will be averaged from 4 different factors as follows: 

a. Attitude—100 points 
b. Written examinations—100 points 
c. Skills improvement—100 points 
d. Physical fitness and ability as determined by testing program—100 points 

At the end of the semester your total points will be added, then divided by 4, 
which will give a number some place between 0 and 100. This tentative grade will 
be determined as follows: A—90-100; B—-80-90; C—70-80; D—60-70; F—below 60. 
2. Your final grade will be determined by your tentative grade after taking into 
consideration your absences. Each absence (not made up) above 3 will take off one 
(1) full grade interval. For example, if a student has a tentative grade of B, and 
has been absent four times during the semester, his final grade would be C. 

DEFINITIONS 

1. Attitude. Educational sociologists point out that education has often neglected 
attitudes. Attitude is sometimes expressed in opinion, but this is not a true measure. 
A better criterion, though not entirely adequate, is the way a person ordinarily acts. 
Attitude is here defined as how you act. Get the habit of displaying desirable social 
characteristics and personality traits. Among the ones considered important are: 

a. Promptness. Do things on time. 
b. Obedience. Don’t waste the time of the class waiting for you to get ready. 

Do the job NOW. 
c. Attention. Pay attention to instructions. When you play, play hard; when 

you work, work hard. 
d. Honest effort. Give all you have. Don’t do things half-heartedly. 
e. Industriousness. Be a hard worker, always giving more than is required. 
f. Courage. Do the right thing, then be ready to defend it. Every person has 

fear; only the brave have courage. 
g. Alertness. Be alert, confident, aggressive, and a good competitor. 
h. Sportsmanship. Be a good sport. Be able to "take” as will as to "give”. 

2. Written examinations. These will be much like those in other classes. They 
will be of the objective type, and will test your knowledge of rules, skills, and the 
things you should have learned in class. 

3. Skills improvement. Any individual who attends class regularly and gives his 
whole-hearted attention to an activity will increase his skill in such activity. Skill is 
the ease of doing things. Try to improve constantly. 

4. Physical fitness. This is the general picture of your health. Any normal 
individual who gets proper food, sleep, and exercise will be in good physical condition 
provided he has no organic or mental abnormalities. Exercise will improve your 
health status. 

APPENDIX II 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Texas College of Arts and Industries 

CLASS MAKE-UP RECORD 

Name_Course___ 
Date of Make-up-Time_No. of minutes_ 
Activity supervised by__ ____ 
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Names of co-partidpants_,_,_ 

ACTIVITY MAKE UP 

1. Name of activity engaged in_ 
2. Fundamentals practiced Time on each 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS: 

Student Signature 

APPENDIX III 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Texas College of Arts and Industries 

Date_ 

Name_Course_Grade_ 

This is an estimate of your mid-semester grade, based upon your work to date. 
It will give you an idea of your present standing in this course as well as a chance 
to evaluate your own progress, all of which should enable you to plan your final 
semester grade. 

Instructor 



CORRECTED DISTRIBUTIONAL RECORDS FOR TEXAS 

FRESH-WATER FISHES 

CLARK HUBBS 

The University of Texas 

A large part of the published information on Texas fresh-water fishes 

was printed prior to 1900, while North American ichthyology was in its 

formative stage. It is not surprising that a large number of misidentifica- 

tions were published, many of which have been perpetuated by recent authors 

such as Fowler (1945), Baughman (1950 a & b), and Knapp ( 1953 ). In 

addition some of the published localities are obviously incorrect. In order 

to correct some of the distributional data it is necessary to redefine several 

species ranges, often with the use of previously unpublished data. 

For permission to examine specimens, I am indebted to Leonard P. 

Schultz and Ernest A. Lachner of the United States National Museum, Reeve 

M. Bailey and Robert Rush Miller of the University of Michigan, George 

K. Reid, Jr., of the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, and 

Phyrne Squier Russell, of the Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences. 

I am indebted to William Ralph Taylor for information on the distribution 

of Noturus flavus and to Carl L. Hubbs for data on Moxostoma parvidens 
(= M. erythrurum). The following workers have collected specimens that 

modify the known ranges of several species: Edward A. Bonn, William H. 

Brown, Billy D. Cooper, Elgin M. C. Dietz, Alvin G. Flury, Luciano V. 

Guerra, Kenneth C. Jurgens, Robert A. Kuehne, Kirk Strawn, Dorothy B. 

Trevino, and Kirby FI. Walker. I am also indebted to Reeve M. Bailey, 

Carl L. Hubbs, Robert Rush Miller, George A. Moore, and Kirby H. Walker 

for reading and criticizing the manuscript. 

Ichtbyomyzon gagei Hubbs and Trautman.—Knapp (1953:19) stated 

that the southern brook lamprey in Texas was known from the Neches and 

Sabine rivers. Dendy and Scott ( 1953 ) recorded it also from the San Ja¬ 

cinto and Trinity systems. 

Hiodon tergisus LeSueur.-—Knapp (1953:39) listed the mooneye and 

stated "Not reported from Texas but may be expected in the northeast 

corner.” This is one of many species that might occur in Texas. However, 

the occurrence of the mooneye in Texas is doubtful, as Moore (1952) did 

not record it in Oklahoma. 

Salmo clarki virginalis (Girard).—Baughman (1950a:127) included 

the cutthroat trout, as S. c. spilurus Cope, in his list of Texas fishes and 

stated "Bonham and Reid (Ms) definitely reported it from the state.” I 

know of no authenticated record of survival of any trout in Texas other 

than Salmo gairdneri widens introduced into McKittrick Canyon, Hudspeth 

County. Hearsay reports of trout in western Texas are probably based on 

introduced S. gairdneri. It is possible that a few cutthroat trout did occur 

in the Pecos River before the bulk of the clear mountain water was diverted 

for irrigation. This has resulted in a raised temperature, lowered stream flow, 

and increased salinity, all of which might be expected to be unfavorable to 

montane fishes. 
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Carpiodes carpio elongatus Meek.-—Jordan (1878:406 and 666) re¬ 
corded the river carpsucker from Brownsville as C. cyprinus (LeSueur) and 
C. tumidus Rafinesque. As the specimens are not available, 1 tentatively 
conclude that Jordan had the only carpsucker (C. carpio) that is known in 
Texas. It is possible that the specimens belonged to other species, but if so, 
they definitely would not have been collected at Brownsville. 

Catostomus commersoni (Lacepede) .—-Fowler (1945:24) listed the 
white sucker from the Rio Grande, probably on the basis of Evermann and 
Kendall’s (1894:98) record of Catostomus teres (Mitchill) from Browns¬ 
ville. As no other record of this fish occurs within 600 miles of this locality, 
it is virtually certain that the fish was not collected at Brownsville. 

Moxostoma erythrurum (Rafinesque) .—Regan (1907:147) recorded 
the golden redhorse from Juarez as M. parvidens type. This species other¬ 
wise is not known from the Rio Grande drainage. The closest recorded speci¬ 
mens come from the Red River. The specimen was sent to the British Mu¬ 
seum by A. J. Woolman together with a collection from Kentucky, well 
within the range of M. erythrurum. It is likely that locality data were some¬ 
how mixed. 

Moxostoma duquesnii (LeSueur)—Fowler (1945:24) listed the black 
redhorse from the Colorado and Guadalupe (sic) rivers. Because this fish has 
not otherwise been recorded in Texas, it is presumed that the record is based 
on specimens of M. conges turn, with which M. duquesnii has much in com¬ 
mon. 

Moxostoma conges turn (Baird and Girard) .—Knapp (1953:45) re¬ 
corded the gray redhorse from the "northern part of the state.” No pub¬ 
lished records are available from streams north of the Colorado System. 
Abbott (1860) is the only author who has reported a specimen from the 
Colorado River. His one type of Catostomus texanus probably came from 
that river. (He listed the species from the Colorado and "New” rivers of 
Texas. I know of no New River in Texas.) Many specimens have been 
reported from more southerly drainages. The fish is known from four lo¬ 
calities in the Brazos River System: Little Brazos River at State Highway 
21 in Brazos County; South Bosque River, eight miles southwest of Waco 
in McLennan County; Bee Creek, seven miles south of Meridian in Bosque 
County, and Ioni Creek, 2.2 miles east of Brad in Palo Pinto County. Al¬ 
though it is possible that the gray redhorse occurs over much of the Brazos 
drainage, only these four records are now available. 

Minytrema melanops (Rafinesque) .—Knapp (1953:45) listed the 
spotted sucker from the Rio Grande, probably based on Fowler (1904). 
As Fowler later (1945:24) did not repeat the record from the Rio Grande, 
and as the specimen cannot be located at the Philadelphia Academy, the 
specific identification is questionable. No recent collections are available west 
of the San Jacinto drainage. 

Erimyzon sucetta (Lacepede).—-Knapp (1953:45) listed the range 
of the lake chubsucker, as E. s. kennerlyi (Girard), as "west to Brazos River 
in east-central Texas.” It was recorded by Girard (1856) from Dry Creek 
near Victoria. Either this species or the next has been recorded from 
Crockett and Val Verde counties by Girard (1856) as Moxostoma campbelli 
types. As these types are not available (see Hubbs, 1930:36) the specific 
identification is in doubt. 
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Erimyzon oblongus (Mitchill) .—Knapp (1953:45) gave the distribu¬ 

tion of the creek chubsucker, as E. o. claviformis (Girard), as "west to 

Southeastern Oklahoma and the Brazos River of East Central Texas.” It 

has been recorded by Flubbs, Kuehne, and Ball ( 1953 ) from the headwaters 

of the Guadalupe River. 

Tinea tinea Linnaeus.—Baughman (1950a) recorded the tench as hav¬ 

ing been stocked in Texas. In his previous paper (1947) he demonstrated 

that the introduction was unsuccessful. 

Notemigonus crysoleucas (Mitchill).—Jordan (1878:404) recorded 

the golden shiner from Brownsville. It is possible that it does occur in the 

lower Rio Grande. 

Baughman (1950a: 129) listed the golden shiner as Algansea antica 
Cope as "Probably an incorrect record.” The native range of the species 

extends over the coastal regions of Texas. 

Gila nigrescens (Girard).—Knapp (1953:61) recorded the Rio Grande 

chub from the Pecos of Texas and New Mexico. Although this chub poss¬ 

ibly occurs in Texas, no specimens from there are deposited in the Texas 

A. & M. Collection. A specimen in the collection of the University of 

Michigan Museum of Zoology is from "Texas.” This specimen, which origi¬ 

nally was deposited in the Museum of Comparative Zoology, may have been 

collected in Texas; however, it is possible that the "Texas” record stems 

from the claims of Texas prior to 18 50 of all lands drained by the Rio 

Grande, east of the main stream. This chub is normally a headwater species. 

Prior to the diversions for irrigation the Pecos was far larger than opti¬ 

mum for the Rio Grande chub and since then its waters have been too 

saline. Therefore, until additional data support the inclusion of the Rio 

Grande chub in the Texas fauna, I consider this species only on the probable 

list. 

Khinichthtis cataractae transmontanus Cope.—The Rocky Mountain 

longnose dace has been listed in Texas by Baughman (1950a:130) and Knapp 

(1953:59). Both reports probably are based on two specimens in the Uni¬ 

versity of Michigan Museum of Zoology collected from the Rio Grande at 

Laredo by John Mizelle. Two additional specimens recently have been col¬ 

lected from the Rio Grande at Galvan Island, 3 5 miles northwest of Laredo. 

Ehenacobius mirabilis (Girard).—Fowler (1945:31) listed the sucker- 

mouth minnow from the Rio Grande, probably on the basis of Jordan’s 

(1878:666) Brownsville record of P. scopiferus (Cope). As the fish is not 

otherwise known from within 400 miles of Brownsville, it is presumed that 

the locality is incorrect. 

Notropis atherinoides (Rafinesque) .-—Knapp (1953:61) recorded the 

emerald shiner as N. a. dileetus from the Rio Grande, probably following 

Evermann and Kendall (1894) who erroneously considered N. jemezanus 
(Cope) a synonym. Notropis atherinoides is not known southeast of the 

Trinity drainage. 

Notropis brazosensis Hubbs and Bonham.-—Knapp (195 3:62) listed the 

range of the Brazos River shiner as "Known only from the Brazos River 

system but possibly occurs in the lower parts of adjacent rivers in Texas.” 

The species has been recorded from the San Bernard and Colorado rivers 

by Flubbs and Bonham (1951), and Jurgens (1954) recorded it from the 

Colorado River. It has been collected in Lake Texoma, probably as a result 
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of bait release. Mr. Donald Miller of Oklahoma A. & M. College has col¬ 

lected this species from the Red River in Bryan County, Oklahoma (George 

A. Moore, personal communication, 1953 ). 

Notropis roseus (Jordan).—Knapp ( 195 3:62) recorded the central weed 

shiner 'From Brazos River eastward to . . Fowler (1945:27) apparently 

recorded it from the Rio Grande as N. nux Evermann, a synonym of N. 

roseus. The presence of the central weed shiner in the Rio Grande drainage 

is supported by the apparent collection by Knapp and students from the 

Pecos River in Val Verde County. Unfortunately, these fish cannot be found 

in the Texas A. & M. Collection. Seven collections of the central weed shiner 

from south and east of the Edwards Plateau are deposited in the Texas 

Natural History Collection: Colorado River at Austin, Travis County; 

Navidad River, La Vaca County; La Vaca River 1.5 miles southeast of 

Edna, Jackson County; San Marcos River at San Marcos, Hays County; 

Hondo Creek 10 miles west of Castroville, Medina County; Sabinal River 

at Sabinal, Uvalde County; and Nueces River 10 miles southeast of Tilden, 

McMullen County. 

Notropis blennius (Girard).—Fowler (1904:244) recorded the river 

shiner from Del Rio. These fish are undoubtedly N. deliciosus (Girard), 

which was long but wrongly called blennius, or N. braytoni Jordan and 

Evermann. The true N. blennius otherwise is not known from south of the 

Red River drainage. The specimens have not been located in the Philadelphia 

Academy Collection. 

Notropis venustus (Girard).—Fowler (1945: 28, 29) listed the black- 

tail shiner from Texas under four names, N. cercostigma, N. notatus, N. 

texanus, and N. venustus. Other authors (Jordan, Evermann, and Clark, 

1930) list the fish under several specific names. When only one scientific 

name has been used, the blacktail shiner most frequently has been called by 

the name N. venustus. Cyprinella notata, venusta, and texana were proposed 

by Girard (1856:198) in the above sequence. No older name is known to 

apply to the blacktail shiner. (The type series of C. notata contains three 

specimens—two of this species and one of N. lutrensis. Jordan ( 188 5 ) 

designated one of the blacktail shiners as type. The type series of N. texanus 

contains at least two species. Hubbs (1954) designated a blacktail shiner 

as type). Moore (1952) followed the then current International Rules of 

Zoological Nomenclature of page and line priority and called it N. notatus 

(Girard). Both N. notatus and N. venustus have their type localities in the 

Nueces River system and are not only specific but also subspecific synonyms. 

(C. texana is from "Rio Salado”—-probably the stream now known as Salado 

Creek in Bexar County.) As no one has placed any of the three nominal 

species, venustus, notatus, and texanus in the synonomy of any other, as 

first reviser I place notatus and texanus in the synonomy of Notropis venus¬ 

tus (Girard). I feel that there would be confusion changing the well-known 

name venustus to the lesser-known notatus. The inclusion of two species in 

the notatus type series and only a single species in the venustus type series 

also favors the selection of the latter. As neither usage nor line priority 

favor texanus, it must not be selected. Cliola urostigma Jordan and Meek 

from the San Saba River is also a synonym of N. venustus. 

Notropis lutrensis (Baird and Girard).—-Jordan (1878:403 and 665 ) 

recorded the red shiner from Brownsville as Cyprinella bubalina (Baird and 

Girard) and Cyprinella complanata (Girard). It is likely that the species 

does occur at Brownsville. 



Fig. 2. Notropis lepidus from East Nueces River where it crosses the Edwards- 
Uvalde county line, 32 miles northwest of Uvalde, a. 41 mm. mature male. b. 39 mm. 
immature male. Photographs by John S. Mecham. 

Fig. 1. Notropis proserpinus from Dolan Creek, 1 mile north of junction with 
Devil’s River, 35 miles northnorthwest of Del Rio, Val Verde County, a. 56 mm. 
breeding male. b. 47 mm. breeding female. Photographs by John S. Mecham. 
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Fig. 3. Notropis lutrensis. a. 55 mm. mature male of Notropis lutrensis lutrensis 
from Sister Grove Creek, 4 miles west of Farmersville, Collin County, b. 48 mm. 
mature female from same locality, c. 50 mm. mature male of Notropis lutrensis suavis 
from Guadalupe River, 5 miles east of Center Point, Kerr County, d. 44 mm. mature 
female from same locality. Photographs by John S. Mecham. 
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Notropis lepidus (Girard).—Hubbs (1951) and Hubbs, Kuehne, and 

Ball ( 195 3: upper station on the South Fork of the Guadalupe River only) 

listed this fish as N. lutrensis. In both publications, the hybrids treated are 

now reidentified as N. venustus x N. lepidus. All other records of N. lutrensis 

and N. venustus x N. hitrensis hybrids in Hubbs, Kuehne, and Ball are here 

considered to be correctly identified. Notropis lepidus has not been recognized 

since Girard’s (1856) incomplete description, based on specimens from the 

Frio River. Because the types cannot be located, definite identification is 

impossible, but as this form is the only one now known in the upper Frio 

River that remotely resembles the description, I assume that Girard had 

this fish. No other name seems applicable to it. The species is found in many 

head springs in the southern part of the Edwards Plateau: South Fork of 

Guadalupe River eight and nine miles southwest of Hunt, Kerr County; 

North Prong of Medina River 14 miles northwest of Medina, Bandera 

County; West Prong of East Frio River, 12 miles northnortheast of Leakey, 

Real County; East Frio River two and eight miles northnortheast of Leakey; 

Kent Creek, 10 miles north of Leakey; West Frio River eight miles north of 

Leakey; Montell Creek, 3 5 miles northwest of Uvalde, Uvalde County; East 

Nueces River at Edwards-Uvalde County line, and at Barksdale and Vance 

on Edwards-Real County line. 

Edwards shiner is suggested as the common name for this minnow that 

is known only from streams flowing through the Edwards Plateau. 

Specimens of Notropis lepidus can be distinguished from those of the 

other members of the N. lutrensis species group in Texas by the following 

key: 

la. Tubercles on head of high males larger on snout than on occiput; a dis¬ 

tinct black median stripe from the chin to the isthmus; snout length 

greater than upper jaw length Notropis proserpinus (Girard)1 (Fig. 1) 

lb. Tubercles on head of high males larger on occiput than on snout; the 

black median stripe on chin extends no farther posteriorly than below 

eye; upper jaw length greater than snout length_____ 2 

2a. Mouth slightly subinferior; head blunt and rounded; snout length plus 

upper jaw length 17% or more of standard length; body slenderer, 

distance between dorsal and anal origins 24-29% of standard length 

(higher figures for adult males, lower figures for young females) 

Notropis lepidus (Fig. 2) 

2b. Mouth more terminal; head sharp and compressed; snout length plus 

upper jaw length 17% or less of standard length; body usually deeper, 

distance between dorsal origin and anal origin 26-36% of standard 

length (higher figures for adult males, lower figures for young females) 

-J______Notropis lutrensis2 (Fig. 3) 

1 This form is extremely variable. Dr. Carl L. Hubbs is studying the complex, 
which may consist of several allopatric species. 

2 Notropis formosus specimens (which may represent a subspecies of N. lutrensis) 
key out here. They can be distinguished by the lower average anal ray count (8 vs. 9) , 
shorter fin rays, and darker color pattern. 

At least two morphologic types of N. lutrensis are found in the United States: 
the compressed plains form, N. 1. lutrensis, and the slenderer coastal form, N. 1. sauvis 
(Girard) = N. 1. luxiloides (Girard). 
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Notropis deliciosus (Girard).—Jordan (1878:403) recorded the sand 

shiner from Brownsville as Alhurnops missouiensis (Cope). Although the 

fish usually is found in sandy headwaters in Texas, there is remote possi¬ 

bility that it occurs at Brownsville. 

Notropis atrocaudalis Evermann.—Knapp (193 3:62) recorded the black- 

spot shiner from "west to Guadalupe system.” There are no specimens in 

the Texas A. & M. Collection from west of the Brazos River. In Texas, no 

specimens of the blackspot shiner are available from west of a line from 

Bay City to Bonham. 

Dionda episcopa Girard.—Jordan (1878:401-402) listed the roundnose 

minnow from Brownsville as Hybognatbus melanops (Girard) and Hybog- 
nathus serenus (Girard). It is obvious that this spring-inhabiting fish did 

not come from Brownsville. It is even more unlikely that two morphologic 

types (sub-species?) came from there. 

Hybognatbus placita amara (Girard).—Jordan (1878:401) recorded 

the plains minnow from Brownsville. This fish is one of the most abundant 

species in the lower Rio Grande. 

Vimepbales promelas Rafinesque.—-Jordan (1878:402 and 664) listed 

the fathead minnow from Brownsville as P. promelas and P. nigrellus (Cope). 

It is doubtful that this western species occurs at Brownsville. 

Pimepbales notatus Rafinesque.—Fowler (1945:2 5) recorded the blunt- 

nose minnow from the Colorado River, probably following Jordan and Gil¬ 

bert’s ( 188 5 ) record. Jordan and Gilbert’s specimens have been reexamined 

and prove to be P. promelas. 

Knapp (19 5 3:60) listed this fish from Texas as "Very rare in Texas 

but may be expected in the northeast part of the state in clear streams.” 

No specimens of the bluntnose minnow are available from Texas. 

Campostoma ornatum (Girard).—Baughman (1950a: 130) listed the 

Mexican stoneroller from Texas without locality data. Knapp (1953:59) re¬ 

corded the fish as "Not definitely reported from Texas.” The Mexican 

stoneroller was recorded from Terlingua Creek in Brewster County by 

Hubbs (1940). It has recently been collected from Tornillo Creek. 

Campostoma anomalum pullum (Agassiz).—Jordan (1878:401 and 

664) recorded the eastern stoneroller from Brownsville as C. formosulum 
Girard. It is doubtful that this fish, which in Texas inhabits limestone 

streams, occurs in the Rio Grande at Brownsville. 

Fowler (1945:372) listed this stoneroller from Galveston. It is even 

more doubtful that this fish occurs in the brackish waters on Galveston 

Island. 

Most of the Texas range of Campostoma anomalum is west of the 

Balcones Escarpment. A few collections are available from streams flowing 

east from the escarpment. One collection from a creek flowing through 

limestone hills in Grimes County contains specimens of this species. 

Ameiurus nebulosus (LeSueur) .—Fowler (1945:32) recorded the brown 

bullhead from the Nueces River, probably on the basis of his (1904:242) 

record from Hondo Creek. The fish on re-examination proves to be A. 
natalis. 

Evermann and Kendall (1894:96) listed A. nebulosus catulus from 

San Marcos, Comal, and San Antonio springs. At the present time A. natalis 
is the only species of that genus in these springs. 
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Ameiurus melas (Rafinesque).—-Amiurus br achy acanthus Cope is not 

a synonym of the black bullhead, but A. natalis. I believe that the native 

range of A. melas is east and south of the Balcones Escarpment, and that 

all western populations result from introductions. 

Ameiurus natalis (LeSueur).—Jordan (1878:405) recorded the yellow 

bullhead ^rom Brownsville. Kirby H. Walker (personal communication, 

1953) doubts the occurrence of this fish at Brownsville. He took only 

A. melas in Rio Grande collections near Laredo. 

Noturus flavus Rafinesque.—Fowler (1945:32) recorded the stonecat 

from the Sabine and Trinity drainages. Baughman (1950a:131) cites Jor¬ 

dan, Evermann, and Clark’s (1930:131) inclusion of Texas in the stone- 

cat’s range. These authors probably based their record on Garman’s (1881) 

record, which Evermann and Kendall (1894:96) considered to be based 

on A. natalis. According to information supplied by William Ralph Taylor, 

this fish does not occur southwest of northeastern Oklahoma. 

Lucania barva (Baird and Girard) .—Knapp (1953:88) listed the rain¬ 

water fish only from the coastal region. Atypical specimens in both the 

Texas A. & M. Collection and the Texas Natural History Collection are 

from the salty waters of the lower Pecos River at: State Highway 82 cross¬ 

ing between Ward and Pecos counties; U. S. Highway 67 and 290 crossing 

between Pecos and Crockett counties; and 70 miles northwest of Del Rio, 

Val Verde County. Other Pecos River specimens are deposited in the Uni¬ 

versity of Michigan Museum of Zoology. 

Fundulus similis (Baird and Girard).—Jordan (1878:400) recorded 

this fish from Brownsville. It is logical to assume that this species may occur 

near Brownsville, especially in drought periods when the Rio Grande does 

not empty large quantities of fresh-water into the Gulf of Mexico. 

Fundulus zebrinus (Girard).—Knapp (1953:88) gave the range of the 

Rio Grande killifish as "Rio Grande and tributaries from Brownsville to 

New Mexico.” The Brownsville record is probably based on Jordan’s (1878: 

664) specimens of Fundulus zebra. As this killifish is not known from the 

Rio Grande of Texas, it is most unlikely that Brownsville is within the 

range of the Rio Grande killifish. 

Cyprinodon elegans Baird and Girard.—Knapp (195 3:89) recorded the 

Comanche Springs pupfish from Chihuahua, southwest Texas, and New 

Mexico. Miller (1951) pointed out that this fish is restricted to Comanche 

Springs and Phantom Lake, Texas. 

Menidia audens Hay.—Knapp (1953:101) gave the range of the 

Mississippi silverside as "now known to be widely scattered over most of 

the state.” The records attributed to me are based on specimens of Menidia 
beryllina (Cope) misidentified by me. In Texas M. audens is known only 

from the Red River and its tributaries (chiefly Caddo Lake). 

Roccus saxatilis (Walbaum).—Baughman (1950b:248 and 1943) ques¬ 

tioned earlier records of the striped bass in Texas. Without doubt, the early 

records refer to M or one chrysops (Rafinesque) and R. saxatilis does not 

occur in Texas. In Texas M. chrysops is sometimes called striped bass. 

Morone americana (Gmelin) .—Baughman (1950b:248 and 1943) listed 

the white perch from Texas. These records probably are based on the white 

bass, M. chrysops, which is often called white perch in Texas. 

Micropterus dolomieui Lacepede.—Knapp (1953:114) listed this fish 

as stocked in Texas and stated that "there are no records of any survivals.” 

Brown ( 195 3b) reported that in 1934 smallmouth bass were brought to 
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Tyler and Dundee state fish hatcheries. Apparently the bass did not survive 

well in the hatcheries, and the brood fish produced few young. According 

to Brown, the remaining fish were placed in Caddo Lake in 1937. There are 

unofficial reports of some smallmouth in this lake the following year. Recent 

collections there have not contained the species. 

Micmpterus comae Hubbs and Bailey. —Baughman (195Ob:247) and 

Knapp (1953:114) listed the redeye bass from East Texas, apparently on 

the basis of a sight record by Marion Toole. Many specimens of M. punctu- 

latus have a red eye, thus the confusion with the redeye bass is not surpris¬ 

ing. This bass is not known west of Alabama. 

Micmpterus punctulatus wichitae Hubbs and Bailey.™Baughman 

(195Ob:247) recorded this form from eastern Texas. Hubbs and Bailey 

(1940) considered the range of this bass to be restricted to the Wichita 

Mountains of Oklahoma. 

Micmpterus punctulatus punctulatus (Rafinesque)'This subspecies 

has been collected from many stations in the Guadalupe River southeast of 

Cuero. A single specimen from the Medina River, one mile north of Medina, 

Bandera County, probably was stocked by the Heart of the Hills Fish Hatch¬ 

ery at Mountain Home in Kerr County. 

Micmpterus treculi (Vaillant and Boucourt) .—Jurgens and Hubbs 

( 195 3) considered the Texas spotted bass as a distinct species. Knapp 

(195 3: iv) considered it to be a subspecies. My original conclusion was 

based on the occurrence of M. punctulatus and M. treculi in the Guadalupe 

River southeast and northwest of Cuero respectively without intergradation. 

Since then, specimens, which appear to represent both species, have been 

collected by Kenneth C. Jurgens at the following localities in Bell County: 

Leon River eight and ten miles north of Belton, and Cowhouse Creek, seven 

miles northwest of Belton, and in Berry Creek five miles northwest of 

Georgetown, Williamson County. The records constitute both an extension 

of known range for M. treculi and a strong indication of its specific dis¬ 

tinctness. 

Since this paper went to press additional collections of spotted bass 

support the specific distinctness of M. punctulatus and M. treculi. Single 

specimens of M. punctulatus have been taken from the San Marcos River at 

Martindale, Caldwell County, and the Guadalupe River, eight miles west of 

Gonzales, Gonzales County. Both localities are well within the range of M. 

treculi. The two bass were taken together in one collection from the Guada¬ 

lupe River south of Seguin, Guadalupe County. 

Lepomis cyanellus Rafinesque.-—-Jordan (1878:398) recorded the green 

sunfish as Apomotis cyanellus from Brownsville. As this fish has been taken 

from the Rio Grande at Laredo, it is possible that the locality data are 

correct. 

Lepomis gibbosus (Linnaeus) .—Baughman (1950b:247) listed the 

pumpkinseed sunfish from Eagle Lake. This record is based on Lepomis mi- 

crolophus (Gunther). 

Lepomis macrochirus Rafinesque.—-Jordan (1878:397) recorded the 

bluegill from Brownsville as L. pallid us (Mitchell). This species probably 

occurs there. 
Knapp (1953:115) reported extensive interbreeding between L. m. 

speciosus (Baird and Girard) and L. m. purpurescens (Cope). I have not 

been able to identify any intergrades, and no specimens are catalogued at 

Texas A. & M. College as intergrades. 
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Lepomis megalot is (Rafinesque) .—Jordan (1878:663) listed the long- 

ear sunfish from Brownsville as Lepomis hreviceps (Baird and Girard). It is 

doubtful that the fish came from there as Jordan probably would have 

called Rio Grande specimens L. aquilensis (Baird and Girard). 

Ambloplites rupestris (Rafinesque).—Fowler (1945:41) recorded the 

rock bass from the Sabine drainage. He also (1906:513) listed four speci¬ 

mens from "Texas” collected by Dr. S. W. Woodhouse. Knapp (1953:115) 

recorded this fish from "eastern Oklahoma and into Texas in the cool streams 

of the Balcones Escarpment.” The fish may be native to northeast Texas, 

as the subspecies A. rupestris ariommus Viosca, but no precise locality data 

are available. It has been introduced into the Edwards Plateau (see Brown, 

195 3a, and Hubbs, Kuehne, and Ball, 195 3 ) from Iowa. It is possible, but 

highly unlikely, that Woodhouse’s specimens are from a native stock in 

eastern Texas. 

Stizostedion canadense (Smith) .-—Jurgens and Hubbs (1953 ) listed 

this fish from Texas for the first time without locality data. A specimen 

has been collected from the Red River below Denison Dam (Edward W. 

Bonn, personal communication, 1954). 

Hadropterus shumardi Girard.—Jurgens and Hubbs ( 195 3 ) recorded 

the river darter from Texas for the first time without locality data. Hubbs, 

Kuehne, and Ball ( 195 3 ) reported it from the Guadalupe River downstream 

from New Braunfels. Knapp (1953:127) recorded it from northeast Texas. 

Excluding Knapp’s records, the river darter has been collected in Texas from: 

Cibolo Creek, ten miles northeast of Floresville, Wilson County; Guadalupe 

River at Gonzales and seven miles southeast of Gonzales, Gonzales County, 

and at Cuero (twice) and twelve miles north of Cuero, DeWitt County; 

San Marcos River, three, seven, ten, and fifteen miles northwest of Luling, 

Caldwell County; Sabine River, ten miles southwest of Marshall, Harrison 

County; and Sulphur River, ten miles southwest of Texarkana, Bowie 

County. This species is the most abundant darter in gravel riffles under¬ 

lying the main current of rivers flowing through the coastal plain of 

Texas. 

Etheostoma asprigene (F’orbes).-—Knapp (1953:128) gave the range 

of the mud darter as "southward through Arkansas and Texas to the Rio 

Grande.” This species inhabits the larger streams of east Texas. It is not 

known from west of the Neches drainage. 

Etheostoma grab ami (Girard).—Knapp (1953:128) recorded the Rio 

Grande darter as from the "Nueces River in Texas south into the Rio Grande 

and streams of Chihuahua, west to the Pecos.” This fish is not known in 

the Nueces River system, where it is replaced by E. lepidum. No specimens 

are available from the Rio Grande proper, although there is no doubt that 

some populations occur near the mouths of spring-fed tributaries. San Felipe 

Creek, Devil’s River, Rio Salado, and other Rio Grande tributaries contain 

large populations of the species. 

Etheostoma lepidum (Baird and Girard).—The literature records on 

this fish are extremely confusing. As the name has priority over both E. 
spectabile and E. grahami, the name lepidum frequently has been used for 

those species. The greenthroat darter does not occur outside of Texas. Non- 

Texas records of E. lepidum from the Rio Grande system are mostly refer¬ 

able to E. grahami and those from other streams probably to E. spectabile. 
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Jordan (1878:663) recorded Eoecilichtjoys lepidus from Brownsville. 

As the specimens are not available, the specific identification is in doubt. 

However, neither E. lepidum nor E. grahami may be expected to be found 

in the muddy waters of the Rio Grande at Brownsville. 

Fowler’s ( 1945:375) record from Galveston is based on E. spectabile. 

However, E. spectabile, a fish inhabiting the limestone waters west of the 

Balcones Escarpment and the rivers flowing southeast from them, would 

not be expected from the brackish water on Galveston Island. 

The only literature records of E. lepidum based on that species are: 

Baird and Girard’s types from the Leona River at Uvalde, Uvalde County 

(not the Nueces River), Girard’s (1859) types of Oligocephalus leonensis 

from the Leona River at Uvalde (not the Leon River) ; Jordan and Gil¬ 

bert’s (1886) record from Barton Springs at Austin; Evermann and Ken¬ 

dall’s (1894:114) types of Etheostoma lepidogenys from the Comal River 

at New Braunfels; Hubbs’ (1951) record from the East Nueces River at 

Barksdale; and Hubbs, Kuehne, and Ball’s ( 1953) records from the Guada¬ 

lupe River system west of the Balcones Escarpment. Additional specimens 

have been examined from: Live Oak Creek, tributary to the West Nueces 

River, Kinney County; Montell and Pulliam creeks tributary to the East 

Nueces River in Uvalde and Edwards counties; Kent Creek, the West Frio 

River, the West Prong of the East Frio River, Cypress Creek, the East Frio 

River, in Real County, and the Frio River in Uvalde County all part of 

the Frio River system; the Sabinal River in Bandera and Uvalde counties; 

the North and South prongs of the Medina River and the Medina River in 

Bandera County; the Pedernales River in Gillespie County; the south fork 

of the Llano River and the Llano River in Kimble County; the San Saba 

River, Celery Creek, and Clear Creek in Menard County; Kickapoo Creek 

in Concho County; the South Concho River in Tom Green County; and 

Dove Creek in Irion County. All of these records are from the clear spring- 

fed waters of the Edwards Plateau. No specimens have been taken from other 

localities. Aquarium observations on both E. lepidum and E. spectabile have 

demonstrated that dissolved chemicals present in limestone are necessary for 

the survival of the species. 

A single collection of this species in the United States National Museum 

collected by J. L. Baughman from "Galveston Bay” is obviously from the 

Edwards Plateau. 

Etheostoma spectabile Agassiz.—As stated above, the orangethroat 

darter frequently has passed under the name E. lepidum. Its range in Texas 

is west of the Balcones Escarpment, from the Red River through the Medina 

River system. No specimens are available from the Nueces River System. 

Where sympatric with E. lepidum, the orangethroat darter is more abundant 

downstream than the greenthroat darter. 

Etheostoma microperca Jordan and Gilbert.—Fowler (1945:40) re¬ 

corded the least darter, as Microperca punctulata Putnam, from the Sabine, 

Trinity, Colorado, and Nueces Rivers. No more precise locality data were 

given. This fish does not occur in Texas. I suspect that he based his state¬ 

ment of the range on specimens of E. gracile (Girard). 

Etheostoma fonticola (Jordan and Gilbert).—Evermann and Kendall 

(1894:115) listed this fish from Dickinson Bayou. (No record of the 

specimen was found in the U. S. National Museum.) The species is re- 
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stricted to San Marcos and Comal springs. Although there is some possi¬ 

bility that the specimen was E. proeliare (Hay), it is more likely that it 

was a young example of E. gracile. 

Cymatogaster aggregates Gibbons.—-Jordan (1878:399) described em¬ 

bryos of this fish as Serna signifer types from Brownsville, but later (1880) 

corrected the identification and indicated that this Pacific marine fish could 

not have come from Texas. 

Hysterocarpus traski Gibbons.—Jordan (1878:667) named embryos of 

this species as Dacentrus lucens types from Brownsville, but later (1880) 

showed that this fresh-water fish endemic to California could not have come 

from Texas. 

ERRONEOUS RECORDS FROM "BROWNSVILLE” 

Jordan (1878) and Evermann and Kendall (1894) recorded 19 species 

from Brownsville. Jordan found 18 of them in one bottle with only the 

label "Brownsville, Texas,” in the collection of the U. S. National Mu¬ 

seum. Because none of these specimens can be located (Ernest A. Lachner, 

personal communication, 195 3 ) the identifications cannot be checked. As 

all of the fish were found in a single bottle they must be considered as a 

unit. Seven of the species, Phenacobius mirabilis, Dionda episcopa, Campos- 

toma anomalum, Eundulus zebrinus, Etheostoma lepidum, Cymatogaster 

aggregata, and Hysterocarpus traski, could not have come from there; four, 

Notropis deliciosus, Pimephales promelas, Ameiurus natalis, and Lepomis 

megalotis, probably did not; and seven, Carpiodes carpio, N otemigonus cryso- 

leucas, Notropis lutrensis, Hybognathus placita, Eundulus similis, Lepomis 

cyanellus, and L. macrochirus, may have. The remaining species, Catostomus 

commersoni, definitely is not to be expected in southern Texas. (The identi¬ 

fication of this sucker has been verified.) When Evermann and Kendall 

published the original record, they questioned its authenticity, as the label 

in the bottle, which was found in the U. S. National Museum, read only 

"Brownsville, Texas.” 

Two collections were made in the Rio Grande near Brownsville during 

December, 195 3. Only two, Hybognathus placita and Carpiodes carpio, of 

the 19 species discussed above, appeared in the collections. Both species 

were not rare. Other common species include: Dorosoma cepedianum, Astya- 

nax fasciatus, Notropis jemezanus, Cyprinodon variegattis, Gambusia affinis, 

Menidia beryllina, and Mugil cephalus. Although the ecology of the Rio 

Grande has changed greatly since the nineteenth century, I believe that 

some of the above species might be expected in the "Brownsville” collection 

if the locality data were correct. 

As the collections labeled "Brownsville, Texas” were not collected 

there, I have attempted to determine their origin. It is obvious that the 

fishes could not have been collected together. Hysterocarpus traski and 

Cymatogaster aggregata occur only west of the Continental Divide, and the 

other 17 only east of it. Phenacobius mirabilis and Catostomus commersoni 

are northern species that have not been collected near localities where Dionda 

episcopa and Etheostoma lepidum occur. Eundulus similis is a brackish water 

form which is not to be expected from the same locality as any of the other 

species. In his 1878 paper Jordan noted that the specimens had been pre¬ 

served for some time. I assume that the specimens were 20 years old at that 

time. [They could not have been much older, as the first catalogue entry 
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in the Preserved Fish Collections of the U. S. National Museum was begun 

in 18 56; a few preserved fish were included in Baird’s osteological collection 

that was catalogued in the 1840’s. (Ernest A. Lachner, personal communi¬ 

cation, 1954]. It is quite possible that the specimens were collected by one 

of the Railway or Boundary surveys and shipped to Washington from 

Brownsville. 

ERRONEOUS RECORDS FROM "GALVESTON” 

The records by Fowler (1945) from Galveston likewise are open to 

suspicion. The fresh-water species listed as having been collected from 

"Galveston” in the 1940’s, as also a specimen of Etheostoma lepidum men¬ 

tioned above, must have come from the Edwards Plateau. 
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THE ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION OF CULTURAL DYNAMICS* 

CHARLES H. LANGE 

The University of Texas 

In a recent paper, Fenton (1952: 335-336) noted that cultural change 

has received considerable emphasis from anthropologists while cultural sta¬ 

bility has received relatively little emphasis, if, indeed, it was noted at all. 

This inequality of attention is interesting in light of a quality of culture 

noted by Herskovits (1948: 18), i.e., "Culture is stable, yet culture is also 

dynamic, and manifests continuous and constant change.” Further elabora¬ 

tion of this statement by Herkovits (p. 20) is pertinent to the present 

paper. 

When we weigh cultural stability against cultural change, we must, first 
of all, recognize that the evidence in hand proves beyond any doubt that 
culture is dynamic; that the only completely static cultures are the dead 
ones. . . . Culture change can he studied only as a part of the problem of 
cultural stability; cultural stability can be understood only when change 
is measured against conservatism. . . . The conclusions reached concerning 
permanence and change in a given culture are dependent to a very con¬ 
siderable extent on the stress laid by the particular observer of that culture 
on its conservatism or its flexibility. . . . 

Accepting the omnipresence of both stability and change in any living 

culture, one may conclude that any particular dynamic phenomenon is con¬ 

tinually and simultaneously producing or being subjected to influences act¬ 

ing to maintain the status quo and still other influences conducive to innova¬ 

tion or modification. The multiple factors contributing to a given situation 

evaluated as preponderantly stable or to another characterized as changing 

are often distinguished with difficulty. Further, the role of any one factor 

in a specific cultural setting can be appraised only with still greater diffi¬ 

culty. This difficulty is derived in no small part from the very existence of 

the two paradoxical qualities noted by Herskovits. It should be added that 

the occurrence of these two forces seems to exist simultaneously in many 

dynamic phenomena, if not in the majority or perhaps even in all such 

phenomena. 

Research among the Pueblo Indian tribes of southwestern United States 

provides concrete evidence in support of these general statements. Earlier 

anthropologists stressed the unchanging nature of these cultures, undoubtedly 

being impressed with the relatively integrated and conservative nature of 

the Pueblo cultures. In recent years, influenced by an accentuated interest 

in acculturation, stress has shifted to the changing aspects of these same 

cultures. Over and beyond the personal interests mentioned by Herskovits, it 

should be pointed out that with the events of recent years Pueblo Indian 

cultures have actually experienced increasingly profound changes (for ex¬ 

ample, see Aberle, 1948, for general data and Lange, 1953, for data specifi¬ 

cally on Cochiti Pueblo). Hence, it is not surprising to note that anthro- 

* This discussion is a modification of a paper presented at the meetings of the 
American Anthropological Association in Tucson, Arizona, December 28-30, 1953- 
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pologists studying these tribes have emphasized this phase of cultural dy¬ 

namics. However, it is nevertheless important to include a consideration of 

stabilizing factors as both Fenton and Herskovits have indicated. 

Seeking to pursue these observations further and to test them in actual 

cultural contexts, the several tribal cultures of the Eastern, or Rio Grande, 

Pueblos, individually distinct and collectively similar, have been analyzed. 

From an examination of their cultural histories, a number of major influen¬ 

tial phenomena became apparent. While of varying impact in each tribal 

heritage, each was recognized as having played an important role in the shap¬ 

ing of this overall cultural continuum. To each, there have been reactions 

striving to maintain the status quo while other reactions simultaneously 

fostered modifications. The remainder of this paper considers six of these 

phenomena and the contrasting reactions which have resulted in each in¬ 

stance. 

The Heritage of Tribal Culture. Innumerable statements in the litera¬ 

ture have emphasized the relative conservatism of Pueblo Indian cultures. 

Archaeological and historical data provide repeated instances of long con¬ 

tinuity of elements and patterns noted in ethnological reports; full exploita¬ 

tion of such time perspective has occurred in neither archaeology nor his¬ 

tory. At the same time, to a degree unrealized by present-day Indians and 

often unsuspected by ethnologists, archaeology and history reveal that 

changes have continually occurred in the form of accretions from internal 

and external sources and have been accompanied by a sloughing off of other 

traits, an aspect of change which might be termed "culture loss.” The pre¬ 

history and history of the Rio Grande Pueblos offer numerous examples of 

these generalizations. 

Stability has occurred in the form of rejecting many alien items and 

patterns as well as certain innovations of local inventers or deviants. How¬ 

ever, even the most conservative Pueblo cultures, such as Santo Domingo, 

San Felipe, or Jemez, have experienced changes, consciously or otherwise, 

thus illustrating Herskovits’ point that the only completely static cultures 

are those already extinct. 

Stability has been fostered by the control of a theocracy which, despite 

continued attacks from forces which would compete with or destroy its 

power, managed to perpetuate itself by selecting leaders who were well in¬ 

doctrinated with similar views. While this control was hardly absolute, it 

was effective to a degree seldom found in such aboriginal groups. Deviants 

exposed themselves to persecution and likely elimination on charges of 

witchcraft. 

Thus, whereas changes inevitably made their appearance, the emphasis 

of tribal traditions advocated stability and letention of the status quo. 

Relations with Neighboring Pueblo Peoples. Archaeological evidence 

suggests considerable inter-pueblo contact, splitting, and merging over a 

span of several centuries (for a recent summary of these inter-relationships, 

both demonstrated and hypothesized, see Wendorf, 19)4). Historical data 

provide ample confii mation of these co-cacts Ethnological research further 

illustrates exchanges of personnel, ideas, and material objects among the 

tribes, not necessarily of common linguistic affiliation. 

While such relationships have obviously led to frequent instances of 

diffusion and subsequent changes, they have also served to perpetuate exist¬ 

ing cultural patterns. By becoming aware of alternatives, tribes have become 
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increasingly conscious of their own ways and have intently sought to safe¬ 

guard them. Pueblo ethnographies contain many expressions of ethnocentric 

satisfaction and pride in the local mores. For example, there are frequent 

references in the literature to attitudes of disdain for alien speakers and even 

for those of common linguistic affiliation who "try” to use the "correct” 

dialect. Similarly, disapproval or ridicule is voiced in regard to other tribes’ 

failure to adhere to custom in economy, social system, religion, or govern¬ 

ment. 

Accompanying this scorn or amusement directed at other tribes, there 

is a strengthened determination to maintain standards at the home pueblo. 

Traditionally, the Pueblos have tended to ridicule those who have deviated 

more from the cultural heritage than they, themselves, have; and at the 

same time they have sought to emulate or outdo those who have retained 

their heritage relatively intact. 

Thus, while inter-pueblo relationships have played an important role 

in fostering change, ethnocentric reactions to these relationships have served, 

perhaps equally, to stimulate an interest in stability. 

The Impact of Spanish Culture and Colonization. While the diffusion 

and the acculturative processes involved here have obviously dealt heavy 

blows at virtually all Rio Grande Pueblo cultures, it is all too often over¬ 

looked that this very threat from the outside has undoubtedly served to re¬ 

inforce a conscious, though futile, attempt to perpetuate each of these tribal 

heritages. 

Revivals of nationalism or similar feelings of loyalty to a cultural entity 

in time of crisis, instigated by new and alien neighbors, can be cited from a 

wide gamut of sources—by no means limited to the Rio Grande Pueblo 

tribes. A still more aggravated reaction undoubtedly occurred in such cases 

as at Cochiti Pueblo where the threat to traditional esoteric practices was 

posed by Spaniards actually in residence in the village. For many decades, the 

communal effort to conceal forbidden or discredited practices from the alien 

Spaniards cannot have helped but inspire society members and other partici¬ 

pants in these activities. The persecution also served to dramatize the im¬ 

portance of these customs to the non-participating tribal members. How¬ 

ever, as time passed, the ever-growing weight of Spanish culture, its patterns 

and its values, produced inexorable changes. 

The Roman Catholic Church. In introducing the doctrines and rituals 

of Catholicism among the Rio Grande Pueblos, the Church has been viewed 

with mixed attitudes by the Indians. Being much nearer the center of Spanish 

strength and unable to oust the Church as the more remote Hopi and Zuni 

were able to do, the Rio Grande tribes solved the problem by incorporating 

Catholicism within their native religious conceptual framework. 

Consistent with this development is the view that the various mission 

structures belong to the local Indians; also, the officiating priests are expected 

to perform Church rituals but not to meddle in tribal affairs. Vigorous 

priests have, in the long term view, contributed to the decline of native 

religion; however, by this same vigor, they have simultaneously caused native 

leaders to continue their practices with even greater determination. Finally, 

by tolerating the merger of certain native ceremonies within the relatively 

rigid framework of the Catholic calendar, the Church has actually served 

to perpetuate many of the very practices they have sought to replace with 

their own doctrines and beliefs. 
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In these ways the Church has functioned both as an anchoring frame¬ 

work for stabilization and even more as an instigator of changes which have 

steadily undermined the power of the traditional theocracies. 

The United States Government Agencies and Policies. The assumption 

of trusteeship over the Pueblos and other tribes of the area by the United 

States Government actually constituted little change from previous years 

under the Mexican and Spanish governments. However, as time passed, the 

nature of this control or guidance became more intimate. With few excep¬ 

tions, the administrative agencies have attempted to leave the tribes to carry 

on under their own governing bodies. However, by the very act of providing 

additional services, such as those of education and health, by serving as in¬ 

termediary between the Pueblos and the encroaching settlement and subse¬ 

quent contacts by outsiders, the Government has been a source of many 

innovations (for further details of these developments, see Dale, 1949). 

While these have, at times, been the unintentional accompaniment of 

general or regional development, they have more often been direct results 

of conscious planning. In general, government programs have either ignored 

those forces catering to stability or in instances wherein such forces ham¬ 

pered developments, the government actively circumvented or destroyed 

them. 

Expanding Contacts with Non-Indians. This phenomenon has taken on 

ever-increasing proportions in recent years. As one indication, no Cochiti 

Indian was in military service during World War I, and only a few men were 

briefly engaged in war industry. In World War II, there were over thirty 

servicemen and women from this tribe as well as numerous others engaged 

in war work. Since the war, this situation has continued, if not actually ex¬ 

panded. Additional education has tended to draw young people away from 

the pueblos to places of employment and residence elsewhere. 

Outside contacts have produced further ramifications. New items and 

ideas have become more desirable, or at least more tolerable. Electric power 

has been introduced successfully in several pueblos; associated innovations 

have appeared both in appreciable number and with surprising rapidity. Along 

with these accretions from the outside, there has become an accompanying 

awareness of things that are "Indian;” no small part of this awareness has 

been related to the expanding tourist trade and curio sales. This has had, 

or is taking, the effect of perpetuating, or stabilizing, certain aspects of 

these cultures, not for themselves but rather for the attraction which they 

are deemed to have for the tourist. 

Thus, the Rio Grande Pueblo Indian tribes find themselves in the po¬ 

sition of choosing among various alternatives; they may continue their tra¬ 

ditional life based upon subsistence agriculture; they may continue with an 

agricultural economy, although shifting from subsistence to commercial 

farming; they may assume non-Indian ways to such an extent that they 

must leave their home pueblos; they may perpetuate at least the externals 

of much of their cultural heritages in order to capitalize as fully as possible 

upon their appeal in the increasingly important tourist trade. 

Conclusions. Additional phenomena, each with stabilizing and changing 

factors at work, might be designated. As Herskovits noted, stability and 

change are important aspects of the dynamic processes of culture; to a de¬ 

gree the one recognized as dominant in a given culture may simply reflect the 
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primary interest of the investigator. On a basic consideration of the termi¬ 

nology and concepts involved, however, the changing aspects are bound 

to prevail. 

Data from the Rio Grande Pueblos support these views. Of the phe¬ 

nomena considered, only the first, the heritage of tribal culture, has i ad a 

consistently and preponderantly stabilizing effect. Contacts with adjacent 

tribes may have produced reactions of either type in approximately the 

same degree. Catholicism may also have been an equal contributor to botn 

stability and change in earlier times, although in recent years it has clearly 

emerged as an increasing factor on the side of change. As these changes, in 

turn, blend with the cultural heritage in expanding numbers and intensity, 

often undermining the traditional theocratic controls, the major factors con 

tributing to stabilization will undoubtedly diminish in forceThis, according 

to the comments of Herskovits, is to be expected so lonv as distinctive 

Pueblo cultures may be recognized. The appearance of new forces in support 

of stabilization is dubious as the Rio Grande Pueblos increasingly approach 

the patterns and values of the dominant Anglo-American culture in which a 

high premium is placed upon change and flexibility. However,, as Fenton has 

urged, the preponderance of change factors should not cause those favoring 

stability to be underestimated nor ignored. 

Their recognition and possible exploitation may well prove to be in 

order as these tribes are consciously assisted in their present trends toward 

acculturation and ultimate assimilation. 

The value to administrators in applying the findings of such a brief 

analysis as this to actual situations of culture contact is potentially great. 

To most individuals in such positions, the dynamic nature of culture is 

well-known. Its paradoxical qualities of stability and variability are also 

familiar to many. However, instead of categorically classifying each indi¬ 

vidual phenomenon as conducive to either stability or change, it would 

seem profitable to examine each phenomenon for its likely repercussions in 

either case and to formulate administrative policies accordingly. 
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LOCAL DIFFERENTIATION IN THE POCKET GOPHER 

(GEOMYS PERSONATUS) IN SOUTHERN TEXAS 

THOMAS E. KENNERLY, JR. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been suggested by Wright (1943) that forms displaying an 

"island model” pattern of distribution with limited migration between 

"islands” should tend toward divergence, with the frequency of migration 

constituting an important variable. The Tamaulipan pocket gopher, Geomys 
personatus, has a discontinuous distribution in southern Texas, which makes 

it a suitable species in which to study the effects of various degrees of iso¬ 

lation on geographic differentiation. This type of distribution results largely 

from the preference of these pocket gophers for friable soils and their avoid¬ 

ance of indurate soils. Davis (1940) has demonstrated that the distribution 

of Geomys personatus in southern Texas is highly correlated with the pres¬ 

ence of sandy soils. 

METHODS 

Burrow Measurements. Measurements of burrow-diameter and burrow- 

depth were recorded in millimeters for all trapping localities except Mustang 

and Padre Islands. The diameter of a burrow was measured vertically, a 

lateral measurement being inconvenient due to the narrowness of the ex¬ 

cavation. The burrow-depth measurement was made from the roof of the 

burrow to the ground surface. Large series of burrow measurements were 

obtained from the several trapping localities, since every burrow in which 

traps were set was measured regardless of whether or not a catch was made. 

Laboratory Methods. Eight samples were collected from the range of 

Geomys personatus. In addition to measurements of hind-foot length and 

body length, nine skeletal measurements were made on the pocket gopher 

samples. All measurements could not be made on every adult specimen be¬ 

cause occasional, damaged bones prevented the taking of certain ones. 

Measurements were taken with vernier calipers. The elimination of juveniles 

constituted somewhat of a problem. Certain juvenile characters such as 

immature pelage and imperfect cranial sutures were helpful. Specimens of 

questionable maturity were eliminated. The following skeletal measurements 

were taken: 

1. Mandibular Width: Maximum width measured across angular pro¬ 

cesses. 

2. Zygomatic Breadth: Maximum width across maxillary zygoma. 

3. Length of Auditory Bulla: Measured from external carotid canal to 

the anterior rim of the stylomastoid foramen of the left auditory 

bulla. 

4. Alveolar Length of Upper Molar Row: Maximum length of the 

left upper molar row from alveolus to alveolus. 

5. Supraoccipital-Nasal Length: Measured from the median supraocci- 

pital margin of foramen magnum to anterior margin of nasals. 
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6. Minimum Depth of Rostrum: Minimum depth of rostrum from 

ventral surface of premaxillary to nasal bones measured in diastema. 

7. Width of Braincase: Maximum lateral distance between left and 

right external auditory meati. 

8. Femur Length: Maximum length of left femur from greater tro¬ 

chanter to plane of median and lateral epicondyles. 

9. Humerus Length: Maximum length of left humerus from head to 

trochlea. 

The following external measurements were taken: 

1. Body Length: Length of body from tip of nose to base of tail. 

2. Hind-Foot Length: Maximum length of hind foot from heel to 

tip of longest claw. 

Color Measurements. A Photovolt Photoelectric Reflection Meter, 

Model 610, was utilized to measure both study skins and soil samples. Red, 

green and blue color filters were used. The soil samples were obtained from 

each of the eight principal trapping sites. Soil readings were subsequently 

compared with pelage readings (Figures 13, 14 and 15). Measurements were 

made on the mid-dorsal line about two inches posterior to the shoulders on 

study skins. A white Magnesium Oxide block served as the standard maxi¬ 

mum with readings on pelage and soil samples expressed as percentage values. 

The Reflection Meter was readjusted if necessary after every ten readings. 

Statistical Methods. All skeletal and burrow measurements were taken 

in millimeters and treated statistically according to sex and locality. It was 

necessary to separate the sexes in statistical treatment since these forms 

exhibit sexual dimorphism. Standard deviations and standard errors of the 

means were computed. These results are presented graphically after the 

method proposed by Dice and Leraas (1936). Any two samples are consid¬ 

ered significantly different (beyond the one-percent level of probability) 

where twice the standard errors fail to show vertical overlap for the char¬ 

acter in question. 

pattern of distribution of Geomys Fersonatus 

Isolating Factors 

This species is restricted to the Tamaulipan biotic province of Texas 

(Blair, 1950). Fig. 1 indicates the approximate distribution of the six races 

of Geomys personatus after Davis (1940) and with certain range modifi¬ 

cations contributed by this study. Locality records for this species are super¬ 

imposed upon the sandy soil areas of southern Texas as mapped by Carter 

(1931). Such a presentation lends corroboration to the already established 

relationship of personatus distribution to areas of sandy and hence friable 

soils. With the obvious exception of the insular populations, persistent water 

systems have apparently been an unimportant isolating factor in differentia¬ 

tion of the personatus pocket gophers. The distribution of this species is 

almost entirely confined to the region between the Nueces River on the 

northeast and the Rio Grande on the southwest. No major drainage system 

occurs within these boundaries, and hence emphasis on indurate or rocky 

soils as a principal isolating factor is perhaps justified. It should be inter¬ 

posed here that areas of friable soils denuded of vegetation will also effec¬ 

tively prohibit diffusion of pocket gophers. A striking example of this phe¬ 

nomenon was observed at Corpus Christi Pass which separates Mustang and 

Padre Islands. These islands are actually continuous, and the connective area 
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FIG. 1. RECORDS OF OCCURRENCE OF GEO MY S PERSONATUS SUPER¬ 
IMPOSED ON SANDY SOIL AREAS OF SOUTHERN TEXAS, after Carter, 1931; 
Davis, 1940; with additional records. 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 

(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

of sand is only rarely inundated; yet the absence of food materials here 

seems to prevent or retard the exchange of individuals between the two 

islands. It might be supposed that the saturated condition of the sand in 

this area might constitute an adverse ecological factor, but, on the beach 

sands along the outer side of Padre and Mustang Islands, gopher mounds 

never occurred more than a few feet beyond the limit of vegetation. The 

burrows in question seemed to turn back before saturation of sand became 

a critical factor, since all such burrows investigated were dry. 

These various isolating factors and complexes of them dissect the range 

of the personatm pocket gopher into a rather intricate mosaic pattern of 

distribution. Of the eight populations sampled in this study, only one, that 

of Live Oak County, failed to occur in an area of sandy soil. 
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Populations Sampled 

Mustang Island. Mustang Island is approximately 20 miles in length 

and two and one-half miles wide. The population here is isolated from the 

mainland by water, and a barren sand pass connects it with Padre Island. 

Gopher mounds were observed along most of the length of Mustang Island 

and seemed to be most numerous within the sand-dune area rather than 

farther inland. 

Padre Island. The exact range of personatus on Padre Island is imper¬ 

fectly known. This form was reasonably abundant on the northern 12 miles 

of Padre Island, where my trapping was done. It is doubtful that this pocket 

gopher ranges to the southern termination of Padre Island, some 110 miles 

away. This population appears to be an isolated one. Dr. B. C. Tharp has 

informed me that occasionally along the mainland side of Padre Island, dur¬ 

ing periods of extensive drouth, narrow regions of dry land may connect 

this island with the mainland. However, since these restricted "land-bridges” 

are of short duration and are void of sustaining vegetation, it is unlikely 

that any gene-flow of consequence is accomplished by this route. On Padre 

Island, although a few gopher mounds appeared in the sand-dune area, a 

preponderant number of mounds occurred in the interior of the island. 

There was no apparent explanation for this. 

Kleberg County. This population is apparently restricted to a mainland 

coastal position by unfavorable soil and vegetation. This population was not 

observed to occur more than two miles inland. I noted gopher mounds from 

the vicinity of Flour Bluff, Nueces County, to a point about 12 miles south, 

along the coast. This population may possibly continue south to Baffin Bay 

(Davis, 1940). Although occasional interbreeding may possibly occur in 

the southwest portion of this range with populations of the megapotamus 

race, the Kleberg County population seems to be rather effectively isolated. 

Live Oak County. The distribution of this population has a definitely 

mosaic pattern, much more so than the previously discussed populations 

which were more or less uniform in distribution. Davis (1940) reports that 

this particular race, fallax (Merriam), occurs along the Nueces River from 

the vicinity of Three Rivers to Corpus Christi. Thick stands of live oak 

(Quercus virginiana) and mesquite (Prosopis glandulosa) seem to be im¬ 

portant factors affecting this mosaic pattern of pocket gopher distribution, 

since the construction of burrows is impeded by thick root systems. This 

form seems to have reached its present position by migration upstream along 

fluvial deposits of the Nueces River. 

Raymondville. The Raymondville sample is from a population that has 

the widest distribution of any in the range of the species. This large popula¬ 

tion is fairly continuously distributed from the vicinity of Raymondville 

northwest to Hebbronville and Zapata. The sample of this population was 

taken about three miles north of Raymondville. 

Hebbronville. This population sample and the one collected at Ray¬ 

mondville represent portions of the wide-ranging megapotamus (Davis) sub¬ 

species. These samples are both from the same discontinuously distributed 

population. Some 80 miles separate these two sample collections, but there 

is good statistical evidence, to be discussed later, that a considerable ex¬ 

change of genes occurs between these two populations. Collections were made 

in and near Hebbronville. 
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FIG. 2. COMPARISON OF BODY LENGTH IN THE POCKET GOPHER 
(GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 

(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

Zapata. This population is subspecifically classified with the two above 

described samples. However, the population from which this sample was 

taken is very probably isolated. Mr. J. T. Morrow, County Agent of Zapata 

County, kindly investigated the sandy-soil area in which these gophers are 

found and advised me that indurate, rocky soils completely circumscribe 

the sandy-soil area. This is a relatively small population by comparison with 

the population represented by the Raymondville and Hebbronville samples. 

Since there are many areas within this sandy-soil region where no gophers 

occur, the distribution of this population is by no means uniform but is 

rather a mosaic in pattern. Ecological barriers of dense woody vegetation and 

rocky areas are the principal causative factors in this distribution pattern. 

Status of Del Rio Pocket Gopher 

Geomys personatus fuscus (Davis) represents the westernmost popula¬ 

tion of this species. It is described by Davis (1940) as differing from other 

races of personatus in much smaller size, darker coloration, smaller claw of 

fifth digit of manus, and extension of nasals posterior to anterior extensions 

of frontal processes. 

I was unable to locate any specimens of this subspecies during exten¬ 

sive investigations in Kinney and Val Verde counties. It should not be in¬ 

ferred that this interesting race is extinct. Probably, this population is now 

very restricted in range. 
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FIG. 3. COMPARISON OF HIND FOOT LENGTH IN THE POCKET 
GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION 

External Dimensions 

Body Length. The pocket gophers on Padre Island have the greatest 

body length of any of the eight populations investigated. Both males and 

females from Mustang Island are significantly smaller than the Padre Island 

gophers (Fig. 2). The mean body length of Kleberg County males is less 

than both the Mustang and Padre Island means, although the difference is 

significant only between Padre Island males and those from Kleberg County. 

The Kleberg County males do not differ significantly from males from Ray¬ 

mondville and Hebbronville. The Kleberg County females are intermediate 

in size between the insular populations. Body length dimensions of male and 

female pocket gophers from Live Oak County drop sharply from a general 

east-west (or coast-interior) size cline. Male Live Oak County specimens 

differ significantly from males of all populations except the one from Zapata. 

Live Oak County females are significantly different in body length from 

the females of all populations except two, Raymondville and Zapata. Neither 

male nor female Raymondville specimens show any statistically significant 

difference from the populations of Hebbronville and Zapata. The populations 

from Raymondville, Hebbronville and Zapata represent the megapotamus 
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FIG. 4. COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM MANDIBULAR BREADTH IN THE 
POCKET GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

subspecies. In regard to the body length dimension, the Zapata group is 

somewhat divergent from the other populations. Neither males nor 

females from Zapata show any statistically significant difference from Ray¬ 

mondville and Live Oak County populations. The Carrizo Springs speci¬ 

mens represent a divergent group, since both sexes differ significantly from 

all the other populations. 

Hind Foot Length (Fig. 3). Male and female pocket gophers from 

Padre Island have significantly longer hind feet than any other population 

except on Mustang Island. This population from Mustang Island is inter¬ 

mediate in size of foot between the Padre Island group and the Kleberg 

County group and shows no significant difference from either of these groups. 

Neither male nor female Kleberg County specimens differ significantly from 

the Mustang Island group. Kleberg County males, in addition, are not sig¬ 

nificantly different from Raymondville males. Male and female specimens 

from Live Oak County are significantly different from all other populations 

in hind foot length. The diminutive Carrizo Springs pocket gophers are sig¬ 

nificantly smaller than any other group. 

The mega pot amus populations show considerable homogeneity. This is 

particularly reflected in the three samples of females of this race, since no 

statistical difference appears between them. Further, megapotamns females 
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FIG. 5. COMPARISON OF ZYGOMATIC BREADTH IN THE POCKET 
GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

are significantly different from all other female pocket gophers. This same 

relationship applies to the three male megapotamus populations with the 

earlier mentioned exception of Raymondville and Kleberg County males 

which are not significantly different. 

Skeletal Dimensions 

1. Maximum Mandibular Breadth (Fig. 4). The insular populations 

(Mustang and Padre Islands) show no significant difference in the breadth 

of the mandible, although the male and female Padre Island mean values 

for this dimension are the highest of any male and female population re¬ 

spectively. With the exception of the insular females, Kleberg County fe¬ 

males are significantly different from all other female samples. Kleberg 

County males show no significant difference from males from Mustang 

Island, Raymondville and Hebbronville. Male and female specimens from 

Live Oak County do not differ significantly from samples of both sexes from 

Zapata and Carrizo Springs. Differences between Raymondville and Live Oak 

County males are of border-line significance. This dimension strongly re¬ 

flects the megapotamus differentiation which is largely attributable to the 

varying degrees of isolation. Male and female populations from Raymondville 

and Hebbronville do not differ significantly while Zapata males and females 

give evidence of some divergence. Male Zapata pocket gophers' are not sig¬ 

nificantly different from Live Oak County males but show border-line sig- 
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nificance in differing from Hebbronville males. Tbe Zapata females differ 

significantly from the two other megapotamus populations but do not differ 

significantly from Carrizo Springs and Live Oak County females. The Car- 

rizo Springs males have a significantly lower mean Value far mandibular 

breadth than any other males. Female specimens from Carrizo Springs do 

not differ from the female populations of Zapata and Live Oak County. This 

skeltal dimension maintains a general east-west size cline with only Mustang 

Island and Live Oak County mean values showing aberrance. 

2. Zygomatic Breadth (Fig. 5). Females from Kleberg County, Mus¬ 

tang and Padre Islands do not differ significantly in zygomatic breadth, but 

they are significantly different from all other female groups. In regard to 

male specimens, the Mustang Island population shows no significant differ¬ 

ence from the groups from Padre Island, Kleberg County and Raymond- 

ville. Neither males nor females from Live Oak County differ significantly 

from any other populations of pocket gophers. The populations representing 

the megapotamus race show a rather even east-west size cline with little or 

no evidence of divergence by the Zapata population. RaymOndville males, 

which show a rather large standard error due to a small number of speci¬ 

mens, fail to differ significantly from five male populations—those of Mus¬ 

tang Island, Padre Island, Kleberg County, Hebbronville and Zapata (see 

Tables I-IV). The size relationship is somewhat different in the females, for 

the Raymondville specimens fail to differ significantly only from the Heb¬ 

bronville group. Hebbronville males show no significant difference from 

males from Kleberg County, Raymondville and Zapata. The Hebbronville 

females show a similar relationship to that of the males, except that Kleberg 

County females are significantly different from Hebbronville females. Zapata 

females show no significant difference from the females from Live Oak 

County and Hebbron > die. Male Zapata specimens show a similar relation¬ 

ship but, in addition, show no significant difference from Raymondville 

males. The Carrizo Springs females do not differ significantly from Live Oak 

County fema.es, but male specimens from Carrizo Springs are significantly 

different from all other males studied. 

3. Length of Auditory Bulla (Fig. 6). This skeletal character is a 

notably variable one in regard to both morphology and dimension. Padre 

Island specimens in particular show extreme range in bullar length. 

The relationship in bullar length as shown by males from Mustang 

Island, Padre Island and Kleberg County is unusual. Mustang Island males 

and females do not differ significantly from male and female specimens re¬ 

spectively from Padre Island, Kleberg County and Raymondville. The male 

and female Padre Island specimens do not differ significantly from Mustang 

Island, Kleberg County, Raymondville and Hebbronville males and females 

respectively. The females from Kleberg County show no statistical difference 

from female specimens from Mustang Island and Padre Island. Kleberg 

County males show a similar relationship to that of the females except that 

the former fail to differ significantly from Raymondville males. Live Oak 

County males differ significantly from all other male populations. Live 

Oak County females, however, do not differ significantly from either Zapata 

or Carrizo Springs females. 

The megapotamus populations maintain a general east-west size cline, 

with the Zapata pocket gophers showing divergence. Raymondville males 

are not significantly different from male specimens from Mustang Island* 
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FIG. 6. COMPARISON OF LENGTH OF AUDITORY BULLA IN THE 
POCKET GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

Padre Island, Kleberg County and Hebbronville. This same relationship ap¬ 

plies to the Raymondville females except that they differ significantly from 

the Kleberg County females. The Hebbronville males and females fail to 

differ significantly only from Padre Island and Raymondville males and 

females respectively. Zapata males differ significantly from all other male 

populations. Zapata females are not significantly different from Live Oak 

County females. The female group from Carrizo Springs exhibits no signifi¬ 

cant difference from Live Oak County females while Carrizo Springs male 

specimens are significantly different from all other male populations (see 

Tables I-IV). 

4. Alveolar Length of Upper Molar Row (Fig. 7). This skeletal di¬ 

mension conformed closely to an east-west size cline with the obvious excep¬ 

tion of Live Oak County specimens. A certain homogeneity is apparent in 

the female sample from Mustang Island, Padre Island and Kleberg County. 

These female populations form a group which is significantly different from 

all other female samples. In regard to the respective male populations, Mus¬ 

tang Island specimens do not differ significantly from Padre Island forms 

although they do show significant difference from Kleberg County. Such a 
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FIG. 7. COMPARISON OF ALVEOLAR LENGTH OF UPPER MOLAR ROW 
IN THE POCKET GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

significant difference between Kleberg County males and Mustang Island 

males is exceptional. Raymondville males are not significantly different from 

males from Padre Island and Kleberg County while female Raymondville 

specimens show a significant difference from all other female groups. Live 

Oak County females show no significant difference from female populations 

of Zapata and Carrizo Springs. Male specimens from Live Oak County do 

not differ from the Carrizo Springs males. Female Hebbronville pocket 

gophers show no significant difference from Zapata females while Hebbron¬ 

ville males are significantly different from all other male populations. Zapata 

females are not significantly different from Hebbronville and Live Oak 

County females. The Zapata males are significantly different from all other 

male groups. The variation between the populations representing the mega- 
potamus race is striking because, with the exception of the Zapata females, 

each sample is significantly different from all other samples. Both male and 

female specimens from Carrizo Springs are significantly different from other 

samples with the exception of Live Oak County males and females. 
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FIG. 8. COMPARISON OF SUPRAOCCIPITAL-NASAL LENGTH IN THE 
POCKET GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

5. Supraocipital-Nasal Length (Fig. 8.) Male and female samples 

from Padre and Mustang Islands do not differ from each other, but both 

insular populations are significantly different from all other groups. Kleberg 

County females show significant difference from all other female samples, 

while Kleberg County males differ significantly from all other males except 

those from Raymondville. Males and females from Live Oak County are 

significantly different from all populations except Zapata males and females. 

Here again, the megapotamus populations maintain a general east-west size 

cline. Raymondville males do not differ from male specimens from Kleberg 

County, Hebbronville and Zapata while Raymondville females do not show 

significant difference from Hebbronville females. Male Zapata samples fail 

to differ from Raymondville and Live Oak County males, as has been men¬ 

tioned previously, but Zapata females fail to differ only from female pocket 

gophers from Live Oak County. Male and female gophers from Carrizo 

Springs are significantly smaller, with regard to this dimension, than any 

other population (see Tables I-IV). 

6. Minimum Depth of Rostrum (Fig. 9). The male and female popula¬ 

tions of Mustang Island do not differ significantly from males and females 

respectively of Padre Island and Kleberg County, and Mustang Island males, 
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FIG. 9. COMPARISON OF MINIMUM DEPTH OF ROSTRUM IN THE 
POCKET GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

in addition, fail to differ from Raymondville. Padre Island males exhibit no 

significant difference from males from Mustang Island, Kleberg County, 

Raymondville and Hebbronville. In the latter case, the difference is of 

borderline significance (not statistically significant). Padre Island females 

differ significantly from all females except those from Mustang Island. 

Kleberg County males fail to show significant difference from four male 

populations: Mustang Island, Padre Island, Raymondville and Hebbronville. 

Kleberg County females fail to differ only from Mustang Island females. 

It is notable in regard to the females that, while the mean values of six 

female groups are arranged in the usual conformity to the east-west size 

cline, the mean value of Hebbronville specimens and particularly that of 

Raymondville samples seem below the "expected” level. It is exceptional 

that the Live Oak County females fail to differ significantly from any of 

the three female megapotamm populations. More typically, male specimens 

from Live Oak County fail to differ significantly only from Zapata males. 

It becomes obvious that the Raymondville female population is the principal 

aberrant group in regard to minimum depth of the rostrum, when the con¬ 

trasting size relationship with the Raymondville male population is noted. 

Raymondville males are not significantly different from male pocket gophers 

from Mustang Island, Padre Island, Kleberg County and Hebbronville. The 
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FIG. 10. COMPARISON OF WIDTH OF BRAINCASE IN THE POCKET 
GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

female specimens from Raymondville show no significant difference from 

female groups from Live Oak County, Hebbronville and Zapata. Hebbron¬ 

ville females, although not so obviously aberrant as Raymondville females, 

nevertheless, seem to have a lower mean value than is perhaps "expected” 

when the mean values of other female populations are observed. Hebbron¬ 

ville females fail to differ significantly from female groups from Live Oak 

County, but, in addition, Zapata females show no significant difference from 

female samples from Hebbronville and Raymondville. Carrizo Springs males 

and females have mean values which are lower than all other respective 

populations (see Tables I-IV). 

7. Width of Braincase (Fig. 10). Female specimens from Mustang 

Island fail to differ significantly only from Kleberg County females. Males 

from Mustang Island show no significant difference from males from Kle¬ 

berg County, Padre Island, Raymondville and Hebbronville. Padre Island 

males fail to differ significantly from only the Kleberg County females. 

Both male and female Kleberg County populations fail to differ from re¬ 

spective populations from Mustang Island but, in addition, Kleberg County 

males do not differ significantly from males from Raymondville and Heb¬ 

bronville. Live Oak County males and females fail to show significant differ¬ 

ence from only respective male and female populations from Zapata. Male 

and female populations from Raymondville do not differ from respective 
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FIG. 11. COMPARISON OF LENGTH OF FEMUR IN THE POCKET 
GOPHER (GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 

(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

male and female groups from Hebbronville. Thus, these two megapotamus 
populations show little evidence of divergence. Raymondville males exhibit 

a mean braincase width which is perhaps higher than that expected since it 

is nearly identical with the Kleberg County mean for this dimension. Ray¬ 

mondville males, in addition, do not differ significantly from male popula¬ 

tions from Mustang Island and Kleberg County. Hebbronville females fail 

to differ significantly from only the female population from Raymondville, 

while Hebbronville males do not differ significantly from male gophers from 

Mustang Island, Kleberg County and Raymondville. Zapata males and fe¬ 

males fail to show significant difference from respective groups from only 

Live Oak County. The isolated Zapata specimens again evidence a signifi¬ 

cant divergence from the two other megapotamus populations. Carrizo 

Springs males and females are significantly smaller in regard to width of 

the braincase than any other population. 

8. Length of Eemur (Fig. 11). In regard to this dimension, the female 

populations assume a fairly typical east-west cline relationship (as sug¬ 

gested by the accumulated data). The general east-west cline is maintained 

by each population for this character, with the exception of the Mustang 

Island and Live Oak County female populations. Females from Mustang 

Island, Padre Island and Kleberg County form a unit (i.e., they do not 
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differ significantly from one another but do show a significant difference 

from other females). The Live Oak County females are significantly differ¬ 

ent from all other females. The megapotamus females constitute a natural 

unit in that there is a significant difference between the megapotamus fe¬ 

males and other female populations. However, Zapata females give evidence 

of divergence from the other two megapotamus female populations since the 

difference between Zapata and Hebbronville females is of borderline signifi¬ 

cance. There is no significant difference between Hebbronville and Raymond- 

ville females, although the latter group does show significant difference from 

Zapata females. The Carrizo Springs females show a signicantly lower mean 

for femur length than any other females (Tables I-IV). Thus, five natural 

units appear to represent a typical relationship in the east-west size cline 

arrangement of populations. 

In regard to the male populations, the relationships deviate from the 

typical east-west cline arrangement since both the Kleberg County and 

Raymondville males show unusually low mean values. Males from Mustang 

and Padre Islands do not differ significantly from each other but both 

populations show a significant difference from other males. Kleberg County 

males do not differ from Raymondville males. The difference between the 

mean values of Kleberg County and Hebbronville males is that of borderline 

significance. Live Oak County males differ significantly from all other male 

populations. The megapotamus males deviate somewhat from the east-west 

cline sequence in that the mean value for Raymondville males is lower than 

the mean value for Hebbronville males. The Raymondville male sample 

shows no significant difference from males from Kleberg County, Hebbron¬ 

ville and Zapata. Hebbronville males show borderline significance in differ¬ 

ing from male specimens from Kleberg County and fail to differ from 

Raymondville males. Zapata males differ significantly from all male groups 

except the males from Raymondville. Male specimens from Carrizo Springs 

exhibit a mean value which is significantly lower than any other male popu¬ 

lation (Tables I-IV). It is worthy of note that both males and females 

from Live Oak County show a remarkable variation in length of femur 

(Fig. 11). 

9. Humerus Length (Fig. 12). The mean values of this skeletal di¬ 

mension assume a somewhat typical arrangement in the general east-west 

size cline. Mustang Island males fail to differ significantly from only Padre 

Island males, but Mustang Island females fail to differ not only from Padre 

Island females but also from females from Kleberg County. Kleberg County 

males differ significantly from all other males. Live Oak County males, with 

a lower mean value than Kleberg County males, differ also from other male 

populations. Live Oak County females fail to differ from females from 

both Hebbronville and Zapata. Males and females from Raymondville do 

not show a significant difference from Hebbronville males and females re¬ 

spectively. Furthermore, Raymondville males show no significant difference 

from males from Zapata. Females from Hebbronville do not differ from 

females from Live Oak County, Raymondville and Zapata while Hebbron¬ 

ville males fail to differ significantly from only the Raymondville males. 

Although Zapata females fail to differ from females from both Hebbronville 

and Live Oak County, the Zapata males are significantly different from all 

other males. Both males and females from Carrizo Springs differ significantly 

from all other males and females respectively (Tables I-IV). 
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FIG. 12. COMPARISON OF HUMERUS LENGTH IN THE POCKET 
GOPHER {GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

SOIL AND PELAGE COLOR MEASUREMENTS 

Only specimens displaying winter pelage were used in the analysis of 

pelage color. The marked variation within each population is worthy of 

note. Lower reflection meter readings indicate darker color. 

The soil samples from Mustang and Padre Island were taken from the 

beach and inland area, respectively, since pocket gophers seemed to exist 

predominantly in these regions. Thus, the color readings are vastly different 

for the two insular habitats. The soil sample from Mustang Island was pri¬ 

marily composed of calcareous, sea-shell fragments and hence was very light 

in color, while the inland soil of Padre Island consisted superficially of humus 

and was much darker in color. At all stations, the modifying effects of vege¬ 

tation (e.g., grasses) was disregarded since there is no adequate method of 

measuring this factor. 

Soil color seemed fairly homogenous at all trapping stations with the 

exception of Fiebbronville. Here, three obviously different soil colors were 

discernible and thus, it was necessary to average these soil color readings in 

determination of a representative value. 
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FIG. 13. REFLECTED RED. COMPARISON OF PELAGE OF THE POCKET 
GOPHER WITH SOIL. 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

Red Filter (Fig. 13). Pocket gophers from Raymondville, Kleberg 

County, and Padre and Mustang Islands do not show a statistically signifi¬ 

cant difference in regard to pelage color. Though it does not show a signifi¬ 

cant difference, the soil color measurement for Kleberg County is somewhat 

intermediate between Padre and Mustang Islands. 

The soil sample from Live Oak County was the darkest of that from 

any trapping station. The pelage color mean from Live Oak County was 

the lowest recorded from any population and failed to show significant dif¬ 

ference from only one group, the Hebbronville population. The Raymond¬ 

ville soil reading is somewhat lower than is that for the Hebbronville soil 

mean (three soil types), while Raymondville specimens show an insignifi¬ 

cantly higher color mean than do Hebbronville specimens. The Hebbron¬ 

ville population was not found preponderantly on any one soil type but 

seemed, as would be expected, to be distributed at random among all three 

soil colors. The individual pocket gopher is relatively localized during its 

life span (Bailey, 1915), but young dispersing individuals might wander 

into an adjacent area of differing soil color. If such is the case, we might 

expect to find rather extensive intrapopulation pelage color variation. Only 

12 winter pelage specimens were available from Hebbronville, but these 
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FIG. 14. REFLECTED GREEN. COMPARISON OF PELAGE OF THE 
POCKET GOPHER WITH SOIL. 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

manifest more color variation than do the 29 winter-pelage specimens from 

Live Oak County. 

The Zapata soil-color measurement was the same as that for Kleberg 

County (second highest after Mustang Island), while the Zapata pelage- 

color mean was the highest of any population, although there was no sig¬ 

nificant difference from Mustang Island and Kleberg County specimens. 

Only two specimens displaying winter pelage were available from Carrizo 

Springs, therefore little credence can be assigned to these data. The Carrizo 

Springs soil-color measurement is second lowest of all trapping stations 

(Live Oak County soil color is darkest), and the two winter pelage speci¬ 

mens produced a color measurement mean which is second highest in the 

populations sampled (Zapata pelage color mean is highest). 

Green Fliter (Fig. 14). The pelage color of Kleberg County and Mus¬ 

tang and Padre Island specimens shows no significant difference, while the 

respective soil color measurements are arranged in a pattern similar to that 

of the red-filter readings. The pelage color of Kleberg County specimens 

is second highest to the Zapata population (no significant difference). As 

with the red filter, Live Oak County soil and pelage color readings are 

lowest of the respective categories, although these animals are not signifi¬ 

cantly darker than Hebbronville specimens (Hebbronville soil color averages 

second darkest to Live Oak County soil color). Raymondville and Zapata 
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FIG. 15. REFLECTED BLUE. COMPARISON OF PELAGE OF THE POCKET 
GOPHER WITH SOIL. 
(A) Mustang Island, (B) Padre Island, (C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, 
(E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, (G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs. 

soil-color readings are identical, but the latter station’s pelage-color mean 

is the highest for any population and shows significant difference from the 

Raymondville pelage-color mean. Zapata pelage color shows no significant 

difference from Mustang Island and Kleberg County pelage-color values. 

The Raymondville pelage-color mean shows no significant difference from 

the pelage-color means of the insular populations. The two winter-pelage 

specimens from Carrizo Springs actually show the lowest mean of all the 

populations sampled. The Carrizo Springs soil sample is third darkest in 

color (Live Oak County and Hebbronville soil-color readings being lower). 

In reflected green, although many stations failed to show significant 

differences, the mean pelage-color values of each population seemed to 

parallel soil color variations. 

Blue Filter (Fig. 15). In reflected blue, specimens from Kleberg County 

and Mustang and Padre Islands show a similar relationship to that for re¬ 

flected red and green. As with the red and green filters, the Padre Island 

pelage-color mean for reflected blue is lower than that of Mustang Island, 

but the difference is not significant. Were a larger series of insular specimens 

available, it is possible that the Padre Island forms would show significantly 

darker pelage-color (in adaptation to the darker humus soil) than the Mus¬ 

tang Island forms. The Mustang and Padre Island pelage-color means are 

not significantly different from Live Oak County, Hebbronville and Ray- 
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FIG. 16. COMPARISON OF BURROW DIAMETER OF THE POCKET 
GOPHER {GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, (E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, 
(G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs 

mondville means. The Kleberg County pelage-color mean is second highest 

(Zapata showing the lightest pelage-color), but there is no significant dif¬ 

ference from the Zapata population. The soil color is surprisingly dark at 

Zapata, being darker than Mustang Island, Kleberg County, and Raymond¬ 

ville soil. The Live Oak County pelage-color mean is lowest for all popu¬ 

lations but there is no significant difference from the insular populations 

and that of Hebbronville. The Live Oak County soil is darkest for the 

group of stations, with the Hebbronville soils averaging slightly paler. The 

Raymondville soil is considerably paler than the Hebbronville soils but as 

previously mentioned, the Raymondville population evidences insignificantly 

lighter pelage-color. The two winter-pelage specimens from Carrizo Springs 

show an even paler pelage-color mean than do Zapata specimens. With the 

exception of the specimens from Carrizo Springs, all pelage-color means 

tend to fluctuate (usually insignificantly with the present number of speci¬ 

mens) with soil color fluctuations. 

BURROW DIAMETER AND DEPTH 

Burrow Diameter (Fig. 16). No measurements of burrow diameter 

were made on Mustang and Padre Islands. Since the diameter of the bur¬ 

row reflects, in a general way, the size of the gopher that constructed it, 
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Padre and Mustang Islands burrows would be expected to be as large in 

diameter as those recorded from Kleberg County, if not larger. The diameter 

of the personatus burrow probably varies somewhat with the nature of the 

soil. This may be the explanation for the homogeneity in burrow size in Live 

Oak County, Raymondville, Hebbronville and Zapata. The soil seems to 

become progressively more friable from Raymondville west so that even 

though the Zapata pocket gophers are somewhat smaller than Raymondville 

and Hebbronville forms the mean diameter values for these three stations 

show no significant differences. Kleberg County burrow diameters are sig¬ 

nificantly the largest of all localities sampled. There is no significant dif¬ 

ference between the burrow diameters from Live Oak County, Raymond¬ 

ville, Hebbronville and Zapata. Although the Carrizo sands are probably as 

friable as the soils of any inland trapping station, the diminutive Carrizo 

Springs pocket gophers construct burrows which have significantly smaller 

diameters than the burrows of any other samples. 

Burrow Depth (Fig. 17). There are at least two factors affecting depth 

of the pocket gopher burrow system. One is the friability of the soil which 

influences the depth of herbaceous root systems and hence influences the 

depth of the burrow, as nutriment must be almost wholly derived from 

such root systems. Other things being equal, a friable soil would permit 

random digging to greater depths with the same energy expenditure than 

would a compact soil. Another determinant factor is the size of the pocket 

gopher. Larger fossorial forms may be expected to construct burrows which 

are deeper as a result of random excavation. Although data on burrow depth 

were not available from Mustang and Padre Islands, the mean burrow depths 

from the insular trapping stations would be expected to approximate or ex¬ 

ceed the Kleberg County mean burrow depth, since the insular pocket 

gophers are large and live in a sandy habitat. 

A single burrow system does not necessarily maintain constant depth 

with relation to the surface; therefore a depth measurement from one locus 

introduces a possible source of error. Burrow depths at Kleberg County, Live 

Oak County, Raymondville, Hebbronville and Carrizo Springs follow the 

general east-west size cline shown by external and skeletal dimensions (Fig. 

17). The burrow depth at Zapata deviates rather surprisingly from the cline, 

with the greatest mean burrow depth of any locality. The soil where the 

Zapata pocket gophers were collected is exceptionally loose and friable. 

Therefore, although the Zapata pocket gopher is a relatively small form, 

the Zapata burrow systems presumably average deeper because of the sandy 

nature of the soil. The burrow depth at Kleberg County does not differ 

significantly from that at Raymondville, Hebbronville or Zapata. There is 

no significant difference between the burrow depths at Live Oak County, 

Hebbronville and Carrizo Springs. Zapata and Hebbronville means are not 

significantly different although borderline significance is indicated (Fig. 17). 

The burrow depth at Carrizo Springs differs significantly from the depth 

<-—- 

FIG. 17. COMPARISON OF BURROW DEPTH OF THE POCKET GOPHER 
(GEOMYS PERSONATUS). 
(C) Kleberg County, (D) Live Oak County, (E) Raymondville, (F) Hebbronville, 
(G) Zapata, (H) Carrizo Springs 
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at all stations except Live Oak County. The Carrizo Springs pocket gopher 

is the smallest one sampled, but the mean depth of Carrizo Springs burrow 

systems is almost identical with the depth in Live Oak County. The nature 

of the soils at these two stations is probably responsible for this similarity of 

burrow depth. The soil at the trapping site in Live Oak County is by far 

the most indurate encountered at any trapping station while the Carrizo 

sands are quite friable. Hence although the Carrizo Springs animals are 

smaller than those of Live Oak County, the former samples, burrowing in 

loose sand, construct burrow systems which are as deep as those at Live Oak 

County. 

COLOR AND STRUCTURAL ABNORMALITIES 

Some specimens showed white spotting or areas of abnormal color in 

the pelage. White spots occurred most frequently in the median, dorsal re¬ 

gion. Zapata, Live Oak County and Raymondville were the only trapping 

stations which failed to produce such pelage aberrations. The other principal 

type of mutation was observed on the chest and gular regions of certain 

specimens from Hebbronville and Padre Island. The spots, in this case, were 

a deep yellow color. 

Five specimens with the yellow spots were collected on a small farm 

one mile southeast of Hebbronville. One female not only had yellow under¬ 

parts but a white dorsal stripe as well. Two other specimens lacked the 

yellow coloration, but one had a white dorsal stripe, and the other showed 

a white nape spot and a separate, white, dorsal stripe. 

Two Mustang Island specimens showed white dorsal-stripe mutations. 

Three study skins collected on Padre Island show a similar yellow spotting 

condition to that appearing in certain Hebbronville specimens. In the Padre 

Island forms, however, the yellow pelage is restricted to the gular region. 

Dr. W. H. McCarley kindly sent me a specimen of Geomys breviceps att- 
wateri, collected near Rockport, Aransas County, Texas, which displayed 

yellow gular and chest regions. Thus this particular pelage condition is not 

restricted to the species personatus. 

One male specimen displayed a white nape but no other Kleberg County 

material exhibited dorsal pelage abnormalities. However, samples from this 

trapping station and from the insular populations showed extreme variability 

of white ventral spotting. It is doubtful that any two specimens collected 

during the winter from these localities would correspond exactly in ventral 

pelage pattern. 

One fairly consistent marking, noted on the ventral pelage in the in¬ 

sular populations, was a "belt” of dark pelage across the chest just forward 

of the shoulders. This belt, in specimens from Kleberg County, is occasionally 

dissected medially by a narrow white area which extend gular region to the 

base of the tail. 

At Flour Bluff, Nueces County, a mutation affecting the entire pelage 

was observed in one specimen. The pelage was silvery, almost iridescent in 

luster. A specimen from Carrizo Springs had a white dorsal spot in the re¬ 

gion of the shoulders. 

Abnormal Femur. An abnormal femur was observed in a male from 

Padre Island. The bone in question was about two-thirds the length of the 

left femur, and the shaft was noticeably thickened. This condition probably 

resulted from a fracture although it was possibly the result of mutation. 
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Abnormal Dentition. A female from Padre Island had abnormal denti¬ 

tion in the case of both last, upper molars. The natural posterior curve of 

these molars was intensified abruptly just below the plane of the first and 

second molar cusps, and the teeth in question project almost horizontally to¬ 

ward the rear of the skull. This condition may have resulted from improper 

occlusion, although this was not obvious through examination of mandibular 

dentition. Since all teeth in the Geomyidae are pereptually replenished by a 

soft pulp-like substance in the basal region, these abnormally growing molars 

would probably have broken off with further elongation. 

An abnormal, left, lower premolar was observed in a male from Kleberg 

County. In this case, the premolar projected definitely above the molars, and 

the crown appeared to be extending its anterior rim forward. Here again, 

malocclusion may have been the causative factor. 

Albinism. An adult, albino, female pocket gopher was collected on No¬ 

vember 29, 1949, two miles east of San Ygnacio, Zapata County. This was 

very likely a homozygous recessive individual since pigmentation was wholly 

lacking from the pelage and the iris of the eye. No references were found 

in the literature concerning albinism in the Geomyidae aside from Burnett’s 

(1925) citation of an albinistic specimen of Thomomys talpoides clusius. 

DISCUSSION OF GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION 

Partial isolation of parts of the species population has probably been 

partly responsible for the considerable local divergence in Geomys personatus. 
This divergence is manifested by rather remarkable variation in pelage color 

and body size with this species. The Padre Island population and the Carrizo 

Springs population represent the extremes in body size; the former group 

having the largest dimensions and the latter group having the smallest di¬ 

mensions of the populations sampled. 

Another interesting phenomenon of size in this species is the general 

east-west size cline. Populations of pocket gophers show gradual diminishing 

body size from east to west except for the Live Oak County animals. A 

similar cline would appear if the populations were arranged either according 

to their respective distances from the coast or to their position in regard to 

increasing elevation. The effect of altitude on the production of dwarf bur¬ 

rowing forms is improperly understood aside from an obvious shortening of 

the growing season (Stein, 1950). The sandy soils along the coast possibly 

furnished the habitat for the ancestral personatus pocket gopher. Davis 

(1940) noted that this species showed diminishing size as one went inland. 

In most terrestrial mammals, larger size is of selective advantage (Simp¬ 

son, 1949). However, in fossorial forms the opposite would seem to hold 

true. Within minimal limits a fossorial form would become more efficient 

with smaller size with regard to nutriment requirements per unit of exca¬ 

vation. This limitation on size is advantageous for forms burrowing in rela¬ 

tively non-friable soils. Conversely, in regions of loose, friable soils larger 

and stronger forms may have a slight selective advantage. The Padre Island 

population, in particular, supports this hypothesis, as these pocket gophers, 

living on more friable soils, have apparently increased in size over the pos¬ 

sibly ancestral Kleberg County population living on less friable soils. How¬ 

ever, the Carrizo Springs population, which contains the smallest pocket 

gophers of those sampled, occurs in rather loose sandy soil. A similar situa¬ 

tion is found at Zapata, where the pocket gophers are relatively small but 

the substratum is quite friable. 
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To explain these apparent contraditions, it is necessary to consider the 

means by which these populations may have reached their present distribu¬ 

tion. The population now located at Carrizo Springs very probably migrated 

along fluvial deposits of the Nueces River. Populations of pocket gophers at 

Cotulla, La Salle County and Three Rivers, Live Oak County may represent 

remnants of such a migration along the upper Nueces River. The forms 

found at Del Rio and Brackettville are apparently the smallest of all per- 
sonatus gophers. In this case, migration may have taken place along the West 

Nueces River or, as Davis (1940) has suggested, northward along the Rio 

Grande River. It is difficult to say whether or not these fluvial deposits are 

of such a nature as to accord selective advantage to small size. Undoubtedly, 

these migrant pocket gophers would tend, by random wandering, to push 

into adjacent areas of adverse soils along these river systems. As upper 

regions of these river systems are reached the size of these rivers and hence 

the extent of fluvial deposits is considerably diminished. Migrant pocket 

gorphers would have been progressively subject to adaptation to adverse 

soil types. The Zapata population reaches the Rio Grande River slightly 

north of the town of Zapata. This population possibly reached its present 

location by overland dispersal from ancestral populations to the east such 

as those found today in Jim Hogg County. The Zapata gophers may have 

moved slowly westward through adverse soils to reach their present distri¬ 

bution in sandy soils. Today, the personatus pocket gopher, as far as is 

known, does not range to the Rio Grande River except at Zapata and Del 

Rio. However, if the personatus pocket gopher did reach the lower Rio 

Grande River at one time, the Zapata area could well have been populated 

by migration northward along fluvial deposits of this river. There may 

well be other factors besides indurate soil conditions involved in the evolu¬ 

tion of smaller body size. 

There is a general decease in precipitation roughly paralleling the de¬ 

crease in pocket gopher size. However, the Live Oak County population is 

comparable in body size to the Carrizo Springs population, although the 

annual precipitation at the former station is some four inches in excess of 

annual rainfall at Carrizo Springs. 

All populations sampled in this study are relatively isolated from each 

other by ecological barriers except those from Raymondville and Hebbron- 

ville. Isolation between these two stations is probably that of "isolation by 

distance” (Wright, 1943) since some eighty miles separate these two locali¬ 

ties with no other obvious isolating factors intervening. 

Results of this study indicate that present populations at Raymondville 

and Kleberg County approximate possible ancestral personatus populations 

in both geographic position and general body dimensions. Initial adaptation 

to, and subsequent confinement to, sandy soils probably occurred along the 

south Texas coast. From a coastal position these forms probably radiated in¬ 

land, moving either across tolerable soils types (as apparently did the Heb- 

bronville group) or along fluvial deposits of the Nueces and Rio Grande 

Rivers (as apparently did the Live Oak County, Carrizo Springs, Del Rio 

and possibly the Zapata groups). Adaptive divergence has resulted in both 

larger and smaller body size than that of the supposed ancestral group. The 

insular populations have evolved the largest body size of all personatus pocket 

gophers while populations at Del Rio, Carrizo Springs and Live Oak County 

show small body size. 
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The general distribution pattern of the personatus pocket gopher ap¬ 

proximate Wright’s (1943) "island model.” Areal and linear continuity of 

distribution, as defined by Wright (1943) are also involved. Linear distri¬ 

bution infers that gene flow may occur in either direction along a narrow 

"channel.” Forms which are confined to a river system (a somewhat more 

complicated situation occurs when tributaries are inhabited; in this case, 

the term "dendritic distribution” after Blair (1950), is perhaps more ap¬ 

propriate) or to a narrow island display such a pattern of distribution. 

As applied to the species personatus, linear distribution is shown by the 

Padre Island and Mustang Island groups. Live Oak County, Carrizo Springs, 

Del Rio and possibly Zapata populations show the effect of apparent dispersal 

along linear confines (today the Zapata and Carrizo Springs populations ex¬ 

hibit areal distribution). The remaining samples may be considered as show¬ 

ing areal distribution. 

Small sub-populations or "islands” were observed at each trapping sta¬ 

tion. In this species, at least, "island model” distribution did not seem to 

result entirely from isolating factors but seem to be caused in part by some 

population phenomena. This was evidenced by the Padre Island population 

which was broken into sub-populations, although no interruptive isolating 

factors were observable. The relative frequency of migrants from one sub¬ 

population to another is exceedingly difficult to estimate, but frequency of 

migrants between the several sample popluations will be subsequently ap¬ 

proximated. 

Although the Mustang Island population shows no significant differ¬ 

ence from the population from Padre Island in most of the eleven dimen¬ 

sional characters used, significant difference does appear in the body length 

dimension (male and female samples) and the width of the braincase (fe¬ 

male samples). Thus, there seems to be an indication that some divergence 

of these two insular groups has taken place. This would infer a low fre¬ 

quency of migrants between these two islands. 

The Kleberg County pocket gophers probably approximate the ancestral 

personatus stock in geographic position and in body size. Of 22 measure¬ 

ments (11 on each sex), the Kleberg County population showed no signifi¬ 

cant difference from one or both of the insular groups in 18 cases. In 10 of 

these 18 cases, Kleberg County samples differed significantly from all other 

populations. Thus, the affinities of the possibly ancestral Kleberg County 

pocket gophers with those of the insular stations are apparent. In eight cases 

the Kleberg County population did not differ significantly from either the 

Raymondville group or one or both of the insular groups. Thus, strong 

though modified affinities between the Raymondville and Kleberg County 

populations are evident. In addition it is evident that the Kleberg County 

population is more similar to the insular groups than to any other popula¬ 

tion. The frequency of migrants between the islands in question and the 

Kleberg County area is presumably low considering the effectiveness of water 

as an isolating agent. The comparatively small degree of divergence between 

the mainland pocket gophers and those inhabiting Padre and Mustang Islands 

seems incompatible with such complete isolation. It is possible and perhaps 

probable that insufficient time has accrued for any considerable phenotypic 

divergence (the invasion of these islands may have been relatively recent). 

The three samples representing the race megapotamus are the ones from 

Raymondville, Hebbronville and Zapata. These three samples were collected 

from three trapping stations on the periphery of the sizeable range of this 
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race. These populations have areal continuity of distribution, although the 

Zapata populations seems to be somewhat isolated by indurate rocky soils 

from the other populations. 

It is difficult to propose explanations for the somewhat smaller body 

size of the Raymondville pocket gophers. However, the range of the Ray- 

mondville population apparently begins somewhat farther inland than does 

that of the Kleberg County population and the soil at the former trapping 

site seems to be somewhat more indurate than that found in Kleberg County. 

Although the Raymondville population differs significantly from the Heb- 

bronville specimens in only two measurements (male and female alveolar 

length of molar row), the Raymondville mean values are insignificantly 

higher than Hebbronville mean values in 15 other measurements. 

"Isolation by distance” (Wright, 1943) is apparently responsible for 

the differentiation inferred from the statistical comparisons of the Ray¬ 

mondville and Hebbronville populations. The Zapata pocket gophers show 

evidence of divergence from the other two megapoiamus populations which 

situation very probably reflects the rather effective isolation of the Zapata 

population. In the nine measurements (Table I-IV) the Zapata specimens 

are significantly smaller than both the other megapoiamus populations. 

Body size becomes progressively smaller in the Zapata, Live Oak County 

and Carrizo Springs populations, respectively. In six statistical measurements 

these three populations become significantly smaller in the sequence previously 

mentioned. Furthermore, in each of 13 other measurements, the mean values 

are arranged in a similar sequence although the differences are not statistically 

significant. Each of these three trapping stations is at least 100 miles from 

each other one. 

It has been suggested that these fossorial forms exhibit smaller body 

size largely in adaptation to adverse soil types encountered during move¬ 

ment inland from an ancestral coastal position. The Zapata pocket gophers 

show comparably small body size to two other inland populations, Live Oak 

County and Carrizo Springs (three including the Del Rio population). The 

frequency of migration between these distant localities must be negligible, 

and adaptive body size, in this case, might be considered to be an example 

of parallelism. 

Available data indicate adaptive conformity of winter pelage color to 

soil color. The calcareous shell fragments, a major constituent of Mustang 

Island sand, are almost white and the soil at this locality is lighter in color 

than soil of any other locality. Pocket gophers on Padre Island are found 

predominantly in the interior of the island, where the presence of humus 

gives the soil a considerably darker color than the Mustang Island soil. In 

each of three color filter readings (red, green and blue), the Mustang Island 

population shows lighter pelage color than the Padre Island forms, although 

the difference in each case is statistically insignificant. Vegetation growing 

in the sand undoubtedly has a modifying effect on selection for light pelage 

color among Mustang Island pocket gophers. 

The soil from the trapping station at Kleberg County is second light¬ 

est in color to Mustang Island soil in the case of each of the three color 

filters. The pocket gophers from Kleberg County show pelage color which 

is second lightest of all populations for all three filters, although in each 

case, there is no significant difference between the Kleberg County pelage- 

color mean and that of the Zapata population which has the lightest pelage 

color mean found in any population. 
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The soil color at the Live Oak County station is the darkest of any soil 

sample and the population at this locality has the darkest pelage color mean 

of any population. However, pelage color of the Live Oak County gophers 

does not differ significantly from that of the Hebbronville gophers. In re¬ 

flected green and blue the Raymondville gophers are significantly darker 

than those from Kleberg County. 

The Raymondville soil color is third highest in reflected blue and green 

and fourth highest in reflected red. The pelage color of Raymondville gophers 

is third highest in reflected blue and fifth highest in red and green. The 

Hebronville soil color (average measurement of three soil types) is second 

lowest in reflected green and blue but fifth lowest in red. The pelage color 

of Hebbronville gophers is second darkest for all three color filters. To gen¬ 

eralize somewhat, the pelage color mean values of each population with only 

one exception, fluctuate correspondingly from station to station with re¬ 

spective fluctuations in soil colors although pelage color and soil color do 

not fluctuate proportionally. As a rule, soil color fluctuations from station 

to station are more extensive than are corresponding pelage color fluctua¬ 

tions. Only in the case of Hebbronville for reflected red do pelage color 

and soil color fail to fluctuate correspondingly. 

In general, the populations at Zapata and Kleberg County show lighter 

pelage color, while populations at Hebbronville and Live Oak County show 

darker pelage color. A somewhat intermediate pelage color occurs in popu¬ 

lations from Mustang Island, Padre Island and Raymondville. 

Geographic variation in this species has presumably resulted primarily 

from selection under varying degrees of isolation. Population size has un¬ 

doubtedly been another important factor in differentiation of this species. 

Simpson (1949) suggested that small populations show less intragroup varia¬ 

tion than do large populations; such is not evident in this study. Geographic 

variation in skeletal dimensions was marked in the six samples which are 

seemingly effectively isolated from each other. The samples from Hebbron¬ 

ville and Raymondville are not isolated from each other except by distance 

and variation between these samples is slight. Where marked differentiation 

has occurred, it has resulted in the formation of dwarf pocket gophers seem¬ 

ingly in response to selection in areas of indurate soils. 

SUMMARY 

Local differentiation among populations of the pocket gopher (Geomys 
personatus) in southern Texas is largely the result of isolation and of vari¬ 

ous patterns of distribution. This pocket gopher is highly adapted to sandy 

soil environments to which it is largely confined. Areal and linear distribu¬ 

tion patterns occur in this species and show the "island model” pattern of 

distribution. Differentiation from the presumed ancestral stock seems more 

pronounced in populations reflecting linear distribution. Field work pro¬ 

ceeded irregularly between February 15, 1949 and February 5, 1950. Some 

342 specimens were collected from eight trapping stations. All but two popu¬ 

lations were isolated from one another by ecological barriers. 

Nine skeletal and two external dimensions were measured and com¬ 

pared between the eight localities. Skeletal and external dimensions show a 

general east-west size cline. Pocket gophers, in general, tend to be smaller 

with increasing distance from the coast. Smaller size is thought to have se¬ 

lective values in situations of rather indurate soils. 
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The pelage color tends to be adapted to the native soil color. Burrow 

diameter and depth appear to be dependent on soil texture and pocket- 

gopher size. 
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TABLE I 

MALE Geomys personatus 
skeletal dimensions 

Trapping 
Stations 

No. 
Spec¬ 
imens 

Mand¬ 
ibular 
Width 

Zygo¬ 
matic 

Breadth 

Alveo¬ 
lar 

Length 

Supra-Occ. 
Nasal 

Length 

Minimum 
Depth of 
Rostrum 

Mustang 
Island 

7 35.73 
±1.00 

33.79 
± .89 

12.20 
±1.67 

54.66 
±1.02 

9.14 
± .18 

Padre 
Island 

18 35.95 
± .51 

33.54 
± .45 

12.06 
±1.39 

55.47, 
± .63 

9.08 
±1.52 

Kleberg 
County 

22 33.01 
± 53 

31.45 
± .43 

11.61 
±1.04 

50.61 
± .55 

8.73 
±1.28 

Live Oak 
County 

14 29.41 - 
± .73 

27.58 
± .50 

9.71 
± .88 

44.84 
± .56 

7.71 
±1.54 

Raymond- 
ville 

8 32.90 
±1.24 

31.39 
± .94 

11.35 
±2.51 

48.33 
± .93 

8.73 
±2.39 

Hebbron- 
ville 

16 32.17 
± .53 

30.19 
± .52 

10.63 
± .88 

48.23 
± .62 

8.35 
±1.37 

Zapata 16 30.20 
± .42 

29.40 
± .37 

10.21 
±1.00 

46.48 
± .32 

7.92 
± .43 

Carrizo 
Springs 

11 26.95 
± .56 

24.29 
± .45 

9.28 
±1.60 

40.39 
± .52 

6.83 
±1.23 

TABLE II 

MALE Geomys personatus 
SKELETAL DIMENSIONS 

Trapping 
Stations 

No. 
Spec¬ 
imens 

Length 
Audit. 
Bulla. 

Width of 
Brain- 

case 

Femur 
Length 

Humerus 
Length 

Body 
Length ’ 

Hind 
Foot 

Length 

Mustang 
Island 

7 11.98 
±2.49 

29.00 
± .64 

37.33 
± .69 

32.66 
± .62 

198.43 
±3.78 

39.54 
± .56 

Padre 
Island 

18 11.62 
±1.74 

30.10 
± .29 

38.25 
± .47 

32.94 
± .45 ■ 

211.28 
±2.02 

40.31 
± .36 

Kleberg 
County 

22 11.75 
± .81 

28.26 
± .32 

35.22 
± .26 

30.82 
± .25 

195.73 
±1.22 

38.04 
± .26 

Live Oak 
County 

14 10.25 
±1.50 

25.43 
± .37 

30.46 
± .37 

26.31 
± .33 

178.43 
±2.43 

33.50 
± .31 

Raymond 
ville 

8 11.65 
±1.98 

28.23 
± .61 * 

33.52 
± .93 

29.20 
± .52 

191.38 
±3.66 

36.55 
± .55 

Hebbron- 
ville 

16 11.19 
± .74 

27.62 
± .33 

33.90 
± .41 

29.18 
± .30 

195.33 
±1.72 

36.02 
± .30 

Zapata 16 10.88 
± .76 

26.21 
± .26 

32.12 
± .31 

27.99 
± .27 

182.56 
±1.93 

34.91 
± .41 

Carrizo 
Springs 

11 9.63 
± .68 

22.67 
± .35 

27.09 
± .09 

23.15 
± .67 

163.67 
±2.14 

29.78 
± .25 
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TABLE III 

FEMALE Geomys personatus 

SKELETAL DIMENSIONS 

Trapping 
Stations 

No. 
Spec¬ 
imens 

Mand¬ 
ibular 
Width 

Zygo¬ 
matic 

Breadth 

Alveo¬ 
lar 

Length 

Supra-Occ. 
Nasal 

Length 

Minimum 
Depth 

Rostrum 

Mustang 
Island 

19 30.64 
± .46 

30.16 
± .42 

11.17 
± .87 

50.32 
± .48 

8.37 
±1.52 

Padre 
Island 

19 31.58 
± .29 

30.04 
± .16 

11.44 
± .66 

50.60 
± .22 

8.51 
± .88 

Kleberg 
County 

20 30.46 
± 37 

2938 
± .28 

11.18 
± .92 

47.49 
± .49 

8.06 
±2.13 

Live Oak 
County 

16 25.71 
± .52 

24.57 
± .42 

9.01 
±2.29 

40.98 
± .56 

7.01 
±1.57 

Raymond- 
ville 

15 28.27 
± .42 

27.45 
± .26 

10.57 
± .78 

44.77 
± .30 

7.43 
±1.10 

Hebbron- 
ville 

14 27.98 
± .53 

26.85 
± .61 

9.93 
±1.52 

43.86 
± .50 

7.45 
±1.55 

Zapata 19 26.02 
± .41 

25.86 
± .25 

9.54 
±1.00 

42.08 
± .30 

7.14 
± .99 

Carrizo 
Springs 

16 25.45 
± 34 

23.28 
± .27 

9.00 
± .84 

39.13 
± 34 

6.52 
± .64 

TABLE IV 

FEMALE Geomys personatus 

SKELETAL DIMENSIONS 

Trapping 
Stations 

No. 
Spec¬ 
imens 

Length 
Audit. 
Bulla. 

Width of 
Brain 
case 

Femur 
Length 

Humerus 
Length 

Body 
Length 

Hind 
Foot 

Length 

Mustang 
Island 

19 11.19 
±1.04 

26.64 
± .25 

33.95 
± .40 

29.58 
± .29 

181.59 
±1.62 

36.58 
± .35 

Padre 
Island 

19 11.05 
±1.84 

26.67 
± .16 

34.42 
± 32 

30.01 
± 33 

191.79 
± .16 

37.64 
± .31 

Kleberg 
County 

20 1133 
± .71 

26.95 
.23 

33.75 
± 35 

28.92 
± .14 

186.35 
±1.75 

36.38 
± .07 

Live Oak 
County 

16 9.76 
±1.15 

23.15 
± 31 

27.49 
± .46 

24.41 
± 36 

165.44 
±1.90 

30.99 
± .28 

Raymond- 
ville 

15 10.80 
±1.08 

25.45 
± .28 

30.89 
± .28 

26.69 
± .28 

172.25 
±1.80 

34.08 
± .20 

Hebbron 
ville 

14 10.61 
±1.23 

25.04 
± 38 

30.48 
± .44 

25.79 
± 39 

175.07 
±2.23 

33.47 
± .22 

Zapata 19 10.12 
±1.24 

23.68 
± .20 

29.36 
± .28 

25.23 
± .22 

167.58 
±1.72 

33.05 
± 33 

Carrizo 
Springs 

16 9.36 
± .89 

21.92 
± .21 

26.01 
± .27 

21.99 
± .24 

157.62 
±1.78 

28.67 
±1.82 
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TABLE V 

SOIL AND PELAGE COLOR MEASUREMENTS 

Trapping 
Stations 

A B C D E F G H 

M
us

ta
ng

 
Is

la
nd

 

K’c 
"U d 

£3 K
le

be
rg

 
C

ou
nt

y 

L
iv

e 
O

ak
 

C
ou

nt
y 

R
ay

m
on

d-
 

vi
ll

e 

H
eb

br
on

- 
vi

ll
e 

is 

a 
N C

ar
ri

zo
 

S
pr

in
gs

 

Soil Color 

Reflected 
Red 44.5 20.5 30.0 8.0 21.2 26.6 30.0 15.0 

Reflected 
Blue 25.0 7.0 14.2 3.5 8.8 4.3 8.0 7.0 

Reflected 
Green 37.0 12.0 19.0 5.0 15.0 7.5 15.0 10.0 

Pelage Color 

Red 
Reflected 
Mean 18.54 

±.67 
18.11 
±.57 

18.95 
±.53 

15.1 
±.31 

17.92 
±.50 

16.58 
±.63 

20.78 
±.84 

19.5 

No. 
Specimens 28 35 40 29 25 12 9 2 

Reflected 
Blue 
Mean 8.12 

±.24 
7.80 

±.22 
9.18 

±.26 
7.34 

±.15 
8.12 

±.22 
7.42 

±.34 
9.44 

±.50 
11.0 

No. 
Specimens 28 35 40 29 25 12 9 2 

Green 
Reflected 
Mean 11.64 

±.36 
11.14 
±.44 

12.15 
±.35 

9.21 
±.19 

10.88 
±.32 

9.67 
±.43 

12.56 
±.65 

7.5 

No. 
Specimens 28 35 40 29 25 12 9 2 



CEREMONIES OF THE COAHUILTECAN INDIANS OF 

SOUTHERN TEXAS AND NORTHEASTERN MEXICO 

FREDERICK RUECKING JR. 
The University of Texas 

The term Coahuiltecan has been used to denote a large number of 

Indian bands who formerly lived in southern Texas and northeastern Mex¬ 

ico during the early historic period (1528-1800). Of the eighty thousand 

or more Coahuiltecans who occupied this area, none remains. It is necessary 

to use documentary evidence to gather ethnographic data, and such data 

are not complete. The Coahuiltecan area, population, and economic system 

have been described in a previous paper (Ruecking, 1953). 

This paper is the second dealing with specific aspects of Coahuiltecan 

culture, and its purposes are to describe the ceremonial system of the Coa¬ 

huiltecans, to determine the major integrative force of their culture, and 

to trace the origin of the ceremonial use of peyote. Only a few ceremonies 

were described by the Spaniards, and all have been included in this paper. 

The most important ceremonies seem to have been the Coahuiltecan peyote 

dances. These ceremonies, although occasioned by different events, seem to 

have been basically the same. Therefore the Coahuilteco word txe has been 

used to designate this complex of ceremonies. Three ceremonies, a war- 

incitement ceremony, a ceremonial challenge to war, and a scalp-pole dance, 

may be classified as war ceremonies because of their motifs and their differ¬ 

ence from the txe complex. The scalp-pole or victory ceremony was similar 

to /v^-complex ceremonies, but it was sufficiently distinctive to warrant 

separation. 

The war ceremonies have been described first. The txe-complex has 

been described next. Since the occasions, preparations, invitations, and musi¬ 

cal instruments of these ceremonies were similar, the discussion of this com¬ 

plex has been divided under those headings. In addition, two of the txe- 
complex ceremonies have been described under the following headings: a 

txe-complex ceremony of Nuevo Leon and a Tamaulipan txe-complex cere¬ 

mony. The next section concerns the cultural importance of these cere¬ 

monies, emphasizing the importance of the /v^-complex. This is followed by 

a section dealing with the origin of peyote ceremonialism, and the paper is 

concluded with a section dealing with the importance of the native religion 

in the rapid disappearance of Coahuiltecan culture. 

Because of space limitations and the need for frequent references, the 

system of designating sources, described in a previous paper, has been used 

(Ruecking, 1953). The following abbreviations have been used: 

Be Beals, 1932. Co Cossio, 1925. 

Bo Bolton, 1916. LB La Barre, 1938. 

Ca Castaneda, 193 6. Le Leon, 1905. 

SM Santa Maria, 1929. 

330 
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COAHUILTECAN WAR CEREMONIES 

War was important to the Coahuiltecans, and among the Tamaulipan 

bands war incitement ceremonies were performed by the women. During 

the night the older women of the band gathered around a large fire which 

had been kindled in the center of the village. One of these women, probably 

the oldest, began to alternately cry and shout the record of the band's griev¬ 

ances against the group with whom they desired war (SM). This task of 

crying and shouting was passed from one woman to the next, according to 

their age (SM). This shouting and crying lasted for hours, was quite in¬ 

flammatory, and usually succeeded in arousing the ire of the warriors (SM). 

The ceremony ended when the warriors came out of their houses (SM). 

Without answering the cries and shouts of the women, they decorated their 

bodies and silently prepared their bows and arows (SM). Then they leaped 

and twisted their bodies in violent contortions, demonstrating their physical 

fitness for battle (SM). It is not clear whether this ceremonial incitement 

led to a ^xe-complex ceremony or not, but this is likely. This ceremony of 

incitement may have led to the sending of a war challenger, the guerreador. 

The term guerreador is used to designate the status of an individual 

acting as emissary to another band and the culture traits and behavior as¬ 

sociated with that status. The guerreador carried three types of messages, 

and all three had ceremonial implications. The first, apparently the most 

important, was a war challenge. Upon arriving at the enemy village the 

guerreador, wearing his best costume and carrying his finest arrows, pre¬ 

sented himself to the chief (SM). The arrows were shown to the chief and 

the bystanders (SM). The guerreador then pantomimed the activities of 

battle and fired his arrows into the trunk of a nearby tree, bursting out at 

the same time with the customary shrieks and cries of battle (SM). If this 

challenge was accepted by the chief, he went through the same procedure, 

sometimes aiming his arrows at the guerreador (SM). The latter returned to 

his own village and told the warriors of the time and place of the forthcom¬ 

ing battle (SM). 

The second type of message carried by the guerreador was a peace re¬ 

quest (SM). He traveled to the enemy village clad in his best costume and 

carrying his finest arrows (SM). The arrows were fired into the air, and at 

the same time he shouted and danced to express his joy over the termination 

of a period of enmity (SM). During this demonstration he embraced all 

those who happened to be present (SM). Among the bands of Nuevo Leon, 

the guerreador carried specially decorated arrows which were invitations to 

txe-complex ceremonies, the third type of message (Le). This also existed 

among the bands of Tamaulipas, but arrows were not mentioned as invita¬ 

tions. Instead, the guerreador traveled to a neighboring village, carrying no 

arms but attired in his finest costume. He danced among the villagers and 

told them of the food and drink being prepared for the ceremony. He told 

them the time and place of the ceremony and showed them the path they 

should take (SM). Then, he returned home. 

The scalp-pole dance, a third war ceremony, is mentioned for the 

Coahuiltecan bands, and it is also mentioned for many groups of northern 

Mexico and the southwestern United States (Be). Apparently the Coahuil¬ 

tecan scalp-pole dance was divided into two parts. Leon says that the Coa¬ 

huiltecans placed enemy scalps on poles which were half the length of a 

lance. The returning warriors halted near the village, and the remaining 
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band members came out to meet them (Le). The scalp-poles were set in a 
line and spaced at equal intervals (Le). The warriors danced around these 
poles, and with each circuit an old woman ran away to smear charcoal on 
her body and clothes. She returned to the line of scalp-poles when the next 
woman appeared (Le). She then removed one of these poles from its posi¬ 
tion, and, apparently, danced with it until all were removed (Le). Pre¬ 
sumably this preliminary dance was followed by a ceremonial procession into 
the village. This first part of the scalp-pole dance may have been a purifica¬ 
tion rite. 

The victory dance took place in the village, and neighboring groups 
were often invited to join the festivities (Le). During this celebration the 
people danced with the scalp-poles (Le). Some tied the scalp-pole to their 
left arms, implying that others held them while dancing (Le). During the 
ceremony peyote, food, and drink were served to the participants. Exocanni¬ 
balism is also reported in these dances (Le). Human flesh was roasted and 
eaten by men and women (Le). Pulverized human bone was mixed with 
peyote (Le). It is clear that the victory or scalp-pole dance had a ceremonial 
base in the /xe-complex, but it had diverged to some extent. 

THE TXE-COMPLEX 

Occasions. Tbd?-complex ceremonies were held to commemorate specific 
events which the Coahuiltecans deemed important, and these events had re¬ 
ligious significance. According to Santa Maria, ceremonies were held in 
Tamaulipas to celebrate the beginning of summer, an abundant harvest (of 
wild plants, not an agricultural harvest), and the first successful hunting 
expedition of a young man. Apparently there were other ceremonies for 
making peace and establishing alliances. In Nuevo Leon these txe-complex 
ceremonies were held for personal pleasure, to make peace, and to establish 
alliances (Le). No data have been found concerning other ceremonies, but 
it is likely that the beginning of summer was celebrated. The /^-complex 
extended into Coahuila and Texas, but no data from these areas have been 
found. 

Each of these occasions has a culture-pattern motif. The observance 
of a young man’s first successful hunting expedition seems to have been 
the means by which he was introduced into the adult society. This suggests 
that the ceremony was comparable to a rite de passage. The ceremony for 
pleasure may have been connected with the prestige complex. Ceremonies 
with economic motifs may be noted. The approach of summer was of ^reat 
importance to the Coahuiltecans. The winter months were difficult; food 
was scarce. The abundance of food was celebrated by a /xc-complex cere¬ 
mony. These ceremonies provided a means of expressing the gratitude of 
the band for the plentiful food supply of the summer months. War motifs 
are common. Peace-making ceremonies and those celebrating alliances are 
clearly associated with the warfare pattern. In addition, the victory or scalp- 
pole dance was connected with the txe-complex. These ceremonies helped to 
unify and strengthen each band and to accord prestige to the warriors. 

Preparations. Who was allowed to give a ceremony is not clearly indi¬ 
cated in any source, but apparently any man was permitted to assume the 
role of host. This role called for much activity on a wide scale. The host 
was responsible for sending out invitations and serving food, drink, and 
peyote during the ceremony. Its proper functioning depended upon his or- 
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ganizing ability. Selection of a suitable site, usually in a well-hidden local¬ 

ity in the mountains, was another duty the host had to perform. Sufficient 

firewood had to be collected and brought to the site. 

How an individual, acting as host, collected sufficient food, hides, and 

peyote is not indicated. Presumably, such individuals hunted and secured 

peyote, while other members of his family gathered the other essential ma¬ 

terials. In the event of an inter-band ceremony, presumably the entire band 

acted as host with one individual designated as supervisor. The Lr£-complex 

ceremonies were probably more often inter-band ceremonies than intra-band 

ones. These ceremonies, nevertheless, represented the result of a cooperative 

project, whether on an inter-band or intra-band basis. 

Invitations. In Nuevo Leon invitations consisted of specially decorated 

arrows, and these were carried, as mentioned, by the guerreador (Le). A 

peacetime ceremony, probably one for pleasure, was designated by an arrow 

without a point and decorated with bones and animal teeth (Le). A peace¬ 

making ceremony was indicated by an unpointed, undecorated arrow (Le). 

A war ceremony (for a declaration of war) was designated by an arrow 

with a blood stained point, and the guests were required to bring these ar¬ 

rows on the appointed day (Le). All arrows were said to have been thin 

and fragile (Le). A person receiving one of these arrows was under a moral 

obligation to attend the ceremony, and only rarely, it is reported, was this 

obligation not met (Le). 

As mentioned, in Tamaulipas the guerreador carried invitations to neigh¬ 

boring bands, and a specific ritual was observed. Apparently the obliga¬ 

tory feature, noted above, was also present in Tamaulipas, since Santa Maria 

says that these invitations were seldom refused, 

This ritualistic approach is not found in the ceremonies. Certain things 

were done during a ceremony, but the way they were done and their se¬ 

quence appear to have been variable, possibly at the whim of the host. 

The lack of a ritualistic, formalized ceremony seems to substantiate the 

belief that the Coahuiltecan religious pattern was not highly elaborated. 

Musical Instruments. Since the only instrument not specifically asso¬ 

ciated with the txe-complex was the flageolet or flute, the Coahuiltecan 

musical instruments are considered to have been ceremonial. The data to 

follow are scanty, possibly because Coahuiltecan music and musical instru¬ 

ments were far removed from Spanish standards. 

One instrument, a hoop drum, is mentioned for the Tamaulipan bands 

(SM). This instrument was composed of a wooden hoop over which a coyote 

hide was stretched (SM). A rhythmic beat on this instrument provided the 

necessary music for dancing and singing. It is not known whether this drum 

was struck with a stick or the hands. The bands of Nuevo Leon used two 

other instruments, a rasping stick and a rattle. The rasping stick was fre¬ 

quently made of ebony; however, other woods were also used (Le). Leon 

indicates that this instrument gave a low, sonorous sound that was not un¬ 

pleasant to the ear. The rattle was made by putting a few small stones into 

a skull, apparently a human skull. This instrument provided necessary 

rhythms. 

During the battle between the Spaniards and the Kakaxtle, a Texas 

band, one of the Kakaxtle women was seen on the front lines playing a 

flageolet or flute to encourage the resistance of the warriors (Co). This 

instrument may have been used in txe-complex ceremonies. The apparent 
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divergence of these musical instruments, the hoop drum in Tamaulipas, the 

skull rattle and rasping stick in Nuevo Leon, and the flageolet or flute in 

Texas, is probably the result of insufficient data rather than actual cultural 

variation. Similar instruments were probably used by most, if not all, Coa- 

huiltecan bands. 

A TXE-COMPLEX CEREMONY OF NUEVO LEON 

When the appointed day arrived, those who had received an invitation 

dressed themselves in their best (all details from Le). Married couples painted 

themselves with red ochre, primarily on the head. The unmarried were deco¬ 

rated differently, but this style is not described. Both married and unmarried 

band members ate their favorite food before attending the ceremony. 

Arriving at the site of the ceremony, they spoke no word of greeting 

to their host but moved to one side and seated themselves. After a while 

they gradually began to exchange pleasantries with their host. After night¬ 

fall a large fire was kindled for illumination, and pieces of meat were placed 

around the fire to cook. The music for dancing was begun shortly afterward. 

Both men and women danced around the fire with their bodies in close con¬ 

tact from the shoulders to the waist. The feet were placed close together 

with the shoulders moving slightly. A hopping movement followed by a 

realignment of the feet constituted the dance form. All these movements 

were in time with the music, and the dancing lasted six to eight hours with¬ 

out interruption. 

Those who were not dancing sang in time with the music, each using 

different words. From Leon’s description it is clear that the singing was a 

monotone chorus form, making it difficult to distinguish one voice from 

another. At some point in the ceremony peyote was passed among the men 

and women, and they soon fell to the ground in a trance. After an unspeci¬ 

fied interval of time had passed, an instrument with sharp teeth (the teeth 

from some small animal set in wood) was used to scratch the bodies of those 

who lay in the peyote trance. These individuals were scratched from the 

shoulders to the wrists and ankles. Blood flowing from these wounds was 

smeared over the entire body as a means of breaking the trance. 

The ceremony came to a close after sunrise the following morning. 

The host told his guests that the division of food had been made and that 

he would bring each his gift. Gifts of food and hides were placed on the 

ground near each individual. The guests were free to depart at any time 

they wished, but no words of parting were exchanged. 

A TAMAULIPAN TXE-COMPLEX CEREMONY 

The people gathered a few at a time, until there were as many as six 

or seven hundred (all details from SM). No indication is given by Santa 

Maria as to whether or not the guests conversed with the host immediately 

on arrival. After nightfall a large fire was kindled, and meat was placed near 

it to cook. The music began shortly afterward. Both men and women danced 

in Tamaulipan ceremonies, but, in contrast with the ceremony described 

above, the dancers were spaced apart. The dancers stood on one foot and 

waved the other. This dance step continued by alternating the feet, going 

around the fire faster and faster. Those who were not dancing sang with 

the music. From time to time dancers withdrew to eat and to drink peyote. 

Sometime during the ceremony, a silence fell over the celebration (probably 
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as a result of drinking peyote), and some old person, probably a shaman, 

addressed the celebrants. In a grave voice he told the participants of their 

future successes, death, and disgrace (SM). Then, uncertain of what to say 

next, he urged the celebrants to continue the dance to postpone their day 

of reckoning. The method of arousing the dancers from the peyote trance 

is not mentioned by Santa Maria. Presumably the dance was resumed and 

continued until sunrise. 

CULTURAL IMPORTANCE OF COAHUILTECAN CEREMONIALISM 

The inter-band ceremonies seem to have been correlated with communal 

hunting. Great quantities of food were required, and only by communal 

endeavor could enough meat be obtained. Other segments of the economic 

pattern were involved in the /^-complex. Fruits and seeds were gathered as 

supplementary foods. Peyote was gathered in secret, or traded for, in case 

of an insufficient supply in the immediate area. This commodity seems to 

have been traded on an inter-band basis. During the ceremony food, drink, 

and peyote were furnished to guests. In Nuevo Leon food and hides were 

given to guests at the end of these ceremonies. Briefly the following facets 

of the economic system appear in the ceremonial pattern: (1) subsistence, 

(2) trade, and (3) gift exchange. 

Ceremonialism was no less connected with warfare. The war ceremonies 

and the warfare motifs of the /ar-complex indicate that war was strongly 

emphasized by the Coahuiltecans, and specific ceremonies were used for spe¬ 

cific occasions. Peace-making and the establishment of alliances were direct 

results of the ^-complex ceremonies. Some bands seem to have used these 

ceremonies as a means of declaring war. The victory or scalp-pole dance 

was tied to the txe-complex. It may be concluded that Coahuiltecan cere¬ 

monialism was closely associated with the warfare pattern. 

The development of specialized behavior is indicative of the social im¬ 

portance of Coahuiltecan ceremonialism. An individual rarely refused to 

attend a ceremony, once invited. Social pressures seems to have been present 

which required attendance, and a failure to respond in accordance with 

social standards constituted deviant behavior. The need for proper costum¬ 

ing and decoration also shows the social importance of these ceremonies. 

Moreover, recognition of adulthood seems to have been associated with the 

txe-complex.. Children were tattooed during one of these ceremonies, and 

they were required to be stolid and silent. This is undoubtedly a reference 

to puberty rites. The guerreador complex was associated with the for-com¬ 

plex, indicating that ideal and deviant behavior in many cases were determ¬ 

ined by participation in these ceremonies. 

The religious stress of Coahuiltecan ceremonialism is not difficult to 

point out. It should be explained that these factors are conclusions and are 

not given as factual statements by sources; the religious pattern of Coahuil¬ 

tecan culture was only briefly mentioned by the Spaniards. Shamanism seems 

to have been tied with ceremonialism, especially with the txe-complex. A 

shaman was apparently in charge of the manufacture of materials for the 

tattooing preparation used in the puberty rites, and these rites were apparent¬ 

ly based upon the txe-complex. Peyote drinking probably produced visions, 

and these seem to have been required experiences for shamans. Thus there 

are ties betwen the shaman, ceremonialism, and the supernatural. The deity 

complex was involved also. Some of the songs of these ceremonies seem to 
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have alluded to the deities, but, if so, were not recognized as such by the 

Spaniards. All of the occasions cafling for txe-complex ceremonies have re¬ 

ligious connotations. It is clear that Coahuiltecan ceremonialism, and especi¬ 

ally the Lvrc-complex, was the integrative force which held together Coahuil¬ 

tecan culture. 

ORIGIN OF THE CEREMONIAL USE OF PEYOTE 

Peyote, disregarding the historical perspective, has been widely used 

among aboriginal groups of Mexico and the United States. If the ceremonial 

use of peyote can be traced to a specific time and place, other research work¬ 

ers may be better able to study the speed of diffusion and the impact of 

the peyote complex upon other cultures. 

Beals’ map of the aboriginal limits of peyote is of considerable help 

in determining this ceremonial origin. He limited peyote to northern Mexico, 

prior to 1750, from Tamaulipas to Sonora, including such groups as the 

Opata, Tarahumara, Acaxee, Tepehuane, Huichol, Lagunero, Zacateco, and 

Aztec, in addition to the Coahuiltecans. Of these groups only the Aztec, 

Lagunero, and Coahuiltecans had a ceremonial setting for peyote. 

Other data indicate that the ceremonial origin of peyote should be 

placed in northeastern Mexico. The Leon account is one of the earliest 

sources of ethnographic data for the area of northern Mexico. When this 

account was written (1649), the txe-complex was firmly entrenched in 

Coahuiltecan culture. A basic part of this ceremonial complex was peyote, 

and this indicates that the ifvc-complex developed in pre-Columbian times. 

If peyote and the ^arc-complex had been introduced into the Coahuiltecan 

area during Leon’s residence, the growth of this culture pattern would have 

been noticed and reported. In any case, an intrusion of this complex rela¬ 

tively late in time could not account for its integrative function in Coahuil¬ 

tecan culture. Furthermore, Leon says: 

Hoy no ven visiones ni tienen apariciones algunas en estas bailes, antigua- 
mente les debieron de tener mostrandolos el demono a cada nacion en 
forma que le parecia de que no hay duda que tomaron el retrato en las 
rayas y cabellos . . . 

This is a clear indication that the complex existed long before the en¬ 

trance of the Spaniards. The reference to visions and apparitions suggests 

the presence of color visions and other phenomena associated with peyote 

(LB). It is reasonable to state that the txe-complex and peyote were known 

to the Coahuiltecans at least as early as A. D. 1600. 

Beals notes that peyote had a wide distribution in aboriginal times, 

saying: 
The references in the older literature are sufficient to show that the 

use of peyote, and to a large extent the cult that accompanied it, had an 
aboriginal distribution in Mexico as large as at the present time. 

Beals did not attempt to trace the origin of the ceremonial use of 

peyote, but he clearly pointed out that the modern peyote cult stemmed 

from a ceremonial setting in northern Mexico. La Barre believed that the 

ceremonial origin of peyote was located in northeastern Mexico, but he did 

not attempt to specify any particular group. He did make one important 

point: peyote is found in abundance in northeastern Mexico. 

Briefly then, the following statements can be made: (1) peyote had a 

ceremonial setting in Coahuiltecan culture at least as early as 1600, and 

probably as early as 1500, (2) references indicate that the /A£?-complex and 
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peyote were not diffused into the Coahuiltecan area, and (3) peyote is found 

in great quantities in northeastern Mexico. These statements prompt the sug¬ 

gestion that peyote was first placed in a ceremonial setting by the Coahuilte¬ 

can peoples. The peyote complex was diffused from the Coahuiltecan area 

to other Indian groups of Mexico, who modifed the original setting, and the 

modern peyote cult spread in much later times to the Plains of the United 

States. 

CONCLUSION 

The economic system was a means of establishing a relationship be¬ 

tween Coahuiltecan society and the natural environment. The social system 

was a means of determining and controlling the relationships of individuals 

of that society. The warfare pattern was an extension of the social system, 

since it controlled the relationships between groups of Coahuiltecans. This 

pattern, in effect, was a diplomatic one. The religious pattern established a 

relationship between the band and the unknown. Yet on the basis of these 

four patterns, the culture could not function properly: a means of integrat¬ 

ing these patterns was essential. The ceremonial pattern was developed to 

meet this need. 

Historical perspective is of considerable importance to this discussion. 

The fore-complex was the most objectionable feature of Coahuiltecan culture 

to the Spanish missionaries, and it was the central complex of Coahuiltecan 

ceremonialism. As the Indians were missionized and converted to Catholi¬ 

cism, this faith replaced the aboriginal religious pattern. Coahuiltecan cere¬ 

monialism consequently had no place in Catholicism. The first rent in the 

fabric of Coahuiltecan culture appeared. The missionaries taught agricultural 

techniques to the Indians, which disrupted another culture pattern. The 

change of subsistence patterns and the objections of the missionaries to the 

/vf-complex pushed the complex from its functioning orbit. 

Catholicism could not assume the integrative role of the native rites. It 

partially replaced the aboriginal religious pattern, but it could not at the 

same time operate as another culture pattern to fill the vacuum created by 

the removal of the L^-complex. Catholicism became more important as time 

passed, and native rites diminished until they disappeared. Native culture 

ebbed with the diminishing importance of these rites. 

The rate of acculturation and assimilation must have been quite rapid 

after the disruption of the native rites. Escandon’s settlements in Tamaulipas 

were made about the middle of the eighteenth century, and by 18 83, except 

for a few scattered remnants, the Tamaulipan bands were gone. The dis¬ 

appearance of the bands of Nuevo Leon apparently took place about the 

middle of the eighteenth century, when most bands were in missions in 

Texas and Mexico. The Texas bands, following the Spanish and subsequent 

Anglo-American settlements, were almost extinct by 18 50. 

The disappearance of native culture cannot be explained on the basis 

of gradual acculturation and assimilation. This change was sudden, drastic, 

and traceable to the elimination of native ceremonials from the culture. 

When the missionaries succeeded in abolishing the native religion, Coahuilte¬ 

can culture collapsed because of the lack of an integrative force. Native 

codes of behavior and native concepts were discarded in an attempt to find 

a cultural place. The only culture to which they could turn was that of 
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the Spaniards. In view of the cultural dominance of the Spaniards, the Coa- 

huiltecans probably acquired the behavior and traits of Spanish culture 

rapidly. 

It should be pointed out that this situation is not comparable to the 

Spanish influence on the Puebloan area. The Spanish missionaries objected to 

the Puebloan rites also and attempted to stamp them out. Their lack of suc¬ 

cess with the Puebloan cultures and their success with the Coahuiltecans can 

be explained by referring to each situation. 

The Puebloan area was not as densely settled by the Spaniards as was 

the Coahuiltecan area. Consequently, the Pueblos were not subjected to con¬ 

stant contact with Spanish culture as were the Coahuiltecans. Puebloan re¬ 

ligion was highly formalized and elaborated; the Coahuiltecan was not. 

Thus, the Pueblos were able to retain their religious ceremonies. The Puebloan 

religious pattern did not include cannibalism, but the Coahuiltecan pattern 

did. Although the missionaries fought the Puebloan religion, they fought the 

Coahuiltecan more tenaciously. Moreover, the Puebloan peoples were not 

required to leave their native sites, but the Coahuiltecans were. The intro¬ 

duction of Spanish agricultural techniques did not have the same signifi¬ 

cance to the Pueblos as it did to the Coahuiltecans. 

One may conclude that the influences which brought about the dis¬ 

appearance of Coahuiltecan culture would not necessarily have the same 

effect in a more highly developed culture. 

The historic extinction of the Coahuiltecans illustrates one aspect of 

anthropoligical theory. If a culture is subject to influence from another, 

stronger culture, the weaker one will take on many traits of the stronger 

one. A corollary may be added to this theory. If a culture is subjected to 

constant influence from another, stronger culture, and the major integra¬ 

tive forces are removed from the weaker one, and this cultural vacuum is 

not filled by compensating integrative forces equal to the originals, the 

weaker culture will disintegrate and vanish in a relatively short time. This 

is what happened to Coahuiltecan culture. 
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COMPARISON OF TWO PROCEDURES FOR TESTING 

THE ANTIBIOTIC SENSITIVITY OF MICRO-ORGANSMS * 

LA RUE ACOSTA 
Incarnate Word College 

During the past thirteen years a new industry and a new science have 

come into being through the production and study of antibiotics. However, 

the principle of antibiotics, which is the axiom that every living thing has 

natural enemies equipped to destroy it, has been utilized in the treatment 

of infections for centuries. Records show that plasters of soy-bean curd, 

for example, were applied to boils, carbuncles, and suppurating wounds by 

the ancient Chinese, Egyptians, and American Indians. No studies of the 

action of one micro-organism against another, however, were reported until 

the latter part of the nineteenth century, when Pasteur and his students 

began the systematic study of bacteriology. 

The first commercially prepared and extensively used antibiotic sub¬ 

stance was pyocyanase, an extract from the blue-pus organism, Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa. The substance was discovered by two German scientists, Emmer¬ 

ich and Low. It was found to be effective in the treatment of diphtheria 

and was also used for in vitro and animal experimentation against a number 

of other organisms. 

Modern studies of antibacterial substances produced by micro-organisms 

date from the discovery of penicillin by Fleming in 1929. Although this 

discovery was of academic interest, no practical importance was attached 

to it until 193 8. In the United States, Dubos of Rockefeller Institute and 

Waksman of Rutgers University have made many important contributions 

to the study of antibiotics. The former discovered tyrothricin in 1939, while 

the latter, with Schatz and Bugie (1944), announced the isolation of strep¬ 

tomycin in 1944. In the years that have followed, bacitracin, chloromycetin, 

aureomycin, terramycin, and the numerous other antibiotics have been in¬ 

troduced. 

Because of this great variety of antibiotics now available, it has be¬ 

come necessary to devise means for testing the in vitro susceptibility of 

micro-organisms to these agents. This is true for several reasons. In the first 

place, some micro-organisms can develop a resistance to certain antibiotics. 

Secondly, different micro-organisms show varying sensitivities to the various 

antibiotics. Due to these and other factors, the clinician is often faced with 

the problem of having to select the proper antibiotic to use in each indi¬ 

vidual case. Although cost, ease of administration, and undesirable side ef¬ 

fects must be considered in making the choice, the determining factor should 

be the susceptibility of the infecting micro-organisms. 

The importance of developing rapid and accurate methods for determ¬ 

ining the antibiotic sensitivity of organisms is, therefore, obvious. Two of 

the several methods in use today are the disk method (Spaulding and An¬ 

derson, 1951) and the tube titration procedure. The present paper is based 

* First prize paper, Collegiate Section, Galveston Meeting, 1953, The Texas 
Academy of Science. 
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on a comparative study of these two tests. The sensitivity of four different 

cultures of Micrococcus pyogenes var. Aureus (Staphylococcus aureus) to 

three antibiotics, erythrocin, magnamycin, and chloromycetin, was tested. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The cultures of Micrococcus pyogenes var. aureus used in the tests 

were obtained from four different hospitalized persons. Cultures 1 and 2 

were from ankle ulcers, 3 from a finger abscess, and 4 from an arm wound. 

Commercially prepared disks 6 mm. in diameter were used for that 

procedure. The three antibiotics and the concentrations of each were as 

follows: 

Erythrocini _ _1 microgram 

Magnamycini _ _0.5 

10 

Chloromycetino ____ _ _ 2 

20 

Nutrient agar (Difco) containing 5% citrated human blood was the 

culture medium employed. The plates were inoculated evenly with the or¬ 

ganisms to be tested. The disks were applied by using sharp-pointed forceps, 

the tips of which were dipped in alcohol and flamed before use. The plates 

were read at 18, 36, and 72 hours. The diameter of the clear zone of inhi¬ 

bition around each disk was measured with a milimeter rule and recorded. 

In preparing the dilutions used in the tube titration method, nutrient 

broth (Difco) was placed in each of ten tubes in the amounts indicated in 

TABLE I 

TUBE TITRATION PROCEDURE 

TUBE NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Nutrient 
broth 0 1.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 3.0 1.0 1.5 2.0 

100 mcgm. 
per ml. 2.0 1.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Final 
volume 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 

Cone. mcgm. 
per. ml. 100 50 25 12.5 6.25 3.125 1.56 0.78 0.39 0 

Table I. The tubes were then sterilized in an autoclave. The antibiotic solu¬ 

tion was diluted in distilled water to 100 mcgm. per milliliter and sterilized 

by Seitz-filtration. This solution was then added to the first three tubes in 

the amounts shown in Table I. After thoroughly mixing tube 3, 2 ml. 

were withdrawn and 1 ml. was added to each of tubes 4 and 5. This was 

repeated, transferring 1 ml. from tube 5 to tubes 6 and 7, and likewise 

from 7 to tubes 8 and 9, to the last of which 0.5 ml. was added, and the 

remaining 0.5 ml. was discarded. Tube 10 contained no antibiotic and served 

as the control. To each of the 10 tubes, one drop of a 24-hour nutrient 

1 Difco Laboratories 
2 C.S.C. Pharmaceuticals 
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broth culture of the organism being tested, diluted 10“6, was added. The 

tubes were incubated and the results read after 24 and 48 hours. The end 

point is the lowest concentration of the antibiotic which shows no visible 

growth or turbidity. 

RESULTS 

The results obtained by the disk method are summarized in Table II. 

According to the diameter of the zones of inhibition, the relative degree of 

TABLE II 

DIAMETER IN MM. OF ZONES OF INHIBITION IN DISK METHOD 

CULTURE NO. 1 2 3 4 

Hours 18 36 72 18 36 72 18 36 72 18 36 72 

Erythrocin 
(1 mcgm. 11 9 9 10 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 8 

Magnamycin: 
0.5 mcgm. 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1.0 mcgm. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
no 
disc 
used 

no 
disc 
used 

no 
disc 
used 

no 
disc 
used 

no 
disc 
used 

no 
disc 
used 

10.0 mcgm 11 9 8 9 9 11 15 10 11 
no 
disc 
used 

no 
disc 
used 

no 
disc 
used 

Chloromycetin: 
2.0 mcgm. 0 8 8 0 0 0 10 6 0 7 7 0 

20 mcgm. 16 10 10 20 12 10 20 11 15 15 10.5 12 

susceptibility of the organism is classified as very sensitive, moderately sen¬ 

sitive, or resistant. With all antibiotics, when the zone is 9 mm. and under, 

the organism is considered resistant. The diameter of the zones required for 

an organism to be classified as moderately sensitive or very sensitive varies 

slightly according to the antibiotic used. In most cases, a zone of 10-15 mm. 

in diameter indicates a moderately sensitive organism, while a zone measur¬ 

ing 16 mm. or over classifies the organism as very sensitive. The diameter 

required for each of these classifications varies with the disk used. 

By referring to Table II, it will be noted that cultures 1 and 2 were 

moderately sensitive to erythrocin, cultures 1 and 3 were moderately sensi¬ 

tive to 10 mcgm. of magnamycin, culture 3 was moderately sensive to 2.0 

mcgm. of chloromycetin, while culture 4 showed moderate sensitivity to the 

20 mcgm. sensitivity disk. 

Table III gives the results obtained by the tube tritration procedure. 

To compare the results of the tube titration tests with those of the 

disk method, the former must be interpreted as very sensitive, moderately 
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TABLE III 

CONCENTRATION IN MCGM. PER ML. INHIBITING VISIBLE GROWTH 

IN TUBE TITRATION METHOD 

CULTURE NO. i 2 3 4 

HOURS 24 48 24 48 24 48 24 48 

Erythrocin .39 .78 .39 .78 .78 .78 No test No test 
run run 

Magnamycin .78 3.125 1.56 3.125 1.56 3.125 3.125 3.125 

Chloromycetin 3.125 6.25 3.125 6.25 3.125 6.25 3.125 6.25 

sensitive, and resistant. Theoretically, if an organism is inhibited by an anti¬ 

biotic concentration in the lower limits of the attainable blood level, it 

might be expected to be very susceptible to treatment with that agent. If 

it is inhibited by intermediate concentration of the attainable blood level, 

the organism would be considered only moderately susceptible. If inhibited 

only by concentrations greater than levels normally attained, the organism 

would be regarded as resistant to that substance. 

As can be seen from Table III, all three organisms tested were very 

sensitive to erythrocin. The four test cultures varied from moderately sen¬ 

sitive to very sensitive for magnamycin while all four cultures were mod¬ 

erately sensitive to chloromycetin. 

DISCUSSION 

The results which we obtained from the disk and the tube titration 

methods for determining the antibiotic sensitivity of organisms compared 

more or less closely. Our observations were in close agreement for some of 

the cultures, but in other instances, there were significant variations. It must 

be considered, of course, that the two methods differ widely in that the 

disk method is a qualitative procedure while tube titration is a quantitative 

determination. 

Opinions vary as to the value of the two procedures described in this 

paper. Singer et al. ( 1953 ) believe that the disk method is adequate for 

providing clinical guidance in therapy. They report that results obtained by 

the disk and the tube titration procedures compared closely. Eisenberg and 

O’Loughlin ( 1953 ) consider the tube titration procedure suitable for evalu¬ 

ating systematically the clinically useful antibiotics separately and in com¬ 

bination. It is believed by Spaulding and Anderson (1951) that with the 

disk method the laboratory can give valuable aid to the clinician in the 

selection of the most effective chemotherapeutic drug for his infectious 

patients. A recent paper by Jackson and Finland (1951) points out that 

the results of in vitro tests are widely divergent. They show that even with 

tests set up simultaneously, using the same media and the same antibiotic 

solutions, wide ranges of values were obtained for the minimum inhibiting 

concentration of any one antibiotic for any given organism, depending on 

the method used. 

In spite of the fact that there is some diversity of opinion, the majority 

agree that in vitro sensitivity tests, such as the disk method and the tube 

titration procedure are a valuable aid to clinical guidance in therapy. 
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SUMMARY 

Four different cultures of Micrococcus pyogenes var. aureus were tested 

against erythrocin, magnamycin, and chloromycetin by the disk method 

and the tube titration procedure. The results obtained were compared and 

discussed. 
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BASIC MEDICAL SCIENCE IN THE PROGRAMS OF THE 

TEXAS ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 

JOHN G. SINCLAIR 

The University of Texas Medical Branch 

The question has been raised "Why not organize a Medical Section of 

The Texas Academy of Science?” Let us analyze the pros and cons of the 

question in the interest of an improved Academy. 

The proponents of the idea of a separate section for medicine note the 

increasing interest in medical science as shown in papers presented at an¬ 

nual meetings. They also note that the staff of the Medical Branch of the 

University has taken a very active part in recent years in all affairs of the 

Academy. A drive for new members showed some interest on the part of 

dentists and physicians, and it is desired to promote this interest. 

Academies at first were based on a common interest in the natural 

sciences, and one listened to papers on physics, astronomy, biology, and 

anthropology all in one program. Separation into sections came as a result 

of crowded schedules, cutting down the possible length of papers, and the 

increasing technicality of each. Soon, however, the technical societies were 

organized to satisfy all special interests, and the Academies were left for 

those whose interests were not so narrow. 

A relatively new feature of The Texas Academy of Science is the growth 

of the Junior and Collegiate divisions in which the programs are only partly 

for presentation of new findings and become more and more forums for ama¬ 

teurs learning to present papers. The value lies in participation quite as 

much as in any contributions to knowledge. The same comment could apply 

to many senior academy papers. 

With the increase in number of papers within limited time, the tendency 

has been to increase the number of sectional programs rather than to exercise 

any guidance or selection in making up the programs. This runs into two 

difficulties. Any section organized under a vice-president feels obligated to 

produce a program if possible and often it is not possible. The section then 

disintegrates. Attendance at some of these sections is small while others are 

filled. The second difficulty is that with six or more sections running simul¬ 

taneously, each calling for all types of projection equipment, very few in¬ 

stitutions in the State can be host to such meetings. In many cases the regis¬ 

tration fees do not cover the cost of the meetings. An Academy organized 

with too many sections becomes inflexible and unwieldy. 

A more flexible arrangement is one in which the flow of interests for 

a particular meeting follow their natural courses as indicated by titles sub¬ 

mitted, and these are channeled in advance into programs of common in¬ 

terest. If the meeting draws a number of medical papers, put them in one 

program. If the interest runs to conservation, parasitology, animal communi¬ 

ties, genetics, segregate them into programs. Interest may be directed by 

arranging symposia of invited papers. We have had excellent symposia on 
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conservation, on problems of public health in coastal regions, mental health 

in Texas, etc., in different annual programs. It has depended mainly upon 

the interests of the officers for the year. Invited papers are also used to 

strengthen certain fields, i.e., economics, race relations, anthropology. 

These several objectives require that The Texas Academy of Science 

retain a great deal of flexibility. Its basic problem now is not quantity but 

quality, both in the annual meetings and in its journal. Papers by invita¬ 

tion afford one means of accomplishing this. 



SCIENCE ACTIVITIES IN TEXAS 

The Texas Academy of Science will hold its 1954 annual meeting in 

San Antonio on December 10 and 11. The principal sessions will be held 

at the San Antonio College and other sessions at Incarnate Word College. 

Inquiries should be addressed to Dr. Charles E. Balleisen, Southwest Research 

Institute, 8 500 Culebra Road, San Antonio 6, Texas. 
* 

Dr. Willis McDonald Tate has succeeded Dr. Umphrey Lee as presi¬ 

dent of Southern Methodist University in Dallas. Dr. Lee has been appointed 

to the newly-created position of chancellor. Dr. Tate has held various posi¬ 

tions at Southern Methodist University: Assistant Dean of Students (1945- 

48), Dean of Students (1948-50), and Vice-President ( 1950-54). He was 

born in Denver, Colorado, but grew up in San Antonio, where he gradu¬ 

ated from high school. He holds B. A. and M. A. degrees from Southern 

Methodist University and the Ph. D. from The University of Texas. 
* * * 

Dr. John R. Bertrand has resigned as Dean of the Basic Division at the 

A. & M. College of Texas to become Dean and Director of Agriculture at 

the University of Nevada. Dr. Bertrand has been a member of the Texas 

A. & M. College faculty since 1946 and has headed the college’s Basic Di¬ 

vision since its organization in 1950. In his new post at the University of 

Nevada, Dr. Bertrand will serve as Dean of the College of Agriculture, 

which includes the schools of Agriculture and Home Economics; and he 

will also serve as Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station and of 

the Co-operative Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics 

for the state. 
* >:• * * 

A Symposium on Hydrocarbon Chemistry is announced by the South¬ 

eastern Texas Section, American Chemical Society, to be held in Houston, 

Texas, January 27 and 28, 195 5. The program will consist of papers by 

invited speakers representing outstanding authorities from all over the United 

States and Canada. Ample time is scheduled for presentation and discussion. 

A dinner meeting will be held on January 27 at the Rice Hotel, head¬ 

quarters of the symposium. A detailed program will be published late this 

fall. 
;J. 

The University of Texas will have four outstanding U. S. scientists as 

visiting lecturers in the Chemistry Department in 1954-5 5. Dr. Peter Debye 

of Cornell University, Nobel Prize-winning chemist-physicist, will speak in 

October on the effects of water and hydrocarbons on rocks. Dr. Joel H. 

Hildebrand of the University of California at Berkeley, president-elect of the 

American Chemical Society, will speak on education in science, November 

22-24. Dr. George B. Kistiakowski of Harvard University, authority on the 

chemistry of combustion, will speak on January 24-2 5. Dr. Farrington 

Daniels of the University of Wisconsin, immediate past president of the 

American Chemical Society, will lecture sometime during the spring of 195 5 

on solar energy and photosynthesis. 
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A $500 scholarship will be awarded annually by the Texas A. & M. 

Research Foundation to a junior or senior student majoring in the meteorol¬ 

ogy option. Students with two years in engineering, physics, chemistry or 

mathematics may be eligible to begin the meteorology program and qualify 

for this scholarship. Applications should be filed with the Department of 

Oceanography. 

In the fall of 1954 The University of Texas will inaugurate a Bachelor 

of Arts degree program in East European studies. This program, designed to 

give students special preparation for contacts with Soviet Russia and other 

nations in East Europe, will be directed by Dr. George W. Ffoffman, Asso¬ 

ciate Professor of Geography. A student may concentrate on East European 

studies while meeting requirements for a Bachelor of Arts degree in eco¬ 

nomics, geography, government or history. Related courses will be offered 

in anthropology, geology, and sociology. The program will provide intensi¬ 

fied training in Russian, Czech, and later other East European languages, and 

will include formal course work, faculty-student discussion periods, lectures 

by visiting authorities, and possibly overseas training periods. The program 

will include studies of Soviet Russia, Yugoslavia, Albania, the Baltic States, 

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, and Rumania. It will offer spe¬ 

cial backgrounds for three groups of students: those who plan to enter gov¬ 

ernmental agencies or private business in which a knowledge of Eastern Eu¬ 

rope is needed; those who plan to obtain a master’s or doctor’s degree; and 

those who want a liberal arts education with concentration on Eastern 

Europe. 

Dr. John H. Quisenberry, head of the Poultry Department at Texas 

A. & M. College, has been named first vice president of the Poultry Science 

Association, an international organization of about 3,000 members. Cecil 

B. Ryan, Assistant Professor of Poultry Husbandry at Texas A. & M. Col¬ 

lege, has been named secretary-treasurer of the association. 

In June, Dr. R. Lee Clark, Director of The University of Texas M. D. 

Anderson Hospital, received an honorary Doctor of Science degree from 

his alma mater, the Medical College of Virginia. 

Dr. W. Armstrong Price, Professor of Geological Oceanography at 

Texas A. & M. College, will retire from full-time teaching this fall but will 

remain on modified service. He will continue part-time teaching and research. 

The University of Texas now offers the Doctor of Philosophy degree 

in pharmacy. Candidates may specialize in one of four fields: pharmacy, 

pharmaceutical chemistry, pharmacognosy, and pharmacology. 

The Yucatan channel and the sill below it which joins Cuba and the 

Yucatan peninsula were the object of a study by members of the Depart¬ 

ment of Oceanography of Texas A. & M. College this summer. Observa¬ 

tions were made during a month-long cruise of the department’s research 

vessel, THE A. A. JAKKULA (see cover picture). The crew also studied 

water movements in the Caribbean Sea as the ship went from the Mexican 
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peninsula to Honduras in Central America and to Jamaica. The vessel then 

zigzagged on a course between Cuba and the open sea in order to obtain ob¬ 

servations of the water movements. These currents contribute toward the 

origin of the Gulf Stream, which affects water and air temperatures as far 

away as Norway. 

The ship’s first stop for fuel and food, rest and relaxation for the crew, 

was at Kingston, Jamaica, where it docked for three days. This leg of the 

cruise was the longest non-stop oceanographic survey ever made by the 

JAKKULA. Before the trip home across the Gulf of Mexico, the ship 

docked at Havana, Cuba, for several days. 

The JAKKULA traveled mostly by sail in order to conserve fuel. In 

the scientific crew were Dr. George Austin, chief scientist, Dr. Donald Hood, 

Dr. John Barlow, Mr. Joseph Howe, Mr. Carter Sparger, and Mr. Charles 

P. Moore, all of the Department of Oceanography at Texas A. & M. College. 

Two students of oceanography also went on the cruise: Martin Burkhead 

of Lamesa and Robert Manning of Bellaire. 

A memorial fund has been established at The University of Texas in 

honor of the late Dr. William August Felsing, a chemistry teacher for more 

than thirty years. Some 50 former students and friends contributed to the 

fund, which will provide two annual awards: one to an outstanding gradu¬ 

ate student in physical chemistry, the other to the undergraduate student 

showing the most promise in that field. 

Mr. Roland J. Hildreth, from Iowa State College, has been named As¬ 

sistant Professor of Agricultural Economics at Texas A. & M. College. 

The Department of Geology at The University of Texas has estab¬ 

lished a new X-ray research program which is expected to yield important 

scientific information in a wide range of geologic fields. Equipment has been 

purchased for use by geologists in studies of petroleum recovery, soil struc¬ 

tures, ocean-floor materials, rare materials found in volcanoes, and com¬ 

mercial minerals. Dr. Edward C. Jonas of the University of Illinois has 

joined the faculty and will be in charge of the new X-ray equipment. He 

will teach courses in its use and in general geology and advanced mineralogy. 

Dr. W. E. Street, head of the Engineering Drawing Department of 

Texas A. & M. College, has been elected vice-chairman of the Drawing Di¬ 

vision of the American Society for Engineering Education, 1954-5 5. This is 

the highest elective office in the division, and Dr. Street will automatically 

become chairman of the division in 195 5. 

Four types of The University of Texas Medical Branch fellowships are 

now available as a result of a bequest by the late A. C. McLaughlin of Cali¬ 

fornia. Funds from the bequest are already available to support the James 

W. McLaughlin Fellowships for the Investigation of Infection and Immun¬ 

ity. Pre-doctoral, senior, post-doctoral, and faculty fellowships will be 

awarded for one year, with opportunity for renewal in certain instances. 

Applications and other information may be obtained from The University 

of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston. 
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Prof. Robert L. Whiting has been named head of the Petroleum Engi¬ 

neering Department at Texas A. & M. College. He succeeds Prof. Albert 

Stevens, who resigned to enter private business. 

The National Academy of Sciences has made an additional grant of 

$6,000 to The University of Texas for continuation of a study of rehabili¬ 

tation following the 195 3 tornadoes at San Angelo and Waco. The Waco 

tornado study has attracted the interest of CBS television, which has sent 

a crew to film a program for its series, "The Search.” 

Dr. H. W. Barlow has resigned as Dean of Engineering at Texas A. & M. 

College, Director of the Texas Engineering Service, and Director of the En¬ 

gineering Experimental State. He will become Director of the Institute of 

Technology of Washington State College. 

Dr. Esmond E. Snell, University of Texas biochemist, will spend the 

1954-5 5 school year in Great Britain investigating chemical reactions in 

living cells. Initially he will do research at Cambridge University with 

Professor E. F. Gale, the well-known British micro-biologist. 
* 

A small group of Texas professional and technical men arrived in East 

Pakistan in September to set up headquarters and begin organization of a 

$1,700,000 technical assistance program involving the Texas A. & M. College 

and the University of Dacca. The work, which will be expanded as addi¬ 

tional field staff members are sent from Texas, is being done under a three- 

year contract recently signed between the U. S. Foreign Operations Admin¬ 

istration and the Texas A. & M. College. These Texans will work with the 

schools of the University of Dacca in the development of modern teach¬ 

ing, research and extension programs in agriculture, engineering, home eco¬ 

nomics, business and teacher training. The Pakistan schools with which they 

will work include the East Bengal Institute of Agriculture at Dacca, the 

East Bengal Veterinary College at Dacca, the Ansanullah Engineering Col¬ 

lege at Dacca, the Women’s Training College at Mymensingh, the Teachers 

Training College at Dacca, the Primary Training College at Mymensingh, and 

the Government College of Commerce at Chittagong. 
* 

Dr. Dan Stanislawski, Professor of Geography at The University of 

Texas, will take a year’s leave of absence in 1954-5 5 to complete studies of 

cultural differences in Portugal. His work is part of continuing studies by 

geographers throughout the world, who are seeking facts about misunder¬ 

standings between differing peoples. He will spend the year organizing ma¬ 

terials collected during 1952-53 in Portugal and Spain, when he was sup¬ 

ported by fellowships from the Guggenheim Memorial Foundation and the 

Social Science Research Council. 
* si- 

Engineers at The University of Texas have been studying the reactions 

of Texans to their famous weather. Here are some of the results of their 

study: Texans are not comfortable at temperatures above 91 degrees Fahren¬ 

heit, even with a 10-per-cent humidity, or above 77 degrees with 90-per¬ 

cent humidity. They are not confortable in summer temperature below 77 
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degrees with 10-per-cent humidity. The largest number of Texans are most 

comfortable in summer when temperature is 78 degrees and humidity is 50 

per cent. The unusually high "preferred” temperature probably is caused 

by Texans’ physiological adjustments to summer heat and by temperature 

preferences of women and persons more than 40 years old. In winter, most 

Texans prefer a 72-degree temperature, but their humidity choice remains 

the same, 5 0 epr cent. 

S5- * * * 

The 1954 annual meeting of the South Texas Section, American Insti¬ 

tute of Chemical Engineers, will be held on October 22 at the Galvez Hotel, 

Galveston, Texas. The one-day meeting will have a General Session, a Sym¬ 

posium on Engine Deposits, a Symposium on Trends in the Gulf Coast 

Chemical Industry, and a Student Session. Papers will be presented on 

methods of statistical control, the economics of ammonia manufacture, the 

selection of plant sites, problems related to engine deposits, and the general 

petrochemical outlook for the Gulf Coast. The special Student Session will 

hear papers outlining current labor laws, economics, and insurance programs 

of interest to the young engineer. Information concerning this meeting may 

be obtained from Harry Haines, 623 West Building, Houston 2, Texas. 

William Alonzo James, a charter member of The Texas Academy of 

Science, died on June 26, 1954, at Pittsburg, Texas. He was 8 8 years of 

age. Known as Galveston’s Mr. Chips, he served as principal of the Ball 

High School from 190 5 to 1940. He was educated at the University of Texas 

(B.A., 1894; M.A., 1895) and taught at Brazoria Academy before joining 

the faculty of Ball High School as science teacher in 1896. 

Outside of Texas, James was well known in educational circles. He 

served as a member of the committee representing the National Education 

Association at five sessions of the World Federation of Education (Toronto, 

1927; Geneva, 1929; Denver, 1931; Dublin, 1933 ; and Oxford, 193 5). For 

fifteen years he served on the Commission for Higher Institutions for the 

Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, and for seven years 

also served in the Junior College Division. 

James was a member of the Galveston County Board of School Trustees 

from 1911 to his death this year. He was president of the board from 1914 

to 1954. A great favorite among his students, he was presented with an 

automobile after serving 2 5 years as principal of Ball High School. Each year 

since his retirement his students have honored him with a birthday party. 

The Division of Science and Pre-Engineering of Del Mar College, 

Corpus Christi, has expanded its science program and has added the follow¬ 

ing men to its faculty: Dr. L. H. Monaco, who received his Ph. D. degree 

from the University of Notre Dame in August; Dr. L. A. Bass, formerly 

of Delta State Teachers College, Cleveland, Mississippi, who will be head 

of the Chemistry Department; and Dr. P. E. Smith, formerly of San Angelo 

College, who will be on the Chemistry staff. 

The preceding issue of THE TEXAS JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, 

Vol. VI, No. 2, June, 1954, was mailed from San Marcos, Texas, on 

July 9, 1954. 
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Cover Picture 

This is a scene in Georgetown harbor, Grand Cayman Island, British 

West Indies (see Edwin Doran, Jr., Land Forms of Grand Cayman Island, 

British West Indies, in this issue of the JOURNAL). The schooner Cali is 

beached in the harbor after developing a bad leak. In the foreground most 

of the vegetation is sea-grape (Coccoloba uvifera), a typical West Indian 

shore plant. The small boats are hoisted on davits above the "ironshore” and 

also above the waves from a nor’wester, unusual here in the trades. "Iron- 

shore” is a term used by Caymanians to refer to the rugged irregular shore 

platform found along so much of their coast line, as well as on some coasts 

of Cuba, the Bahamas, and other West Indian isandsl. The hard, metallic 

ring of the rock when struck makes appropriate the name "ironshore.” 

Photo by Edwin Doran, Jr. 
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FUELS—PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE PROSPECT 

D. RALPH LEE 

A. & M. College of Texas 

ENERGY DEMANDS OF THE FUTURE 

In the next fifty years man will require five times as much energy as 

was used in the past ninety years. During the twenty-first century, perhaps 

the requirement of energy will be twenty-five times that used during the 

last ninety years (1). The per capita energy demand in the U.S. A. in¬ 

creases thirty per cent for each decade. Perhaps by the time that our nuclear 

fuels are practically exhausted, the world’s demand for energy may reach 

one per cent of the total incident sunlight falling upon the earth. A vigor¬ 

ous economy must have cheap energy. There is something of a parallel be¬ 

tween high energy costs and the lack of a competitive progressive industry in 

many of the countries of the world today. 

FOSSIL FUELS 

Dr. Palmer Putnam, consultant for the Atomic Energy Commission, 

has said: 'The literature on fossil fuel resources is complex and confusing” 

(2). Just how much coal, oil, and natural gas we may obtain is not accurately 

known. In arriving at any such estimate, one must decide just what is the 

minimum quality of fuel aceptable. Cost always goes up as good supplies 

are exhausted, thus opening the way for other energy sources. Fossil fuel 

reserves in the world, at a cost not more than twice the present cost, are 

only about five per cent of our conceivable nuclear fuel reserves (the lat¬ 

ter estimate being based upon our uranium and thorium reserves, and being 

limited to a cost not exceeding 1.5 cents per kilowatt hour equivalent). Of 

course, economic factors will prevent our mining vast quantities of fuels 

which are of poor quality or are of low concentration. 

COAL 

Our most abundant fuel is coal (excluding nuclear fuels). While the 

amount of our coal reserves is not known, it is generally believed that the 

United States has about 5 5% of the world’s supply of soft coals, etc. (about 

3 trillion tons). Since we do not know just how much coal will be produced 

per year for the generation of electricity, manufacture of liquid fuels, and 

for metallurgy, we cannot say just how long our coal reserves will last. 

We will probably have some poor grades of coal left even after 3 00 years. 

Obviously, the better grade of cheaply produced coal will be exhausted first, 

then the less profitable beds will be mined. Present economics (governing 

mining practices) cause us to pass over as much coal as we produce. This 

coal, in many cases, will be lost forever! For our Eastern coal fields, we can 

say that we have from 75 to 150 years of production remaining (a little 

better than a guess). Since the future will demand tremendous amounts of 

electrical energy, liquid fuels, and considerable increase in coke, we must 

practice better conservation and efficient utilization of our coal supply. 

Atomic energy is no panacea. 
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PETROLEUM 

It now appears that by 1970 the United States will have an appreciable 

shortage of petroleum; while the world’s shortage will be twice as much. 

Certainly there is a limit to our oil reserves, even though the estimate of oil 

reserves has been continuously revised upward. For the past twenty-five 

years we have had reserves which were about twenty to fifteen years supply 

from the date of estimate. In 1952, the proven oil reserves were 12.4 times 

the 1952 production. The natural gas reserves were 23.1 times the 1952 

production. 

Of course, we expect improved methods of discovery and drilling, but 

the cost of drilling is increasing sharply with the depth of the well. Wells 

are being drilled much deeper, yet the number of successful strikes is dimin¬ 

ishing (9). Probably only one fair-producing well out of nine drillings is 

the national average. One of our biggest hopes lies in the direction of more 

completely getting the oil out of the ground. Good conservation practices 

and employment of new scientific methods may extend the life of thousands 

of wells so as to recover as much as fifty per cent more oil. The average 

amount of oil taken from the well at present is only about fifty per cent 

of the total oil present in the rock. 

We find both salt water and oil together in the capillaries of the rock; 

the latter having a permeability of, say, 300-500 millidarcies. Thus, we rec¬ 

ognize three important factors making for difficult recovery of the oil. 

They are: (1) fluid immiscibility, (2) viscosity of the oil, and (3) inter¬ 

facial forces. Approximately forty-three billion barrels of oil have been taken 

from the ground in the history of petroleum, and the estimated reserves 

are about 27.5 billion barrels ( 1953 ). 

It is reasonably safe to say that seventy billion barrels of crude have 

been or will be left in these wells when production is discontinued, unless 

better secondary recovery methods are utilized. Of course, production is 

curtailed when the amount of salt water pumped from the well greatly ex¬ 

ceeds the little oil that is recovered. It is desirable to pump oil without ex¬ 

cessive water flowing into the well. Improved production methods appear 

promising for the new well, but little hope is held for the old well which is 

water-logged and too far gone. The old well is hard to revive, while expert 

production care will greatly increase the ultimate yield of the new producer. 

MODERN REFINING OPERATIONS 

Another aspect of this petroleum fuel problem is certainly the part 

played by better refinery practices to produce fuel products that will give 

us more available energy per barrel of crude oil. The modern refinery is a 

chemical manufacturing center. Even the fuels themselves are composed of 

many different kinds of molecules, and in different proportions from those 

that were originally present in the crude oil. Approximately sixty per cent 

of every gallon of 100-octane aviation gasoline produced during World War 

II might be classified as synthetic fuel. The high octane alkylate, which made 

up forty per cent of the aviation gasoline, was strictly a synthetic product. 

Contrast this with the low yields of low octane gasoline per barrel of crude 

that were formerly obtained by distillation only. 

One way the refineries made this alkylate was to take isobutane, which 

is a gas at normal temperatures and pressures, and, in the presence of a suit¬ 

able catalyst like ninety per cent hydrofluoric acid, react it with a suitable 
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olefin like isobutylene (or its polymer). This produced, among other products, 

an eight-carbon molecule by condensing the two four-carbon molecules. 

The product was ideal for gasoline since it had branched chains and a re¬ 

markably high octane number. Other components of the 100-octane gaso¬ 

line included a base stock which had been formed by catalytically breaking 

up large molecules, fractionating them, and retreating them for special 

molecular changes. 

As late as 1942 most refineries had been burning their valuable butane- 

butylene fractions of their gases as boiler fuel simply because better uses 

of these had not been practiced (with the exception of "polygas”). The 

size of this fraction increased as the cracking of oils was expanded. Catalytic 

cracking extended our petroleum supply by producing higher octane gaso¬ 

line, and also by cracking the larger, cheaper, rather useless molecules so 

as to give more and better gasoline as well as the C4 gases. Besides the mak¬ 

ing of 100-octane gasoline, these gases have found wide use in the synthetic 

rubber industry and petrochemicals. 

HIGHER OCTANE MEANS POTENTIALLY MORE POWER 

The use of tetraethyl lead extends the petroleum supply in that it pro¬ 

duces a higher octane number, and hence more potential power per gallon 

of fuel. But the amount of tetraethyl lead that can be used is surprisingly 

small (one gallon of T.E.L. per 1,000 gallons of gasoline). Even this small 

amount frequently raises the octane number 10-12 points. Research knowl¬ 

edge of flame velocity is urgently needed. If we could control independently 

flame velocity, we might reduce knock more and more and improve fuel 

utilization in both spark and diesel engines. 

Aviation owes its tremendous advance in piston-type motors largely 

to high octane gasoline. In 193 5, only three per cent of the army planes 

had engines capable of using 100-octane gasoline. To aviation, 100-octane 

meant larger planes, greater range, shorter take-offs, faster climb, and higher 

ceilings. 100-octane produces thirty per cent more power than even 87 

octane produces if used in the efficient engine. War exhausts oil reserves. 

The amount of gasoline used to train a single pilot is probably more than 

the average motorist would use in twenty years. 

EFFICIENT ENGINE DESIGN IS NECESSARY 

Greater engine efficiency based upon higher compression ratios can be 

realized by even greater use of tailor-made fuel molecules. An example of 

such special fuel is triptane, which has been reported as producing such a 

high octane number that it is even difficult to measure. It must be empha¬ 

sized that both the fuel and the engine must be designed for each other. 

It would be of no use to burn 100-octane fuel in the model-T with its low 

compression engine. Normal heptane has an octane number of zero, yet by 

rearranging the shape of the molecule to get 2,2,3-trimethylbutane (trip¬ 

tane), we get an octane number that is phenomenally high. Again, normal 

octane has an octane number of -18, yet the same size molecule that has 

been rearranged will have an octane number of 100 (2,2,4-trimethyl pen¬ 

tane) . 

For years, it was hoped that we could build an internal combustion 

engine capable of delivering one horsepower per pound of weight. This has 

long since been realized and used as experimental and special purpose engines. 
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More efficient engines will extend our oil supply. It is reasonably certain 

that we will eventually have to build lighter weight automobiles, along with 

fuel-saving engines in order to get more miles per gallon. Forty miles per 

gallon was obtained with a popular-priced automobile by modifying its 

motor to efficiently use 100-octane gasoline. Gustav Egloff, world’s fore¬ 

most authority on petroleum chemistry, author of 500 articles and 300 

patents, predicts fifty miles per gallon for your car of the future. Barring 

inflation and war-time emergencies, it is possible that the cost of gasoline 

in the foreseeable future will probably be no more per mile than at the 

present. Of course, the cost of crude oil will increase as the shortage of oil 

develops, but the increased miles per gallon will offset the price increase. We 

will get in the trend of more miles per gallon, especially if we accept the 

lighter cars. We now have more horsepower in automobiles than we need. 

Of the 400 refineries, some 170 are potential 100-octane producers. Much of 

this high octane fuel is now being used to upgrade present gasolines. The re¬ 

fineries can easily meet the demand for 100-octane fuel. 

Every year refineries are trying to eliminate waste in gases and heavy 

tar-like residues, and make more gallons of gasoline from each barrel of 

crude oil. Some crudes contain up to seven per cent sulfur, and at the 

present refineries generally have not been able to use such crude oils. As the 

gasoline cost rises maybe some sulfur crudes can be used, even though an 

expensive process is involved. 

SHALE OIL PROSPECTS 

The next ten years will probably bring about commercially the mining 

of oil-bearing shale. Vice-president A. C. Rubel of Union Oil Company of 

California says that shale should be mined at once. Promise of good yields 

of oil from these shales is assured in the Mahogany Ledge of Colorado and 

Utah. A ton of this shale will yield 3 0 gallons of oil. This one deposit would 

yield more than 100 billion barrels of oil. Total oil shale deposits in the 

United States may yield in excess of 300 billion barrels of oil. The U. S. 

Bureau of Mines at Rifle, Colorado, has done considerable work on this shale 

oil (9). Hydrogenation, though expensive, is thought to be the best way 

to refine shale oil. Oil at the retort is produced at $1.25 per barrel (4). Oil 

from shale would become economical if the 1953 price of crude oil increases 

thirty per cent. If the price of crude oil doubled, then, as the present outlook 

appears, nuclear fuel would certainly take over where suitable. 

GASOLINE FROM COAL AND NATURAL GAS? 

What about the prospect of making gasoline from coal and natural gas 

by synthesis? Indeed, the making of liquid fuel from coal by hydrogenation, 

or the Fisher-Tropsch type of synthesis using CO and IE from coal, may be 

nearer than we think. These are expensive processes and present many prob¬ 

lems at the present time. The trend of using oil instead of coal for furnaces 

may have to be halted or even reversed if the oil when made into gasoline 

brings a better price. At the present time there seems to be very little hope 

of producing liquid fuels from our natural gas reserves. Natural gas plays 

an important role in heating, and it may prove to be shortsighted to exhaust 

our gas reserves to extend the liquid fuel supply. This conversion is expensive 

and may only temporarily relieve the liquid fuel shortage. 
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CAN WE FIND HOPE IN RADICALLY DIFFFERENT FUELS? 

A recent disclosure appearing in the Chemical and Engineering News 
was the possible use of magnesium as a fuel in aircraft and automobiles, 

which may "revolutionize transportation” (6). Joseph H. Scharen of Reade 

Manufacturing Company, Lakehurst, New Jersey, pointed out that the mag¬ 

nesium is used as the fuel in a motor with few working parts. The mag¬ 

nesium is in powder form of about six micron particle size. The specially 

designed aircraft engine has already been built. The present cost of the mag¬ 

nesium powder is 5 6 cents per pound, but the price should drop with volume 

production. (The cost of producing "pig” magnesium is about 26 cents per 

pound). Perhaps here we find an almost inexhaustible fuel supply in sea 

water which contains about one pound of magnesium per 100 gallons of 

water. 

ATOMIC POWER 

Uranium will supply power for 2 5 times as long a period as known 

coal deposits of the earth. This was the statement of Harold C. Urey, Uni¬ 

versity of Chicago Institute of Nuclear Studies (5). The outlook for the 

next decade is that electricity from nuclear reactors will cost 0.3 5 cents per 

kilowatt hour. This competes with $5.00 per ton coal. The breeder-type, or 

regenerative reactor, which is a thing of the future, should produce electricity 

at 0.0013 cents per kilowatt hour, according to W. H. Zinn of the Argonne 

National Laboratory (5). This is based upon $3 5 per pound purified uranium 

which is equal to 1,300 tons of coal. This amazingly low cost for electrical 

energy is not visualized by all authorities on the subject. Sale of reactor by¬ 

products is expected to help reduce the cost of the electricity. The estimated 

cost of plutonium is $6,000.00 per pound. 

In an address before the British Association for the Advancement of 

Science, B. L. Goodlet, deputy chief engineer of the British Atomic Energy 

Research Establishment, said nuclear power is a certainty; economic nuclear 

power, a possibility; but (for the present time) cheap nuclear power seems 

unlikely (3). The future British demand for electricity is soon to outstrip 

the national coal production. He guesses the cost of electricity to be about 

1.2 cents per kilowatt hour, using atomic energy. As coal prices rise, atomic 

energy will appear more feasible. 

SOLAR ENERGY 

A symposium on the utilization of solar energy was held in Madison, 

Wisconsin, in September, 195 3. Dr. Palmer Putnam, who is making a broad 

survey of the sources of energy for the Atomic Energy Commission, stated 

at this meeting that the need for utilization of solar energy may come sooner 

than expected. Fossil fuels may be gone by the year 2020, and nuclear fuels 

by the year 2120, or even at the latest 2200. 

C. G. Abbott, who is with the Smithsonian Institution, said that we are 

very near the development of a solar engine of two to five horsepower capac¬ 

ity which will compete with other present-day energy sources (2). An engi¬ 

neering test is expected to be made within one year. An engine of this type 

could be well used in remote sections where other energy sources are diffi¬ 

cult to obtain. New hope is found in efficient reflection of solar energy 

by the use of metallic mirrors which have been coated with aluminum for 

excellent reflecting surface. By way of comparison, it would take a sunny 
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desert area half the size of the state of Arizona to supply solar energy equiva¬ 

lent to our present electrical and heating needs. It has been said that the 

amount of energy released when one atom bomb explodes is about the same 

as the solar energy received by one square mile of the earth’s surface per day 

in a sunny area. 

Such a country as India, because of acute fuel shortages, could well use 

the small scale solar energy appartus. At the present, there is for sale in 

India for about $15.00, a solar cooking range that uses a 40-inch mirror, 

for preparing meals. A family of five can prepare a meal in 15 minutes. 

Many of these have been sold, but, of course, you eat only when the sun 

shines. Fortunately, India is quite sunny. Fuel is so short that dried cow 

dung is used for fuel (2). 

FUEL FROM PHOTOSYNTHESIS 

The present prices of liquid fuels are such that liquid fuels from agri¬ 

cultural wastes cannot in any sense be considered competitive. Furthermore, 

it does not appear that such will ever be in the forseeable future. However, 

some hope may be in the direction of growing such plants as Chlorella 
pyrenoidosa (7,8). It was reported that at Stanford University this plant 

was grown in yields up to fifty tons per acre. By comparison, one of the 

greatest yields of agricultural crops is alfalfa, which may yield five tons per 

acre. The investment and operational costs of growing Chlorella were not 

discussed. It was stated that an area the size of the state of Louisiana may 

be used to grow the equivalent of a billion barrels of gasoline per year. The 

process involved the carbonization of Chlorella. 
We know very little about the complex composition of petroleum, even 

though some 13 5 component compounds have been identified. Our ignorance 

of the chemistry of diesel oil, lube oil, asphalts, waxes, the sulfur, nitrogen, 

and oxygen compounds of petroleum, is well recognized. A knowledge of this 

chemistry may aid us in understanding the origin of petroleum, and hence 

the relation to the life processes. If and when we understand photosynthesis, 

perhaps we can use an industrial chemical process to efficiently fix solar 

energy. Or maybe specially selected growing plants may provide efficient 

solar energy fixation. It may be that in the future we will grow our "petrol¬ 

eum”; or, is petroleum being grown today? No less an authority than Egloff 

insists that "tiny sea organisms like diatoms are busy today in the ocean, 

producing petroleum faster than man can bring it out of the ground and 

convert it into gasoline!” If this is correct, our problem is how to make 

this new oil available. 
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LAND FORMS OF GRAND CAYMAN ISLAND, 

BRITISH WEST INDIES 

EDWIN DORAN, JR. 

The University of Texas 

The observations reported in this paper were made during 1949 when 

the author was engaged in field work for a dissertation on the geography of 

the Cayman Islands. Although many of the land forms of the island are 

typical of tropical limestone areas, the ridges which are the product of wave 

accretion are distinctive and have been little mentioned before. As a con¬ 

tribution toward knowledge of an area and of a geomorphic process, neither 

of which has been considered previously to any great extent, the comments 

which follow seem worthy of presentation. 

The three Cayman Islands, lying about 140 miles south of Cuba and 

northwest of Jamaica, are at a sufficient distance from the equator to have 

some variability in seasons (Fig. 1). Winters are mild, and in the warmest 

months the prevailing trade winds moderate the temperature. Rainfall, aver¬ 

aging 65 inches but varying considerably, occurs principally in summer so 

that tropical savanna climatic conditions obtain. The most important inter¬ 

ruptions to a rather even climatic pattern occur with the occasional hurri¬ 

canes. 

As a result of the seasonal and occasionally low rainfall, the vegetation 

of the islands falls far short of humid tropical luxuriance or profusion. 

Mainly vegetation now takes the form of low (perhaps averaging twenty 

feet in height) semixerophytic scrub rooted in crevices of the karstic surface 

where small amounts of the reddish residual soil have lodged. Low areas, in¬ 

cluding much of the western interior of Grand Cayman around the North 

Sound (Fig. 2), are covered with a dense tangle of mangrove and buttonwood 

whose darker green contrasts with the gray-green aspect of the scrub. Along 

the shores is a typical West Indian beach association composed of sea grape, 

coco-plum, and other salt resistant shrubs and grasses. 

Topographically the Caymans are low and flat with few elevations, 

except on Cayman Brae, over 3 5 feet. Bedrock is universally of limestone, 

which under the rather moist tropical conditions dissolves at its surface into 

a rugged small-scale karst whose pinnacles, lapies, and other solution features 

make cross-country travel difficult. Larger topographic features are exempli¬ 

fied by the coral reefs which to a greater or lesser degree fringe the islands, 

the North Sound, which occupies some 3 5 square miles of the west end of 

Grand Cayman, and the steep bluff of Cayman Brae. Hurricane beaches of 

sand or coral cobbles bound all shores except for a few places where low 

bluffs drop off directly into deeper water. 

PALEOGEOGRAPHY 

During the Pliocene significant changes in the paleogeography of the 

Caribbean began to occur. For some time prior a shallow sea, or possibly a 

land mass, had existed in the general area of Haiti, Cuba, Jamaica, and the 

360 
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Fig. 1. The Cayman Islands lie south of Cuba and northwest of Jamaica. 
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Cayman Islands. In this period the Caymans are thought to have been con¬ 

nected by land to Jamaica but not to Cuba. Whatever the exact conditions, 

the existence of a large, undeformed land mass, only slightly, if at all, 

above the sea surface, seems definitely indicated for late Miocene time. 

As the Pliocene progressed, this land mass was disrupted greatly by 

fracturing, faulting, and folding on a vast scale. The Bartlett Deep, that 

great east-west trough lying between Jamaica and Cuba, began to take form 

as did also the major outlines of the Greater Antilles as we know them 

now. Uplift of the new land masses continued into the Pleistocene, as evi¬ 

denced by marine Pleistocene deposits at elevations of 1460 feet in Haiti 

and 6 50 feet in Cuba (Schuchert, 193 5: 5 5 ). 

One particular line of uplift resulted in pronounced relief along a 

ridge which is now surmounted by the three Cayman Islands. This Cayman 

Ridge, a westward extension of the Sierra Maestra of southeastern Cuba 

which is well outlined by a portion of the 1000 fathom isobath of Fig. 1, was 

formed in part by the uplift already mentioned and in part by the down- 

faulting of the Bartlett Trough immediately to the south. The ridge seems 

to be an old mountain axis, itself broken into blocks by complex faulting. 

Variable movements of the blocks have left three emergent (the Cayman 

Islands) and others depressed as much as half a mile below the sea between 

Cuba, the Lesser Caymans, and Grand Cayman. These depths are minor 

saddles in the ridge, however, when compared to the abyss directly south. 

Grand Cayman, with its close coincidence in level to that of the sea, 

probably was planed off by wave erosion in late Tertiary or early Pleistocene 

times. At any rate, the supposed core of Tertiary rock which is responsible 

for the island’s existence is nowhere visible. All surface features seem rela¬ 

tively young and form an emerged platform of Pleistocene age. Eustatic 

changes of sea level related to glaciation seem to account for many features 

of the island’s form; all others are related to subaerial corrosion or to the 

action of the sea at its present level. 

OFFSHORE FORMS 

Charts show the 100 fathom isobath at a distance from shore seldom 

greater than one mile, usually much less, and thus indicate a rather quick 

drop off to deep water in all directions. On the other hand, the visible sub¬ 

marine portions of air photographs of the island extend out almost as far 

as the chart contour; the maximum visible depth is unknown but probably 

on the order of 150 feet, since one can, with a water glass, distinguish the 

bottom clearly through 60 feet of water. This proximity of deepest visible 

and 100 fathom contours may indicate relatively inaccurate location of 

soundings, but a more likely explanation is that beyond the gentle slope 

from shoreline to about 150 feet, much of which shows on the photos, 

there is a break to a steeper slope extending down some hundreds of feet, 

which then flattens to the main eight to ten degree slope leading to great 

depths. The latter two slopes show well on profile Y of Figure 3; the first, 

too small vertically to be visible on the profile just mentioned, is visible 

on profiles A, B, and C of Figure 5. (Locations of all sections are shown 

in Fig. 2). 

Such slope characteristics may be explained in part as the result of 

deposition, during planation, of a sedimentary girdle or terrace around the 

edges of the island block (that portion above the dashed lines on profile Y, 
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FIG. 3. Sections across the island. 

Fig. 4. Geomorphic map of Grand Cayman. 
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Fig. 3). Wave attack by lowered Pleistocene seas also would emphasize the 

steep offshore slope of this girdle. From this declivity the gentler diastrophic 

slope continues down to the sea depths. 

An interesting feature of the offshore slopes is the appearance on the 

air photos in a number of places of submarine features parallel to the shore 

(Fig. 4). The depth of water overlying them is unknown (except that it cer¬ 

tainly is less than 200 feet), and the features can be described only as linear 

traces on the sea bottom which parallel the present shoreline in consistent 

fashion. One trace is continuous almost all the way around Grand Cayman, 

and at least three substantially parallel traces are visible off the beach between 

Georgetown and West Bay. Their parallelism and depths below present sea 

level suggest that these features are reefs or beaches marking the shorelines 

of lowered seas during the Pleistocene fluctuations of sea level.1 

The most conspicuous element of offshore topography is the coral reef 

which encircles all except the western end of Grand Cayman. The reef fol¬ 

lows fairly straight lines which cut across bights, forming sounds of sizable 

1 What seems to be an analogous type of feature, attributable to lowered strand 
lines, and a similar offshore profile, are described for the northeast coast of Andros 
Island, Bahamas by Newell et al. (1951: 10). 
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dimensions (Fig. 4). In addition, the enclosing reef, although touching at 

almost every projecting point of land, forms in most places a barrier 100 to 

300 feet offshore, leaving lagoon passages which are navigable by small 

boats. Passes through the reef are possibly due to initial irregularities of the 

bottom, since no appreciable changes in salinity due to stream discharge are 

possible here. Sediments from lagoons, carried by tidal currents, might act 

to inhibit coral growth in these areas. 

Elevation of a typical reef varies from about one foot above mean sea 

level to about 18 inches beneath, while portions visible above water are 

seldom more than 50 feet wide. But no sudden drop off to deeper water 

Fig. 5. Beach profiles A to D. All dimensions are in feet; vertical exaggeration 
is 5:1. 

Fig. 6. Beach profiles E to F. Scale as in Fig. 5. 
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provides a break from which accurate widths might be measured; instead 

the reef slopes gently down from the surface to deeper water both inshore 

and offshore (Profiles E, F. G of Fig. 6). 

The Grand Cayman reef seems to be made up largely of dead coral 

and coral cobbles. The luxuriance of coral growth noted by the author in 

the Solomon Islands is strikingly absent in this West Indian reef. Most fea¬ 

tures common to Pacific reefs, such as Lithothamnium ridge, buttresses, and 

surge channels (Tracey et al.> 1948: 861-878) cannot be identified here. 

In contrast the reef seems to be a structureless ridge, dead and stony in ap¬ 

pearance, and with only occasional patches of decadent living coral. Out¬ 

side the reef in deeper water and in the West Bay coral is growing more 

actively. A thriving mass was noted 500 feet offshore and only a foot be¬ 

neath the surface along the line of Profile A, Fig. 5. Certainly the masses 

of coral cobble which make up a major part of Grand Cayman’s beach 

ridges indicates a good supply from the deeper waters offshore. 

North Sound, which is largely responsible for the island’s unique shape, 

is a considerable body of water, some five miles in diameter. Separated from 

the open sea on the north by reef and shoals, it has a shallow bowl shape 

with the deepest portion, about 20 feet, just south of the center (Fig. 7). 

In many places the floor is formed by exposed limestone bedrock, while in 

others it is composed of a thin veneer of marly material or covered by a 

growth of turtle grass or algae (Zostera sp.). The shoreline of the sound 

is determined around most of its periphery by mangroves growing in the 

shallows. This boundary is transitional because water extends back among 

the tangle of mangrove roots for considerable distances. On the air photos 

water areas can be noted for at least three miles east of Little Sound. 

Fig. 7. Submarine topography of North Sound. 
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Fig. 8. Cobble beach on the north coast. View eastward from Old Man Bay. 
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SHORE FORMS 

The only sand beach of any magnitude is located on the west end of 

Grand Cayman, extending from Georgetown to West Bay in an arc some 

three miles long (A to B, Fig. 4). This beach slopes up gently from the 

water to form a low ridge averaging a dozen feet in height and possibly 500 

feet in width and sloping off in the rear to swamp level (profiles A, B, C, 

of Fig. 5). Two or three berms constructed by storm waves are transient 

features. Beach material is exceptionally fine grained. Most of the material 

is fine sand, while silt particles make up an appreciable part of the total 

volume. Well rounded, non-spherical coral gravel up to several inches in 

length is a minor constituent of the beach. (Since limestone is the only rock 

exposed on the island all sediment descriptions imply that the material, 

whether silt, sand, or gravel, is made up of calcium carbonate.) 

Gravel or cobble beaches are associated with beach ridges and their 

distribution discussed later. They are formed of coral fragments, rounded 

into cobbles,, and usually extend 20 or 30 feet from the water’s edge to the 

base of the beach ridge (Fig. 8). Mixed through the cobbles are conch shells, 

driftwood, seeds, and other organic materials. 

In at least two places along the western shore of Grand Cayman are 

found exposures of beach rock. The Cayman examples are in beds which, 

although cemented by calcium carbonate, vary in resistance to wave action 

and, having been planed off, are now differentially eroded so that they form 

series of miniature steps with scarp slopes facing the beach. The tiny asym¬ 

metrical ridges are found at the shoreline or in the water and strike parallel 

to the shore, sometimes extending for hundreds of feet. The rock consists 

of sand, usually fairly coarse in grain size, which has been lithified into a 

friable sandstone by precipitation of calcium carbonate, either from sea 

water or from fresh water seeping down through the sand after having be¬ 

come supersaturated with calcium carbonate. 

The term "ironshore” has long been used by Caymanians to refer to 

the rugged irregular shore platform found along so much of their coastline 

and as well on some coasts of Cuba, the Bahamas, and other West Indian 

islands. This platform, its edge forming the shoreline, extends from 30 to 

150 feet back from the water to the beach ridge on its inner side. Swept by 

waves during ordinary storms and scoured emphatically by hurricane waves 

the ironshore is developed on the consolidated edges of the depositional 

veneer covering the island’s core and has little or no unconsolidated sedi¬ 

ment lying on it. Sloping gently up from a usually steep seaward edge the 

platform’s surface is etched by solution into a pronounced karstic form. 

Lapies, pinnacles, and sharp rock edges make it difficult to walk across; 

the hard, metallic ring of the rock when struck makes appropriate the 

name ironshore. In plan the seaward scarp face is decidedly crenulate, with 

projecting points, coves, and narrow channels leading inward. Ironshore is 

the dominant form on most coasts of Grand Cayman and is found wherever 

the dry flatland of Fig. 4 is separated from the water only by beach ridge. 

In surprising contrast to the jagged, dark gray surface, the ironshore 

is developed on a soft, cream-colored marl, throughout which are scattered 

remains of conchs, other marine shells, and fragments of coral. Beds of 

harder material are encountered at random in thicknesses from an inch or 
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FIG. 9. Cross-bedding in a natural cross-section of the ironshore. Near the 

southwestern point of the island. 

FIG. 10. Eastward view of the beach ridge at Half Moon Bay. 
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so to as much as a foot. In some locations the formation seems structure¬ 

less, but elsewhere bedding is apparent, sometimes in complexly crossbedded 

form (Fig. 9). 

Origin of the ironshore platform seems to lie in the action of waves 

on the outcropping edges of the marl formation. The surface is acted upon 

by air and water to produce the typical hard, karstic form. Where waves 

attack the edges they undercut the hardened zone into the marl, the upper 

portion calves off, and the typical scarp is produced. Zones of weakness, 

usually along joints, retreat faster than other areas, producing the typical 

crenulate margin. 

Along most coasts of Grand Cayman beach ridges are noted. Excep¬ 

tions are found at places where coastal ridges (see below) adjoin the water 

directly. Ranging in height from 10 to 20 feet and in width from 50 to 

500 feet, the ridges are higher and steeper on the north and south coasts 

toward the east end, lower behind the protecting reef of East Sound, and 

lower and gentler in slope in the western portion of the island. Uncon¬ 

solidated coral cobbles are the principal construction materials (Fig. 10). 

Some ridges, worked by the waves at less frequent intervals, have a vegeta¬ 

tive cover and are more consolidated; interstices are filled and in places 

cementation effects are noticeable. 

Beach ridges typically are found sloping up from the inland edge of 

the ironshore, where changes in material and in slope make the two readily 

separable. Normal waves break at the edge of the ironshore, perhaps sending 

spray a dozen or so feet inland; storm waves break over the ironshore, sweep¬ 

ing it clear of debris and at times reworking the foot of the beach ridge; 

hurricane waves break over the ironshore or at the foot of the beach ridge 

with a tremendous swash which reworks and builds the ridge, destroys houses 

built on its crest, and often extends inland for many hundreds of yards. 

But along the sand beach no dividing line can be established. From the 

water’s edge (mean sea level) the beach slopes up, with berms from storm 

waves, to the crest built by the largest waves. There is no change in ma¬ 

terial, but at the limit of annually recurring waves vegetation begins, covers 

the crest, and extends down the rear slope. 

Peripheral to Grand Cayman is another discontinuous ridge or pair of 

ridges which may be called coastal to differentiate them from beach ridge 

and at the same time not to imply any theory of origin in the name. These 

coastal ridges parallel the coast faithfully, are higher than beach ridges, 

and lie inland except in a few rather important locations (Fig. 4). At Little 

Pedro Point, Great Pedro Point, High Rocks, Great Bluff, Little Bluff, and 

Bowse Bluff the coastal ridge forms the shoreline (Fig. 2). Beach ridge is 

absent at these places, and wave attack on the coastal ridge has formed pre¬ 

cipitous bluffs which are so pronounced a landscape feature (on this island 

of low relief) that each has received a local name. The bluffs vary from 

steep to vertical and from eight to 20 feet in height above the water. 

Except for three short missing portions one coastal ridge parallels the 

coast from Little Pedro Point around the east end of the island and back 

to Bowse Bluff on the north side. West from Old Man Bay, on the north 

side of the island, a second coastal ridge occurs south of the first and con¬ 

tinues irregularly west for about four miles. This ridge is higher for the 

most part than that closer to the coast but is much dissected and of quite 
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irregular appearance. In the West Bay area the largest ridge roughly parallels 
the northwest coast for about a mile; other smaller ridges have orientations 
usually not related to present shorelines. 

The ridges vary somewhat in appearance according to conditions of lo¬ 
cation, dissection, and solution. They may be generalized as being on the 
order of 30 feet or more in relief, perhaps 400 feet in width, and with sur¬ 
faces which may be roughened by lapies or soil-covered and smooth (Profiles 
G, H, Fig. 6). The material of which they consist is limestone of an in¬ 
durated, structureless nature. The rock is of coralline origin, but from field 
examination, directed specifically toward this problem, it could not be de¬ 
termined whether corals are in growth position; solution and precipitation 
have disguised all shapes and only septae remain to prove that corals are 
the building materials. 

Because of their corroded character the origin of these features remains 
in doubt. Their regular form and the presence of large coral fragments 
preclude their being lithified dunes. Two other possibilities remain and are 
offered as equally attractive hypotheses. The coastal ridges may be old reefs, 
dating from a period of higher relative sea when Grand Cayman was an 
atoll, or they may be old beach ridges, also dating from such a period of 
higher sea, which are now so indurated and corroded as to disguise their 
original sedimentary form. 

Swales between coastal and beach ridges or between pairs of the former 
are usually low enough to be swampy and in at least three cases result in 
elongate lagoons parallel to the shore. Collier’s Pond and the lagoon just 
east of Breaker Point are between beach and coastal ridges, while Mount 
Polus Pond, on the north side of the island, lies between two coastal ridges. 
Meager Bay Pond is blocked from the sea by a beach ridge but is different 
in having only low ground inland. Governor’s Creek seems to be a remnant 
of a former larger water body which has been gradually occupied by man¬ 
groves; however, it is separated from the sea by a beach ridge and from 
North Sound by a low segment of coastal ridge. 

At certain places along the shoreline of Grand Cayman benches and 
notches occur as distinctive forms (Fig. 4). Benches vary in width from a 
foot or so to an average of about 12 feet and to a maximum of about 3 0 
feet (Fig. 11). Surface elevations in many cases are just a few inches above 
mean sea level, but some are to be found up to three or four feet higher. 
The lower benches are more common, and all appear to be related to present 
sea level. Surfaces of the benches, except for scarification by many small 
pits and cavities, are smooth and extend along the shoreline for distances of 
tens to hundreds of feet. Found in the most exposed locations on windward 
coasts of the island, these benches presumably are in the main due to wave 
erosion aided by the abrasive activities of the many snails and chitons found 
in the small pits and cavities. 

Notches being formed at present sea level are best developed behind 
reefs but more frequently found along open coasts. Their lower portions 
occur just at mean sea level, and the heights vary from six inches to per¬ 
haps three feet, the lesser being noted more frequently. Depths to which 
they have been cut into the rock vary from a few inches to a maximum of 
perhaps six feet, an occasional very deep but low notch giving the appear¬ 
ance of a sawed undercut into the rock. In a fashion analogous to the for¬ 
mation of benches the notches are produced by abrasion, possibly aided by 
solution and most effective just at the sea surface. 
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FIG. 11. Bench on the southeast side of Little Pedro Point. 

INTERIOR FORMS 

The relatively dry and flat areas of Grand Cayman, lying above sea 

level some three to 20 feet, seem to have been an old sea floor which is now 

exposed. They are flat to gently undulating, slightly karstic in the higher 

portions, rather smooth on lower soil-covered parts, and generally underlain 

by marl like that beneath the ironshore. The largest areas of flat land are 

toward the west, but irregular areas, much interrupted by ridge and swale 

topography, are found in the eastern interior of the island. 

An interesting series of ridge and swale features occupies much of the 

eastern half of the island (Fig. 4). The ridges are low, gentle swells with 

perhaps four or five feet of relief and are a hundred or so feet in width; 

lengths vary up to three miles. The indurated rock of the ridges has devel¬ 

oped strong karstic character, while intervening swales have more soil, are 

less karstic, and have denser vegetation. 

Accretion by wave action is the most satisfactory hypothesis which 

has been developed to explain the origin of these ridges. Similar features are 

found also in other parts of the world as a result of wave construction. 

The ramparts described by Spender (1930: 198) and Fairbridge and Teichert 

(1948: 74) from the Great Barrier Reef, by Teichert and Fairbridge (1948: 

240) from northwestern Australia, and by Umbgrove (1947: 737) from the 

East Indies are examples of multiple beach ridges which have resulted from 

wave action and added considerable areas to islands. Newell et al. (1951: 

11 and Fig. 5) describe and map a coastal strip on the island of Andros, 

Bahamas, several miles long by about a mile and a half wide which is striped 

by low ridges, similar in character to those of Grand Cayman, which they 
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consider to be old, lithified beach ridges. The author has noted similar topog¬ 

raphy on several islands in the southeastern Bahamas, where most of West 

Caicos, for example, is formed by ridge and swale forms that seem to be 

indurated beach ridges. 

Assuming a sea level somewhat higher than the present, possibly during 

vhe Sangamon interglacial period, and perhaps aided by a slow lowering of 

the sea such as that at the beginning of the Wisconsin, accretion of successive 

ridges seems a likely origin for these features. Subaerial solution and cemen¬ 

tation in the perhaps 100,000 years they have been exposed would result in 

their present induration and the disappearance of their original sedimentary 

texture (still visible in the Andros ridges). The one major difficulty in this 

particular case is that the accretion must have taken place on the sides of 

a rather narrow channel extending across from what is now Frank Sound 

to Old Man Bay. However, waves entering the channel obliquely from the 

open sea would have had enough fetch to reach appreciable size and by rota¬ 

tion of their crests could have broken parallel to the shore within the channel. 

The other ridges and swales to the east of the two main belts are prob¬ 

ably of similar origin but are too fragmentary and obscured for any details 

of their history to be worked out. One trend (at C, Fig. 4) seems obliterated 

by the more easterly of the two main belts. That fact, their fainter aspect, 

and their interior location make it probable that the east-central features 

antedate the two main belts of ridges and swales. 

A small scale karst topography has developed on the limestones of 

many areas of Grand Cayman. Most pronounced are the karstic forms of the 

ironshore, the coastal ridges, and the ridge and swale areas, whereas the 

dry flatlands are karstic to some degree but much more often are soil- 

covered. The lowlands are covered densely with vegetation growing on soil 

or muck, exhibit little exposed rock, and are little dissolved. Karst is princi¬ 

pally in the form of lapies, occurring in a typical complex pattern of pin¬ 

nacles and miniature ridges separated by clefts in the rock. The local relief 

averages about two feet but reaches a maximum of five feet in places. The 

pinnacles and ridges are intricately sculptured, almost honeycombed, into 

jagged, sharp-edged masses which are quite hard but at the same time brittle. 

Where pinnacles have been broken off to make crude trails through the bush, 

white scars contrast strongly with the normal gray, weathered color of the 

rock. Falling fragments clink against others with a metallic sound. 

Scattered through the karst are sinks which reach a maximum depth 

of perhaps 20 feet. The greatest diameter noted is about 100 feet, but most 

sinks are considerably smaller. Again, there is a range from almost vertically 

walled holes to shallow depressions several times wider than deep. Most sinks 

reach the water table and serve as natural fresh water wells in the bush for 

animals, birds and man (Fig. 12). 

Vertical fractures, probably joints, occur in the limestone at random 

intervals and without any pattern of orientation. They have widened by 

solution to an average of about six inches, but range from tiny cracks to 

about a 15 inch maximum; horizontal extent is usually some tens of feet. 

Often the fractures are visibly several feet in depth, but in other cases may 

be filled with terra rossa. They are probably the source of the story men¬ 

tioned by several authors that several large cracks run east-west from one 

end of Grand Cayman to the other. No trace of any such long and contin¬ 

uous fractures can be seen, but the multitude of solution-widened joints 

may well have been the origin of the tale. 
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The shores of North Sound and much of the remainder of interior 

Grand Cayman are formed by lowland with a maximum elevation probably 

on the order of three feet (Fig. 4). The slight height above mean sea level 

determines that under any abnormal condition such as a spring tide, wind 

tide, or heavy downpour of rain these areas of the island are flooded to a 

depth of a foot or so with water and may remain thus for several days. 

Much of the lowland area, particularly to the east of North Sound, is ap¬ 

proximately at the level of normal sea; a myriad of tiny water areas inter¬ 

spersed through the mangroves can be noted. Edges of the lowland, almost 

at sea level, are seen on Profiles A, C, and E of Figures 5 and 6. 

Topographically the lowland is a plain, practically without relief and 

surfaced with a peaty, mucky humus derived from mangrove decay. The 

mangroves (Khizophora and Laguncularia) and buttonwood (Conocar pits) 

cover nearly all the lowland area and have considerable geomorphic signifi¬ 

cance, since the vegetation seems to have encroached upon and reduced the 

area of North Sound markedly from its original extent. It is probable that 

a large part of the western interior of the island was once watercovered, 

that mangroves encroached rapidly across the shallows, and that the present 

North Sound is just a remnant of the former larger lagoon. Although there 

is no important change in the outline of the sound due to mangrove growth 

in the 65 years which elapsed between hydrographic and aerial surveys, it 

is apparent, both in the field and on air photos, that many peripheral areas 

of mangrove are low and young. In the vicinity of Booby Cay, for example, 

the shores of the sound are formed by low, recent mangrove growth, and 

larger, older trees are seen away from the shoreline. It is obvious that man¬ 

groves have recently filled many of the channels leading off from the sound; 

their old courses may be traced for considerable distances, outlined by high 

mangroves and filled by young, low trees. 

GEOMORPHIC HISTORY 

The history evidenced by land forms of Grand Cayman is quite brief 

in the geological sense. Late Tertiary or early Pleistocene uplift followed by 

planation seem likely from the general history of this portion of the Carib¬ 

bean and from the close adjustment of the island to sea level. But the first 

event discernible from the forms now visible would seem to be deposition 

of the rocks of the dry flatland, which are overlain by all other forms. The 

marly composition of the underlying rock, its elevation of three to 20 feet, 

its included coral fragments, and its crossbedding lead to the inference that 

the rock originated in a very shallow sea, relatively some 10 to 20 feet 

higher than present sea level (Sangamon interglacial sea?). At this time, or 

possibly with the first slight drop of sea level as the Wisconsin glaciation 

began, the faint ridges and swales of the eastern interior were formed by 

wave accretion on the shallow bank. Better defined (hence less corroded, 

hence younger) and probably cutting across the east central ridges and 

swales (at C, Fig. 4; hence younger) are the two central ridge and swale 

belts across the island. Although there is no proof by intersection it seems 

likely that both of the central belts were formed at about the same time 

by accretion on the sides of a channel extending across from present Frank 

Sound to Old Man Bay and separating two small islands left by a slight 

lowering of the sea. 
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Intersecting the western belt of ridges and swales and definitely post¬ 

dating it is the coastal ridge lying just south of Mount Polus Pond. This 

may be an old beach ridge constructed when the slightly lowered seas of 

early Wisconsin time, still well above present level, began to work the 

shores of the newly emerged island. Because it intersects the ridge and swale 

belts and is lower, less dissected, more continuous, and exterior to the coastal 

ridge just discussed, the similar ridge which extends from Bowse Bluff 

around to Little Pedro Point is the next younger land form. It probably is 

an old beach ridge produced as the sea dropped a bit lower, though still 12 

or 15 feet above the present, during the waxing Wisconsin glaciation. 

The offshore linear traces, probably old beaches or reefs formed when 

the sea was 50 to 150 feet lower than at present, cannot be related in time 

definitely to the forms discussed above. It can be said only that they were 

formed during one of the glacial intervals. 

Forms related to present sea level are the latest of all and may have 

developed contemporaneously with each other. Ridges along the present 

beaches, the fringing or barrier reef, benches and notches, and other shore 

forms cannot be dated relatively in age. However, the mangrove encroach¬ 

ment of the North Sound is obviously still continuing; and probably the 

rate of change in outline of the sound is more rapid than that along other 

shores of the island. 

SUMMARY 

Grand Cayman is a low, flat island, reef-encircled and with a low, 

cliffed, karstic shoreline except for a three mile beach on the west end. 

Irregularities of its surface, although modified by encroachment of man¬ 

groves across shallows and by subaerial corrosion, are in the main due to 
ridges produced by wave action. Accretion of successive ridges has formed 

the skeleton of the island in and around which all other forms have devel¬ 

oped. A somewhat larger ridge which follows the periphery of the island 

gives it a flattened bowl shape, broken on the northwest where North Sound 

is in contact with the sea, which also is a legacy of accretion caused by 

wave action. 
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SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF VARIABLE SLOPE PULSE 

MODULATION WAVES* 

OLAN E. KRUSE 

Stephen F. Austin State College 

INTRODUCTION 

Among the several types of pulse modulation schemes so far devel¬ 

oped for use in the electrical transmission of intelligence, the method called 

"Rise-Time Modulation” by Kaufman (1950) and the method called "Vari¬ 

able Slope Pulse Modulation” by the writer (1952) both represent a de¬ 

parture from the conventional rectangularly shaped pulse used in other 

pulse modulation systems. Instead of transmitting the intelligence in the 

amplitude, position, width, or quantity of pulses, the information to be 

transmitted is carried in the slopes of the leading edges of the train of pulses 

in both of the systems mentioned. This technique is illustrated in Fig. 1, 

which shows the waveforms involved in "Variable Slope Pulse Modula¬ 

tion” ("Rise-Time Modulation” differs from this only in the shape of the 

waveform after the initial rise; the pulses remain "flat-top” for a short in¬ 

terval after the pulse rise is complete. The basic idea of information being 

carried in the leading edge slope is the same, however). The unmodulated 

pulse train consists of a series of identical triangularly shaped pulses equally 

spaced in time. The modulating signal, a(t), for convenience taken to be 

sinusoidal, leaves the amplitudes of the pulses and the time between the 

beginning of successive pulses unaltered. The modulation results in changes 

in the slopes of the pulses, the change in the slope of each pulse being pro¬ 

portional to the strength of the modulating signal (with respect to a pre¬ 

determined reference) at the time of transmission of the pulse. At the re¬ 

ceiver the original modulating signal is extracted from the incoming train 

of slope modulated pulses by appropriate electronic circuits, thus supplying 

to the listener the original information multiplied by a constant. 

The actual procedures involved in the modulation and detection pro¬ 

cesses may be found in the literature already cited. The purpose of the pres¬ 

ent paper is to derive a theoretical expression for the frequency spectrum of 

variable slope pulse modulated waves, and to present experimental verifica¬ 

tion of the results obtained. 

MATHEMATICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The analysis may be started with reference to Fig. 1. The peak value 

of the pulses will be denoted by E rather than Vp as indicated in Fig. 1. 

The pulse repetition frequency is c, and the audio frequency will be denoted 

by a. 

* This paper is based largely on the dissertation "Variable Slope Pulse Modula¬ 
tion,” by Olan E. Kruse, submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the University of Texas, June, 1951. 
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Fig. 1. 
Modulated Pulse Train 

The voltage waveform of the unmodulated pulse train shown in Fig. 1 

may be represented analytically by a Fourier series. That is, 

V(t) - A0+Z.( ( An CoS 2. tt n Ct + bn Stsi 2.tt not ) 

where 

rTc 

■"=(Tc 

v(t) at 

V (+) cob 2Trnet at 
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c o 

where Tc is the time between the start of successive pulses, and 

fkfc for (pulse duration) 

\0 for (pulse duration) < t^. Tc 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(3) 

where k is the slope of the leading edge of the triangular shaped pulse. Now 

with k the slope of the leading edge of the pulse and E the maximum ampli¬ 

tude of the pulse, the pulse duration may be written as 

pulse duration = E/k (6) 
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Employing Eqs. (5) and (6),Eq. (2) becomes 

I f * trZ 
A°" (TjJo K+d + = ZKTC 

Since Tc = l/c, Eq. (7) may be written as 

A0 - cE2/2 k 

With the use of Eqs. (5) and (6),Eq. (3) becomes 

, 
An = (-*j-)J Kt coa^nnot dt 

(7) 

(8) 

= (lW%rfO (c°s^Tinc^ +2trnc | 5iN2Ttnc^-l) 

Finally, upon employing Eqs. (5) and (6), Eq. (4) becomes 
(9) 

Kt SIM ZTTnct dt 

= (SiN2tfnc-^-2ttnc-| coS2nnc-| ) 

(10) 

Eqs. (8), (9), and (10) could be substituted into Eq. (1) to give the 

Fourier expansion of V(t) for the unmodulated pulse train (constant k). 

Now if this pulse train is modulated by some intelligence signal, the 

slope k will no longer be constant but will vary linearly with the intelli¬ 

gence. If the unmodulated pulse slope is denoted by K0 and the maximum 

change in slope is denoted by K, the slope k may be written as 

k(t) = K0 + K sin 27rat (11) 

where a is the audio frequency (frequency of the intelligence signal). De¬ 

fining the degree of modulation, m, as the ratio of maximum change in 

pulse slope to unmodulated pulse slope, that is, m = K , Eq. (11) becomes 

x. 

k(t) = K0(l + m sin 27r at) (12) 

Although the slope is now a function of time, it will change very little 

during the duration of a single triangular shaped pulse, and for this reason 

the Fourier coefficients for the modulated case may be obtained by substi¬ 

tuting Eq. (12) into Eqs. (8), (9), and (10), no new integrations being 

required. 

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (8) yields 

._CE2 
2.K0( l+m SlNZTtat) 

(13) 

The analysis will be carried out for degrees of modulation, m, small enough 

so that 

(l/l + m sin 2?rat) = 1 - m sin 2 7rat, (14) 
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approximately. Eq. (13) then becomes 

A0 = (cE2/2KU) (1 -m sin 2?rat) (15) 

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (9) and employing the approximation 

given by Eq. (14) yields 

Kn(i + m SiNZTiat) 
A n ~ ZffW (l- m SiN2TTat)] 

4 

ZnncE 
Sin 

[ / znncE W 
1 - m Sin zrrat)J 

1 

K0 (1 + m SINZrrat) U Kc il 
• 

"I 
(16) 

For convenience, let 

H — 2?rncE/K0 (17) 

Using Eq. (17), Hq. (16) may be written 

An = (K0/2?r2cn2) [cos (H - Hm sin 2?rat) 

+ m sin 27rat cos (H - Hm sin 27rat) 

+ H sin (H - Hm sin 2?rat) - m sin 2?rat ~l] (18) 

Using the familiar trigonometric expansions for the sine and cosine of 

the difference of two angles, Eq. (18) becomes 

An= ( ^TT^cn^) | 005 H 005 (WmSiN2.Tiat) + SINH 5\Nl (HmSINZD&t) 

+ m SIN 2.flat [ C05 H CO 5 ( Hm S»N2na.t) + SINHSIN(HmSIN2TTat)] 

+ H 51NH COS ( Hm SIN 2-Tld.i) - H COS H SIN (Hm SINZrrat) 

- m SllsJ ZTTat - I j 

Goldman (1949) and others show that 

cos (Hm sin 2?rat) — J0(Hm) + 2J2(Hm) cos 47rat 

+ 2 j4 (Hm) cos 87t at + 

and 

(19) 

(20) 

sin (Hm sin 2?rat) = 2ji(Hm) sin 2rj at 

4- 2J3(Hm) sin 67rat + •■••• (21) 

where JG(Hm), J^Hm), J2(Hm), • • ■ •, are the Bessel functions of the first 

kind of orders 0, 1, 2, • • • *, and of argument Hm. Employing the relations 
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expressed in Eqs. (20) and (21), Eq. (19) may be written (the argument, 

Hm, of the Bessel functions will be omitted for convenience in writing) 

Jo+2J2 COS 4-TT at + 2. C05S Ttdt + A"=y^){coj>H[ 

+ 5IK1 5IN2-TTat +ZJ351N 6TTat + • • • 

+ H SIM H Jq + 2J2 COS 4tt at + 2. J4 COS fi Tfdt 

- H COSH |£J( SIN £TTat + 2J SIN 6nat + • • 

•] 

cos 4n-at cos final + * • J 

**•] 

m COS H SIKJ 2.TT at 

+ in sim h Sim 2-rrat [2j, siMf nat + 4J3sim eitat + 

-m sin ^Ttat - i J 
Using the trigonometric identities 

sin x cos y = /2 [sin (x+y) + sin (x - y) ] 

and sin x sin y = J4 [cos (x-y) - cos (x+y) ] 

Eq. (22) may be written as 

A«= {cosh[j< 

+-5IN H SIN 2Tia.t + L j3 sim 6nat +■ • 

* h sim h |j0 +zjz cos 4nat + 2j4 cos firrat 

- H COS h[zj, sin zriat+2J3SIN 6TTat + • 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

,+ z J£ cos4Ttat + £ j4 cos final + 

+ + m cos HI J0 sin £.nat + sinsnat - sin znat 

j. sin ionat - J. SIN 6nat 4 4 

+ msiN H 

- m sin 2.uat - I 

[j, - J, cos 4Tia+ + J3cos4Tiat -j5 cos snat + • 

(25) 

Eq. (2 5) gives the value of An for a triangular shaped pulse train modulated 

a small amount by a sinusoidally varying signal. It is now desirable to deter¬ 

mine An cos 27rnct. To do this, An, as given by Eq. (2 5) will be multiplied 

by cos 2?rnct. This multiplication results in numerous terms involving the 

product of sines and cosines, and the product of cosines and cosines. The 

terms involving the product of sines and cosines may be put into a desirable 
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form by the identity given by Eq. (23). The terms involving the product of 

cosines and cosines may be put into the desired form by use of the identity 

cos x cos y = Z2 [cos (x +y) + cos (x - y) ] (26) 

So, employing Eqs. (23), (2 5), and (26 

Aneos znnct = ( r)j^c°5 w [jQ cos Znnct + J£.cos 2n (nc + za) t 

+ J* Goazn(nc-za)t + J4coszn (nc + 4-a) t + j4 cos 2tt (nc- 4a) t + • • ] 

+ SIN H [j, SIN Zn (nc+ a) t - J, 5IN ztt (nc - a) t 

+ J5 s 1 n z n (nc+3a)t- J3 51 m zn (nc - 3a)t+ ..-J 

+ w sin h [j6 co5 znnct + j£ coszrr(nc + za) t + J2 coszn (nc-za) t 

+ j4 cos zrr (nc +4-a) t + J4 cos zn (nc -4a) t +.-J 

- h cos H [j, sin ztT (nc + a) t - J sin zn (nc - a) t 

+ J3 sin zn (nc-H3 a) t - J3 sin zn (nc - 3a) t +.J 

+~m cos H [(J0 - jJ sin ztt (nc+a) t - (jQ- jJ sun ztt (nc - a) t 

+ (JL- Jj sin zrf (nc+ 3a)t - (J2- J4) sin ztt (nc -3a)t 

.J 
+ jm sin h[j,cos znnct + ( j3- J, ) cos zn (nc+za)t 

+ (J3 - J,) cos zn (nc-za)t + (j5- J3) cos zn (nc + 4a)t 

+ (J5- J3) c°3 Zn (nc -4a)t+.] 

- 2 m sin zn (nc + a)t 

zm sin zn (nc-a) t 

- cos znnct [■ 

(27) 
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Eq. (27) can be put into a much more convenient and usable form by col¬ 

lecting and re-arranging terms, showing very clearly the frequency compon¬ 

ents present in An cos 27rnct. The result is 

A n co 5 2.Ttn ct = () £[ J° COSH + J0H sin H-v SIN H- ]cos2unct 

+ sin H - J(H cos H - (ja- Jc) in cos H - jm] sin 2ti (nc + a)t 

+ £— J, sin H + J(H cos H + (jz- JQ) ~ ^ co^ H +jr ru] sin 2Tr(nc- a) t 

+ £ COS 1-4 + SIN H.+ (J3 - J,) 2^ SIN h] COS ZTf (he + 2.a) t 

+ j^ J^COS H + JaH SIN H + (j3- J,) m SIN hlj COS 2.TT (nc -2a)t 

+ £ sin H + J3h cos h + (j4 - J2) 2m cos h] sin Zn(nc + Sa) t 

+[- J3 SIN H + J3H COS I4f(ja- jJ cosh] SIN 2T1 (nc-5a.) + 

+[ J4 cos H + J^H sin H + (j5- J3) 2 m SIN h] cos 2.T1 (nc + 4a) t 

+ | J4 COS H + J4H sin H 4- (jg- J3 ) SIN h] Cos Zr\ (nc-4a)t 

..1 (28) 
An exactly analogous series of mathematical steps as those leading to 

Eq. (28) will allow the determination of an expression showing the fre¬ 

quency components (and their amplitudes) present in Bn cos 2 77-nct during 

modulation. Without presenting the laborious details, the result is 

bnSlN 2flnct= (Zrl^nsL ) biN H - J0H COS w - J^mCOS h] SiN^TTnct 

+ [j, COS H + H sin R a( jQ) i vn Sin h] cos 2.rf(nc + a) t 

+ [-Jt COS R-J(H SIN R - (ja - Jo) 2 m SIN H ] COS 2TT ( nc -a.) t 

+ [ J* 2>>R H - J^H COS H- (J3- ) 2m COS H ] SIN 2T1 (nc + 2a)t 

+ [j^ SIN H - J^H COS H - (j3 - J ) 12m COS H ] SIN ZV (nc -2a) t 

+ [j3 COS H + J3H SIN H4-(j4- j ’ ) SIN H ] COS 211 (nc 4- 3>a) t 

+ [-J3 COS H- J3HSIN R - (J4- J ) 2 m Sin r] COS 2tt (i nc- 3a)t 

+ [ J4 SIN H - J4H COS H - (j5- Js) ^ m cos h ] SIN 2TT ( [nc + 4a) t 

,*[ J4 SIN h j4h cos H - (j5- J3) J m cos h ] sin 2tt (nc-4a)t 

) (29) 
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Substituting Eqs. (15), (28), and (29) into Eq. (1), the Fourier series 

expression for variable slope pulse modulation waves results; that is, 

V (t) Aq+Y. (An cos Zti net + bn 5in Zrtnct) 
n=i 

■ t 

■ (-*£-) ■ (■%;)" 

+ [ JQ sin H - JCH cos H - Jj m cos h] sin 2ti net 

+ [ J, COS H + j,h SIN H + (jr jjim SIN h] cos Ztt (nc+a.)t 

+ [ J, SIN H - J, Hcos M- (ja- j0)i m cos h-2 mj sin ZTr(nc-*-a)t 

+ J, cos H - J( H sin H - (jz~ JQ) ■£ m sin h] cos Z ti (ne- a. )t 

+ [~ J, sin H + H cos H + (j£- cos m | 5,N zn(nc-a) t 

+ [ c°s H + jzh sin H. + (J3 - J,) ^ m sin hJ cos Ztt (nc +2a) t 

+ [ J^SinH-J^H cos H - (j3-jJ^m cos hJ sin 2tt (nc + Za) t 

+ [ cos H + JaH s/n H + (J3 - Jj ) £ m sinhJ cos Ztt (nc - Za)t 

+ £ SIN H - J^H Cos H - ( - J, ) d m COc? f_|J 51N ^ (nc- 2. a.) t 

■*■[] J3 C05> H + J3H 5in H +(JA.~ sin H J cosZrr(ne+3a)t 

+ [ J5 sin H - J3H cos H - (J4- JL ) jr m cos h] sin Ztt (nc + 3a)t 

+ C” Js co'^ w “ Js w 5IN ^ ~(J4 ” ) jr m sin hJ cos Ztt (nc- 3a)t 

+ [-J3 sin H + J3 H cos H + (J4- ) d in cos hJ sin Ztt (nc-3a) t 

0 cos H + JCH SIN h +• Jvm SIN h - l J cos Zn net 

(30) 
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Eq. (30) may be put into the more abbreviated form 

( cE W cE2- ) 
V Z K0 ) l ZK0 J 

m Sim Ztt at 

+ (*2tFc) Z (^)jjj0 cos? H * JoH 5,KJ H + H-iJcosZ-nnct 

+ [jQ sin H - J0H cos H-J,m cos w] sin Zrrnct 

+ ^^S'N H - vlH cos H-(T+- kL, )j m cos H [sin 2Tr(ncHa) t 

+ (-1 ) sin 2rr (nc - c a) t J 

oo 

4- J[jlc°5 H + J-bH biN H + (j + - J t) 2 171 51N f Co5 2™ (nc + ta)t 
l=> °+ c~( J L 

(-I ) sin Zrr (fic -o<3.)+] 

(31) 

where is the Kronecker delta and has the property that it is unity when 

i =1, and is zero when i = 1. It should be recalled at this point that H, in 

Eqs. (30) and (31), contains n as given by Eq. (17). Also, the argument, 

Hm, of the Bessel functions in Eqs. (3 0) and (31) contains n. 

Although Eq. (31) expresses V(t) in a more convenient form than does 

Eq. (30), the information contained in these two equations is more readily 

available from Eq. (30). Inspection of Eq. (30) shows that besides a D.C. 

component and the intelligence frequency, a, the pulse repetition frequency, 

c, and sidebands on either side of it and separated from it by a, 2a, 3a, • • •, 

are also present in the expression for V(t). Likewise, twice the PRF, three 

times the PRF, and so on, are present, and around each one of these multiples 

of c is found the set of sidebands separated from the particular multiple of c 

by ±a, ±2a, ±3a, • • •. Further inspection of Eq. (30) shows that the 

sidebands removed sufficiently far from the central frequency to which they 

are associated vanish to all practical purposes. This follows from the fact, as 

shown by Goldman (1949) and others, that for i>x, Ji(x) becomes vanish¬ 

ingly small, and noting in Eq. (30) that the orders of the Bessel functions 

involved in the magnitudes of the various sidebands increase as the separation 

of the sidebands from the central frequency in question increases. Since the 

argument of the Bessel functions contains n as a factor, it is to be expected 

that as n increases the number of sidebands with magnitudes appreciable with 

respect to the magnitude of the frequency component nc also increases. This 

expectation arises from the fact that for larger n, i, of Ji(Hm), will have to 

be larger before i>Hm. At first glance this might seem to indicate that as 

n increases, more and more sidebands come into prominence in the frequency 

spectrum. However, while there is a trend toward more sidebands for larger 

n, it should be recalled that the common multiple, K0/2?r2cn2, contains n2 in 
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the denominator, and so the magnitude of the frequency component nc and 

all of its sidebands decrease. Thus, for sufficiently large values of n, the fre¬ 

quency component nc and all of its sidebands may be neglected. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The analytical expression for the spectrum of variable slope modulation 

waves given by Eq. (30) was checked experimentally in the laboratory. The 

system was put into operation with a FRF of 3000, a pulse amplitude of 80 

volts, an unmodulated pulse slope of 4.0 x 106 volts/second, a modulating 

frequency of 400 cycles per second, and a degree of modulation of 0.16. A 

wave analyzer was used to measure the amplitudes of the frequency compon¬ 

ents up to 16,200 cycles per second present in the modulated pulse train. 

The results obtained along with the values calculated using Eq. (30) are 

shown in Fig. 2. The D.C. component could not be measured with the wave 

analyzer and so is not shown in Fig. 2. 

It will be noted that most of the calculated amplitudes are less than 

the corresponding measured values. The calculated values are based on a 

triangular shaped pulse with a discontinuity at the end of the voltage rise. 

Actually the pulse has a total decay time of several microseconds so that the 

measured results can be expected to differ somewhat from the calculated 

amplitudes. Since the actual pulse has a value larger than zero for a time 

greater than that assumed in the theory, it seems logical to expect the actual 

(measured) amplitudes to be larger than the calculated amplitudes. 

The agreement between theoretical and calculated values is sufficiently 

good to suggest acceptance of Eqs. (3 0) and (31) as expressions for the 

frequency spectrum of variable slope pulse modulated waves. Inasmuch as 

"Rise Time Modulation” carries intelligence in the same manner as "Variable 

Slope Pulse Modulation” but differs in its overall wave shape, it would be 

interesting to determine the spectrum of rise-time modulated waves and 

compare with the results obtained in this paper. 

POSSIBLE APPLICATION 

Possible practical implications of the slope modulated pulses are dis¬ 

cussed in seme of the literature already cited. However, a few words about 

the application of pulse modulation systems in general and how variable 

slope pulse modulation might fit in to this application seems in order. 

The practical application to which pulse modulation systems are put 

is in multiplexing several telephone channels. A survey of the several pulse 

modulation schemes employing rectangular pulses is given by Deloraine 

(1949) and their relative merits discussed. Pulse modulation multiplexing 

employs time-division, that is, the opening of the transmission link for a 

short time to one channel (during which time a pulse is transmitted), then 

to another channel, and so on until each of the prescribed number of chan¬ 

nels has had its allotted time for sending a pulse over the link, after which 

time the first channel is again "sampled” and the process is repeated, etc. 

As Deloraine (1949) states, the bandwidth required in a multichannel 

system is about n times the bandwith of a single channel, where n is the 

number of channels transmitted over the link. Thus, in order to save fre¬ 

quency spectrum, it is important to have a pulse modulation scheme with 

a small single channel bandwidth. Now, it can be shown (Guillemin, 1949) 

that if a periodic function contains discontinuities, the terms in its Fourier 
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expansion representation decrease as l/n, where n is the number of the term, 

while if the periodic function contains no discontinuities but does contain 

discontinuities in its first derivative, the terms decrease as l/n2 (any con¬ 

stant term that may be present is not counted in n). Pulse modulation sys¬ 

tems employing rectangular pulses have a Fourier representation whose terms 

tend to decrease as l/n, and upon close inspection of Eq. (30), remember¬ 

ing that H contains n to the first power and that Bessel functions are 

bounded, it is seen that the frequency components for variable slope pulse 

modulated waves (the amplitudes) tend to decrease as l/n. The phrase "tend 

to decrease as l/n” is used above because other factors enter into the actual 

determination of the amplitudes of the various components, especially for 

the first few values of n. For example, in Eq. (30) the values of sin H and 

cos H depend upon n and, of course, play a very important role in the ac¬ 

tual determination of the amplitudes, especially for small n. If the dicon¬ 

tinuity is removed from the end of the triangular pulse and the pulse allowed 

a few microseconds to decay, the function will be continuous and the band¬ 

width required byt, the transmission link and its equivalent will be decreased. 

Any such saving of bandwidth must, of course, be weighted against other 

practical considerations, such as relative simplicity of equipment and signal 

to noise ratio, and such considerations would contain both technical and 

economic aspects. 

The possibility of modulating the trailing edge of the train of pulses so 

that two channels of information may be carried by the same train of pulses 

has been investigated and appears feasible. The actual circuits required are 

to be built and tested shortly. 
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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF A GENERAL DISTURBING 

FORCE BY A STEP FUNCTION 

H. NORMAN ABRAMSON 

Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

In the analysis of linear and nonlinear dynamical systems excited 

by some general disturbing force, recourse is often made to graphical or 

numerical methods of obtaining a solution by replacing the disturbing force 

by a step function (Timoshenko and Young, 1948). The length of interval 

in which the general function is to be replaced by a constant value is gen¬ 

erally left to the experience and inclination of the analyst. The height of the 

step is customarily taken as one-half of the change in the value of the 

function over the interval. The analysis which follows is'intended to show 

that a step function of height equal to one-third of the change in the value 

of the general function over the interval will yield more accurate results. 

ANALYSIS 

Consider a system acted upon by some external disturbing force which 

is a function of time, F(t). During a small time interval te, the system is 

displaced an amount xp according to the Duhamel integral relation (Timo¬ 

shenko and Young, 1948) 

390 
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r. 
Xf s 53 I f (t) 5lN UJCtg-1') at1 jO<t<t 

(!) 
where co is the undamped natural frequency, and £(t) is the disturbing force 

per unit mass acting during that interval of time. Thus the disturbing force 

is considered to be represented by a continuous sequence of impulses. 

Let us now take the duration of the impulse (/>., the interval length 

of the step function, te) to be so small that f(t) is a linear function; then 

f (t) - CAt 

(2) 
where a is a constant. Eqn. (1) may now be integrated exactly: 

r, 
f = U) at 5IN UJ (te-t')dt - gs (u>te- SIN U)te) 

(3) 

Now we shall approximate f(t) = at within the interval of the im¬ 

pulse te by a step of height h, as shown in the accompanying figure. Thus 

the displacement due to an impulse of constant force would be given by 

Je 

V®/ho,te SIN w(fe-Odt'=*S£- 0-COSCU+) 
Jo OJ (4) 

The unknown step height h may be found by equating (3) and (4); 

i.e.y we require that both functions give the same displacement. Therefore, 

h * 

| „ SIN uute 
 Cote 

l - COS cot. 

_ 1-1 + ^1- ^+--- 

i-i+ Ui$5>FZ ... 

since (^hs) is a very small quantity. 
30 

(5) 
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ON THE BACK-SCATTERING OF RADAR WAVES FROM THE 

TRAILING EDGE OF AN AIRCRAFT WING* 

C. W. HORTON and R. B. WATSON 

The University of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

The scattering of radar waves from an actual aircraft is a complex 

process which depends greatly upon the geometrical configuration of a 

given airplane and upon its aspect with respect to the illuminating radar 

set. The electromagnetic energy returned to this radar set is called the back- 

scattered energy. The radar detection and tracking of an airplane depends 

upon the reception and interpretation of this back-scattered energy. 

The present analysis develops several simplified expressions for this 

back - scattered energy. The nature of the geometry and of the relative 

aspect of the airplane are simplified and restricted by assuming that the 

edge of the aircraft wing is the scattering element to be considered. It is 

clear that in practice such elements as the wing surfaces, tail surfaces, fuse¬ 

lage, possible wing tanks, and motor nacelles may well serve as important 

scattering elements. A detailed study of a particular aircraft would undoubt¬ 

edly require consideration of these other elements. 

The analysis is further simplified by the assumption that the edge of 

the aircraft wing may be replaced by one of three configurations: first, the 

edge of a portion of a perfectly conducting semi-infinite plane; second, the 

edge of a thin wedge of perfectly conducting material; and third, a linear 

array of re-radiating dielectric wedges. 

BACK-SCATTERING FROM THE EDGE OF A SEMI-INFINITE PLANE 

The problem of the diffraction of an electromagnetic wave by the edge 

of a semi-infinite plane has been analyzed by Baker and Copson (1950). 

The resulting field can be considered as the sum of the field given by geo¬ 

metrical optics and a cylindrical wave diverging from the line at the edge 

of the plane. 

The present discussion is limited to the special case shown in Fig. 1, 

where the electric vector is parallel to the edge of the plane. The + z axis 

points out of the paper towards the reader. Baker and Copson show that if 

a plane wave is given by = Tt Eo exp (lkY + ikct ) (1) 

where is the electric vector in the z direction; V is a unit vector in 

the z direction; E0 is the amplitude of the wave; 

the propagation constant; c is the velocity of propagation; and t is the 

time; then the cylindrical wave is (if k p >> I ) 

Ez=- IcZ7^[iECF^'S0°)+ Cbcz ('U900)] exp (-ikp + lkct-Vno) 

-— (2) 
# The work described in this paper was done at the Defense Research Laboratory, 

under the sponsorship of the Bureau of Ordnance, Navy Department, Contract 
Nord-9195. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry for semi-infinite plane. 

Following Baker and Copson’s use of Heaviside-Lorentz units, one has 

Hr 
0_ 3 E* 
k d y 

b ^E 2_ 
k Tx~ (3) 

Now Ez is symmetric in x so Hy is zero at the line x = 0, which corresponds 

to the direction of back-scattering. Hence the back-scattered wave has the 
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following field components near the plane x = 0 and at points y 

[(l^7)i]exp(-'ukY + bkct-i11i-) 

[fiirEUY)i] exp(->'1<Y + i-kct- jul) 

Hence the complex poynting vector defined as 5 = ^ c pX H* j 

becomes 
t> = j c 

4tt k y 

(4) 

(5) 

(«) 
The flow of energy across a small pie-shaped sector (see Fig. 2) of angular 

width A</>, length 1, and centered about the y-axis is ^ = cE^l 4tu< 

(7) 

If the semi-infinite plane is now to represent the aircraft wing edge, 

a portion of the plane of length 1 is chosen to represent the wing edge ap¬ 

proximately. The energy ^ stated in equation (7) represents an approxi¬ 

mation to the actual energy spread throughout the wedge-shaped section 

portrayed in Fig. 2, from the actual source of length 1. At any point P, 

the energy appears to have its origin in a line source of length 1 and so the 

energy distribution will depend on y in the same way as for a line source. 

Therefore: e () = e(o) 
rz 

SIN ( { k A SIM V )~ 

_ £ k 5 sin Y (8) 

where E(0) is adjusted so that the integral of E (y) over the wedge repre¬ 

sents the total energy radiated as stated in Eq. (7). Hence: 

» ™ 

_£ 
E(0) 

*♦/ h 

sin ( 2 k l sikiY ) 

Kit SIN Y 
cosV dV* 

-2* (9) 

If kl>>l, the limits on the integral may be replaced by ± 00 without seri¬ 

ous error. The resulting integral may be readily evaluated to give the value 

of (A/l) so that by use of Eq. (9) E (0) = 

Combining Equations (10) and (7) gives E(°)= cE^(JL.) 

The back-scattered energy at the point P0 of Fig. 2 is E (po) = ( ) (7^-) 

(12) 

In the present system of units, c E02 is the incident energy per unit area. 

Hence the scattering cross-section of the airplane wing viewed edge on, to 

the approximation here considered, is found from Eq. (12) by dividing the 

scattered energy by c E02 and by omitting the spherical divergence term 

47rr2: to obtain the value l2/27r. For example, if 1 equals two feet, the cross- 

section is 0.64 ft2. 

The energy values given by equation (13) represent the maximum 

scattering cross-section. When other angles of illumination and viewing of 

the edge of the plane, or other angles of the polarization of the field are 
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considered, the scattering cross-section will decrease. If the electric vector 

does not lie in the plane defined by the source and the edge of the wing the 

expression for the scattered wave becomes more complex and the amplitude 

is decreased. If other angles than y = 0 are chosen for obtaining energy ex¬ 

pressions similar to (13), the result will be decreased at least according to 

the angular function in (8). 

BACK-SCATTERING FROM THE EDGE OF A WEDGE 

A somewhat more realistic view may suggest that the edge of an air¬ 

craft wing be represented by a wedge more accurately than by a semi¬ 

infinite plane. The diffracted energy from a thin wedge (see Fig. 3) when 

the electric vector is parallel to the edge may be given approximately (Pauli, 

1938) by 

(2.TT U 

n SIN yj n N J\ 

COb - COb 
4 -H»o 

n CO5 IX- COb 
exp (-Lkf - i 5 ) 

O3) 

where p is the distance to the point of observation and n = (2n - 6) /tt. In 

terms of the geometry for the edge of the semi-infinite plane, if/ = <f> + tt/2. 

If the wedge be illuminated edge on, p = y and xf/0 = tv - /2O. For the 

calculation of back-scattering, (xfj-xf/0)/n = 0 and (if/ + 1/'0)/n = tv. Insert¬ 

ing these values gives: 

(ZTrky)j 
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C05& - 1 

k *IN £ 
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which may be written: exp 

exp (-h ky — ^ LT7 ) 

(- Iky- ^i>Tr) 

(14) 

(15) 

This last expression corresponds to the field for a semi-infinite plane, 

differing by the factor Mn which is a function of the wedge angle 0 

only. In calculating the scattered energy by the argument given in the dis¬ 

cussion of a semi-infinite plane, this angular factor enters twice, so that 
,2 jy 

the scattering cross-section becomes: °"r = Jit 

Calculation of Mn2 gives the following values: 

MI (16) 

0 (degrees) Mn2 

0 1.00 

5 1.03 

10 1.06 

15 1.09 

20 1.13 

It appears that the back-scattering from a wedge is not appreciably greater 

than that from a semi-infinite plane, both viewed edge on. Thus if 1 = 2 feet, 

the scattering cross-section from the edge of the semi-infinite plane is 

0.64 ft2; the corresponding values for wedges are 

6 (degrees) 

10 

5 

15 

20 

orv (ft2) 

0.68 
0.66 
0.70 

0.72 
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*> 

Fig. 3. Geometry for semi-infinite wedge. 

BACK-SCATTERING FROM A WING EDGE IN WHICH ARE 

INSERTED RE-RADIATING PLASTIC FORMS 

A radar antenna may be contained in a wing edge. It is therefore of 

some interest to calculate the back-scattering and especially so when this 

antenna is stream-lined to fit the shape of the wing. Let it be supposed that 

the antenna has a receiving cross-section Ar. The energy per unit area im¬ 

pinging on the antenna is (PG/4 7rR2) where P is the power radiated from 

the transmitter, G is the transmitter gain, and R is the distance from the 

transmitter to the receiver. The total power available at the antenna termi- 

nals is PT = Ar ( ) (17) 

If all of this power is re-radiated, the signal observed at the transmitted 

position is then 5= PT( ) ( -f£- ) “ ( at 
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where Gr is the gain of the receiving antenna and Ar is the receiving cross- 

section of the transmitter. 

Substituting for PE gives 5= (18) 

The term ArGr is recognized as the equivalent scattering cross-section of the 

receiving antenna: 

^=A,G, (19) 

Since 

Vs (■ 

' Sr t \ 
* \ . 4TT ) 

Gr X2- > I - f Ai- 
4Tt - 1 " \ x2- 

(20) 

Accordingly, if A = 3.2 cm and Ar is reckoned in cm2, 

= ( 
4Tt \ 

10.24 ) 
z. 

= 
\.23 cm2' 

or (rr= 0.615 Gy cm2 

(21) 

(22) 

Gains of the order of 10 to 20 for various dielectric rods have been 

reported (Wilkes, 1948; Horton and McKinney, 1951). For example, a rod 

with a gain of 20 has an equivalent scattering cross-section of 326 cm2 or 

0.3 5 ft2. 

When a polystyrene form of rectangular cross-section is confined on 

two sides by a metallic wing, the gain computed from patterns (Watson 

and McKinney, 1948) is about 10. The scattering cross-section is accordingly 

81.5 cm2 or 0.09 ft2. 

If such units be lined up with metallic shields between units to fill 

two linear feet (requiring twelve units, each two inches long), the total 

cross-section will increase as the square of the number of units and becomes 

13 ft2. This value is more than ten times the values for either the semi¬ 

infinite plane or wedge, but may be somewhat reduced by losses in the re¬ 

radiation process. 

CONCLUSIONS 

An analysis has been presented for the back-scattering from the edge 

of a metallic wing and from the edge of a wing containing re-radiating ele¬ 

ments. It has been assumed that the edge of the wing was illuminated and 

viewed by means of radar waves polarized so that the electric vector is par¬ 

allel to the edge of the wing. Numerical values are given for this particular 

situation only; on account of the considerable directionality associated with 

either the line sources or the linear array of dielectric forms considered and 

the change in scattering with angle of illumination, the scattering cross- 

section of the edge will decrease for other polarizations or other angles of 

illumination and viewing. 

It is concluded that the relative scattering cross-section for a wing 

edge, illuminated and viewed edge on, and filled with dielectric-wedge re¬ 

radiating antennas, will be of the order of ten times the cross-section for 

a metallic edge similarly observed, treated either as a section of a semi¬ 

infinite plane or a semi-infinite wedge. 
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SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE DENTAL STATUS 

OF TEN- AND ELEVEN-YEAR OLD CHILDREN 

EUCLID SMITH 

Texas State College for Women 

Dental caries is generally recognized as a disease which exceeds in 

prevalence all others known to occur in children of the United States. 

According to the American Dental Association, 98 per cent of the popula¬ 

tion will experience tooth decay in their lifetime. It has been said that as 

sure as death and taxes is the fact that every person has experienced tooth 

decay. The present study of 2,361 children of ten and eleven years of age 

certainly confirm that dental caries is rampant. Only two children among 

the 2,361 exhibited no evidence of past or present dental decay. 

In spite of the fact that dental caries has plagued the human race for 

centuries, it is still one of the least understood diseases. Probably this results 

largely from the fact that dental teaching and research have concentrated on 

the repair rather than the prevention of tooth decay. 

Another factor to which some consideration might be given is the effect 

of dental caries on the economics of this country. In this respect, King (3) 

made the following comment, 

It has been estimated that in 1945 approximately $652,000,000 were 
spent for dental care, almost all of which was for restorative work. The 
Veterans Administration alone in the last three months of 1948, spent a 
total of $11,519,000 for restorative dentistry on World War II veterans. 

The study being reported here was concerned with the prevalence of 

dental disease in 2,361 of the children, who participated in the Pennsylvania 

Mass Studies in Human Nutrition between 1941 and 1952. Among the fac¬ 

tors considered as to their bearing on the dental status of the children were: 

age, sex, income, living units, occupation and employment status of adults 

in the family, race, nationality and family education. 

The dental examinations and tests used in the study included the fol¬ 

lowing: (a) a clinical charting; (b) complete dental x-rays; (c) counts 

for yeasts and lactobacilli; and (d) solubilizing effect of saliva on powdered 

human dental enamel. 

The dental examinations were made by doctors of dental surgery or 

technicians, following as nearly as possible an objective plan of clinical pro¬ 

cedure. 

The dental profession uses the term "DMF” (decayed, missing or 

filled) to designate the complete caries experience. The dmf ratio is another 

N 

factor used in dental status evaluation. In this case, the ratio between the 

number of decayed, missing and filled teeth and the number of permanent 

teeth which have erupted is employed. 

Decayed or filled surfaces were tabulated also from the clinical charts 

and X-rays. In the present study, consideration was given to the filled and 

decayed surfaces but does not include the surfaces of the missing teeth. No 

400 
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■ Permanent Teeth Erupted Q M-Teeth QD Non-caricua Teeth 
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Fig. 1. Average number of permanent teeth per child of the designated types. 

data were available as to the actual number of surfaces involved in the miss¬ 

ing teeth or as to the cause of extraction. Interviews held with many of the 

subjects indicated, however, that decay constituted the chief cause of tooth 

extraction. 

The data showed that the average number of DMF-teeth for all the 

children was 5.5 decayed, missing and filled teeth. The comparative average 

for all ten- and eleven-year old children was 5.0 and 6.2, respectively. As 

was expected, the older children had the higher average, even though the 

age difference was only one year. 

The ten-year old boys averaged 4.7 DMF-teeth in comparison to 5.3 

for girls of the same age. Boys in the eleven-year age group averaged 6.1 and 

the girls 6.4 DMF’ teeth. Girls, therefore, slightly exceeded boys in average 

DMF values. When, however, the dmf ratio was the criterion applied, the 

N 

dental status of the girls was slightly better, as permanent teeth are erupted 

earlier in girls. 

In comparison with a survey made by the United States Public Service 

of children in Hagerstown, Maryland, it immediately was apparent that the 

children in the present study had a higher average of DMF teeth than did 

those of the same age range in the Maryland investigation. Klein (4) re¬ 

ported that the children whom he examined in the Maryland city had an 

average of 2.5 DMF. In the Maryland survey, however, only explorer in¬ 

struments were used in making the clinical charting, whereas in the present 

study, the above technique was supplemented by dental X-rays, which natur¬ 

ally permitted the detection of more carious lesions and which is indicative 

of the importance of the use of X-rays in such examinations. 
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Fig. 2. Average number of molars per child of the designated types. 
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2 D Teeth 

□ M Teeth 

0 P Teeth 

IT1 Non-oarioua Teeth 

In spite of the high caries attack rate among the subjects of the present 

investigation, two-thirds of the children failed to have any filled teeth. 

More graphic is the fact that 22.8 per cent of all of the permanent teeth of 

all the children were decayed, whereas only 3.9 per cent of all of the per¬ 

manent teeth, which had erupted, had all of the decayed spots filled. Figure 

1 illustrates the average number of permanent teeth per child of decayed, 

missing, filled and non-carious teeth. 

It is generally conceded that each tooth has a distinct caries suscepti¬ 

bility. Many investigators have agreed that of the permanent teeth, the 

lower molars are the most frequently attacked, followed by the upper first 

molars. This research showed that the children had exceedingly carious molar 

teeth, as 69.5 per cent of the total subjects fell in Class 5, which was the 

category used to designate 80 to 100 per cent of the erupted molars as being 

either decayed, missing or filled. This is in sharp contrast to 3.9 per cent of 

the subjects who were in Class 1, which indicate 0.0 to 19.9 per cent of 

the molars as being carious in one respect or another. Figure 2 presents 

these data graphically. 

The greater susceptibility of molars is evident also in the findings con¬ 

cerning the numbers of surfaces which were carious. Of the total tooth sur¬ 

faces present in the mouths of the subjects 9.9 per cent were filled or de¬ 

cayed; while of the total molar surfaces present, 31.8 per cent were D- 

or F-surfaces. 

Tests for lactobacillus and yeast counts were made on the saliva of 

1.3 95 children in the study. The findings showed that when as many as four 

DMF teeth were present, a positive relationship apparently existed between 
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an increase in lactobacillus count and the prevalence of DMF teeth. The 

subjects with a range of five to ten DMF’ teeth showed a consistent increase 

in bacterial count. 

An even more striking relationship of lactobacillus count to DMF tooth 

incidence appeared in the group of children having a range of eleven to 

twenty-two DMF teeth. 

Findings by Davies (2) in his study of 367 Evanston and Oak Park, 

Illinois, children confirm those of this work. He reported a decided increase 

in the average number of untreated caries and average total DMF surfaces 

per child, as the lactobacillus count increased. 

In the present study a greater number of boys than girls showed a posi¬ 

tive relationship between bacterial count and tooth decay. 

Another purpose of the investigation was to determine whether a rela¬ 

tionship existed between the dental status and the types of units in which 

the children lived. 

Data were set up in terms of average per child of each of the follow¬ 

ing types of teeth: (a) teeth with unfilled decayed spots (D-teeth); (b) 

erupted but extracted teeth (M-teeth); (c) teeth with all cavities filled 

(F-teeth; and (d) a summation of the three types (DMF teeth). 

The chief types of living units represented were: orphanages; with both 

parents; with mother alone, or with father alone. 

In all respects, the teeth of the children living with the father only 

were the poorest, whereas the teeth of the children living in orphanages 

were best with the exception of the average number of filled teeth. In one 

of the orphanages, a doctor of dental surgery and a dental hygienist were 

on the staff and an orthodontist in a nearby city served as a consultant and 

made regular visits to the institution. In the other orphanages, the children 

were taken to the dentist on a regular schedule and not merely when some 

dental malady occurred. These children also had regular meal times and 

did not have fond parents to indulge them in between meals with snacks. 

It seems reasonable, therefore, that the orphanage children had the fewest 

permanent teeth with unfilled carious lessions, the fewest DMF teeth and 

the smallest number of DMF teeth in proportion to the number of perma¬ 

nent teeth which had erupted. 

To test whether the difference in the rating of the orphanage children 

and that of the children who lived in other units was statistically signfl- 

cant, analysis of variance calculations were made on the DMF values. There 

was shown to be a highly significant difference between the DMF values of 

the institutional children and those residing in other units. Figure 3 illustrates 

the differences among children of the various living units. 

The findings in this study that there was a lower incidence of dental 

caries among institutional children than among children reared in their 

own home are sufficiently confirmed in the literature. Bunting (1) ; Koehne 

and Bunting (5); Mellanby (8); Mack, Shevock, and Tomassetti (6); and 

Mack and Urbach (7) are among investigators reporting similar findings. 

Children living in homes with both father and mother ranked second 

in having the lowest average of D-teeth, DMF teeth and dmf ratio. It was 

N 

evident that better dental care was given when the child lived in the normal 

home with both parents than with either parent alone, or with other relatives. 

As previously stated, the teeth of the children living with the father 

alone were the poorest. In fact, these children were: 
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27.5 per cent above the over-all average in decayed teeth. 

43.3 per cent above the average in missing teeth. 

50.0 per cent below the average in filled teeth. 

17.8 per cent above the average in DMF teeth, and 

20.2 per cent above the average in dmf ratio. 

N 

Economic circumstances probably played a part in the lack of proper 

dental care, as also did the poor dietaries which prevailed to a greater extent 

in broken homes than in the normal family unit. 

Relationship between the dental evaluation factors and the occupation 

of the chief income earner was studied. The occupational groups were 

classified as: professional ; semi-professional; business owner or manager; 

farm owner or manager; skilled laborer; semi-skilled laborer; and families 

supported chiefly by government aid. 
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The children of the two professional, the business and the farm groups 

were those who generally had the smallest number of D-teeth and the 

highest number of F-teeth and with low DMF values. 

In general, as the income decreased, the percentage of teeth which 

were filled also decreased. For example, the carious teeth of only 2.8 per 

cent of the children whose families were on relief, were filled in contrast 

to 37.9 per cent of those children where the chief income earner was a 

member of the semi-professional group. 

Another purpose of the investigation was to determine whether a re¬ 

lationship existed between the dental status of the children and the individ¬ 

ual who served as chief income earner. The teeth of the children whose 

father was the chief source of the family income were rated the best. 

Children living in families in which the mother was the chief income 

earner were intermediate in rank, whereas in families in which some other 

family member than father or mother served as the chief income earner, 

the children had the highest number of decayed, missing and DMF’ teeth 

and dmf ratio. They were lowest in the number of filled teeth. 

N 

In comparing the dental status of children whose mothers were em¬ 

ployed outside of home with that of those whose mothers were not, it was 

observed that the teeth of the children of the mothers who remained in the 

home scored better. 

Data were also collected and analyzed with the aim of determining 

whether there was an association between dental caries status of the children 

and the educational level of the family. The number of DMF teeth and the 

dmf values ran in reverse order to family education. That is to say, as the 

N 

educational levels of the parents decreased, the average values of the DMF 

factor arose. In terms of dental status of the child, therefore, the higher 

levels of family education were associated with superior teeth, since lower 

DMF and dmf values indicate greater freedom from carious teeth . 

N 

When all dental status evaluation factors were taken into consideration, 

it was found that the children of the Negro race in the study had experienced 

less dental caries incidence than the subjects of the Caucasian race. 

Data were analyzed also to determine whether variations existed in 

the dental caries experience among the eighteen nationality descent groups 

represented in the study. Similar data were given also for second and third 

generation Americans. Separate classifications were presented for American 

Caucasians and American Negroes. The difference among the second and 

third generation American Caucasian was of interest. The latter had a lower 

average number of D-teeth, M-teeth and DMF teeth, as well as dmf ratio. 

N 

They had a higher average of teeth in which all carious lesions were filled. 

On the basis of DMF and dmf factors, the children with Russian 

N 

background had experienced less dental caries than the children of other 

national descent. The children of British origin ranked second in this 

respect. On the other hand, subjects of Polish origin and those whose parents 

had been born in North or East Mediterranean countries had suffered carious 
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lesions to a greater extent than the children of other national groups. The 

third and second generation American child ranked in the sixth and thir¬ 

teenth places, respectively. 

Doubtless, several other factors in addition to national origin influenced 

variations in dental experiences among the various nationality groupings 

of this study. 

In conclusion, it may be said that this investigation shows a definite 

need for more research on dental caries before an explanation can be given 

of the role in dental status of many of the factors which undoubtedly are 

operative in dental decay. 

It also shows a definite need for improvement of dental status among 

children and that there is considerable need for more dental care, not only 

because of the prevalence of dental caries, but also because of evidence 

that loss of teeth is intensely correlated with dental treatment. 
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NOTES ON DEER-HUNTING PRACTICES AT LAGUNA PUEBLO, 

NEW MEXICO 

ESTHER S. GOLDFRANK 

Columbia University 

INTRODUCTION 

The following data on the deer hunt were collected in the summers 

of 1920 and 1921, during my first ventures into the field in the company 

of Professor Franz Boas and, for a short time in the first year, of Dr. Elsie 

Clews Parsons and Mr. C. Grant LaFarge. As so often happens, these notes 

have lain untouched since that time, and quite forgotten, until I read 

Professor Charles Lange’s account of the hunting customs of Cochiti, 

another Keresan Indian Pueblo, in this same journal some months ago 

(Lange, 1953, passim). As memory stirred, I searched my papers and found 

the material presented here. It may well include facts no longer remembered 

—in the rapid changes of today this is more than possible—and it is hoped 

that it will be of some use to students of comparative Pueblo Indian eth¬ 

nology. 

Hunting in the Pueblos of the Southwest was an important supple¬ 

ment to agriculture, the basic subsistence economy, and there seems to 

have been a hunt chief and/or certain others joined together in a Hunting 

Society in each village (cf. Parsons, 1939, I, pp. 114 ff.), who were the 

custodians of the hunting lore and the "representatives of beings of the 

same name in the lower world who are the protectors of game” (Boas, 

1928, I, p. 296 and 28 ff.). 

Laguna, which maintains a sort of middle spot geographically and 

institutionally between the Western Pueblos (Hopi and Zuni) and other 

Keresan and Eastern Pueblos1, and which in 1920 was considered to be 

ceremonially the most disrupted village, also had a hunting organization in an 

earlier time. Dr. Parsons tells us that after the great split in 18 80, 
when the Town Chief who was associated with the Flint Society left Laguna 
together with the Kashare and Fire Societies,2 for many years the winter 
solstice ceremony was conducted by the chief of the Shikani and Kurena 
societies and the Shiwanna society chief (also a Kurena and formerly a 
members of the Hunt society), the only surviving society chiefs of Laguna, 
each in charge in alternate years (Parsons, 1939, I, pp. 535 ff.). 

In other Pueblos also, the hunting society as such lapsed, certain of 

its duties being performed by others in the community. In Cochiti, the 

Cikame took over these tasks (Goldfrank, 1927, pp. 46 ff.; also Lange, 

1953, p. 179), but this does not seem to have been the case in Laguna 

(Boas, 1928, I, p. 292). However, what is of particular interest is that 

every third year a member "formerly”3 of the Hunting Society of Laguna 

1 Parsons, 1939, I, p. 5, note. Cf. also Eggan, 1950, pp. 284-290, which includes 
a personal communication on this point from Dr. Parsons. 

2 That is, with the Pueblo religious head and associated groups, a highly 
important combination ceremonially. 

3 Since membership in the Hunting society was for life, this obviously refers 
to the fact that the Society no longer functioned in Laguna. 
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was acting head of the Pueblo. This may account for the unusual interest 

in hunting procedures displayed by Karl Leon. The breakdown in cere¬ 

monial organization may account for his willingness to speak of them 

so fully. 

Except for minor editorial changes, I give my notes as I recorded 

them. At this late date I cannot say much regarding my individual inform¬ 

ants. Certain of them also worked with Professor Boaz, who at the time 

was collecting material for his Keresan Texts. He merely names them. 

There is considerable information on Jennie Johnson in Dr. Parson’s Laguna 

Genealogies (1923, pp. 139 ff.), and it is through this source that I learned 

that Ko’tye, Professor Boas’ chief informant, and Robert Brown were one 

and the same person. Beyond this, I have had to rely on my memory and a 

few scattered comments in the diary I kept the first year. 

Karl Leon was, I should guess, in his late thirties, unmarried, lithe, 

intense, and interested in old ways. He was a participant in the Comanche 

dance which was given along with the corn dance on September 19, 1921, 

to mark the bringing in of the crops and to celebrate the village Saint’s 

Day.4 He was a good friend of the much more "Americanized”5 Solomon 

and Katie Day, who nevertheless listened eagerly to his every account of 

his hunting experiences. I wrote in my notes: "I don’t think S. D. has 

done much hunting,” but I do not seem to have checked this point par¬ 

ticularly. Compared, however, with Karl Leon’s comments, Solomon Day’s 

are obviously thin. 

Robert Brown was Jennie Johnson’s stepfather, and I had little contact 

with him. Jennie and Kaciena, an elderly medicine woman, were interviewed 

along with others regarding the medicinal values of certain plants that I 

had collected with the help of Solomon Day. 

At the end of this paper I include a tale, "Masawi and the Deer,” 

which I recorded from Karl Leon at this time, and which does not appear 

in the Boas colection. It gives mythological corroboration to several features 

mentioned in the personal accounts. Sufficient to say here that Masawi is 

the elder, and Oyoyewi the younger, of the hero brothers, or as they are 

sometimes called, the War Twins, or Sons of the Sun.6 The brothers came 

up from the lower world with the people. They were "instrumental in 

placing the sun,” and among numerous other things, they killed monsters 

and stole the lightning and thunder (Boas, 1928, I, pp 285 ff.). In the 

hierarchy of the Pueblo of Laguna they are today represented by the war 

captains, its disciplinary arm. 

I have not sought in any way to adjust my unsatisfactory transliter¬ 

ations. Not all the terms or phrases appear in Boas’ Keresan Texts, but many 

of them do, and the interested scholar is directed there for linguistic refine¬ 

ments. I am happy to place Dr. Parsons initials after the comments she 

made on these notes shortly after they were typed out. Several of them 

underline parallel phenomena in Zuni, where she had spent considerable time. 

4 As I remember it, this "Day” was shifted, without any concern for established 
tradition, from March to the harvest time so that the Saint might be more generously 
honored. 

5 For a discussion of the "Americanization” of Laguna, see Parsons, 1939, II, 
pp. 888 ff. 

6 For pictures of these two, see Parsons, 1920, pp. 92 and 93. 
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In closing, I should like to call attention briefly to a few ethnological 

points which the present data underline. We find in these various accounts, 

and particularly in the account of Karl Leon, the ceremonial elaboration 

that accompanies both ordinary and extraordinary events so generally in 

the Pueblos. We find those compulsive words and deeds (Reichard, 1944, 

passim) that also so generally in the Pueblos reinforce man’s relation to 

nature and invite cooperation of the supernaturals. We find that success on 

the hunt, like success in certain religious and war activities, depends on 

the coordination of efforts, not only of persons at the site but also of 

persons at a distance, in this case among others, the wife of the hunter and 

the hunt chief. We find that conceptually the hunt is closely linked to 

war. This is particularly evident in matters of organization. Like the war 

party, the hunt party is under the control and discipline of "elected” war 

captains. Moreover, as Lange has noted, the killing of such animals of prey 

as the bear, mountain lion, and eagle "was formerly equal to the killing 

of a human being.”7 In view of our data, it does not seem too much to say 

that Pueblo ambivalence toward the enemy—-the wish to kill and the wish 

to conciliate and incorporate—-is also implicit in the hunting of the deer, 

a benevolent supernatural or kopictaya, in the welcome extended to hunters 

on their return home, and in the treatment of the dead animals they bring 

with them. And finally, and here it is spectacularly symbolized by the blood 

sacrifice, we find again that emphasis on the relation of hunting (and 

war) to fertility which is so basic in the ceremonial organization and 

ideology of Pueblo Society. 

informants’ accounts 

Karl Leon. The night before the hunt is called there is a dance. The 

hunters all take part and the songs are sung by the Caiak. This is a man in 

the village who knows all the hunting customs and songs. He represents 

a supernatural being in the Cipap8 who is the Chief of the Game. In his 

songs he relates the origins of the hunting customs. 

The hunting party gathers early in the day—hunters should start 

hunting before sunrise and chase the deer away from the sun so that when 

he turns back he will not see the hunter as the sun will be in his eyes9— 

and they then decide on a camping place for the night and notify the 

War Captain10 who is going on the hunt. 

At the first camping place the party elects a War Captain and two 

helpers, just as in the village. These preside for the duration of the hunt. 

The first War Captain11 is put in charge of the ammunition, guns, and 

horses. The other two assist him. The First War Captain then makes a 

speech, telling the men how to behave during the hunt, how to take care 

7 Lange, 1953, p. 181. While certain of Lange’s informants "suggested that this 
high status [of the animal killer] developed only as the region became less subjected 
to inter-tribal raids and warfare late in the last century,” the fact that the identification 
was made at all remains significant. 

8 The Place of Emergence from the lower world. 

9 Of interest is the personification of the deer. 

10 This, I presume, refers to one, and almost probably the head one, of the 
annually elected War Captains of the village (see Parsons, 1939, II, p. 890). 

11 Apparently the head War Captain "elected” for the duration of the hunt. 
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of themselves and each other, and he advises them to think of nothing they 

have left behind—wives, sweethearts, or jobs left undone. They are to think 

only of the game so that they will be lucky. 

When the final hunting camp is reached the War Chief12 takes an 

arrow-head and marks the place for the camp. The enclosure is sometimes 

square, sometimes round. He marks the entrance with a cross on either 

side. Cedar trees are then set around, and the place enclosed like a corral. 

The First War Captain then starts a campfire in the middle of the 

enclosure (Fig. 1). 

When this is done, the other War Captains, taking their guns, leave 

the camp. They go some distance and tell the deer that they have come to 

hunt and they ask the deer to come to them. On their way back from this 

place, they make a path to the camp with pollen and petals of ground 

flowers,13 using all kinds, and sprinkling four times.14 At the entrance of 

the camp they move across each other and go to the rear of the camp 

where the meat is to be put. Then they approach the fire. 

As they stand at the fire they say a prayer. The other hunters are 

also grouped around the fire. The two [assistant] War Captains then make 

a pollen path from all [four?] directions to the fire so that the deer will 

come to it. Finally they sprinkle pollen on the center of the fire, telling 

Old-Lady-Fire, Cuychak’an’i, that they have come and expect deer, and 

that the fire should remain alive during the entire hunt. The pollen and 

ground flowers make an incense, and they believe that this "smoke,” like a 

rainbow from the different colors of the flowers, attracts the deer. [[Later 

Karl added that the hunters sprinkle this pollen on the fire because in olden 

times the young deer lay near the fire (see the story of Masdwi below). 

At another time he said that the Caiak demanded the sprinkling of pollen on 

the fire in return for his singing of the hunting songs.] 

Before leaving the village some of the men make prayer-sticks.15 The 

hunter’s prayer-stick is made of unpainted wood, as long as the hand, a face 

at one end. Four turkey feathers, whose quills have been accidentally broken, 

are tied on. The broken quills are a sign of death, and they are used because 

the hunter wants to kill the deer (Fig. 2). If a hunter has a prayer-stick with 

him, he tells no one about it and keeps it hidden. 

After the pollen has been sprinkled on the fire a large canvas is placed 

on the ground, and all the hunters put their pollen, beads, and cornmeal 

on it. They roll up their blankets and sit on them, squatting like Navaho. 

Then the First War Captain asks if anyone has made a prayer-stick. Those 

who have give them to him, and he places them in the middle of the canvas 

with the pollen, beads and cornmeal. They all sing. Four songs are sung for 

the birth of the deer, four for his middle years, and four for when he gets 

old. Then the First War Captain takes up the prayer-sticks, recites a prayer, 

and tells the deer why the hunters have come. When he finishes he tells the 

men to pick up their pollen and beads. 

12 This, I presume, refers to the First War Captain of the hunt. 

13 Such paths are commonly made to altars. 

14 Four is a ritual number. There are four worlds under ours and most cere¬ 
monial acts are performed four times. 

15 Prayer-sticks are of many kinds, differing according to the status, sex, etc., 
of the person who is offering the stick, and the purpose for which it is being offered 
(see Parsons, 1939, I, pp. 270-285). 
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Fig. 1. Camping Place. 
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Each man grabs his own. If a man grabs, he will hunt bravely and 
not be frightened of anything. Then the prayer-sticks are passed around 
and each man says a prayer over them. Finally the owner receives his back. 
With an arrow he makes crosses on some cornmeal he has placed in a corn 
husk. He does this so that the deer’s leg or some other part of the deer will 
be broken. Then he places his prayer-stick on top of the cornmeal in the 
corn husk. The next day he buries it secretly. 

It is not necessary for the First War Captain to ask for the prayer- 
sticks. If he should not do so, a man who is secretly carrying one may per¬ 
form the rites with the corn husk, cornmeal, and burial by himself. 

Before leaving camp, the First War Captain makes a cross with an arrow 
head on the top of the head, chest, palms, and soles of the feet of each man.16 

16 Apparently as counter-magic against witchcraft (see Parsons, 1939, I, p. 643). 
The cross, as can be seen from its several mentions in this account, has various uses 
and implications. For a discussion of its Catholic and Indian roots, see ibid., II, 
p. 1073 if. 
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He also makes a cross once on the guns so that everything that the 

hunter carries will be light. Each hunter then puts pollen on the top of his 

head and in his mouth. If these ceremonies are over by three o’clock in the 

afternoon, the men are at liberty to hunt. 

There are certain flowers that are used particularly by the hunter. These 

are cuwaka, a-tsaya, cr tsana,17 cikdjuma, ciciwictcictaka. These the hunter 

gathers and either grinds fine and chews, or just chews, as he picks them. 

He sits down where he finds the flowers and does not walk around while he 

is chewing them, for if he did so, the deer would also keep on walking 

and be more difficult to catch. The hunter is ordered to act thus by the 

First War Captain. 

The hunter swallows some of the chewed flowers and puts some on his 

gun. He also rubs them over his body because the scent of the flowers will 

attract the deer.18 

When the hunter finds the tracks of a deer, he sits down alongside 

them and takes out his pollen, beads, etc. First he places the pollen in the 

palm of his hand and then the beads on top if it. With his knife he makes 

crosses on the beads. The beads are considered the close relatives of the deer, 

and cutting them in this way cuts the feet of the deer and prevents them 

from running fast. The hunter then places the pollen on the tracks of the 

deer and his knife alongside, the blade pointing in the direction that the 

deer was going. He places his cartridge-belt alongside the knife and his 

gun on the other side of the tracks. He then sings a hunting song. Each 

clan has its own hunting song. 

Then the hunter takes a black stone {wa-ku-) and places it on top 

of the hatawe [beads, pollen?] on the tracks. This represents the deer’s eye. 

Then a piece of turquoise, representing the deer’s heart, and an abalone 

shell for his skin and flesh, are put on top. Then he adds more pollen, beads, 

and shells (Fig. 3). 

If a rabbit, jack-rabbit, or deer passes by during this ceremony, the 

hunter will not shoot. The kopictaya [benevolent supernatural beings] 

may take these forms and may be testing the hunter. But if a lion (mokaic), 

coyote (tsurc), or wolf (gakana) passes by, the hunter will shoot immed¬ 

iately, for a witch may take these forms and make the sacrifice useless. 

At any other time, the hunter will try to appease the lion, which is the 

strongest of the animals whose help he seeks; but when he is making his 

sacrifice for the hunt he is sure the lion will appear only if he is a witch. 

Animals of these latter kinds test courage, and the hunter must kill them 

immediately. If, however, she sees a deer in the distance, he may leave the 

bear or lion. 

The face of the hunter is painted red and black as shown in Fig. 4. 

Sometimes the hunter will not see the deer, but only hear a crackling 

in the woods. He then runs in the direction of the sound. A deer will 

always run straight ahead, even up a hill. If the deer runs up a hill, the 

17 Zuni word for "little ones” (ECP). 

18 In another context Karl Leon mentioned mokaic wawa, lion medicine, made 
from the iris plant and chewed by the hunter and rubbed by him on his wrists and 
chest to make him strong as a lion. Kaciena said that this is a medicine that gives 
strength. She did not however connect it specifically with the hunter, but believed 
it got its name because, when it withered, the flower looked like the mouth of a lion. 
She advised Jennie Johnson to rub it on the chest of her baby who had the whooping 
cough. 
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Fig. 3. Ceremony at Deer Tracks 

hunter, should he be on another hill, will remain there, because he knows 

that the deer will stop when he reaches the top of the hill. This is the 

time to shoot. 

If he hits the deer, he will climb the hill and lay the deer with 

his head toward the village, asking him to come along. If the deer is still 

breathing, the hunter takes some of the foam from the deer’s mouth and 

puts it in his own so that he will receive the deer’s courage and spirit. 
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Fig. 4. Face Painting of Hunter 

The hunter then makes a pathway with pollen four times toward the 

village, praying to the deer to ask others to come to him, no matter where 

they are. 

Before the hunter skins the deer he asks Masawi to help. When the deer 

is half-skinned, he collects boughs of cedar and rolls the deer on to them, 

keeping the head pointed toward the village. When the deer is skinned as 

far as the neck, the hunter covers the head with the skin, rolling it toward 

the front, and asking the deer to blindfold his relatives in the same way 

so that they will not run away. The hunter then takes off the four quar¬ 

ters, the breast-bone and ribs, and removes the intestines, which are left 

on the ground for the animals. They are the only part that is not used. 

The ribs are taken back to camp and eaten. This is done because they 

are the part of the animal that Masawi ate when he chased the Navaho 

who ran off with his sister (see below). The quarters and head are hung 

on trees out of the reach of animals. The skin of the body is left attached 

to the head, and the heart also. 

A little piece of the liver and some of the blood are put into a hole 

in the ground, which is then covered with earth, and the hunter asks 

Mother-Earth to keep up his luck and to bring forth again all that she 

has brought forth thus far. This offering is made where the deer falls. 

The stomach of the animal is also cleaned out and placed on the ground 

and sprinkled with pollen. 

While hunting the deer, the hunter carries an image of the mountain 

lion made of flint (Parsons, 1920, p. 127).'This is his personal property 

and is not shown to anyone in the party. It is used secretly. When a deer 
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is killed, the hunter sticks the animal through the breast or ear (Gold- 

frank, 1927, p. 85), and gives the lion fetish a drink of the blood; and 

when the hunter has finished skinning the deer, the fetish is given a drink 

of blood from the sack at the base of the neck. The hunter then puts the 

lion on top of a rock to dry. He sprinkles pollen on the head. Then the 

hunter takes up the remaining part of the liver and eats it, although the 

lion is supposed to be doing this. 

While the fetish is on the rocks, the hunter places pollen and beads 

beside it. And he watches it constantly. For if he did not do this, the lion 

would go away with the pollen and beads and go back to the Caiak, the 

Chief of the Game. When the lion is dry, the hunter puts it back in the 

bag which hangs at his waist. He places pollen in the bag and asks the lion 

to let him catch more deer. He takes good care of this lion. (For general 

discussion, see Woodbury, 19 54, 16Off). 

After hanging the deer, if it is late in the day, the hunter goes back 

to camp. As he approaches the camp, one of the men goes out to meet him, 

takes his gun, and places it in the stack at the rear of the camping place. 

Each hunter is met this way. 

If the hunter is stained with blood, the men will know that he killed 

a deer and he will say "tcujui” (did you stick?). To this the hunter will 

answer "h-”19 and receive the answer "dwu” (I’m grateful). This 

formula is repeated to each successful hunter as he returns to camp. When 

all are back they eat supper in the main of ribs taken from the deer that 

have been killed. 

When supper is over, the First War Captain asks each hunter whether 

he composed any hunting-song before starting out on the hunt. If any 

of them has, he will sing his song. First he will sing it alone, and then the 

others will join in, and in this way they learn many new songs. They 

then do the deer hunter’s dance (gauivactoc) (cf. Parsons, 1920, p. 100, 

note 4 [ECP]), a kind of katcina dance that the hunters copy. After 

dancing they eat again. 

The next morning the hunters go out to get the meat they left on 

the trees the previous day. The hunters take turns in staying at the camp 

to do the cooking, etc. 

While he is in the camp, the hunter may only point with a finger 

(not with the full arm) to show a direction, for by stretching he sends 

the deer farther away. Also if something is hot, he may not blow on it, 

for this will blow the deer farther away. And the hunter may not reach 

for anything, for this causes the deer to jump a greater distance and makes 

it more difficult to catch him. 

When the man who has remained at camp sees the hunter approaching 

with game, he gathers evergreen boughs and places them at the rear of 

the enclosure on the ground. When the hunter arrives at the entrance, the 

man who has remained at the camp touches20 the antlers of the deer and 

says that he wants one just like it (tcuid). If there are several men at the 

camp, each does the same thing. 

19 The "h” is all that appears in my notes. 

20 Perhaps he takes the breath from it. See Laguna Ceremonialism, p. 126, 
note 1 (ECP). 
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If a member of the party is unlucky and catches no deer, but has 

shot at a deer which does not fall, he will chase it. The deer will then be¬ 

come angry and lie down on the ground, his face toward the hunter. If 

the hunter approaches him from the front and tries to catch him, the 

deer will keep winking his eyes, his eyelids turning back, and small black 

round things in the corner of his eyes, like shot, will throw out an odor. 

The hunter will be frightened and swell up, due to the power of the deer. 

Many hunters have been killed in this way. It is called "tsiwadyuyu” 

Usually the hunter is not aware that he is being bewitched. Sometimes 

he is not killed; but when he gets home, he knows that this has happened 

to him. He then makes a regular prayer-stick, not the hunter’s kind, for 

this is made with broken feathers which mean death. The hunter takes 

the prayer-stick south for four days (south is the direction of the hunting 

grounds), and gathers all the herbs the deer eat, and he brings them home 

and boils them. For four days he drinks this decoction and vomits. He 

also bathes with it for four days. He gives himself this treatment. He may 

have no assistance——otherwise he will die. 

Early on the morning of the home-coming, the First War Captain 

goes toward the village and makes a pollen pathway four times. On the 

way home the hunters think of nothing and talk of nothing except the 

deer—the good that the deer has done while he was alive and how they 

are going to bring the beautiful life of the deer to each home in the village. 

When they have gone a little ways from the camp, they take a bough of 

spruce21 and put it on top of the pack. This was a sign of life—the clouds, 

fog, etc. The head of the deer is placed on top of the pack. It may be 

skinned or unskinned. 

When the hunters near the village, the First War Captain tells them 

not to use paint any longer. Then he gives up his responsibility—he is no 

longer in charge of the guns, ammunition, etc. He is retired from office. 

And from then on each man takes care of his own things. 

On their way back to the village, hunters tell the deer to go into each 

house in some form and bring health, happiness, and clothes to everyone, 

as the deer has power. A hunter then brings the deer he has killed to his 

house afid lays him on a canvas. All the meat is placed on this. Then beads 

and mantas [a woolen garment worn by women] and everything else 

they have are laid on the canvas to show how grateful they are that the 

deer came to their home. Then four days later the hunters have a dance 

in the evening. They sing the songs that they sang out in the mountains, 

and each member of the party gives meat to the people (cf. Parsons, 1920, 

p. 127 If). 

A hunting party usually consists of six or eight men. There has to 
be more than one because someone has to take care of the camp, and all 
the deer hunting is done far from the village. 

Today we do not see mountain sheep or elk (wisirtc). If during 
the hunt, a hunter sees some turkeys, he may kill them. He will face 
them toward the village and sprinkle pollen four times. Their meat, however, 

21 Spruce is associated with the supernatural katcina and is worn by their repre¬ 
sentatives who appear in dances, etc., and in some villages there is a deer katcina 
who participates in certain performances. 
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will be eaten right away, as the hunt lasts several days and turkey meat 

cannot be preserved. The turkeys are skinned, feathers and all, and the 

feathers detached later at home. 

Robert Brown. When ribs are brought back to camp they are placed 

on a bed of cedar. Pollen is sprinkled on the fire and the hunter tells the 

fire that he is bringing fresh meat and that the fire should help him again 

the next day. 

The animal is skinned and hung on a tree near the spot where the 

kill occurred. It is left there until the hunt is over and then it is packed 

on a burro and brought back to the village. 

When the hunters reach Fox Spring (tsurck gawayico) the meat is 

divided. Those who didn’t catch any deer and the man who was in charge 

of the camp-cooking and pack animals also get their share. The hunters 

see to it that each man gets one skin [if there are enough]. The remainder 

of his kill he keeps for himself. 

The lower-leg bone of the deer is the only part of the animal that is 

left where the deer falls. This is thoroughly cleaned and deposited near 

a tree. Pollen and beads are put on it, and the hunter prays to Kwiec 
Hoceni (Chief of Game), mokaic (lion), to dyatyu (wild cat), gakana 
(wolf), ilyami (eagle), and cohona (see White, 1943, passim; also Boas, 

1928, I, p. 29 and II, p. 44; Parsons, 1920, p. 127; Goldfrank, 1927, p. 8 5) 

to give them more game next year. 

[For Robert Brown’s acount of the origin of hunting customs, see 

Boas, 1928, I. pp. 28-31.] 

Solomon Day. There is a communal division of the deer. The hunter, 

however, keeps the head. If he has killed more than one deer, he will give 

the others to an unlucky hunter. It is against the law to kill more than 

one buck, but they do this as long as they don’t kill more deer than there 

are hunters in the party. It is against the law now to kill the doe. When 

the head is off, the breast-bone is left attached. The hunter also keeps the 

hide. 

In skinning, the first incision is made at a lower rib toward the rear. 

Then a cut is made up the side, then downward toward the breast-bone. 

The head is brought back on top of the pack on a burro’s back, and 

spruce is laid on the antlers. 

In the camp the whole animals are laid on cedar, pine, etc., until 

skinned. They may also be skinned where they drop, and hung on a tree 

for several days. 

The meat is jerked and dried in camp. Formerly it was packed in 

deerskin. Now it is wrapped in canvas, one head being placed on top. 

Formerly several heads were placed on top. 

Every part of the deer is brought home except the intestines. These 

are coiled, and with the oesophagus on top, are laid on cedar or spruce. 

A prayer is said to Kwiec Hoceni (Chief of Game), and pollen and beads 

sprinkled on them. These are left just where the deer fell. 

Katie Day. At least one head of a deer is brought in. This is boiled, 

and only the closest relatives of the father are invited. These alone can eat 

of the head. The oldest female relative of the father (that is, a member 

of the father’s clan called gagoya) then eats the eyes. This is forbidden to 
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the younger members of the family, as it would make their eyes watery 

like the deer’s eyes. Relatives bring bread to the house of the hunter when 

they are invited to feast. 

Jennie Johnson. When a man goes hunting he must tell his wife 

about what time he expects to reach the hunting ground. Then every 

morning until he returns she must open the door and sprinkle cornmeal 

and pray that the deer will come to her house.22 She must clean her house so 

that the deer will like to come to it. She whitewashes the walls and mixes 

the whitewash with ground flowers so that the scent will attract the deer. 

One woman must always stay in the house. The door must always remain 

open so that the deer can come in (Parsons, 1920, p. 128). 

When the hunters approach, they burn a cedar tree on the hill. The 

smoke is a signal of their return. The women go down to the river to 

meet them. 

The animals are brought into the house and laid on the best blanket 

and covered with the best clothes and shawl and beads. Then cornmeal 

is sprinkled, especially on the mouth of the animal. They tell the deer 

they are glad they came. They are left on the blanket overnight. 

Then there is a feast. The woman should have a large pan for the 

dried meat. Everyone who comes in takes some of the meat. The head 

and bones are cooked in a big cooking jar. All the man’s cousins, aunts, 

etc., are invited. The paternal aunt takes out the eyes and eats the head. 

When she finishes, she prays for a big supper again the next year. The 

relatives bring bread, etc., when they come to the feast. 

CUSTOMS AND BELIEFS RESPECTING THE DEER 

If you rub your legs with deer marrow, the ache will disappear be¬ 

cause the deer are fleet and their legs never ache. 

The hair and bones of deer are not thrown on ash heaps. Instead, they 

are taken down to the river and left there. Since it is the habit of the deer 

to be in watered canyons in the mountains, and since the deer are kopictaya, 
they have to be treated well.23 

No one ever touches his head after touching the fat or flesh of the 

deer before washing his hands. If he does, his hair will turn gray quickly, 

like the grayish coat of the deer. 

Mdsdwi AND THE DEER 

[as told by Karl Leon] 

Long ago Mdsdwi came home at sundown. He did not find his sister 

at home. Then he was going to hunt for her and he was never going to 

turn back until he caught up with her. 

He started from where he lived in the north and chased her all night. 

At dawn of day he was on top of a mountain peak called cudyikotcw, and 

as he looked south of him, there in the distance he saw his sister going 

22 Descent in Laguna is matrilineal, and the houses traditionally belong to the 
women. In recent years, probably here as elsewhere in the Southwest, there have 
been exceptions, particularly when a young couple settles on new land. 

23 All refuse of a sancrosanct character, that is, what is left from the making of 
prayer-sticks or other ceremonial paraphernalia, once they have served their purpose, 
are taken to the river. 
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with a deer buck. Then he went eastward, down into the valley, as far 

as he could, right east of the deer with his sister. He sat there and waited 

until sunrise. 

After the sun rose, he started up the hill. He went up, and the higher 

the sun rose, the nearer he came to his sister and the deer buck who were 

eating. When he came close, he spoke to the buck saying, "At this time 

of day—sunrise—I have caught up with you.” Then the buck said, "I 

shall never give your sister back to you.” Then said Masawi, "Are you 

sure of that?” And the buck said, "Yes.” Then he shot the buck with an 

arrow and killed him. Then he killed all the deer people who were with 

his sister. His sister had also turned into a deer up to her joints. 

Then when he had killed all of them, he took the ribs of the biggest 

buck and built a fire, and put the ribs of the biggest buck on the hot 

coals of the fire to roast. Then he offered a rib to his sister. 

She did not eat and began to cry. Then Masawi said, "Do you feel sorry 

about the buck that I have killed?” And she did not answer him. When 

she hesitated, he shot her with an arrow through her heart and said, "I 

shall kill you just the same as I did the buck.” Then he killed her, and 

when he killed her, two young fawns, a doe and a buck, came forth. 

Then he took the two young ones up in his arms and said, 'My dear 

nephews,24 I shall take both of you home with me.” Then he took the ribs 

that were cooking and the two young ones and started home, singing on 

the way. Then the two fawns stayed home with him and they lay in the 

ashes which stuck to them in some places. Therefore the young ones of 

deer are spotted. 

Then early in the morning and late at night, after they grew bigger, 

they would go on a run. In the daytime they stayed in the forest. At 

night they slept with their uncle. When they were big and full-grown, 

they told their uncle they were not going to stay with him any longer. 

Their home would be in the south. So they went south. 

After they went south, they passed Laguna on the west and then 

they went farther to the south ridge (dyap’kote’), and they stayed there 

awhile until the doe brought forth two young ones, a doe and a buck. 

They stayed there until that time. 

When the little ones were big enough to stay alone, they were left 

at this place, and the two older ones went farther south. The two younger 

ones brought forth deer in great numbers, and they still flourish there today. 

Then the two older ones reached the Southern Mountains (kwoyakotc), 

and two brothers came: Masawi and Oyoyewi. They met the two deer and 

told the deer that from this time they were to become the food of the 

Indian people; their flesh was to be used as food and their skin was to be 

worn as clothing. And Masawi and Oyoyewi said that neither the white 

people nor the Mexicans were to be included, only the Indian tribes. And 

from that time on they were to bring forth as many deer as possible. 

That is the reason hunters today hunt this way and are able to catch deer. 

24 Obviously an attempt to translate the relationships into an American termin¬ 
ology. I am unable to find any single term to cover them in Parsons, 1923. However, 
the term nyenye at Cochiti, another Keres pueblo, does just this. See Goldfrank, 
1927, p. 18. 
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WESTERN ATLANTIC FISHES OF THE GENUS PARACLINUS 

VICTOR G. SPRINGER* 

University of Miami 

INTRODUCTION 

The tribe Paraclinidi Hubbs (1952:65) of the family Clinidae is rep¬ 

resented in western Atlantic waters by the genera Paraclinus and Stathmo- 
notus. Springer (in press) reviewed the taxonomic position of Stathmonotus 
and showed Auchenistius to be synonymous with that genus. The members 

of the genus Paraclinus are restricted to the waters of the eastern Pacific and 

western Atlantic. Hubbs (l.c.) revised the Pacific species in connection 

with his studies on the classification of the Clinidae. Jordan and Evermann 

(1898:23 69) were the first to treat Paraclinus in a revisionary manner. 

Their work contained many errors of identification and left the taxonomic 

status of almost all the Atlantic species open to question. Longley and Hilde¬ 

brand (1941: 259) were the next to treat Atlantic Paraclinus comprehen¬ 

sively. Although their treatment was not revisionary, they did much to un¬ 

tangle the numerous synonyms in the literature. However, their work con¬ 

tained some errors of omission and interpretation which left the taxonomic 

status of the species still wanting. The present study, somewhat enhanced by 

the findings of Hubbs (l.c.) for Pacific Paraclinus, is an attempt to treat 

the Atlantic members of the genus comprehensively. 

METHODS 

Standard length was measured from the tip of the snout to the middle 

of the posterior margin of the hypural vertebra. Preopercular length was 

measured as the shortest distance from the posterior margin of the bony 

orbit to the posterior margin of the preopercle at the level of the opercular 

spine. The interorbital width and fin spine lengths were measured in the 

manner described by Hubbs (1952: 44). All measurements were made with 

the mouth closed and no measurements were made on deformed specimens. 

Measurements are given as the range in hundredths of the standard 

length. In the accounts for P. marmoratus, P. fasciatus, and P. nigripinnis, 
of which many specimens were examined, the least number of specimens 

used in determining the range was twenty. Since many taxonomic charac¬ 

ters were studied, it was found better to drop a character if analysis of 

the measurements on twenty random specimens showed nothing definitive 

when compared with the same measurements in the other species. 

Counts, where not precluded by the condition of the fish, were taken 

on all specimens. The range is followed by the mode in parentheses. As the 

soft rays of Paraclinus are not branched, all externally differentiated rays 

were recorded, except for the caudal fin in which only the segmented rays 

were counted. 

In many respects the form of this paper parallels that used by Hubbs 

in revising Pacific Paraclinus. This was done to make possible a comparison 

of the species from the two areas. 

* Present address: Department of Zoology, University of Texas, Austin 12, Texas. 
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Frequency distributions are preferred to the graphical method used by 

Ffubbs for presenting data. For example, in the analysis of the data on the 

sexual dimorphism of the width of the interorbital of P. marmoratus, I find 

it difficult to visualize the differences using the graphical method, whereas 

using a frequency distribution makes the differences more apparent. This is 

probably due to the fact that the difference between males and females is 

only barely statistically significant. 

The specimens examined are from many sources for which the following 

abbreviations are used: AMNH—American Museum of Natural History; 

BMNH—-British Museum of Natural History; CNHM-—Chicago Natural 

History Museum; LUZI—Lunds Universitets Zoologiska Institution (Swe¬ 

den) ; SU—-Stanford University Natural History Museum; TNHC—Texas 

Natural History Collection; UM-—University of Miami; UFCB—-University 

of Florida Collections in in Biology; UMMZ—University of Michigan Mu¬ 

seum of Zoology; USNM—United States National Museum; UZMK—Uni- 

versitetets Zoologiske Museum Kobenhavn (Denmark). 
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paraclinus Mocquard, 18 89 

The synonymy of this genus has been given by Hubbs (1952: 65). The 

following description is based upon Atlantic species of Paraclinus only, and 

should be compared with Hubbs’ description of the Pacific species for a 

complete description of the genus. Those characters in common with Hubbs’ 

description are not repeated here. 

Dorsal XXV - XXXI, 0-1. Lateral line scales 27 - 40. Pectoral rays 

11-14 (13). Anal rays II, 15-21. Head 24.6-36.6. Sexual dimorphism 

in the length of the maxillary: in males it may extend beyond the posterior 

margin of the orbit almost to the margin of the preopercle. In females the 

maxillary rarely extends beyond the middle of the orbit. The opercular spine 

may be well formed or just a flat projection of the opercle; or it may be 

compound containing as many as five close-set points (P. integripinnis, P. 

altivelis, and P. walkeri of the Pacific have compound opercular spines). 

The first three dorsal spines may be greatly separated from the re¬ 

maining ones so as to form an almost distinct fin with the membrane between 

the third and fourth dorsal spines notched to the dorsal contour. The dis¬ 

tance between the third and fourth dorsal spines is usually greater than that 

between any other two, but may infrequently be exceeded by the distance 

between the second and third spines. The third and fourth dorsal spines are 

usually shorter than those adjacent. 

Pectoral base completely scaled to naked. A few scales in the lateral 

line sometimes without pores, others with vestigial or reduced pores. 
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Head cirri of various types, present on the tube of the anterior nostril, 

above the eye, and on the nape. 

Although the Atlantic species can be divided into two groups on the 

basis of certain characters (see key), it is felt that the relationships within 

these groups are not altogether natural. Also, these characters will not serve 

to separate the Pacific species into groups. I agree with Hubbs’ conclusions 

for Pacific Paraclinus in finding no subgenera indicated for the Atlantic 

species. These latter species (again like the Pacific species) may be grouped 

in several ways, each time to the exclusion of others. They show no especi¬ 

ally close affinities with the Pacific species, though P. nigripinnis with its 

compound opercular spine recalls the three Pacific species mentioned above 

with like structures. It is felt that the species of Paraclinus have undergone 

radial evolution. This is further indicated by numerous examples of unique 

developments in the individual species, e.g., the barbel in barbatus; the ex¬ 

tremely long fringed supraorbital tentacle of grandicomis; the greatly de¬ 

veloped first three dorsal spines of marmoratus; the palatine teeth in the 

males of beebei; and the fringed scales of altivelis. 

The presence of a dorsal soft ray in those Atlantic species which nor¬ 

mally have a soft ray is apparently more constant than in the Pacific forms. 

P. marmoratus, P. barbatus, and P. grandicomis have a single, well-developed 

dorsal soft ray in all specimens examined. Only three out of 123 specimens 

of P. nigripinnis have no dorsal soft ray; however, several of the remaining 

specimens have the ray reduced and it extends only one quarter or one half 

the way to the fin margin. 

Unlike the Pacific species, the Atlantic species are apparently less subject 

to subspeciation. I found no subspecies indicated, and a minor racial differ¬ 

entiation was found in only P. marmoratus. In general the geographic ranges 

for the individual species are considerably greater in the Atlantic than in 

the Pacific. P. fasciatus and P. nigripinnis occur over several thousand miles 

of Caribbean and south Florida coastline, with single specimens of nigripinnis 
being reported from Natal, Brazil and Bermuda. All of the Atlantic species, 

except P. barbatus, are found in south Florida waters, although as yet no 

more than four have been found at one location (Tortugas—cingulatus, 
fasciatus, nigripinnis, marmoratus). This may be due to the fact that Florida 

waters have been collected more thoroughly than any others in the Atlantic 

range of this genus. Future collections will undoubtedly increase the ranges 

of most of the species. 

P. marmoratus and P. fasciatus do not appear to be ecologically isolated, 

at least in Florida. I have seen them occupying niches in the same rock only 

a few inches apart, and I have often caught them together by dragging a 

dip net through vegetation (Thalassia). 

SEXUAL DIMORPHISM 

In only three of the species, marmoratus, fasciatus, and nigripinnis, 
were sufficient specimens available for a study of sexual dimorphism. The 

description of sexual dimorphism for the Atlantic Paraclinus given below 

is based on these three species. The small size of adult cingulatus (largest 20 

mm.) made it impossible to accurately determine the sex without destroying 

the specimen. Too few specimens of grandicomis and barbatus were examined 

to demonstrate sexual dimorphism. 
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As in Pacific Paraclinus, the most easily recognizable dimorphism is 

shown by the maxillary (Table II). In adult males the maxillary usually 

extends to beneath the posterior margin of the orbit, but in nigripinnis, in 

which it greatly increases with size, and in one specimen of grandicomis, it 

may extend posteriorly to the margin of the preopercle, giving the fish a 

bizarre appearance. In the female the maxillary rarely extends posteriorly 

beyond the middle of the orbit. 

The preopercular length (Table III) was found to be greater in large 

males of nigripinnis and larger for small as well as large males of fasciatus. 
No difference was noted in this measurement between males and females of 

marmoratus. This measurement was not made in the same manner as that 

used by Hubbs (see Methods). 

Measurements from the pelvic base to the anal base were found to be 

larger only in mature females of marmoratus, which when ripe become 

greatly distended in the belly region, thus causing the difference between 

males and females. 

Sexual dimorphism of the interorbital width (Table IY) was exhibited 

by a somewhat larger size for this character in males of marmoratus and a 

larger average size in males of fasciatiis. No difference in interorbital width 

was noted between the sexes of nigripinnis. 

No sexual dimorphism was found in the degree of separation of the 

third dorsal spine from the fourth (Table V) although this measurement 

proves to be a very good one in separating marmoratus and barbatus from 

this other species. 

In males of fasciatus the membrane of the third dorsal spine is attached 

at least half the way up from the base of the fourth dorsal spine. In females 

the membrane is rarely attached more than one third the distance up from 

the base of the fourth dorsal spine and never more than one half. This 

type of sexual dimorphism was reported by Longley (in Longley and Hilde¬ 

brand, 1941: 260) for P. nigripinnis. My findings agree with his in all es¬ 

sentials. Hubbs (1952: 72) found a similar type of sexual dimorphism in 

P. monophthalmus and P. altivelis. 

In P. marmoratus the color bars of the body extend onto the vertical 

fins in females and young males, whereas in the adult males the vertical fins 

are uniformly dark, except for thin white margins, and no color bars are 

discernible. The color bars on the body of adult males are somewhat ob¬ 

scured by the more uniform dark coloration found in this sex. In immature 

specimens of either sex (below 2 5 mm.) the specimens are uniformly light 

in color and the vertical fins clear except for ocelli. A similar type of sexual 

dimorphism as regards color has been described by Longley (he.) for P. 

nigripinnis, and I find it occasionally in series of specimens of P. fasciatus. 

KEY TO THE SPECIES OF WESTERN ATLANTIC PARACLINUS 

A. Pelvic rays I, 3; last dorsal ray soft (except in 3 specimens out of 123 

of P. nigripinnis, in which the last dorsal ray is spinous) 

B. Opercular spine extending beyond a vertical line from the base of the 

third dorsal spine; distance from insertion of third dorsal spine to 

origin of fourth usually more than 7 hundredths of the standard 

length 
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C. First and second dorsal spines more than 12 hundredths of the 

standard length; 22nd dorsal spine less than 14 hundredths of 

the standard length; first dorsal spine always longer than 1.5 X 

third; pelvics, pectorals, and caudal with 0-1 color bar each; 

lower jaw without a barbel 

::'p. MARMORATUS 

CC. First and second dorsal spines less than 11 hundredths of the 

standard lerigth; 22nd dorsal spine more than 14 hundredths of 

the standard length; first dorsal spine shorter than third; pelvics, 

pectorals, and caudal with three color bars each; lower jaw with 

lips prolonged ventrally into a barbel 

P. BARBATUS 

BB. Opercular spine never extending to a vertical line from the base 

of the third dorsal spine; distance from insertion of third dorsal 

spine to origin of the fourth always less than 7 hundredths of the 

standard length 

D. Opercular spine a complex ending in 2-5 points in specimens 

over 13 mm. in standard length; supraorbital cirrus short, 

composed of several fingerlike projections, none of which 

reaches posteriorly to the origin of the dorsal fin; lateral line 

scales more than 3 0; dorsal spines more than XXVIII; scale 

rows on base of pectoral 1; caudal fin with 13 articulated rays; 

dorsal fin usually with an ocellus in region of 22-24 spines 

P. NIGRIPINNIS 

DD. Opercular spine simple; supraorbital cirrus a very long, broad 

ribbon, sometimes with an intricate fringing on its inner mar¬ 

gin, extending to or beyond the origin of the dorsal fin; lat¬ 

eral line scales fewer than 3 0; dorsal spines fewer than XXVIII; 

scale rows on base of pectoral 2; caudal fin with 12 articulated 

rays; dorsal fin without an ocellus 

P. GRANDICOMIS 

A A. Pelvic rays I, 2; all dorsal rays spinous. 

E. Pectoral base without scales; anal rays II, 15-16; lateral line scales 

fewer than 32; maxillary 13.2-20.5 hundredths of the standard 

length in specimens 13-20 mm. in standard length (largest speci¬ 

men and an adult 20.0 mm.); nuchal cirrus in the form of sev¬ 

eral fingerlike projections 

* A single specimen of Paraclinus from Cubega Island, Venezuela (SU 16897) 
keys down to P. marmoratus in this paper and is in agreement with the counts given 
for that species. It does, however, differ from P. marmoratus in having a more 
prominent dentition and in matters of coloration. It is felt that this specimen 
probably represents a new species, but due to its very poor condition it was not 
felt that a description should be given at this time. 
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P. CINGULATUS 

EE. Pectoral base with 2 or 3 rows of scales; anal rays II, 17-20; lat¬ 

eral line scales more than 32; maxillary less than 13.0 hundredths 

of the standard length in specimens 20 mm. or less in standard 

length (largest specimen an adult 49.8 mm.) ; nuchal cirrus usually 

in the form of a rounded lappet with three short points on its 

margin 

p. FASCIATUS 

Longley (in Longley and Hildebrand, 1951: 263) comments on 

Paraclinus monophthalmus (Gunther), which was described from the Pacific 

coast of Panama, and synonymizes with that species Cremnobates affinis 
Steindachner, described from St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. The type of C. 

affinis had been considered lost, but Longley found a specimen labeled 

"Cremnobates” in the Vienna museum bearing the same accession number 

as various other new species of Cremnobates described by Steindachner from 

the West Indies. The fact that the label gave no species name was believed 

to be consistent with the fact that Steindachner was uncertain as to whether 

or not the specimen was distinct from monophthalmus, which according to 

Longley it was not. Longley did find in this specimen a difference of one 

dorsal spine and one anal ray from the original description. The bottle con¬ 

taining the specimen also carried the note (in German) "St. Thomas (an 
Panama)” which immediately raises in my mind the doubt as to whether 

this fish really came from the Virgin Islands, there being no St. Thomas listed 

for Panama. Hubbs (1952: 76) reports P. monophthalmus from the Pacific 

coast of Panama, Costa Rica, and probably Ecuador. It should be pointed 

out here that no species of the Clinidae, or closely related Blenniidae for that 

matter, has ever been reported as occurring in both the Atlantic and Pacific. 

Presuming, in the absence of any other information, that the specimen ex¬ 

amined by Longley was the type of affinis, then we must consider the local¬ 

ity from which the type was taken as a Pacific one rather than a West Indian 

one, and for that reason I no longer include either P. monophthalmus or its 

synonym P. affinis in the Atlantic fauna. 

paraclinus marmoratus (Steindachner) 

Cremnobates marmoratus Steindachner, 1876: 174.—Jordan and Gilbert, 

1882: 962.—Goode and Bean, 1883: 236.—Jordan, 1885: 141.— 

Jordan, 1887a: 599.—Jordan, 1887b: 909. 

Auchenopterus marmoratus, Jordan and Evermann, 1896: 469.—Evermann 

and Kendall, 1900: 93.—Fowler, 1906: 108.—Breder, 1929: 270.— 

Longley and Hildebrand, 1941: 261. 

Auchenopterus (Corallicola) marmoratus, Jordan and Evermann, 1898: 

2371. 

Corallicola marmoratum, Jordan, Evermann, and Clark, 1930: 456. 

Paraclinus marmoratus, Breder, 1939: 487.—Storey, 1940: 8 5.—Breder, 

1941: 233.—Fowler, .1941: 99. 

Dorsal XXVIII, 1-XXX, 1; anal II, 19-21; caudal 12-13 (13); pec¬ 

toral 12-14 (13); pelvic I, 3; branchiostegals 6; lateral line scales 35-40 

(37-3 8); rows of scales on base of pectoral 2-4 (3); ocelli on dorsal fin 

0-4 (2) ; ocelli on anal fin 0-2 (1) . 
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Tip of snout to tip of opercular spine 24.6-32.1. Tip of snout to an¬ 

terior bony margin of orbit 5.7-8.6. Horizontal bony diameter of orbit 5.2- 

9.6. Interorbital width 3.3-5.7. Tip of snout to greatest expansion of maxil¬ 

lary 10.8-16.8. Tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin 17.4-24.2. Tip of lower 

jaw to origin of anal fin 45.8-55.8. Origin of dorsal fin to origin of most 

dorsal pectoral ray 15.0-17.8. Preopercular length 5.6-8.0. Origin of pelvic 

to origin of anal 22.7-3 3.1. Length of first dorsal spine 12.5-20.7. Length 

of second dorsal spine 12.5-20.6. Length of third dorsal spine 6.2-9.3. 

Length of fourth dorsal spine 6.6-9.4. Length of 22nd dorsal spine 10.2- 

13.0. Length of penultimate dorsal spine 8.6-11.7. Length of last dorsal 

spine 6.2-10.0. Insertion of third dorsal spine to origin of fourth 5.7-10.9. 

Origin of dorsal fin to insertion of last dorsal ray 70.7-78.5. Origin of anal 

fin to insertion of last anal ray 43.0-50.6. Length of first anal spine 5.6-8.6. 

Length of second anal spine 7.7-12.9. Least depth of caudal peduncle 7.3-9.1. 

The first two dorsal spines are more flexible and much longer than any 

of the remaining ones. The membrane of the dorsal fin is projected dorsally 

well beyond the tips of the first three spines, and these same spines are sep¬ 

arated from the remaining ones by a very deep incision in the membrane 

between the third and fourth spines. 

The supraorbital and nuchal cirri are shorter than the diameter of the 

orbit, slender, and fringed at their tips. 

The snout is more acute than in any of the other Atlantic species. In 

adults over 40 mm. the snout is longer than the horizontal diameter of the 

eye. This condition is never found in the other species of Paraclinus. 

Color in alcohol is variable (see also discussion above under sexual 

dimorphism). The color bars when present on the body are usually six 

in number. The color is light to dark brown extending onto the head. 

A cream-colored bar is usually present leading obliquely downward from 

the posterior margin of the orbit and extending across the preopercle. The 

membrane of the caudal is always clear. The rays sometimes are lightly 

barred with brown, and a white band is usually distinguishable at their 

base. The pectorals and pelvics are clear with a brown band usually at their 

bases. The dorsal ocelli when present appear in the bands on the fin and 

the anal ocelli when present appear in the last and next to last bands on 

that fin. 

The type of this species was described as having come from a rocky 

island north of Cuba. I believe that this island was one of the Florida 

Keys. In W. H. Longley’s unpublished "Notes on fishes in European 

museums,” which is retained in the U. S. National Museum, there is found 

on page 203 the following: "Cremnobates marmoratus type is indicated 

on label as having come from Key West . . . this seems to be the small 

rocky island to which we see reference. ...” Apparently only one speci¬ 

men of this species has been collected from other than Florida waters. 

This was taken by D. S. Jordan in 18 83 in Havana, Cuba. Although occu¬ 

pying only a few hundred miles of coast line in Florida, P. marmoratus 
has already formed two infrasubspecific groups. The ratios as exhibited 

in Table VI were found to obtain for small series of specimens from 

intermediate localities in the ranges of these two groups which are as 

follows: (1) Florida coast from Miami to the Cedar Keys (2) The Florida 

Keys (as they are generally thought of) from Miami to the Tortugas. 

Only those specimens whose exact locality data are known are included 
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Fig. 1. Holotype of Paraclinus barbatus 28.3 mm. in standard length. (Only 
the scales of the lateral line and on the base of the pectoral are shown.) 

in Table VI. None of the contributing factors which may have brought 

about this divergence are known and I do not feel justified to speculate 

at this time. 

Some 157 specimens from 22.5 - 63 mm. were examined. 156 from 

Florida. From area (1): 1 from Cocoanut Grove, UM 61; 9 from Matheson 

Hammock, Dade County, TNHC 3402, 3403, and 3404; 1 from Cutler, 

UM 8 50; 2 from St. Martins, USNM 73086 and 7308 5; 2 from North 

Key, USNM 73 084 and 131666; 3 from Knight’s Key, USNM 73083 

and 62754; 2 from Anclote Key, USNM 91 5 53 and 73081; 1 from Pepper- 

fish Keys, USNM 134319; 8 from Englewood, CMNH 50 503, 50 504, 

UMMZ 108024, 108025, and 139303; 39 from Tampa Bay, TNHC 3405; 

3 from Cedar Keys, USNM 134320 and 134304. From area (2): 4 from 

Biscayne Key, UM 1023; 1 from Elliot Key, UM 842; 18 from Key Largo, 

UM 777, 83 8, TNHC 3406, 3407, and USNM 67660; 23 from Broad 

Creek, USNM 65 319, 57417, 57418, and 57419; 1 from Pigeon Key, USNM 

73080; 1 from Boca Chica, USNM 89886; 11 from Key West, USNM 

134925, 125384, 3 5008, 89887, 23653, and 68456; and 2 from Tortugas, 

USNM 116817. Also included in the study, but not in Table VI: 10 from 

Miami south to Angelfish Creek, CMNH 46176; 9 from Biscayne Bay, 

CMNH 50739, 46175, and UM 837; 1 off Cape Sable, USNM 73079; 

1 from Gulf Coast of Florida, USNM 93718; 2 from south Florida, USNM 

3 0467; and 1 from Florida Bay, USNM 73082. 

One specimen from Havana, Cuba, SU 2396. 

paraclinus barbatus new species (Fig. 1) 

The holotype and only known specimen is an adult male 28.3 mm. 

in standard length collected at St. Thomas, Virgin Islands in 1919. It is 

deposited in the collections of the Universitetets Zoologiske Museum, 

Copenhagen, Denmark, catalogue number P.76.23 0. 

Dorsal XXVIII, 1; anal 11,19; caudal 12; pectorals 13; pelvics 1,3; 

branchiostegals 6; lateral line scales 37; rows .of scales on base of pectoral 

3; ocelli on dorsal fin 3. 

Tip of snout to tip of opercular spine 29.7. Tip of snout to anterior 

bony margin of orbit 7.8. Horizontal bony diameter of orbit 8.8. Inter¬ 

orbital width 4.9. Tip of snout to greatest expansion of maxillary 14.1. 
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Tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin 21.2. Tip of lower jaw to origin of 

anal fin 49.5. Origin of dorsal fin to origin of most dorsal pectoral ray 

18.4. Preopercular length 6.7. Origin of pelvic to origin of anal 28.3. 

Length of first dorsal spine 9.2. Length of second dorsal spine 10.6. 

Length of third dorsal spine 10.6. Length of fourth dorsal spine 10.6. 

Length of 22nd dorsal spine 14.8. Length of penultimate dorsal spine 11.7. 

Length of last dorsal spine 10.6. Insertion of third dorsal spine to origin 

of fourth 7.8. Origin of dorsal fin to insertion of last dorsal ray 77.7. 

Origin of anal fin to insertion of last anal ray 49.5. Length of first anal 

spine 7.1. Length of second anal spine 10.6. Longest pectoral ray 24.7. 

Longest pelvic ray 24.7. Longest caudal ray 2 5.1. Least depth of caudal 

peduncle 8.8. Greatest depth 27.6. 

The lips of the lower jaw are produced anteroventrally into a fleshy 

barbel. The snout is acute and the predorsal contour rises without con¬ 

vexity to the origin of the dorsal fin. There is a simple, slender cirrus on 

the posterior margin of the tube of each anterior nostril. Small paddle¬ 

shaped cirri are found over each eye and on either side of the nape just 

before the origin of the dorsal fin. 

The maxillary extends posteriorly to beneath the middle of the orbit. 

A well-developed opercular spine extends beyond a vertical from the 

base of the third dorsal spine. 

The body exclusive of the head and fins is entirely scaled. All of the 

scales of the lateral line do not bear tubes (the disposition of the tubes 

is given in the figure). The anterior lateral line tubes have no external 

pores. 

The pectoral fin is somewhat more pointed than in other species of 

Paraclinus. The membranes between the first and second and the second 

and third dorsal spines are deeply incised and project dorsally as ragged 

flaps (the membrane is not torn). The membrane is incised to the base 

between the third and fourth dorsal spines. 

Color in alcohol. The body is a uniform buff. The head is splashed 

with dark brown. A white bar leads posteriorly across the cheek from 

below the eye. There are three irregular dark brown bars on each pectoral 

and pelvic, and the caudal. The dorsal is clear except for three light brown 

ocelli about the size of the eye. These appear over the 16 - 18, 22 - 23, and 

26 - 28 dorsal spines. The anal fin is splashed with dark brown, but the 

margin has a clear edge. 

TABLE VI. 

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF DORSAL SPINES AND ANAL RAYS 

FOR THE TWO POPULATIONS OF P. MARMORATUS FROM FLORIDA 

27 
Dorsal 

28 
Spines 

29 30 | 1 19 
Anal Rays 

20 21 

Area (1) (see text) 1 11 55 4 13 53 5 

Area (2) (see text) 2 28 30 32 28 1 
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This species differs from P. marmoratus, its nearest relative, in having 

a barbel, in the much smaller size of the first two dorsal spines, the larger 

22nd dorsal spine, in having the first dorsal spine shorter than the second, 

in coloration, and in having a more pointed pectoral. 

Sympatric with this species are P. fasciatus and P. nigripinnis. From 

both of these P. barbatus is readily distinguishable and does not appear 

to be intermediate. 

paraclinus nigripinnis (Steindachner) 

Clinus nigripinnis Steindachner, 1867: 45. 

Cremnobates affinis (not of Steindachner, 1876) Jordan, 188 5: 1 52— 

Jordan, 1887a: 599.—Jordan, 1887b: 90. 

Cremnobates nigripinnis, Jordan, 1887a: 599. 

Auchenopterus af finis (not Cremnobates af finis Steindachner, 1876) Jordan 

and Evermann, 1896: 469.—Jordan and Evermann, 1898: 2371. 

—Evermann and Kendall, 1900: 93.—Bean, 1905: 320.—Rosen, 

1911: 68.—Metzelaar, 1919: 156.—Breder, 1929: 270.—Jordan, 

Evermann, and Clark, 1930: 457. 

Auchenopterus nigripinnis, Jordan and Evermann, 1896: 469.—Fowler, 

1928: 473.—Longley, 1933: 294.—Longley and Hildebrand, 1941: 

2 59. 

Auchenopterus (Corallicola) nigripinnis, Jordan and Evermann, 1898: 2369. 

Auchenopterus albicaudus Evermann and Marsh, 1900a: 360.—Evermann 

and Marsh, 1900b: 313.—Jordan and Evermann, 1900: 3191.— 

Rosen, 1911: 68.—Nichols, 1930: 377.—Jordan, Evermann, and 

Clark, 1930: 457. 

Auchenopterus rubescens Evermann and Marsh, 1900a: 360.—Evermann 

and Marsh, 1900b: 314.—Jordan and Evermann, 1900: 3191.— 

Rosen, 1911: 69.—Nichols, 1930: 379.—Jordan, Evermann, and 

Clark, 1930: 457.—Longley, 193 1: 385. 

Auchenopterus fajardo Evermann and Marsh, 1900a: 361.—Evermann 

and Marsh, 1900b: 313.— Jordan and Evermann, 1900: 3193.— 

Rosen, 1911: 69,— Nichols, 1930: 378.— Jordan, Evermann, and 

Clark, 1930: 457.— Beebe and Tee Van, 1933: 225.— Schmitt 

and Schultz, 1940: 9. 

Auchenopterus fasciattis (not Cremnobates fasciatus Steindachner, 1876) 

Jordan and Thompson, 1905: 254.— Evermann and Marsh, 1900: 

315. 

Auchenopterus rubicundus Starks, 1913: 74.— Fowler, 1942: 179. 

Cremnobates fajardo, Beebe and Tee Van, 1928: 239. 

Corallicola nigripinne, Jordan, Evermann, and Clark, 1930: 456. 

Paraclinus nigripinnis, Storey, 1940: 8 5.— Herre, 1942: 17.— Schultz, 

1949: 178.—Fowler, 1952: 105. 

Paraclinus albicaudus, Storey, 1940: 86. 

Paraclinus rubescens, Storey, 1940: 86. 

Paraclinus fajardo, Storey, 1940: 86.™ Herre, 1942: 17. 

Paraclinus rubicundus, Storey, 1940: 86. 

Paraclinus af finis (not Cremnobates af finis Steindachner, 1876) Herre, 

1942: 17. 

Dorsal XXIX,1 - XXXI,1, and XXIX,0 - XXX,0 - XXIX,1 - XXX, 1); 

anal II, 15-19 (II, 17-18); caudal 13; pectoral 12-14 (13); pelvic 1,3; 
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branchiostegals 6-7 (6); lateral line scales 31 - 35 (33-35); rows of scales 

on base of pectoral 1; ocelli on dorsal fin 0 - 1 (1). 

Tip of snout to tip of opercular spine 24.6 - 36.6. Tip of snout to 

anterior bony margin of orbit 4.6 - 7.3. Horizontal bony diameter of 

orbit 6.4 - 9.0. Interorbital width 2.2 - 4.9. Tip of snout to greatest ex¬ 

pansion of maxillary 9.8 - 17.4. Tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin 21.0 

- 24.0. Tip of lower jaw to origin of anal fin 47.8 - 59.3. Origin of dorsal 

fin to origin of most dorsal pectoral ray 11.4 - 14.9. Preopercular length 

5.9 - 9.1. Origin of pelvic to origin of anal 27.4 - 36.4. Length of first 

dorsal spine 7.4 - 12.0. Length of second dorsal spine 8.4 - 12.0. Length of 

third dorsal spine 5.5 - 9.0. Length of fourth dorsal spine 5.5 - 7.5. Length 

of 22nd dorsal spine 8.4 - 12.0. Length of penultimate dorsal spine 6.7 

- 10.1. Length of last dorsal spine 5.5 - 8.2. Insertion of third dorsal spine 

to origin of fourth 3.6 - 6.0. Origin of dorsal fin to insertion of last dorsal 

ray 71.0 - 80.8. Origin of anal fin to insertion of last anal ray 40.9 - 47.3. 

Length of first anal spine 5.5 - 8.0. Length of second anal spine 7.8 - 

10.4. Least depth of caudal peduncle 6.4 - 9.0. 

The supraorbital and nuchal cirri may be numerously fimbriated, but 

normally they each consist of four or five fingerlike projections. The bony 

projection of the opercle ends in from 2 to 5 points; in small specimens 

below 13 mm. the projection is simple. The dorsal ray is distinguishable in 

the smallest specimen (8 mm). Superficially, this species resembles P. 
fasciatus with which it has often been confused. 

Color in alcohol. Body color varies from a uniform tan to a uniform 

dark brown with barred forms in between. There may be four or five 

bars on the body, none to eight bars on the dorsal, and none to six bars 

on the anal, or both the vertical fins may be uniformly dark. Dorsal ocellus 

is usually present somewhere between the 21st and 2 5 th spines. There is 

usually a dark brown bar at the base of the caudal, which is clear. The 

pectorals are clear and the pelvics are clear with bars sometimes at their bases. 

Distribution: Florida Keys south of Miami; Governors Island, Bimini, 

Andros Island, and Cay Sal Bank, Bahamas; Cabanas Bay and Windmill 

Beach, Cuba; Port-au-Prince Bay, Haiti; Puerto Rico; Virgin Islands; 

Barbados; Natal, Brazil; Cape San Roman, Venezuela; Old Providence 

Island; and Bermuda. 

Some 123 specimens from 8.0 to 40.5 mm. were examined. 1 from 

Key Largo, Florida, UM 1025 ; 15 from Crawfish Bar, Florida Keys, USNM 

10 5022 and 165645; 1 from Key West, Florida, USNM 165648; 37 from 

Tortugas, Florida, UM 48, USNM 88084, 88085, 88086, 88124, 116815, 

116816, 116818, and 116819; 1 from Bimini, Bahamas, UM 1024; 3 from 

Nicholstown, Andros Island, Bahamas, UM 893 ; 16 from Cay Sal Bank, 

Bahamas, UM 843; 1 from Governors Island, Bahamas, USNM 53224; 8 

from Cabanas Bay, Cuba, USNM 82 545, 82 547, and 82 595 ; 1 from Wind¬ 

mill Beach, Cuba, USNM 107411; 3 from Mona Island, Puerto Rico, USNM 

130649; 1 from Huacares, P.R., USNM 126077; 1 from Maunabo, P.R., 

USNM 147649; 1 from Cabo Rojo, P.R., USNM 128812; type of A. 
albicaudus from Arroyo, P.R., USNM 49373; type of A. fajardo from 

Fajardo, P.R., USNM 49376; type of A. rube see ns from Puerto Real, 

P.R., USNM 49374; 3 from St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, USNM 117421; 

15 from St. Croix, V.I., UZMK 43 and 3-18 (in part); 2 from Virgin 
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Islands, UZMK 41 and P.76.229; 3 from Bathsheba, Barbados, USNM 

86747, 86748, and 86750; 1 from Cape San Roman, Venezuela, USNM 

123172; 3 from Old Providence Island, USNM 107116. 

PARACLINUS GRANDICOMIS (Rosen) 

Auchenopterus grandicomis Rosen, 1911: 69.— Jordan, Evermann, and 

Clark, 1930: 457 (misspelled "grandicomus”).— Longley and 

Hildebrand, 1941: 264 (misspelled "grandicomis”). 

Paraclinus grandicomis, Storey, 1940. 86. 

Paraclinus supracorniculum Fowler, 1941: 99. 

Due to the rarity of this species (six specimens known), counts 

included are based on those taken by myself (4), the literature (1) and 

by proxy examination (1). The measurements are based only on the four 

specimen I examined. 

Dorsal XXV, 1 - XXVII, 1; anal II, 16-18; caudal 12, pectorals 

12; pelvics I, 3; branchiostegals 6; lateral line scales 27 - 29; rows of 

scales on base of pectoral 2; ocelli on vertical fins 0. 

Tip of snout to tip of opercular spine 29.6-31.8. Tip of snout to 

anterior bony margin of orbit 5.3 - 9.1. Horizontal bony diameter of orbit 

8.4 - 10.3. Interorbital width 3.4 - 4.1. Tip of snout to greatest expansion 

of maxillary 15.5 - 2 5.9. Tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin 23.9 - 2 5.3. 

Tip of lower jaw to origin of anal fin 47.8 - 5 5.0. Origin of dorsal fin 

to origin of most dorsal pectoral ray 14.8 - 18.1. Preopercular length 

7.6-9.7. Origin of pelvic to origin of anal 25.3 - 30.9. Length of first 

dorsal spine 8.6 - 9.3. Length of second dorsal spine 9.1 - 10.3. Length of 

third dorsal spine 8.2 - 9.4. Length of fourth dorsal spine 8.6 - 9.8. Length 

of 22nd dorsal spine 11.0 - 13.9. Length of penultimate dorsal spine 10.0 

- 13.4. Length of last dorsal spine 9.5 - 10.8. Insertion of third dorsal 

spine to origin of fourth 2.1 - 4.3. Origin of dorsal fin to insertion of 

last dorsal ray 68.2 - 75.0. Origin of anal fin to insertion of last anal 

ray 44.5 - 46.9. Length of first anal spine 6.2 - 9.6. Length of second anal 

spine 9.1 - 14.4. Least depth of caudal peduncle 8.4 - 9.8. 

The most distinguishing characteristic of this species is the very long, 

broad supraorbital cirrus which may reach well beyond the origin of the 

dorsal fin. In one large, mature male (AMNH 18 570) the tentacle has 

an intricate lacelike fringing on its inner margin. The nuchal cirri in this 

specimen are much reduced and have the form of tabs. 

In the two syntypes of A. grandicomis, which are in poor condition, 

the color is entirely faded. Another specimen from the Copenhagen Museum 

is a dusky brown with clear fins. In the large male mentioned above, the 

body and head are a uniform brown with a white bar leading obliquely 

posterior from the posterior margin of the orbit. The fins are all clear 

except for a brown border on the dorsal and anal. 

The type of P. supracorniculum was not available, but the figure 

and original description are in close agreement with those specimens I 

have examined and I therefore synonymize this species with P. grandicomis. 

Longley (in Longley and Hildebrand, 1941: 264) mentions that he 

had examined three specimens of P. grandicomis (the types) in Lund, 

Sweden. The officials at the museum there, who kindly lent me two of 

these specimens, wrote that the third, "the type,” was lost. Rosen (1911) 

however, did not designate any of these specimens as holotype and all 

three therefore must be considered equally. 
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Distribution: Pacific Reef, Florida; Andros Island, Bahamas; Bimini, 

Bahamas; and West Indies (probably the Virgin Islands). 

Four specimens were examined from 19.4 to 32.0 mm. Two syntypes 

of A. grandicomis from Mastic Point, Andros Isalnd, Bahamas, LUZI 

(no catalogue number); 1 from Bimini, Bahamas, AMNH 18570; and 

1 from West Indies (probably the Virgin Islands) UZMK 45 (there is 

another specimen, the data of which is included in this paper, bearing the 

same catalogue number, in the collections of UZMK). 

paraclinus cingulatus (Evermann and Marsh) 

Auchenopterus cingulatus Evermann and Marsh, 1900a: 3 61.— Evermann 

and Marsh, 1900b: 315.-— Jordan and Evermann, 1900: 3192. 

Jordan Evermann, and Clark, 1930: 457. 

Tekla cingulata, Nichols, 1930: 379. 

Paraclinus cingulatus, Storey, 1940: 86. 

Dorsal XXVII - XXVIII; anal 11,15 - 16; caudal 13; pectoral 11 - 

12 (12); pelvic 1,2; branchiostegals 6; lateral line scales 27 - 31 (29 - 30); 

rows of scales on base of pectoral 0; ocelli on vertical fins 0. 

Tip of snout to tip of opercular spine 2 5.1 - 30.2. Tip of snout to 

anterior bony margin of orbit 5.5 - 7.5. Horizontal bony diameter of 

orbit 6.4 - 11.0. Interorbital width 3.2 - 5.6. Tip of snout to greatest 

expansion of maxillary 13.2 - 20.5. Tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin 

22.7 - 2 5.6. Tip of lower jaw to origin of anal fin 52.8 - 57.4. Origin 

of dorsal fin to origin of most dorsal pectoral ray 13.4 - 15.8. Preopercular 

length 6.5 - 10.3. Origin of pelvic to origin of anal 28.1 - 32.7. Length 

of first dorsal spine 7.6 - 9.5. Length of second dorsal spine 8.7 - 10.6. 

Length of third dorsal spine 5.1 - 8.3. Length of fourth dorsal spine 4.6 - 

6.8. Length of 22nd dorsal spine 10.8 - 12.8. Length of penultimate dorsal 

spine 6.7 - 8.7. Length of last dorsal spine 5.6 - 7.7. Insertion of third 

dorsal spine to origin of fourth 2.9 - 4.9. Origin of dorsal fin to insertion 

of last dorsal spine 69.2 - 74.2. Origin of anal fin to insertion of last anal 

ray 3 6.8 - 40.7. Length of first anal spine 5.4 - 7.5. Length of second 

anal spine 7.6 - 9.3. Least depth of caudal peduncle 6.7 - 9.1. 

The membrane of the dorsal fin is incised only between the third and 

fourth and the fourth and fifth spines. The fin appears notched above 

these spines due to their shortness. The cirri above the eye and on the nape 

are similar, having the form of a short three or four fingered projection; 

both are shorter than the diameter of the eye. 

Color in alcohol. Head anterior to opercle, cream colored without 

markings. Body with five broad brown bands, some of which may be 

fused dorsally and ventrally, extending onto the vertical fins. Pelvics and 

pectorals are clear with irregular brown spotting. Caudal clear with a thin 

brown line near the peduncle. One small specimen was entirely cream in 

color with clear fins'. Evermann and Marsh (1900: 315, Fig. 101) give 

a good figure of this species. 

This is the smallest of the Atlantic members of the genus. The largest 

specimen, 20 mm., is apparently a mature male. This species is uncommon 

in collections and no new specimens have been reported in the literature 

since its original description. 

Distribution: Tortugas, Florida; Cay Sal Bank, Bahamas; Windmill 

Beach, Cuba; Ponce and Puerto Real, Puerto Rico. 
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Fourteen specimens from 13.5 to 20.0 mm., including the types were 

examined. 1 from Tortugas, UMMZ 5 5 560; 7 from Cay Sal Bank, UM 

8 56; 2 from Windmill Beach, USNM 163275; and 4 from Ponce and 

Puerto Real, USNM 12 5928 and 50165 (paratypes), and 49375 (holotype). 

paraclinus fasciatus (Steindachner) 

Cremnobates fasciatus Steindachner, 1876: 176.—- Jordan, 1885: 152.— 

Jordan, 1887a: 599.“ Jordan, 1887b: 909. 

Cremnobates nox Jordan and Gilbert, 1885: 30.— Jordan, 1885: 1 52.— 

Jordan, 1887b: 910. 

Acanthoclinus cbaperi Mocquard, 18 86: 19. 

Paraclinus cbaperi Mocquard, 18 89: 41.— Jordan and Evermann, 1896: 

469.'— Jordan and Evermann, 1900: 3 374.— Metzelaar, 1919: 

156.— Jordan, Evermann, and Clark, 1930: 457.— Fowler, 1931: 

401.—Storey, 1940: 86.—Schultz, 1949: 178. 

Auchenopterus fasciatus, Jordan and Evermann, 1896: 469.™ Jordan 

and Evermann, 1898: 2373.— Evermann and Kendall, 1900: 93.— 

Rosen, 1911: 68.-— Breder, 1929: 271.— Jordan, Evermann, and 

Clark, 1930: 457.-— Longley, 193 3: 249.— Longley and Hilde¬ 

brand, 1941: 262.— Fowler, 1952: 105. 

Aucheno pterus nox, Jordan and Evermann, 1896: 469.-— Jordan and 

Evermann, 1898: 2719.— Evermann and Kendall, 1900: 93.— 

Breder, 1929: 271.— Jordan, Evermann and Clark, 1930: 457. 

Tekla fasciata, Nichols, 1922: 67.— Nichols, 1930: 3 80. 

Paraclinus fasciatus, Hildebrand and Ginsburg, 1927: 213.— Storey, 

1940: 8 5.— Fowler, 1941: 99.— Fowler, 1950: 92. 

Aucheno pterus af finis (not of Steindachner, 1876) Meek and Hildebrand, 

1928: 930. 

Cremnobates argus Beebe and Tee Van, 1928: 238. 

Paraclinus occellatus Rivero, 1936: 67.— Storey, 1940: 86. 

Paraclinus nox, Storey, 1940: 86. 

Paraclinus argus, Storey, 1940: 86. 

Paraclinus af finis (Not of Steindachner, 1876) Storey, 1940: 86.— Hubbs, 

1952: 67. 

?Paraclinus sp. Reid, 1954: 60. 

Dorsal XXVIII - XXXI (XXIX); anal II, 17 - 20 (11,19); caudal 12 

- 13 (13); pectoral 12 - 14 (13); pelvic 1,2; branchiostegals 5 - 6 (6); 

lateral line scales 32 - 38 (3 5 - 36) ; rows of scales on base of pectoral 

2-3 (2) ; ocelli on dorsal fin 0-4 (1 - 2). 

Tip of snout to tip of opercular spine 25.1 - 30.2. Tip of snout to 

anterior bony margin of orbit 5.1 - 7.7. Horizontal diameter of orbit 

6.0 - 9.3. Interorbital width 2.9 - 5.8. Tip of snout to greatest expansion 

of maxillary 10.5 - 16.7. Tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin 19.1 - 25.3. 

Tip of lower jaw to origin of anal fin 47.0 - 54.6. Origin of dorsal fin 

to origin of most dorsal pectoral ray 13.2 - 15.9. Preopercular length 5.3 

- 7.9. Origin of pelvic to origin of anal 24.1 - 33.1. Length of first dorsal 

spine 6.1 - 11.7. Length of second dorsal spine 6.9 - 12.6. Length of third 

dorsal spine 5.3 - 9.0. Length of fourth dorsal spine 5.5 - 8.7. Length of 

22nd dorsal spine 9.3 - 13.6. Length of penultimate dorsal spine 7.1 - 11.1. 

Length of last dorsal spine 5.9 - 9.7. Insertion of third dorsal spine to 

origin of fourth 3.1 - 6.5. Origin of dorsal fin to insertion of last dorsal 
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ray 69.6 - 80-1. Origin of anal fin to insertion of last anal ray 39.2 - 48.8. 

Length of first anal spine 5.4 - 8.6. Length of second anal spine 7.1 - 

11.2. Least depth of caudal peduncle 6.3 - 9.2. 

The most conspicuous character of this species is the structure of the 

cirri. The supraorbital cirri consist of from one to four (usually 2) slender 

filaments all with a common base. The enuchal cirrus is a flat expanded 

lappet usually with but three short points dorsally, although rarely it 

contains more. 

Color in alcohol extremely variable. The nuchal lappets are always 

darker than the ground color of the body (a character not normally ex¬ 

hibited in the other species). The body varies from uniform dark brown 

to uniform light brown including the vertical fins and head; or with six 

or seven brown vertical bands on a lighter brown body color. The bands 

extending on the vertical fins. Ocelli when present always appear in the 

bands on the dorsal. A black ocellus usually between the 22nd to 2 5th 

dorsal spines. A broad brown band at the base of the caudal. Remainder 

of the caudal either clear or spotted with brown. Pectorals clear to mottled 

with brown. A cream-colored bar usually present leading obliquely down¬ 

ward from the posterior margin of the orbit and across the preopercle. 

One specimen from a lot of 16 (TNHC 3401) showed an interesting 

anomaly that I have not seen in other fishes. The fourth through fifteenth 

and seventeenth through twentyfirst dorsal spines were bifid at their tips. 

The original description of Paraclinus ocellatus differs in no way from 

that of P. fasciatus. The type shows the nuchal lappets peculiar to that 

species. From the counts shown in Hubbs (1952: 67) graphical representa¬ 

tion of P. affinis I conclude this species to be P. fasciatus. These specimens, 

as he has told me, came from the collections of the U. S. National Museum 

and were collected by Meek and Hildebrand in Panama. Examination of all 

specimens of Paraclinus from Panama in the U. S. National Museum shows 

them to be P. fasciatus. 

Most specimens from Cedar Keys, Florida, the locality of Reid’s 

Paraclinus sp., were found to be fasciatus; this is in accordance with Reid’s 

statement that his specimens resembled Longley and Hildebrand’s (1941) 

description of that species. P. marmoratus, the only other species of Paraclinus 
occurring at Cedar Keys is very different from fasciatus and would not be 

mistaken for that form. This is attested to by the fact that marmoratus 
has never been called by another specific name in the literature and all 

specimens found in museums have been identified correctly. 

Distribution: Florida: Miami to Tortugas, Cape Sable, St. Martins, 

Wacasassa River Bay, and Cedar Keys; Cuba: Havana, Windmill Beach, 

and Lucia Bay; Andros Island, Bahamas; Port-au-Prince Bay, Haiti; Virgin 

Islands; St. Andrews Island, B.W.I., Trinidad; Curasao; Bay of Guanta, 

Venezuela; Sabanilla, Colombia; Colon, Panama; Old Providence Island; 

and Puerto Barrios, Guatemala. 

A total of 157 specimens from 16 to 49.8 mm. were examined. 131 

from many points throughout the range of the species in Florida (as given 

above), UM 45, 65, 830, 834, 835, 836, 839, 840, 841, 867; 1019. 1020; 

1021, 1022; TNHC 3397, 3398, 3399, 3400, 3401; UMMZ 162959; USNM 

73276, 125385, 142854, 142855, 73277, 67435, 35007, 92716, 92715, 

92714, 92711, 134325, 134315, 134317, 134317, 134316, 142880, 73088, 

73089, 39372, 73091, 73090, 134012, 134013, 133887, 163246, 163247, 
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73087, 73092, 57416, 163273, 23654, 34971 (type of A. nox); CMNH 

46172, 50738, 46170, 46173, 50229, 45171, 46174, UFCB 3408, 3409; 

1 from Lucia Bay, Cuba, USNM 82 546; 1 from Windmill Meach Cuba, 

USNM 107412; 2 from St. Thomas, Virgin Islands, USNM 3 8772 and 

UZMK 44, 2 from St. Croix, Virgin Islands, UZMK 3-18 (in part): 7 

from Curasao, USNM 38598, 163274, and BMNH 1920.1.8.13; 2 from 

Sabanilla, Colombia, USNM 9273 3 and 92734; 7 from Fox Bay, Colon 

Panama, USNM 81900, 81901, 81899, and CMNH 8534; 2 from West 

Indies, USNM 44123; 1 from Old Providence Island, USNM 3 8625; and 

1 from Puerto Barrios, Guatemala, UMMZ 144150. 
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPE OBSERVATIONS ON RENNET 

ACTION UPON SKIM MILK 

I. I. PETERS 

Texas Agricultural Experiment Station 

and ^ ^ 

J. W. DIETRICH* 

Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

The invention of the electron microscope has made possible the study of 

some processes in nature and science which could not be tackled by earlier 

available methods. The object of the present study was to observe any 

changes that take place in the casein particle when subjected to the action 

of rennet, as viewed under the electron microscope. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In preparing skim milk samples for electron microscope observations 

Nitchmann (1949) found that the dilution of skim milk with distilled 

water caused disintegration of casein particles; however, substituting 0.01 

M. aqueous CaCl2 for distilled water gave satisfactory results in that the 

casein particles retained their original shape. Early fixation of casein par¬ 

ticles with formaldehyde followed by dilution of the skim milk sample 

with distilled water was also satisfactory, although the smaller casein par¬ 

ticles tended to clump, apparently due to formation of CH2 - bridges 

between individual casein particles. 

Hostetter and Imhof (1952) tried several casein fixation agents. Good 

results were obtained by fixing casein with 0.4 - 0.8 per cent formaldehyde 

for 24 hours and diluting the skim milk with distilled water just prior to 

mounting the sample on the specimen screen. They observed that formalde¬ 

hyde treatment tended to flatten the casein particles some. The flattening 

of casein particles due to formaldehyde treatment of milk was less pro¬ 

nounced when phosphotungstic acid or osmium tetroxide were used as 

casein fixation agents. Osmium tetroxide was found superior to phospho¬ 

tungstic acid and to formaldehyde in casein fixation; however, best results 

were obtained by formaldehyde treatment of milk without additional 

fixation of casein. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND RESULTS 

After a thorough review of methods used by earlier investigators, the 

following method was adopted. Freshly drawn Jersey evening milk was stored 

overnight at 3° C. and centifuged cold next morning in 100 ml. centri¬ 

fuge tubes in a Cenco high-speed centrifuge at 3,000 rpm for 30 minutes 

in order to separate the skim milk from the cream. The cream was removed 

* Present address: Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas, Austin. 
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with a clean, stainless steel spatula and the skim milk saved. Formaldehyde 

was added to the skim milk at this time at the rate of 0.8 percent by 

volume and the mixture held at 3° C. for an additional 24 hours. If no 

formaldehyde treatment of the milk was desired, the milk was ready for 

use without the additional 24-hour holding period. 

All skim milk samples were diluted 1:900, using aqueous 0.01 M. 

CaCh solution. Commercial rennet was diluted with glass distilled water 

just prior to its addition to the diluted skim milk samples and added in 

such quantity as to give a skim milk:rennet ratio of 150:1. 

Rennet action took place at room temperature of 22° C. Specimens were 

prepared at given stages of preparation of the milk as well as after pro¬ 

longed periods of rennet action. A finely drawn-out eye dropper was used in 

removing each specimen and depositing it on a previously prepared Farmvar 

membrane mounted on an electron microscope specimen screen. The amount 

of sample which would barely moisten the membrane was sufficient material 

to give good preparation. The preparation was air dried in a dessicator, 

gold shadowed in a R.C.A. shadow caster model EMV-6 at an angle of 

15° and examined under a R.C.A. electron microscope, model EMU-2D. 

All pictures were taken at a magnification slighter greater than 4000X, 

using a Kodak Lantern Slide (medium) plate. Positive transparencies were 

made on Kodak Panatomic X film and negative prints made on Kodabromide 

F.5 paper. The negatives were enlarged 2/2X, giving a finished print of 

approximately 10,5 00 X. 

Preliminary trials showed that the use of chromic acid, phosphotungstic 

acid or osmium tetroxide as casein fixation agent was less satisfactory 

than using formaldehyde or no fixation agent at all. Figures 5 through 8 

show that good preparations were obtained by omitting any fixation agents, 

except that 0.01 M CaCE solution was used in diluting the milk. 

Figures 1 through 4 show typical results obtained with a skim milk 

preparation treated for 24 hours with 0.8 per cent formaldehyde prior to sub¬ 

jecting the casein to rennet action. Figure 1 shows the condition of the 

casein particles one minute after the addition of rennet. The majority of 

the casein particles are single, although some are in pairs or short chains. 

Some of this pairing and chain formation can be ascribed to initial rennet 

action, whereas some pairing is undoubtedly due to bridge formation between 

particles in the presence of formaldehyde, based on observations made on 

an earlier preparation but not shown. 

Figure 2a shows casein particles after 64 minutes of rennet action and 

Figure 2b after 128 minutes. The latter picture shows a definite pattern 

of aggregates of casein particles which have lost their original spherical 

shape and have formed long chains and aggregates of chains. Figures 3 

and 4 show aggregates of casein particles after 2 56 and 512 minutes of rennet 

action respectively. The majority of the casein particles have lost their 

original shape and have become part of a three-dimensional network of 

considerable size. 

Figures 5 through 8 show typical results obtained with a sample of 

natural, untreated, diluted skim milk. Figure 5 a shows the casein particles 

after two minutes of rennet action. The majority of the casein particles 

were single at this stage. Figure 5 b shows the changes that have occurred 

during the first eight minutes of rennet action. The casein particles are 

found in chains and aggregates, some forming threads and filaments similar 

to those observed and described by Baud et al. (1951). 



FIG. 1. Jersey skim milk. Formaldehyde treated. Rennet action 1 minute- 
Magnification 10,500 X- 

Fig. 2. Jersey skim milk. Formaldehyde treated. Rennet action (a) 64 minutes, 
(b) 128 minutes. Magnification 10,500 X. 
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Fig. 3. Jersey skim milk. Formaldehyde treated. Rennet action 256 minutes. 
Magnification 10,500 X. 

Fig. 4. Jersey skim milk. Formaldehyde treated. Rennet action 512 minutes. 
Magnification 10,500 X- 
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FIG. 5. Jersey skim milk. Untreated. Rennet action (a) 2 minutes, (b) 8 
minutes. Magnification 10,500 X- 

Fig. 6. Jersey skim milk. Untreated. Rennet action 32 minutes. Magnification 
10,500 X. 



Fig. 7. Jersey skim milk. Untreated. Rennet action 64 minutes. Magnification 
10,500 X- 
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Fig. 8. Jersey skim milk. Untreated. Rennet action 256 minutes. Magnification 
10,500 X. 
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Figure 6 was obtained after 32 minutes of rennet action and Figures 

7 and 8 after 64 and 2 56 minutes respectively. It can be seen that the 

networks of disfigured casein particles have progressively increased in size 

and have developed a third dimension of height, as portrayed by the in¬ 

creasing length of shadows cast by the curd particles, especially in Figure 

8. The curd particles show a progressive trend toward greater compactness, 

with the individual casein particles losing practically all of their identity. 

DISCUSSION 

In establishing a method of procedure for preparing mounted speci¬ 

mens which would give satisfactory results, it was found that utmost care 

had to be exercised in preparing a film or membrane free from artifacts, 

such as air bubbles, dust particles, et cetera, and one that was strong enough 

to withstand the strain exerted upon it during drying of the specimen 

and when subjected to the beam of electrons in the electron microscope. 

It was found advisable to make a random examination with the electron 

microscope of one or more membranes of each casting prior to mounting 

the specimens and to use specimen screens only from castings that proved 

satisfactory. 

It was found during the course of taking pictures that greater clarity 

was obtained in the finished prints by using magnifications of around 4000 

rather than higher magnifications such as 10,000 or more. Greater clarity 

was obtained by optically enlarging plates taken at 4000 X than by taking 

pictures at higher magnification and making contact prints. It was found 

also that making negative prints improved the finished picture considerably, 

showing the casein particles to better advantage in their white color casting 

a dark shadow. 

Although rennet action upon casein, both untreated and treated with 

formaldehyde, showed a similar general pattern of casein disformation, close 

examination of the pictures reveals that formaldehyde fixation, while re¬ 

tarding rennet action, also permitted the casein particles to retain their 

original shape for a longer time and to a greater extent than was the case 

with untreated milk. A comparison of Figure 4 and 8 shows that for¬ 

maldehyde-treated milk resulted in a less compact, more fluffy-appearing 

curd of less height, the borders of the curd particle showing identity of 

individual casein particles, whereas in Figure 8 the curd appears as a rather 

compact mass of considerable height, the borders showing little or no 

identity of individual particles. Thus is appears that the mode of action of 

rennet, although similar in pattern, shows considerable difference in the 

resulting curd. Further work is anticipated to study more fully the action 

of rennet upon casein under various conditions as encountered primarily 

in commercial cheese making. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The action of rennet upon fresh diluted skim milk untreated and 

treated with formaldehyde has been observed progressively with the aid 

of the electron microscope. A series of illustrations showing the progressive 

change of the casein particles is presented. The observations made are in 

general agreement with those of previous workers listed above. 
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE RESPIRATION OF NORMAL 

AND TUMOR STRAINS OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 

II. FURTHER STATISTICAL EVALUATIONS 

DOMENIC A. VAVALA 

USAF School of Aviation Medicine 
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous publication on this same subject by Vavala (1954), 

the statistical analyses of the experimental data did not reveal any signifi¬ 

cant differences in respiration (oxygen uptake) between the normal and 

tumor strains of Drosophila melanogaster used in the study. However, by 

further and different statistical methods, it is now evident that a statisti¬ 

cally significant difference does exist. This new finding may possibly shed new 

light on the subject of respiration of normal and tumor strains of Drosophila 
melanogaster. 

Reference can be made to the previous paper (Vavala, 1954) for the 

materials and methods employed in this study. 

RESULTS 

For any one experiment, measurements of oxygen consumption were 

taken at fifteen minute intervals for one hour. The mean oxygen consump¬ 

tion for each strain was then calculated. In Table I are presented the mean 

oxygen uptake values in /d/egg/hour for the different strains. Each value 

TABLE I. 

MEAN OXYGEN UPTAKE VALUES IN gl/EGG/HOUR 

FOR FIVE STRAINS OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER 

4-King 4-Burl bw bw tu vg vg 

21.4 17.0 25.5 24.0 17.0 

26.0 22.8 33.5 25.9 21.8 

27.5 22.8 34.0 27.5 30.5 

29.8 24.1 35.6 29.6 35.0 

32.0 26.0 36.6 31.1 35.5 

33.0 26.2 37.8 39.4 37.7 

37.5 35.9 46.8 41.9 38.0 

37.7 36.5 47.5 46.2 42.2 

38.0 43.2 50.9 50.7 43.0 

41.1 54.6 64.8 44.9 

41.1 55.9 

44.5 57.0 

The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of John E. Roche, Mathe¬ 
matical Statistician, Department of Biometrics, USAF School of Aviation Medicine, 
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, for the statistical analyses. 
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represents the mean of several measurements. The various strains do not all 

have the same number of mean values because uncontrollable circumstances 

would cause elimination of a certain strain 

TABLE II 

from the dayss experimentation. 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

No. of Grand Range 

Strain Values Mean+S.D. 2 (x-x) 2 Limits 

+King 12 34.10+ 6.71 540.46 21.4—44.5 

-f Burl 9 28.27 + 7.91 562.54 17.0—43.2 

bw 12 42.97 + 9.98 1194.32 25.5—57.0 

bw tu vg 10 38.10+12.39 1534.65 24.0—64.8 

vg 10 34.60+ 8.64 746.96 17.0—44.9 

In Table II is presented a summary of the experimental data for each 

strain. From a statistical point of view, it is noteworthy that the variance 

among the strains is not equal, but in some of the strains the variance is 

two and three times as great as it is in other strains. This degree of variance 

among the strains necessitated special statistical handling. 

A one way analysis of variance was performed and the results are 

presented in Table III. The analysis of variance between control (normal) 

vs. tumor strains yielded an F value of 6.89 which is statistically significant 

at the level of probability of less than 0.05. 

TABLE III 

ONE WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE* * 

Degrees of Sum of 
Source Freedom Squares Mean Squares 

Between Columns 4 1227.50 316.6 

Within Columns 48 4578.93 95.4 

Total 25 5806.43 

Between Control Strains 1 176.33 176.33 

Between Tumor Strains 2 393.62 196.81 

Between Control vs. 

Tumor Strains 1 657.50 657.50 

* Statistically significant at the level of probability of less than 0.05. 

* * Mood, 1950. 

Because of the inequality of variance among the strains, it was deemed 

advisable to conduct a Mann-Whitney non-paramstric test between the 

control and tumor strains. The results of this test (Table IV) yielded 

a probability value of 0.02, which is statistically significant. Thus, this 

test confirms the results of the one way analysis of variance, namely, that 

there is a statistically significant difference in oxygen consumption between 

the control (normal) vs. tumor strains of Drosophila melanogaster. 
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As a further and final check, a one-criterion analysis of variance 

(H-test) was carried out on all the strains also employing a ranking 

method. The results of this test are presented in Table V. The H-test has 

as its basic premise the asumption of a null hypothesis. This test yielded 

a probability value of less than 0.05, which not only confirms the other 

statistical analyses, but also agrees with the probability value obtained in 

the one way analysis of variance. 

CONCLUSIONS 

L There is a statistically significant difference in the respivat’on 

(oxygen uptake) between the normal (control) and tumor strains of 

Drosophila melanogaster employed in this study. 

TABLE IV 

MANN-WHITNEY NON-PARAMETRIC TEST -BETWEEN CONTROL 

AND TUMOR STRAINS* * 

Controls Rank Tumors Rank 
24.00 7.0 17.00 1.5 
25.50 9.0 17.00 1.5 
25.90 10.0 21.40 3.0 
27.50 14.5 21.80 4.0 
29.60 16.0 22.80 5.5 
31.10 19.0 22.80 5.5 
33.50 22.0 24.10 8.0 
34.00 23.0 26.00 11.5 
35.60 26.0 26.00 11.5 
36.60 29.0 26.20 13.0 
37.80 33.0 27.50 14.5 
39.40 36.0 29.80 17.0 
41.90 39.0 30.50 18.0 
46.20 45.0 32.00 20.0 
46.80 46.0 33.00 21.0 
47.50 47.0 35.00 24.0 
50.70 48.0 35.50 25.0 
50.90 49.0 35.90 27.0 
54.60 50.0 36.50 28.0 
55.90 51.0 37.50 30.0 
57.00 52.0 37.70 31.5 
64.80 53-0 37.70 31.5 

38.00 34.5 
38.00 34.5 
41.10 37.5 
41.10 37.5 
42.20 40.0 
43.00 41.0 
43.20 42.0 
44.50 43.0 
44.90 44.0 

Total Ranks 724.5 706.5 
n 22 31 

* Mann and Whitney, 1947. 
T = 706.5 

E(T) = 837 
o-T = 55.40 
Z = —2.36 
p = 0.02 
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2. The statistically significant difference obtained by the one way 

analysis of variance was confirmed by two other statistical procedures, 

i.e.y the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test and the one-criterion analysis 

of variance, or H-test. 
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TABLE V 

A ONE-CRITERION ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (H-TEST)* 

bw tu vg Rank bw Rank +Burl Rank -(-King Rank vg Rank 

17.00 1.5 
21.40 3.0 

17.00 1.6 

21.80 4.0 
22.80 5.5 
22.80 5.5 

24.00 7.0 
25.50 9.0 

24.10 8.0 

25.90 10.0 26.00 11.5 26.00 11.5 
26.20 13.0 

27.50 14.5 27.50 14.5 
. 29.60 16.0 29.80 17.0 

30.50 18.0 
31.10 19.0 

32.00 20.0 
33.00 21.0 

33.50 22.0 
34.00 23.0 

35.00 24.0 
35.50 25.0 

35.60 26.0 
35.90 27.0 
36.50 28.0 

36.60 29.0 
37.50 30.0 
37.70 31.5 37.70 31.5 

37.80 33.0 
38.00 34.5 38.00 34.5 

39.40 36.0 
41.10 37.5 
41.10 37.5 

41.90 39.0 
42.20 40.0 
43.00 41.0 

43.20 .42.0 
44.50 43.0 

44.90 44.0 
46.20 45.0 

46.80 46.0 
47.50 47.0 

50.70 48.0 
50.90 49.0 
54.60 50.0 
55.90 51.0 
57.00 52.0 

64.80 53.0 
Total 
Ranks 287.5 437.0 142.0 301.0 263.0 
n 10 12 9 12 10. 

8265.62 15914.08 2240.44 7550.08 6943.22 

H-, ),9l3.Ut 
2862 

'Kruskal and Wallis, 1952. 

» 162 s < P < .05 
© 



EVIDENCES OF EARLY MAN FROM THE VICINITY 

OF SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 

C. D. ORCHARD and T. N. CAMPBELL 

INTRODUCTION 

In south central and southern Texas, as well as in the adjoining part 

of northeastern Mexico, a small number of early types of flint projectile 

points have been reported from archeological sites that also contain artifacts 

attributable to various Archaic1 and even later cultures. Most of these are 

surface associations, but some are buried associations that have been revealed 

by excavation. Among the types of Paleo-Indian points reported are Clovis, 

Folsom, Scottsbluff, Plainview, Meserve, and Angostura. Elsewhere, but 

particularly in the Great Plains of the United States, these weapon points 

have been found under circumstances which indicate that they were made 

and used in Late Pleistocene and early post-Pleistocene times by the earliest 

known inhabitants of North America (see Sellards, 1952, for a recent 

summary). 

In 193 5 Sayles (193 5: 90-91 and Plate XXV) first called attention 

to this situation by illustrating several "Folsom and Yuma types” of pro¬ 

jectile points which he found in surface association with artifacts attributed 

to certain Archaic cultures of south central and southern Texas, particularly 

his Round Rock and Oso phases and his Coahuiltecan Branch (ibid., Plate 

XXV, e, f, and i; the specimen at e is also illustrated by Gladwin, 1937: 

Plate VII, third from left). One of Sayles’ points (/) has been identified 

by Davis (in Bell and Hall, 195 3: 6-7) as a Meserve point, a type that 

has been found associated with Plainview points in the Red Smoke site 

of southern Nebraska. The Meserve point is regarded by Davis as a "special¬ 

ized functional variant of the Plainview point” (Davis, 195 3: 3 84) and 

on geological grounds has been assigned to the Late Pleistocene (ibid., 3 8 5 ). 

In 1940 Sellards reported the results of extensive excavation at Site 

No. 1 on Blanco Creek, Bee County, Texas, where a few projectile points 

and other flint artifacts were found in association with bones of extinct 

animals (elephant, horse, large bison, camel, and others) in the lower part 

of the Berclair terrace. Because of the fauna included, this deposit was 

judged to be of Pleistocene age. Although most of the points were fragmen¬ 

tary, they include points which today may be recognized as Clovis (Sellards, 

1940: Plate 1, No. 8), Folsom (No. 7; too thin for removal of channel 

flakes), Scottsbluff (No. 5), and Angostura (No. 4). The same deposit 

also included side-notched dart points and Clear Fork scrapers or gouges 

that are referable to the Edwards Plateau Aspect (Archaic) of later times 

Hhe term "Archaic” is used to refer to the cultures of hunting and food-gathering 
peoples of late post-Pleistocene times, but before the introduction of such cultural 
traits as the bow and arrow, pottery, and agriculture. In central and southern Texas 
the various Archaic cultures are believed to have lost their identities sometime between 
A. D. 500 and 100, or possibly even later. Inception dates are still a matter for 
speculation, as radiocarbon samples from excavated sites have yet to be dated. 
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and have not been found elsewhere in association with extinct animals. Even 

after the elapse of fifteen years, with notable advances in archeological 

knowledge, this unique assemblage of flint artifacts and faunal forms is 

still difficult to evaluate. Clovis points (associated with elephant) have 

been found below Folsom points (associated with large bison) at the Black- 

water No. 1. locality in eastern New Mexico (Sellards, 1952: 29-3 1, 54-5 8, 

72-74), and neither type appears to occur in the same deposit with Scotts- 

bluff or Angostura points anywhere else. The apparent contemporaneity 

of these four types in Bee County is not easily explained. 

Evans (1950), in reviewing the Late Quaternary faunal succession 

of the southern High Plains, has cited the Bee County evidence as indicating 

a survival of all types of the typical Pleistocene animals on the Gulf coastal 

plain. More recently Evans (letter, Oct. 15, 1954) has suggested that if 

the large mammals were contemporaneous on the Texas coastal plain, then 

archeologists might consider the possible contemporaneity of several groups 

of early hunting peoples in the same region. In other words, the makers 

of the distinctive Clovis, Folsom, Scottsbluff, and Angostura points might 

have ranged over this region during the same span of time. We suspect that 

most archeologists will quickly challenge this idea. 

One important problem still remains—namely, the relationship between 

the early hunting peoples and the Edwards Plateau peoples. The Bee County 

evidence indicates that they overlap in time. Either the Edwards Plateau 

culture is older than commonly believed or the early hunting groups (and 
the extinct fauna) survived much later than is presently suspected. The 

latter view seems to have been favored by the late Kirk Bryan (1941), 

who stated that the lower Berclair terrace deposit of Bee County might 

be either late Pleistocene or more likely post-Glacial in date ("post-Glacial 

optimum of about 5,000 years ago”). If Edwards Plateau artifacts had not 

been found in this deposit, it is doubtful if a possible post-Glacial date 

would even have been mentioned. 

In 1947 Krieger (1947: 21-28; see also Krieger, 1948: 120) described 

three "unnamed types” of lanceolate points from Texas, especially central 

Texas. One of these types (ibid1947, Plate 1, a) has been found in situ 
in the Angostura area of southwestern South Dakota and is now known 

as the Angostura point (originally called Long point by Hughes, 1949: 

270). Radiocarbon dating places this type at about 5 500 B. C. in South 

Dakota (Johnson, 1951: 13, 18). A second type (Krieger, 1947: Plate 

1, c) appears to embrace one of the points illustrated by Sayles (193 5: 

Plate XXV, e, referred to above). Krieger referred to the sporadic occurrence 

of these three types of points in burned rock midden sites (Archaic for the 

most part) of central Texas, but individual specimens from specific sites 

were not described or illustrated. 

Sellards (1952: 93) has recently illustrated five Folsom points found 

in the debris of unknown excavators at the Kincaid Shelter, Uvalde County, 

Texas. Controlled excavations failed to determine the stratigraphic place¬ 

ment of Folsom points in the shelter deposits. A date of about 8000 B. C. 

has been obtained for Folsom points at a site near Lubbock, Texas (John¬ 

son, 1951: 16). 

More recently, R. de la Borbolla and Aveleyra (1953) have reported 

the occurrence of a Plainview point from the Falcon Reservoir area of 

northern Tamaulipas, Mexico. This point was found in surface association 
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with abundant artifacts, presumably from the Falcon Focus (Archaic) 

described in preliminary reports by Krieger and Hughes (1950) and Cason 

(1952). R. de la Borbolla and Aveleyra also refer to unpublished data 

supplied by Alex D. Krieger which indicate the occurrence of other forms 

of early projectile points in southern Texas: a fragment "possibly of a 

Scottsbluff point,” found on the Texas side of the Falcon Reservoir area; 

and Plainview points, or points similar to Plainview, found in Frio, La Salle, 

McMullen, Uvalde, and Victoria counties, Texas. Only one point, the 

Plainview specimen from Tamaulipas, is illustrated. 

This survey of the pertinent literature shows that in southern Texas 

and northeastern Mexico no single type of Paleo-Indian projectile point has 

been found in stratigraphic isolation. Instead, several types have been found 

in the same deposit (Bee County) along with Archaic artifacts. Most of the 

points in this area are surface finds from Archaic sites. The survey also 

shows that very few Paleo-Indian points (actually only 13 ) have been 

described and illustrated. This is a serious deficiency, for descriptive data 

are essential for making typological comparisons, for plotting the continental 

distribution of each type, and for recognizing local and regional variations 

within each type. As a partial remedy for this deficiency, we are presenting 

data on 31 projectile points selected from two private collections made 

near San Antonio, Texas. Numerous other private collections are known to 

exist in the area under consideration, and we would appreciate hearing 

from collectors who have projectile points similar to those illustrated in 

this publication (mailing address: Box 8012, University Station, Austin 

12, Texas). 

PROJECTILE POINTS FROM THE OLMOS DAM SITE, BEXAR COUNTY, TEXAS 

Olmos Creek, a small, intermittent South Texas stream, rises just 

below the Balcones Escarpment of the Edwards Plateau in north central 

Bexar County. It flows in a southwesterly direction for 12 miles to join the 

San Antonio River near its head at Incarnate Word College in the northern 

part of San Antonio. In its lower part the valley of Olmos Creek varies 

in width from 1,5 00 feet to about one mile. 

Olmos Dam, a rock and concrete structure with a northeast-southwest 

axis, a length of 1,941 feet, and a 24-foot roadway along its top, is located 

about one-half mile above the mouth of Olmos Creek. Built after a dis¬ 

astrous flash flood which came in September, 1921, it is a retention dam 

for flood control purposes only. It was designed to prevent floodwaters 

of the Olmos drainage from emptying too rapidly into the San Antonio 

River, which flows through the business district of San Antonio. Today 

water accumulates behind the dam only after exceptionally heavy local 

precipitation. 

For at least thirty-five years the Olmos Dam area has been known 

to collectors in San Antonio as a good place for finding Indian artifacts, 

particularly from the Edwards Plateau and Central Texas aspects. Two 

such collectors, C. D. Orchard and J. L. McLellan, kept records on all 

of their archeological specimens. Site locations were recorded on topo¬ 

graphic and geological maps, as well as on small-area sketch maps in some 

instances. Specimens were numbered with India ink and a record of each 

specimen was entered in a card catalogue. At times McLellan kept a journal 

covering his collecting trips, and all of his specimens and records are now 

in the possession of Orchard. 
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Fig. 1. Projectile points from the Olmos Dam site, San Antonio, Bexar County, 
Texas. From spoil of initial dam foundation excavations, E-G; from surface, A-D, 
H-K. Dots indicate extent of lateral smoothing. 

As a result of cultivation and sheet erosion, the principal terrace sur¬ 

face (the first terrace above the present floodplain) in the vicinity of the 

dam has been lowered from twelve to eighteen inches since 1920. The 

original upper humus layer is now gone, and the present cultivated surface 

is a light brown silty clay. Stone hearths have frequently been exposed 

during this lowering of the valley fill. The area southeast of the dam is 

still in cultivation, but the area to the northwest has been leveled, sodded, 

and made into a golf driving range. 

This same situation appears to be duplicated in an area approximately 

1,000 feet upstream from Olmos Dam. Fiere, in June, 1953, a large quantity 

of alluvium was removed by the City of San Antonio for use in the various 

city parks. At depths ranging from two to four feet the bulldozers en¬ 

countered a number of hearths. As the alluvium was removed down to this 

hearth zone, concentrations of burned limestone fragments were exposed 

over an extensive area. Orchard counted 122 such concentrations. The 

artifacts thus far collected here are assignable to the Edwards Plateau 

Aspect. 

The projectile points described below were collected in the autumn 

and winter of 1921-1922 by C. D. Orchard and J. II. McLellan. All of 

them came from a restricted area approximately 700 feet from the south¬ 

western end of Olmos Dam. This area was crescentic in outline, having a 
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length of some 300 feet and a maximum width of approximately 50 feet, 

and its axis ran roughly northeast-southwest. It lay in a low, swale-like 

area. The dam, when built, crossed this crescent-shaped area obliquely. The 

greater part of the area, approximately 200 feet of its length) now lies 

under the dam and the fill of the golf driving range nearby. 

Of the specimens illustrated in Fig. 1, A-D, H-K were collected 

from the surface of the area described above. The remaining three speci¬ 

mens, E, F, and G, were found on the spoil heaps of excavations made 

at the base of the present dam. These three specimens are of special interest 

because of their similarity in form (Angostura type) and because there 

is some suggestion of their original stratigraphic position. 

In the autumn of 1921 test borings were made at intervals across 

the valley of Olmos Creek to determine the position of bedrock. At the 

site of each test a pit four feet square was dug to a depth of three to four 

feet. An auger was then used for the remainder of the distance downward 

to bedrock. From the Engineering Department of the City of San Antonio 

we recently obtained a copy of a blue-print entitled "Profile and Boring 

Record, Olmos Creek Detention Dam (Sheet 3),” and by checking against 

the Orchard and McLellan records we have identified three test holes in 

the area from which specimens E, F, and G were collected. All three test 

borings reveal essentially the same stratigraphy. Test Hole 3 5, for instance, 

records the following: 

Soil . .... _ 0” - 2’6” 

Clay _ 2Vs - 19’6” 

Gravel _19’6” - 22T” 

Hard Limestone _22’1” - 24’7” 

Botom of test _24’7” 

Unfortunately the Orchard records do not make it clear as to whether 

he collected the three specimens just after the test borings or just after 

the bulldozing operations which started excavation for the dam foundation. 

If collected after the test borings, the specimens probably came from the 

upper three to four feet of valley fill, which means that they could have 

to that depth; if collected after the initial foundation excavation, the 

specimens came from the upper 18 inches of fill, for the Orchard records 

also indicate that he visited the dam site at a time when rainfall had halted 

bulldozing operations at a level approximately 18 inches below the surface. 

It is thus possible to say that the three points probably came from the 

upper three to four feet of valley fill, which means that they could have 

come from the stratum labeled "Soil” on the blue-print, or from the upper 

part of the stratum designated at "Clay.” As it is not now feasible to con¬ 

duct excavations in this area, the record must remain in this inconclusive 

state. 

Just west of the artifact-yielding area being described and at an 

elevation one to two feet higher, a bone bed was observed by Orchard and 

McLellan. This was exposed on the surface and was decomposing rather 

rapidly. Small test pits made by Orchard and McLellan showed that this 

bed of bones was lens-shaped, varying in thickness from a few inches to 

2 l/2 feet, and that it rested on dark soil. This bed has since been destroyed, 

and there is no way of finding out if it was in any way related to the 

artifacts here described. The following faunal forms were noted: bison 

(including a poorly preserved skull), mastodon (highly mineralized frag- 
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ment of a tooth cusp, now in Orchard’s collection), horse, deer, peccary, 

rodents, birds, turtle (carapace fragments), and fish (vertebrae). In the 

collection of bones saved by Orchard, which does not include the horse, the 

only extinct animal represented is the mastodon, to which no special sig¬ 

nificance can be attached. 

In addition to the projectile points shown in Fig. 1, a few artifacts 

assignable to the Edwards Plateau Aspect were found in the crescent¬ 

shaped area. The primary question is whether the projectile points shown 

in Fig. 1 are associated with the Edwards Plateau materials or represent 

one or more cultural units from an earlier time period. This question cannot 

be answered on the basis of the data available, but the restricted distribution 

of the projectile points suggests the latter. 

TABLE I 

PROJECTILE POINTS FROM OLMOS DAM SITE 

Measurements in mm. 
Fig. 1 Length Maximum Maximum Basal Depth of basal 

Width Thickness Width Concavity 

A 56 21 6 19 3 
B — 21 7 19 3 
C — 22 7 — — 

D — 20 5 —. .— 

E — — 5 12 2 
F — 20 6 9 1 
G — 23 7 9 1 
H — 21 7 13 1.5 
I — 22 8 — — 

J — 14 8 15 — 

K 94 — 7 — — 

TABLE II 

PROJECTILE POINTS FROM BLANCO COUNTY 

Measurements in mm. 
Fig. 2 Length Maximum Maximum Basal Depth of basal 

Width Thickness Width Concavity 

A — 25 6 19 3 
B — 25 8 20 3 
C (48) 26 8 24 1 
D — 31 7 (28) 3 
E •—• — 7 (24) (6) 
F — — 6 20 7 
G — — 8 18 2 
H 64 26 8 11 2 
I — — 9 14 1 
J — — 7 12 1 
K 62 21 7 8 — 

L — — 7 11 — 

M .—. .— 8 10 — 

N .— 20 7 — — 

O -— 23 8 —- —- 

P 53 19 8 13 — 

Q .— — 7 14 1 
R — — 10 17 1 
S .—. 18 8 (15) 2 
T 49 21 7 11 1 
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From the surface of the crescent-shaped area at the Olmos Dam site 

came two points which appear to fall within the range of the Plainview 

type as defined by Krieger (Sellards et al, 1947: see Plate 3, No. 6 and 7; 

Plate 4, No. 3). The first of these (Fig. 1, A) is made of gray flint and is 

almost complete. The base is concave; the lateral edges are approximately 

parallel for about one-third the length of the point, then expand slightly, 

so that the greatest width is near the midpoint. The chipping is not notably 

regular, but a few flake scars extend obliquely across each face. The base 

has been thinned by removal of a few relatively long flakes on each face, 

and the base and lateral edges have been smoothed. (Measurements of all 

points described are given in Tables I and IT). 

The second Plainview-like point (Fig. 1, B), which is made of tan 

flint, is represented by a proximal fragment. It has a concave base, and 

the lateral edges are roughly parallel; however, one lateral edge is straight, 

the other gently convex. The greatest width is near what appears to have 

been the midpoint. The chipping is irregular, and the base has been thinned 

by the removal of several rather long flakes on one face. The base and lateral 

edges have been lightly ground. 

Three (and possibly four) Angostura points occur in this Olmos 

Dam series, but none of these is complete. They are very similar to the 

concave-based Angostura points illustrated by Hughes (1949: Fig. 68, 

m, n, and q). These three points (Fig. 1, E-G) came from the spoil of 

initial dam foundation excavation. 

The proximal fragment shown in F’ig. 1 at F is made of brownish- 

gray flint. The base is slightly concave, and the lateral edges, which are 

almost straight, diverge from the base to the place where the break occurred. 

The chipping is irregular, and the base has been thinned, one face bearing 

a rather long, narrow, channel-like flake scar. The base and total length 

of both lateral edges have been smoothly ground. 

The second proximal fragment (Fig. 1, E), made of chalcedony or 

very translucent flint, is similar, but it has a broader and more deeply 

concave base. The base and all of both lateral edges have been smoothly 

ground. 

The point shown at G, made of brownish-gray flint, differs from E and 

F only in minor details. It has less basal concavity, a more regular flake- 

scar pattern, light grinding on the base and adjacent lateral edges, beyond 

which the lateral edges are unevenly serrated. On one face there is a notice¬ 

able beveling of the distal portion (see right view). 

The point at H, which is made of pinkish-tan flint and nearly com¬ 

plete, is similar to the points described above. It differs, however, in the 

pattern of its flake scars, which tend to be obliquely parallel, and in the 

absence of grinding on the base and lateral edges. The absence of smoothing 

gives the point a doubtful status as an Angostura point. 

The remainder of the points in the Olmos Dam series cannot be 

identified as to type. The fragment in Fig. 1 at I, which is made of brown¬ 

ish-gray flint, may have had a concave base, as suggested by the dashed- 

line reconstruction, with indications of a slight flare at the base. The 

greatest width is near the midpoint, and the lateral edges have been heavily 

ground up to the level of maximum width. The chipping is irregular. 

The fragmentary point at Fig. 1, K, made of brownish-gray flint, is 

unusual in the series because of its trianguloid outline, its deeply concave 
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base, and its broad and rather regular collateral flake scars. The collateral 

flaking did not produce a clearly defined median ridge, but in cross section 

this specimen is a very flattened lozenge. The base has not been ground, 

but the lateral edges have been ground up to points indicated by dots in 

Fig- E 
The point at Fig. 1, J, made of light brown flint, has a very slightly 

concave base and a stem with lateral edges that gently diverge as they 

approach a poorly defined shoulder. The chipping is very irregular, but the 

stem edges have been lightly ground. It resembles certain points from the 

Blanco County series described below (see Fig. 2, R). 

The fragment at Fig. 1, C, made of pinkish-buff flint, has flake scars 

that are obliquely parallel, but notably more so on one face than the other. 

The distal fragment at D, of brownish-gray flint, is of interest only because 

of its obliquely parallel flake-scar pattern. One lateral edge is serrated. 

No trace of grinding can be detected on the lateral edges at its proximal end. 

PROJECTILE POINTS FROM BLANCO COUNTY, TEXAS 

The late A. E. Anderson of Brownsville, Texas, made surface collections 

from archeological sites in Blanco County during the years 1902-1904. His 

collection from Blanco County, which has been loaned to the University 

of Texas, contains 20 projectile points that are of special interest (Fig. 2). 

According to Anderson’s catalogue, two of these points were found 

in "burnt rock” midden sites. Other artifacts from the two sites in Ander¬ 

son’s collection are clearly assignable to the Edwards Plateau Aspect. The 

point shown in Fig. 2, H was found in a "burnt rock site perceptibly 

mounded on Little Blanco River just above Blanco-San Antonio road 

crossing and on north side of river in pecan grove” (Anderson Catalogue, 

University of Texas). The point illustrated at P was found in a "burnt 

rock site in a field back under toe of hills, a short distance south of [Blanco] 

river about 6-8 miles above town of Blanco, and about a mile above the 

W. A. Ross farm on opposite side of river” (ibid.). The remainder of the 

points illustrated in Fig. 2 are from unspecified sites in Blanco County, 

apparently in the general vicinity of the town of Blanco. Anderson’s cata¬ 

logue reads: "Specimens found singly here and there in the fields and 

pastures are marked with serial numbers only, as well as other specimens 

which were given to me by friends.” 

The basal fragment shown at Fig. 2, A, is probably a Clovis point. 

Both faces show channel flake scars, one having a length of 23 mm., the 

other extending the full length of the fragment; but the lateral edges of 

both faces exhibit rather neat retouching. The material is gray flint, as is 

revealed by a fresh flake scar on one face, but patination has produced a 

mottled surface. This fragment is very similar in size and outline to the 

Clovis fragment from Bee County Site No. 1 (Sellards, 1940: Plate 1, 

No. 8). 

Three points in this Blanco County series may be classified as Plain- 

view points (Fig. 2, B-D), and two additional specimens (E-F) may 

eventually be recognized as belonging to a regional variant of the Plain- 

view type. 

Two of these points (B, C) come very close to duplicating Plainview 

points from the type site. The basal fragment at B is virtually identical 

with the specimen illustrated by Sellards et al in Fig. 5 (1947: 934; see 
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Fig. 2. Projectile points from surface of various archeological sites in Blanco 
County, Texas. Dots indicate extent of lateral smoothing. 
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also Plate 3, No. 6, and Plate 4, No. 3), even to the presence of fairly 

large basal thinning scars. This point is of brownish-gray flint that has 

patinated to a mottled bluish-gray. The base and lateral edges have been 

smoothed. The complete point at C also approximates two specimens from 

the Plainview type site (ibid., Plate 4, No. 2; Plate 5, No. 3). This point 

is patinated to a creamy tan, but one face shows heavier patination than 

the other. The flake scars are irregular, the base has been thinned by removal 

of short flakes, and the base and lateral edges have been smoothed. 

Shown at D is a basal fragment of what must have been a fairly long 

point with slightly flaring concave base. The material is creamy white, 

and both faces appear to be strongly patinated, one slightly more than the 

other. The flake scars are irregular, and the base has been thinned by re¬ 

moval of two fairly long flakes on each face. It is possible that the frag¬ 

ment from Tamaulipas reported by R. de la Borbolla and Aveleyra (op. cit.) 

may have been very similar to this point. Their reconstruction of the base 

could have shown a slightly greater flare. In size and outline the closest 

approximation to this point from Blanco County is to be found in the series 

of Plainview points from the Red Smoke site of Nebraska (Davis, 195 3: 

Fig. 13 3, b). It also compares favorably with a large Plainview point 

from the Long site of South Dakota (Hughes, 1949: 270 and Fig. 68, r). 

Two basal fragments (Fig. 2, E, F) have deep basal concavities and 

resemble the Plainview point reported by R. de la Borbolla and Aveleyra 

(op. cit.) from Tamaulipas. The principal difference lies in the slight basal 

flare of the Tamaulipas point. E is made of brownish-gray flint and one 

face is patinated to a creamy white; F is made of tan flint. The flake scars 

on both points are irregular, and the bases are thinned by removal of num¬ 

erous small flakes. In each the basal concavity and lateral edges have been 

smoothed. These points, as well as the specimens from Tamaulipas, differ 

from the classic Plainview points in greater depth of the basal concavity. 

If they are Plainview points, they may represent a regional variant. 

The typology of the Angostura point is not yet very clear. The series 

from the long site of South Dakota (Hughes, 1949: 270 and Fig. 68, 1-q) 

indicates that the Angostura point is lanceolate in outline with a narrow 

base that may be concave, straight, or convex. This overlaps the series 

of points from Agate Basin, Wyoming, illustrated by Roberts (1951). In 

the Blanco County collection there are eight points (Fig. 2, G-N) that 

appear to conform with the Angostura type as originally defined by Hughes. 

All are lanceolate in outline, have relatively narrow bases, and have ground 

bases and lateral edges. The bases, however, vary from concave (G-J) 

to straight (K-M). The material is either tan or gray flint, and three 

specimens (I, L, M) show considerable patination. One point (H) appears 

to have been rechipped at the distal end, and another (K) has an alternately 

beveled distal portion. The points with the narrowest bases have been 

thinned by removal of very short flakes and are thus thick near the base. 

The lanceolate specimens with straight or concave bases, shown in 

Fig. 2, P-T, may be variants of the Angostura point, but at present we 

prefer to withhold judgment. All exhibit grinding on the base and lateral 

edges, and some of them appear to have been rechipped at the distal end. 

One (T) is alternately beveled on the proximal portion. They show about 

the same degree of patination, their surfaces being mottled gray with 

occasional pinkish spots. Some of these resemble points from Agate Basin, 
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Wyoming (Roberts, 1951) and from Nebo Hill, Missouri (Shippee, 1948). 

The medial fragment in Fig. 2 at O shows serration and alternate 

beveling of the distal portion, and one lateral edge has been ground. This 

flint point is patinated to a creamy tan color. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Two localities in the southern part of Texas, one in Bexar County, 

the other in Blanco County, have yielded a considerable number of projectile 

points that are usually referred to the Paleo-Indian horizon of North Amer¬ 

ica. All of these specimens were collected from the surface at or near sites 

also yielding artifacts of the Edwards Plateau Aspect and other later cul¬ 

tures. The points from Bexar County, however, were collected from a 

restricted area in a large site, which suggests that they may belong to a 

separate occupation. 

The points from these two localities include one Clovis point (Blanco 

County), at least five Plainview points (two from Bexar County, three 

from Blanco County), at least eleven Angostura points (three from Bexar 

County, eight from Blanco County), and a number of other lanceolate 

points that are difficult to classify at present. This sample, which is derived 

from two large private collections, indicates that Paleo-Indian points must 

be relatively numerous in the southern part of Texas. Although commonly 

associated with Archaic artifacts, on typological grounds there is no good 

reason for assuming that these Paleo-Indian styles of points were also 

made by Archaic peoples. We feel that some of the associations reported 

in this paper are explainable in terms of successive occupations of the same 

site by different cultural groups. Others may be due to the occasional col¬ 

lection of earlier points by Archaic peoples either for re-use or out of sheer 

curiosity. Possibly some are to be explained in terms of contemporaneity or 

overlap in time, as indicated by the data from Bee County Site No. 1; but 

against this we have to place the stratigraphic isolation of specific types 

in the Great Plains region. This problem, which is by no means unique 

to the area under consideration, calls for concentrated field investigation— 

a search for critical sites and the testing of those sites by extensive ex¬ 

cavation. 
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SCIENCE ACTIVITIES IN TEXAS 

The Physics Department at Stephen F. Austin State College, Nacog¬ 

doches, has recently moved into new and more spacious quarters, and the 

B. S. and B. A. degrees with major in physics are now available. The new 

facilities are located on the first floor of the Rusk Building and consist of 

a large laboratory for freshmen and sophomore classes, a large laboratory 

for advanced classes, a smaller special purpose and research laboratory, 

a lecture room designed for the performance of demonstrations, and office 

space for department personnel. 

All of the laboratory furniture is new, as are the various laboratory 

fixtures, and flourescent lighting is used throughout. All laboratories and the 

lecture room have available both direct and alternating current electricity, 

gas, compressed air, and water. The advanced laboratory contains a ten- 

foot long concrete table with foundation supports through the floor and 

imbedded in the earth (for mounting sensitive instruments). The lecture 

room and all laboratories are equipped with black shades. Much new equip¬ 

ment has been acquired, so that the new laboratories are now adequately 

equipped. In addition to the usual classical equipment, a considerable amount 

of electronic and atomic equipment is now available for student experimen¬ 

tation, both as a part of the regular laboratory work and on individual 

student research projects. 
s;- 

The University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, aided by a 

Josiah Macy, Jr., Foundation grant, has begun a systematic, long-range 

psychological project of testing medical students. The project, under the 

direction of Dr. Molly R. Harrower, will attempt to discover what psy¬ 

chological factors may indicate success or failure in medical school and 

in medical practice. 
* * * * 

Dr. Floyd W. Davidson, Professor of Biology at Baylor University, 

has received a grant of $12,828 from the National Institute of Fiealth 

for research on blue-green algae as a possible source of new antibiotics. 

This grant will cover research over a three year period. 

* * * ! 

The Texas A. & M. Research Foundation observed its 10th anniversary 

in November. Scientific research is now carried on in College Station, 

Galveston, and Grand Isle, Louisiana, as well as at other facilities off Port 

Aransas, Caplen, and Morgan City, Louisiana. The Foundation has one of 

the finest sea-going research vessels afloat, the 120-foot, three-masted 

schooner, The A. A. Jakkula (shown on the front cover of the September 

JOURNAL). The Texas A. & M. Research Foundation began with a budget 

of $5,000. In 1954 its budget had grown to $900,000. 

The University of Texas will conduct six Atomic Energy Commission 

research projects in 1954-5 5. Two new contracts will expand studies of 

radiation effects on the reproduction, development, and growth of living 

organisms. Two projects in that field have been renewed. Other agreements 
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call for continued studies of interactions of fast neutrons and for "tracer- 

atom” investigations of basic life processes. The four studies of radiation 

effects seek basic information which will provide clues to protection against 

atomic explosions. The search may also reveal facts which will help scientists 

to overcome hereditary and growth defects and possibly to improve animal 

and plant organisms. 

New AEC contracts for work in that field provide $10,945 for Dr. 

W. Frank Blair and $6,265 for Dr. A. R. Schrank, both zoologists. The 

AEC has renewed agreements with Dr. Wilson S. Stone, zoologist, for 

$18,23 5, and Dr. Orville Wyss, bacteriologist, for $4,230. Dr. Emmett L. 

Hudspeth, physicist, will continue neutron studies with a $38,880 grant. 

The work, conducted in part with the University’s four-million volt "atom 

smasher,” is expected to provide data which may help development of 

nuclear aircraft engines and other atomic-power installations. Dr. Jackson 

W. Foster, bacteriologist, has received $8,590 to continue tracer-atom 

studies of basic life processes. 

The 13 th annual Field Meet of the Texas Herpetological Society was 

held May 7-9, on the 5 1,000-acre ranch of Watt Matthews near Albany, 

Shackelford County, Texas. A total of 476 herpetological specimens was 

collected, including 27 genera and 3 8 species. The following officers were 

elected for 1954-5 5: Ottys Sanders, president; W. A. Thornton, vice- 

president; W. K. Davis, secretary-treasurer; Werner Gotsch and John 

Forsyth, executive committee. 

Dr. E. P. Schoch, Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University 

of Texas, who predicted the Texas industrial boom and provided much of 

the technical impetus for it, retired in November at the age of 83 years. 

He is best known for showing how Texas lignite can be used industrially 

and for improving the conservation and utilization of natural gas. Dr. 

Schoch’s retirement came after 60 years as a faculty member. He plans to 

continue his research and serve as a consultant and as unofficial counsellor 

to students. 

Dr. S. L. Brown, Professor of Physics, has also retired after 43 years of 

service. He is perhaps best known for his "Multiharmonograph,” a super 

slide-rule which solves equations as high as the 15 th degree. 

Forty-five students representing 19 foreign countries are enrolled 

in the Graduate School at the A. & M. College of Texas. China (with 

11 graduate students) heads the list. Other countries represented are: 

Argentina, Brazil, Cuba, Egypt, The Netherlands, India, Iraq, Japan, 

Korea, Pakistan, Mexico, Panama The Philippines, Portugal, Spain, Italy, 

and .Paraguay. Fields represented include animal husbandry, agricultural 

education, agronomy, biochemistry and nutrition, chemistry, chemical 

engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering, genetics, plant physi¬ 

ology and pathology, zoology, oceanography, biology, industrial engineering, 

grange and forestry, and poultry husbandry. 

The Acoustical Society of America held its 48 th annual meeting at 

The University of Texas, November 18-20. 
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Dr. R. D. Turk, head of the Department of Veterinary Parasitology 

at the A. & M. College of Texas, left in October for a 90-day tour of Peru 

for the U. S. Foreign Operations Administration. His assignment is to aid 

in determining the specific causes of disease losses in cattle and to formulate 

control measures. He was selected because conditions under which cattle live 

in Peru are simbilar to those in many cattle-raising areas of Texas. 

The South Texas Section of the American Institute of Chemical Engi- 

ners held its Ninth Annual Technical Meeting in Galveston on October 22. 

Clinical conferences and symposia on basic cancer research were held 

on October 21-22 at the M. D. Anderson Hospital in the Texas Medical 

Center at Houston. This program preceded the formal dedication of the 

M. D. Anderson Hospital Building by Governor Allan Shivers on October 23. 

The Society for Study of Evolution will hold an international meeting 

at the University of Texas, April 7-11, 1955. Approximately 150 zoologists, 

botanists, bacteriologists, and geologists are expected to be in attendance. 

A new museum has been established in Texas, the El Paso International 

Museum, 120 5 Montana Street, El Paso. One of its first projects is a pro¬ 

gram of development in the archeology and ethnology of the El Paso 

region, both in the U. S. and in Mexico. 

Professor E. W. Steel and Harry L. Kent, Jr., both of the College of 

Engineering at The University of Texas, are now at the University of 

Chulalongkorn in Thailand. They are participating in a teacher-exchange 

program. Steel is a sanitary engineer; Kent a mechanical engineer. The 

University of Texas has signed a three-year contract with the University 

of Chulalongkorn which calls for exchange of personnel in three teaching 

positions. 

An on-the-coast laboratory for the Department of Oceanography of 

the A. & M. College of Texas has been established at Galveston. It is located 

in one of the buildings of the University of Texas Medical Branch. The A. 

& M. Marine Laboratory will be under the direction of Dr. J. G. Mackin. 

It is expected that research at this laboratory will be of benefit to the 

oyster and shrimp industries of the Gulf Coast. 

Dr. S. Edward Sulkin of the Southwestern Medical School has been 

elected chairman of the Laboratory Section of the American Public Health 

Association. 

Dr. Demetrio Soli-Pallares, one of the outstanding heart specialists of 

the western hemisphere, gave a series of lectures on electrocardiology in 

Houston, December 6-10. Dr. Sodi-Pallares is chief of the Electrocardiology 

Department in Mexico’s National Institute of Cardiology. His lectures 

were sponsored by several medical organizations of Houston. 

The 10th Navy Symposium on Underwater Acoustics was held at 

The University of Texas on November 22-23. 
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Dr. A. Anthony Toprac of The University of Texas has received the 

1954 Lincoln Gold Medal for outstanding welding research. The award 

was made at the annual meeting of the American Welding Society in 

Chicago on November 1. Dr. Toprac developed a method of welding 

(instead of bolting) overhead structural beams in gymnasiums and large 

auditoriums. 

Professor Ronald K. DeFord of The University of Texas has been 

made a member of the National Research Council’s committee for awarding 

post-doctoral fellowships in the earth sciences. This committee annually 

receives requests for support of earth science research and awards National 

Science Foundation fellowships for such work. 

The Texas Branch of the Society of American Bacteriologists held its 

annual meeting, December 3-4, in Austin. 

Professor Matthew Van Winkle of The University of Texas has re¬ 

ceived a $10,000 National Science Foundation grant for the study of dis¬ 

tillation, an important process in the petro-chemical industry. 

The Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, in its television program, 

"Spotlight on Texas,” is featuring research at the A. & M. College of 

Texas on cattle breeding, cotton improvement, architecture, oceanography, 

and weather forecasting. The first showing was on KPRC-TV, Houston, 

Dcember 5. Other showings will be on WFAA-TV, Dallas, and KENS-TV, 

San Antonio, January 2; WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, January 15; and KTBC- 

TV, Austin, January 17. 

The preceding issue of THE TEXAS JOURNAL OF SCIENCE, 

Vol. VI, No. 3, September, 1954, was mailed from San Marcos, Texas, on 

October 20, 1954. 
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